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SHAKSPERE AND HIS CONTEMPORARIES

(A Classified Bibliography lor 19-H)

Compiled by
SAMUEL A TANNENBAUM

The fallowing bibliography, based on an examination of the contents ol more than

1,400 periodicals and hundreds of books in the N. Y Public Library ant! in the library

of Columbia University, is a continuation of those published in the January issues of

this Bulletin for some years past Only those items have been listed which I thought

contributed a new idea or a new fact The names of female writers, if known, aie

distinguished by a colon after the initial letter of the baptismal name The titles of

I books and pamphlets are printed in italics If no year of publication is mentioned m
connection with an item, 1941 is to be understood The discussion of a book, as opposed
to an edition, is indicated by printing the title within single quotes and omitting *ed'

after the contributor's name The following abbreviations have been employed:

Modem Language Notes

Modem Language Quarterly

Modern language Review

Modern Philology

Notes & Queues

CKfoid Univeisity Puss

Oxfoid

Press

Publications of the Modem
Language Ass'n of Anunc.i

poi trait (s)

pnvorely ptmted

Philological Quaik'i ly

Piocmhngs

Quarterly

Review, Revue

Reprinted, tepnnts

Review of English Studies

Shakespeare Ass'n Bulletin

Section

Shaktspeare, Shakspcie-, &c

Shakspeium

Shakespeare Jahtbuth

Studies in Philology

Spectator

Theatre Aits Monthly

Times Liteiaiy Supplement

translator

Amer

Archiv

B
Beiblatt

bib

Bn

cornp

CUP
d

DNS
dt

ed(d)

edn

ELH

EHai

Engl

ES

f

facs(s)

fr

GR
Hist

HLQ
il(s)

J

JEGP

Lang

Libr

Lit

Ln

M

American

Archiv fur das Stadium der

neueren Sprachen

Bulletin

Beiblatt zur Angha

bibliography

Boston

compiler

Cambridge University Press

der, die, das, dem, &c

Die neueren Sprachen

deutsch, &c.

editors )

edition

Journal of English Literary

History

Elizabethan

English, enghsche, &c

Enghsche Studien

fur

facsimile(s)

from

Germanic Review

History, Historic, Histoiie

Huntmgton Library Quarterly

illustration (s)

Journal

Journal of English & Germanic

Philology

Language

Library

Literature

London

Magazine

MLN
MLQ
MLR
MP

NQ
GUP
Oxf

P

PMLA

poits(s)

pp

PQ
Pr

Q
R

Repr

RES

SAB

Sec

Sh

Shn

SJ

SP

Sp

TAM
TLS

tr

Tr

trn

u

U
UP

transactions

translation

und

University

University Press

That I am sincerely grateful to all who have helped me in the preparation of this

bibliography goes without saying But I must make special mention of Miss Dorothy
Rosenzweig and Dr. and Mrs, Ralph Rosenberg,



BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SHAKSPERIANA FOR 1941

ABROAD

sSh among the Slavs, C

ELH, 8 107-18, June

Biynei

ACTING

2 The Stw in Aittoa.S Selden N
Y, pp xviii + ^24, 31 ils

^ h Gtiyion on Ehsr'n acting W F.

McNcu. PMLA, 56 579-83, June

AMERICA

A Kmerson & Sh R. P Rilk PMLA,
56 5^2-4^, June.

ANTHOLOGIES

5. The Age\ of Man. G. Rylands, comp.

-N Y. Doubleclay, Doiun, $2.50

6 /;
///wz Poen. 0. S Lewis, P, Alex-

ander (et al), edti- Oxfoid

6a The Vtkm% Rook o] Poetry of the

nnxl-Speaking UTW</.--R, Aldington

N Y, pp Ixxii + 1272

APOCRYPHA

7 The shorter poems of Sh,- -Bacomtina,

25: 179-82, Apr,

AUTHORSHIP

8. The learning of Sh P. C Ray Cal-

cutta R, 77: Hl-40, Nov. 1940.

9. Sh as a reviser of plays of others.

P C Ray, Calcutta R, 77: 241-48,

Die, 1941)

AUTOGRAPHS

H), A tecemly discovered copy of K. Hall's

11mm of the NMt> Haute\ of Lincaf-

ter & York (1550).-~A, Keen. B of

the John Rylunds Libr, 24* 255-62, Oct

1940, facs,

1 1 . Who wrote in the margin [of a copy

of Hall's CbonM*, 155Qp H Wad-

man Picture Post, Api. 26, pp. 27-29,

ils & facss

12. Self-deception, hoax, or fraud ? S A
Tatinenbaum SAB, 16 254-55, Oct

BACON, FRANCIS

13 F B 's theoiy of civil history-writing

L. F Dean ELH, 8 161-83, Sept.

14 F B's inventors D C Allen PQ,
20 604-07, Oct

BACON-SH QUESTION

15 'Shakspere* not 'Shakespeare' F E
C Habgood Bacomana, 25 112-32,

Jan.

16 Bacon-Sh anatomy (Pts 6, 7 & 8)

W S. Melsome Bacomana, 25 133-44

(Jan.), 166-75 (Apr.), 229-41 (July)

17. The Bacon-Sh mottoes B. G Theo-

bald Bacomana, 25 145-48, Jan.

18 The Sh-Bacon-Oxford mixup M G.

Hoisteui-nSAB, 16. 195-214, Oct

19 The scholarship bogyH K Baker.

Baconiana, 25- 183-88, Apr.

BEAUMONT & FLETCHER

20 A note on the stage-history of Love's

Pilgrimage and The Chances W. C
Powell MUST, 56 122-27, Feb

21 B Maxwell's Studw in B&FJ
G. McManaway; MLN, 56 144-46, Feb

E- M Albright, MP, 38 465-68, May

1941.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

22. American bibhogiaphy for 1940 M
Henshaw, A. C Baugh, et al PMLA

(1940), 55- 1215-1328 (Renaissance &
Ehfc'n lit, pp. 1241-51 )

23. Sh & his contemporaries in the lit

of 1940" a classified bibliography S

A. Tannenbaum SAB, 16 2-16, Jan

24 Index of names & subjects in the 1940

Sh bibliography R P Rosenberg

SAB, 16: 17-24, Jan.
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25. F W Bateson's Cambndge Bibliog-

raphy of Engl DtNQ 180 89-90,

Feb 1.

26 Recent lit of the Renaissance a bib-

liography H. Craig et alSl?, 38 271-

426, Apr

27 English Plays to 1700 [552 items,

priced & annotated ] N Y The Ro-

senbach Co
, 1940, pp 104

28 The Padua Fust Folio R L. Eagle

Bacomana, 25. 207-08, Apr

29. A bibliographical problem m the

First Folio G. E Dawson Libiaiy,

22. 25-33, June.

30 T Besterman's Eatly Pnnted Books

F. C Francis Libiary, 22 91-97, June

BIOGRAPHY

31 A contemporaiy attack upon Sh ? A.

Harbage. SAB, 16 42-49, Jam

32 Sh, Southampton & Avisa H D
Gray Stanford Studies tn Language &
Lit (H. Craig, ed )

33 Mr. Sh. of the Globe Williams.

N Y Dutton, pp 396, 32 ils, $5 J

Corbin, N Y Times Book R, June 29,

p 10, port 5 C Chew, N Y Herald-

Tubune Books, Aug 31, p 10

34 E, Nash, descendant of Sh 'Olybms
'

NQ, 180 134, Feb. 22

35 The Sh Documents. Facsimiles, Trans-

literations, Translations & Commentary.
B R Lewis Stanfoid U P, 1940, 2

vols, ils & facss
, $3-5 S C Chew, N

Y Herald-Tnbune Books, July 6, p

J Corbin, N Y Times Book R, Aug
24, pp 9 & 22

36 Raw materials for a Sh biogiaphy
S A Tannenbaum SAB, 16 104-17,

Apr
37 Spelling of Sh's name S V Trou-

budge NQ, 180 323, May 3.

BOOK TITLES FROM SH.

38 In Lightning of In Ratn.T. M Long-
streth Macbeth, I, i, 2.

39 Beneath the Vtitling

Cavan Antony & Cleopatra, IV, xv, 68.

40 The Tide of Ttmc.L. W. Ncflf

Juttur Caesar, III, z, 257

41 Rosematy for RemeMhtance~~-M Law-

rance Hamlet, IV, v, 175

42 Envious Ca\ca<j Heyci *]ultu\

Caesar, III, 11, 179

43. The Cap of Youth. N- Jacob

Hamlet, IV, vu, 78.

44 King's Highu>a.y.\L P Borden.

Richard 11, III, iii, 155.

45 Dagger of the Mind.'K.. Fearing.

Macbeth, II, i, 38.

46, Come What May- A. Lunn, Mae-

beth I, iii, 146.

47. There's Rosemary . . . There'i Rue.

Lady Fortescue. Hamlet, IV, v, 175

48 Fear No Mote [Anthology ]>*-
belme, IV, 11, 258

49 The Plaft the Thing J Mersand.

Hamlet, II, n, 633

50. This Above All.E Knight -Ham-

let, I, in, 78

51 Some Must Watch,--E L White.

Hamlet, III, n, 284

52 // After Every Tempe\t. P Eldndge.

Othello, II, i, 187.

53 Our Pleasant Vices,- W. Kunstler &
W Stone.-King Lear, V, ui, 170.

54 Reason m Madness. A, Tatc~~Kin$

Lear, IV
3 vi, 179.

55 Come to Duit. A. Fremantle

Cymbeline, IV, ii, 263

56 Thn Realm, This England. S Ch.un-

berlam, z& Richard H, II, i, 50.

57 M Maque of N/#&/ W C Hcr-

ney. Romeo & ]ulteti II, n, 85

58 Hath Not a Jew A, M, Klein.

Merchant of Venice, III, i, 61

59 What Dreamt May Come.- J. D*

Beresford Hamlet, III, i

60. This Little Hctnd.$- Kcllwux-WWrff-

betk, v, i, 58.

61. An Atrant Kn(tt>t>.*~-$>. Mackayc*.
-

MA Ado, V, i, 330.

62. Come the Three Corner?, H, Hnt-

tain. King John, V, viz, 116.
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BOTANY

6} The manduke myth. W G. Wil-

son, Life Lettcis Today, 27' 197-

203, Dec 1940.

61 An Hetbal (152}).$ V Larkey &
T Pyles, edd.N, Y- Scholars' Fac-

similes & Reprints (103 Park Ave ), pp
xxiv -f- facs + modern tcpnnt (pp. 86),

$325

BRETON, NICHOLAS

65. N B.'.s 'Pahquil' books. J. Robertson

--RES, 17' 80-86, Jan

66. N1

. B's Honert Cvun\el~-J Robert-

son. NQ, 180- 236-37, Apr 5,

67. A poem by N, B J. Robertson

NQ, 181: 88-89, Aug. 16.

67a N. B 's authouhip of Mane Magda-
len* t Love and The Pit\\wn of a Di\ion-

tcntvd M/nd.~-J. Robertson. MLR, 36:

.149-59, Oct

BURTON, ROBERT

6H. R B , Bacon & Sandys, R, R Cawley,

MXN, 56; 271-73, Api.

68a. The Anatomy oj Melancholy. F

Dell & P J Smith, edd N. Y.: Tudor

Pub. Co., pp. xx 4- 1036.

CARBW, THOMAS

69. T C, T, Gucy & The Sovereign of

the Seas,
1

R Duni.ip. WOLN, 56: 268-

71, Apr,

CHAPMAN, GEORGE

70. The heroes of Cs Hornet. P ( B.

Bartlett. RES, 17' 257-80, July

71 The Shadow of N?j>ht: an mtcipre-

tation. R. Battcnhousc. Sp, 38 584-

608, Oct.

72. G, C & T, Phac-i P- B, Bartlett

MLN, 56: 590-601, Dec

7^ G, C/s compounds in the N. E P.

G. G. Loane. NQ, 181: 130-31, Sept. 6

COMMENTARY

74 Sh's creed J. V Moldenhawer

The Voice of Books (1940), pp 26-40.

76. A prose period m Sh's career? L M.
Buell. MLN, 56. 118-22, Feb.

77 Der Mensch u seme Grosse bei Sh.

R. Woesler ^Die neueren Sprachen, 48.

165-81, Oct., 1940

78 Sh's dukes C B. Watson. SAB,

16 33-41, Jan

79 Prognosis on a Shn problem A P.

Rossiter JDurbam University J, 33 126-

39, Mar

80. Repetition in Sh's Plays P V
Kreider. Pnnceton UP

, pp xii + 306,

$3.50

81. Sh D Mialcolmson. Ten Heroes:

A Book on the Making of Lit., pp 237-

39.

82. 'The middle of humanity' as Sh saw

it. J M Robertson Hibbert J, 39'

143-55, Jan

83 'Not of an age.' J L Hotson

Sewanee R, 49 193-210, Api

84. E. E. Stoll's Sh & Other Masters.

A. Nicoll JEGP, 40 290-92, Apr
85. Antithetical views on twinning found

m the Bible & Sh. G Walsh & R M'
Pool Southern Medicine & Surgery,

M!ar (Reprints, pp 12 )

86 Invttatwnl to Learning. H Cairns,

A Tate, M. Van Doren N. Y . Ran-

dom House.

87. The Intent of the Artjst Ander-

son, T. Wilder, R. Sessions, W. Les-

caze. Princeton U P, pp vi + 162.

88 Sh's debut J Bing Edda (1940),

40 1-30

89 Zu Sh's Wortspielen W Horn.

Archiv, 178 119-21, Feb

90 M3 Van Doien's Sh E Bowen, New
Statesman & Nation, 21 413-14, Apr

X9. .M p
} Adelphi, 17 296-98, May.

91 On Reading Sk.M. R. Ridley

OUP, pp. 32, 85c

92 The lunatic, the lover, & the poet

M. E Smith SAB, 16: 77-88, Apr.
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93 The theme of damnation in Shn

tragedy. K O. Myrick SP, 38 221-

45, Apr.

94 H. Wpole on Sh C S. Kilby.

SP, 36. 480-93, July

95. The meaning of romanticism for the

historian of ideas A O Lovejoy. J

of the Hist of Ideas, 2 257-78, June

96 Notes by H. Walpole on Several

Characters of S/&.W S. Lewis, ed

Farrmngton, 1940, pp vm +- 22, pp
97. The New Cntictsm J C. Ransom

Norfolk, Conn, pp xiv + 340

98 The Philosophy of Literary Form:

Studies tn Symbolic Action K. Burke.

Louisiana State UP, pp xvii + 546

99 'Windows' in Sh K Tillotson

RES, 17 332-35, July

100 H Spencer's book on Sh E K.

Chambers RES, 17 345-46, July.

101. G W Knight's Shn Tempert.]
R. S. RES, 17 377-78, July

102. Meanings of 'nature' in Renaissance

lit H S Wilson J of the Hist of

Ideas, 2- 430-48, Oct

103- This Ehzn Sh B T Spencer.

Sewanee R, 49 536-52, Oct

104. Stoll's Sh & Other Masters. R A
Law. Modern Language Q, 2 510-12,

Sept.

105 R R. Cawley's Unpattid Wa-teis

G B. Parks JEGP, 40 582-84, Oct.

106. Sh & Democracy [& 13 other essays}.

A. Thaler Knoxville- U of Ten-

nessee P, pp xu + 312, $250
107 Sh's chameleons & salamandeis J

A S MlcPeek SAB, 16 237-42, Oct

108 Anothei medieval convention m Sh

E H Cox SAB, 16 249-53, Oct

109. Sh as a critic H T Price, P Q,
20 390-99, July

110 The mind's construction in the face

C Camden P Q 20 400-12, July

CONTEMPORARIES

111 R Tarlton & the eatthquake of

1580 L B Campbell HLQ, 4 29V

302, Apr

112 B Franklin & F. Gievillc A

Thaler PMLA, 56 1059-64, Dec

112a Munday's journey to Rome B, H

Thompson. Durham Umv'y J,
34 l

14, Dec.

CONTEMPORARY DRAMA

113 Out Seneca C W. MendcII New

Haven Yale U P, $3.

114. F. T. Bowers's Eltzn Revenge Trag-

edy. U. C. Bradbtook. RES, 17: 214-

15, Apr

115 Jacobean & Caroline Stage. G. F.,

Bentley. Oxford Clarendon P, 2 vols,

N Q 180, 323-24, May 3.

116 The drama of ideas -A H Nether-

cot. Sewanee R, 49 370-84, July.

117. F Bowers's Eltzn Revenge Tragedy.

ill. Blhs-Fermor. MLR, 36: 258-60,

Apr

118, The 2 Angry Women and Wily

Begutled.'B Maxwell. P Q, 2(): 3Vt-

39, July

119- 'A Shrew. H D Gray P Q, 20-

325-33, July

120. The physiological conception of love

in the Ehzn & early Stuart drama. L

Babb PMLA, 56: 1020-35, Dec,

121 Aim of a popular Elizn dramatist.'

G F Reynolds. PQ, 20: 340-44, July,

122 R. R Cawley's UnpatheJ Wat9r\<~

E. G. R. Taylor RES, 17. 475-79, Oct,

122a, M. J, Valency's The Tragedies of

Heiod & Manamne. T. M. Campbell.

G R, 16 312-16, Dec.

CONTEMPORARY POETRY

123 A metrical puzzle m A Mirror fv>

Ma&\naie\ W, Peery MLN, 56*

256-61, Api
124. Un motif de la poe\sie amoureu&c au

16 siicle-M Francon. PMLA, 5Cr

307-36, June.

125 Melancholy & the Eliz'n man of

letters L Babb HLQ, 4. 247-61, Apr.
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126 G Hubae & the emblem books.

R Freeman RES, 17 150-65, Api.

12"* The two matters. Classic & Chust-

lan in the Renaissance A, Williams.

SP, ^8 158-61, Apr.

128. 'A Revelation of the Tiue Minetva,'

by T. Blenerha\\ct. [Facs, with mti ]

J: W Bennett, ed. N. Y Scholars'

Facsimiles & Reprints (103 Paik Ave.),

pp. xxii + 62, $^

129. The Elan background of neo-classic

polite verse. C. Hunt. ELH, 8 273-

SO-i, Dec.

HO ll^nngttm & Atto\to; A Study m
Elizn Vene Tramlatton T Rich

New Haven, 1910, pp vin 4- 228.

CONTEMPORARY PROSE

ML 'A Book uf jr/;;t'i/ /y ir/, Tutnei.

[Facs, with introduction* & a bibliog-

raphic notc,]--S. V. Larky & P M
Wa#nct, cdd. N, Y/ Scholars' Fac-

similes & Reprints (103 Patk Ave.), pp.

xlviii + 96 + 80, |4.

H2. The Elizn trn of Vegctius' De re

militariH. J. Webb.- -MLN, 56- 605-

06, Dec.

DAV1ES, SIR JOHN

1U. The Potm\ uj S;> /. D. [Facs; with

intr & notes.] C Howaid, ed. N. Y.:

Columbia UP, pp, x + 250; $3.

DBKKER, THOMAS

1 34, New source influence on The Shoe-

maker's Hohd*y<-W. L Halstead.

MLN, 56: 127-29, Feb.

135, Dating & holograph evidence in The

Whort <?/ Babylon, "W . H. Halstead,

NQ, 180: 38-40, Jan, 18,

136, T. D. & the underdog: the compas-

sionate realist, TLS, May 31, pp. 262

& 264.

137, H. Chettle & T. D. H. Jenkifts,

TLS, Oct, 25, p. 531.

DONNE, JOHN

138. Ignatius his Conclave, or His In-

thronisatton in a late Election m Hell.

[Facs } Wtth an Intr.C M Coffin, ed.

N. Y.- Columbia U P, pp xxii + 150,

$160

139 J. IXs suicides D C. Allen

MLN, 56. 129-33, Feb.

140. J. D's Letters to Seveiall Persons of

Honour &. E Bennett. PMLA, 56-

120-40, Mar

14 1. Some Poems & A Devotion of J. D.

NoifolL New Directions, $1

142. J. D's 'Bracelet of bright hair about

the bone.' P D Carleton. MLN, 56

366-68, May.

143. The Complete Poetry & Selected

Prose of J. D. [With intr ] R. S. Hill-

yer, ed N Y Random House, $3.50.

Iff. The myth of J D the rake A. R
Bcnham, P Q, 20 465-73, July

145. J D's 'little bug' E G. Mat-

thews. 'MLN, 56- 607-09, Dec,

146. J. D. & the Bezoar D. C Allen.

MLN, 56: 129-33, Feb.

147. M A. RugofFs D's Imagery. G
Williamson. MLN, 56 626-28, Dec

DRAKE, FRANCIS

148. The Life of P D. A E W. Mason.
'

Ln. Hodder & Stoughton, 12s. 6d

149. The spell of F D TLS, Oct 11,

pp. 506 & 508

150. Drake's spirit TLS, Oct. 11, .p

507

151. King James on J D P Simpson.

TLS, Oct 25, p. 531

DRAMA

152. A Hist of the Theatre. <G. Freedley

& I. A. Reeves. N. Y., pp xvi, 688;

418 ils, bib.

153 The Dramatic Imagination . . . The

Ait of the Theatre. R. E Jones N.

Y Duell, Sloan & Pearce, pp 158.
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154. Fundamentals of Play

A. Dean N Y. Farm & Rmehart, pp

xxu + 428, ils

155. Some thoughts on playwriting T

Wilder The Intent of the At tut, pp

83-9'8

156. The Stage in Action S Selden

N Y, pp xviu + 324, 31 ils

157. By way of preface the theatie as

religion M, Andeison N Y Times,

Oct. 26, sec 9, pp. 1 & 3

DRAYTON, MICHAEL

158 M. D.. A Concise Btbhogtaphy.

S A Tannenbaum -N Y The authoi,

pp. x + 54, $3 50.

159. M D. & His Circle & H Newdi-

gateOxf Blackwell, pp xvi + 240,

ils & facss, 15s

160 M D's victory TLS, pp 494 & 497,

Oct 4

161. The Works of M D (Vol 5, with

mtr, notes, &c ) K Tillotson & B H
Newdigate, edd. Oxf.

162. Cotswold sheep in Poly-Olbwn B

H Newdigate. NQ, 181. 142, Sept. 13

EDITORS, EDITING

163 Mr Kittiedge & his Sh. R A
Law Southwest R (1940), 26 125-31

Repr

164. McKerrow's Prolegomena W Kalt-

hoff Beiblatt, 51 76-78, Apr. 1940

W W Greg, RES, 17 139-49, Apr
165 Scottish Sh R M Schmttz SAB,

16 229-36, Oct

166 G DL Kirtredge TLS, Sept 13, p
461.

ELIZABETH, QUEEN (Q E)

167. T Maynard's Q E 1 W Eshle-

man N Y Times Book R, Feb 2, p
18

168 A Hunganan envoy [S Kakas] to

Q. E [m 1593] J. Kerekeshdzy.

Hungarian Q, 7 276-85, Sept , ils.

ENVIRONMENT

169 A Jacobean Jownal. A Record o\

Those Thmg\ Mo\t Talked oj during

. 1603-06. G. B, Htiuison Ln

Routiedge, 16s 6d TLS, Feb 8, p 6S,

170 Tudoi England J Maruott. Engl

Hist in Engl Fiction (Ln, 1940), pp

100-16.

ERASMUS, DESIDERIUS

171 Cunent Engl tins of The l>iat\e of

Polly.-tt. H. Hudson,- -PQ, 20: 250-65,

July

ETHICS

172 Divine Vengeame Thv Phtlo \ophttal

Background* of the Revenge Motif </*

It Appears m S&\ Chinntclv Hr \ttjn
1

Plays. M. B Mro? Wash'n, 1911, pp

x, 168, bib

FORD, JOHN

173 S B Ewmg's Btinvnittn Mdanchol)
in the Play* of f. F. G. F. Scn.sabuugh.

JEGP, 40 412-15, July.

174 J F & Eiizn tragedy G. F Stns.i-

baugh .PQ, 20, 442-53, July.

FRANCE, FRENCH CRITICISM

175. How much of Sh did Voltaire know
P G Adams -SAB, 16 126, Apt.

GARRICK, DAVID

176 D G. the author TLS, p. 519,

Oct 18.

177. D. G & pnvate theatncak S. Ro-

senfeld NQ, 181- 230-31, Oct 21

GERMANY

178 Sh in Germany P. P. Kies MLN,
56 385-88, May,

179 Peisonlichkeit u Gememschaft bet

Sh F Grosse DNS, 48 205-08, Dec,

1940
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180, Strodel's Sh auj d dt EuhneWJ
Jacobi. Beiblatt, 51, 91-93, Apr,' 1940.

181. Plessow's Urn Sh>\ Nordentum.H.

Heuer; Beiblatt, 51: 85-87, Apr, 1940

182 Ehzn plays m Germany TLS, Apr.

26, p. 208,

183, H S. Chamberlain, Bayreuth u Sh.

-H. Platz. Neuphilol Monatsschr, 11:

210-24, Sept., 1940

184i Demagogic a Is literar Motiv H.

Dtetz. -Zeitschr f ne,uspiachl Unterncht

(1940), 39. 59-70.

GREENE, ROBERT

185. R G.'s panther -J, L. Ltev&ay

PQ, 20, 296-30% July

HARVEY, GABRIEL

18(5. A line in G. H, T W Baldwin,

-TLS, Jan. 18, p. 31

187. A line in G. H, -F. S. Boas.

TLS, Feb. 15, p, 79

188. The 'Machiavellianism' of G. H
T. H. Jameson. PMLA, 56: 645-56,

Sept.

HERBERT, GEORGE

189- 'TAt Works of G. IL'~~NQ, 180.

288, Apr. 19,

190. G. R TLS, July 12 (pp. 334 &

191. G. H. H. S. Curr. TLS, Aug. 2,

p. 371.

192. G H. K. cle Sel income. Hibbert

], 39: 389-97, July.

HEYWOOD, JOHN

193. Chronology of J H's plays W.

Phy, ES, 74: 27-41, July, 1940

HEYWOOD, THOMAS

194. 'An Apology for Acton' (1612), by

T. H, 'A Rotation of The
Apology

lor Actors' (1615) h 7. G.' [With in-

troductions}, R, H, Perkinson, ed. N.

Y Scholars' Facsimiles & Repimts (103
Park Ave ), p. xviu + 64 + x + 62,

$4.50.

HOOKER, RICHARD

195. Sisson's Judicious Marriage of R. H.
A. M Coon. MtLQ, 2 321-22, June

196. R. H among the controversialists

E N. S Thompson. PQ, 20: 454-64,

July

ITALIAN CRITICISM

197 Sh in Italian criticism. J. G. Fu-

cilla. PQ, 20. 559-72, Oct.

JAMES I

198 James VI of Scotland & the Throne

of En&land.H G Stafford N. Y
Appleton, pp. xii + 336

199. The character of King James. G.

Davies. HLQ, 5 33-63, Oct.

See 159

JONSON, BEN

200. Crime & punishment in B J D.

J, Ennght. Scrutiny, 9. 231-48, Dec,

1940

201. The Jonsoman ttaditton in the com-

edies of J Dennis C. B. Graham.

MLN, 56. 370^72, May
202. A note on the Virgil trn m Poet-

aster, V, 11. A. H. King Engl Studies,

23: 75-80, June.

203. Seventeenth-century allusions to B

J, G. E Bentley. Huntington Libr Q,

5: 65-113, Oct.

204. B. J's contribution to the court

masque T. M Pariott PQ, 20 428-

41, July

205. B. J. (Vol 7 Sad Shepk&d, Fall of

Mortimer, Ma\quet & Entertainments)

C. H Herford, P & E Simpson, edd

Oxf UP, 35s

206 B. J. & R Cu-ne. F. P. Wilson

TLS, p 555, Nov. 8

206a B J's masques TLS, Nov 15,

pp. 566 & 569

See 159
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KYD, THOMAS

207 T. K.: A Concise bibliography

S A. Tannenbaum. N Y, pp. x +
34, $3.25.

208 The authorship of the additions to

Sp TV H W Crundell NQ, 180 8-

9, Jan. 4,

209. H Baker's Induction to Tragedy

F E Budd. MLR, 36 260-62, Api

LANGUAGE

210 Sh & the Diction of Common Life.

F. P Wilson

211 Word windows TLS, Sept 27, p.

483.

212 Poetic Diction in the Engl Renais-

sance fr Skelton through Spenset. V.

L Rubel N Y Modern Lang Ass'n

of America, pp xiv + 312, $3

213 'Bugs' in Sh E F W Amer.

NQ, 1- 138, Dec. 19

214 C- Spurgeon & hei imagery F E

C H & W S M. Bacomana, 25 213-

28, July.

LONDON

215 Huguenots of Blackfnars & its neigh-

borhood, in Shn days J. C White-

brook. NQ, 181 226-28 (Oct 25),

242-43 (Nov. 1), 254-56 (Nov. 8)

LYLY, JOHN

216. J L. & Pettie J Swart Engi

Studies, 23 9-18, Feb

217 Songs in J L's plays M H Dodds,

TLS, June 28, p 311.

218 Gil Polo, Desportes, & 'Cupid & my
Campaspe

'

E G Matthews MLN
56 606-07, Dec

MARLOWE, CHRISTOPHER

219. F. S Boas's C M.X M Parrott

MLN, 56* 141-44, Feb

220 Tambuilame, the 'scouige of God/

R W Battenhouse PMLA, 56 3^7

48, June

221 F. Hotman & C. M's Mai were at

Parts P. H Kocher PMLA, 56 3-19-

68, June

222 Renaissance remedies foi Fortune

C. M & the Fortunati D. C Allen.

SP, 38 188-97, Apr
223 Backgrounds for M's atheist lecture.

P H Kocher PQ, 20 112-32, July

224 Ralegh & C. M- a Study in Eltzn

Fustian E G Clark N Y. Ford-

ham U P, pp x + 488, ils, $4

225. The fall of Icarus J W Ashton,

PQ, 20- 345-51, July.

226 Some observations on the 1663 edn

of Faustus.S M. Pitcher. MLN, 56

58<8-94, Dec.

227. C M's Imagery & the Canon M.
B Smith Phila, 1940, pp vin + 214.

MARSTON. JOHN

228 H H Wood's edn of J. M's plays.

M Praz. Engl Studies, 2V 55-58,

Api.

MIDDLETON, THOMAS

229 T M's No Wit, no Help & G. delta

Porta's La Sorelta. D. J Gordon.

RES, 17 400-14, Oct

MISCELLANEA

230 The uses of Sh W Tayloi. Col-

lege English, 2 476-85, Feb.

231 'One with Sh/ [A story,) M Foley,

Story, 18' 9-14, May
232 The Sh festival in Stratford. S.

Chartens. English-Speaking World, 23:

1*9-40, May
233 The Sh title-page mystery [A stoiy,]

C Wells The Dolphin, no, 4, pp.

158-65, ils

234 5&s Audtence A. Harbage, N, Y,-

Columbia UP, pp x + 202, $2.25.
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23 1a Case of a missing First Foho R.

M Hitchcock. Esquire, 16 93, 254,

256-58, 60.

2Ub Ehz'n widows L, E Peaison

Stanjotd Studies in Lang Lrt, pp

MONTAIGNE, MICHEL

2^5 M. M. og Holbeig H. H Halvoi-

scn, Kdda, 41 1-41

2V5 Fig leaves foi Sh & M M F R.

Packard. Pi of the Charaka Club, pp.

31-44

2^7 I meet Mt R. S. Baker Nat/re

At/whan, pp. 174-80.

2V7a. Mt's classical bookshelf W H
Alexandei U of Toionto Q, 11* 78-

80, Oct.

MUSIC

238 Hcmy Lttwc\, Mu\tctctn 6* Fnend of

/W/i. W McC Evans N. Y. Mod-

cm Language Ass'n of Ametica, pp xvi

+ 250, port & 16 facss, $2 50

2Wa. A Guide to Reimded MU\JC I

Koiodin.- N, Y.: Doubleday, pp xvi -f

496,

OVID

2J9. 'The Art <>\ Courtly Love' by A.

Capdlttnu\. [With inn, tin, notes]

J. P. Pauy, tr & cd. N Y Columbia

UP, pp. xii + 218, bib, $275 (Ovid

discussed in intr,)

PHILOSOPHY

240. The philosophy of Sh G L, Bick-

mt'th -Aberdeen Umvetsity R, 28' 84-

92 (Apr.), 173-83 (July).

241, What did Sh say,'' R Wark Lit-

eral y Guide, Nov., pp 116-17.

PLAYS & POEMS

All's Well That Ends Well (AW)

242 The episode of the king's nng

H. W. Crundell. NQ, 180, 26-27, Jan

11.

243 Helena S V Troubndge NQ,
181 109-10, Aug 23

244 Helena A R Bayley, W Jaggard

NQ, 181 122, Aug 30

Antony & Cleopatra (A&C)

245 A&C [With intr & notes )--G L

Kittredge, ed Bn Gian & Co., pp. xu

+ 236, 65c

As You Like It (AY)

246 Sh's Orlando mnamorato J W
Draper Modern 'Language Q, 2 179-

84, June

247 Putting Jaques into AY. J. Wil-

cox-iMlLR, 36 388-94, July

248. Jacques
1

'7 ages' & P Maxia D
C Allen MLN, 601-03, Dec

Comedy of Errors (Errors)

249 Errors. L. Raines, ed, University,

Ala.. L, Rames, pp 22, 3 ils, 35c (Act-

ing version, printed as prose, typed &

mimeographed )

Cymbeline

250 An unpublished contemporary setting

of 'Haik, hark!' G A Thewlis Mu-

sic & Letters, 22, 32-^5, Jan (Words
& music )

251. 'Sits' or 'fits' in IV, a, 384 C T
Onions TLS, June 21, p. 299

Hamlet (H)

252 J. W, Draper's book on H H de

Groot Engl Studies, 23 89-90, June.

253. Ophelia against her cntics J Cor-

bin Saturday R of Lit, 24 11-13, Aug
16.

254 H and the Gonzago murders S A
Tannenbaum -^SAB, 16 169-74, July

255. A -note on Wilson's H. N B Al-

len SAB, 16 154-65, July

256. Incidental music to H [Overture,

op 67b) P I Tchaikowsky Victor

recoid #13760 (Ln Philharmonic Or-

chestra), $1
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257. Yonck on Hamlet [Verse] A
E. Johnson Sewanee R, 49: 476-78,

Oct.

258 'John-a-dreams.' T. O M[abbott].

NQ, 181 54, July 26

259 Some stoic lines on H & the prob-
lem of interpretation R Morgan
PQ, 20 549-58, Oct

260. Ophelia lies- S A. Tannenbaum.

SAB, 16 215-19, Oct

261 Duthie's Bad Quarto of
r#' Ba-

coniana, 25: 193-99, Apr
262 Hamlet's quest of certainty. J. C.

McCloskey. College English, 2 445-51,
Feb

263 Once more the mouse-trap A
Hart. RES, 17 11-20, Jan.

264
'

I know a hawk from a handsaw.'

H. Braddy. SAB, 16. 29-32, Jan.

265 An early H allusion H Schultz.

SAB, 16 50-51, Jan

266 The varieties of style in H. B
Groom. Essays & Studies by Membets

oj the Engl Ass>n (1939), 24: 42-63.

267 Hamlet, dramatist. J F Ross

Five Studies in OUt

268 F T. Bowers's Eltzn Revenge Ttag-

edy.T W. Baldwin. JEGP, 40 285-

SK), Apr,

269 The Character of Hamlet & Other

Essays [on H] J E Hankms. Chapel
Hill U of No. Ca. P, pp xii + 264, $3.

270 The 'Bad' Quarto of <H.> A Cntical

Study^G I. Duthie Cambr U P, pp.
xii + 280, |2.25

271 Duthie's The 'Bad' Quarto NQ,
ISO- 215-16, Mar 22.

272 Glunz's Der 'H' S#r W Fischer

Beiblatt, 51 84-85, Apr, 1940
273. Parrott & Craig's ed'n of H L. L

Schuckmg. Beiblatt, 51 78-83, Apr,
1940

274. The fencing match in H A H
Gilbert SAB, 16 124-25, Apr

275 'Pajock' defended T O Mabbott.

NQ, 180- 258-59, Apr 12.

Henry IV (H4)

276 The dishonor of honor fiom G.

Mauro to Sir John FalstafL G A. Bor-

gese Romanic R, 32 44-55, Feb.

277. 1H4 [With mtr & notes ]G. L

Kittredge, ed Bn Ginn & Co, 1940,

pp. xtv + 210, 65c

278! Perseus purloins Pegasus T. W.
Baldwin. PQ, 20. 361-70, July.

279. Hotspur & FalstafT. S. A Small.

SAB, 16 243-48, Oct.

Julius Caesar (]C)

280. Stilkundhche Betrachtung der Reden

des Brutus u des Antonius. W. Am-
hno Neupluiol Monatsschr, 11. 249-71,

Oct., 1940

281. JC & the Duke of Guise, M. H.

Dodds NQ, 180, 276-79, Apr. 19.

King John (KJ)

282 G M Greenewald's Sk'r Attitude

Towards the Catholic Cbutch m 'KJ.'

T W Baldwin, JEGP, 40 292-95, Apr.
H Marcus, Beiblatt, 51 88-89, Apr.

King Lear (KL)

283 A design for KL N. B. Gcdde.s.--

Theatre Arts, 25: 126, Feb., il.

284. Scenic designs foi KL.A. Heythum,
Theatre Arts, 25' 172, Feb.

285. Piscator's KL R- Gilder. Theatre

Arts, 25 96-97, Feb

28"6 An emendation in I, 11, 20. S. A,

Tannenbaum. SAB, 16: 58-59, Jan.

287 A unique production of KLS A,

Tannenbaum SAB, 16: 62-63, Jan
28'8 KL [With intr & notes ]G L.

Kittredge, ed. Bn Ginn & Co., pp xiv

+264, 65c.

289 The true text of KL L, Kirsch-

baum SAB, 16' 140-53, July.

290 Two notes on Sh G C Taylor.

PQ, 20 371-76, July.

291 Greg's The Variants in the fat
quarto of 'XL.'!*. Kirschbaum; MLN,
56 624-26, Dec. M Doran, RES, 17:

468-74, Oct
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Love's Labor's Lost (ILL)

292. Textual evidence for The School of

Night,' E A Strathmann M1N, 56.

176-86, Mar.

Macbeth (M)

293 Scene & costume designs for M, R.

Whorf Theatre Arts, 25: 197-98, Mar,
3 ils

294. A design for M. R E. Jones.

Theatre Am, 25: 123, Feb., il.

295 Atete&-O. Welles St. R Hill, edd

N. Y.: Harper, ils.

296. 'Cyme/ F. Sullivan. MLN, 56-

263-64, Apr.

297. The Evans-Anderson production of

M.>B. Atkinson; N. Y. Times, Nov.

12, p. 30. J. M. Brown; N. Y. World

Telegram, p. 30. R. Lockridge, N. Y.

Sun, p. 28. W. Waldorf; N Y. Post,

p 16 J. Anderson; N. Y. Ameiican,

Nov. 23.

298. The gracious Duncan.-J W. Draper.

MLR, 36; 495-99, Oct.

299. Lady Macbeth. J. W. Draper.

Psychoanalytic R, 28: 479-86, Oct.

WO. Garrick's handling of M. G. W
Stone. SP, 38: 609-28, Oct

301. MacdufT, not Macbeth. J J. Lynch.

MLN, 56: 603-04, Dec. (With note

by H. Spencer,)

Measure for Measure (MM)

W, Authority, truth, & justice in MM,
M, C. Bradbrook,-RES, 17: 385-99,

Oct.

The Merchant of Venice <MV)

303. MV: A Concne Bibliography,

[t 2650 items,] S. A. Tannenbaum,

comp, N. Y/ The author, pp. x 4- 140,

W.
304. In defense of Bassamo, J M. Anail.

SAB 16: 63-64, Jan.

W. Which Daniel? J, E, Hannigan.

SAB, 16: 63-64, Jan.

306 Notes on Shylock, Angelo, & Fal-

staff.A. S Pushkin SAB, 16 120-21,

Apr.

307. A second Daniel. R Withington.

SAB, 16. 123, Apr.

30'8 Portia, Daniel, Susanna. J E. Han-

mgan. SAB, 16: 190-92, July.

309 A last word on 'judge' Darnel R.

Withmgton. SAB, 16: 256, Oct.

310 Nenssa's ring & Rabelais. M & P.

S Clarkson. Amer NQ, 1 69 (Aug.

19), 126 (Nov. 19)

Merry Wives of Windsor (MW)

311. The relation between MW & Every

Man in his Humor. Sewell SAB,
16- 175-89, July.

A Mids. Night's Dream (MXD)

^12 A scene from MND Theatre Arts,

25. 27, Jan,, il.

313. The Dream. W. de la Mare.

Pleasures & Speculations (Ln 1940), pp.

270-305.

Much Ado About Nothing (MA)

314, MA. [With mtr & notes] G L

Kittiedge, ed Bn Gmn & Co., pp

xiv + 166, 65c.

315 G Whetstone, P. Beverly & the

sources of MA C. T. Prouty. SP, 38.

211-20, Apr,

Othello

316. Dekadet ladzhtkskovo Iskusstva:

Qtello.T. Banu, A Lakhuti, E. Chem-

odurov Moscow, pp. 18, 12 ports.

m He played Othello 2000 times V

Papazyan Sovietland, Apr., pp. 6-7 &

37, ils.

318. The motivation of lago J C. Mc-

Closkey. College English, 3 25-30, Oct.

Passionate Pilgrim (PP)

319. Rolhns's ed'n of ?? E A Strath-

mann. Modern Language Q, 2 319-20,

June
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The Phoenix & the Turtle (P&T)

320 P & T: translation of Pliny R L

Eagle, W Jaggard. NQ, 180 51, Jan

18.

321 The sole Arabian tree. O Sitweli

TLS, Api 26 (p 199), July 26 (p

359)

322 Phoemxities TLS, Apr 26 (p 203),

June 14 (p 287), M Cooper, TLS,

May 24, p 251.

323 'P & TV TLS, July 19, P 347.

324.
fP & T G Benham TLS, July

19 (p 352), July 26 (p. 364).

325 'P & TV D. W Thompson

TLS, Aug 16, p. 397

Rape of Lucrece (RL)

326 'RL'E P Kuril PQ, 20 352-

60, July

Richard III

327. Sh & St Thos Moie I J Semper

Catholic Educational R, 39 166-72,

Mar

Romeo & Juliet (R&JJ

328. R & J. [With intr & notes] G,

L Kittredge ed Bn Ginn & Co , pp
xn + 234, 65c

329. A borrowing fi Caviceo foi the

legend of Romeo & Juliet. W F J de

Jongh SAB, 16 118-19, Apr
330 H B Chailton's essay on R & /.

H N Hillebiand MLN, 56 621-22,

Dec

Sonnets

331 Analogues of sonnets 153 & 154

contnbutions to the hist of a theme J

Hutton MP, 38 385-403, May
332 Gower & sonnet 64 R Hussey

NQ, 180 386, May 31,

The Taming of the Shrew

3=53 Two notes on Sh G. C Tayloi

PQ, 20 371-76, July

The Tempest (T)

334. The flowei in IV, i, 67, F Rhodes

NQ, 180 226, Mar. 29

Twelfth Night (TN)

335. A scene fiom TN Theatie Arts,

25 7, Jan , il

336 Et m Illyna Feste J. W, Diaper.

SAB, 16 220-28, Oct

337 The Chekhav Playeis in TN m N.

Y. B Atkinson, N. Y Times, Dec 3,

p 3 2i_j M Brown, N, Y. World-

Telegram, p, 26 R Lockndge, N. Y.

Sun, p. 36 R Watts, Jr., N Y. Her-

ald-Tribune, Dec 3, p 24

338 Sh's Illyna J W Draper. RES,

17 459-60, Oct

Venus & Adonis (V&A)

339 V & A' amour with humor R

Putney PQ, 20 533-48, Oct

The Winter's Tale (WT)

340. The oiacle R. L Eagle NQ,
180 135, Feb 22

POETICS

341. Poetiy & life. J. V. Moldenhawci

The Voice of Books (N. Y., 1940),

pp 7-25

342 A note on poetiy & piophccy, S,

G Brown Sewanec R, 49' 107-15, Jan,

343 The poem as organism, modem crit-

ical pioceduie. C Brooks, Jr. #/

Intitule Annual, 1940 (CUP), pp, 20-

41

344 Poetiy m piose W. de lu Maic.- -

Plea\we\ 6 Speculations (Ln 1940), pp
80-171

345 An\toM\ (

Ait of Poetry.' [With
inn & notes] W. H, Fyfe, N, Y.:

Oxf UP, $1 60.

^46 Literature as knowledge A, Tatc

Kenyon R, 6 629-57, Apr.

347 Poetry m i elation to life, P, H. B,

Lyon Poetiy R, 32- 59-62, Jan,
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.18 M Arnold's Study of Poetiy. H
W Hamilton College English, 2

52io(), Mai.

^19 Lttwaty Cntict\m: Pope to Croce.

G W. Allen & H H Claik, edd, N.

Y American Book Co., pp xii + 660,

bib.

350 Notts on convention m poetiy J

Horrell Southern R, 7 117-U, July.

W. Poetiy in the good life N Nelson.

College Engl, 2 765-75, May
^52, The principle of uniformity m Engl

mene J, R. Anderson Duiham, U J,

}V 188-200 (June).

W. Poetry. J, C. Ransom. The New
Crittchm, pp. 33-44 Si 193-208

}54. Literature tt\ a Pine ArtC C Cun-

ningham. 1 N. Y , T. Nelson, pp xiv +
30'1.

^55, Poetry & the passions again E. E.

Stoll - -
fl'.GP, '!(> 509-25, Oct

456, 7 he Philmnphy of LiUiaiy Form

K. Burke. Louisiana State U P, pp

456, $*.- -J. Buchlei, N Y Times Book

R, Nov. 30, p, 36.

457. Aristotle's theory of poetiy. A.

Armstrong. -Oieece & Rome, 10 120-

25, May.

358. T. Klyot against poetiy. G. B

Pace, MiLN, 56- 597-99, Dec

W. The apprehension of poetiy & youth.

J Murray Poetiy R, S2 21V21,
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ET IN ILLYRIA FESTE

By J. W. DRAPER

[Concluded]

Feste is the most musical of Shakspere's jesters;
47 and he

can adapt his repertoire to hearers of such varied tastes as
Sir Toby, Sir Andrew, and the Duke. In fact, he has made
himself and his singing indispensable to two noble house-
holds. Warde describes him (p. 78) as a combination fool
and minstrel; but skill in music was a common stock-in-
trade for the stage-fool, and also for the actual court jester:
Heywood and Tarleton sang; and Armin, who must have
been able to sing to play the part of Feste, doubtless learned
his music from Tarleton, who was his foster-father.

48
Feste,

moreover and therefore Armin could also dance, or at

least cut a caper, for the jig at the end of the play was pre-
sumably accompanied by some such action; and skill in

dancing and even acrobatics was also characteristic of the

stage-fool.

But Feste's chief claim to favor was certainly his wit, both

persiflage and daring practical jokes. His pointed speech
is quite in the tradition of the stage fool; and, since Armin
unquestionably augmented Shakspere's lines ad libitum, the

text is doubtless also in his own tradition as court fool.

Feste has the sagacity of the finished and perfect fool, a

virtuoso in the art of courtly entertainment, who can select

from his wide gamut of effects what style or technique he

will to fit the person or occasion. He can use music or

speech or action; he entertains the Duke and Sir Toby
with songs; he perplexes Maria with impudence; he woos
Sir Andrew with sheer nonsense, and outwits his mistress

with paradox; he knows that he cannot entertain Malvolio

at all; and so he entertains himself at Malvolio's expense.

Like other stage fools, he remembers proverbs aptly

"Cucullus non facit monachum"; and he can run off a neat

epigram ex tempore, on drink, on pleasure, on foolery, or

what you will. He wins the Duke's praise for his paradox
and oxymoron common devices of court fools; and he can

play with double meanings and mistake the word with as

nimble a wit and as innocent a face as Falstaff himself.
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Yet withall, he never lapses, as most fools did,
40

into the

mere obscene.

Feste, to be sure, does not dabble in politics ;
but he has

a generous share of the impudence that went with his call-

ing: like the Mantuan dwarf Nanino, he indulges in daring
parody;

50
the Joyous Societies of Valois France even aimed

their shafts at the royal government (I, v, 38) ; Brusquet
did not stop at gross effrontery.

51 So Feste, on his very first

appearance, undertakes to prove to his noble mistress that

she is a fool, and has the hardihood to say that the soul of

the brother whom she mourns is in hell; but luckily he
has calculated well, gets her to laugh and so saves the sit-

uation: such was the witty defeat of the wise King Solomon
at the hands of the fool Marcolf in Mediaeval story,

52
Stone,

a court fool of James I, was whipt for calling a certain

lord a "fool;"
58 and Armstrong was at last dismissed from

the court of Charles I for ridiculing Archbishop Laud :

131

Feste was, indeed, a privileged character. Triboulet, like

Feste, on occasion mimicked the clergy;
132 and Tarleton him-

self masqueraded as a parson.
133

Indeed, Feste works this vein

with enough actual and pretended learning to amaze Sir

Andrew, to trick Malvolio into mistaking him for the local

curate, and make the critic Hutson think him originally
trained for Holy Orders.

134 His more significant raillery,

like that of Swift, is aimed at the foibles and follies and
shams of humankind

;
and his very name, suggestive of the

Italian festa or festare, is the perfect expression of the holi-

day mood in which kings clothed the serious business of

their courts. Viola compliments him as "wise enough to

play the foole"
135 and to adjust his fooling, like his songs,

to his varied audience. Indeed, he shows considerable acu-

men in judging the aims and motives of those about him,
and so keeps himself in the good graces of his betters, and
lives most shrewdly by his wits. In the exercise of his pro-

fession, Feste was certainly no fool.

He does not, however, confine his comedy to mere words.

The fool in Tudor drama, unlike the Vice of the morality

plays, had generally become a mere chorus with little part
in the plot;

136 and court fools, moreover, were likely to
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take unto themselves a sort of choral part of comment mal-
apropos on passing incidents;

137
but Shakspere, when he

developed the court fool in Feste's role, presented him quite
realistically as plotting for himself, as helping his mistress
with her chosen lover, and also as taking a part in the plot
of Maria and her henchmen against the luckless Malvolio
His part in these affairs demands proper explication.

Feste cannot be very young; he has a house, if not a fam-
ily; he has a taste for "ginger" and the condiments of life;

surely, he has no wish to be cast forth on an unfeeling world ;

and yet, when the play begins, he has just risked his place
in the sun of Olivia's favor by running away to the court
of a neighboring Duke.138

Furthermore, he does this at the

very time that the successive deaths of Olivia's father and
brother have left her in an anxious and even dangerous po-

sition, with an importunate nobleman demanding her hand
in wedlock and the riot below stairs of Sir Toby and the

suitor he has chosen for her hand. Feste went off without

leave or notice, and he has been "long absent."
139

Indeed,
he has the assurance to intimate that he expects to spend
as much time with the Duke as with the Countess;

140
but

perhaps this merely means that he looks forward to their

marriage. In either case, on his return in the first act,

Maria profers her good offices with the Countess in return

for a confession of his deeds; but Feste declines her me-

diation and tells her nothing. Apparently, a very foolish

Feste!

At first sight, all this seems quite inexplicable; for Feste

was truly in a parlous state. The laws against vagabonds

and runaway servants were severe;
141 and Maria cogently

suggests that he may well be "turned away"
142

for his French

leave- and, as she further intimates, loss of place for a

servant in those days was "as good as hanging." Furness

is much disturbed by this passage;
143 and indeed, though

hanging was the legal punishment for a servant who stole

from his master to the value of forty shillings,
144 Feste ap-

parently did not deserve anything beyond the moderate

castipation"
145 usual for minor misdemeanors The refer-

ence to "hanging," therefore, would seem to allude to the
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ultimate consequences of his loss of place; for "cast" ser-

vants had little choice but to steal or starve. The "incer-

taintie of service"146
filled the roads and cities with vaga-

bonds, who, as a public menace, were treated with great

severity; and "hanging" was liable to be their sad and im-

potent conclusion. Servingmen were prudently advised to

provide themselves with some other resource for a liveli-

hood,
147

or, if possible, save for a rainy day, like Adam in

As You Like //,
148 "A young Servingman, an olde Beg-

gar"
149 was a current saying; and masters, overburdened

as they were with hungry mouths,
150 would dismiss a ser-

vant for the least infraction; and then he must live as he

could;
151 and some, moreover, even ran away because their

"wages cannot suffice so much as to find them breeches,"
1 '12

Indeed, servants were little better than serfs, attached

to a master rather than to the land; and anyone who en-

ticed a servant away as perhaps Orsino had lured Feste ~~

was subject to legal action by the master.
3 The House of

Este used to loan their court fools to cheer their friends in

case of illness; and German and Italian nobles used to ex-

change fools with their friends;
1 "4

and, in England there

were neighborhood fools who went from house to house
hkte the Mediaeval minstrels

;

15S but Feste was none of these :

he had deliberately run away.

Such folly would strike Elizabethans at once as strange,

especially in a competent and settled fool. Surely he must
have ample reason to desert the lucrative semi-sinecure that

he enjoyed amidst the creature comforts of Olivia's amply
provided household. Why then did Feste, who clearly
valued the fruits of good living and was, moreover, a house-

keeper in the community, jeopardize himself by running
off? The 'Elizabethans doubtless saw the reason without

being told: Orsino's suit had been pending for some time;
and Feste soon decided that the charming and lovesick

Duke156 would win his mistress' hand; at least, he hints as

much.167
Professional policy required that he visit this

Duke, take the measure of his tastes, and if possible curry
his favor :

168 thus he risked the present to insure the future.

Of course, he will not explain this to Maria, partly because
she might tell Olivia, partly because he does not want the

others in the hall to know how he has anticipated them, and
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partly because he feels, and rightly, that his own mother
wit is quite -equal to the occasion. She comes in, and speaks
to him angrily; he proves her a fool and suggests that her
lamented brother is in hell; she laughs at the paradoxes;
and Feste is forgiven.

Feste deems to be the first to guess Olivia's passion for
the young Cesario as he had also guessed Maria's de-

signs upon the single blessedness of Sir Toby.
159 He slyly

warns Cesario that the self-willed and calculating Olivia
intends to rule her husband;

160 and he rightly judges that
Orsino is "changeable,"

161 and so will doubtless recover
from Olivia's refusal. In fact, Feste is the shrewdest per-
son in the play, except perhaps Olivia. When he has once
made up his mind which way her wind is blowing, he sets

his sails accordingly, seeks and obtains Oesario's good
opinion of his fooling, as he had the Duke's; and, when the
two knights set upon the youngster to do him injury, Feste
runs off to "tell my Lady straight" ;

162
for he knows that she

will be furious if they harm him. He cannot know that

Cesario is actually a girl, or that the valiant knights are

actually attacking her twin brother, who turns out much
more of a knight than they. As a matter of fact, Feste

loses his pains with Cesario, as he did with the Duke; for

Olivia actually married her twin, Sebastian.

Feste takes part not only in the major plot of Olivia's

love affairs but also in the guying of Malvolio. He appar-

ently feels that the steward has no chance as a suitor for the

Countess; and, if he did have a chance, Feste believes, as

Maria and the other gentles do, that it should be nipped
in the bud betimes. Though he takes some pains to impress
even Sir Andrew, he hardly cares what he says or does to

Malvolio: indeed, did not Malvolio at the crucial moment
of his return from absence take occasion to cast aspersions

on th-e jester's professional skill? And Feste, like Will

Somers, was not without a high regard for his profes-

sional attainments. He allies himself with the "disorders"

below stairs, joins with Sir Toby in taunting Malvolio.164

Of course, Maria easily persuades him to impersonate the

curate and be-fool the would-be count; and he continues

to plague him even after the others have departed. In the
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end, when Malvolio clearly cannot marry the Countess and
take revfcnge, Feste, with just a gloating touch of human
malice, at last informs the steward of the impersonation:
Feste had too much amour propre not to put the finishing
touch on his performance; and Malvolio must have been

chagrined indeed to have been so fooled by a mere fool,

and one whom he accounted a very poor fool at that.
10 '"

Feste is clearly modeled on the actual court fool: though
sprung from humble origins, he has acquired some educa-

tion, a house and perhaps a wife, comparative wealth, and
a privileged social status in which he need not wear his

motley. Like all those that dwell in the half-world of in-

security, he has developed a keen eye to the main chance;
but he is wise enough not to dabble in politics, and chooses

rather to found his career on his singing, his sharp repartee
and his piquant impudence He joins in the practical jokes
on Malvolio; he woos the Duke for reasons of obvious pol-

icy; and, for like reasons, he helps Olivia woo Cesano,
and even on occasion becomes her trusted messenger.

10"
All

this, he illumines with the lambent sparkle of his badinage ;

he lives in two planes of being, like so many clever people,
an outward fagade of professional raillery, and a serious

inner urge for the good things of the great world to which
he was not born. He is truly chameleon-likfc, and eats the

air, promise-crammed chameleon-like in his wit to a

dozen different people, and also in planning and plotting
that the promise of his future livelihood may be fulfilled,

Shakspere thought of character in terms of the bodily
humors and the planets, which dominated contemporary
science. The covetous, like Feste, were thought to he

melancholy,
167 and melancholy might produce a hitter

wit168 but the rollicking Feste, as he himself avers, is no

cold, "dry" fool. Singers and artists were thought lo be

phlegmatic;
169 but Feste is not slow or dull His humor is

rather the mercurial, the ingenious
370

temperament of quick
reply and rhetoric, of "imagination" and "curiosity [odd-
ity] in writing."

171 The mercurial type might flit from
humor to humor, and naturally adapted itself to the com-
plexion of those about it

172 Our Feste then, outwardly at

least, is a mercurial fellow, in vivid contrast to the ardent

melancholy of Viola, Olivia and the Duke,
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The fool-tradition that came down from the Middle Ages
saw the world as topsy-turvy, and all society as fools, ex-

cept the fool
;

173 and Twelfth Night is a comedy of all-too-
human fools, whom Shakspere depicts as fooled to the top
of thei r several bents : Olivia fools Orsino by refusing him ;

and Viola fools him and marries him; Sebastian unwillingly
makes a fool of himself and of Olivia by letting her lead
him to the altar; Olivia fools Sir Toby and Sir Andrew;
and they fool Malvolio; and Feste, in this world of chance
and caprice and change, is at least no more of a fool than
all the rest There are two noble fools, Orsino and Olivia,
two knightly fools, Sir Toby and Sir Andrew, a common
fool, Malvolio, and a fool by vocation, Feste: such is this

gay Illyrian world of foolery. Indeed, the play is quite in

the tradition of The xxv Orders of Fooles and Tarleton's
Jests and Armin's Nest of Ninnies. But, beyond this, it is

a very picture of the age, and of human motives and de-

sires in all ages. Indeed, it has a serious undercurrent of

social and economic reality that points forward to the prob-
lem comedies that Shakspere was to write a few years later.

Most of the characters are seeking to combine security
with personal independence the age-old struggle and
this is the theme of the comedy. The Countess craves the

safeguards of matrimony, but with a husband whom she can

dominate;
174

the lovesick Duke170 wants a wife whom of

course he will dominate; Malvolio wants a lasting and

dominant position in the household;
170

Sir Toby intrigues

for a permanent supply of "Cakes and Ale," and the dower-

less Maria for a husband;
177 Viola longs for the protection

of a mate and finally gets her Duke
;
the footloose Sebastian

needs a niche in the social structure, and achieves it by his

marriage; and Feste tries to assure himself of a future mas-

ter who will "delight" m him as much as did the former

Count; and we trust that Sebastian proves appreciative.

The wit of Feste has made the play seem a "carnival farce"

and a "Christmas romp" to critics
;
but its merriment, like

Feste's, is only a mask for the serious things beneath; and

the Illyria that the jester delighted with his fooling is ac-

tually the England of Robert Armin and William Shak-

spere.

West Virginia University.
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IRA ALDRIDGE

By S. DURILIN

(Translation, from the Russian, by E. Blum]

IN
the history of the theater Ira Aldridge belongs among

the forgotten men. The memoirs relating to his life and
work in Russia have preserved many touching recollec-

tions of him. Every encyclopedia of note makes mention of
his name, in spite of the fact that in the homeland of Shak-
spere, whose foremost interpreter Aldridge had been, he is

not even mentioned in the ninth edition of Encyclopedia
Britannica. A similar omission is made in another encyclo-
pedia of world fame the French La Grande Ency-
clopedic. Nor do the latest American and English encyclo-
pedias give a biography of the famous actor, although they
furnish a few unrelated facts of his life information of

doubtful authenticity.

In the National Encyclopedia of American Biography
(New York, 1906) the name of Ira Aldridge is left out as

not worthy of inclusion in the Pantheon of American celeb-

rities. The so-called "Great Brockhaus" devotes just two
lines to Aldridge, and these not free from errors

The impression is thus given that European and Amer-
ican historians of the theatre are in a conspiracy of silence

against the famous tragedian who belonged to the black

race. It is surely significant that when the American Jour-

nal, The Crisis, the official organ of the National Associa-

tion for Advancement of Colored People, undertook to pub-
lish an issue in defence of cultural rights of the Negro and

wanted an article on Ira Aldridge, it turned to a Soviet

authority, since an early biography of Aldridge dealing

with his American or English experience has not been

written.

In the absence of such authentic data, one is forced to

accept probabilities and to eliminate absurdities. The story

of his Russian experiences seems to be the most authentic.

A complete biography of Aldridge can be written only with
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reservations, in anticipation of future corrections which
will remove from his life's history the grotesque element of

legend.

In November, 1858, Ira Aldridge reached Petersburg
and began his appearances in the so-called Circus-Theater.

On November 10 he opened in Othello. The enormous
Circus-Theater was filled to capacity. Renowned writers,
artists and scientists were present

I. I. Panaev wrote in the Sovremennik, the journal of

Nekrasov and Tchernishevsky, as follows :

"When Othello appeared on the stage, there ensued, after

a ripple of applause in greeting, a dead silence, that unin-

terrupted stillness an indication of intense curiosity and

involuntary respect to talent which presages the unusual.

It seemed as if the thousands of persons present in the the-

ater held their breath. All binoculars were aimed on the

debutant."

The great majority of the public, accustomed to see in

the role of Othello such actors as Kanitygin and Briunsky,
were amazed by Aldridge's performance; he seemed to

have annihilated all the accepted criteria of "the tragic."
Some confusion is detectable in the testimonial of Syn
Otechestva:

"In so far as the performance of the African tragedian is

concerned, we are puzzled by it It contains so much of the

unusual, peculiar and untamed elements unknown to us

until now. If we look upon this interpretation from the

point of view of our scenic art, it appears to us somewhat

strange and at times inexplicable, but the talent of the actor

is so tremendous that it obliterates those conventional im-

pressions and transports us into a different, to us unknown

world, into that world of uncontrolled, primitive passions
as portrayed by the one and only Shakspere. As Othello

Aldridge was magnificent . , ."

Though the writer's perplexity is felt in every line of this

review, the admission is priceless that the talent of the actor

is so great that it obliterates the traditional impressions
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which the Shaksperian figures had made m the Russian
stage

The criticism of Severnaya Pchela goes a step further and
applauds the "new" thing which Aldndge introduced in the
interpretation of the Shaksperian tragedy:

"From the first act, during the speech before the Senate,we saw m him the unusual actor who was trying to win the
approval of his audience not by shouting, not by exagger-
ated excitement, but by simple and sincere presentation In
Aldndge we saw a real living Othello, saw him as the poet
created him. There was no artifice in his performance, it

was pure nature caught m action, revealed not through art
but through the spirit

"

Simplicity and truthfulness were the new ideas brought
by Aldridge into the Petersburg theater, which had been
accustomed to the cold declamations and superficial effects

of Karatygin. The living naturalness of the being, the pre-

vailing varacity of the emotions, coupled with the unusual
force of temperament, astonished the more sensitive in his

first Russian audiences. Comparing the performance of

Aldndge with the customary formal and rhetorical methods
of Russian tragedians, the noted theatrical critic Zvantzev
drew a sharp line between him and his European colleagues :

"At the first appearance of Aldridge one could not help

noticing that he was not of the "common variety." A ma-

jestic nobility of posture and manner, charming diction, a

perfect knowledge of the stage, velvety softness and flex-

ibility of every move, classic composure and complete,

though modest, self-confidence, these are the rare qualities

of the actor who dared to play before London audiences,

before the people who gave Shakspere to the world. To be

sure, all these qualities can be acquired with a sufficient de-

gree of intelligence and dramatic intuition, but where will

you find the living soul with which Ira Aldridge reveals

the subtlest conceptions of the great dramatist?"

The most amazing thing to the critics was the fact that

Aldridge combined in his character the two qualities so

seldom found together m the same degree: a simple, good

nature and a high standard of education. The son of poor
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Africans, and at the same time the most discerning inter-

preter of Shakspere.

From these testimonials, following his first appearance,
one may judge what a tremendous and varied impression
was created by his Othello. The political and social atmos-

phere which Aldridge found in Petersburg in 1858 contrib-

uted much in making this impression. One of his Peters-

burg friends wrote after Ira's first debut as follows:

"I am quite convinced that after Aldridge it will be im-

possible to see any white actor as Othello, even if it were
Garrick himself. In our contemporary history there is a

movement which is creating a wholly new atmosphere in

life and thought, namely the emancipation of the Negro in

North America. It becomes an important event not only
for the enslaved people but for all of us . . ."

Notwithstanding the labors of the censor, we recognize
in the above the hint at Russia, where millions of white

serfs longed for freedom

"That is why," continued the writer,
"

in our times the

role of Othello, played by this genius with all shades of

tribal and climatic character, has a great universal meaning.
It is not Shakspere or Aldridge who interests us, but the

Negro in general, whom both present to us (here and in

America) in all his naive, childish simplicity, with all the

treasures of his primitive, loving nature/'

This Shaksperian Othello, with his nobility of character

and his intense suffering, as revealed by Aldridge, becomes
the champion of human dignity, protesting against the cruel

persecution of the black race and fighting for liberty.

In the memoirs of E. F. Yunge, the daughter of the fa-

mous sculptor and Vice President of the Academy of Arts,
F. P. Tolstoy, herself a painter of note, we read :

"He [Aldridge] came to Petersburg in the Winter of

1858. We took several boxes and went there in a big crowd
to see him m Othello. We were so enraptured that after

the performance all of us rushed to his hotel and waited
there for him. My Lord, what happened there! Starov, a

friend of the poet Shevchenko and a disciple of Hertzen,
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kissed his hands, 'his noble black hands.' I was trembling
with excitement and in the general confusion was unable
to understand what was being said by the crowd. All at
once people spoke Russian, French, English and German."

Such were the impressions and feelings aroused by Aid-
ridge in the progressive circles of Petersburg society, where
the emancipation of the American slaves and the Russian
serfs was considered the one great problem of the time.

To the advocates of the movement for the liberation of
the millions of serfs and the emancipation of oppressed
peoples everywhere, the appearance of Aldridge and his

gigantic success was an obvious argument in defence of hu-
man and cultural rights. That is why Sovremennik, the
liberal journal of Nekrasov and Tchernishevsky, devoted a

comprehensive article of detailed criticism of his Othello
and Shylock these two parts, which acquired in the inter-

pretation of Aldridge and in the reaction of the democratic
audience a peculiar revolutionary meaning, an ardent de-

fence of the black slave in America and the persecuted Jew
in czarist Russia.

The impression made by Aldridge was so great that it

aroused wide circles of Russian society, stirred not only by
the play's artistic qualities but also by its social significance.

We find an exceptionally interesting reaction to the per-

formances of Aldridge in the criticism of the famous his-

torian, M. P. Pogodin (1800-1875). At the end of 1850

Pogodin was far from the position occupied by Sovremen-

nik; in many respects he was openly hostile to him. But

Pogodin, the son of a peasant-serf, was always opposed to

the part played by the nobility in the political life of the

country; he was opposed to serfdom and had abiding faith

in the virgin forces of the masses. For these reasons the

appearances of Aldridge aroused in him a remarkable re-

sponse. Profoundly moved, Pogodin wrote:

"General opinion puts the Negro at the lowest level

among the members of the human family. He is forced

to accept the mental and moral superiority of his white

brothers, as if they were of nobler blood. Look at Aldridge,

then; here he is an African, with a swarthy face, dark
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skin, kinky hair, dilated nostrils, guttural speech. He does

not attract us with an exquisite form, such as we are accus-

tomed to; external beauty does not help him to create a

favorable impression m the beginning to gain him friend-

ship. Moreover, he speaks a foreign tongue, but such is the

power of his soul, such is the majesty of his art that you
yield to him from the first moment, you understand every-

thing he says, you divine all that he feels, you seem to

hear the beating of his heart, you are following a magician
through all the gamut of human passions, you experience
all possible degrees of fire, and reach, at last, the point where
the very breath is caught, where mercury freezes . , . Love,

hatred, humility, rage, goodness, fury, meekness, jealousy,

malice, wrath, are revealed by this Negro with the same

amazing force. He presents to you with astonishing clarity

the minutest and finest nuances of the human emotions

which the great master and clairvoyant Shakspere por-

trays . . ."

It would be impossible for Aid ridge not to have had
enemies in Petersburg, the Capital of the Empire of Serf-

dom. He had many. They succeeded in forbidding the

staging of Macbeth. They viciously attacked the Negro
who dared to appear in the Czar's Capital. Three years

later, in Moscow, a whispering campaign began against

Aldridge. But all these hisses were drowned in the chorus

of wide acclamation. The best representatives of Russian

literature, science and the theater received him as their own.

Aldridge enjoyed great success and recognition where it

is hardest for an actor among the members of his own pro*
fession. Actors in Russia attended his performances as if

they were lessons in dramatic art.

Their sympathetic attitude to Aldridge was revealed with

particular force at his benefit performance of Othello.

At the end of the performance Aldridge was honored by
the actors of Petersburg The oldest member of the Alex-

andrinsky Theater and the Petersburg stage, I. I. Sosnitxky,

presented Aldridge with an excellently executed testimonial

with a portrait of Shakspere surrounded by Thalia, Mel-

pomene and Glory. The testimonial, covered with the sig-
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natures of many actors, had the following inscription in
Russian and English: "To Ira Aldridge from the Russian
Actors." Below it was a verse by a fellow actor:

Your wisdom, talent and noble effort

Revealed to Russians great Shakspere,We shall not ever forget
Othello, Shylock, and Lear

With the testimonial Sosnitzky handed him a laurel
wreath encircled with a red ribbon and a broad gold ring
on which the following legend stood out in relief: "To Ira

Aldridge, the great interpreter of immortal Shakspere, from
the Russian Actors, S. Petersburg, 1858."

The warm reception given to Aldridge in Russia had a

decided influence on his life. From then on he began to

consider Russia his second Fatherland.

On July 26, 1867, while on his way to Petersburg, Ira

Aldridge was stricken by a fatal disease and was laid to

rest in Lodz, a Polish city, then under Russian rule. Thus
ended the life of this tireless wanderer. But a wreath of

immortality will remain forever on his lonely grave in a

Polish cemetery. A great actor, forgotten by European and

American historians of the theater, Aldridge occupies a

permanent and honored place in the history of the Russian

Theater.



HORATIO'S COMMENTARY:

A Study in the Warp and Woof of Hamlet

By JULIA GRACE WALES

study of the sources, major and minor, of any play

JL of Shakspere threatens to defeat itself through the

sheer mass of facts accumulated. Lists we have, long
and minute, of parallels and differences between the play
and other versions of its main story, between passages in

the play and all kinds of possible minor sources. They re-

main mere lists except as they can be organically related to

the play itself, especially through the study of its vital

structure. It is impossible to keep all these source items in

focus at once, and bring them to bear on the whole play at

once. One way out may be to work with a small stage of the

action at a time, to study its internal structure in the light
of all its possible sources, and not to lose sight meanwhile
of its living relation to the general course of the action.

Horatio's commentary is a central element in the first

scene of Hamlet. The scene as a whole falls into six sub-

divisions which we may designate :

A The two sentinels

B Soldier and scholar

C The Ghost first entrance

D Horatio's commentary
E The Ghost, second entrance

F The postlude

We turn to Horatio's commentary. It is proposed to

subject this sub-scene to minute analysis in order to study at

once the use of source materials and the workings of the
formative process underlying the structure of the drama*

Horatio's commentary falls into three further sub-divi-
sions: the present rapid arming for war, the old wars, the
omens in the days of Julius Caesar. To the reader, whether
or not to the spectator, they serve their end deepen the

perspective of the action and give the sense of things past
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and present and to come which the whole play tends to
awaken. They are linked naturally.

"Is it not like the King?" asks Marcellus, and Horatio
answers with a small sharp etching of a winter landscape:

As thou art to thyself.
Such was the very armour he had on,
When he the ambitious Norway combated,
So frowned he once, when in an angry parle
He smote the sledded Poladcs on the ice.

'Tis strange.

The words suggest affection on Horatio's part for the
elder Hamlet Belleforest describes the "gentleman" who
is the prototype of Horatio as one "that in Horvendiles
time had been nourished with" the prince, and "had not
showne himselfe more affectioned to the bringing up he
had received with Hamblet, then desirous to please the

tirant . . . .

m Saxo refers to him as "a foster-brother of

Amleth, who had not ceased to have regard to their com-
mon nurture; and who esteemed his present orders less than

the memory of their past fellowship."
2

This is now the third time that "with martial stalk" the

Ghost has gone by the watch. Horatio thinks it a portent.

And thus Marcellus is moved to ask the reason why Den-
mark is arming so hurriedly. The terms of his question

paint a vivid picture of the kingdom at the opening of

Claudius' reign,
a

though the King's name is not mentioned.

There is nothing of this in the source.

Horatio answers with the story of the old combat and the

covenant that concerned it, and the war that now threatens

to grow out of the covenant

Belleforest gives an account of the fight between Horven-

dile, father of Amleth, and Collere, King of Norway.

"Now the greatest honor that men of noble birth could at that

time win and obtaine, was in exercising the art of piracie upon the

seas, assayling their neighbours, and the countries bordering upon

them; and how much the more they used to rob, pill,
and spoyle

other provinces,
and ilands far adjacent, so much the more their
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honours and reputation increased and augmented whenn Hor-

vendile obtained the highest place in his time, beemg the most re-

nouned pirate
4 that in those dayes scoured the seas and havens of

the north parts: whose great fame so mooved the heart of Collere,

king of Norway, that he was much grieved to heare that Horvendile

surmounting him in feates of armes, thereby obscuring the glone

by him alreadie obtained upon the seas (honor mote than covetous-

nesse of riches (in those dayes) being the reason that provoked
those barbarian princes to overthrow and vanquish one the other,

not caring to be slame by the handes of a victorious person) This

valiant and hardy king having challenged Horvendile to fight with

him body to body, the combate was by him accepted, with condi-

tions \avec pactes], that hee which should be vanquished should

loose all the riches he had in his ship, and that the vanquisher
should cause the body of the vanquished (that should bee slaine m
the combate) to be honourably buried, death being the prise and

reward [car la wort estoti le pris et salatre\ of him that should

loose the battaile- and to conclude, Collere, king of Norway (al-

though a valiant, hardy, and couragious prince) was in the end

vanquished and slame by Horvendile, who presently caused u tombc
to be erected, and therein (with all honorable obsequies fit for a

prince) buried the body of king Collere, according to their auncient

manner and superstitions in these dayes, and the conditions of the

combate, bereaving the kings shippes of all their riches .

" 5

Slight resemblances to other parts of the play and es-

pecially the words pris et salaire applied to death, recalling
as they do Hamlet's "Why, this is hire and salary, not re-

venge!" reinforce our awareness that the dramatist's imag-
ination must have worked directly on this passage.

Possibly also he turned to Saxo's Latin, in which occurs
not only the idea of emulation but the word emulatus*

Saxo's version is much longer, and we cannot quote it all

here. Unlike Belieforest, he gives a vivid setting for the
scene of the combat:

"There was an island lying in the middle of the sea, which ouch
of the rovers, bringing his ships up on either side, was holding.
The captains were tempted by the pleasant look of the beach, and
the comeliness of the shores led them to look through the interior

of the springtide woods, to go through the glades, and roam over
the sequestered forests. It was here that the advance of Koll and
Horwendil brought them face to face without any witness7 ....
nor were their strangeness in meeting one another, nor the sweet-

ness of that spring-green spot, so heeded as to prevent them from
the fray

"8
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In the latter part of Saxo's story we find another summer
landscape. Amleth has carried out his vengeance and un-
dertaken another journey to Britain.

"He entered Scotland, and, when quite close to the abode of the

queen, he went into a meadow by the wayside to test his horses.

Pleased by the look of the spot, he thought of resting the pleasant
prattle of the stream exciting a desire to sleep and posted men to

keep watch some way off." 9

It is here that the spies of the Queen of Scotland steal

Amleth's shield (on which his exploits are recorded) and
also a letter, with the result that the Queen of Scotland

changes the letter, "playing the very trick on Amleth which,
as she had learnt [from the shield], he had himself used in

outwitting his companions."
10

Oddly enough, the summer landscape has a parallel in

Pratracide Punished:

Hamlet There is a pleasant spot, here on this island Let us

stay here a while, and dine. There's a pleasant wood, and there a

cool stream of water. So fetch me the best from the ship, here

we'll make right merry
lx

This passage has the island in common with the first land-

scape passage "in Saxo; on the other hand, the incident is

more like that in Saxo's second landscape passage. In the

German play, it is here that Hamlet disposes of his unwel-

come companions, the two banditti, whom he induces by a

ruse to shoot each other. Here also he discovers the letter to

"an arch-murderer in England,"
12 which he has no occasion

to change, however, as the banditti are dead.

It is noticeable that the sea and piracy motif is trans-

ferred in Shakspere from the Horvendile story to the journey
to England, and that in Fratricide Punished the landscape

of the Horvendile fight is similarly transferred.
13 We for-

bear to draw any inference from this point, but it probably

has significance is no doubt a hieroglyph that, if we could

read it, would tell us some fact about the evolution of the

German version and perhaps of Hamlet itself.

The summer landscape does not appear in Shakspere. In-

stead we have the winter scene on the ice in Horatio's story
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of the angry parle with the sledded Polacks. It is perhaps
noteworthy that the incident of the Polacks occurs only in

Shakspere and not in the known sources. It is easily de-

tachable from the context. The line "As thou art to thy-
self" could perfectly well be followed by "Thus twice he-

fore, and jump at this dead hour . . . ." It may, of course,

have some other source of association.
14

From the old combat Horatio goes on to speak of the war
now threatened. It is not unlikely that the account of young
Fortinbras as well as that of Fortinbras senior reflects in a

general way the passage on emulation and the desire for

honor already quoted from Belleforest. The theme of

honor and glory is one of the universal ideas, however,
which absorbed the mind of the Renaissance and on which
there was an extensive literature. That Shakspere thought
about the subject in more than a conventional way is evi-

dent in the lyrical outbursts of Hotspur, the irony of Fal-

staff, the more balanced ideal of Henry the Fifth; also in

the ironical and tragic treatments in Troilus and Cressida

and Goriolanus. The passage in Belleforest would contrib-

ute a reminder of the theme and a dramatic occasion for

using it It is further developed in the role of Fortinbras

as the play goes on.

The theme of war is given a surprising amount of space
in the scene. The fact has given rise to much conjecture

1 ''*

on the place of the wars with Norway in an earlier version

of the play. Perhaps, however, it only shows that the dra-

matist got deeply interested in the source story and in the

background and antecedent history of his characters just
as the modern saga novelist gets interested in creating for

himself a whole world for his people to come out of. It is a

process natural to the creative mind, but the dramatist, un-

like the novelist, has to keep it under strict control. One
suspects that Shakspere was still writing Hamlet when, for

practical reasons, he had to stop; that he could have gone on

writing Hamlet forever.

We now pass on to that part of Horatio's commentary
which has to do with portents. It too is surprisingly long-
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An especially minute study of it is called for since here the

problems of source and structure are inextricably inter-
woven.

The passage occurs only in the Second Quarto. It is in-

troduced naturally enough. Bernardo, in view of this story,
thinks the portentous appearance of the ghost appropriate.
Horatio recalls the portents in Rome before the death of
Caesar.

Dover Wilson, referring us to Massey,
16

rearranges the

passage to read :

In the most high and palmy state of Rome,
A little ere the mightiest Julius fell,

The graves stood tenantless, and the sheeted dead

Did squeak and gibber in the Roman streets,

And even the like precurse of fierce events,

As harbingers preceding still the fates

And prologue to the omen coming on,
Have heaven and earth together demonstrated

Unto our climatures and countrymen,
As stars with trains of fire and dews of blood,

Disasters m the sun
,
and the moist star,

Upon whose influence Neptune's empire stands,

Was sick almost to doomsday with eclipse.

We may notice a small structural point in favor of this

emendation in that the passage now ends abruptly (as well

as ominously) on the high note of "eclipse" instead of the

lower tone of "climatures and countrymen" and so more

sharply emphasizes the sudden breaking off when the ghost
enters.

Wilson thinks the passage refers to contemporary events.

He lists the solar and lunar eclipses between February 25,

1598, and November, 1603:

The year 1598 was thus rich in eclipses, those of Feb. 11 and

Aug. 6 being total, and therefore particularly terrifying to the su-

perstitious populace of those days On the other hand, astrologers

foretold that the evil effects of the 'disaster in the sun' of July

1600 would be felt between Jan. 20, 1601, and July 12, 1603, and

the Essex rising of Feb. 1601 was hailed as a direct fulfilment of

this .... At any time between 1598 and 1602 Hor/s words here

and Ham.'s at 3. 4. 48-51, would have made a special appeal to a

London audience.17
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Thus we can link the passage specifically with Essex if we

accept the change in order of lines, take "disasters in the

sun" to mean eclipse, and the eclipse to be that of July, 1600.

Does a study of the sources help at all? The problem oi

source is rather complex. For convenience m handling it

the concrete elements of the passage may be analyzed thus :

(i) "graves tenantless", (2) "sheeted dead
11

, (3) that

"squeak and gibber", (4) "in the Roman streets", (0 "stars

with trains of fire", (6) and "dews of blood", (7) Disasters

in the sun", (8) "and the moist star . . . with eclipse
11

, (9)

"upon whose influence Neptune's empire stands
1

)

1

, '(10)

"was sick almost to doomsday",
18

(ir) "harbingers preced-

ing still the fates", (12) "prologue to the omen
11

, (13)
"heaven and earth together demonstrated", (14) "unto our

climatures and countrymen."

Of these, numbers i, 3, 4, 6, and 14 appear in Juliu*

Caesar in the forms respectively of
(

i
) "graves have

yawned and yielded up their dead", (3) "and ghosts did

shriek and squeal", (4) "about the streets", (6) "drizzled

blood",
19 and (14) "For, I believe, they are portentous

things / Unto the climate that they point upon."
LM) Number

i is found more or less distinctly in Plutarch: "Spirits

running up and down in the night" occurs in the passage
111

which is the obvious source of the omens in Julius Caewr,
I. iii. 10-32 and II. ii. 39-40. As Furness points out," an-

other passage in Plutarch supplies a few more details, those

corresponding to our numbers 5-7. The whole passage i,s

interesting.

Again, of signs m the element, the great comet, winch .seven

nights together was seen very bright after Caesar's death, the eighth

night after was never seen more Also the brightness oi the sun

was darkened, the which all that year through rose very pale, and
shmed not out, whereby it gave but small heat: therefore the aii

being very cloudy and dark, by the weakness of the heat that could

not come forth, did cause the earth to bnng foith but raw and un

npe fruit, which rotted before it could ripe. But, above all, the

ghost that appeared unto Brutus shewed plainly that the gods were
offended with the murther of Cassar 23

Clearly this is not an account of a mere eclipse but of
disasters that have their origin in the obscuring of the sun
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over a considerable time. And it is not without interest that
the omens are here linked with a ghost and a murder. Here
we should also compare Holinshed on the omens in the
time of Henry IV:

In the moneth of March appeared a biasing starre, first betweene
the east part of the firmament and the north, flashing foorth fire

and flames round about it, and, lastlie, shooting foorth fierie beams
towards the north; foreshewing (as was thought) the great effusion

of bloud that followed, about the parts of Wales and Northumber-
land.2*

Also Holinshed on omens attending the murder of Duffe:

For the space of six moneths togither, after this heinous murther
thus committed, there appeared no sunne by day, nor moone by
night in anie part of the realme, but still was the skie couered with

contmuall clouds, and sometimes such outragious winds arose, with

lightenings and tempests, that the people were in great feare of

present destruction.25

Wilson quotes Massey
26

as noting that lunar eclipses are

not mentioned in Plutarch. However, Hunter27
pointed out

that parallels occur in Lucan's Pharsalia, Book I. Mar-
lowe's translation was published in 1600. The following
lines (C. F. Tucker Brooke's edition of Marlowe, Oxford,

1910) are worth comparing with the elements numbered
J

j
2

? 3? 5) 7> 8 in the Hamlet passage:

Great store of strange and vnknown stars were scene

Wandering about the North, and rings of fire

Flie m the ayre, and dreadfull bearded stars,

And Commets that presage the fal of kingdoms
28

(11 524-527)

Phoebe hauing fild

Her meeting homes to match her brothers light,

Strooke with th' earths suddame shadow waxed pale,

Titan himselfe throand in the midst of heauen,

His burning chariot plung'd in sable cloudes,

And whelm'd the world in darknesse, making men

Dispaire of day . .
29

(11 535-541)

Soules quiet and appeas'd sight from their graues,

Clashing of armes was heard in vntrod woods,

Shrill voices schnght, and ghoasts incounter men 30

(11. 566-568)

Syllrfs ghost
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Was scene to walk, smgmg sad Otacles .
3l

(11 579-580)

The omen passage in Julius Caesar (drawn chiefly from

Plutarch) and those in Macbeth and I Henry IF (both
drawn chiefly from Holinshed) have some elements which,
so far as I can find, do not appear clearly in their main
sources but which do have parallels more or less distinct in

Pharsalia*

Thus:
Julius Caesar:

Against the Capitol I met a lion,

Who glar'd upon me, and went surly by,

Without annoying me; ...

(I m)

A lioness hath whelped in the streets,

And graves have yawn'd, and yielded up their dead;

Fierce fiery warriors fought upon the clouds,

In ranks and squadrons and right form of war,

The noise of battle hurtled in the air,

Horses did neigh, and dying men did e;roan.

(ii. H)

Pharsalta:

. . wilde beastes were scene,

Leauing the woods, lodge in the streetes of Rome/ 1-

(1L 557-558)

Trumpets were heard to sound; and with what noise

Ajn armed battaiie ioines, such and more strange
Blacke night brought forth in secret: 83

(11 577-579)

Julius Caesar:

Are you not mov'd, when all the sway of earth

Shakes like a thing unfirm?

(I iii)

Macbeth.

Some say the earth

Was feverous and did shake.

(II iii)

7 Henry W;
The frame and huge foundation of the earth

Shak'd like a coward ....
The heavens were all on fire, the earth did tremble.

(III. i 16-17, 24, Oxford Edition)
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Phatsaha:
The earth went off hir hinges ,

and the Alpes
Shooke the old snow from off their trembling laps

34

(11. 551-552)

/ Hemy IV:
The front of heaven was full of fiery shapes,
Of burning cressets;

The goats ran from the mountains, and the herds
Were strangely clamorous to the frighted fields.

(III. i 14-15, 39-40)

Pharsalia

The flattering side gliter'd in often flames,
And sundry fiery meteors blaz'd in heauen:

Now spearlike, long: now like a spreading torch

Lightning in silence stole forth without clouds, . . ,
35

(11. 528-531)

Cattell were seene that muttered humane speech:
36

(I. 559)

All the parallels are general, however, and none is at-

tended by clear accidental signs of connection. The case

for a direct influence of Lucan would be stronger if the

literature of prodigies were not so large and so extensively
known in Shakspere's day.

87

Still, Shakspere might well have known the Pharsalia,
been arrested by some of its imagery, in the version of Mar-
lowe's mighty line. Such a passage as :

(and gods not sleightly

Purchase immortal thrones
,
nor loue loide heauen

Vlntil the cruel Giants war was done."88

(11. 34-36)

is in impressiveness not far behind the great central line of

Trollus and Cressida:
" Tis mad idolatry / To make the

service greater than the god." As must often have been

pointed out, the following resembles in spirit the long speech

of Ulysses in Troilus and Cressida, I. iii:

Roome was so great it could not beare it selfe:

So when this worlds compounded vmon breakes,

Time ends and to old Chaos all things turne,

Confused stars shal meete, celestiall fire
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Fleete on the flouds, the earth shoulder the sea,

Affording it no shoare, and Phoebe's waine

Chace Phoebus and inrag'd affect his place,

And striue to shine by day, and ful of strife

Disolue the engins of the broken world 39

(11 72-80)

Shakspere's mind might naturally have been turned to

the Pharsalia by still another passage in Plutarch, that in

which the prodigies just preceding the battle of Pharsalia

are mentioned:

The night before the battle {Pharsalia], as he went about mid-

night to visit the watch, men saw a great firebrand in the element,

all of a light fire, that came over Caesar's camp, and fell down in

Pompey'ts. In the morning also, when they relieved the watch,

they heard a false alarm in the enemies' camp, without any apparent
cause: which they commonly call a sudden fear, that makes men
beside themselves 40

One more parallel calls for mention, Professor Kittredge
comments on "squeak and gibber": "Alluding to the hor-

ribly thin and strident voice ascribed to spectres the Vox
exigua of the AEneid, vi, 492, 493. So in Julius Caesar, ii,

2, 24: 'Ghosts did shriek and squeal about the streets,
"4I

In the AEneid, Book VI, are the lines :

pars uertere toga,
ceu quondam petiere rates, pars tollere uocem

exiguanv mceptus clamor frustrate hiantis.

(11. 491-493)

Conington translates: "some turn their backs in flight, as

erst they fled to the ships: others raise a feeble war-shout.
The cry they essay mocks their straining throats/' Phjrr's

translation uses the actual word "squeak": "some others

sqeaking thin / Would lift their voice, but in their jawcs
begun, it stuck within." The passage immediately preced-
ing is interesting. Conington's translation reads :

And now they were already in the furthest region, the separate

place tenanted by the great heroes of war . , . , Here are chiefs of
Dardan line, wailed long and loudly in the upper air as they lay low
in fight As he saw them all in long array, he groaned heavily;
Glaucus and Medon, and Thersilochus, the three sons of Antenor >

and Polyphoetes, Ceres's priest, and Idoeus, with his hand still on the

car, still on .the armor

[Idaeumque, etiam cwrus, etiam arma tenentem}*-
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They surround him, right and left, the ghostly crowd, one look
is not sufficient: they would fain linger on and on, and step side

by side with him, and learn the cause of his coming But the nobles
of the Danaans, and the flower of Agamemnon's bands, when they
saw the hero and his armor gleaming through the shade, were
smitten with strange alarm, some turn their backs in flight . . .

Shakspere's imagination may well have responded to the

original: "Such was the very armour he had on." And this

direct poetic response may be all we need to account for the

poetry of war in the whole scene.

The parallel with the AEneid tends to gain significance
from a minor parallel in Belleforest. In the scene in which
Amleth kills Fengon, he says in addressing the dead man:

Now go thy wayes, and when thou commest in hell, see thou

forget not to tell thy brother (whom thou trayterously slewest),
that it was his sonne that sent thee thither with the message, to the

ende that beeing comforted -thereby, his soule may rest among the

blessed spirits, and quit mee of the obligation that bound me to

pursue his vengeance upon mine owne blood . . .
43

Here might be the very point at which it occurred to the

dramatist to put the ghost of the elder Hamlet into the play.

Belleforest, Norway and the old wars, a spirit unavenged,
in Hades, Virgil, a ghost in armor, new wars threatened,

portents, Caesar, Plutarch, the battle of Pharsaha, the

change of the watch, the midnight sky, Lucan, Marlowe,
this is a natural path of the imagination, though we cannot

tell whether by it we come on Shakspere's traces. At least

it can give a merely poetic reason for a succession of images
that need depend, therefore, on no extraneous rationaliza-

tion. Not that the poetic reason for the passage precludes

topical allusion, however. Indeed, some historical critics

feel that topical allusion was so ingrained a habit of the

Elizabethan stage that when an allusion to contemporary
events is not circumstantially improbable, the burden of

proof is on those who would set it aside rather than on

those who incline to accept it. At all events, the passage is

an illustration of the endless ways in which an impression

from one source could lead to or act upon the impressions

from another or from contemporary life, and in which minor

material might be taken up into the main story. There at
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least seems to be some sort of network of association here,

though we can only guess at the order in which its slender

threads were woven.

If such were indeed the evolution of the watch scene,

herein would be a reason why the portent passage might
seem so organic to the poet that it would not even occur to

him to leave it out though if he had been able to look at

the whole scene objectively as for the first time and written

by another, he might we are not sure have seen the

passage as superfluous or out of proportion Certainly it

might well be cut by those responsible for acting versions.

On its organic relations another possibility will be con-

sidered presently. And to this end let us look at the two re-

maining sections of the scene.

7, L E: The Ghost second entrance

Again, this little unit is interesting for its sheer form and

shapeliness the pattern of the long and short lines, satisfy-

ing to the eye as well as the ear, with the incantation of its

refrain, the mounting intensity of its phrases, as in a litany.
This is the fitting culmination to which the climax of the

act has led up a movement that has rhythm of outward

action, swift and energetic, as well as of speech and inner

thought "'Tis here!
7

Tis here I Tis gone !

)T---
operatic,

ritualistic as in a solemn dance, the patterning, essential to

to the level of the supernatural.

/. i. F: The Postlude

With the breath of dawn and the crowing of the cock
the atmosphere of the scene begins to change. Through the

skillful manipulation of one poetic image after another, the

spell of fear is unwound. This wholesome magic is in

sharp contrast to but quite possibly suggested by extended

passages on black magic in Belleforest's story. Two brief

excerpts must suffice to indicate the nature of this material :

.... in those days, the north parts of the worlde, living as then

under Sathans lawes, were full of mchanters, so that there was not

any yong gentleman whatsoever that knew not something therein

sufficient to serve his turne, if need required .... and so Hamlet,
while his father lived, had bin instructed in that devilish art, where-
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by the wicked spinte abuseth mankind, and advertiseth him (as he

can) of things past
44

Belleforest also emphasizes the difference between the
dark and the wholesome uses of the supernatural:

It would seem miraculous that Hamlet shold divine in that sort,
which after prooved so true (if as I said before) the devel had not

knowledg of things past, but to grant it he knoweth things to come
I hope you shall never finde me in so grosse an error. You will

compare and make equall derivation, and conjecture with those that

are made by the spirit of God, and pronounced by the holy prophets,
that tasted of that marvelous science, to whome onely was declared
the secrets and wondrous workes of the Almighty

45

The falling action or postlude of the first scene is sustained
and long, a leisurely descent from terrace to terrace, into

profound tranquility. And here we perhaps understand why
the passage on the portents had to be long too sinister forces

being balanced against, and thereby made to strengthen our
sense of the power of, the good, so that we may have "mighty
opposztes" to symbolize the titanic conflict of the whole
drama a prologue to the omen coming on. Macbeth uses

the same figure : "Thou seest the heavens, as troubled with
man's act, / Threaten his bloody stage." And sonnet XV
reminds us "That this huge stage presenteth nought but

shows / Whereon the stars in secret influence comment"

But from these far levels we return, as we do constantly
in this play, to the sense of everyday life going on, and hear

a matter-of-fact voice saying, after the first introduction of

the name of Prince Hamlet, "And I this morning know /
Where we shall find him most convenient."

3 Quoted from the seventeenth-century translation See The Sources of Hamlet:

with Essay on the Legend by Sir Israel Gollancz (London Oxford University Press,

1926), p 201 To quote from the original (Gollancz, p 200)- "Le pauvre Prince

eust este" en danger de succomber a cest assaut, si un Gentil-homme, qm du vivant de

Horvvcndiile, avoit este* nourry avec luy, ne se fust plus monstr ami de la nournture

pnnse avec Amleth, que atfection-ne* a la puissance du tyran, lequel pourchassoit les

moyens de envelopper le fils <s pieges, esquels le pere avoit finy ses jours. Cestuy

s'cacompagna des courtisans deputez pour ceste trahison, plus avec deliberation d'm-

struire le Prince, de ce qu'il avoit a faire, que pour luy dresser des embuches et le

traihir, estimant quet le momdre mdice qu'il donneroit de son bon sens, suffiroit pour

luy faire perdre la vie. Cestuycy avec certains signes feit entendre a Amleth, en quel

peril est ce qu'il se mettroit . ^
SGollancz, The Sources of Hamlet, p, 305 (Elton's tianslation). Cf Saxos original

(Gollancz, p. 104) "Inter quos forte quidam Amlethi collacteus aderat, a cujus
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ammo nondum sociae educatioms respectus excideiat, hie piaeetcnti umvictus memoiiam

praesenti impeuo anteponens, Amlethum mtet deputatos comitcs instruendi potms

quam insidiandi studio prosequebatur, quod eum ultima passuium non dubitarer si vel

modicum sensati ammi indicium piaebuisset
"

3Dover Wilson's idea (see his edition of Hamlet, Cambnd^e Unneisity Pi ess,

1934, p 144) that the "play opens on the eve of the coronation and mama^t of

Claudius, and the Ghost begins to walk thiee days befoie the ceiemony" has an

exactness unsupported by the text

4As we shall note later, it is hete, not in connection with the voyage to England

that piracy comes into Belleforest's nanative, also, theie are faint parallels between

this passage and Hamlet's soliloquy aftei seeing the army of Fortmbias- "Deafly to

find quairel in a straw /When honor's at the stake

5
Gollanc2, pp 181-183 Cj the original "Ce Roy magnamme ayant delhe au

combat, coips, a corps, Horvvendille, y fut receu avec pactes, que celuy qui seioit vamui

perdroit toutes les nchesses qui seroient en leuis vaisseaux, et le vamqucui teioit en-

teirer honnestement celuy qui seroit occis au combat, car la mort estoit !< pris ct salaire

de celuy, qui perdroit la bataille
"

Gollancz, p 182

See Gollancz, p 94

tlbid,, p 95

*lbtd, p 99

*lbtd, pp 147-149
lQ

Ibtd., p, 151 A possible evidence that Shakspeie was inteiested by pairs of

Saxo's story not diiectly utilized in Hamlet is found tn the theoiy of Sit Istael Gol-

Jancz that Amleth's speech to the Danes after he accomplishes Ins vengeance was a

souice of the speech of Brutus (]ulttu Caesat, III, n) "The situation ot Hamlet J's

almost identical with that of Brutus after he has dealt the blow
'

Tlu comment
is quoted in the Hudson edition of ]nltu\ Caew, p xvn, fiom the TempU edition

^Variorum, II, 136

i*lbtd, II, H7
13In the seventeenth centuiy tianslatum the woids "being at sea", nut in the on^

mal French, aie inserted "But the subtle Danish pnnce (heeing at sta) whilst his

lompanions slept, having read the letters
"

(Gollancy, p l^) It lias otten

been noted that the influence of the play is seen at two points iti fhe ttn/mn 1

of
Hamblet in the expression "a rat' a rat'" and in the substitution nf "anas" fu the

"loudiei" of Belleforest Here is a thud point of influence-
14
Conceivably it could have been indirectly suggested meicly by its opposite the

summer scene is out of place, why not a winter scene instead' It seems not unlikelj,
however, that some definite source foi the picture will sometime ht tnintil up t-lst

wheie. Could the Polacks have been on ski, by the way*
15See Henry David Gray, "Reconstiuction of a Lost Play," Phil (Jttn , VII (! 1

>
?S)

254-274
18 1872 See Wilson's edition of Hamlet (Cambudge Univtisjty Piess Int), p

146, also Variorum, I, 19 Professor Kitttcdge (see his edition of //,/w/c/, l;w, p
135 fn ), aftei noting that Tschischwitz (1869) had also nude this (lunge, adds,
"But the pretente tense wat (in I. 120) suffices to show that 11 IT L>() tefei to
Roman histoiy and not to contemporaiy Denmark."

17Wilson's edition of Hamlet, p 147 He refers us to Intnul, by D, f, Collins t*

Noiden's Vichutudo Return, 1600 (Shak Attoc. Pac\., 19H1), and a tlu sis In the
same wntei

18As Wilson notes (see his Hamlet, p 147), this pas-sage uflc'Us Maif XXIV ^
(Wilson refers us to Herford), and also Luke XXI, 25-27,

l
*]ulms Caew, II n

20/W, I 111

21See Shakespeare's Plutarch, ed C F Tucker Biooke (1909), I, 05
^Variorum, I, 20.

^Shake^peaie's
Plutarch I, 106

24Ed Allardyce Nicoll (Eveiyman's Libtaiy, 1927), p 55.

p 215
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26WiIson's edition of Hamlet, p 146
-tVariorum, I, 17
-s

ignota obscuiae uiderunt sidera noctes,

ardentemque polum flammis, caeloque uolantis

obliquas pei inane faces, crinemque timendi
sideris et terns mutantem regna cometen.

(II 526-529)
29

comuque coacto

lam Phoebe toto fratiem cum redderet orbe
terrarum subita percussa expallmt umbra

ipse caput medio Titan cum ferret Olympo
condidit ardentis atra cahgme currus

muoluitque orbem tenebns, gentesque coegit

desperaie diem

(11 537-543)
30

compositis plenae gemuerunt ossibus urnae

turn fragor armorum magnaeque per auia uoces

auditae nemorum, et uenientes commmus umbrae.

(11 568-570)
'** et medio uisi consurgere Campo

tnstia Sullam cecmere oiacula manes

(11, 580-581)
112

siluisque feras sub nocte relictis

audaces media posuisse cubiha Roma
(11 559-560')

(Haskms, in his edition, 1887, p 31, notes the paiallel with Julms Caesar, II

n 17 )
33 msonuere tubae et quanto clamore cohortes

miscentur tantum nox ana silentibus umbns
edidit

(11 578-580)
w turn cardine tellus

subsedit, ueteiemque mgis nutantibus Alpes
discussere niuem

(11 552-554)
* r>

fulgura fallaci miscuerunt crebia seieno,

et uarias ignis denso dedit aeie formas

nunc laculum longo <nunc sparso lumme lampas
emicuit caelo taciturn sine nubibus ulhs

fulmen

(11 530-534)
W turn pecudum faales humana ad murura lingua?

(1 561)
MC E Haskins in his edition of the Pharsalta, 1887, p 29, says, on the passage

in Lucan, "It is unnecessary to subjoin here all the similar accounts of prodigies which

might be quoted in illustration of this passage it is sufficient to refer in general to

Veig G I 464 foil
,
Ov Met XV 782 foil." Cf. Kifctredge's note on Julius Caesar,

II, 11, 19, quoting Marlowe, 2 Tamburlame, iv, 1, 2'01-6

#8 magnoque aeterna parantur

icgna deis, caelumque suo seiuire Tonanti

non nisi saeuorum potuit post bella gigantum

(11 34-36)

Cf. ]uluu Caesar, I, in 11

'W nee se Roma ferens sic, cum compage soluta

saecula tot mundi suprema coegent hora,

antiquom repetent iterum chaos omma, mixtis

sidera sidenbus concurrent ignea pontum
astra petent tellus extendere htora nolet
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excutietque fretum fratn contrana Phoebe

ibit, et obliquom bigas agitare per orbem

indignata diem poscet sibi totaque discors

machina diuolsi turbabit foedera mundi
(11 72-80)

40
Shakespeare's Plutatch, I, 67.

^Hamlet Kittredge's edition (Ginn and Company, 1939), p 134
43Lme 485 Phaer gives this more prosaically "Idaeus eke, that horses swift and

armours yet doth hold." See The Thtrteene Bookei of Aenetdos . Translated
into English Verse, to the first third part of the tenth Booke, by Tho?tM\ Phaer, F.t-

qutre: . London, Printed by Bernard Alsop, 1620
4 Gollanc2, Source* of Hamlet, pp 257-259
44Gollancz, Sources of Hamlet, p 237.

p 239



AN EMENDATION in ROMEO AND JULIET

By H. EDWARD CAIN

In Romeo and Juliet, III, i, 68-70, Furness reads:

Mer. O calm, dishonourable, vile submission'

A la stoccata carries it away [Draws.
Tybalt, you rat-catcher, will you walk?

The expression A la stoccata or Alia stoccata, as more
properly written,

1
owes very little to the basic texts. The

"bad quarto" of 1597 has Allastockado. All the other

quartos and Fi read Alia stucatho. The later Ff read
Allastucatho On the whole, modern editors have not been

very successful in interpreting this expression in its context

They have added nothing to the materials supplied by Fur-

ness, and Furness does not settle the difficulties. The Clarke
note cited by Furness is the basis of the now universally
accepted interpretation of line 69: Alia stoccata is said to

mean "to the rapier thrust" and is generally explained as

a jocose reference to Tybalt. There is no gloss of the word
"walk" in line 70 and no attempt to explain the meaning of

that line.
2

The proposed emendation is the reading Allo staccato

for Alia stoccata. The NED records as current in 1600

two words spelled steccado. For steccado* the variant spell-

ings given are steccato and stecata. This word is defined

as "lists to fight or joust in." Steccado* is described as an

erroneous form of stoccado and defined as "a thrust with

a rapier." John Florio (1598) defines steccato as "the

listes or place to combat in, or other place railed in with

stakes, railes or poles. Also a combat."
5

In a book which it is almost certain Shakspere read about

the time he wrote Romeo and Juliet, namely, Saviolo His

Practise (i59S),
6
the word is employed explicitly in this

sense :

"After the defie it is not lawfull that the one Gentleman should

offend the other, but in the steccata, which is the place of combat.

The facts thus established are: that steccato was current
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in England during the time that Shakspere, according to

accepted opinion, wrote Romeo and Juliet; that it was a

word probably familiar to him as a name for the place of

combat; and that it was a word easily confused with the

word stoccata.

There are mainly four reasons why the emendation seems

desirable. First, if in this case, in which the spelling seems

so hopelessly confused and unreliable, we consider only the

proper Italian forms of the words, namely, stoccata and

steccato, then the latter has a better textual justification.

The textual forms cited above have three constant elements :

the st of the ante-penult, the a of the penult, and the o of

the ultima. One of these three, stoccata has two and steccato

has three. Insofar as the three basic textual forms agree in

presenting the grammatical anomaly in which a feminine

article is combined with a masculine noun, it is fitting to

bring them into agreement, as Theobald did
; but, whereas

Theobald changed the inflection of the noun,
7

here the

gender of the article is changed.

Second, Allo steccato gives the better reading context-

ually. If we interpret "Allo steccato carries it away
1 '

to

mean "To the field is the cry that prevails above all," that

is, "we must conform to the code of the duello and settle

our differences by single combat," then the words which

immediately follow, "Tybalt, you rat-catcher, will you
walk?" make excellent sense. As anxious as Tybalt for a

fight then and there, Mercutio utilizes the punctilio of the

duello to cast upon Tybalt the odium of beginning the Iray.

Third, stage directions m modern texts have the effect of

making Mercutio the actual beginner of the fray, but it is

clearly and explicitly indicated later in the same scene

(lines 144-157) that Tybalt, and not Mercutio, is the actual

beginner of the fray. The suggested emendation allows of

an interpretation of the action which obviates this contra-
diction. After Mercutio challenges Tybalt to the field

(lines 69-70) and Tybalt parries with a question, Mercutio
begins to heap abuse upon him. Tybalt's last drop of pa-
tience is exhausted at line 74, at which point he draws.
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Having successfully goaded his enemy into committing the
first hostile act, Mercutio carefully calls it to the attention
of the audience by shouting,

Will you pluck your sword out of his pilcher by the ears?

Lines 74-75

He then draws his own sword, remarking as he does so,

make haste, lest mine be about your ears ere it be out

Lines 75-76.

At the same time, this interpretation resolves the problem
of the duality of Benvolio's character, for it is he who avers
that Tybalt began the fray. The matter led Dr. Johnson
into a rather specious piece of psychological imagining :

The charge of falsehood on Bentivoho [stc] 9 though produced at

hazard, is very just. The authour, who seems to intend the char-

acter of Benttvoho as good, meant perhaps to shew, how the best

minds, in a state of faction and discord, are detorted to criminal

partiality.
7

Further, this interpretation brings the text into harmony
with its source at a point at which disparity is difficult

to account for:

The Capulets do bring the breathless corse

Before the Prince, and crave that cruel deadly pain

May be the guerdon of his fault, that hath their kinsman slain

The Montagues do plead, their Romeus void of fault,

The lookers-on do say, the fight begun was by Tybalt.
8

The final reason adduced for the acceptance of the pro-

posed emendation is that the expression allo steccato can

be shown to have both a source and a technical significance

in the literature of the Italian duello. The formal duel of

honor, in contradistinction to the duel alia macchia and

other illegitimate forms of the duel, was a duel for which

it was necessary to have a "field."
9 The formal duel of

honor, therefore, had to be a duel nello steccato or allo

steccato in contradistinction, for the most part, to the duel

alia macchia. The following illustrates the point aptly:

Gi A questo proposilo uorren sapere, qual cagione allegate uoi,

petche uno mgiunato possa sforzare in punto d'honore I'ingiunante

al Duello, cioe a combattere nello steccato. & no'l possa sforzare in

un punto d'honore alia macchia?
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Pos. Perche lo steccato e via ordinaria, 1'altre vie sono straordmarie:

& 1'honore non obhga alle vie straordmarie.10

No one has so far been able to show that the expression
alia stoccata appears elsewhere either in English or Italian

writings. The following passage is from one of the most

popular sixteenth century Italian treatises on the duel :

Oil fa motto di orconstanti allo steccato dee essere castigate
n

We may be certain, therefore, that allo steccato is good
Italian.

12

The Catholic University of America,

Washington, D. C.

^Edward Dowden, ed, The Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet, (4th ed., 1935), p. 93-

2H H Furness, ed
,
Romeo and Juliet, p 156 The Ql reading is not cited by

Furness.

Both C T. Onions (A Shakespeare Glossary) and Alexander Schmidt (Shake\pcarc-

Ltxtcon) gloss the word walk in line 70' as meaning to duel But there is no other

instance within or without the text of Shakspere in which to walk means to dud
The ordinary sense of the word would be to go, to move. See Alexander Dycc, A
Glossary to the Works of Wtlltam Shakespeare, revised by Harold Littledale, p. 54 1.

See also the NED.
*A World of Wordes, p. 396

^Furness, op. cit., pp, 409 and 412.
5Vinceauo Saviolo, op. ctt.> sig. X3.
6
Furness, op. cit., p. 156

7Samuel Johnson, ed., The Plays of William Shakespeare (1765), vol. 8, p, 67,

note.

8J. J. Munro, ed,, Brooke's "Romeus and Juliet', (1902), lines 1040-1044,

Frederick R Bryson, The Sixteenth Century Italian Duel (1938), pp. xi-xxix and

p 28.

lOGiovanni Battista Possevmo, Dialogo dell' honors (Vinetfa, 1565), pp, 608-9*

HGirolamo Muzio, 11 duello, (Venice, 1576), fol. 58.
12
Just before going to press Dr. Cain sends us the following interesting quotation

from John C JeafTreson's edition of the Middlesex County Records (1886, vol. 1,

p 206)
29 May, 34 Elizabeth Coioners Inquisition-post-moi tern, taken at the p.insh

of St Martin-m-the-fields on view of the body of Richard Cockett, there lying
dead With Verdict that, on between the hours three and four p, m. one

George Asheley late of London yoman was at the house of a ccitain Sandes

widow, when thither came Richard Cockett who forthwith said to the same

George Asheley these English words, "George I have occasion to got- to the

feildes and I praye you walke with me thether," wheieupon Richard Cockett

armed with "a longe sworde" and George Asheley armed with a
rapier

walked

together, till they came to a close called the "Mase" in the parish or St. Martin

aforesaid, where after speaking words to one another they drew forth their

weapons and made an affray, in which affray George Asheley with his .sword

gave Richard Cockett on the outer part of his left leg a mortal wound of

which he died within a quarter of an hour ... 34 Eli2



NOTE ON "SHAKESPEARE IN AMERICA"

By M. ELWOOD SMITH

IF
Professor Dunn had added an Appendix to her "Shake-

speare in America,"
1
she might have included an inci-

dent recorded by Parkman
2
too odd to be entirely omitted

from any comprehensive presentation of the interest shown
in Shakspere in pre-Revolutionary America.

In 1764, Pontiac had withdrawn from the siege of the fort

at Detroit to the Illinois country. General Bradstreet had
come to the relief of Detroit and he was about to send one

Captain Morris to treat with Pontiac. Shakspere's "The

Tempest" contains nothing more fantastic than the matter
contained in the following paragraph:

"The day following was an unlucky one. One of Morris's

Indians, a Mohawk chief, ran off, having first stolen all he
could lay hands on, and sold the ambassador's stock of rum,

consisting of two barrels, to the Ottawas. A scene of frenzy
ensued. A young Indian ran up to Morris, and stabbed at

him savagely; but Godefroy caught the assassin's hand, and
saved his patron's life. Morris escaped from the camp, and

lay hidden in a cornfield till the howling and screeching

subsided, and the Indians slept themselves sober. When he

returned, an Indian, called the Little Chief, gave him a vol-

ume of Shakespeare, the spoil of some slaughtered officer,

and then begged for gunpowder,"

If the spectacle of an Indian chief in the midst of a howl-

ing wilderness presenting a volume of Shakspere to an Eng-
lish officer is unusual, hardly less so is the record of how
that officer's life was saved as result of an addiction to "An-

tony and Cleopatra." Morris came to Pontiac at Fort Miami.

A portion of the following paragraph rounds out this extra-

ordinary episode:

"The party landed a little below the fort; and, while his

followers were making their way through the border of

woods that skirted the river, Morris remained in the canoe,

solacing himself by reading 'Antony and Cleopatra' in the

volume he had so oddly obtained. It was fortunate that he
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did so; for his attendants had scarcely reached the open
meadow, which lay behind the woods, when they were en-

countered by a mob of savages, armed with spears, hatchets,

and bows and arrows, and bent on killing the Englishman
Being, for the moment, unable to find him, the chiefs had
time to address the excited rabble, and persuade them to

postpone their intended vengeance."

Oregon State College,
Gorvallis, Oregon.

Esther Cloudman Dunn, Macmillan, 1939.
ZTke Conspiracy of Ponttac, Vol II, 202-203 Little, Brown and Company, 1898

Italics are added.



EDITORIAL NOTES AND COMMENTS

By S. A, T.

AN EARLY HERBAL

Eli2abethan scholarship has been

provided with another valuable tool

in its researches into the folklonstic

and scientific (mostly pseudo-scien-

tific) ideas and beliefs of the English

people in the 16th century This is in

the shape of what looks like and is a

perfect and extremely attractive fac-

simile of the first of many editions of

the first English book devoted exclus-

ively to herbs The book, bearing the

simple title of An Herbal (and in the

present edition designated by its edi-

tor as Bancketfs Herbal because it was

printed by Richard Banckes) ,
was first

published in London in 1525 Of this

first edition only two copies are known
to be extant, one of which (the one

in the British Museum) is herewith

published in facsimile by Scholars'

Facsimiles and Reprints (New York,
103 Park Ave.) with an extremely

interesting and fluently written intro-

duction by Dr Sanford V Larkey, the

librarian of the Welch Medical Li-

brary at Johns Hopkins, and Dr
Thomas Pyle, assistant professor of

English at the University of Maryland.

The book is of great interest from

several viewpoints, that of the botan-

ist, the antiquarian, the physician, the

medical quack, the litterateur, and the

psychologist. Elizabethan and Jacob-
ean poets, notably Shakspere, aie rich

m allusions to flowers, weeds, herbs,

and their imagined properties, and the

modern scholar is curious to see how

faithfully the poets and the dramatists

of those days reflect the knowledge
and beliefs current among them, their

contemporaries and their predecessors.

The reading of this book, printed
in black-letter, has been made easy
even for the general public by the

inclusion in the volume of atranscnp-
lon of the whole book into modern

English, in modern spelling and punc-
tuation, and the insertion (in square
brackets) of the modern equivalents of

unusual words A valuable feature of

the book is a carefully prepared index.

Attractive binding, fine paper and
clean printing contribute to making
this book a highly desirable item in

any library.

Other 'books in this series issued by
Scholars' Facsimiles and Reprints in

1941, all carefully edited and beauti-

fully published, are listed in the annual

bibliography appearing in this issue of

the Bulletin

AN APPEAL

Not since the bad days of 1933 has

our Association been faced with such

a serious economic situation as it faces

now Because of serious cuts in

teachers' salaries our membership has

fallen off considerably, because of

other commitments the Carnegie Cor-

poration has withdrawn its support.
From dues alone it is impossible for

our Association to continue publishing
a quarterly magazine of the size and

excellence of our BULLETIN. If we
are to continue to do so we must have

either a very large increase in our

membership, an increase of not less

than 500, or a subsidy of not less than

$5,00000 (a sum sufficient to carry

us for five or six years) In what way
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can you help us towards attaining this? magazine devoted to the arts, sciences

Many European journals have ceased and humanities to die The death of

publication as a result of the present the SHAKESPEARE ASSOCIATION Bui -

world conditions. Beasts, alias die- LETIN, the only magazine in the world

tators, do not encourage the presecu- now devoted to Shakspere and his con-

tion of anything smacking of culture temporaries, would be an incalculable

or civilization. Fortunately we have loss to cultural America Thus must

no dictator Therefore we must not not be permitted to happen What

permit in this country even a single will you do about it ?

THE FOLLOWING INTERESTING LETTER SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF

SHAKESPEARE CLUB

BURLINGTON, IOWA

Feb. 1, 1942,

SHAKESPEARE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA,

To fche Editor

Dear Sir:

The Shakespeare Club of Burlington, Iowa, celebrated its fiftieth anni-

versary on Jan 20, 1942 Among those present were three charter members,

one of these being the active president for the whole time, and also the

motivating force and guiding spirit

A committee of twelve out of the thirty-five members spent weeks in

research, so that the program that day gave the newer members parts of

outstanding programs, glimpses of the
past, mirthful poetry, and loving

tribute to many members long since gone The reading of the minutes for

fifty years, old printed programs, favors and the memory book yielded

enough material for a dozen afternoons, but finally was weeded out and

boiled down to fill one afternoon, after the anniversary luncheon was over,

The luncheon was a replica of the original one as to food but the decora-

tions earned out the golden anniversary theme.

The long white covered table was centred with the traditional birthday
cake, The decorations included gold menu folders, gold and black crested

place cards, and gold sprayed huckleberry foliage was used in profusion
Even the ice-cream molds had a gold "fifty" embossed on them.

A high-light of the afternoon was an unexpected and joyfully received

radiogram from the secretary of the Shakespeare Club of Stratford-on-Avon,

The program closed with a forecast of the club's activities in 1992.

Sincerely yours,

ZILLAH HASKELL,

Secretary
117 Clay St

Burlington, Iowa
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FEAR OF THE PEOPLE AS A MINOR MOTIVE
IN SHAKSPERE

By JOHN C. MCCLOSKEY

ALTHOUGH the full development of the democratic

j[\ philosophy of government belongs to the mid-seven-
teenth and the eighteenth centuries rather than to the

sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, nevertheless it is

clear that in no less than seven plays Shakspere was at least

aware of the political power of the people. On the subject
of the political rights of the common people Shakspere did
not commit himself, for the obvious reason that belief in

democracy as a system of government by compact was not

yet formalized in an age which supported the popular ab-

solutisms of the Tudor monarchs and which witnessed the

emergence of England as a national sovereign state. From
the Magna Charta to James I the political struggle was

not, essentially, between the masses of the people and their

rulers but between the feudal barons and the King, between
Parliament and the Crown.

In the course of the two centuries before Shakspere, never-

theless, the people were beginning to stir, and the move-

ment of the lower classes which culminated in regicide in

1649 was clearly perceptible as early as the time of Chaucer.

Criticism of abuses in church, government, and society be-

came severe in Pliers Plowman and with John Wyclif . The

peasants, led by Wat Tyler, Jack Straw, and John Ball,

revolted in 1381, and though defeated by Richard II, the

peasants were henceforth a force to be reckoned with in

English life. Ball preached his theory of democracy and

socialism in the text:

When Adam delved and Eve span,

Who was then the gentleman?

According to the testimony of Froissart, he also agitated

for social equalitarianism.
1 With Wyclif began that attack

on authority which, carried on by John Hus, Zwingh, Cal-

vin and Luther, became eventually, with the humble Dis-

senters, an attack on civil authority when they transferred

from religion to politics their revolt against government
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from above. In 1593, shortly after the beginning of Shak-

spere's career, persecutory laws were passed against the

Separatists, who had developed a great passion for political

liberty, and many of them fled to the Netherlands.

The sixteenth century was, moreover, a century of peasant
revolt. From Kelt's rebellion in 1539 to 1560 there were
almost annual agrarian uprisings. The enclosures of the

great landlords turned the manors into sheep pastures, and
the villagers were evicted to shift for themselves and thus

to swell the army of paupers and vagabonds. The mass of

Englishmen, despite the wealth brought to the upper classes

by the commercial revolution begun under Henry VTI,
became increasingly poor and sank more deeply into misery
and want. By the end of Elizabeth's reign from eighty to

ninety per cent of the English people were far worse off

than at the beginning, and by 1600 the ordinary English-
man's income was only fifty per cent of what it had been
in 1500. There were many complaints, some of which ap-

pear in More's Utopia. Some officials, like the Duke of

Somerset, sympathized with the sufferings of the common
people; and certain idealists, like Bishop Latimer, began
to preach economic morality and to gather together a group
of interested people at Court called the "Communal Party,

1 '

The Privy Council, composed of landlords, fought and

evaded, however, attempts at reform, and the country
squires and rich burghers, along with the governing classes,

sympathized with the enclosers. There were, consequently,

many expressions of popular discontent in the sixteenth

century.

Himself a commoner, it is not at all unlikely that Shak-

spere was aware of the plight of the people and that he

heard at first hand the rumblings of discontent in his native

Warwickshire. Though the dramatist holds no brief in his

plays for the lower classes and though he does not formally

present the class struggle between the people and the aris-

tocracy, except in the one play, Coriolanus, he does indicate

in a not inconsiderable number of plays that he is aware of

the potential power of the people; and in these plays fear

of the people becomes a minor motivation of character and
of plot.
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The mildest aspect of this motive occurs in the form of

jealousy of the people's bestowal of their affections and, by
implication, fear of their power. Two of the personages
in As You Like It are so motivated. Oliver, plotting against
Orlando, remarks that his younger brother is "so much in
the heart of the world, and especially of my own people"
that he himself is "altogether misprised." (I, i, 174-77).
Duke Frederick, usurper of the Old Duke's dominions,
takes displeasure, according to Le Beau, on his gentle niece
Rosalind for no other reason

But that the people praise her for her virtues,

And pity her for her good father's sake.
(I, ii, 292-3)

When Celia defends Rosalind against her father's charge
of treason, Duke Frederick chides her thus :

She is too subtle for thee; and her smoothness,
Her very silence and her patience

Speak to the people and they pity her. (I, iii, 79-81.

This motivation is intensified in Richard II, 2 Henry
IV, and Hamlet. Here two of Shakspere's kings fear their

rivals' popularity with the people. Richard II accuses

Henry Bolingbroke of courting the favor of the common
herd, and this fear of what Bolingbroke might become with

the support of the people motivates, at least partially, his

desire to banish him. Richard says :

Ourself and Bushy, Bagot here and Green

Ovserv'd his courtship of the common people.

How he did seem to dive into their hearts

With humble and familiar courtesy,

What reverence he did throw away on slaves,

Wooing poor craftsmen with the craft of smiles

And patient underbearmg of his fortune,

As 'twere to banish their affects with him. (I, iv, 23-30).

Elsewhere in the play the Duke of York, as well as Bushy,

Bagot, and Green, fears that the commons will revolt on

Hereford's side (II, ii, 88-9; 128-131). The remarks of

the Archbishop of York in 2 Henry IV reinforce the above

ideas; the commonwealth is sick of its choice of king, he

says, and the "fond many," the "common dog" which would

have Bolingbroke for king is now ready to vomit him out

again (I, iii, 87-108). The implication of the Archbishop's

remarks is significant; the people have chosen Bolingbroke
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king, and now, surfeited with him, are ready to unmake
him. It is not only the nobles, to the Archbishop's mind,
who make and unmake sovereigns, but the people also, and
their power is consequently both to be courted and feared.

The remarks of the King m Hamlet when he decides to

do away with his nephew, who has just slain Polonius, arc

reminiscent of Richard's speech concerning Bolingbroke.
Claudius cannot "put the strong law" on Hamlet because

the prince is "loved of the distracted multitude" (IV, ii,

3-5). He is constrained, consequently, by his fear of the

people to accomplish his design by policy. In a conversa-

tion with Laertes, Claudius makes clear that his motivation

in not bringing Hamlet to trial is fear of the people's
wrath :

The other motive

Why to a public count I might not go,

Is the great love the general gender bear him,

Who, dipping all his faults in their affection,

Would, like the spring that turneth wood to stone,

Convert his gyves to graces, . (IV, vn, 16-21)

A parallel occurs in The Tempest when Prospero ex-

plains to Miranda how they came to the island. When he

tells the girl that his brother Antonio, aided by the King
of Naples, has usurped his dukedom, Miranda asks: "Why
did they not destroy us?" Prospero answers:

Dear, they durst not,

So dear the love my people bore me, nor set

A mark so bloody on the business, . . (I, ii, 140-2).

That the ruling classes have reason to fear the power and
the wrath of the people is illustrated by the statement of

the Archbishop of York, previously mentioned, that Boling-
broke has been the choice of the people and that now, dis-

satisfied with him, they wish they had Richard back again.
It is further exemplified by the riot which Laertes leads

into the King's chamber to avenge the death of his father.

The rabble call him lord
;

And, as the world were now but to begin,

Antiquity forgot, custom not known,

(The ratifiers and props of every word)
They cry 'Choose we 1 Laertes shall be king!' (IV, v, 102-8).

Shakspere recognizes the fact that the people, sufficiently
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goaded or efficiently led, may break out of bounds and
overthrow the established order of things.

In Julius Caesar the people do break out of bounds, and
their power, together with the consequences of their wrath,
constitutes a more important motivation of plot than in the
plays hitherto cited. Cassius and Brutus despite the "rabble-
ment," with "their sweaty night-caps and stinking breath,"
but that they are aware of the power of the plebs is evi-
denced by their fear that the common herd will force the

kingship upon Caesar, for Caesar "sits high in all the

people's hearts." Antony, realizing the incipient might of
the aroused masses, makes his appeal directly to them, and
at the conclusion of his speech they all cry:

Revenge' About! Seek' Burn' Fire! Kill'

Slay! Let not a traitor live! (Ill, 11, 208-9)

But the power of the people and the effects of their wrath
are most plainly manifest in Coriolanus in the contest be-
tween patricians and plebeians, and here they are even more
important in the motivation of the plot. There is hate of

the aristocrats on the part of the people, and fear of the

mob on the part of the patricians. The play opens with a

company of mutinous citizens armed with staves, clubs, and
other weapons; one of them demands the death of Caius

Marcius, "chief enemy to the people" and "a very dog to

the commonalty." The class struggle is vividly expressed

by the second citizen :

Care for us 1 True, indeed! They ne'er cared for us yet, suffer

us to famish, and their store-houses crammed with grain, make

edicts for usury, to support usurers, repeal daily any wholesome

act established against the rich, and provide more piercing statutes

daily, to chain up and restrain the poor. If the wars eat us not up,

they will, and there's all the love they bear us (I, i, 81-9)

The parallel between the conditions described here and

those of Shakspere's own England is so close that it is evi-

dent that the dramatist could not have been unaware of the

plight of the peasants in his own times and of the status of

the poor.

It is true that Caius Marcius himself does not fear the

people, and in his contempt for the "dissentious rogues,

hares, geese," he makes his fatal error. Had he properly

feared the people and courted them he would not have made
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his tragic blunder. Instead, he is hated by the mutinous

commons, and it is his very lack of fear, which a less proud
and a more politic man would have possessed, that ruins

him. The people use their power to defeat him for the

consulship on the grounds that he "loves not the common
people." Here is illustrated the fatal excess of the aristo-

cratic temper in its contempt for the "mutable, rank-

scented many."

But Coriolanus does come to recognize the fact that fear

of the people is a force in public life, for he says that the

multitude will interpret the senate's action in yielding to

them thus:
'We did request it;

We are the greater poll, and in true fear

They gave us our demands.' (Ill, i, 133-35).

The wrath of the people banishes Coriolanus from Rome
"as enemy to the people and his country"; the people revolt

against the senators, the patricians, and the nobles. Finally,
Coriolanus realizes, as he confides to Aufidius, that the

"cruelty and envy of the people" are not forces to be de-

spised."

It is perhaps evident, then, that Shakspere, while making
no brief for democracy and advancing no formal defence
of the common people, was aware, at least, that the people
are a power to be reckoned with in public life and that the

politic ruler, like Bolingbroke, courts their favor or, like

Claudius, avoids giving them open offence. When the

people are disregarded, flouted, scorned, they are liable to

break bounds, overthrow authority and tradition, and revolt.

Indeed, the half century after Shakspere was to witness the
full effects of their wrath.

University of Oregon.

^Froissart thus reports Ball's preaching to the people "My good fuends, matters
cannot go on well in England until all things shall be in common, when theie shall

be neither vassals nor lords, when the lords shall be no more masters than our-
selves How ill they behave to us ' for what reason do they thus hold us in bondage?
Are we not all descended from the same parents, Adam and Eve? And what can they
show, or what reason can they give, why they should be more masters than our-
selves? They are clothed m velvet and rich stuffs, ornamented with ermine and
other furs, while we are forced to wear poor clothing. They have wines, spices, and
fine bread, while we have only rye and the refuse of the straw, and when we drink*
it must be water They have handsome seats and manors, while we must brave the
wind and rain in our labours in the field; and it is by our labor they have wherewith
to support their pomp . . . ." (The Everyman edition, pp. 207f.)



THE TAMING OF THE SHREW

By THOMSON KING

(A paper read at a meeting of the Shakespeare Society
of Baltimore, M.d. t tn February, 1940.)

THE play we have chosen for our present reading and
discussion has been the subject of endless research,
argument and speculation, both as to the time of its

production and its authorship. Competent authorities can
be found who advocate many different years from 1593 to

1606 as the date of first production. Each has written many
pages to prove his date correct and all others wrong; 1593
and 1 597 seem to me to have the best claims.

Opinions as to authorship range from the theory that

Shakspere wrote it all, to the more probable and better sup-

ported belief that only about a third of the text is his work.
In this matter opinion rests mainly upon the internal evi-

dence based upon analysis of the writing and versification.

External evidence is exceedingly meagre.

W. J. Craig, the editor of the Oxford edition, gives the

Shaksperian parts of the play as follows:

Introduction.

Act II, Scene i, lines 1 68 to 317.
Act III, Scene 2, lines 1-123 and 149-238
Act IV, Scenes i, 3, & 5.

Act V, Scene 2, lines 1-181.

All commentators agree that the play as we know it was

created by rewriting an earlier work, The Pleasant Con-

ceited Historie of The Taming of a Shrew, which we
know was played by the Earl of Pembroke's Men and also

the Lord Admiral's company before or during 1594. This

play was written not later than 1589, some think, by Kyd.

Frey thinks Shakspere himself wrote it and later revised his

own play into the form we kno^sr. This is a theory which

appears to me rather fantastic. Even allowing for Shak-
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spere's inexperience and immaturity, I do not feel that the

earlier play can have been his work.

It is certain that The Taming of a Shrew was popular
and started a chain of plays upon the same subject. In addi-

tion to The Shrew we find Medicine for a Curst Wife

( 1602) , by Dekker, A Woman Killed with Kindness (1603 )

and the Woman's Prize or the Tamer Tamed, a sequel to

The Shrew, in which Petruchio is subdued by his second

wife. In 1594, we find the comment, "Read the book 'Tam-

ing of a Shrew' which hath made a number of us so perfect

that now everyone can rule a shrew in our country save he

that hath her." Which no doubt is a piece of philosophy

good for all time.

The best authorities think that parts written by Shak-

spere show mature but hasty workmanship, and I think we
may accept this as well proved.

Having read what many learned men have said as to the

origin of the play, and finding that they do not at all agree,
I have decided to tell you myself exactly how, when, and

why it came to be written. I am enabled to do this because
I have not made a profound study of the disputed subject
and am not burdened with a wide or minute knowledge of

the men or times concerned
;
I am, therefore, not troubled

by those limitations and inhibitions that are imposed by real

scholarship and abundant knowledge.

To suit the form of my exposition to its subject, I have
cast my narrative in the form of a play. I shall now read a

play introducing an introduction, which introduces a play.

"An Introduction to Introduce an Introduction. Being
a Quaint Conceit Regarding the Genesis of

the Taming of the Shrew"

Dramatis Personae

(In order of their appearance)
PHILIP HENSLOWE . . . Manager of the Lord Chamberlain's PlayersWILLIAM SHAKSPERE . . A play writer and actor in the company
RICHARD BURBAGE

Principal Actor of the company
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Place Henslowe's room in a lodging house m London.
Time: Late afternoon of a cold Thursday m 1593 or thereabouts.

[AUTHOR'S NOTE- The playhouses of London were ordered closed for long
periods because of the prevalence of the Plague several times from 1592 to- 1595
inclusive ]

Act I, Scene 1. Henslowe discovered sitting on a stool m a poorly fur-

nished room A knock on the door.

Henslowe. Come in!

Enter Shakspere.

Shakspere :

Good morrow, Phil, and yet why speak I so?
Such greeting is as empty as my purse.
It cannot be good morrow or good day
When famine stalks beside us as we walk.

For full six months play-houses have been closed.

The plague is gone, but still our doors are shut.

Think you that I or others of our trade

Can live on air, or keep us hale and warm
By thinking of the spring when biting frost

And envious winds do pierce our sorry patched
doublets through?

I have been hungry for a month and now
I am half frozen. At eventide I sit

And shiver in the darkness, candles are

Too dear for this poor player reft of work.

My cloak is sold, my sword's m pawn.
My very reputation I would give
To have in hand one decent cup of sack,

For one well roasted joint of juicy beef

I'd mortgage all my future and my name.

Of all curst trades the player has the sorriest and

the worst

Henslowe:

Shakspere

Why question me? Can I control the plague?
Can I create you joints of juicy beef?

Or bring forth sack by smiting on a rock,

Like Hebrew Moses in the wilderness?

I too am hungry, thirsty, famished, spent.

My debts are greater and my troubles more than yours
For I am older and my wife is here,

She also needs must eat and keep her warm

London be damned to everlasting Hell!

I'll shake its dust forever from my feet 1

To Stratford I will go, for there at least

A man may eat and ply a thrifty trade

With plays and poesy I am quite fordone

What profit in invention if I starve?

What boots applause, if baliffs hound my steps?
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[A knock

Burbage:

Shakspere:

Burbage:

Henslowe:

Bmbage:

Henslowe:

Shakspere:

Henslowe:

at the door. Enter Burbage in haste, obviously excited ]

How now, good Phil and Will! for, by my faith,

You both could Cassms play, so lean and hungry
Are your fretful looks: But list to me

For I have news will brush your draggled feathers

smooth
1 And stir your hearts to noble emulation

Well, tell your news! Why halt upon a syllable
">

If news you have, come with it to the point,

Nor draw it out into a winter's tale.

My news is better than your greeting, Will.

I come from court, and there I had it absolute.

The ban is lifted, and play-houses all

May ope their doors, and players play
Come Thursday next, one short week from today.

Why, boy! Your news has made me young again.
Now is the winter of our discontent

Made glorious summer, as our Will would say
Our purses are as light as vagrant air,

Our debts as heavy as a bag of lead;

But one good play will make all right again.

What shall we play
? We have but one short week.

And starving men must needs make hungry haste

When Fortune sets her golden door ajar.

Perhaps a history, we know them well;
But no. The gentles and the groundlings both
Are tired of histories. Nor is it time

For tragedy, sickness and death of late

Have too much mourning made in London town.
A gamesome, merry show we must put on
To make our patrons laugh and hold their sides,

And so we draw them flocking to our doors.

You reason well, and I am for it.

A comedy, or, better still, a farce

Will split their sides and make their purses gape

Ytfu ever call the turn, but what good farce
Is there that we can put upon the boards?

Just one short week of grace is all we have.
You have not time to write us such a thing,
Nor we to learn it or perfect our parts.
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Shakspere
'

Henslowe :

Shakspete:

Hcnslowe :

Shakspete:

It must be something that is now extant.

The lesser sort who crowd our reeking pit
Will like it all the better if there be
Some recollection in the play they see

I mind me of the Taming of a Shrew,

Played several years ago and well received

Our company do know it well, and it

May serve our turn until our fruitful Will
Can put his Falstaff in a comedy.

A boisterous farce that wants for art but still,

I have a prompt-book of it in my room
Methmks it is not farce enough for me
Some weakness in the parts foils its effect,

But that may be amended by my hand,
And I full well could do it in a night:
New scenes, new names, and as for the principals
A dialogue that fast and furious flows,

Not wasting words, but apt and to the point.
The introduction also must be new
The fool who wrote it blundered badly there.

Nicholas Gates a pretty shrew will make
Phil here a portly father well can play

You, Die, methmks should play the tamer's part
And this must all be written new and strong.
We'll have a play will make the Admirals green
And Marlowe wish he could conceive a farce

The Shrew's the thing, but you must write in haste;

While I must scurry forth and seek to find

Some credit for the furnishing of the play.

If we lack decent costumes well I fear

We will be pelted from the boards ;
and how

Can I a fat and jovial father be,

If back and belly cleave for want of food?

Six pence to buy me supper I had saved ,

And now for candles I will spend it all

And write such parts as need improvement most

I'll finish it before the night is done,

So our slow players may begin to learn.

A week we'll fast, while many things we lack

Until The Shrew can bring us beef and sack

Curtain.
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The play is the only one of Shakspere's which has an in-

troduction, although this device was often made use of by
his contemporaries.

The idea of making sport of someone by making him

think he is in much happier circumstances is certainly not

original. The first instance of it I can recall is the story of

Abou Hassan in the Arabian Nights. The caliph Haroun

Alraschid, while wandering disguised in Bagdad, heard

Abou wish he might be caliph for one day. He had him

drugged and made him believe himself a caliph. Then
there is the story of the Old Man of the Mountain who

stupified young men with hashish and introduced them into

his gardens where they enjoyed so many pleasures that they
believed that they had been in paradise and were ready to

serve him in the hope of another taste of such enjoyment.
The Sly episode is another variation of an old theme but it

is well done and contains a full share of real comedy.

The play itself has a dual plot. The Petruchio-Katharina

motive dominates the whole, but the fortunes of the gentle
Bianca are interwoven with varying success. The first is

pure slapstick farce and is played as such. Mr. M. R. Rid-

ley says of the Bianca comedy: "It is less artificial than the

'Comedy of Errors'." Shakspere seems to have been feeling
his way toward a type of comedy which is to be indeed a

comedy of situation, but also a comedy of human beings,
not of mere marionettes in the situation. All that part of

the play is experimental. There is not a situation in it that

he did not handle more effectively later, not a type of char-
acter that he did not delineate more firmly or more deli-

cately. But the Petruchio-Katharina is of its own kind,
hardly to be bettered. It is obvious enough, even crude, but
it was never meant to be anything else. It is not a conflict

of wits, but of wills and personalities, so much over-simpli-
fied that it passes from comedy to farce."

This play reminds me of The Merry Wives of Windsor.
It is pure comedy and farce. There are no serious comments
on life or manners. There is no melancholy Jacques as in
As You Like It, no wise Prospero, no gentle Portia.
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It is a play of rapid action and furious repartee with two
real characters. The rest are stock figures who simply pro-
vide the complications of plot and situations. In it we begin
to see the astonishing compression of metaphor which is one
of the marks of Shakspere's later manner and gives it much
of its richness as well as its difficulty. The fascinating ques-
tion of how much is really Shakspere will probably provide
a subject for debate for centuries to come.

Baltimore, Md.



TENNYSON'S MAUD AND SHAKSPERE

By THOMAS P. HARRISON, JR.

Hallam Tennyson
1 thus records his father's description of

Maud:
This poem is a little Hamlet, . the history of a morbid poetic

soul, under the blighting influence of a recklessly speculative age

He is the heir of madness, an egotist with the makings of a cynic,

raised to sanity by a pure and holy love which elevates his whole

nature, passing from the height of triumph to the lowest depth of

misery, driven into madness by the loss of her whom he has loved,

and when he has at length passed through the fiery furnace, and

has recovered his reason, giving himself up to work for the good
of mankind through the unselfishness born of his great passion

Careful reading of Tennyson's poem partly bears out this

acknowledgment, yet analogies with Shakspere's Hamlet
seem to be confined to the earlier sections of Part I. The
similarity may be summarized as follows. Each hero first

appears as excessively melancholy and inclined to cynical
reflections. The fathers of both have met death under

strange and doubtful circumstances. Both sons suspect

treachery; both witness the succession of men who are

ignoble exponents of a corrupt society. Finally, both Ham-
let and Tennyson's unnamed hero, resisting the impulse to

suicide, seek desperately to discover a way of action. Anal-

ogies pertain chiefly to the hero's mental habits, his morbid
reactions to the world about him. They hardly touch what
Tennyson regarded as the major interest of the poem,
namely, the love story and the yputh's actual madness occa-
sioned by the loss of Maud, For hints in the management
of thesQ motives it seems that Tennyson resorted to two other

plays Romeo and Juliet and King Lear.

The erotic theme in Tennyson commences with Part I,
section 5; the preceding section marks the termination of
the Hamlet motif. Like Romeo beneath Juliet's balcony,
Maud's lover listens adoringly to the voice of his mistress,

singing an air that is known to me,
A passionate ballad gallant and gay

Section 6 introduces Maud's brother, the Tybalt of the
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poem, the chief addition being the copious abuse heaped
upon him by Tennyson's hero. In the play, it is Mercutio
who exercises this privilege; the insolence of both Tybalt
and the brother is the chief mark for contempt. More of
the Victorian Tybalt later. Turning to thoughts of Maud,
the hero speaks a borrowed eloquence :

When I saw the treasured splendour, her hand,
Come sliding out of her sacred glove,
And the sunlight broke from her lips . . .

One critic
2
has compared Tennyson's phrase with Romeo's

"the white wonder of Juliet's hand" (III, lii, 36). In an
earlier scene, too, Romeo dwells upon the celestial bright-
ness of Juliet (II, ii, 23-25) :

See how she leans her cheek upon her hand!

O that I were a glove upon that hand,
That I might touch that cheek!

Both play and poem abound in this erotic conceit; to some

extent, it appears, Tennyson thus echoes the lyric pronounce-
ments of Romeo.

Then also Tennyson falls into the Shaksperian manner of

dramatic foreshadowing in Romeo and Juliet. This is Ten-

nyson (section 11) :

O let the solid ground
Not fail beneath my feet

Before my life has found

What some have found so sweet;

Then let come what come may!
3

What matter if I go mad?
I shall have had my day.

The same ironical sentiment appears in Romeo's solemn re-

joinder to Friar Lawrence (II, vi, i, 3-8) :

Amen, amen! But come what sorrow can,

It cannot countervail th' exchange of joy

That one short minute gives me in her sight.

Do thou but close our hands with holy words,

Then love-devouring death do what he dare

It is enough I may but call her mine.

Section 13 interrupts the erotic motif with the reappearance

of the hated brother "curving a contumelious lip," as Shak-
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spere's Tybalt promises that Romeo's intrusion shall, "Now
seeming sweet, convert to bitt'rest gall" (I, v, 94). Fore-

shadowing is heightened as Tennyson's hero likens the death-

white curtain of sleep to death (section 14). The figure

continues in his midnight reflections (section 18) :

But now by this my love has closed her sight

And given false death her hand .

Blest, but for some dark undercurrent woe.

This, of course, suggests Romeo's address to Juliet in the

tomb (V, iii, 102-105) :

Shall I beheve

That unsubstantial Death is amorous,
And that the lean abhorred monster keeps
Thee here in dark to be his paramour?

So much, then, by way of comparing the two love-sick

youths who, about to be thwarted by the feud, are haunted

by a sense of impending calamity.

The final comparison with Romeo and Juliet has to do
with plot. Capulets and Montagues correspond to the two
families from whose fatal loins Tennyson's star-cross'd

lovers take their life. In section 19 Tennyson describes

the feud

The household Fury sprinkled with blood

By which our houses are torn

Betrothed in her infancy before the quarrel, Maud breathes
a prayer "to be friends, to be reconciled." Cousin of the

heroine in Shakspere, brother in Tennyson, each is the prin-

cipal instrument of tragedy Maud's brother discovers her

growing intimacy with the enemy:

And at last, when each came home,
He had darken'd into a frown,
Chid her, and forbid her to speak
To me .

yet I know
He has plotted against me in this,

That he plots against me still

The correspondence with Shakspere's Tybalt at this point
has been noted. Next, both heroes determine to bury the
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hatchet for the sake of the beloved. Romeo's kindly words
to Tybalt, who provokes the duel (III, i, 65 ff.), coincide
with those of Tennyson's lover :

So now I have sworn to bury
All this dead body of hate.

Previously on the occasion of a meeting (section 13) :

I long'd so heartily then and there

To give him the grasp of fellowship

Then falls the tragedy which results m the flight of the
two heroes : Tybalt dies at the hands of Romeo in the street

duel, Maud's brother similarly provokes the fatal quarrel
when he comes upon the two lovers after the dance. To the

dance in each piece, it may be added, the hero comes un-
invited and is surprised by the man who, having insulted

the hero, dies at his hands. Finally, both heroes escape,
Romeo to Mantua, Maud's lover to Brittany.

Tennyson is not explicit about the fate of Maud
;
the hero

believes her dead. As the brother breathes his forgiveness

(Part II, section i) :

Then glided out of the joyous wood
The ghastly Wraith of one that I know,
And there rang on a sudden a passionate cry,

A cry for a brother's blood-

It will ring in my heart and my ears, till I die,

till I die

It will be recalled that Romeo's attempt upon his own life

was induced by the belief that Juliet had forsaken him (III,

iii, 94-96) :

Doth she not think me an old murtherer,

Now I have stain'd the childhood of our joy

With blood remov'd but little from her own?

and the nurse confirms his fears.

In his conversation with Hallam, it will be recalled, Ten-

nyson laid special emphasis upon the theme of madness.

His aims in Maud are even more directly hinted in a fur-

ther remark for which W. J. Rolfe is authority. In reading

Maud, Tennyson "incidentally made a remark or two m
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disparagement of Shakespeare's delineations of insanity.

The gist of the criticism was that the talk of the dramatist's

crazy people was of too random a character, lacking the

'method' which professional observers detect in madness

the connection, by disordered association of ideas that to

ordinary folk appear disconnected."
4 Echoes of King Lear

should better enable those in doubt to judge whether,

according to his professed aim, England's laureate has

achieved more method in his madness.

Part II of Maud is laid in Brittany where the distraught
lover broods over the tragedy which soon leads to madness.

As the figure of Maud moves before his eyes, he exorcises

the fancy by recognizing its unreality (Part II, section 2) :

Am I to be overawed

By what I cannot but know
Is a juggle born of the brain?

"So Macbeth of the dagger," notes Collins;
5 "one of the

tests of 'sanity,' as distinguished from 'insanity,' is the con-

sciousness that hallucination is hallucination." In the ensu-

ing stanzas Tennyson himself explains that "the hero felt

himself going mad." Shakspere's Lear is brieflly mentioned

by another critic, Elizabeth Wordsworth,
6
not with refer-

ence to the king's sense of impending madness an apt illus-

tration enough but to the hallucination in which the hero

imagines himself dead (section 5). She describes the hero
of Maud as possessing "that morbid feeling closely related

to insanity, which jumbles up the sensations of the living
with the circumstances peculiar to death." With the in-

vective in Tennyson Lear's incoherent lines (IV, vi, 152 ff.)

are compared "for a somewhat similar frame of mind."

True, the cynicism which Lear directs against woman, the

lawyer, the politician, reappear in dilution throughout the

Tennyson passages in which the hero describes his dead

companions under the soil (section 5). But the stanzas im-

mediately following even more directly suggest the later

scene in Shakspere which details Lear's awakening and his

confused recognition of Cordelia. The sobbing of one of

Tennyson's subterranean group replaces Lear's poignant in-

quiry of Cordelia (IV, vii, 71),
Be your tears wet? Yes, faith. I pray, weep not.
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Then Tennyson's hero, his "bones shaken with pain," imag-
ines that Maud stands silent beside him:

Tell him now. she is standing here at my head .

She is not of us, as I divine,
She comes from another stiller world of the dead
Yet now I could even weep to think of it,

me, why have they not buried me deep 'enough?
Is it kind to have made me a grave so rough,
Maybe still I am but half-dead

,

Then I cannot be wholly dumb,
1 will cry to the steps above my head, . .

This differs from Shakspere chiefly in that Lear believes

that he has been removed from the grave (IV, vii, 45 ft.) :

You do me wrong to take me out o'th' grave;
Thou art a soul in bliss, but I am bound

Upon a wheel of fire, that mine own tears

Do scald like molten lead.

I am mightily abused, I should e'en die with pity
To see another thus. I know not what to say
I will not swear these are my hands Let's see

I feel this pin prick. Would I were assured

Of my condition 1

Lear's regeneration is complete as at last he is reunited

with the daughter to whom he owes his spiritual salvation;
the long day's task is done and he must sleep. The lover of

Maud, awaking "to the better mind," finds peace in the

poet's own mild optimism

University of Texas.

/, Lord Tennyson, a Memoir by his Son (London, 1897), I, 396

-Elizabeth Woickworth, Maud and other Poems (London, 1899), p 22

Cj. also J Chuiton Collins (In M&mortam, The Princess, and Maud, 'London, 1902,

p 323), who compates Juliet's well-known observation about the rose (II, li, 43-44)

with Tennyson's lines about the sea shell (II, 2)

Let him name it who can,

The beauty would be the same.

^Collins, ibid., p 303, compares Macbeth, I, 111, 146,

Come what come may
^Poetic and Dramatic Works (Cambr. ed., Boston, 1898), p 835

*Op cii', p 74 A line of obvious paraphrase, noted by W C DeVane (Selec-

tions from Tennywn, New York, 1940, p 453), points also to this scene Tennyson

Prophet, cutse me the blabbing hp,

And curse me the British vermin, the rat,

Arsenic, arsenic, sure would do it

Lear suggests the more usual prescription (IV, vi, 88),

Peace, peace this piece of toasted cheese will do't



SHAKSPERE'S PLACE IN WALT WHITMAN'S
AMERICA

By ROBERT P. FALK

I.

IF
you drive out through the open farmland past the little

village of West Hills, Long Island, you pass the unpre-
tentious Quaker farmhouse where Walt Whitman was

born in 1819. Standing apart under a grove of trees, the

house still appears in the rural setting which he knew as a

boy. As the birthplace of the poet who more than any
other American may be said to have typified democracy,
one cannot help making the comparison with the country
homesite of the greatest of English poets. Stratford-on-

Avon in 1564 must have been much like West Hills in 1819
in its early effects on Shakspere's life. Both were remote

country towns limited in their opportunities and bound to

give rise to romantic dreams in the imaginations of young
boys destined for poetic greatness. Both Stratford and West

Hills, too, were not too far beyond the horizon to the glam-
orous city where fame and opportunity shone like beacons

to the restless fancy of the two poets.

Yet despite the apparent similarity of their boyhood sur-

roundings, the passage of two and a half centuries and the

distance of an ocean wrought insurmountable differences in

the poetry and ideas of Shakspere and Whitman. The so-

cial and cultural changes between the Age of Elizabeth in

England and mid-nineteenth century America were so pro-
found as to drive many Americans of the time, including

Whitman, to doubt seriously the worthwhileness of Shak-

spere for American purposes. Still, as a poet, Whitman
could not help being awed by the vast depth and beauty of

Shakspere's plays. It took him a lifetime of honest study
and thought to reconcile to himself the gulf which lay be-

tween Shakspere's world and his own, but his final opinion
was rewarding both to himself and to all literary-minded

people today who have pondered the problem of the rela-

tion between diverse social and cultural epochs.
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There was about the plays of the Elizabethan dramatist,Whitman felt, a spirit nurtured by the society in which he
wrote, which was hostile to the purposes of democracy.
Shakspere portrayed, he said, the spirit and letter of the
feudal world. Once Whitman put down this feeling about
the dramas of Shakspere, saying they were "poisonous to the
idea of the pride and dignity of the common people, the
life-blood of democracy." Here was a disturbing and a
rather searching criticism of the English poet whom our
professors of literature often love to call our poet because
he wrote in the English language. If it is true, despite the

grand poetry and profound humanity in the plays, that

Shakspere was the poet of lords and ladies and their side of

life, if the world of Shakspere runs counter to the equilitar-
ian purpose of modern America then how can we justify
the hundreds of libraries of Shaksperiana, the thousands of

courses in Shakspere, the "Shakspere groups" in all the

ladies
7

literary clubs throughout America? For, surely, as

Whitman believed, literature should not exist alone in the

dryasdust atmosphere of the college curriculum, but should

express the ideals and purposes and faith of a people.

This fundamental divergence between the social and cul-

tural atmosphere of Old England, mirrored in the plays of

Shakspere, and that of democratic America disturbed Whit-

man, and he thought about it often. It disturbed him be-

cause he, like most of us, loved to see and to read the pag-

eantry and rhetoric of Hamlet, Richard II, Othello and

the others. As a young man in New York during the 1830'$

and 4o's he had haunted The Old Bowery, where the per-

formances of the elder Booth, Edwin Forrest, and Hackett

in Shakspenan roles fascinated him. He loved to "spout" the

great declamatory passages while riding on the Broadway

stage coaches amidst the din of the street. He would shout

stormy passages from Lear and Julius Caesar while riding

on the omnibus, and more than once he amused the pas-

sengers on the ferry-boat to Brooklyn with a passionate

soliloquy from Macbeth or Hamlet.

Because of this love of Shakspere, which continually in-

creased with age and wisdom, Whitman constantly sought
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for an answer to the fundamental and perplexing question
of Shakspere's significance for a society so unlike his own.

Must we read him only as an embalmed and mummified
museum piece, valuable for his decorative, but not for his

inherent qualities? Was there not a deeper bond between

the mighty esthetic sceptres of the past for which Shak-

spere stood and the democratic spirit of the future for

which (as he felt) America was destined?

As he read and talked and wrote Whitman achieved an

answer to these questions, and the story of his achievement

deserves a place in the literary annals of America. For in

it rests an answer to those of us who admit we have rele-

gated Shakspere to the scholar's shelf or the bloodless anal-

ysis of the schoolroom. Whitman overcame his own scruples
about Shakspere's vitality for America so that he could fin-

ally say, "If I had not stood before those poems with un-

covered head, fully aware of their colossal grandeur and

beauty of form and spirit, I could not have written Leaves

of Grass/' He could at last term those "feudal" composi-
tions of Shakspere "never-to-be-excell'd poetic bequests" to

America.

Whitman's conversion to Shakspere was not a simply log-
ical one, but a long and complex development lying deep
in his theories of literature and his concept of democracy.
And these, in turn, find their roots in some fundamental

nineteenth-century doctrines which he absorbed from the

period in which he wrote. His views were frequently con-

tradictory and even paradoxical, but over the years one can

perceive in Whitman's intellectual life an irresistible tend-

ency to rationalize and explain in the light of his conscious
theories of democracy, the instinctive love he had always
felt for Shakspere's poetic greatness. There may be dis-

covered four basic factors which record the stages of Whit-
man's reaction to Shakspere (i) His Hegelian-evolution-
ary reading of the universe in which the past contains the
seeds of the future; (2) his theory of history by which the
Elizabethan Age became the turning point between ancient
feudalism and modern democracy; (3) his growing literary
conservatism and respect for the cultural past; and finally,
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(4) his romantic individualism and the concept of the de-
velopment of 'great persons' as the crowning justification of
the New World democracy.

II.

Whitman was inevitably exposed during his lifetime to
that widely-heralded German philosopher, Hegel, whose
system of thought he once spoke of as "the undercurrent
which fructifies my views of life." The evolutionary-
formulas of Hegel were a part of the very air of nineteenth-

century thinking, especially the idea of the progress of civ-
ilization in which all the conflicts and cross-currents of so-

ciety were reconciled in a resulting synthesis. Much of
this mid-Victorian March of Time may be seen in Whit-
man's prophetic dreams of the New-World democracy
which was gradually evolving out of Old-World error and

prejudice. It was a fluid-like universe in which Whitman
believed, always in the process of becoming something
better, progressing from the past to the future. A really

profound reading of past and feudal societies will reveal,
he thought, the seeds of the future democratic order of

things. America therefore embraced feudalism, "as in-

deed," he said, "the present is but the legitimate birth of

the past, including feudalism."

This idea of a harmoniously expanding world is closely

related to Whitman's theory of history. It is apparent from

his many remarks on the literatures of the past that he con-

ceived of all literary productions as evolving out of two

broad social milieus, the feudal and the democratic. With
considerable disregard for historical accuracy, he named

as "feudal" both the society which bred Homer and that

which nurtured Shakspere.
"The Shaksperean compositions . . portray (essentially the same

as Homer's) the spirit
and letter of the feudal world/'

The dividing line in history between these two widely di-

vergent social structures Whitman drew, significantly

enough, just at the closing decade of the Elizabethan era,

the age of Shakspere. In an essay on George Fox and Shak-

spere he describes the period of the birth of the two men as

follows :
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"And how, indeed, beyond all or any, that stormy and perturb'd

age
1 The foundations of the old, the superstitious, the convention-

ally poetic, the credulous, all breaking the light of the new, and

of science and democracy, definitely beginning a mad, fierce, al-

most crazy age!"

It was an epoch "when America, commencing to be ex-

plor'd and settled, commenc'd also to be suspected as des-

tined to overthrow the old standards and calculations." It

was, for Whitman, the sunset of feudalism, the "last gor-

geous effort before the advance of a new day." No wonder
Whitman saw the germs of the democratic in Shakspere's

plays for all of their incrustrations of the outworn, "the

dragon-rancors and stormy feudal splendor of medieval
caste."

While it is true that one may not speak of Whitman's in-

tellectual concepts as being either crystal-clear or consist-

ently applied, yet his Hegelian reading of the universe and
his theory of history, attitudes perhaps not even consistent

in themselves, are clearly behind his steady efforts to dis-

cover Shakspere's real "lesson" for America. First, there

is the Hegelian belief that, although Shakspere may belong
to the feudal past, still that Past is a legitimate and a neces-

sary stepping stone to the Present; it contained the seeds

of the Present hence, in their very opposition to Democ-

racy, Shakspere's plays serve America. Indeed, as Whit-
man says, "they are of incalculable value as pictures of the

past." For in the Hegelian reconciliation of opposites

"All serves our New World progress, even the bafflers, headwinds,
cross-tides Through many perturbations and squalls, and much

backing and filling, the ship, upon the whole, makes unmistakably
for her destination Shakspere has served, and serves, may-be, the

best of any."

But as though this rather obtuse way of discovering Shak-

spere's real value were not enough, Whitman develops an-

other theory, fantastic, at first glance, to the modern schol-

ar with his historical attitude. By applying his concep-
tion of the Elizabethan Age as the turning point in history
between the feudal and the democratic societies, he fancies

Shakspere's plays as an infinitely subtle satire upon the ideals

of feudalism and a delicate anticipation of the dawning
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epoch of democracy. This speculation is cautiously, but
none the less faithfully, given expression in Whitman's es-

say, "What Lurks Behind Shakspere's Historical Plays?"

Following the suggestion of his friend, the ardent Bacon-
ian, William O'Connor, Whitman here discovers an "es-

sentially controling plan" behind those most significant of

Shakspere's plays the histories. In a rhetorical question,
the answer to which he clearly implies, Whitman asks :

"Will it not indeed be strange if the author of Othello and Hamlet
is destm'd to live m America, m a generation or two, less as the

cunning draughtsman of the passions, and more as putting on record

the first full expose and by far the most vivid one, immeasurably
ahead of doctrinaires and economists of the political theory and

results, or the reason why and necessity for them which America

has come on earth to abnegate and replace
>"

Even the episodes of Jack Cade and Joan of Arc, the most
obvious examples of Shakspere's lack of sympathy with the

common people even these may have been written by
Shakspere to ward off suspicion on the part of the court

audiences of his subversive ideas. And this interpretation
of the plays, Whitman concludes, a future age of criticism,

"diving deeper," may draw; it may discover in Shakspere
"the scientific inauguration of modern democracy."

The application of this complex theory to Shakspere was

no doubt a part of Whitman's effort to justify his own fond-

ness for the purple page, for the rich pageantry and rhetoric

of the historical plays. But it was more than an elaborate

rationalization, too. It was founded squarely on his own

consciously achieved theories of history and the past. It

was a part of a lifelong effort on Whitman's part to find

for Shakspere a clear place in his America. Thus, the ac-

ceptance of Shakspere for America became an integral part

of Whitman's widening literary horizons and his gradually

growing conservatism as regards the literary past and the

function of tradition in the New Democracy.

III.

Mr. Norman Foerster in his study of Whitman's Critical

theory has emphasized strongly, while recognizing the
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poet's growing dependence upon the past as he matured, the

attack on Europe's outworn culture as set forth most clearly
in the Preface to the 1855 edition of the Leaves of Grass.

It is not the present purpose to revise the accepted views
of Whitman as a poet of democracy and the future, he who
glorified the present at some expense to the past. Still it

will be pertinent to point out that Whitman could speak
with great respect for the literature of the past, especially
that of Homer, the Greek dramatists, the Bible, and Shak-

spere. Let us see him for the moment as a reader, an ac-

ceptor of the old, rather than as a creator of the new. "I

stand with (not their slave) admiration and boundless awe
before all the growths of the Past, of men in all ages, all

lands . . .," he wrote as early as 1850. And again: "I do
not condemn either the Past or the Present. Shall I de-

nounce my own ancestry the very ground under my feet?

that has been so long building."

The early Preface of the Leaves itself by no means urges
a radical disregard of tradition, and a candid reader must

recognize that Whitman never means to reject the literary
forerunners of America, but rather to absorb the best of the

Old into the New. "America does not repel the past," are

the opening words of the Preface, "or what the past has

produced under its forms . . . accepts the lesson with calm-
ness . . ." Whereas, indeed, Whitman maintained that the

duty of the American bard involves a dependence upon
science and democracy and finds expression through his own
unique individuality, he yet could assert that "Past and

present and future are not disjoin'd but join'd." "The great-
est poet forms the consistence of what is to be, from what
has been and is. He drags the dead out of their coffins and
stands them again on their feet. He says to the past, Rise

and walk before me that I may realize you." If Whitman
could write thus in 1855 when his spirit of revolt and his

dedication to originality were perhaps most keenly felt,

he came, in his later work, to regard the tradition of liter-

ature as more and more essential to the American poet
"He discovered," in the words of one critic, "that he must
anchor himself firmly to the past if he was not to lose his

balance in reaching towards the future." Writing, in his
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maturity, of poetry's future in America, Whitman admitted
that "years ago" he had "thought Americans ought to strike
out separately, and have expressions of their own in highest
literature."

"I think so still, [he goes on] and more decidedly than ever. But
those convictions are now strongly tempered by some additional

points . I see that this world of the West, as part of all, fuses

inseparably with the East ... If we are not to hospitably receive
and complete the inaugurations of the old civilizations, and change
their small scale to the largest, broadest scale, what on earth are we
for?"

And in his essay "A Backward Glance O'er Travel'd Roads"
he reached the conclusion that America is not set apart from
the past, but "fully and fairly construed is the legitimate
result and evolutionary outcome of the past." Further-
more he asserted that "the New World receives with joy
the poems of the antique with European feudalism's rich

fund of epics, plays, ballads . . . holds them indeed as in-

dispensable studies, influences, records, comparisons."

Since Shakspere so often stands for Whitman as the epi-
tome of feudal literature, most of these remarks on the past

may be transferred to the Elizabethan bard whose works
Whitman once claimed to have an "indescribable precious-
ness as heirlooms for America."

"He seems to me of astral genius, first class, entirely fit for feudal-

ism His contributions, especially to the literature of the passions,

are immense, forever dear to humanity and his name is always to

be reverenced in America,"

Throughout all of Whitman's comments on Shakspere there

is apparent a dual criterion of judgment an absolute and

an historical standard. He recognizes Shakspere's short-

comings as a poet for the future of democracy; yet he will

not allow that absolute judgment to blind him to the his-

torical truth that Shakspere, who "belongs essentially to the

buried past," holds "the proud distinction for certain im-

portant phases of that great past, of being the loftiest of

the singers life has yet given voice to." And he was capable,

even in his comparatively early years, of historical judg-

ment of Shakspere quite divorced from any considerations

of his ultimate value to America or democracy.
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"Shakspere composed altogether for the court and for the young

nobility and gentry Yet is no poet dear to a people unless he

be of them and of the spirit of them, a growth of the soil, the

water, the climate, the age, the Government, the religion, the lead-

ing characteristics, a height and individuality for his own nation and

days and not for other nations."

There were times, however, as we have already seen

and those not infrequently when Whitman drops this bi-

furcated attitude, this praising of Shakspere as a poet for

his own day and condemning him as a poet for America
and the future. At these times he was spurred by Shak-

spere's greatness to discover direct lessons for democracy
in the plays and sonnets. While his Hegelian reading of

history enabled him to find the germs of democracy in his-

tory plays, and his growing appreciation of the place of

literary tradition in American poetry softened his accu-

sations of feudalism in Shakspere, there was yet another

vitally important concept in Whitman's Weltanschauung
which brought him to a still stronger realization that Shak-

spere had much to teach America. This was his theory of

'great persons.'

IV.

In Whitman's definition of American culture, as critics

have pointed out, there are two polar considerations that

of the divine average and that of the highly developed in-

dividual.

"For to democracy, the leveler, the unyielding principle of the aver-

age, is surely joined another principle, equally unyielding, closely

tracking the first, indispensable to it, opposite . This second

principle is individuality, the pride and centripetal isolation of a

human being in himself identity personalism
"

"Of the two elements or sexes of the democratic idea, the

average and the individual, it is clear that the former is

preparatory and the latter is final," says one critic. A "rich,

luxuriant, varied personalism" was for Whitman the ulti-

mate object of civilization. All tends toward that, all cul-

minates in the field of persons. Furthermore, and iron-

ically enough, it was this "copious production of perfect
characters" which has been the most characteristic aspect
of the European ideal of the past. And, although in the
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feudal society the principle of individuality was not yoked
to its complementary principle of the exaltation of the
common and the average, none the less, in its strong point

the fruition of great persons feudalism has vast lessons
for democracy. "Accordingly," says Whitman, "in this
field have the great poets and literatuses signally toil'd.

They too, in all ages, all lands, have been creators, fash-

ioning, making types of men and women . . . .

"

Among these great 'literatuses' Shakspere took a signifi-
cant place as "the poet of great personalities." Hamlet,
Richard the Second, Lear, and Marc Antony are "a few
samples of the countless product, bequeath'd to the mod-
erns, bequeath'd to America .... These, I say, are models,
combines, adjusted to other standards than America's, but
of priceless value to her and hers." Comparing Robert
Burns and Shakspere, Whitman writes: "But the splendid

personalizations of Shakspere, formulated on the largest,

freest, most heroic, most artistic mould, are to me far dearer

as lessons, and more precious even as models for Democracy,
than the humdrum samples Burns presents." Thus Whit-
man rates individuality, as expressed in the great feudal

characters of Shakspere, above the spirit of democracy
which underlies the poems of Burns. And in "A Backward
Glance" the poet of democracy thus explains himself.

"I have allow'd the stress of my poems from beginning to end

to bear upon American individuality and assist it not only because

that is a great lesson in Nature, amid all her generalizing laws, but

as a counterpoise to the leveling tendencies of Democracy."

Othello, Romeo, Hamlet, Lear are as real to Whitman "as

any lords of England or Europe" even more real than

Shakspere himself. Since "politics, literature, and every-

thing else, centers at last in perfect personnel (as democ-

racy is to find the same as the rest)," America may well

look to the feudalism of the British Isles, as illustrated by

Shakspere, which "could outcrop types of tallest, noblest

personal character yet strength and devotion and love

better than elsewhere invincible courage, generosity, as-

piration, the spines of all." "Here is where Shakspere . .

^

performs a service incalculably precious to our America."
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Thus, to his evolutionary theory of history, his concept
of the Age of Shakspere as the germination-period for

democracy, and his literary conservatism, involving an his-

torical judgment of Shakspere's worth views scarcely
consistent with one another and yet all a part of Whitman's
rather loose ideology the American poet adds this final

and significant bulwark of his social philosophy, the con-

cept of great persons, as a convincing argument in his sin-

cere endeavor to bring Shakspere as a vital force into his

New World democracy.

Michigan State College
East Lansing, Mich.



THE SOURCE OF LOPE'S LABOUR'S LOST

By JOHN PHELPS

IN
The Art and Life of William Shakespeare (New

York, 1940) Mr. Hazelton Spencer repeats (p. 146) the
accepted opinion regarding Love's Labour's Lost, that

"No source is known for the plot which forms its slender
structure." However, in a note (p. 398) he adds: "Though,
as Abel Lefranc points out, the framework may have been
suggested by a diplomatic mission of Catherine de Medici,
Queen Mother of France, to Henry of Navarre at Nerac
in 1578". Among the bibliographical references Mr. Spen-
cer cites (p. 450)-: Sous le Masque de "William Shake-
speare", William Stanley vie Comte de Derby (Paris, 1918-
19) by Abel Lefranc, Vol. 2, pp. 17-103, with the comment:
"Fantastic in its main thesis, but valuable for its suggestion
of the meeting at Nerac as a possible source."

Abel Lefranc supposed (Vol. 2, p. 102) that he was the

first to suggest this origin of the plot. He arrived at his con-

clusion in the course of an elaborate study to prove that

William Stanley, the sixth Earl of Derby (1561-1642), was
the real author of the plays and poems attributed to Shak-

spere of Stratford-upon-Avon. He adduces the meeting at

Nerac as one of the items of evidence on which he founds

his belief; stating that Derby visited Spain, and perhaps

Navarre, in 1580 (p. 79), or 1583 (p. 101).

These references reminded me that in 1899 I wrote and

published in the Baltimore News an article on Love's La-

bour's Dost in which I suggested that the plot was based

upon the visit of Catherine de' Medici, her daughter Mar-

guerite de Valois, and the famous "Flying Squadron" of

court ladies to Marguerite's estranged husband Henry, King
of Navarre, at Nerac in 1578-9. I supposed that I was the

first who had made this parallel. I still think so with the

following qualifications :

Referring to the Furness Variorum of Love's Labour's

Lost (1964), I find a reprint (pp. 346-7) f Part of an ar"
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ticle by Sidney Lee in the Gentlemen's Magazine (October,

1880) in which he suggested that the plot of the play may
have been based on a visit of Catherine and the

"
Flying

Squadron" to interview Navarre at Saint Bris in 1586. I

had never looked at the Variorum in this connection until

very recently (January 4th, 1942) and had never seen or

heard of Lee's article. But I was struck with the fact that

Lee made no mention whatever of the meeting at Nerac.

On making some investigations into the historical sources

of the times
1
I found that Lee had confused two separate

and quite different interviews between Catherine and

Henry. It was only at Nerac in 1578-9, and not at Saint

Bris in 1586, that the bevy of court ladies was present; and

only the Nerac incident could possibly have suggested such

a plot as that used by Shakspere.

The meeting at Saint Bris was at arms' length, flagrante

hello, with the object on both sides of finding some way to

stop the civil war then raging. Instead of ladies, each side

was accompanied by a squadron of cavalry arrayed in readi-

ness as a precaution against treachery. Instead of passages
of wit and love, with elaborate entertainments, the parley
was confined strictly to the business at hand, and was brief.

Marguerite, who had spent long months with her hus-

band at the Nerac meeting of 1578-9, was not present at

the meeting at Saint Bris in 1586. Quite the contrary: Cath-
erine was there to offer Henry of Navarre a divorce from
her daughter Marguerite, whose dissolute life had become
notorious. This she offered as one inducement for the only
concession she asked of Henry, namely to renounce Protest-

antism and profess the Catholic faith. Another inducement
was the offer by her son Henry III

2
to guarantee by appro-

priate legal enactments the succession of Navarre to the
throne of France, the reigning king having abandoned hope
of lawful issue because of an incurable disease Catherine
had also arranged with the Duke of Lorraine to offer his

daughter Chnstienne in second marriage to Navarre as the

presumptive queen of France. After two adjournments, and
upon deliberation, Henry definitely refused to recant. The
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parley, "in which nothing was concluded", then broke up,
and hostilities were resumed.

Many things had happened since the meeting at Nerac,
including the seventh civil war, the so-called "Guerre des

Amoureux," which had followed the inconclusive "Peace
of Nerad," and took its sobriquet from the gallantry in-

dulged in at that meeting.

I feel quite sure that M. Lefranc in 1919 had no knowl-
edge of my article of 1899 m an American newspaper, then
of some 50,000 circulation. He did, however, have before
him the Furness Variorum edition of Love's Labour's Lost

(1904), and remarked (Vol. 2, p. 88, note) that Furness
still cites ('cite encor') in relation to the plot an old inci-

dent of French history in 1425 as told in the Chroniques of

Monstrelet. This "citation" by Furness is, however, merely
his reprint of parts of Lee's article, beginning at the top of

page 346 of the Variorum. M. Lefranc notes (loc. cit.)

that S. Lee, among others, had seen "que 1'explication [of
the plot] devait etre cherchee ailleurs" [than in the 1425

incident]. M. Lefranc does not, however, mention Lee's

account of the meeting at Saint Bris in 1586, which is re-

printed just below on the same page (346) of the Variorum,
with the suggestion (pp. 346-7) that the plot of the play

might have been based on it.

The question who made this suggestion first is only inci-

dental. The fact that three investigators, at widely different

times, independently made the suggestion, seemingly ap-

proved by Spencer, a fourth, tends to indicate that it is

sound. It is therefore important to clear up the historical

and exegetical facts at this juncture. In view of the ele-

ments of confusion involved, and because, so far as I know,

the details of the story of Nerac as bearing on the plot have

never appeared elsewhere in English, the Editor of the

BULLETIN has kindly consented to reprint my article from

a photostat of a copy of the Baltimore News of June 24th,

1 899, now on file among the archives of the Maryland His-

torical Society in Baltimore. The article (with a few minor

typographical corrections) is as follows:
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"LOVE'S LABOUR'S LOST"

Apropos of the recent production of

"Love's Labour's Lost" in this city,
it

may be interesting to note a few facts

that serve to throw some light upon
the play and explain why this comedy,

decidedly neglected by modern readers

and actors, was one of the most popu-
lar of all the Shakespearean comedies in

his lifetime. Its popularity, aside from

its literary merit, sprang from its local

and historical setting. The broad satire

upon the current euphuistic speech
is well understood, but its allusions are

but imperfectly appreciated.
It is also understood that the names

of the principal characters were taken

from the civil wars raging m France

at the time this play was written, in

1592. The desperate struggle between

the Huguenots and the Catholic party
had stirred the profoundest sympathy
in England on behalf of the Protest-

ants, to whose aid Elizabeth had sent

considerable money and troops.

The genial Henry of Navarre, lead-

er of the Huguenots, was a particular

favorite with the English, as was also

Marshal Biron (or Berone), who was

made the hero of several English plays.

The Due de Mayenne, head of the

Catholic League, and the Due de Long-

ueville, Governor of Picardy, were

also renowned as generals, though

Mayenne (or Dumain) was by no

means so friendly with Navarre as

represented by Shakespeare.
For the other characters, Armado,

probably called after the Spanish Ar-

mada of 1588, has been considered a

caricature of an erratic Spaniard called

the "Fantastical Monarcho" who
"haunted" the court of Elizabeth for

many years, and was
"A man m all the world's new fashions

planted

That hath a mint of phrases ia his brain..

His volatile page, Moth, was named

after M La Mothe, a vivacious and

popular French Ambassador at Lon-

don before 1583 Holofernes has

been thought by some to portray John
Flono, an Italian grammarian, though
the better opinion is that it is merely a

broad caricature of the pedantic schol-

ars of the time The wooing of the

lords in Russian disguise refers to the

visit of Russian Ambassadors in 1584,
who came to England to find a wife

for the Czar.

Commentators, however, have not

sufficiently pointed out, I believe, the

origin of the meagre plot of "Love's

Labour's Lost," and some are still hop-

ing to find the novel from which the

plot was borrowed But Shakespeare
needed no novel to suggest the scene.

The extravagant vows of the studious

King and his lords and the improbable
and highly indiscreet diplomatic visit

of the French Princess and her ladies,

which are the groundwork of the com-

edy, have their counterpart in history,

which was fresh at the time our poet
wrote.

The court of the young Henry of

Navarre, under the strong and virtuous

influence of his Protestant mother,

Queen Jane, became the stronghold of

the Huguenot leaders. It may be
a coincidence that Shakspeare uses

words to describe these chieftains,

such as "vow-fellows," "competitors
in oath" (Act II, Scene 1), which are

exact equivalents of the word Hugue-
not (from Eid-genoss), and the allu-

sion may have been understood at the

time

Catherine de Medici feared openly
to oppose the strong power concen-

trated in the little state and adopted a

policy of conciliation and craft The
first step was the marriage of Henry to

Catherine's daughter, Margaret of Va-

lois, and to that end he was invited
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to the French court It had been
Catherine's avowed policy to weaken
the moral and physical stamina of her

reigning sons, Francis II
, Charles IX

and Henry III., by plunging them in-

to the extremes of vacuity and dissipa-
tion The amiable and fascinating la-

dies of the court whom she had gath-
ered about her were the not unwilling
nor untutored agents of these maternal

solicitations. Henry soon lost himself

m the relaxation of the vicious court,

adopted in a shallow fashion the Cath-

olic mass, and gradually, entangled in

Catherine's wiles, became a virtual

prisoner. He soon wearied, however,
not only of the loathsome atmosphere
about him, but also of the forced

union with his cousin, and after a stay

of three years he seized a favorable

moment to escape to the sunny high-
lands of the Pyrennes and nde at the

head of the Huguenot forces against
the Catholic League.

In August, 1578, after the Peace of

Bergerac, Catherine de Medici, in or-

der to reconvert Henry to her faith

and gain important strategic conces-

sions, made use of those arts of diplo-

macy and intrigue which only women
can master. Accompanied by a bevy
of her gallant court ladies, who had

popularly become known as "L'esca-

dron volant de la Reine Mere," she

laid merry siege to the capital at

Nerac, ostensibly to reunite Margaret
to her husband, but in reality

"To parley with the sole inheritor

Of all perfections that a man may owe

Matchless Navarre."

Her chief adviser was M. de Pibrac,

an eloquent and artful diplomatist, in

whom it is not difficult to recognize

"the honey-tongued Boyet an old

love-monger who speaks skillfully/
1

Among the ladies Shakespeare places

Katherine, daughter of the Due

d'Alencon, and Maria, "the beauteous

heir of Falconbndge."

Navarre, who "had notice of their

fair approach,'* was armed in argu-

ments," and determined to yield noth-

ing to his detriment. With him were
his cousin, Prince of Conde, the Vi-

comte of Turenne, Maximilian, Baron
of Rosny, M. La Mausse, Governor of

Figeac, and not improbably Marshal

Biron and the Due de Longueville.
The ladies mimicked, over-zealously

perhaps, the Biblical phraseology of

the devout Protestants, "all dry-beaten
with pure scoff," rehearsing the cant

and mocking the sober lords in Cath-

rine's apartment amid peals of merri-

ment.

We can easily conceive, during the

period of 18 months which Catherine

and her suite spent on this strange em-

bassage, of the strife of wit and love

which took place. Nor does history

fail to record the woful fall from grace
which Shakespeare so pleasingly por-

trays in the comedy. For if Catherine

was, in her direct negotiations, entirely

unsuccessful, the subtle assaults of her

'flying squadron" upon the suscep-

tible Navarrese were a succession of

brilliant victories. Navarre himself

early fell a victim, probably to the

charms of Madame de Sauves, who
was not unknown to him. Queen Mar-

garet he completely neglected, to tibe

entire satisfaction of that lady, a veter-

an of many amours, who devoted her-

self to Turenne, while Conde and

Rosny (Due de Sully) succumbed with

little resistance. The villainous in-

trigue succeeded so far that an old

veteran, infatuated by the attentions of

one of the artful demoiselles, betrayed

the Huguenot stronghold of La Reole

into the enemy's hands and exemplified

Rosaline's saying, that

"The blood of youth bums not with such

excess

As gravity's revolt to wantonness."
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There can be no doubt that this in-

cident, to which such little attention

has been drawn, was used by Shake-

speare in his "Love's Labor's Lost."

The confusion of names argues noth-

ing. There never was an independent

King of Navarre named Ferdinand.

The names of Biron, Dumain and

Longueville were selected as those

most familiar to the English ear. The
others are fanciful The omission of

// E. Lexington St.

Baltimore, Md.

the Queen-mother and the portrayal of

Margaret as unmarried were necessary
to the romance. This also necessitated

a different mission for the embassy,
which the poet, with sublime indiffer-

ence to congruity, fixes as the "sur-

render up of Aquitam" to her de-

crepit, sick and bed-rid father an ac-

tual subject of negotiations some 150

years previous.
JOHN PHELPS.

^Hzstotre Unzverselle du Sieur d'Aubigne\ Pans, 1626 Htstotre des Franqats,
Simonde de Sismondi, Pans, 1836, Vol 19, pp. 504, 524 The Continuation and
Conclusion of the Ctvtl Warres of France, H C Davila, tr , London, 1648 , Bk. iv,

pp. 475-6 (Nerac) , gp 499, 602, 616 (Saint Bns) Recuetl des Lettres Missives de
Henrt w, Berger de Xivrey, Pans, 1843 Henrt t-v Les lettres d* amour, Pans, 1932
Lettres d1Amour de Henri tv, A Lescure, Paris, 1886 Les Amours de Henrt tv,

Lescure, Paris, 1864 Memotres de Marguerite de Valots (various editions) Lettre*

tnedttes de Marguerite de Valois, Philippe Lauzun Memotres de Sully, Paris, 1788 ,

Vol 1, pp 126-8 Also the work of Abel Lefranc above mentioned and works cited

therein, including the following which are not accessible to me, and are not in

the Library of Congress Henry w en Gascogne, de Batz-Trenquelio-n, Pans, 1885
Ittneratre de Marguerite de Valots en Gascogne, 1578-1586, Philippe Lauzun, Pans,
1902 La Reme Margot et la fin des Valots, C Merki, Pans, 1905 La vrate Retne

Margot, Albert Savine, Pans.

2Henry III had sent a letter to a confidant at Ne*rac full of scandal about Navaire's
conduct It was intended to impede the reconciliation of Navarre and his queen But
the letter being divulged and becoming known to the whole party caused no httle

indignation, and is said to have played its part in bringing on the next civil war
The misdelivery of confidential letters is the basis of much of the action in Shak-

spere's play.



SPENSERIAN 'COURTESY' AND TEMPERANCE'
IN

MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING

By ABJDIE FINDLAY POTTS

I

TWO LADIES DISDAIN: BEATRICE AND MIRABELLA.

BENEDICK
calls Beatrice 'Lady Disdain'; and Hero

alludes to the 'Disdaine and Scorne' which ride spark-

ling in her eyes. These are the attributes of Spen-
ser's 'Ladie' Mirabella, who also misprized love and her
wretched lovers; brought to the bar of Cupid's court and
there doomed by him to suffer penaunce, Mirabella must
ride through the world upon a mangy tyreling jade

With these two lewd companions, and no more,
Disdaine and Scorne3-

With Spenser's Lady Disdain Shakspere's Beatrice has

much else in common. According to Hero

she cannot love

Nor take no shape nor project of affection,

She is so self-endeared.

'By'r lad,' says Margaret tauntingly to Beatrice, I am not

such a fool to think what I list, nor I list not to think what
I can, nor indeed I cannot think, if I would think my heart

out of thinking, that you are in love or that you will be in

love or that you can be in love/ These garrulous phrases
make an excellent parody of Mirabella's doctrine :

But let them love that list, or live or die;

Me hst not die for any lovers doole:

Ne hst me leave my loved libertie,

To pitty him that hst to play the foole
To love my selfe I learned had in schoole 2

The impeachment of Beatrice, carried on in the metaphor
of Cupid's love-court, as is the ordeal of Mirabella, ends

with the humiliation of Lady Disdain. She is presently

summoned by Margaret ('a Bayliefife errant forth in post
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did passe' to attach Mirabella) ;
she hears herself accused of

disdain, with pertinent evidence; she cannot answer, of

course, being hidden (Mirabella does not plead or answer) ,

but she accepts the verdict in legal phrase 'Stand I con-

demned for pride and scorn so much?' She promises to

tame her 'wild heart' to the 'loving hand' of Benedick

(Mirabella's 'stubborne hart, which love before disdayned,
Gan stoupe, and falling down with humble awe, Cryde

mercie') ; and, finally, the scene which was prefaced by an

allusion to Cupid's crafty arrow is concluded with a refer-

ence to Cupid's methods, a jingle of Spenserian quality:
If it proves so, then loving goes by haps,
Some Cupid kills with arrows, some with traps.

3

A net m th* one hand . . . 'that Mishap ,
. . .

For whom he could not kill, he practized to entrap

Both Ladies Disdain are tearful.

Benedick Lady Beatrice, have you wept all this while?

Beatrice. Yea, and I will weep a while longer

Mirabella has wept 'two whole years, . . . Wasting her

goodly hew in heavie teares;' when questioned, 'then burst-

ing forth in teares ... a while she stayed.
4

Indeed, Benedick's remark about the 'base though bitter

disposition of Beatrice' may be illuminated by reference to

the 'base' kindred of Mirabella, whose beauty and scorn
are regarded as inconsistent with her position

5

Beatrice,
we remember, was a ward in the house of her uncle; she
must apologize to him for household duties left undone.
Her complete humility once her love is given, her willing-
ness to come when called and to depart when bidden is not

only true to the type of the tamed shrew, but in accord with
the final departure of the base though bitter Mirabella:
'So humbly taking leave, she turnd aside.

Spenser's other discourteous lady, Bnana shaves off the
locks and beards of passersby. These she will use to line a
mantle with which to bribe the love of the disdainful
Crudor. She may help us to account for the jest of Beatrice
about beards, the bearded, and the beardless, for Benedick's
loss of a beard gone to stuff tennis balls, and for the nick-
name 'my Lord Lackbeard.'
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It would seem that the discourteous habits of the

Spenserian Blatant Beast, barking, biting, scratching vile-

tongued beast, dominate the first conversation between
Beatrice and Benedick. Beatrice would rather hear her dog
bark at a crow than a man swear he loved her. Bfenedick

congratulates the gentleman who might thus escape a pre-
destinate scratched face. A parrot with the tongue of Bea-
trice is better than a beast with the tongue of Benedick.
Benedick will hang upon Claudio like a disease, says Bea-
trice to the Messenger. 'He is sooner caught than the pesti-

lence, and the taker runs presently mad. God help the

noble Claudio!' Was not the Blatant Beast sent into this

wicked world
To be the plague and scourge of wretched men.
Whom with vile tongue and venemous intent

He sore doth wound, and bite, and cruelly torment?

Artegall saw such a beast,
The which did seeme a thousand tongues to have,
That all in

spite and malice did agree . . .

Now God you speed ... [to Calidore. Query: Claudio]
And keepe your body from the danger drad:

For ye have MUCH ADOE to deal withall.7

But Beatrice is not only a Lady Disdain; she is the infernal

Ate in good apparel. Ate's two-parted tongue reappears in

Shakspere's play as a sobriquet, my Lady Tongue, and con-

stitutes Beatrice's jest about Benedick as reported by Don
Pedro: 'Nay,' said I, 'he hath the tongues.' That I be-

lieve,' said she, 'for he swore a thing to me on Monday night,

which he forswore on Tuesday morning. There's a double

tongue; there's two tongues.'
8

Beatrice provokes Benedick

to challenge Claudio; Ate provokes Paridell to challenge

Blandamour and renders them

Forgetfull each to have bene others frend.9

Still another Spenserian figure, Sclaunder, may claim

kinship with Beatrice. Sclaunder's words were

noisome breath . . .

And breathed forth with blast of bitter wind; . . .

. . . like the stings of Aspes.
10

'If her breath were as terrible as her terminations,' cries
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Benedick of Beatrice, 'there were no living near her; she

would infect to the north star.' 'Foul words is but foul wind,
and foul wind is but foul breath, and foul breath is noisome/

agrees Beatrice in another passage of the play; 'therefore I

will depart unkissed.'

The traits of a maliciously slanderous woman are most un-

deniably imputed to Beatrice in the 'honest slanders' of her

cousin Hero. Beatrice, says Hero, spells all her wise, noble,

rarely-featured lovers backward. The fair-faced are wo-

manish, the black-haired are foul blots made by Nature. She

never gives to truth and vertue that

Which simpleness and merit purchaseth

The Spenserian Sclaunder, too, pours out

streames of poyson and of gall

Gainst all, that truth or vertue doe professe . .

Her nature is all goodnesse to abuse, . . .

Ne ever Knight so bold . . . but she would strive

With forged cause them falsely to defame,
Ne ever thing so well when doen alive,

But she with blame would blot, and of due praise deprive
ll

When we see Beatrice emerge from these disdainful, con-

tentious, and slanderous habits into a Beatrice who might
have had her good wit out of the Hundred Merry Tales,
we are reminded of Phaedria, who

greatly toyed merry tales to fame,
Of which a store-house did with her remame 12

Beatrice, the pleasant-spirited lady with little of the mel-

ancholy element in her, may be compared with Pleasance;
13

in her birth under a dancing star she is another 'sweet Chere-
fulnesse.'

Whose eyes like twinkling stars in evening cleare

Were deckt with smyles, that all sad humors chaced,
And darted forth delights, the which her goodly graced

14

The real Beatrice, however, may stand beside Britomart
without disadvantage to either. Both anxiously inquire
about their absent lovers; both 'missay' these same absent
lovers most cruelly; both are offered herbs to cure their
love-sickness. B'oth fall in love unawares: Britomart by
swallowing 'the hidden hooke with bait,' Beatrice by greed-
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ily devouring the treacherous bait. And there is in the
account of Bntomart's agony in love a curious source for
Don Pedro's prophecy that Benedick would take a wife:

Glauce, the nurse of Britomart, kisses the soft alabaster
breast of the maiden,

Which all that while she felt to pant and quake,
As it an Earth-quake were 15

'Nay,' prophesies Don Pedro in another humor, 'if Cupid
have not spent all his quiver in Venice, thou wilt quake for

this shortly.' To which Benedick replies:
4

I look for an

earthquake too, then.'

II

TWO VICTIMS OF THE BLATANT BEAST: HERO AND SERENA

The earthquake of Jove in which Benedick and Beatrice
are happily engulfed is only less important to the play than
the tragic catastrophe narrowly averted from Hero. 'Now
the ordeal of Hero at the altar not present in Bandello,
but surely an incident of value in Much Ado has a coun-

terpart in the ordeal of Serena at the altar, directly fol-

lowing the story of Spenser's Lady Disdain in his Book of

Courtesy. The denouements differ, but the well-nigh in-

tolerable suffering of an innocent woman serves the like

purpose in either case; emotions of pity if not of terror are

similarly aroused.

The cause of the suffering of Hero, the scandalous report
of her unchastity, has been allegorically set forth by Spen-
ser in another adventure of Serena as follows. While

making 'a garland to adorne her head' compare the scene

where Hero tries on her rebato and discusses her gown
All sodamely out of the forrest nere

The Blatant Beast forth rushing unaware,

Caught her thus loosely wandring here and there,

And in his wide great mouth away her bare.16

Serena, like Hero, falls into a 'drery swound.'
17

Thence,
like Hero she is borne

to some place of rest . .

Where she in safe assuraunce mote abide

Till she recured were of those her woundes wide 18
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Such was the plan of the Friar for Hero; and in various

other ways the Friar who came to Hero's aid resembles the

experienced Hermit of sage counsel who received the scan-

dal-bitten Serena into his little 'Chappell.'

The actual rescue of Hero was accomplished by Dog-
berry's Watch. These rustics, and Dogberry in particular,

accord well with the 'salvage man' who came to the rescue

of Serena in Canto 4 'by fortune, passing all foresight.'
19

Even Dogberry's paronymous use of language might be de-

rived from the 'confused sound of senseless words' of the

salvage man, 'which nature did him teach.'
20 'To be a well-

favoured man is the gift of fortune,' says Dogberry, 'but to

write and read comes by nature.' The salvage man's appro-

priation of warlike arms to 'put them all about himselfe

unfit'
21

certainly matches the antics of the Watch with bill

and lanthorn. 'You are thought here to be the most sense-

less and fit man for the constable of the watch; therefore

bear you the lanthorn.'

Yet chief in Spenser's delineation of the salvage man was
his mercy. He

Shewd some token of his gentle blood

By gentle usage of that wretched Dame 22

Right at this juncture in the Spenserian story we find a

discourse on gentle blood wrapt in sad misfortune's foul

deformity. Might we have here an explanation of the ob-

scure jest about 'Deformed' in the scenes with the Watch?
Borachio says: 'The fashion of a doublet, or a hat, or a

cloak, is nothing to a man . . . Seest thou not what a de-

formed thief this fashion is?' At which one of the Watch
whispers: 'I know that Deformed; 'a has been a vile thief

this seven years. 'A goes up and down like a gentleman.'
23

While Borachio, who knows that villainy is villainy in a

man whatever the fashion of the doublet, thus speaks of the

deformed thief fashion to Conrade, who knows only that

the fashion is the fashion, both villains are captured by
Dogberry's Watch. A third villain, Don John, escapes.

Together these three illustrate the characteristics of the
three conspirators of Canto 5 of the Book of Courtesy, who
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found the Blatant Beast the fittest means to work their

villainy :

24

The first of them by name was cald Despetto,

Exceeding all the rest in powre and hight,
The second not so strong but wise, Decetto;
The third nor strong nor wise, but

spightfullest,Dtf/<?#0.
25

Roughly, this corresponds to the functions of Don John,
Borachio, and Conrade. 'Only to despite them I will en-
deavor anything,' says Don John. Borachio lays the deceit-

ful plan. Conrade, 'Master Gentleman Conrade,' is he not

Deformed, Defetto? However we construe 'Defetto' phy-
sical deformity, grotesque apparel, or mental defect, Con-
rade fits. He is the scab that follows the itch, he was born
under Saturn, for him 'the fashion is the fashion,' and while

insisting on his own specious gentility he deforms Dogberry
with the memorable epithet 'ass.' In confronting Conrade
and Dogberry Shakspere illustrates for eye and mind the

difference between gentle fashion without gentle blood and

gentle blood without gentle fashion, between the deformed
that goes up and down like a gentleman, and the deformity
of a salvage man who yet by gentle usage saved a wretched
Dame. Whether or not he remembered Spenser's images
and phrases, the philosophy underlying both Spenserian
and Shaksperian term 'Deformed' is identical.

Beyond these similitudes there exists one still closer. Don

John is the Blatant Beast. 'I am trusted with a muzzle and

enfranchis'd with a clog ... If I had my mouth, I would

bite; if I had my liberty I would do my liking.'
26 Unfor-

tunately Don John, like the Blatant Bteast, broke his iron

chain

And got into the world at libertie againe

Hero was to be the next victim of 'biting error,' as her father

calls it.

The propriety of Hero's forgiving return to Claudio

after the insult at the altar a step difficult for the modern

reader to condone can be supported by several Spenserian

analogies. First, the power of the Blatant Beast to break

into the sacred church, to foul the altars, and to cast down
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the images.
27

Second, the real danger existing for the Spen-
serian Knight in such false though fair-appearing ladies as

Duessa and the fictitious Florimell. Third, the false report
of his lady's unchastity which abuses even St. George, the

Knight of Holiness. He, too, cruelly left his Una, her

father's

only daughter deare,

His onely daughter, and his onely heyre
28

And Una forgave St. George because

true is, that true love hath no powre
To looken backe; his eyes be fixt before 29

Although there is little in the situation of Hero to arouse

terror in the beholder, the kind of pity we give to Serena

and Una, even to Pastorella, Florimell, and Amoret, she

richly deserves. In Spenser's words :

Nought is there under heav'n's wide hollownesse,

That moves more deare compassion of mind,
Than beautie brought t'unworthy wretchednesse

Through envies snares or fortunes freakes unkmde.
I ...
Feele ,ny heart perst with so great agome,
When such I see, that all for pittie I could die.30

[To be continued'}

IF Q. 6, 6, 16, 8; 6, 7, 40, 7, 6, 8, 22, 7-8 Cf also 5, 3, 16, 2, 6, 2, 11, 6-7.

2F Q 6, 8, 21, 1-5 Cf Benedick's babbling thyme 'school-fool' in Much Ado, 5, 2

3C/ F. Q 3, 12, 11, 5-98

*F Q. 6, 7, 38, 1-3; 6, 8, 19, 12
5F Q 6, 7, 28, 3-4

F Q 6, 8, 30, 6
7F g 6, 1, 8, 7-9 , 9, 2-4, 10, 6-8 Note that some of the thousand tongues were

of dogs, some of cats, some of bears Cf Claudio A'nd then the two beats will not
bite one another when they meet'

8C/. F Q 4, 1, 27, 6-9

Her lying tongue was in two parts divided,
And both the parts did speak, and both contended,
And as her tongue, so was her hart disaded,
That never thoght one thing, but doubly stil was guided

The editor of the Variorum concedes that Shakspere
(

mtghf have heard of Ate m
Spenser, and cites "Wright to the same effect

9F Q 4, 2, 14, 9 Cf also the Spenserian Atm of the Book of Tempeiance, 2, 4, 42,
5, 2, 5, 36, 1-2

3 F 2- 4, 8, 26, 3, 5, 8
nF Q 4, 8, 24-25
12F Q 2, 6, 6, 4-5

!*F Q. 3, 12, 18, 1, 4-5.
14F Q 4, 10, 50, 6-9
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isp 2. 3, 2, 42, 8-9

iP 2- , 3, 24, 1-4

17P fi. 6, 3, 27, 7.

18P 2- 6, 3, 28, 7-9.

IV Q. 6, 4, 2, 1

MF Q. 6, 4, 11, 7-8

ap 2 6, 5, 8, 4-6.

22F 2. 6, 5, 2, 5-6 Dogberry had always been called a merciful man, and would
not hang a dog by his will, much more a man who had any honesty in him.

23f 2- 5, 3, 38, 4; 4, 8, 12, 6; 1, 8, 49, 2; 1, 9, 30, 5; 1, 4, 21, 1-2; 1, 1, 22, 7
Borachio's next speech in Much Ado 'Seest thou not, I say, what a deformed thief

this fashion is, how giddily 'a turns about all the hot bloods between fourteen and

five-and-thirty, sometimes fashioning them like .
., sometime like . .

.,
sometime

like , is cast in the mould of Spenser's account of the shapes which assail the

senses of the house of the soul 'Deformed creatures, in strange difference, Some
having . . . some . Some & (FQ. 2, 11, 8-12, and especially 10, 9.

All these deformed creatures were dispersed by the Prince (FQ. 2, 11, 19, 4-5)

4-5)
As withered leaves drop from their dired stocks,

When the wroth Western win does reave their locks.

Were these the locks from which the Deformed of Much Ado picked up the one

he wore? If the deformed hmdparts of Danger in the Book of Friendship were

known to Shakspere, it was one of Danger's 'kaies' that Deformed wore in his ear

m Act 5 (FQ. 4, 10, 18, 9) The Vigilant foresight' of the wight (FQ. 4, 10, 20, 9)
who would avoid these deformed hmdparts of Danger recalls Dogberry's caution,

'Be vigilant/
24

Pfi. 6, 5, 14, 8
25PQ 6 5, 13, 6-9

2C/. FQ. 6, 12, 34, 2-4 Calidore

tooke a mu2zell strong
Of surest yron
Therewith he mured up his mouth along

Cf, also Spenser's Danger in the Mask of Cupid.
cloth'd in ragged weed,

Made of Beares skin, that him more dreadful made,

Yet his owne face was dreadfull, ne did need

Strange honour to dejorme his gneisly shade.

MFQ. 6, 12, 25, 1, 3, 4-5 Cf Claudio of Hero when he learns that she is inno-

cent

Sweet Hero, now thy image doth appear
In the rare semblance that I lov'd it first.

28
C/. Don Pedro 'No child but Hero, she's his only heir*

29P2* 1, 3, 30, 7-8 There are two reminiscences of Bntomart in^Hero;
one phrase

in the song at Hero's tomb begging pardon for those that slew a 'Virgin Knight* ;
and

the blush of Hero interpreted amiss by Claudio, which follows the suggestion of

3 3, 20-1-6-

The doubtfull Mayd, seeing herselfe descryde,

Was all abasht, and her pure yvory

Into a cleare Carnation suddeine dyde;

As faire Aurora rising hastily,

Doth by her blushing tell, that she did lye

All night m old Ttthonus frosen bed.

1, 3, 1
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
By S A T

A PORTRAIT OF
ANNE HATHAWAY?

Colgate University, located in Ham-

ilton, N Y, has just received a gift

copy of the Third Folio edition of

Shakspere's works from Mr James C

Colgate of New York, which promises
to be of great interest to lovers of the

Stratford poet On the back of the

title-page is a pen and ink drawing

(3x5 inches) of the face of a young
woman, below the drawing is an in-

scription in ink which reads "Delm

N. C 1708."

On the first blank page of the book

are seventeen lines of writing in ink

signed, we are told, "Robert Curzon,

1850
"

These seventeen lines read as

follows. "The manuscript verses on

the next page,/ refer to a drawing of

Anne Hathaway, which/ had been

made on the back of the blank 1 st

title
, by my Great Grandfather, Sir

Nathaniel/ Curzon of Keddlestone,

this drawing was/ almost obliterated,

and the remains of it are/ concealed,

by mounting the page, which was/
loose, in the old family copy of this

book = = =/ The printed verses are

most rare, if not unique/ in this form,
I have never met with another/ speci-

men, they were intended for the very/
rare edition of 1663 printed without

the/ seven additional plays, for Philip
Chetwinde / This copy seems to be

Chetwmde's edition, as/ it has his title

page, as well as the common/ one,

and it has had the 7 additional plays/
added at the end, with a separate pag-
ination

"

On the frontispiece, underneath B
J's verses "To the reader," appears the

following adaptation of the famous

poem on the Droeshout portrait

"This figure, that thou there seest put
It was for Shakespear's Consort cut

Wherein the Graver had a Strife

With Nature to outdo the Life

O had he Her Complexion shewn
As plain as He's the outline Drawn

The plate, believe me, would surpass.

All that was ever made in brass

N C 1708."

Needless to say, Colgate University

would be the possessor of a precious

Shakspenan relic if it could be shown
that the drawing is genuine But,

unfortunately, careful scientific investi-

gation will show that the whole busi-

ness (portrait, notation, and verses) is

probably a comparatively modern fake

(1) In the first place, the so-called N
m the inscription "N C 1708" seerm

to have been originally a V which was

altered to an N by the addition of a

tremulous initial upstroke, a point
which could be decided by a careful

chemical and microscopic examination

of the upstroke (2) Much of the 17-

line notation is either meaningless or

absurd (3) One can see that this

long notation was originally written

with a pencil and that subsequently
someone rewrote the note m ink in

such a way that the ink strokes almost

overlap the original pencil strokes

(4) From an examination of a photo-

graph of the notation one is justified
in saying that an attempt had been

made to erase the pencil writing, even

though many of the original outlines

are easily visible, not only under micro-

scopic examination, but in some in-

stances even to the naked eye (5) It

may be of the utmost significance that

the original pencil writing is not the

same style of script as the writing m
ink (6) The handwriting of the
verses to the reader does not seem to

be that which was current in 1708, it

looks more like the style of script em-

ployed by writers towards the end of
the eighteenth century and the first

third of the nineteenth

We hope to report on this matter
further in a future issue, in the mean-
time reserving judgment.
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THE HARDBOILED SHAKSPERE

By WILLIAM T. HASTINGS

I.

ttT TE was not of an age, but for all time," though truer

JLJL than Ben Jonson knew, is less true than the igth

century supposed. The modern student of Shak-

spere has still to combat many tenaciously held judgments
based upon too purely an aesthetic-moral approach. Niotably
this is true in regard to Titus Andronicus, still widely

repudiated by the critics. "Scarcely anyone," said John
Bailey in 1929, "thinks Shakespeare wrote it ... In style

and manner, in its whole ethical atmosphere, this drama of

horrors ... is utterly unlike all we know of Shakespeare."
1

Mark Van Doren has to explain it as a parody.
2 Yet

assuming, if you will, Shakspere's authorship,
3

analysis of

the play is singularly rewarding to the student of the Renais-

sance the more so perhaps because of its "unShakspenan"
character.

Blood, as Poe might have said, is its avatar and its seal

the redness and the horror of blood. Out of nineteen named
characters only five survive; and the deaths of all are vio-

lent. The mental and spiritual violences are more terrible

than the deaths : Tamora in Act I pleading in vain for the

life of her son Alarbus, and in Act V learning she has eaten

of her sons Demetrius and Chiron
;
Lavinia witnessing the

murder of Bassianus, suffering rape and mutilation but
there is no need to go on. The usual explanation is simple :

this is a play catering to the tastes of a bloody-minded pop-
ulace, fed on bear and bull baitings, cock fightings, hang-
ings and quarterings; in a time when nobility and royalty
had perfected the etiquette of going to the block with calm

detachment, bestowing largesses upon gaoler and execu-
tioner and philosophic farewell speeches upon the appre-
ciative mob. Supporting parallels in other plays are easy to

accumulate, such as to cite only one the subjection in full

stage of Sir Thomas Sherley to the torture of the rack, his
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cry of pain and his obstinate refusal (like a true-born Eng-

lishman) to "tell all," and the savage command of the Great

Turk: "Wrinch him again !

m

Yet this explanation is too simple, and is imperfectly his-

torical. The Renaissance had no corner on blood and hor-

rors, as is proved by the amiable activities of Boris Karloff

and by the luscious massacres in Northwest Passage and For
Whom the Bell Tolls. Shakspere elsewhere, in plays no one

wishes to repudiate, has horrors to spare. For the clue to

the problem of Titus Andronicus one must look more closely

at its age and at the age of its author. Aside from ques-
tions of dramatic technique and the well-known influence

upon subject and technique of the Senecan tradition in gen-
eral and The Spanish Tragedy in particular, two aspects of

the play seem significant: (i) the conventions of character

pattern and action, and (2) the author's personal attitude

toward his materials.

II.

The Renaissance was half medieval and half modern. It

was childish and it was precociously mature: it was cred-

ulous and skeptical, revolutionary and conventional, violent

and tender. It loved a fairy-tale excess of suffering and

reward, as in the history of Griselda. It thought, like the

Middle Ages, that symmetry was evidence of truth; hence
its retention of the three cardinal virtues, the seven deadly
sins, the nine Worthies. It liked categories and classifica-

tions
;
and yet it delighted in the individual and the eccen-

tric. It translated the past into the present, and imagined
the present indefinitely projected into the future. The great
paradox of death and immortality was its most living truth.

In Elizabethan plays the treatment of characterization

reflects the conflict imperfectly outlined above. There is,

on the one hand, a strong tendency to observe conventions
in character portrayal, to deal in types. The tendency is

the stronger because of the merging of two streams of in-

fluence, foreign and native: the type figures of classical

comedy and tragedy and their Italian descendants, and the

theological or secular abstractions of the English moral
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plays. In behavior such a character tends to conform strictly
to the pattern of his type the more perfectly, the more
credible; hence, the ioo%-ness, the excess, the incred-

ibility, m our modern view. He observes perfectly or vio-
lates completely the code of his class the lover, the man
of honor, the avenger, the coward, the Machiavel. There
is, on the other hand, an intermittent rise of interest in and
emphasis on the individual, which is partly a transfer from
the psychology of humors, partly the fundamental Eng-
lish love of "originals," and partly the stimulus to the spirit
of man through enfranchisement from intellectual bonds.

With most writers of Shakspere's time the type triumphs,
even in realistic comedy. Shakspere, too, begins with

types, though almost from the first there are traces of his

instinctive tendency to add those homely or intimate touches
which serve to separate the individual from his type and to

reveal him as himself. B'iron is not mere courtier, Launce
not mere clown, Henry VI not mere royal weakling, Rich-
ard Crookback not mere Machiavel. Illustration of this

could be drawn even from Titus Andronicus, but here the

convention, the type, prevails too emphatically for the un-

oriented modern to be at ease. For him a set of incredible

monsters move savagely to their melodramatic ends. The
trouble with the modern is that he doesn't know the rules,

the conventions, of this game.

Titus Andronicus, I would maintain, is tragedy (even

though tragedy on a low plane), since the characters are

intelligible, have an adequately defined motivation, and act

consistently in accordance with the definition provided. The

difficulty for the moderns is this : they have invoked modern

standards of the rational, a modern psychology of char-

acter, and a modern morality. The world of the play is a

Renaissance world without nuances, a world of black and

white, of extremes (whitest chastity and blackest lust, su-

preme love and supreme hate) ;
the moral code is that of

complete self-sacrifice, of intense devotion, of unlimited re-

venge. It may be said that this simplification is a falsifica-

tion of life; but a great art may employ such simplification:

it is used by Racine as well as by Zane Grey. And it took
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the Shakspere of Hamlet and Lear to teach (if he did teach)
the Elizabethan age a higher and subtler reality.

Consider the protagonist, Titus Andronicus. Let us grant,

for good or ill, his heroic proportions, his grandiloquence
of action and spfeech. He is usually thought an absurd

mouther, wholly unreal from his first entrance to his death.

But to the Elizabethans he was perfectly logical, and there-

fore indubitably real : a thoroughly Renaissance conception,
the superlative general and patriot, supremely loyal. This

brings into line his pomp of entrance, his refusal of the

crown and its bestowal on the less worthy but elder Prince

Saturninus, his granting of Lavinia to the same prince

against her wishes, his slaying of his son Mutius, and so on.

The antagonizing of Tamora by the sacrifice of Alarbus^
his requiem over the dead, and his defence of Saturninus

against sedition are of a piece with his detached loftiness

of unselfish devotion. Then when the evidence of his mis-

placed loyalty is unmistakably presented to him (in the

heads of his sons and his own hand severed in vain to buy
their lives) and the outrage to Lavinia is likewise brought
home to the reigning house, the logical reaction (for the

Elizabethans) is to the opposite extreme of supreme hatred

and the seeking of titanic revenge. The conventions of the

revenge drama are naturally invoked, and the old stories of

Tereus and Philomela, of Appius and Virginia, provide
their aid. Where is the flaw?

Or consider Tamora, the great prize of Titus's conquest,
the outstanding figure in his triumphal procession. Turn
your imaginations upon this tawny Queen of the Goths, a

creature regal and passionate, broad-breasted, high-colored,

golden-maned ; confident, in the plenitude of her matured

charms, of swaying all men; ensnaring the adolescent Sat-

urninus while his lips are still wilfully demanding Lavinia,
temporarily imposing upon Titus, carrying on the while
her long-standing intrigue with Aaron the Moor. To her
sense of power add ruthlessness and passion, and a compul-
sion to revenge herself upon Titus and his whole race for
the horrid slaughter of her son ("Hew his limbs until they
be consumed") ;

and you have complete motivation already
in the first scene of the play for all her later acts. Out of
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her hatred and passion, with the amused collaboration of

the Moor, spring all the woes of Titus and Lavinia, Bas-

sianus, and the sons of Titus.

Or, finally, and briefly, consider Aaron the Moor, a crea-
ture purely wicked, like lago, and lacking the simple and
natural motivation of Othello's ancient. An impossible
monster, it is said. But see how clearly he is drawn, and
how consistent his behavior. Proud of his liaison with the

white queen, exulting m his capacity for engineering wicked

ploits, jnot reserved like lago but voluble in crisis, over-

flowing with vitality, there can be no doubt that Shakspere
drew him with delight, even with glee the happiest touch
of all being the scene of paternal and racial gloating over
his and Tamora's black child.

If one accepts the conventions on which these characters

are based, the suspension (in their plane of being) of our

ordinary moral sanctions, and the elimination of all but

raw colors in the painting, there is no flaw in the tragic
concatenation. Mere violence cannot bar it as tragedy.

III.

But more distressing than the unplausible behavior of

type characters is the mood of the play. Shakspere has

given us many deaths and horrors, but they do not shock us

thus. What is the explanation?

For our purpose we may attempt to discriminate three

contrasting modes of feeling on the part of the artist toward

the pageant of life and death: the naive, the mature sophis-

ticate, the mature sympathetic.

The red devils in the windows of the church at Fairford
5

thrusting down the damned with their forks, and many
similar motifs in the stonework of the cathedrals, are ex-

amples of the naive in art. So is the description of the

experience of the faithless lady of Old Robin of Portingale,

whose husband has been beforehand with her lover:

Upp then came that ladie light

And the first thmge that this ladye stumbled upon
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Was of Sir Gyles his ffoote,

Sayes, Ever alacke, and woe is me,
(Here lyes my sweete hart-roote 1

And the second thing that this ladie stumbled on

Was of Sir Gyles his head;

Sayes, Ever alacke, and woe is me,
Heere lyes my true-love deade 1

Hee cutt the papps beside her brest,

And bad her wish her will,

And he cutt the eares beside her heade,
And bad her wish on still.6

Naive is the mood of the old religious drama from the

comic embarrassment of the Third Shepherd, who for a

"presand that may please" the Christ Child has only a horn

spoon, to the ferocity of Herod's soldiers spitting the Inno-

cents on their spears Naivete survives in the popular
drama of the Elizabethan age, even as late as George Peek's
Edward I (c. 1590) ;

witness the wicked Queen Eleanor's

treatment of the Mayoress of London, and the later calam-
ities of Eleanor herself.

More pertinent to our problem is the sophisticated or

hardboiled mood. Not to mention Apuleius, Petromus,
Plautus and Terence and their early Renaissance disciples,
one may point to such a piece of graphic art as The Knave
on a fifteenth-century playing card from whose fist a help-
less duck dangles by the neck,

7
or Lucas Cranach the Elder's

numerous studies of Lucrece and her self-immolating dag-

ger.
8

Sophistication shows itself full-fledged in English
drama of the i^So's and go's; for example, in the gratuitous
murders committed by King Cambises, who shoots the child

of Praxaspes with bow and arrow, and presents the arrow-

cleft heart to the sorrowing father, who gives the command

Dispatch with sword this judges life extinguish fear and cares:

So doon, draw thou his cursed skin strait over both his eares.

I will see the office done, and that before mine eyes ,

and who finds his appetite for blood thus merely whetted.

Among scores of other instances, readers of Marlowe will

recall the deaths of King B'ajazet and his queen Zabina,
who brain themselves against the bars of the cage in which

B'ajazet is transported on Tamburlame's military expedi-
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tions. Sophistication dominates the comedy of the Restora-

tion, and in modern dress confronts us in Oscar Wilde's
Salome, and Faulkner's Sanctuary, in much of Heming-
way, Cain, O'Hara, and Coward, and in the drawings of

Beardsley, Rockwell Kent, and Eric Gill. Its essence is

an attitude of disillusioned amusement or "artistic" detach-
ment in the portrayal of man's comic or tragic destiny.

The third mood is the sympathetic, the "gentle," the

"Shaksperian":
The picture that thou here seest put
It was for gentle Shakespeare cut.

It is a truism that the "normal" reaction of Shakspere
both in comedy and in tragedy was kindly, humorous, sym-
pathetic; that he had an infinite gift of compassion and
belief in the dignity of man. The contrast between his

mood and Marlowe's is sharply defined by their respective

handlings of the stock situation of the fate of a town which
does not instantly surrender to a conqueror (the ghosts of

Warsaw and Rotterdam take notice). In Tamburlalne the

Governor of Damascus does not surrender when Tambur-
laine's "tents of white" are pitched before the town; then,

failing of help from the Soldan, he sends virgins with
laurel wreaths to the camp over which the "coal-black

colours" are now flying, beseeching Tamburlaine to "pity

poor Damascus! Pity old age . . . Pity the marriage bed
. . . infants . . . The prostrate service of this wretched town."

But Tamburlaine's mind knows no ruth:

Could they not as well

Have sent ye out when first my milk-white flags . . .

As now when fury and incensed hate

Flmgs slaughtering terror from my coal-black

tents .

He brutally orders the virgins to be led out and run through

by his horsemen's spears, and their "slaughtered carcasses"

to be hoisted up on the walls of the town, as a prelude to

the general sack and rape. With what refined delicacy of

sentiment, in contrast, does Shakspere's King Henry V
warn the citizens of Harfleur of their fate should the town

be taken by storm:

What is't to me, when you yourselves are cause,

If your pure maidens fall into the hand
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Of hot and forcing violation ?

What rein can hold licentious wickedness

When down the hill he holds his fierce career ?

We may as bootless spend our vain command

Upon th' enraged soldiers in their spoil
As send precepts to the leviathan

To come ashore.

The same situation, the same convention of the laws of war,
but a world of difference in moral atmosphere (even if we
admit its speciousness).

Again, compare Act V of Othello (
"It is the cause,

it is the cause, my soul!" "Naught I did in hate but all in

honour." "This did I fear, but thought he had no weapon,
For he was great of heart."

)
with the bedchamber murder

of the corrupt king by his dissembling mistress Evadne in

The Maid's Tragedy; with its mental torture, its obscene

gloating, its facile sermonizing wholly incompetent to re-

late this private vengeance to a moral order.

And finally, as the pervasive Shaksperian touch, observe

how the horror of the blinding of Gloucester "Out, vile

jelly!" is mitigated and the moral equilibrium is restored

when one servant dies for his master and the comment of

others concludes the scene:

2. Serv. I'll never care what wickedness I do,

If this man come to good.
3. Sew. If she live long

And in the end meet the old course of death,

Women will all turn monsters

Shakspere could not be naive
;
he is usually compassion-

ate
;
but it is a mistake to assume that he could not or would

not be hardboiled. Nothing is clearer than his early de-

light in virtuosity in language; why not at least a momentary
delight in playing the virtuoso, in striking the bravura note,
with situations? In a day of literary shockers, poetic and
dramatic when a group of young sophisticates headed by
Southampton, Dorset, and Essex patronized playwrights
and poets why not try his hand at a super-shocker or two?

Actually, in his 1590-94 period we find other evidences
of his yielding to this temptation. I need only mention the

death of young Rutland, and Queen Margaret ("She-wolf
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of France, and worse than wolves of France") taunting his

father York with the handkerchief dipped in Rutland's

blood; the diabolical cleverness of the scene of the trial of

Joan of Arc; the murders of Henry VI and the Duke of

Clarence; and, on another plane, the comic brutality of

The Taming of the Shrew. There is a close parallel, usually
overlooked, between such scenes and the two poems Venus
and Adonis and Lucre ce: "a couple of ice-houses," said

Hazlitt. "They are about as hard, as glittering, and as

cold."
9

Sentimentalists, who have called Lucrece a moral

poem written pemtentially to compensate for the slander of

womanhood m Venus and Adonis, have missed the purely
artful and unfeeling character of the whole poem, as in the

lines describing the lady's suicide (vide Cranach's draw-

ing) :

Even here she sheathed m her harmless breast

A harmful knife . . .

And from the purple fountain Brutus drew
The murderous knife, and, as it left the place,

Her blood, in poor revenge, held it in chase;

And bubbling from her breast, it doth divide

In two slow rivers, that the crimson blood

Circles her body in on every side,

Who, like a late-sack'd island, vastly stood

Bare and unpeopled m this fearful flood

Some of her blood still pure and red remain'd,

And some look'd black, and that false Tarquin
stain' d 10

I venture a second illustration, from Venus and Adonis.

The debat, or debate, is of course one of the more popular

literary conventions of the Middle Ages, and there can be

no doubt that in Shakspere's day its form still pleased. In

The Nut-brown Maid, in such duets as "Come live with me
and be my love," and in the verbal battle-pieces of the

chronicle plays (in which kings and generals slang each

other down stage and then retire to an Agincourt or Philippi

in the tiring rooms) it is still recognizable. A debate is

one of the numerous survivals of medieval literary conven-

tions in Shakspere's two poems. One is introduced at a

critical point in Venus and Adonis. At mention of "the

boar" Venus nearly swoons,
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And on his neck her yoking arms she throws.

She smketh down, still hanging by his neck,

He on her belly falls, she on her back
"

There follow, as every schoolboy knows, some witty

verses on the general subject of leading a horse to water

And then we pass to a dialogue between the two which

rapidly develops into a debate on love, lust, and "increase,"

The more innocent of modern readers may forget the pose
of the two debaters the many citations by critics of the pic-

ture of poor Wat the hare never allude to his context but

we can be sure that for Shakspere and his courtly readers

therein lay the special savor of the passage, than which it

would be difficult to imagine anything more hardboiled,

Titus Andronicus, like 3 Henry VI, Richard III, The

Taming of the Shrew, and the two poems, belongs to the

period 1592-94. Put together out of familiar horror stones

of the past, it moves from its bloody opening to its bloodier

climax with resilient power and complete ruthlessness. There
is wilfulness, hatred, gloating, and anguish, with occasional

moments of such softer emotions as pride and love and

despair; but there is essentially no compassion. The villain

is a humorist, drawn by one who smiled amusedly as he
laid on his strokes. There is grand theater in the striking

pageant of the scenes. How they stand out: Saturninus and
B'assianus squabbling for the crown in Act I, the pomp of

Titus's return with his train of captives, the death of Alar-

bus, the death of Mutius, the elopement, the peace-making
with the muttered threats of Tamora aside; in Act II the

idyllic forest sheltering love, tauntings, murder, rape, and

mutilation, while

the morn is bright and grey,
The fields are fragrant, and the woods are green.

The birds chant melody on every bush,
The snake lies rolled in the cheerful sun

;

The green leaves quiver with the cooling wind,
And make a chequer'd shadow on the ground . . .

;

in III, i,
the exit of Marcus and the mutilated Titus and

Lavinia, Titus and Marcus each bearing aloft the head of
one of Titus's dead sons, and Lavinia the lopped hand of
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Titus between her teeth
;
and so on to the retnbutory blood-

letting, the Thyestian pasty-eating, and final stabbmgs in

the supper room of Act V. The hard brilliance of the poems
is equalled or surpassed here. Only today, after a new age
of sophistication, can the calculated effect of this tragedy
be realized. Imagine black-and-whites of these scenes by
Aubrey Beardsley or Rockwell Kent, and my point will be
driven home.

As a matter of fact, if Titus Andronicus were not hidden

away under the mantle of the gentle Shakspere, a disgrace-
ful and repudiated thing, but stood up m its own rights
as an anonymous revenge play following the plot and char-
acter conventions of the age, it would be hailed as the per-
fect example of Renaissance sophisticated brutality; and
the comparative puerility of The Spanish Tragedy, The
Jew of Malta, and other members of the class would be at

once obvious.

A recent essay on the text and authorship of the play
bears the sub-title "Shakespeare at Thirty."

11
Shakspere's

genius at thirty is not to be defined by so specialized an
achievement as Titus Andronicus; but in it is clearly ex-

hibited (besides these Renaissance traits with which we
have been concerned) that fertility, zest, and power which
within these same two years and another two were to give
us not only Richard and Aaron, but Bottom, Mercutio,
Juliet's nurse, Faulconbridge, and Shylock. It is a fine

example of youthful power unleashed, even if taking a way-
ward direction alien to that of its later happy development.

Brown University,
Providence, R. I.

9See Hazhtt's whole essay for an elaboration of this point, Characters of Shake-

speare's Plays (Everyman's Library edn ), p 263
iLines 1723-43
11J S G Golton, "Titus Andronicus' , Shakespeare at Thirty," S P , April, 1933

Cf the naive parallel
And syn cam out the thick, thick blood,

And syn cam out the thin,

And syn came out the bonny heart's blood,
There was na more within



SPENSERIAN 'COURTESY' AND TEMPERANCE
IN MUCH ADO (Concluded]

By ABBIE FINDLAY POTTS

III.

TWO KNIGHTS OF COURTESY: CLAUDIO AND CALIDORE

Claudio a knight of courtesy? And yet is courtesy a

trait not obviously perverted rather than lacking in him?
Is his struggle against scandal not somewhat like Calidore's

fight with the Blatant Beast? To Don John he seems The
most exquisite Claudio.' The Messenger's announcement
of success in battle represents him doing 'in the figure of a

lamb the feats of a lion,' as did Calidore :

In whom it seemes, that gentleness of spright
And manners mylde were planted naturall ;

. .

Nathlesse thereto he was full stout and tall,

And well approv'd in batteilous affray.
31

Claudio visits Leonato, the father of a fair daughter, Hero;
Calidore visits Meliboe, the reputed father of a fair daugh-
ter, Pastorella. Leonato's paternity is jokingly challenged;
Meliboe is not the real father of Pastorella. Deonato's

guests apologize for burdening his hospitality 'You em-
brace your charge too willingly'; Calidore fears that the

burden of so bold a guest shall 'chargefull' be.
32

After that first scene of wordless admiration Claudio asks

Benedick:

'Didst note the daughter of Signor Leonato?' Likewise Calidore was
unwares surpnsd in subtile bands

Of the blynd boy ...

Caught like the bird, which gazing still on others stands.

So stood he still long gazing thereupon,
Ne any will had thence to move away,

Although his quest were farree afore him gone.
33

Claudio begs Benedick to tell him 'truly* 'in sober judg-
ment' how he likes Hero: 'Is she not a modest young lady/
Benedick gives him his 'simple true judgment' Calidore,
who
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loathed leasing and base flattery,

And loved simple truth and stedfast honesty,

is justified by Spenser's account of Pastorella:

And soothly sure she was full fayre of face,

And perfectly well shapt in every lim,

Which she did more augment with modest grace,
And comely carriage of her count'nance trim 34

'Can the world buy such a jewel?' asks Claudio. The mer-
,chants offer 'store of gold' for Pastorella, who is 'like a

Diamond of rich regard.' Both Claudio and Calidore sur-

render war-thoughts for soft and delicate desires.

Just at this point the ways of Claudio and Calidore seem

likely to part in our literary analogy. Claudio's jealousy
and intemperance become evident, and from these flaws

Calidore is free. Nevertheless some of the traits of Cali-

dore's jealous rival, Coridon, are present in Claudio, and
the scenes of revelry in the Book of Courtesy and in Much
Ado run parallel. Calidore dances with Pastorella, Coridon
bites his lip ;

but Calidore courteously yields to Coridon and

places Pastorella's flowery garland on Coridon, whereupon
'Coridon woxe frollicke, that earst seemed dead.' Don
Pedro dances with Hero, Claudio sulks; Don Pedro, how-

ever, graciously restores Hero to Claudio after some
scoffs from Benedick about willow garlands for a dis-

carded swain; then Claudio is joyful. Beatrice's taunt about

Claudio's civility the trait of a courteous knight also

occurs during the first jealous seizure. He is 'neither sad,

nor sick, nor merry, nor well; but civil count, civil as an

orange, and something of that jealous complexion.' Per-

haps Beatrice knew that it is the function of the three

Graces to

teach us, how to each degree and kynde
We should our selves demeane, to low, to hie;

To friends, to foes, which skill men call Civility,
35

her demeanor toward Don Pedro is jokingly civil: 'Hath

your Grace ne'er a brother like you? . . . Your Grace is

too costly to wear every day. Bfut I beseech your Grace,

pardon me ... By your Grace's pardon.' These remarks

with Leonato's pun ('His Grace hath made the match, and
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all grace say Amen to it.') are reminiscent of the lines in

Spenser close by the stanza on Civility and the Three

Graces :

For which the Graces that here wont to dwell,

Have . . . graced her so much to be another Grace.

Andother Grace she well deserves to be

In whom so many Graces gathered are 36

It is during Claudio's first jealous seizure, too, that the

resemblance becomes apparent between the intrigue of

Much Ado and the Spenserian story of the intemperate
Phedon. Phedon's friend, Philemon, persuades a hand-

maid, Pryene, to array herself in the clothes of her mistress,

Claribell, who is the betrothed of Pedon. Then Pedon is

abused with false evidence of Claribell's unchastity. He
slays Claribell, poisons Philemon, and pursues Pryene to

kill her. From the time of Langbaine, 1691, until Professor

Thaler's recent study
37

this Spenserian episode has been de-

bated as one source of Much Ado; to the evidence should

be added the name taken by the disguised Don Pedro: (My
visor is Philemon's roof.' This speech would naturally be

glossed by reference to the story of Baucis and Philemon;
tinder the circumstances, however, the Spenserian Philemon
has additional propriety in Much Ado.

Indeed, Claudio is transformed into a Phedon-like furious

and intemperate character by the operation of forces well-

known to the student of Spenser's lovers. When he says

Let every eye negotiate for itself

And trust no agent,

and when Benedick exclaims over him: 'Alas, poor hurt
fowl! now will he creep into the sedges!' we recall Doubt,
in the Mask of Cupid, who

lookt askew with his mistrustfull eyes . . .

And on a broken reed he still did stay
His feeble steps, which shrunke, when hard thereon he lay

Phedon was impatient for the rites which marriage make,
'that day too far did seeme'; 'time goes on crutches,' says
Claudio, 'till love have all his rites.' Neither Phedon nor
Claudio can keep his own counsel; and the Spenserian
Furor, like Claudio, in rage
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strooke more often wide
Than at the aymed marke, which he had eide*

And oft himselfe he chaunst to hurt unwares,
Whilst reason blent through passion, nought descride,
But as a blindfold Bull at random fares,

And where he hits, nought knowes, and whom he hurts,

nought cares 38

Hero refers to Claudio's insults in this figure : 'Is my lord
well that he doth speak so wide? 5

Benedick reproves him
for the same fault: 'So they sell bullocks ... Ho! now you
strike like the blind man. 'T was the boy that stole your
meat, and you'll beat the post.' The temperate Guyon
himself needed the help of reason.

When strong passion of weak fleshlmesse

Would from the right way seeke to draw him wide.

If Guyon erred; if the loving Scudamour believed the

worst of his lady Amoret, when Ate reported her falsely;
if the holy St. George 'burnt with gealous fire,' and his 'eye
of reason was with rage yblent,' if he too would have slain

his lady in his 'furious ire,' all knights beware! Only in

the 'antique age' before 'faire grew foule, and foule grew
faire in sight' might one trust one's lady. Thus much may
be said to mitigate our scorn of Claudio.

IV.

TWO VAINGLORIOUS KNIGHTS: BENEDICK AND BRAGGADOCHIO

Scarcely more usual than Claudio as a knight of Courtesy
would be the comparison of Benedick to the vainglorious
coward knight Yet in this guise he is humorously repre-
sented by Beatrice to the Messenger; and his own friends,

Don Pedro and Claudio, say that he avoids quarrels with

great discretion, or undertakes them with a most Christian-

like fear. In act 4, chiefly, Beatrice drives Benedick to

challenge Claudio by the most outrageous insults: 'It is a

man's office, but not yours P 'Oh that I were a man!' 'O

that I were a man for his sake! or that I had any friend

would be a man for my sake!
7 The attempted flight of

Beatrice from Benedick when he has met her charge of

unmanlmess with offers of love may be compared with the
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flight of Belphoebe from Braggadochio under the same cir-

cumstances. Claudio's jeering answer to Benedick's chal-

lenge when it is given 'He hath bid me to a calf's head

and a capon' suits Braggadochio's 'capon's courage.' The
wise horse of Guyon bearing the foolish Braggadochio

He had not trayned been in chevalree,

Which well that valiant courser did discerne 3l'

gives point to Beatrice's scoff on Benedick as having only
wit enough to bear as a difference between himself and his

horse. Braggadochio's 'pleasing vaine of glory aine' and

'flowing toung' are recognizable in Benedick. And the fate

of Spenser's boaster, a shaven beard and the jests and jibes

of all, is matched by the jests and jibes of Don Pedro and

Claudio at the newly shaven lover, Benedick.

Undoubtedly the most striking analogy between the two

boasters appears when each shrouds himself in the forest

green and creeps into a bush 40
'I will hide me in the arbour/

says Benedick; there he lurks while the jokers play then-

prank. 'Stalk on, stalk on,' whispers Claudio, 'the fowl

sits.' Emerging later to reestablish himself in his own es-

teem, Benedick presents exactly the picture of Bragga-
dochio:

As fearful fowle

Seeing at last her selfe from daunger nd,

Peepes foorth, and soone renewes her native pride,
She gins her feathers foule disfigured

Proudly to prune, and set on every side,

So shakes off shame, ne thinks how erst she did her hide 41

This prank whereby Benedick is cozened into a lover
follows the general order of the early part of Spenser's
Mask of Cupid. When Don Pedro and Claudio enter,
Benedick exclaims 'Ha! the Prince and Monsieur Love.'

Then, while the evening 'is hushed on purpose to grace har-

mony' (Claudio), as in the Mask there issues a 'joyous fel-

lowship of minstrfils, making goodly merriment (Balthasar
and the musicians, to joke of 'notes' and 'nothing'),

The whiles a most delitious harmony,
In full straunge notes was sweetly heard to sound 42

Cupid's prologue, 'a grave personage' with 'count'nance
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sage' by his 'lively actions . . . gan bewray Some argument
of matter passioned.' Likewise Leonato, 'the white-bearded

fellow,' gives weight to the prank; Benedick cannot think
it a gull when Leonato says of Beatrice There was never
counterfeit of passion came so near the life of passion as she
discovers it.'

The first figure in the Mask of Cufid is Fancy, like a

lovely boy.
43 Beside him marches amorous Desire. Behind

these two come Doubt and Danger. We have already noted
the kinship of Doubt with Claudio, of Danger with Don
John; Spenser's Fancy with his garment of 'painted plumes'
and Spenser's Desire whose 'garment was disguised very
vame' and whose 'embroidered Bonet sat awry' help to ex-

plain Shakspere's Benedick: 'There is no appearance of

fancy in him, unless it be a fancy that he hath to strange

disguises.' 'When was he wont to paint himself?' his tor-

mentors ask. 'A brushes his hat o' mornings; what should

that bode?'

Benedick is not only a disdainful braggart and a fanciful

lover. Although at first he disdains love, he does not lack

the nobler traits of knighthood when finally he emerges
from his comic prepossession. In this regard he is another

Prince Arthur:

That idle name of love, and lovers life,

As losse of time, and vertues enimy
I ever scorn' d, and loyd to stirre up strife,

In middest of their mournfull Tragedy,

Ay wont to laugh, when them I heard to cry
44

As Prince Arthur defended the aged Reason against the

taunts of Cymochles and Pyrochles,
443

so Benedick arrives

to rebuke Don Pedro and Claudio for their behaviour to

Leonato. And the reverberant joke on Benedick as the

'Savage Bull' echoes from the simile applied not only to

Disdain but to Arthur himself when he conquered Cym-
ochles and Pyrochles:

As salvage Bull, whom two fierce mastives bayt, . .

with his dteadfull homes them drives afore, . . .

So rag'd Prince Arthur twixt his foemen twaine 45
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Prince Arthur met his Queene of Faeries; Benedick

found his woman of all graces. Prince Arthur overcame

Disdain and Scorn

As when a sturdy ploughman with his hynde

By strength have overthrowne a stubborne steare,

They downe him hold, and fast with cords do bynde,
Till they him force the buxome yoke to beare 4e

Not less surely does Don Pedro's prophecy for Benedick

come true: 'In time the savage bull doth bear the yoke.'""
747

Thus Shaksperian agents might have emerged from Spen-
serian allegories if Shakspere read The Faerie Queene
before he wrote Much Ado About Nothing. Our literary

guest of disdainful ladyship and discourteous and vainglor-
ious knighthood, of injustice and intemperance, while it re-

lates the heroes and heroines of Much Ado to Mirabella,

Braggadochio, Serena, and Phedon, permits them also to

claim relationship with Belphoebe and Britomart, Arthur,

Una, Guyon and Cahdore, the nobler representatives of

chivalnc habit. Deformed has little value in drama unless

behind him shines the Form.

31R Q., 6 1 2 2-3, 7-8

3i=F Q 6 9 14 1 (of Mehboe)
31* F. Q. 6 9 14 1 (of Mdiboe)

He was to weet by common voice esteemed
The fathei of the fayrest Pastorell.

Don Pedro in Much Ado.
I think this is your daughter

Leonato Her mother hath many times told me so

F. Q 6. 12. 22. 1-4 (Pastorella's true mother to her true father) :

Thence running forth unto her true father)
Thence running forth unto her loved Lord,
She unto him recounted all that fell

Who ioyning icy with her m one accord,

Acknowledg'd for his owne faire Pastorell.
3

. Q 6. 9. 32. 1-2.
33F Q 6 9 11 6-9,12 1-3 Note that both 'blind boy' and 'the bird' leappear

in Benedick's teasing jects 'Now you strike like the blind boy* and 'Alas, poor fowl''
and The flat transgression of a school-'boy, who, being overjoyed with finding a

bird's-nest, etc

3*F. Q. 6 I 3 8-9, 699 1-4.
35F. Q. 6 10. 23 7-9.
36F Q 6 10 26 7-9, 6 10 27 1-2 Cf. Benedick 'Till all graces be in one

woman, one woman shall not come in my grace
'

^Spenser and 'Much Ado About Nothing,' Studies in Philology (April, 1940),
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3Sjs Q t 2 4 7 4-9
39p g 2 3 46 5-6

40/7 g 2 3 20 2, 21 3

41F <2 2 3 36 1, 5-9

42F Q. 3 12 6 1-2

43The boy sent aftei the book m act 2, scene 3, never comes back, and seems to

have no relation to the plot We are tempted to think of him as a hangover from
some other situation Might he be a reminiscence of the fanciful and lovely boy of

the Mask? Or of the little boy Amnestes, who seeks for what is lost or laid amiss

by Eumnestes? F Q 2 9 58 4
44p Q i 9 10 1-5 The best explanation I know of Benedick's laughing 'ah, ha,

he 1

' when the wedding of Hero and Claudio is frustrated

44<77 Q 2 8 18

4fp Q 2 8 42 1, 4, 8

4F Q 6 8 12 1-4

47The discouiteous Turpm had been hung up by the heels upon a tree, that the

picture of his punishment might serve for example Cf Benedick's early bravado.

'Let me be vilely printed,' etc



HAMLET AMONG THE MECHANISTS

By ARTHUR M. SAMPLEY

OF
all Shakspere's important plays, I suppose that

Hamlet has been handled most roughly by recent

critics. Charlton M. Lewis 1 and J. M. Robertson3

have tried to show that Shakspere took the actions of his

hero from an older play without adapting the thoughts of

the protagonist to his conduct. Professor Elmer Edgar
Stoll asserts that Shakspere himself had no explanation of

Hamlet's delay and that Hamlet's references to procrastin-
ation are merely the dramatist's artifices in bridging over

gaps of inaction in an irrational plot
3

Accepting the con-

clusion of Robertson and Stoll, Mr. T. S Eliot goes even
further and declares that "the play is most certainly an

artistic failure."
4 Mr. Eliot follows Robertson in assum-

ing that the tragic emotion in Hamlet is the attitude of a

son toward a guilty mother, but he finds that the cause is

not sufficient for the feelings which are produced. Hamlet,
he declares, "is dominated by an emotion which is inex-

pressible, because it is in excess of the facts as they appear."
5

The trend of Hamlet criticism in the last twenty-five

years has gone to as great an extreme in making Hamlet a

mechanical puppet of the author as nineteenth-century
criticism went in making him into a living being independ-
ent of his creator. The time has come, I think, for a remon-
strance. In the following pages I shall attempt to point out

what I consider to be the errors in logic which have led to

the present mechanistic view of Hamlet. If I have singled
out Stoll, Lewis, Robertson, and Eliot for particular atten-

tion, the reason is that these critics have been especially
influential on modern critical opinion.

6

The concept of Hamlet which has been presented by
Professor Stoll has gained rather wide acceptance, but

though not wholly wrong, it seems to me so fragmentary
and distorted that it should be answered in detail. Funda-

mentally Professor StolPs concept is that Hamlet is not

irresolute, that there is no tragic flaw in his character, that
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he is a victim of fate and circumstances rather than inner
conflict; thus the play as a whole is merely another example
of the revenge tragedy and presents a hero who, through
skillful counterplots, and resolute action, overcomes his

opponent in the end. The arguments advanced for this
thesis will be examined and answered in detail.

First, Professor Stoll alleges that an Elizabethan au-

dience, used to the revenge plays and particularly to the

stage-worn plot^of Hamlet, would not have understood an
irresolute hero.

7 Other Elizabethan revengers, according
to this view, delay and reprove themselves, and in their
cases no one argues that there is inner conflict or vacillation.

In reply it may be said that Shakspere differed from Kyd
and Marston in the difference of genius from talent; it

does not follow, then, that his treatment must be identical

with theirs; had it been so, we should never have studied
him so closely. Again Kyd's and Marston's heroes delay
for ade_quate external causes, but the external causes sur-

rounding Hamlet are insufficient. Moreover, Hamlet is the

only one of the avengers to deal in self-analysis. Finally,
it is a delusion to believe that Shakspere ever supposed that

the average Elizabethan audience understood more than

half the poetry or two-thirds of the characterization in his

plays. Indeed Hamlet's speech to the players is strong evi-

dence to the contrary. We can hardly doubt that Shaks-

spere is here speaking his own views, and the man who
thought the groundlings "capable of nothing but inexplic-
able dumb shows and noise" can hardly have written his

masterpieces for this intellectual level only. For them, of

course, he put in the cannon shots and the ghost roving
under the stage, but he wrote in also poetry and strokes of

characterization for the judicious, whose censure should

"o'erweigh a whole theatre of others." It is, therefore, a

fallacy to assume that Shakspere wrote only for the ground-

lings. Take, for example, Macbeth's speech on hearing of

his wife's death : following the reasoning of modern critics,

we should have to say that the crude Elizabethan audience

could not have understood it
;
that therefore Shakspere could

not have meant it; and that any depth of philosophy or

beauty of verse in the passage must have been imagined

into it by the nineteenth-century critics.
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Professor Stoll realizes that the soliloquies in Act II and

Act IV reveal Hamlet as reproaching himself for his delay,

but he holds that these self-reproaches are introduced only

to bridge over gaps in the action and are not really grounded
in character.

8 Elsewhere Professor Stoll states that they
serve as "reminders to the audience that the undertaking
has not been forgotten" and as "indications of ... its mo-
mentous and formidable nature."

9

Moreover, these self-

reproaches conceal the weakness of the plot, namely, that

the revenge must be postponed to the end of the play.
10 But

the audience does not need to be reminded that Hamlet has

not forgotten, if, as Professor Stoll insists, Hamlet is resolute

throughout and if the audience is clearly to understand that

Hamlet, even as he criticizes himself for delay, is being

very active in determining whether the ghost is the d-evil

trying to deceive him. As to the argument that the self-

reproaches conceal the structural weakness that the revenge
must come at the end, the answer is that they do not conceal

it at all; they call attention to it. In drama, as Shakspere
well knew, the best way to conceal a weakness is to avoid

mentioning it. Thus in The Merchant of Venice the the-

ater audience never perceives the difficulty of the missing
three months because the dramatist does not mention it.

Moreover, if Shakspere had wished t3 gloze over the inac-

tion of the hero in Act II, he had only to devote the entire

"Now I am alone" soliloquy to Hamlet's doubts as to the

veracity of the ghost. Then indeed we should have had no

mystery in Act II. The omission of the final soliloquy and
of the ghost's reproof would similarly have clarified Act IV.
But Shakspere fails to follow either of the courses for con-

cealing weakness; on the contrary he has his hero puzzle
over the matter and mention numerous reasons for his de-

lay. Elsewhere Professor Stoll insists that we take the

plain, simple meaning of the text of the play; then why
should we not follow the same policy for the self-analytical

soliloquies? We ought not to seek to explain away whatever
does not fit our own theories; we ought rather to fit our

interpretation to the text.

Professor Stoll seeks to establish that Shakspere is follow-

ing a convention in having the hero reproach himself foi
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delay by showing that in The Spanish Tragedy Hieronimo
is accused by Bel-Imperia and Isabella of remissness and
that in one passage he appears to reprove himself.

11 The
instances, however, are not at all parallel. Hieronimo does
not in his moments of sanity reprove himself. In an insane
fit he mistakes an old man for the ghost of Horatio and
inquires whether the ghost has not returned to plague his

father for being remiss in seeking revenge. Bel-Imperia
and Isabella, it is true, reproach Hieronimo, but they do so

unjustly, since they are not in possession of the facts. More-
over, when Hieronimo is directly accused by Bel-Imperia
of delay, he in effect denies the charge.

12
If there is any

delay, it is abundantly explained on two grounds made quite
clear in the play: (i) that Hieronimo fears that Bel Im-
peria's letter informing him of the identity of the mur-
derers is a trick; (2) that Hieronimo, shortly after learn-

ing the truth, goes mad. Hamlet, however, delays when
there are no satisfactory external causes; Hamlet, unlike

Hieronimo, reproaches himself at length on two separate
occasions and does so while in full possession of his faculties.

Hamlet, unlike Hieronimo, analyzes his own mind and
lists several internal or psychological reasons for his delay.

Moreover, Hamlet, unlike Hieronimo, has two foils in reso-

lute young men who are faced with his same problem. The
false analogy between Hamlet and The Spanish Tragedy
illustrates a danger of the historical method. One cannot

explain a great piece of literature by a similar but primitive

composition, particularly when the element of greatness is

the very point under consideration.

In Hamlet's self-reproaches, according to Professor Stoll,

none of the motives which Hamlet mentions "fit his noble

nature."
13 This is certainly a matter of opinion. They do

not, it is true, fit Professor S toll's concept; but Coleridge
found them apposite, and Bradley succeeded in fitting them

all into an ordered interpretation.

Professor Stoll dwells also upon the fact that Hamlet
mentions his delay in only two of the soliloquies.

14 But

Hamlet speaks only five soliloquies after Act I
;
two of them

are brief, and in the "To be or not to be" passage he defin-

itely alludes to an inner conflict, if not, as quite possibly, to
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his delay. Yet keep the statistics as given, we discover that

on two out of five possible occasions Hamlet reproaches him-

self with delay. Moreover, in the five soliloquies there arc

166 lines, of which 95 are taken up with discussions of his

delay. In other words, considerably over half of the lines

which Hamlet speaks alone after Act I deal with his delay

Much is made by Professor Stoll of the fact that for two

centuries after the production of Hamlet no one found any

tragic flaw in the nature of the hero.
15 Now this statement

seems to mean a great deal more than it really does. In the

first place, we do not know how the seventeenth century in-

terpreted Hamlet. The first criticism of any length occurs

in 1699 Professor Stoll believes that he knows how the

Elizabethan audience interpreted the play, but, after all,

he can only guess, as there were no dramatic reviews in

those days. Furthermore, as I have already pointed out, the

Elizabethan audience, drawn from various cultural levels,

probably interpreted the play differently. Nor does the

dramatic tradition tell us much after the eighteen years of

Puritan interregnum, even if one were disposed to draw any
weighty inferences from the garbled texts of the Restora
tion Stage. The plain fact is that we may have opinions
about how the seventeenth century interpreted Hamlet, but

neither Professor Stoll nor anyone else actually knows.

As to eighteenth-century interpretation of Hamlel, the

first part of this century was an era when Shakspere was
patronized by second-rate writers. He was, it was gener-
ally believed, a popular dramatist, possibly a crude sort of

genius, but a careless poet and a breaker of rules. It was
the fashion then to underestimate him.17

It is, of course,
true that it was not until 1780 that Henry Mackenzie per-
ceived an inner conflict in the character (rather less than
two centuries by any count), but Hamlet's unnatural delay
was in fact commented upon by Sir Thomas Hamncr in

1736; to him at least the melancholy Dane did not seem an

example of resolute action.

It may be seen, then, that the first two centuries of Hamlet
criticism prove very little. Professor Stoll, however, has
additional evidence. He argues that in rewriting a familiar

revenge play Shakspere would not have given the hero's
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character an entirely new turn for which the audience was
not prepared.

18 Are we then to infer that Shakspere added
nothing to the characterization in such familiar stories as

those of King John and Julius Caesar? Not only did Shak-

spere alter the characterization in almost every story that he
touched

;
he also frequently changed details of the plot and

even transformed the familiar comedy King Lear into a

bitter tragedy. There is no record that the Elizabethan au-
dience rebelled.

Again it is held that an irresolute hero is an Elizabethan

anomaly, and Professor Stoll will not allow only one ex-

ample of anything m Elizabethan drama.19 We may grant,
of course, that there is only one Hamlet, but there are

other irresolute heroes Marlowe's Edward II, Shakspere's
Richard II and Antony, and Beaumont and Fletcher's

Philaster and Arbaces There were also irresolute human
beings in Shakspere's day; the Earl of Essex is a notable

example.

Professor Stoll further argues that Hamlet delays killing
Claudius in Act II because he fears that the ghost may be

the devil.
21 This is m fact one reason which Hamlet gives

for his delay, but it is only one of six reasons. That doubt

of the ghost's word in itself is not enough to account for

his delay is indicated by the bitterness of Hamlet's self-

reproaches m the very soliloquy in which he plans the play
to entrap the King. If he has a valid reason for delay, why
should he blame himself? Hamlet does doubt the ghost's

word, but he doubts himself more. So his questioning of

his own courage and of his ability to shake off melancholy
reflection and empty talk becomes inextricably intermingled
with his suspicions of the ghost. Anyone who has ever faced

a difficult decision knows that it is impossible at times to

disentangle objective and subjective reasons. Hamlet de-

cides to present the play because he hopes that by ridding

himself of one doubt he may then be able to master the

others.

Professor Stoll maintains that throughout the play Ham-
let's conduct is resolute.

22 Thus Hamlet stabs P'olonius,

sends Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to their doom, escapes,
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returns to Denmark, and finally kills Laertes and the King.
Now I do not propose to fall into Professor Stoll's error

and ignore this evidence or attempt to explain it away. Part

of the time Hamlet is resolute. But Professor Stoll main-

tains that there is no middle groundj he insists that Hamlet
is either resolute or irresolute, that he cannot be both. But

the facts are that Hamlet delays in Act II, that he is usually

resolute in Act IV, that he delays at the beginning of Act

V, that he is resolute at the end of Act V, and that in several

passages he reproves himself for delaying. An unbiased

reading of the play will, I believe, demonstrate the accuracy
of these statements.

So far I have attempted only to answer Professor Stoll's

arguments; there is, however, further evidence to be con-

sidered.

That Hamlet is a victim of inner strife has been the view
of the great critics since the latter part of the eighteenth

century. Men as diverse in nature as Coleridge, Hazlitt,

Goethe, Schlegel, and Btadley have held this view; they

are, moreover, men who brought to the play not only care-

ful study but minds of extraordinary clarity and grasp.
Nor was their point of view unusual; it was the interpre-
tation of nearly all cultured readers and audiences of the

nineteenth century. Now this view may not be the com-

plete one; it may represent only one phase of the character;
but it was not invented out of thin air. It is in the play,
and these critics quoted line and incident to support their

views.

let us not be convinced by either eighteenth- or

nineteenth-century critics. Let us examine the text of the

play, and if we apparently elucidate the obvious, the reason

is that the obvious has recently been removed by dialectic

prestidigitation.

First of all, in the simple matter of plot Hamlet does

delay. Two months elapse between the appearance of the

ghost and the opening of Act. II. Shakspere, moreover,
emphasizes the passage of time; in some of his plays, as in

Othello, there are mixed time references; here they agree.
The mission of Reynaldo, the return of the Norwegian am-
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bassadors, the summons of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern,
Ophelia's statement before the dumb show that four months
have elapsed since the death of the elder Hamlet all point
to a passage of time of approximately two months in which
Hamlet has done nothing.

23 Then beginning with the pre-
sentation of the play before Claudius there follows a period
of activity. Hamlet's failure to kill the King at prayer is

a missed chance, but not and here I agree with Professor
Stoll a sign of irresolution. His voyage to England, more-
over, is notable for action. But with his return to Denmark
there is another delay, all the more dangerous because he
knows now that the King is thoroughly roused.

These are the facts, and they have not been explained
away. In themselves they present a character who alter-

nates between vacillation and energetic activity. Let us
see how the dialogue bears out this conduct.

First, as we have seen, Hamlet reproaches himself for

his delay. In two long soliloquies he blames himself bitterly
and analyzes the causes of his failure. He lists five possible
causes of his conduct: cowardice, a tendency to unpack his

heart with words, the fear that the ghost may be a devil,
bestial oblivion, excessive thought, and he adds finally that

he does not know exactly why he has delayed. Now whether
one or all of these be truly the source of Hamlet's delay,

they do give evidence of inner conflict, of tragic weakness.

They support, furthermore, the evidence of the plot.

Professor Stoll makes much of the fact that no other char-

acter accuses Hamlet of delay.
24 There is slich a character,

however. The ghost, who knows the facts better than any-
one else, returns to upbraid Hamlet because of his "almost

blunted purpose."
25 This statement of the ghost has caused

a good deal of puzzlement, since Hamlet has just killed

Polonius under the impression that he was the King, but

Shakspere would never have put these words in the ghost's

mouth if he had believed that Hamlet had thus far been

acting with proper dispatch. As for the other characters

in the play, only Horatio knows the full facts, and he also

refers to Hamlet's delay in Act V. On learning from Ham-
let the fate of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, he remarks

rather pointedly:
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It must be shortly known to him from England
What is the issue of the business there

Hamlet dismisses the reminder, but how nearly he came

to failure is revealed when in the closing lines the ambas-

sadors from England appear. Their arrival can be intro-

duced only to show by what a small margin Hamlet con-

summated his revenge. It looks as if Shakspere were under-

lining the delay of Hamlet.

Furthermore Hamlet's inaction is contrasted with the

resolution of Laertes in seeking revenge for his father's

death and with the warlike forthnghtness of Fortinbras in

regaining the land lost by his parent. Fortinbras docs in

fact seem brought in mainly as a foil to Hamlet; certainly

the latter regards him as an example of what a resolute

young man should be and of what Hamlet is not This use

of contrast is quite Shakspenan; we have only to think of

Romeo and Pans, Hal and Hotspur, Brutus and Cassius

Moreover, it is in Shakspere's manner to piesent the same

plot motif in varied forms in the same play; thus in King
Lear he has two deceived fathers and contrasts Lear's real

madness with Edgar's assumed insanity.

I think, then, that it is clear that Hamlet did delay, that

he was conscious of his procrastination, and that Shakspcic
means to show that the final tragedy is in a measure Flam-
let's fault I believe, too, that sufficient evidence has been

presented to show that Hamlet is the victim of inner con-

flict. His mind throughout the play is torn by disillusion,

pessimism, and melancholy. It is this concept of Hamlet
which is the most constant. From the very moment when
he reveals himself to the audience in the somber and un-

forgettable words, "O that this too, too solid flesh would
melt" unto the majestic "Absent thee from felicity awhile"
we have one vision, and it is not that of a resolute plotter.
It is rather that of a tremendously vital soul stung to the

verge of distraction a tortured and harassed spirit losing
himself at times in melancholy reflection, at times in vitriolic

words, but retaining enough of his native energy and in-

telligence to cope with and finally to overcome a dangerous
adversary.
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II.

Hamlet, then, is both resolute and irresolute a character
of conflicting actions. It is this apparent inconsistency that
has lent credence to a theory developed by Charlton M.
Lewis26 and J. M. Robertson.27

According to this theory
the inconsistencies in Hamlet's conduct are to be attributed
to the fact that Shakspere had inherited from Kyd the illog-
ical behavior of Hamlet and that he was unable to make
the hero of the old revenge story into a completely consistent

person.

This too easy critical position overlooks, in the first place,
the fact that the inconsistency in Hamlet's character is con-

siderably greater in the study than on the stage. It is too

often forgotten that a dramatist has to interpret his story in

flashes of dramatic excitement, not in the careful analysis
that is appropriate in a novel. As a good dramatist Shak-

spere knew that perfect consistency in details was not so

important as the intensity of the individual scene. Shak-

spere worked in broad, bold lines, and when we examine
his details too closely, they seem incoherent and clashing
But if we view him in the medium for which he was writing

the stage , then, either m his day or our own, we see

him m the right perspective; the conflicts become only

heightened lights of contrast, and people emerge who are

as real and vital as any we have known.

But more important than this consideration is the fact

that Lewis and Robertson involve themselves in inconsist-

encies of their own. Thus they maintain that the Hamlet
of the earlier play had good reason for his failure to kill

the King, whereas Shakspere's hero has not. Apparently,

then, Shakspere gratuitously added difficulties which he

could not explain. Here one is moved to ask, why did he

bring in the difficulties? If the hero of the Ur-Hamlet
was prevented from slaying the King by a personal guard,

why did Shakspere eliminate the guard and incur the stric-

tures of the critics? There are only two possible explana-
tions : either Shakspere was a bungler or he w,as interested

in the psychology of a character whose failure to act in time

led to such tragic conclusions. I believe that all the evi-

dence supports the latter point of view
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Shakspere, I think, must have approached the old play

as a modern writer might attempt to dramatize a biography :

he sought the underlying significance of his character's be-

havior. He had inherited a hero who delays for external

causes. Even in the old play the delay seems excessive; it

teases the imagination Shakspere attempted to explain it,

speaking through the soliloquies of his character. Is it

cowardice, a tendency to lose himself in words, bestial

oblivion, thinking too precisely on the event? Or is it rather

a world-weary mood induced by his father's death and his

mother's immoral conduct? Shakspere suggested all of

these solutions; he did not insist upon any one. Shakspere
knew and it can be demonstrated from his works that he

knew that human conduct is often the result of a complex
of motives so intermingled as to be inextricable.

Thus following his artistic impulse, Shakspere empha-
sized rather than minimized Hamlet's delay. Thus two of

the great soliloquies deal with it directly and a third by in-

direction. Thus the energetic action of the callow Laertes

is played up for contrast. Thus the warlike Fortinbras

avenges forthrightly the death of a parent who died in hon-
orable combat. Only Hamlet delays Hamlet, the finest

of them all. The sensitive, the intelligent man goes down
in failure while the ruthless succeeds. It is the tragedy of

a great soul. It may also incidentally shadow forth the

tragedy of our own civilization.

III.

And now I return to Mr. T. S. Eliot's thesis that Hamlet
is an artistic failure and that Hamlet's emotion is in excess
of the facts as they appear.

28
I cannot help feeling that the

first statement must have been prompted by a too recent

reading of Robertson's essay and not by a hearing or read-

ing of the play. At any rate the statement itself needs no
refutation; the history of three hundred years controverts
it sufficiently. But the statement that Hamlet's emotion is

in excess of the facts, though likewise erroneous, as I be-

lieve, deserves more careful consideration. Had Mr. Eliot
made such a statement of Timon of Athens, it would have
been true enough; had he made it of certain speeches of
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King Lear, it would have been at least partly correct. There
are in Shakspere, as Mr. Eliot suggests, some dark thoughts
and broodings which he places inappropriately at times in

the mouths of his characters. As Mr. Logan Pearsall Smith

wisely remarks, the speeches of Lear and Timon against the

mere fact of sex "sound like the incoherent ravings of an
unbalanced mind, driven to madness by a loathing for men
and women in their natural intercourse together.''

29 Thus
Mr. Eliot is, I think, partly right about Shakspere's use of

emotion in excess of the facts, but the statement does not
seem to me appropriate to Hamlet, for in that play the

facts which the hero faces are sufficiently maddening to

arouse the bitterest of passion. His father, whom he had
almost worshipped, has been treacherously murdered by a

trusted brother; his mother, whom he had dearly loved, has

committed adultery, incest, and perhaps murder
;
his sweet-

heart has yielded to the commands of a worldly-wise, sus-

picious parent and refused to see him; the court of Den-
mark has revealed itself as hypocritical, drunken, and cor-

rupt; his former friends become the tools of his enemies.

These wrongs, none of which is trivial and all of which fall

on an unusually sensitive heart, are certainly sufficient to

drive a man to distraction. In these circumstances there is

no gall that seems too bitter for Hamlet's tongue, no vitriol

that is too mordant. For the tragedy of Hamlet is that of a

great and sensitive soul burdened again and again with un-

deserved misfortune until at last the mind can endure it no

longer but turns against the world in complete revulsion.

Thus the attitude of Hamlet is critical; it is the one

unifying thread in this diverse character. He reviles his

mother, scolds his sweetheart, ridicules Polonius, con-

temptuously flouts the King, condemns the Danish drunken-

ness, lectures the players on their acting and the audience

on their taste, badgers and finally kills his former school-

mates, mimics the foppish Osric, and on repeated occasions

indulges in the depths of self-scorn. Hamlet is out to avenge
himself not on Claudius alone, but on the whole world,
and he will do so by flaying them with words.

This, I believe, is in great measure the secret of Hamlet's

appeal, for in his general denunciation, he speaks our own
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hidden thoughts. We too have seen into the pretenses of the

world, have found murder throned, whoredom reverenced,

and platitudinous ineptitude regarded as statesmanship.
Like Hamlet, we have no recourse except to unpack our

hearts with words or engage in the unequal struggle with

evils and by opposing end not them but ourselves.

Hamlet, then, is a great play partly at least because it

provides an adequate cause for an eloquent character to rail

against the world. To storm as King Lear does against his

daughters is grief too personal; to rant as Timon does is in-

appropriate because Timon was even more responsible for

his misfortunes than Lear; but Hamlet is the good and in-

telligent man suddenly confronted with a great crime

against himself and against civilization. He has the motive

and the cue for passion. He is mankind suddenly become
vocal against the ills that flesh is heir to. It is no chance
that the most famous passage 'in Hamlet has nothing to do
with the revenge theme. The heart of the play I almost

said of Hamlet's mystery lies in the "To be or not to be"

soliloquy. It is the cry of the individual soul against the

legions of evil. It is what most of us have felt at some time
or another; yet our grievances are not great enough to per-
mit us to surrender to the luxury of a tirade against exist-

ence; in us it would be unmanly grief, a will most incorrect

to heaven. But in Hamlet it is not so; his cause is great
enough to justify the torrent of his passion. Reading him,
we luxuriate in his bitter cry against human injustice, even
in his longing for death. It would not have done for such
a character to avenge the King and live. His sickness is in

the soul. The catharsis that makes Hamlet a great tragedy
is the necesary ultimate of such bitterness against life. His
final speeches are in effect a summation :

Absent thee from felicity awhile

And m this harsh world draw thy breath m pain.

IV.

It is well to listen to all the critics, but in the end we
must return to the play. Does Hamlet delay? No one is m
a better position to know than Shakspere, whose answer
through the lips of his main character is unmistakable The
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soliloquies in Act II and Act IV alone are sufficient to

clinch the matter. Only by ignoring or attempting to ex-

plain away these passages can a critic make out a case for
Hamlet as a resolute character. Shakspere has indicated

clearly that Hamlet does delay, and he has, I think, an-
swered clearly enough the question, Why? Thus he sug-
gests that Hamlet is a coward (not a physical coward, of

course), that he loses himself in words, that he fears that
the ghost may be the devil, that he does not wish to send
the King to heaven while the latter is praying, that he suf-

fers from bestial oblivion, that he is hindered by the craven

scruple of thinking too precisely on the event. These state-

ments are all in the play, and there is no good reason for

completely rejecting any of them. The trouble in Hamlet
criticism has come from the critics who wished to seize on
one reason as the cause of Hamlet's delay. But that method
of criticism is revision rather than interpretation.

Let us assume that Shakspere knew what he was doing,
that he meant what he wrote. He has given six reasons for

Hamlet's delay. Perhaps not all of these six are equally

influential, but all of them (according to Shakspere) had
their effect. And why not? Is a dramatist limited to one
motive for each character? Surely any such idea is a

gratuitous assumption of those who seek a common denom-
inator of all human conduct.

Shakspere has here given us the same complexity of mo-
tives that we find in life. The result is a character who, as

Professor Ernest Hunter Wright has suggested,
30 has the

depth, the three-dimensional quality of a living man. There

can be no final interpretation of Hamlet, because each reader

will differ somewhat in the relative value which he assesses

for each of the six reasons given by Shakspere. And therein

lies one of the chief charms of the play. Each reader dis-

covers a Hamlet of his own. Fortunately, therefore, no

critic can by a final word put an end to Hamlet criticism.

Shakspere's art, after all, is inclusive. In characteriza-

tion, as in plot structure and poetry, his work, as it matures,

becomes more complex. There are many elements in Ham-
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let's character: the delay is one; revenge is another; but

these are not all. Indeed it may be questioned whether for

Shakspre these matters were not really subsidiary to a mood
of outraged idealism. The impact of a series of cruel in-

juries falls on a sensitive spirit, crushing but not entirely

destroying its native resolution. The first and strongest im-

pression which Hamlet leaves is world-weariness, complete
disillusion. This is an attitude into which all thinking

people at some time fall. Hence the play sharpens into

bold relief one of the darker moods of man. Hamlet is

thus more than a play; it is a mood, a way of feeling; it is a

chapter, somber but not without triumph, of the agony
which the human spirit inevitably endures.

North Texas State Teachers College,

Denton, Texas.
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SHAKSPERE'S AUDIENCE AS VIEWED BY

DOCTOR HARBAGE

By B. ROLAND LEWIS

NOWADAYS,
to achieve a reputation as a Shaksperian

scholar, paradoxical as it seems, requires that one

know far more about William Shakspere and his work
than did Shakspere himself. The great English dramatist, as

a practicing playwright never halted to make any conscious,
critical analysis of his own audience in the theatre: he

merely wrote for it. Dr. Alfred Harbage, on the contrary,
in his illuminating Shakespeare's Audience'

1
has given an

insight into Shakspere's Elizabethan theatre public hereto-

fore not conceived least of all conceived by that playwright
himself.

To the task in hand, the author brings to heel the most

scholarly and the most reliable studies yet made by experts
in the factual evidence bearing upon so elusive a subject.
Critical studies of wages, of occupations, of public proclam-
ations, and of official attitudes all concerning Shakspere's
London are scrutinized and utilized. Reliable studies of

population, of economic surveys, of the various competing
forms of public entertainment, of admission prices, and of

social conduct of the day are, likewise, brought to bear upon
the subject. Henslowe's Diary, accorded a new critical

study, is re-interpreted in the light of the other collected

factual material concerning an Elizabethan theatre au-

dience. Where the well-known previous work in the field

by Greg, Lawrence, Sisson, and Byrne leaves off, the critical

study of Harbage begins.

With his accumulated factual evidence in hand and with
the published work of his predecessors before him, the author
has thrown new light on the size (theatre capacity), on the

personal and social composition, on the behavior, and on
the capacity for esthetic enjoyment of Shakspere's audience.

Timely topics these! Doctor Harbage, while he has not
clarified everything respecting his problem, has not dodged
the disputable issues. With the frankness of the trained
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scholar, he asserts (p. 158), "I did not engage to solve the

mystery of Shakespeare's audience, and I have not done so."

Utilizing the extant contract for the Fortune theatre
which provides, from the given measurements, the amount
of available space in square feet, and allowing adequate in-

dividual space in square feet for seating in the galleries and
for standing in the yard, the author by a simplified process
of arithmetic, shows that the gallery accommodation of the
Fortune was for 1,526 persons and the accommodation for
the yard was for 818 persons a total maximum capacity
for the Fortune of some 2,344. John Corbin's estimate of

the same theatre is 2,558.

A re-evaluation by Harbage of the entries in Henslowe's

Diary, a barometer for theatre attendance in that day, sup-

ports the author's estimates of Shakspere's London theatre

capacities. If the gallery capacity alone of the S^wan was

3,000, as De Witt said of "the largest and most magnificent"
of London theatres, and if the gallery capacity of the For-
tune was 1,526 plus a standing capacity of 818, making a

total of 2,344, then the capacity of the Rose, from Hens-
lowe's entries, was 1,624 for the gallery and 870 for the

yard, a total of 2,594. From the Diary it is clear that the

average daily attendance in the gallery of the Rose was 1,054
in 1595 a little more than one-half its total capacity.
Elizabethan London theatres were built for the accommo-
dation of the holiday capacity crowds and not for the accom-

modation of the small audience at a non-appealing play.

Hence the author holds that 2,500 for the Rose, 2,400 for

the Fortune, and 3,000 (gallery only) for the Swan are

approximate maximum capacities.

Doctor Harbage cites illuminating evidence to show that

the prices for theatre attendance id. (30 cents in modern

value) to stand in the yard, zd. (60 cents) to sit in the gal-

lery, and 3^. (90 cents) to sit in one of the choicer boxes

near the stage itself were the corresponding popular prices

charged for other competing London popular entertain-

ments of the day. Alehouses and taverns where ale could

be drunk the afternoon the fee was id] a trip of sight-

seeing on the Thames was id. and 2^.; the cheaper dinners
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cost $d. ;
tobacco was 3^. the pipe-load ;

"following harlots"

drunkenness, harlotry, gambling were current national

indulgences scathingly denounced was "six-penny whore-

dome" and "six-pennie" damnation"; gambling was as ex-

pensive as Lady Luck might determine; bull-baiting, bear-

baiting, cock-fighting were at modest popular prices.

Accordingly the id., 2d., %d. charged for admittance to the

public theatres were prices determined somewhat by the

commercial prices charged in alehouses, taverns, bawdy
houses, and other places of popular amusement which

places were in popular competition with the public play-
houses and the playhouses with them. Each of these com-

peting attractions was, in that day, commercialized popular,

public pleasure. These popular prices pre-determined the

somewhat limited social group from which came the major-

ity attendance in the Elizabethan popular, public theatre.

Accordingly it was the guild craftsmen, apprentices,

shopkeepers and merchantmen themselves, their appren-
tices, and their wives who were the chief patrons of Shak-

spere's theatre. These persons had the prevailing popular
prices in ready money, were inclined to take a holiday, were
rather ideal for a popular price audience before whom an
Elizabethan playwright might display his product. Royalty
virtually never attended the public theatre; nobility, rather

infrequently and never in potential numbers. These could
command the services of a dramatic company for a private
performance and often did so command. Gentry, profes-
sional men, and officers (serving men) attended, but not in

appreciably large numbers; the great mass of lower-class,

poor people patronized the theatre very seldom. Itinerant

captains, soldiers, and others on furlough or those seeking
an occasional holiday were an ever-varying small number.
It was the middle-class craftsmen and shopkeeper folk pri-
marily who were in the galleries and in the yard in any
Elizabethan public theatre performance of a play.

And women, Doctor Harbage cites evidence to prove,
formed a part of Shakspere's Elizabethan public theatre au-
dience! Harlots always! but they were by no means the
only women present. Older children and wives of crafts-

men, maids, sober-minded matrons of the "more respectable
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class" attended in potential numbers. They were an or-

ganic part and parcel of the assembled group. Nor did they
wear masks: that practice-custom in the public theatre came
into vogue with a later date, the Restoration. No one, not
even the women themselves, apologized for their presence
in the theatre. Truly the Elizabethan playhouse was a pop-
ular institution: it was a place of entertainment open to any-
one who had in ready money the id., 2^., %d. required for
admittance. There is not a single visiting foreigner of the

day in London but speaks approvingly of the presence of

women, of the "fair" of the "more respectable", and of the
"finer sort" in attendance at the theatres. The grocer (a

craftsman), his wife, and his apprentice, as in Beaumont's
The Knight of the Burning Pestle (1607), was a represent-
ative family group normally in attendance in Shakspere's
Elizabethan playhouse.

Moreover, contrary to general belief, Shakspere's au-

dience was rather well-behaved. True, the apprentices in-

dulged in their annual not on Whitsuntide. Nor did they
seek to avoid their traditional clash with the students of the

Inns of Court. Craftsmen folk, however, were sober,

serious-minded, and reliable. Respectable women in attend-

ance were also modest and decorous. They had paid their

id., zd>, %d. for admittance to hear and see the play of the

afternoon : they wished their entertainment they demanded
it they got it! Rioting, ill-seeming behavior, distracting
disturbance were not conducive to the full enjoyment of a

play. Murders and robberies were not usually in the public

playhouse. The Elizabethan court records of trials of mur-

ders, robberies, and of other criminal activities relegate

these crimes to the alehouses and inns and to brothels rather

than to any of the theatres. Relatively speaking, the Eliza-

bethan public theatre was a safe place where wholesome
middle-class folk could enjoy an afternoon's play with a

degree of freedom from riotous and criminal distraction

and detraction. Middle-class patronage would coincide

with a degree of security, of sobriety, of respectability.

True, there were present "punks" (harlots) ; true, there was

"filthiness" (modern petting) ; true, there was nut-cracking,

eating, drinking. These practices, however, were at once
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common to most of the Elizabethan public and yet only

incidental. Foreigners who attended the playhouses, with-

out exception, do not speak of rioting, of murders, and of

detracting rowdyism in Shakspere's theatre. Puritan

cliches, on the contrary, habitually associated these unde-

sirable disturbances with any sort of attendance at any
theatre.

Doctor Harbage makes it quite clear that Shakspere's

audience was not generally characterized by the Elizabethan

prevailing epithets applied to it by the self-appointed guard-
ians of morals and conduct of the day. Such identifications

as "ignorant multitude", "fickle", "lewed", "furious
77

,

"groundlings'
7

, "ignorant ones
77

,
"a motley crew,

77

"ple-

beians", "illiterate ones
77

,
"dull and heavy-witted world-

lings
7

',
"rude illiterate apes

77

(Jonson), and "capable of

nothing but inexplicale dumb-show and noise" (Shakspere)
did not properly characterize and did not correctly identify
the Elizabethan playhouse public. Jonson, Stubbs, Nashe,

officials, officials
7

reports, ranting clergymen, Puritan icono-

clasts were in the habit of repeating ad nauseam the same
identical conventional and stereotyped phrases, the detract-

ing cliches, about theatres, about plays, about theatre au-

diences irrespective of the facts and despite the nature of

the case. Their conventional cliches were ever repeated

irrespective of their inept and inaccurate descriptions.

In keeping quite with human nature in all ages, success-

ful Elizabethan dramatists were the ones least critical of

their audiences; w/zsuccessful ones were the most critical

captious even. But the successful ones were critical when
they failed; unsuccessful ones were less critical when they
succeeded. When they did complain, exactly as in the in-

stance of the self-appointed literary-moral critics, these

playwrights, too, employed the identical descriptive cliches.

That the Elizabethan theatre audience was in fact NOT
what its habitual deprecators conventionally held it to be is

evidenced by the fact that the better, intelligent, wholesome,
and well-conducted middle-class folk attended this theatre
and by the further fact that the better plays in that day re-

ceived the better acclaim. The very plays that both scholars
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and posterity have come to rate highest are the identical

plays rated by the Elizabethan audience for whom directly

they were first written.

To Doctor Harbage, Shaksperian scholars are knee-deep
in gratitude: he has brought to their attention a quantity
of new factual materials bearing upon Shakspere's audience.
And yet one critical note to the contrary. Any one who
peruses critically Shakespeare's Audience can not but sense

that the last chapter ("Our Shakespeare and Our Au-
diences") is, as Doctor Harbage himself asserts, a bit of

"personal indulgence." The chapter does not add over-
much to the scholarly value of the volume in toto. Indeed,
the very first sentence of his second paragraph (p. 158)
reads: "I believe that Shakespeare's audience was a large
and receptive assemblage of men and women of all ages
and of all classes." This general observation is not entirely
in keeping with the factual material to the contrary so

clearly set forth in his earlier chapters. The entire last

chapter appears to be less well-considered than the other

chapters of the volume. However, even "personal indul-

gences" may well be overlooked in so excellent a book as

this.

The University of Utah,
Salt Lake City, Utah.

1Alfred Harbage, Shakespeare's Audtence, The Columbia University Press, 1941.



DID SHAKSPERE MISS THE ROAD TO
WARKWORTH?

(A note on Henry the Fourth, Part Two)

By A, BARNETT LANGDALE

I.

A FOURTEEN-LINE passage from the first scene of

j[\ Henry the Fourth, Part Two, is curious in several

respects. It is a minor storm-center of variant textual

opinion.
1

Furthermore, the seeming duplication in the roles

of Sir John Umfrevill and Lord Bardolph in their en-

counters with Travers suggests that Shakspere became con-

fused in working out his plot. The speculation concerning
this ambiguity has been somewhat long and involved.2

I

have been able to find no comment upon another and dif-

ferent kind of confusion resident in the same fourteen lines

the topographical inconsistencies of Travers' journey.
Since numerous writers have attributed to Shakspere some

subtlety in his descriptions of foreign places,
3

it is signifi-
cant if the dramatist can be proved to have been ill-informed
or careless or carefree in a geographical reference to a re-

gion rather close to the Midlands of England.

Before 2 Henry the Fourth opens, the Earl of North-
umberland has sent his servant, Travers, to fetch news of

Shrewsbury Battle. The report rendered by that emissary
upon his return constitutes the passage in question :

My lord, Sir John Umfrevill tum'd me backe

With joyfull tydings, and (being better hors'd)
Out-rod me After him, came spurring head
A Gentleman (almost fore-spent with speed)
That stopp'd by me, to breath his bloodied horse.

He ask'd the way to Chester And of him
I did demand what Newes from Shrewsbury,
He told me, that Rebellion had ill lucke,
And that yong Harry Percies Spurre was cold

With that he gave his able Horse the head,
And bending forwards strooke his able heeles

Against the panting sides of his poore jade

Up to the Rowel head, and starting so,
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He seemed in running to devour the way,
Staying no longer question.

Hemy IV, Part 2, I, 1, 11 44-5S4
.

The inquiry, therefore, concerns three places, two of
which are asserted above, Shrewsbury Battlefield and Ches-

ter, and the third, Warkworth in Northumberland, so

strongly suggested that question has never been made of

Shakspere's intent to indicate Warkworth. Holinshed's

Chronicles, Shakspere's source for this portion of his his-

tory, plainly establishes the earl at the time of the battle :

"The earle of Northumberland . . . turned suddenlie backe,
and withdrew himself into Warkewoorth castell."

5 The
dramatist alludes to "this Worme-eaten-Hole of ragged
Stone 7 ' where the earl is lying in pretended illness.

6 These

words, and every inference that can be drawn from the text,

indicate that Shakspere has accepted Holinshed's allocation.

A glance at the map of England will demonstrate a spatial

relationship between Shrewsbury Battlefield (some three

and one-half miles to the north and one-half mile to the

east of Shrewsbury), Chester, and Warkworth (on the

Northumberland coast, twenty miles due north of New-
castle) that seems to have been less clear to Shakspere. If

a line be projected due north from the battlefield, at the

thirty-one mile point, Chester lies six miles to the west;
and at the i5O-mile point, Warkworth lies forty-five miles

to the east.

Shakspere both possesses and reveals a sense of the con-

siderable distance intervening between Warkworth and

Shrewsbury. He talks of Rumor flitting

through the peasant-Townes
Between the Royall Field of Shrewsbune,

And this Worme-eaten-Hole, etc.

2 Henry W, Induction, 11 36-8.

He also mentions the posts
7 needed to convey news from the

battlefield
;
and Travers arrives after being sent out on Tues-

day last,
8

permitting him a week, at the most, to make what

Northumberland imagines to have been a 34O-mile round

trip.

Actually, of course, Travers did not ride the full 340
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miles, because he encountered Sir John Umfrevill and, on

hearing his news, turned back for Warkworth. Shortly

afterwards, the Gentleman (almost forespent 'with speed)
rode up to find Travers serenely cantering along what seems

to be the direct road for Chester. Shakspere clearly states

that the Gentleman was rushing from Shrewsbury Battle-

field to Chester. It is conceivable that the fugitive might
have wandered off the Chester road because of his frantic

anxiety, but more specific mention of so dramatic a fact

would have been made. There is no hint that Travers set

him aright and the Gentleman resumes his journey by "bend-

ing forwards." Thus Shakspere must intend us to believe

that Travers was returning from the direction of Shrews-

bury Battlefield along the Chester road.

What should Travers, presumably dedicated to rapid

transit, be doing on the Chester road? The point of meeting
between Travers and the Gentleman cannot conceivably be

placed nearer to Shrewsbury than a point some fifteen to

twenty miles distant (or else he would have completed the

brief remainder of his journey, attained the fountain-head

of authority, and reconciled the variant versions of the out-

come of battle) ;
and the other implications of the account

all tend to push the point of rencontre to a considerably

greater remoteness. The direct route, however, from the

Battlefield to Newcastle and Warkworth would steadily

diverge from the Shrewsbury-Chester road from a point
one or two miles beyond the Battlefield. Fifteen or twenty
miles out, the two routes would be seven or eight miles

apart, no mean distance in Travers' day. The divergence,
of course, would increase continually the further one re-

moved from Shrewsbury Field.

Maps of Shropshire in Camden's Britannia illustrate the

direct Shrewsbury-Warkworth route.
9 The traveller would

bear north and east toward Market-Drayton where he would
pick up the through highway to the northeast via Stockport
and Bradford or Leeds. A short distance north of the Battle-

field he would find several minor but convenient lanes that

would convey him to nearby Hodnet and Market-Drayton.
The route I have indicated was the age-old avenue from
Shropshire to the northeast coast, for Antonine's Itinerary
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shows the Roman Julia Street running north, somewhat to
the east of the later site of the battlefield, on to Market-
Drayton, and thence to the northeastward.10 The following
of the Chester road, then, would involve Travers in a gratu-
itous fifteen or twenty miles of additional travel, with the

high land of the Luddington and Ukinton Hills to boot

A small matter has been belabored here with a dispropor-
tionate quantity of investigation, supposition and verbiage.
Shrewsbury Battlefield is sixty miles away from Stratford-

on-Avon, and if special knowledge of Denmark or Italy is

to be attributed to Shakspere, one must be on the alert for
a recondite accuracy of topographical relationship when
Shakspere is at home in his own Midlands. Thus before

finding Shakspere to have made a little slip, it has been

necessary to close off every alternative explanation with care.

If, however, it be agreed that the dramatist has erred in the

travels of Travers, an inference of some consequence be-

comes permissible. Despite the efforts of some modern
writers to associate Shakspere with a modern preciosity for

topographical allusion, he remains, in at least one instance,
as carefree about accuracies of local reference, even con-

cerning regions fairly close at hand, as Marlowe, Heywood,
Dekker, or Fletcher.

862 Union Street

Brooklyn, N. Y.

iCompare the passage as it appears in the New Vanorum version of Henry IV (2),

edited by Matthias A. Shaaber, with the same passage in the Oxford Shakespeare.
*New Variorum Henry IV (2), p 23, f.n

3Two illustrations will establish the point: Violet M. Jeffrey's "Shakespeare's

Venice," Modern Language Review, vol xxvii, 1932, pp. 24-35; Jan Stefanssen's

"Shakespeare at Elsmore," Contemporary Review, vo. MX, 1896, No 361.
4This and subsequent references to the text follow the linear numbering of the

New Vanorum Henry IV (2).
5Holinshed's Chronicles, vol ni, p. 524

Wenry IV (2), Induction, 11 38-9.

^Ibid, Induction, 1 40
*Ibtd, I, i, 1. 38.

^William Camden Brttannta, vol 111 (London, 1806)
10John Horsley Brttannta Romana, appendix.
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SHAKSPERE'S THEATRE
By S

All scholars who are interested in the

development of the English theatre and

especially in the theatre in which and foi

which Shakspere wrote his plays will wel-

come the first attempt at a synthesis of all

hitherto ascertained data bearing on the

structure and equipment of the Globe, the

world's most famous theatre The Harvard

University Press has just published Mr
John C Adams's study of the subject in a

well-made book entitled The Globe Play-

house Its Design and Equipment, consis-

ting of 464 pages, including six diagrams

and ten half-tone pictures, an abundance

of valuable bibliographical notes, and sell-

ing for $5 00

Mr Adams discusses his subject undei

47 headings, basing his discussions on

minute and critical analyses of the only two

surviving building contacts (the Fortune

Theatre and the Hope, built in 1600 and

1613 respectively), all available maps and

views of Shakspere's London, hints con-

tained in the plays written during the

Shakspenan period, De Witt's drawing, the

vignettes occurring on the Roxana (1632)
and Messahna (1640) title-pages, as well

as the frontispiece of The Wits (1662)

It is entirely to Mr Adams's credit that

nowhere is he too positive about his con-

clusions He admits that as regards many of

the details the extant evidence is insuffi-

cient to reach a final judgment For all that,

the patient reader finds himself with a fairly

complete and roughly picturable idea of an

Elizabethan theatre, whether this is a pic-

ture of the Globe is another matter After

all, if the Globe theatre was built from

the lumber of the razed Theatre Playhouse,

the first theatre built in England, it is rea-

sonable to assume that the plan of the

Globe was very like the theatre it replaced,

even though in minor details (decorations,

interior rooms) it may have departed from

it This is a far more reasonable view than

that this Theatre would have been built

like the subsequently built Fortune

For the general readei this book holds

almost nothing of interest Many, very

many, of the details discussed have no

A T

Globe as a kind of museum Most leadeis

would probably be annoyed by the seem-

ingly learned discussions of the exact seat-

ing capacity of the Theatre, one scholar

contending for a total of 1^20 (the For-

tune, Wallace), another foi 2138 (the

Fortune, Coibm), another foi 3000 (the

Fortune, Gieg), anothei foi 2344 (the For-

tune, Harbage), especially when one of

Shakspeie's contempoianes (John Taylor)

speaks of "three or four thousand" and

Fynes Moiyson (1617) refers to "many
thousands

"

Occasionally Mr Adams is a bit ovei-

mgenious, as when he argues that when

Shakspere refers to his theatre as this

"wooden O" he had the black-letter o (not

the oval roman letter) in mind There is

no leason for thinking that the mention of

A. letter in the alphabet would have brought
the image of a Gothic character to the mind
of an Elizabethan Englishman In his ap-

plication of his findings to the plays Mr
Adams makes assertions and claims which

aie wholly unjustifiable, as when he says

that the show of eight kings in Macbeth

has heietofore been a puz?Ie to scholais

Most, if not all, commentatois have taken

it for granted that the "show" was a pio-

cession in the reai -stage, as Mi Adams ex-

plains it And so with many othci points

Let us conclude this bncf notice of a

veiy worthwhile and scholaily woik by say-

ing that it has been well-punted, neatly

bound, caiefully proof-read and thoroughly
and accurately indexed We miss only one

thing a picture of the interior of the

Theatre as Mr Adams sees it in his mind's

eye Such a picture could easily have been
made and would have added to the value

of the book especially for young students

Out readers will surely recall that not so

many years ago this Bulletin earned such

a picture, designed by the piescnt wntei,
a picture which was so well received by
scholars that it was reproduced as a frontis-

piece of volume two of the late E H C
Oliphant's Shakespeare and H/r Fellow Dra-
matists (1929) and by the late William J
Lawrence as a frontispiece for his book
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THE HUMANITIES AND THE WAR
An Appeal to All Good Americans

In the emergency now existing, the following propositions
must command general assent:

1 i
)
The humanities and humane} studies are being put in

jeopardy by the present war effort.

(2) The continued existence of the humanities is necessary
if proper, worid organization and an enduring peace the

proper fruits of victory are to be achieved, and

(3) If the humanities are to be preserved farsighted and
decisive action must be immediately taken.

Because the United States is fighting (like its allies) for
the right to survive and, surviving, to maintain its own
form of civilization, service in or for the armed forces of
the republic is inevitably foremost in the thinking of loyal
citizens. And because the war is a Titanic battle of machines,
one demanding innumerable technical skills, it is natural
that government should call upon colleges and universities

to train young men and women by hundreds and by thous-

ands for various technical branches of the army, the navy
or the flying corps. The colleges and universities have vig-

orously responded, instituting special curricula, setting
aside space and equipment for military or naval uses, gladly

lending their faculty members to the government, and thus

constituting themselves indispensable adjuncts to existing

naval, military and technical training schools. The war is

gigantic, and will in all probability be long and costly. The
colleges have no desire to refrain from the conflict. Rather,
they wish to do their full part.

Nevertheless, the very zeal of these institutions, coupled
with the probable truth that the war will be long, raises a

serious question as to the purport of higher education in this

republic and of its significance to the state. If it be a primary
duty of American colleges to do all they can to win the war,
it is equally their duty, fundamentally a more important
duty, not mereljy to win the war but also to make the war
worth winning, by preserving those elements of a humane
and liberal education upon which, in the last analysis, the
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existence of the liberal state, the aims and purposes of its life,

depend. But unfortunately no responsible body has thus far

thought out an answer to the crucial question :

How far can colleges of liberal arts (whether separately

established, or parts of universities) become in fact technical

schools for training the operatives of highly complex and

delicate machines of destruction for the duration of a long
and costly struggle, without endangering or obliterating

those arts of peace out of which must come a renewed life

for the nation and for the world?

It may be said that if the nation falls, the colleges will

fall with it; and if the nation survives, the question may be

solved after the peace. The dilemma is illusory. We do not

admit that the nation will fall
;
and we hold that the nature

of the peace and of our national life thereafter depends in

important degree upon the survival of the humane tradition

in higher education, if the assumption that the colleges of

today educate the citizens of tomorrow has any validity
whatsoever.

Although colleges and universities are not the sole guard-
ians of our cultural and social heritage, they are a primary
means whereby the inheritance of the traditions of liberal

civilization is assured. Perhaps too few Americans realize

that this country is one of the last remaining homes of

humane education. Over most of the continent of Europe
university life has been obliterated by tyranny. Great Britain
is a fortress, and the British universities have suffered the
fate of the besieged. Throughout the British empire, too,
institutions of higher learning are more and more absorbed
into the war machine. Whatever may remain of a once great
intellectual tradition in unoccupied France and the French
empire is dormant or dead. In Japan academic institutions
have become instruments of the state; in China they are
reduced to skeletons by war; in India they are corivulsed by
politics. Excellent as are many historic universities to the
south of us, they do not have resources at present adequate
to the great world problem. Only in the United States is

there a possibility of adequately preserving for the duration
of the conflict the life and virtues of humane education,

Now no one doubts the necessity for technological military
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and naval training in our colleges. But if the life of the
liberal college is more and more drained into this endeavor,
and if the war and the resultant anarchy are to be long, the

logic of this program can scarely prevent the colleges from
becoming, as it were, duplicates of the technological schools

which our enemies have substituted for the colleges they
have destroyed,

A liberal state will not be maintained by a younger gen-
eration trained principally as mechanicians and in the arts

of war. The instruments of culture cannot safely be left

mainly in the hands of the elderly, the incompetent, and the

infirm. The aftermath of World War I included a psychol-

ogical conflict of the generations that did great damage, and
a similar conflict after this war will do even greater damage
if it is not warded off. Our whole educational system, offi-

cered by teachers trained in the liberal arts and nourishing
the whole life of the state, depends upon the assumption that

a rich, humane, and sturdy intellectual life will always ema-
nate from the colleges and universities. Moreover, the intri-

cate reorganization of our civilian life inwar requires skillful

leadership that can spring only from a generous concept of

man and of the state. Complex as were the post-war problems
of the first world conflict, those consequent upon the present
strife will be greater ;

and unless the process of national and
international readjustment is carefully directed, disaster

must follow. Deeper and more fundamental still is the

ancient truth that without vision the people perish. Not

merely the science of social life but the very ideal of human-

ity is at the heart of our struggle. When the spiritual life of

the nation is in question, church and school prove their value.

Fortunately the life of the church is not now endangered in

the same way by urgent military policy as is the life of the

humane tradition.

Our enemies gladly kill this tradition wherever they can.

In the realm of the mind and soul (and the present war is

an ideological conflict) it is their chief enemy. It is, there-

fore, tragically necessary that there shall not, because of the

mechanical nature of the weapons of conflict, be innocently
inflicted upon the spiritual life of our country the same seri-

ous or mortal wounds our enemies are vengefully anxious

to administer. That the values at stake are intangible unfor-
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tunately does not mean that they cannot be killed by our

own neglect

Because no responsible body has enunciated an educa-

tional policy upon this fundamental and (it may be) tragic

issue, we call upon the government and upon educational

administrators for an immediate facing of the problem.

To this end the President of the United States should be

urged, by educational leaders and friends of the humanities

everywhere, to appoint a commission charged with the study
of the best means of preserving the life of the liberal colleges
as liberal colleges during and after the present struggle.

Among the topics which such a commission might con-

sider are these: the relation of the Selective Service to

American undergraduates of whatever age, and the post-

ponement of their induction or exemption from military
service in certain specific non-technical categories ;

the cre-

ation of programs of civilian study comparable to the various

military and naval training programs now open to under-

graduates and carrying, if need be, similar privileges with
reference to deferment; the creation also of training centers

in the colleges for problems of peace, both technical and

general; the institution, where necessary, of new courses in

the humanities for all students, whether potential officers

or not; the adoption of a policy allowing the deferment of

younger teachers which is at least comparable to that already
in force with reference to ministers and divinity students;
ways and msans of financing liberal arts colleges threatened
with extinction by the operation of the draft; ways of requir-
ing through the colleges a more widespread understanding
of the purpose and ideal of the liberal state, of scholarship,
and of thd arts as a precious portion of the life of man

;
and

any other mode of maintaining, even in war, and primarily
for the welfare of the nation, the life of the humanities in
American education.

HOWARD M. JONES
Harvard University

WARNER G. RICE

University ofMichigan



SHAKSPERE AND DELACROIX

By ARNOLD WHITRIDGE

WHEN
Voltaire announced that Shakspere was a

genius without the least spark of good taste,
1 he

probably never dreamed that he was lighting a fire

of controversy that was to last well over a hundred years
a controversy that extends from Voltaire's guarded admir-
ation for a genius who disgusted and attracted him at the

same time down to Victor Hugo's insistence that Shak-

spere must be worshipped rather than criticized. To the

French romantics of the nineteenth century Shakspere was
a god who could do no wrong. Hp was, so Victor Hugo
assured his readers, the incarnation of fertility, the foaming
cup, the overflowing fountain, the everlasting torrent of

life. Racine might be the symbol of taste,, of literary

decorum, but Shakspere was the symbol of genius, of in-

sensate prodigality. StendtiaPs pamphlet, Racine et Shake-

speare, stated the case in no uncertain terms. Romantic
literature (i.*v Shakspere) was that which gives most

pleasure to one's contemporaries; classical literature (*.*.,

Racine) that which gives most pleasure to one's grand-

parents.

The wave of Shakspere enthusiasm in Paris reached a

new high with the appearance of an English company in

1827, including the well-known actors Kemble and Kean
and an actress Harriet Smithson, not so well-known then

but subsequently famous as the wife of Berlioz. Dumas

announced, after seeing this company, that he felt like a

man born blind who had suddenly received his sight "I

realized that in the world of the theatre everything
emanated from Shakespeare, just as in the real world

everything emanates from the sun . . . from that moment

my vocation was decided."
2
Only six years before, another

English company had been hooted off the stage when it

tried to give a performance of Shakspere in Paris. The
actors were greeted with cries of 'a bas" Shakespeare 1'ad-

jutant de Wellington,' and the police had to intervene to

protect them from the assaults of the mob. But in those
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few years the tide had changed. Shakspere was becoming
a mania. In the battle for liberty he was one of the strong-

est allies of the romantics. His language might not be

understood but there was no mistaking the passion of

Romeo and Juliet, the torture of Othello or the fury of

King Lear. How refreshing it was to see kings and queens

swayed by the common passions of humanity. Voltaire

had complained that Shakspere's kings were not uniformly

kingly.
3 Under the stress of emotion they even talked and

acted like other men. For that very reason they were wildly

applauded by the irreverent youth of 1830.

Nor was it only the men of letters who were affected.

There were others besides Victor Hugo, Dumas and Alfred

de Vigny who came to worship at the shrine. The sudden

admiration for Elizabethan drama displayed by Hector

Berlioz was perhaps not entirely attributable to Shak-

spere's genius He had fallen in love with Harriet Smith-

son, and he had swept her off her feet by threatening to

commit suicide if she did not marry him. Unfortunately
she did marry him and they both lived to regret it. Berlioz

describes in his journal how the sudden and unexpected
revelation of Shakspere's genius overwhelmed him.

"When I left the theatre after seeing Hamlet, I was so shaken

at what I had experienced that I determined never again to expose

myself to the fire of Shakespeare's genius. The next day Romeo
and Juhet was announced .... I had a pass to the orchestra of the

Odon, but so afraid was I that die doorkeeper might have had orders

to suspend the free-list, 'that the moment I saw the advertisement I

rushed off to the ticket-office to buy a stall and secure a seat at any
cost. From that moment my fate was sealed. After the melancholy,
the harrowing sufferings, the tearful love, the bitter irony, the black

meditations, the heartrending sorrows, the madness, the tears, mourn-

ing, catastrophes, and malign fortune of Hamlet the dark clouds
and icy winds of Denmark the change was too great to the hot sun-
shine and balmy nights of Italy to the love, quick as thought,

burning as lava, imperious, irresistible, illimitably pure and beautiful
as the smile of an angel, the raging revenges, delirious embraces,
and desperate struggles between love and death. And so, at the
end of the third act, scarcely able to breathe, stifled with a feeling
as though an iron hand held my heart in its grip, I cried out, 'Ah,
I am lost!' I must idd that I did not then know a syllable of

English, that I only dimly discerned Shakespeare through the misty
medium of Letourneur's translation, and had no conception of the

exquisite poetry in which his wonderful creations were clothed."4
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The music of Berlioz, of Rossini, of Gounod and of

Verdi, is in itself an eloquent commentary on the genius
of Shakspere. The tribute of the graphic arts is not so
well known but there is at least one painter of the nine-
teenth century, Eugene Delacroix, whose interest in Shak-

spere deserves to be remembered. Delacroix was one of the
most striking characters in the army of young French ro-
mantics who acclaimed Shakspere as the great liberator.

Born in 1799, reputedly the son of Talleyrand, his talents

and his personal distinction marked him out as the natural
leader of the romantic movement in ar

w
t He had made a

name for himself as a rebel as early as 1822 by a turbulent
and dramatic painting, La Barque de Dante, which he ex-

hibited that year in the Salon. Critics at once pointed out
how different it was in style from the statuesque perfection
of Monsieur Ingres and Monsieur David. They accused
him of painting with a drunken broom, but the drunken
broom was to prove enormously effective in revitalizing
French art.

No one, not even Berlioz, was more enthusiastic about

the success of the English company. It was one of their

performances that inspired him to write an exultant letter

to Victor Hugo about the collapse of "le bon gout."
This Wednesday .... 1828

"There has been a general invasion' Hamlet raises his grisly

head, Othello sharpens the murderous dagger so subversive of

dramatic discipline. Who knows what will happen next? King
Lear will tear out his eyes before a French audience. The Academy
will probably announce that all such importations are incompatible
with public morality. Goodbye to good taste! In any case you had

better get yourself a good breastplate to wear under your coat. Be-

ware the daggers of the conservatives, or rather prepare to immo-

late yourself for the entertainment of all of us barbarians/'5

He also offered to design the scenery and costumes of

Amy Robsart, an adaptation of Kenilworth by Victor Hugo
and his brother-in-law, Paul Foucher. As they grew older

Delacroix and Victor Hugo drifted apart. There was not

room at the top of the ladder for two such puissant per-

sonalities, but at the moment they were united by their

common admiration for Shakspere, Byron and Scott. These

three and Goethe were the authors who lent themselves most
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naturally to illustration. He also painted a number of

scenes from Orlando Furioso, but Ariosto was so flawless

an artist that he was not as paintable as Shakspere or Byron.

Apparently Delacroix felt that the nearer a poet approached

perfection the less paintable he became.

"I maintain that it is not usually the greatest poets who lend

themselves most readily to the art of the painter: it is the poets

who make the most use of description. Profundity of emotion and

characterization is not essential. Why is it that Ariosto, in spite

of subjects very suitable for painting, inspires the artist much less

than Shakespeare or Lord Byron? I believe it is because these two

Englishmen, although gifted with an extraordinary wealth of imag-

ination, are often guilty of exaggeration and bombast. Ariosto, on

the other hand, confines himself so exclusively to the tools of his

own craft, he relies so little on the picturesque or on long drawn

out descriptions, that nothing can be eliminated from him. One
can take the striking aspect of a character in Shakespeare and add

to it according to one's gifts a certain degree of subtlety; but

Ariosto! . . ."

Baudelaire was unquestionably right when he described

Delacroix as a literary painter. Far from this being a re-

proach, Baudelaire considered it his crowning glory.
"Another quality and a very great one in the talent of Monsieur

Delacroix, which makes him the painter beloved by poets, is that

he is essentially literary. Not only has his painting ranged with

invariable success over the field of great literature, not only has he

frequented the world of Ariosto, Byron, Dante, Walter Scott and

Shakespeare, but also through his painting he has revealed ideas

that are nobler, more subtle and more profound than those to be
found in the great majority of modern paintings. And notice that

it is never by tricks or trivial details that Delacroix achieves his

prodigious results; but rather by the total effect, the harmony be-

tween his color, his subject, his draughtsmanship, and the dramatic

gesture of his figures."
7

Delacroix transposed literary conceptions into a visual me-
dium and he did it so well that Goethe at least confessed
after seeing the illustrations of Faust that Delacroix sur-

passed in intensity anything he had himself imagined.
8

The list of Delacroix's works classified according to sub-

ject contains thirteen titles of paintings drawn from Byron,
six from Scott, twelve from Shakspere, and four from
Goethe. In addition to the paintings there are the Hamlet
and the Faust lithographs, besides innumerable sketches
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and 'projets'. The Shakspere lithographs lack the extra-

ordinarily dramatic quality of the Faust, but Mephis-
topheles lends himself particularly to that 'Wildheit' in

Delacroix's genius that Goethe so much admired. The
Hamlet is too feminine for our taste. Delacroix is inclined
to see him as just another victim of the 'spleen', that con-
venient Anglo-Saxon complaint to which Frenchmen at-

tributed every English eccentricity. Still, even though his

Hamlet suggests the poetic melancholy of Sarah Bern-
hardt rather than the vigor of the young prince who in-

sists on following his father's ghost, and threatens 'to make
a ghost of him that lets me', it is obvious that Delacroix
is always penetrated by his subject His composition is

never perfunctory. Compared with Chasseriau,, another
French artist who illustrated Shakspere, Delacroix is the

literary painter, whereas Chasseriau seems to be exploring
the merely decorative possibilities of the subject.

Today the world is inclined to sneer at the literary painter
but no sane critic sneers at Delacroix. It is precisely be-

cause he possessed the character and the temperament of a

man of letters that his art is so interesting. In his Journal,
he found an outlet for the surplus activities of his abnorm-

ally active mind. When he was paintipg he wrote com-

paratively little but there were days when painting did not

satisfy him and at those times he betook himself to his

Journal. Few artists have been more articulate about their

craft, and though personal tittle-tattle did not interest him
unless it was in some way illustrative of general ideas, he

covers a wider range of human endeavor than most diarists.

Criticism, literary, musical and artistic, bulks large in his

Journal. Whether or not he was the natural son of Talley-

rand, he was like Talleyrand a man of the world, with all

the man-of-the-world's dislike of the pedant or the narrow

specialist.

Delacroix was more fortunate than many of his fellow

painters in that he had visited England and in that he had

a circle of English friends. His association with Boning-

ton is well known. He had met him at the Louvre when

they were both art students and he had been immediately
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attracted by the easy perfection of Bonington's style. It

was Bonington who introduced him to the art of water

colors which at that time was not practised in France. In

1826 they were sharing a studio together and Delacroix

seems to have thoroughly enjoyed the society of his English
friend. Apparently Bonington combined a 'sang-froid

britannique,' which Delacroix, himself something of a

dandy, much admired, with the easy sociability of the Latin

Quarter.

Among his other English friends were the four Fielding

brothers, all of them painters and one of them, Copley
Fielding, a water colorist of real distinction. In the early

pages of the Journal there are repeated references to his

dining, with the Fieldings and adjourning with them after-

wards to the English brewery to drink gin and water.

Delacroix's trip to England was very largely the result

of his friendship with Bonington and the Fieldings, but

they were not the only factors. Another reason for going
to England was tp study the paintings of Constable, who
had developed a technique which was to revolutionize
French painting and to open the way to Impressionism.
Constable's 'Haywain', now in the National Gallery in

London, had been exhibited in the Salon in 1824 where it

had caused something of a furor. A picture by Constable,
"c'est de Peau, de 1'air et du del". Such was the verdict
of Charles Nodier,

9 one of the first Frenchmen to fall under
Constable's spell. Delacroix was no less enthusiastic. 'Ce

Constable', says Delacroix,
fme fait un grand bien'. So im-

pressed was he by the 'Haywain' that he repainted one of
his most famous pictures, 'The Massacre of Scio,' in accord-
ance with Constable's principle. In the Journal he ex-

plains the principle very precisely. Constable had dis-
covered that in Nature a color which appears uniform is

actually composed of a variety of tints.
10 Thus the fresh-

ness of the grass in the 'Haywain' was produced by a myriad
shades of green, and it was this liveliness of color that
Delacroix set himself to imitate.

For once French artists were looking across the Channel
for inspiration, Gericault writes to Horace Vernet that
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only one thing was lacking in his talent, that he had not

steeped himself in the English school. Not to submit to

the influence of Constable and Old Crome and Bonington
was to brand oneself a hopeless reactionary. In painting,
as in English poetry, England was leading the way.

Delacroix missed Constable in London but he met a num-
ber of other artists, including Wilkie and Sir Thomas Law-
rence, who seem to have greeted him with charming cour-

tesy. He admired them both, particularly Lawrence, and
more than a trace of Lawrence's aristocratic distinction may
be seen in the few portraits that he himself painted. Alto-

gether Delacroix spent only a few months in England and
for our knowledge of his impressions we are dependent on
a half dozen letters. His comments are not by any means

uniformly favorable. Like many other travellers he did
not like the climate, he was oppressed by the ugliness of

the architecture, and he was irritated (as he admitted) by
manners and customs he did not understand. Though he
flattered himself upon his cosmopolitan tastes, no sooner

had he left the shores of France than he became afflicted

with acute nostalgia. The Fielding brothers took him on

expeditions up the Thames and evidently did their best to

amuse him but Delacroix did not transplant easily. His
tributes to England are therefore all the more remarkable

because they were not dictated by any spirit of facile en-

thusiasm. His visit ripened him artistically and intellect-

ually; it confirmed his admiration for English contempory
art and it opened his eyes to Shakspere. Towards the end

of his life he paid a magnificent tribute to the vitality of

English painting. "Notre ecole est vieille et il semble que
1'ecole anglaise soit jeune. Us semblent chercher le naturel

et nous ne sommes occupes qu'a imiter des tableaux."
11 The

visit to England enabled him to see the best productions of

Shakspere that the early nineteenth century could offer. He
was particularly enthusiastic about the acting of Charles

Kean.
"I saw Richard III acted by Kean, who is a very great actor, . . .

The beginning of the play was changed: instead of the death of

Clarence -they began with the death of Henry VI, who also comes

into Shakespeare in Henry VI, part 2. Richard, who is still only
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Gloster [sic'}
enters the prison and assassinates 'him This scene

was very dramatically played by Kean, as well as many others

which I shall not fail to regale you with. I have also seen him in

Othello. Words fail me to describe the genius of a man who can

conceive such characters as Othello and lago."
12

These performances may not have been exactly in the

tradition of the Globe Theatre but at least they were nearer

to the original Shakspere than the emasculated adaptations

offered by the Comedie Francaise. When the English com-

pany came to Paris Delacroix was one of the few who had

already been inoculated by the Shakspere virus. His com-
ments on Shakspere, unlike the headlong enthusiasm of

Victor Hugo, were inspired by an effort to understand

dramatic problems. For Victor Hugo Shakspere was the

Mississippi or the Niagara Falls of literature.
13 Whether

you like these forces of Nature or not is beside the point.
The man of imagination contemplates them with awe, and
those who get in their way are inevitably swept aside,

Delacroix approached Shakspere from a different point
of view. He wanted not so much to praise or to blame as to

understand. The indiscriminate adoration of youth gave
way to the searching curiosity of a mature mind. The
Journal contains forty-seven separate references to Shak-

spere, some of which are merely casual allusions, but for

the most part whenever Delacroix mentions Shakspere he
likes to spread himself across the page. He is forever ask-

ing himself questions. How does it happen that Shakspere
and Beethoven open up vistas to the imagination that the
more perfect artists like Racine and Mozart do not? What
impression did Shakspere make upon Elizabethan au-

diences, and does he make the same impression today? How
far does he cater to an exclusively English taste? Is he noli

sometimes wearisome even to those who understand every
nuance of the language? These and a hundred other ques-
tions are forever surging through his mind.

The Journal itself has been accurately described as a
"monument de Tart fran?ais.

m4

Other journals present a more vivid pageant of the
period. Delacroix gives us the inner life of the artist, his
ideas rather than his achievements, his unceasing study, his
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restless intelligence. It is the record of a man who fought
all his life for artistic independence. His contemporaries
considered him the chief of the romantic school, and if by
a romantic is meant one who is not interested in painting
statuesque scenes of the battle of Marathon then he deserved
the name. Actually Delacroix was completely out of sym-
pathy with a grejit many of the things that the word ro-

manticism suggests. An anecdote of the salons reveals the

strange contrast between the revolutionary character of his

painting and his extremely conservative taste in literature.

One evening Delacroix happened to be at a reception given
by two -English ladies. Among the other guests was Victof

Hugo, with whom Delacroix entered into an argument
about Voltaire. Much to Hugo's surprise Delacroix in-

sisted on the exquisite beauty of Tancred. One of the Eng-
lish ladies who happened to share his admiration for Vol-
taire was heard to exclaim, "What a delightful person M.
Delacroix is, and how witty, but what a pity that he paints*"

Many of those who so admired his painting would have
been surprised to know that he preferred Voltaire to Victor

Hugo just as he preferred the music of Mozart to that of

Berlioz. He respects 'le bon sens' and f

le sentiment du
devoir'. Indeed, he picks out as one of the serious flaws in

the French character the absence of a sense of duty.
". . . one of the great weaknesses of the French character, the

one which has contributed perhaps more than any other to the

catastrophes in which our history abounds, is the absence among all

classes of the sentiment of duty . . . Among the English, on the

contrary, who as a people are not so susceptible to distraction, the

sense of duty is felt by everybody."
15

His taste had been formed by Voltaire rather than by
Victor Hugo, and he has a predilection for the compact-
ness of Voltaire's novels or Montaigne's Essays, books which

do not weary the reader any more than they wearied the

author. The lachrymose sentimentality of modern literature

disgusts him. The desperately picturesque histories of

Thiers, the novels of Dickens and George Sand, offend him

by their constant appeal to the reader for sympathy. Nor
were these his only reasons for disliking modern literature

and modern painting. He traces the inferiority of moderni

literature to the desire to say everything. The ensemble
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disappears swamped in details, and the result for the reader

is an intolerable sense of ennui.
16 For the same reason,

though he admits the vigor of Courbet's painting, he can

never like him. There is too much detail in Courbet and

too little significance in the detail.

Now these are not the sentiments of a good romantic.
17

How was it that Delacroix, in spite of his impatience with

so many of the current tendencies in art, should still appar-

ently have shared that admiration for Shakspere which was

commonly regarded as the touchstone of the new order?

The Journal itself suggests an answer to this apparent in-

consistency. The manuscript consisting of a number of note-

books, is divided into two unequal parts, the journal of his

youth covering only two years, 1822-1824, and the journal
of the mature man, which extends from 1847 to 1863. Of
the intervening period there is no record. Either he was
too busy painting to find time for a journal or else the note-

books have been lost. Delacroix mentions leaving the 1848
notebook in a fiacre and never recovering it.

The early journal unfortunately does not cover the visit

to England, so that all that we know about his first impres-
sions of Shakspere come from the letters already quoted.
The record of these early years reveals the young romantic
full of ardor describing his artistic enthusiasms and his

amorous adventures with the same gusto. We glean some-

thing about his discovery of Gericault and Constable and
of his friendship for the Fieldings, but there is nothing par-
ticularly unusual about the two years. Like many other

young men, he was burning with ambition, contemptuous
of mediocrity, wondering just how and when he was going
to distinguish himself. Shakspere is hardly mentioned, but
he has been reading a good deal of Byron he mentions

explaining Childe Harold to his aunt and Godwin, whom
everybody else was reading, and the now forgotten Robert
Maturin. Subjects for pictures thronged his mind. Dante
is full of paintable subjects and so is Byron, but for the
moment he is not attracted by Shakspere. It was only as
he grew older that he began to think that Hamlet might
lend itself to illustration just as well as the Bride of Abydos
or Don Juan. In 1843 he executed a series of thirteen litho-
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graphs from Hamlet but they did not meet with as much
success as the Faust lithographs he had made fifteen years
earlier. His paintings of Shakspere, which include scenes
from Hamlet, Othello, and Romeo and Juliet, date from
1847 to 1860.

During all these years Delacroix was not only recreating
Shakspere on canvas but wrestling with him in spirit He
has discarded the idea that Shakspere was an inspired bar-

barian. On the contrary, he was 'tres raffine,
3

but his genius
was so completely foreign that he finds it terribly difficult

to lay his mind alongside of him. Shakspere may do well

enough in England but he will never make a lasting impres-
sion in France, for a nation can appreciate only those things
in which it has itself achieved a success. France has estab-

lished certain canons of art which the civilized world has

accepted, and yet the greatness of Shakspere, of Michael

Angelo, of Beethoven, lies in their transcending those uni-

versally accepted canons. A Frenchman is baffled when he

attempts to judge them. They are like some great oak, the

branches of which are gnarled and misshapen and yet the

whole effect of the tree is marvellously harmonious. Per-

fect beauty should imply perfect simplicity, but perfect

simplicity in music, in literature or in painting does not

compel the attention. Delacroix is forced to admit to him-

self that there is a peculiar vitality, a secret force in Shak-

pere's very imperfections to which the ordered masterpieces
of Racine and Mozart never attain.

Voltaire admitted as much when he said that the English

poetic genius was like a vigorous tree thrusting its branches

in all directions, which would die as soon as it was clipped
and pleached like the trees in the gardens of Marly. Where
Delacroix differed from Voltaire was in his willingness to

see the value of a form of art from which he instinctively

recoiled. No doubt he had learned a good deal about

Shakspere from his friend Philarete Chasles. Chasles was

one of the first of that distinguished band of French schol-

ars including Guizot, Taine and Emile Montegut, who
undertook to expound English literature to their country-

men. He and Delacroix had been at school together, and
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though Delacroix had certain reserves about him as a friend

he had great respect for him as a critic.

It was Chasles who pointed out to him that Shakspere
had created individuals rather than types. The discovery

may not seem to us very arresting but it enabled Delacroix

to surmount a difficulty that had been troubling French

critics for over a hundred years. Shakspere was perhaps

justified in making Hamlet engage in buffooneries with the

gravediggers, provided it was clearly understood that Ham-
let was not intended to be a typical Danish prince. There

are certain things that princes of the royal blood can not do,

at least not on the French stage, but obviously Shakspere
did not conceive of Hamlet as a Danish prince at all. Dela-

croix was ready enough to admit that Shakspere's eccen-

tricities were justified by their success but he never admitted

for a moment that the theatre of Racine had thereby been

outmoded. The efforts of his friend Dumas to follow in

Shakspere's footsteps convinced him that Shakspere was
inimitable. Only the faults could be imitated.

Delacroix saw, as Victor Hugo did not, that French dra-

matists were groping in a blind alley. The classicists could

not deny that plays written on the model of Corneille and
Racine left the spectator unmoved. Even supposing that

these plays were technically perfect still they were lifeless.

Equally lifeless, though the romantics did not know it, were
the attempts to imitate Shakspere's careless profusion.

Shakspere was apparently one of those wines that do not
bear transportation. His merits and his defects were pecu-
liarly English. An English audience was no more capable
of understanding his faults today than an Elizabethan au-
dience had been, indeed, the Elizabethans were probably
charmed by the very things that would shock a nineteenth-

century playgoer. The exquisite passages in Shakspere were
not what delighted the sailors and fishmongers who fre-

quented the Globe, and there was no reason to suppose that
the gallants of Elizabeth's court were any more sensitive.
No doubt they infinitely preferred the puns and conceits
to the lyrical passages so much admired by romantic
critics." Opinions such as these indicate that Delacroix,
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much as he admired Shakspere, was perfectly ready to swim
against the current of adoration.

A few years before his death, Robert Bridges, the poet
laureate, wrote an essay on the influence of the audienc on

Shakspere's drama, in the course of which he maintained1*

that if we could have been present at a first performance of
his plays, to witness what parts of them were applauded,
and what parts were not duly appreciated, we should under-
stand why they were written as they are. Delacroix antici-

pated Bridges in pointing out how dependent Shakspere
was upon his audience, but he was not content to leave it

at that. He insists that a playwright has not finished his

task when he has produced a play that captivates the au-

dience. It must also stand the very difficult test of reading,
and he finds Shakspere much too ready to overlook this fur-

ther obligation to the public,

Voltaire had already proved, to his own satisfaction, that

Racine was necessarily a greater playwright than Shakspere
becuse he had succeeded in pleasing a far more critical

audience. Now we find Delacroix uniting the criticism of

Voltaire and Robert Bridges. The truly great artist must
contrive to please the million without sacrificing the good
opinion of the scholar or the man of the world. In his

opinion Shakspere did not meet this supreme test any more,
he might have added, than did Racine.

Whether we agree with Delacroix or not, he must be given
credit for extending the field of Shakspere criticism in

France. Instead of the usual gambit, genius vs. taste, he

offers a new opening. He admits that Shakspere is a genius,

though his genius is very different from that of Racine,
which he as a Frenchman finds far more comprehensible,
but he wonders whether Shakspere's curious technique, his

emphasis on action rather than on eloquence, does not re-

sult in one very important advantage. The crowded action

of a Shakspere play prevents the dramatist from interject-

ing himself between the audience and the stage. In Dela-

croix's eyes the artist, whether he were a painter, a poet or a

musician, who came before the public pleading for sym-

pathy, had committed the unpardonable sin.
20
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Throughout all his Shakspere criticism Delacroix reveals

himself as one of the first French critics to have made a

serious effort to get his own nationality out of the way. As
a young man he had been imbued with the current enthu-

siasm for Shakspere as the apostle of aesthetic liberty, but!

as he grew older the truculent enthusiasm of youth gave

way to a more mature spirit of analysis. He ignored the

popular controversy, romanticism vs. classicism, realizing

that it did not meet the issue. With some difficulty he rid

himself of the Voltairean fallacy that the sublime was syn-

onymous with perfection instead of being merely one expres-
sion of it, nor did he fall into the opposite error of thinking
that perfection must include an element of the grotesque.

Just what he meant by perfection is suggested by his cri-

ticism of the great actress La Malibran :

"One of the proofs given of her talent was that she never knew
how she was going to act a given scene . Sometimes she was

very effective and gave a genuinely powerful performance, At

other times she overplayed her part disgracefully and was almost

unbearable. I never remember seeing her 'noble' When she came
nearest to being sublime it was never anything but what a bour-

geoise could accomplish ,
in a word, she was completely lacking in

any sense of the ideal/'21

Delacroix always had a horror of the conception of art

as a sort of care-free rapture. He brought to the study of

Shakspere not only the most fertile imagination of his epoch
but also a very real knowledge of literature, music and

painting. Not the least illuminating passages in the Journal
are those interpretations of Shakspere and Racine in the

light of music and painting. Long before the Symbolists
Delacroix may be said to have scrambled the arts. He Joved
the apparently easy perfection of Mozart, Raphael and
Racine, but his love did not blind him to the Titanic qual-
ity of Michael Angelo, Shakspere and Beethoven.

His Journal stands as the most effective refutation of the

theory popular in his lifetime that any man who could

paint such pictures as The Massacre of Scio' must be
afflicted with a disordered mind. On the contrary, he was
a man of unusually sober judgment. By temperament a

sceptic and an aristocrat, much more sympathetic with the
ideals of the eighteenth than of the nineteenth century, he
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came to admire Shakspere almost against his will. As a

young man he had flung his cap for Shakspere and liberty
but as he grew older the Shaksperian qualities that had
attracted his generation, qualities incidentally that he him-
self possessed energy, fecundity and a turbulent imagina-
tion seem to have lost their attraction for him. The only
artist of his time whom he thought really sure of immortal-

ity was Meissonier, whose vivid little pictures possessed a

superficial brilliance he felt himself unable to attain. All
the more remarkable is it that Shakspere should have played
such an important part in his artistic life. At the end of

the year 1860, more than thirty years after he had first seen

Shakspere acted by Kean and Macready, he was planning
to paint an elaborate series of pictures based on scenes from
Romeo and Juliet. The time-worn discussions about Shak-

spere's lack of taste, his irregularities, his dangerous mix-
ture of the comic and tragic, had long since been forgotten.
What remained was a passion for painting and a conviction

that Shakspere, Byron and Scott, but particularly Shak-

spere^ offered him the subjects he needed. No one has ever

excelled him in the art of translating words into paint. That
is Delacroix's real contribution to our understanding of

Shakspere. He was in a most literal sense a creative critic.

While other men busied themselves pointing out Shakspere's
felicities of language, his dramatic instinct, or his criticism

of life, Delacroix has gone to work to recreate Shakspere's
men and women in another medium.

>

Calhoun College, Yale University
New Haven, Conn.

iVoltaire, Lettres Pbilosophiques, no. 18.
2
"Jc lux, je dvorai le th&tre Granger, et je recomms que dans le monde th&tral

tout &nanait cle Shakespeare, comme dans le monde re*el tout 6mane du soleil; que
nul ne pouvait lui tre compare*, car il 6tait aussi dramatique que Corneille, aussi

comique que Mohre, aussi original que Oalderon, aussi penseur que Goethe, aussi

passionne* que Schiller. Je reconnus que ses ouvrages, a lui seul, renfennaient autant

de types que les ouvrages de tous les autres reruns. Enfin, je reconnus que c'etait

1'homme qui avait le plus cre*e aprfcs Dieu." Comment Je Devins Auteur Dramatique

by Alexandre Dumas. Revue des Deux Mondes, 1833.
8See the article on Art Dramatique m the Dictionnaire PWosopMque in which

Voltaire replies to the criticisms Dr. Johnson had passed upon him in the cele-

brated 'Preface to Shakespeare'.

^Memoirs of Hector Berlioz, annotated and edited by Ernest Newman (New Yorl^

1932). pp. 68, 69.

*"Eh bien! Eavahissement g&i&al* Hamlet leve sa tte hideuse, Othello prepare
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son poignard essentiellement occiscur et subversif de toute bonne police dramatique.

Qui salt encore' Le roi Lear va s'arracher les yeux devant un public francais. II

serait de la dignite* de l
p

Academic de declarer incompatible avec la moralite* pubHque
toute importation de ce genre. Adieu le bon gout'

Appretez-vous, dans tous les cas, une bonne cuirasse sous votre habit Craignez

les poignards dassiques, ou plutdt immolez-vous courageusement pour nos plaisirs, a

nous autres, barbares . . ." Delacroix, by Raymond Escholier (Pans, 1926), vol 1,

p. 190,

*"J'tablis .que, en gne*ral, ce ne sont pas les plus grands poetes qui pretent le

plus a la peinture; ceux qui y pretent le plus sont ceux qui donnent une plus grande

place aux descriptions La v&ite des passions et du caractere n'y est pas ncessaire. Pour-

quoi 1'Anoste, mallgre" des sujets tres propres a la pemture, mcite-t-il moms que

Shakespeare et lord Byron, par exemple, a repr&enter en peinture ses sujets
> Je

crois que c'est, d'une part, parce que les deux Anglais, bien qu'avec quelques tiaits

pnnapaux qui sont frappants pour 1'imagination, sont souvent ampoules et bour-

soufl&. L'Arioste, au contraire, peint tellement avec les moyens de son art, il abuse si

peu du pittoresque, de la description interminable qu'on ne peut rien lui drober On
peut prendre d'un personnage de Shakespeare 1'efTet frappant, 1'espSce de ve*nte* pittor-

csque de son personnage, et y ajouter, suivant ses facultes, un certain degre* de finesse;

mais 1'Arioste! . . .

"
Journal de Eugene Delacroix 3 vols. Edited by Andre

Toubin. Paris 1932. Vol. Ill, p 450. This Journal was originally published in 1893
but the authoritative edition is that of Andre" Joubin to whom all- students of

Delacroix are deeply indebted. An abridged translation of this edition by Walter
Pach was published by Coriti Friese (New York, 1937).

7"Une autre qualite, tres grande, tres vaste, du talent de M Delacroix, et qui fait

de lui le Peintre aime" des poetes, c'est qu'il est essentiellement litteraire. Non, seule-

ment sa peinture a parcouru, toujours avec succes, le champ des hautes htteratures,

non seulement elle a traduit, elle a
fr&juente* Arioste, Byron, Dante, Walter Scott,

Shakspeare, mais elle sait reveler des idees d'un ordre plus Sieve*, plus fines, plus

profondes que la plupart des pemtures modernes. Et remarquez bien que ce n'est

jamais par la grimace, par la minutie, par la tnchene de moyens, que M Delacroix
arrive a ce prodigieux r&ultat; mais par I'ensemble, pal I

1

'

accord profond, complet,
entre sa couleur, son sujet, son dessin, et par la dramatique gesticulation de ses figures."
Cunosttes Estbetiques, Pans. 1868. Reprinted in vol. V. of the Oeuvres Completes.

Baudelaire was one of Delacroix's earliest and most persistent champions
8"Herr Delacroix, sagte Goethe, ist em grosses Talent, das gerade am Faust die

rechte Nahrung gefunden hat. Die Franzosen tadeln an ihm seine Wildheit, allein

hier kommt sie ihm recht zu Stattert. . Ich machte bemerklich, das solche Bilder
zum besseren Verstehen des Gedichts sehr viel beitriigen. Das ist keine Frage, sagte
Goethe, derm die vollkommnere Embildungskraft eines solchen Kiinstlers zwingt uns,
die Situationen go gut zu denken, wie er sie selber gedacht hat Und wenn ich nun
gestehen muss, das Herr Delacroix meine eigene Vorstellung bei Scenen ubertroffen

hat, die ich selber gemacht habe, um wie viel mehr werden nicht die Leser alles

lebendig und iiber ihre Imagination hinausgehend finden!" Eckermann, Gesptache
mtt Goethe, Nov. 29, 1826

^Charles Nodier, Promenade de Dieppe aux Moritagnes d'Ecosse.
l "Constable dit que la superiority du vert de ses prairies tient a ce qu'il est com-

post d'une multitude de verts diff&ents. Ce qui donne le d6faut d'intensite* et de vie
a la verdure du commun des paysagistes, c'est qu'ils la font ordinairement d'une teinte
uniforme.
Ce qu'il dit id du vert des prairies, peut s'appliquer a tous les autres tons

"
Joubin

III, p. 451.
U-Lettres de Eu&ne Delacroix, ed. by Philippe Burty (Paris, 1880) vol II, p 194.

Delacroix's estimate of the importance of the English School in this particular period
of French art is corroborated by Prosper Dorbec in his 'I/Art du Paysage en France'
(Pans, 1925).

12'7'ai vu Richard HI, joue* par Kean, qui est un tr^s-grand acteur. . . Young ne me
plait pas autant Je 1'ai vu dans plusieurs pieces, entre autres dans la Tempete, qu'on a
remise a la scene. On a change* ie commencement de Richard au lieu de la mort de
aaieoce, ils ont mis la mort de Henri VI, qui est aussi de Shakespeare, mais dans la
deuxicme part* d Henri VL Ricbard, qui n'est encore que Glosrer (sic), V1ent dans
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$a prison et 1 assassine a coups d'epee Ce moment a t terriblement rendu par Kean,
ainsi que mille autres dont je ne manquerai pas de te rebattre les oreilles J'ai vu
aussi Othello par lui Les expressions d'admiration manquent pour le genie de Shake-

speare qui a invent^ Othello et lago
"

Burty I, p 105
i&W*lka.m Shakespeare By Victor Hugo 1864 See particularly the chapters oa

Shakspere's genius, but the whole book is dithyrambic in tone
14A Joubm I, p xix
ISA Joubm II, p 26
ISA. Joubin III, p 233.
1TDelacroix's impatience with certain aspects of romanticism is clearly indicated in

a letter to Sainte-Beuve, August 12, 1862
"

. Ne vous lassez pas, cher et anaen
compa^non de guerre contmuez vigoureusement a prouver (et j'en serai charme de
ma part) qu'on peut etre romantique et avoir du bon sens et de Televation

**

Burty, BT,

p 314
ISA, Joubm III, p 176
19Robert Bridges The influence of the Audzjence on Shakespeare's Drama, Oxford,

1927
20"Style modeme (en litterature) Le style moderne est mauvais. Abus de la sentt-

mentalite, du pittoresque a propos de tout Si un amtral raconte des campa^nes de mer,
11 le fait dans un style de romancier et presque d'humanitaire. On allonge tout; on
poetise tout On veut paraitre emu penetrS, et Ton croit a tort que ce dithyrambe
perpernel gagnera 1'esprit du lecteur et lui donnera une grande idee de 1'auteor et
surtout de la bont de son coeur

" A Joubm III, p. 54
21A Joubin I, p. 174



JAMES I AND THE WITCH
SCENES IN MACBETH
By HOWELL V. CALHOUN

JAMES
VI of Scotland, who in his later years became

James I of England, grew up in a country that was ad-

dicted to superstition and a belief in witchcraft. More-

over, Scottish witchcraft was closer to that current on the

Continent than was the English. Continental witchcraft

had been formalized, partly through the influence of the

Church, which identified it with the Gnostic and Mani-
chaean heresies, into an elaborate demonical science, with

ceremonial worship of the Evil One, regular meetings or

"Sabbats" to pay homage and indulge in Saturnalian orgies,
and the exercise of elaborate evil powers on the part of the

devotees of the cult English witchcraft, on the other hand,
was a very homely and primitive affair by comparison, hav-

ing its roots mainly in the domestic life of the lower classes,

and showing no trace of the Sabbat or other exotic Continen-
tal features.

James had firsthand experience with the malign activity
of witches, and he left a careful record of it in his pamphlet
Newes From Scotland declaring the damnable life and
death of Doctor Fian, a notable Sorcerer, which appeared in

1591. The whole affair hinged about the evil activities of
Dr. Fian (alias lohn Cunningham), Agnis Sampson, and
the North Berwick witches, in their attempt to destroy the

ship on which James was returning from Denmark with
his bride. Agnis Sampson and Fian were subjected to the
most unspeakable tortures, to facilitate their confessions.

Agnis's head was wrenched with a rope, pilliwinks were
laid on her fingers, Fian's fingernails were pulled out with
pincers, and pins inserted to the heads beneath what was left
of them. Not content with these brutalities, the torturers
crushed both Fian's legs in iron boots until "the bloud and
marrowe sprouted forth in great abundance, whereby they
were made unseruicable for ever".

1 In the light of these cir-

cumstances, the weird story that was patched together from
the various confessions is not surprising. Agnis, for example,
affirmed that when the king was in Denmark she and the
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other witches took a cat, christened it, and bound portions
of a dead man's body to it. Later they threw this cat into the

sea, and this was supposedly the reason why James encoun-
tered a storm on his trip home from Denmark.

James's classic work, the Daemonologie, first appeared in

Scotland in 1597, but it was not published in England until

1603. In this work James allies himself with Bodin and
those authorities who believed fully in the malign and super-
natural nature of witchcraft. The book is divided into three

parts. The first takes up the subject of magic and necro-

mancy, the second treats of witchcraft and sorcery, and the

third discourses of all kinds of spirits and spectres. The
king's intention in this work was to prove two things, "the

one, that such diuelish artes haue bene and are," and the

other, "what exact trial and seuere punishment they
merite".

2
James betrays a singular gullibility with respect

to the diabolical powers attributed to witches, and says def-

initely that they "ought to be put to death according to the

Law of God, the ciuill and imperial law, and municipall
law of all Christian nations."

3 This treatise, coming as it did

from the hand of the most powerful figure in the kingdom,
was bound to counteract the effect that the work of a liberal

thinker like Reginald Scot
4 had made upon the popular

mind. James's work is a statement of personal beliefs, rather

than a scholarly study of the subject, and consequently was

respected in that light by all those who sought to ingratiate
themselves into the favor of the king.

Shakspere's use of many elements of Scottish and Conti-

nental witchlore in Macbeth may be attributed to no other

influence than that exercised by King James's two publica-
tions mentioned above. In the first place, there is the pres-

entation of a Sabbat in Scene iv of Act II, with the boiling
of a foul brew, and the conjuring up of evil spirits to pro-

phesy Macbeth's future. Ceremonial dancing was a feature

usually associated with the Sabbat, and this is reflected in

the witches' dance and song:

The weird sisters, hand in hand,
Posters of the sea and land

Thus do go about, about . . .

The brew that the witches concoct is rather interesting. The
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witches, it had figured even more largely in the North Ber-

wick witches' attempt on James's life. They supposedly
raised a great tempest to beset his ship as it returned from

Denmark, with the result that

. . . when the rest of the Shippes had a faire and good winde,

then was the winde contrarye and altogither against his Maiestie

and further the saide witche declared, that his Maiestie had neuer

come safely from the Sea, if his faith had not preuailed aboue their

ententions.10

Another echo of this incident is the First Witch's state-

ment:
But in a sieve I'll thither sail,

And, like a rat without a tail,

I'll do, I'll do, and I'll do.

Though Scot had affirmed that witches could "saile in an

egge shell, a cockle or muscle shell, through and under the

Tempestuous Seas,"
11

this passage is probably an allusion

to the fact that Angis Sampson confessed

. . . that upon the night of Allhollon Euen last, she was accom-

panied aswell with the persons aforesaide, as also with a great

many other witches, to the number of two hundreth: and that all

they together went by Sea each one in a Riddle or due, and went

in the same very substantially with Flaggons of wine making merrie

and drinking by the waye in the same Riddles or dues, to the

Kerke of North Barrick in Lowthian . . ,
12

One other point in the play also merits notice in this re-

gard. This is the appearance of an apparition in the shape
of an "armed Head", which warns Macbeth to beware Mac-
duff. James told Sir John Harrington in 1604 that

. . (the Queene his mother's death) was visible in Scotlande be-

fore it did really happen, being, as he said, spoken of in secrete by
those whose power of sight presentede to them a bloodie head

dancing in the aire13

Shakspere, in presenting an "armed Head" and a "bloody
Child" may possibly have had this in mind.

Whatever Shakspere's indebtedness to James for specific
references and allusions in the play may have been, however,
it is certain that the spirit and atmosphere were deliberately
designed to appeal to the monarch's tastes and opinions on
the subject of witchcraft.

625 Riverside Drive,
New York, N. T.
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iKmg James the First, Newes Ftom Scotland declaimg the damnable life and
death of Doctor Fian, a notable Sorcerer, edited by G B Harrison, Bodley Head
Quajrtos, New York, 1924, p 28.

2King James the First, Daemonologie, edited by G B Harrison, Bodley Head
Quartos, New York, 1924, p xn

*lbid, p 77
^Scot's most famous work, the DZJcovetse of Witchcraft, which appeared in 1584,

was an extremely enlightened work, and sought to ridicule most of the popular
superstitious beliefs concerning witchcraft

5George Lyman Kittredge, Witchctaft in Old and New England, Cambridge, 1929,
p 48

This law is reprinted in full m C L'Estrange Ewen, Witch Hunting and Wztch
Trials, New York, 1929, PP 16-18

7King James the First, Newes From Scotland, pp. 16-18
8King James the First, Newes From Scotland, p. 16
9Kmg James the First, Daemonologie, pp 38-39
10King James the First, Newes From Scotland, p 17
1:LReginald Scot, The Dzscoverze of Witchcraft, edited b> Brinsley Nicholson,

London, 1886, p 8
12Kmg James the First, Newes From Scotland, p 13
13Cited in Shakespeare's England, Oxford, 1916, I, 540.



IMAGERY IN THE FAERIE QUEENE BASED ON
DOMESTIC AND OCCUPATIONAL LIFE

By GRACE W. LANDRUM

following study adds nothing to the history of

X Elizabethan social life. It would have been greatly ex-

tended had it attempted to show the whole local habita-

tion of the great fairyland which is both Renaissance and

medieval. I have omitted lines and passages of beauty and

significance if they made only literal mention of scenes, ob-

jects, and sounds. My purpose has been merely to show a

tremendous imagination stirred by the round of normal

living to expression in figurative language. I have left put
also imagery arising from the "fierce warres" with which
the whole poem rings. Conflict as dominant in Spenser has

had abundant mention.1 A recent treatment has reiterated

Spenser's exaltation of the military life.
2
Furthermore, to

prevent the overlapping of material in my previous studies

of Spenser's imagery,
3
I have omitted certain activities, for

instance, agriculture and seafaring. This study, thus limited,
treats imagery from the life of man as the denizen of a com-

paratively peaceful earth.

Though non-military life is our concern, it will be impos-
sible to ignore figures based on structures for defense among
which all urban and many rural Elizabethans necessarily
lived. The poet's environment, except perhaps during the

years at Cambridge, includes many "bricky" or stone towers
built against assailants. Tradition has it that he was reared
not far from the great Tower in his fairest Cleopolis.

4 Abun-
dant, compelling imagery derives from castle, fort, bulwark,
ruined masonry.

5 A tower, mentioned rather often, may
symbolize resistance in conflict,

6
but more frequently a

crashing fall. The effect suggests, to a student who has
tracked Spenser to his own Buttevant, the winding street

with its crumbling ruins, symbol of many a Spenserian in-

cident.
7 We have the capitulation of a fort :

No fort so feasible, no wals so strong,
But that continual! battery will rive,

Or daily siege, through dispurvayaunce long
And lacke of reskewes, will to parley drive.6

Even the Fort of Reason may be reduced to "wrath, gelousie,
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and grief,"
9
but maidenhood is impregnable. The bulwark

was to him, as it is to us, a symbol of stability.
10

A devoted reader of Spenser recalls his palaces as among
the most delectable structures in fiction. Whatever the House
of Pride may owe to Chaucer or Ariosto,

11
the exquisite pre-

cision and restraint of the allegory combine astonishingly
with gorgeous imagination. Comparable is the description
of the throne room of Philotime, which

was large and wyde,
As it some gyeld or solemne temple weare:

Many great golden pillours did upbeare
The massy roofe, and riches hugh sustayne,
And every pillour decked was full deare

With crownes, and diadems, and titles vaine,
Which mortal! princes wore, whiles they on earth did rayne.

12

Pillars, mentioned also elsewhere, typify stability.
13 A strik-

ing metaphor likens food and sleep to mighty pillars.
14

Among lesser structures is the church, whose steeple cast

down by lightning typifies Britomart unhorsed in her

struggle with Artegall.
15 A peaceful scene is that of a chapel

with an ivy-covered roof "like a faire branched grove."
16 A

hermit's house is like "a little cage."
17 Before Honour's

mansion Sweat keeps her "woefull watches."
18 Death is the

"common Inne of rest."
19 The gate as a symbol, a concept

living in our own non-figurative age, Spenser uses effec-

tively. The Cave of Morpheus has inner and outer gates of

ivory and of silver, beautiful enough (so I interpret) to

attract Care and then debar his entrance. Hope is likened to

a window.20 To figures based on architectural structure or

adornment must be added the stairway, keys, even the dial

which, crowning the House of Pride, suggests ironically the

daily course of a normal establishment

The portraits of Edmund Spenser do not suggest a robust

Elizabethan's enjoyment of food and drink. Though prob-

ably no ascetic, he draws fewer images from food than from

man's other primal necessity, shelter. But the few include

admirably definite phrases. Red Cross is in danger of being

"pouldred all, as thin* as flowre."
21 We could ill spare a

remarkable daily scene :

Like as an huswife, that with busie care

Thinks of her dairie to make wondrous gaine,
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Finding where-as some wicked beast unware

That breakes into her dayr' house, there doth draine

Her creaming pannes, and frustrate all her pame,
Hath, in some snare or gin set dose behind,

Entrapped him, and caught into her trame,

Then thinkes what punishment were best assign'd,

And thousand deathes deviseth in her vengefull mind.22

(One can fancy Sarah Spenser as housekeeper at Kilcolman

running to Edmund with bad news from the dairy.) Once
milk is unpalatable, as in "the bitter milke of tine."

23 One

figure comes from the poultry yard. The Palmer, feeling
the pulse of Guyon in a swoon, touches him tenderly "as

chicken newly hatched."
24 There are two references to the

butcher's stall
25 and one to a hogkillmg scene.

26 The figure
of fruits in general, still a commonplace, may be dismissed

with the mention of a few specific ones, apples and cherries.
27

The Elizabethan fancy for figures based on sugar and honey
is illustrated abundantly. A mention of honey and gall of

course appears. But a pleasing variant of stock phrases oc-

curs in drops of melting love with ambrosial kisses.
28 The

sole mention of a wine press is to that made by the "daintie

breach" of Acrasia's fingers, a phrase long admired
2<)

In industrial life nothing so fascinated Spenser as the "fire

spitting" forge of the blacksmith.
80 The fancy for this may

have dated from childhood, as some memory of a tailor's

shop may have called forth Shakspere's vivid passage in

King John. The great scene of the furnaces in Mammon's
Cave has been judged "hardly excelled by any other descrip-
tion of labor."

31
Compare with this the powerful description

of the blacksmith, Care,
With blistred hands emongst the cinders brent,
And fingers filthie, with long nayles unpared,

Right fit to rend the food on which he fared 32

Spenser frequently sees likenesses of human behavior to

qualities of metals. Of such conceptions that of Talus, the

Iron Man, is most powerful. Striking expressions are "iron

courage," "iron heart," "iron eyes." The "cold iron chains"

might be a phrase of Keats. (Incidentally Spenser delights
in figures from chains.) The power of women over men is

likened to iron chains.
33

Figures are derived from brass and
lead also. The trick of the goldsmith's trade occurred to

him:
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As guilefull goldsmith that, by secret skill,

With golden foyle doth finely over-spred
Some baser metall, which commend he will

Unto the vulgar for good gold insted,

He much more goodly glosse thereon doth shed,
To hide his falshood, then if it were trew:

So hard this idole was to be ared,
That Florimell her selfe m all mens vew
She seem'd to passe- so forged things do fairest shew.34

Since figures involving gold overflow in Renaissance liter-

ature we may expect them in the Faerie Queene. They are

too stereotyped to be listed. Especially dear to Spenser is the

chain of gold signifying concord. In another vein a striking

aphorism occurs:

For sure a fool I do him firmly hold

That loves his fetters though they be gold
35

Silver, appearing concretely a score of times, is figurative
in "silver slumber," "silver sleep." The only reference to

copper is to the "wire-like locks of Furor," a phrase ad-

mired by Leigh Hunt. 36 With the usual connotations are

found figures from marble and glass.

To the work of other artificers may be added that of the

mason,
37

the engraver,
38 and the painter.

39

From occupations which concern women chiefly come

metaphors of weaving and knitting, none of unusual force,

some only the classic stock phrases of the threads of fate.

Arresting, nevertheless, is the scene of the knights in Radi-

gund's power :

Spinning and carding all in comely rew

earning their board and keep by twisting "linen twyne."
40

Distraction is powerfully shown with a distaff,

Upon the which she litle spmnes, but spils,

And faynes to weave false tales and leasings bad,

To throw amongst the good, which others had disprad.
41

To the distaff may be added the needles, in the comparison
of the sharpness of the eyes of the Squire of Low Degree.

42

Spenser, as a Renaissance gentleman, was necessarily ob-

servant of clothing. Some of the finest expressions, however,
are concrete, and though charming, like the detail of the

Knight and the Ladies in the House of Pride who "pranke
their ruffs," do not belong here. Most of the metaphors and
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similes are stereotyped; for instance, hair called a mantle.

Cloak, hood, veil, shroud (the vesture in Spenser, never the

winding sheet) have only the usual significance. Occasional

expressions are arresting. The mantle of Venus is "coloured

like the starry skyes."
43 The golden aygulets on Belphebe's

tunic "glistred bright, like twincklmg starres."
44 The bridal

vesture of the Medway,
seem'd like silver, sprinckled here and theare

With glittering spangs, that did like starres appear.
4 *5

The satin of Radigund's camis is white as milk.
46 The trap-

pings of Duessa's palfrey are woven "like a wave."
47 From

tattered clothing came a fine epithet in reference to Arte-

gall's struggle for justice and the "ragged common weal."48

Spenser has enriched his narratives with figures from
domestic equipment as well as crafts. (More numerous are

those concerning outdoor pastimes, such as archery, hunting,

hawking.) These having been treated previously are omitted

here, though they belong in the view of a rounded Eliza-

bethan life. We may sketch rightly from the figures the pic-
ture of an Elizabethan house. In a courtyard and an adja-
cent outhouse are the yoke, the flail, the scythe, the sledge,
the hammer, the hatchet, the whip and the block the last

too indefinite for genuine localization. In a luxurious interior

arq the arras, the tapestry, "white silken pillows," the bed,
the mirror, the stool Elsewhere are the cup, "Bacchus' fruit

on the silver plate," the knife, and such miscellaneous acces-

sories as the balance, the hourglass, the tablet, the pen. By
night are torch, candlelight, or lamp. Behind the house are

the potsherd, the laystall, and the dungheap. To unsightly
potsherds he likened the helmet and plates of mail hewn to

bits.
49 From ofifal he derived the incomparable epitome of

all vulgarity, "the dunghill mind." 50

An especially effective figure comes from the lamp, in
the story of the weakness of Lear when he has "resigned
his regiment,"

But true it is that, when the oyle is spent,
Ihe light goes out, and weeke is thrown away.

51

The scene of old Glauce carefully extinguishing the lamp
beside the sleeping Britomart, a touch worthy of Chaucer
is literal only, not figurative, but much too charming to be
omitted.

62 &
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In no realm of domestic life does Spenser show more ex-

ceptional felicity than in his nursery scenes, frequently ad-
mired. Britomart's distress over the news from Talus of

Artegall's imprisonment is thus described :

Like as a wayward childe, whose sounder sleepe
Is broken with some fearefull dreames affright,
With freward will doth set him selfe to weepe;
Ne can be stild for all his nurses might,
But kicks, and squals, and shrickes for fell despight;
Now scratching her, and her loose locks misusing;
Now seeking darkenesse, and now seeking light;
Then craving sucke, and then the sucke refusing:
Such was this ladies fit, m her loves fond accusing

53

Clarinda in deceiving her mistress, Radigund, is like a
A bad nurse, which, fayning to receive

In her owne mouth the food ment for her chyld,
Witholdes it to her selfe, and doeth deceive

The infant, so for want of nourture spoyld.
54

An agreeable, tender picture shows Mercy leading Red
Cross over a thorny, briar-grown road to the "hold Hospi-
tall" with a firm hand,

As carefull nourse her child from falling oft does reare.55

A passage of high emotional value likens the joy of Brito-

mart over praise of Artegall to that of a mother over the

birth of a babe.
56

In a broader scope of life Spenser includes the school-

room, calling "the court and royall Citadell" the great
schoolmistress of all courtesy.

57 A library appears in the

allegory of Memory :

His chamber all was hangd about with rolls,

And old records from auncient times derivd,

Some made in books, some in long parchment scrolls,

That were all worm-eaten and full of canker holes.58

Inevitably we have the "book of fate," the "eternall booke
of fame," the "blot of ill fame."

The great scene of the trial of Duessa before Mercilla

takes us to the law courts. A little allegory of Mirabella

brought to trial at the Court of Cupid introduces Portamore,
A bayheffe errant forth in post did passe,

Whom they by name there Portamore did call,

He which doth summon lovers to Loves judgement hall.59

Divine justice in one of the most powerful scenes, Una's res-

cue of Red Cross from self-destruction, she personifies as
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able to efface the "accurst handwriting of all charges against

him."

The art of healing has a place. The Leach in the House
of Holiness

60
'is Patience. A sufferer may find healing in a

rehearsal of his sorrow:
He oft finds med'cme, who his grief imparts.

62

In any case, death becomes a sweet medicine to free the

"long captived soules from wearie thraldome."
63

Spenser, as a representative Elizabethan, loves music. The

trumpet (if we may classify it as musical) is a prime fa-

vorite, used concretely, however, except in the famous,
For trumpets sterne to chaunge mine oaten weeds

The horn (not the cornucopia) is conceived as having sym-
bolic power. When sounded by Arthur's Squire, Echo
answered it from a distance of three miles.

64 Pain and plea-
sures intermingled are like the discord in music which
"makes the sweeter lay."

65 In a striking stanza Spenser

speaks in propria persona; at the beginning of Red Cross'

combat with the Dragon :

Fayre goddesse, lay that furious fitt asyde,

Till I of warres and bloody Mars doe sing,

And Briton fieldes with Sarazin blood bedyde,
Twixt that great Faery Queene and Paynim King,
That with their horror heven and earth did ring,
And worke of labour long, and endlesse prayse:
But now a while lett downe that haughtie string,

And to my tunes thy second tenor rayse,

That I this man of God his godly armes may blaze,66

Despite pervading mention of both vocal and instrumental
music and the two combined, the actual figures drawn from
this source are scanty. Happily the figures drawn from the

theatre and from pageant, if not abundant, are exceptionally
strong and suggestive. The reader longs for more, and for

free expressions from Spenser of his opinions on the con-

temporary drama. Clearly his memory of it was vivid, since

after 1580 his experiences as an eye witness were extremely
limited. Omitting the Vergilian "woods like a theatre,'

7 we
may begin with the gracious words of Red Cross to Guyon
as they part after their brief acquaintance :

But you, faire sir, whose pageant next ensewes,
Well mote yee thee, as well can wish your thought.

67
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A reference shortly follows to "sad pageant of men's miser-
ies."

68
Again, not sorrows, but love is the actor in the pa-

geant.
69 As a single pageant in the Procession of the Months,

appears "jolly June,"
All in greene leaves, as he a player were.70

The same scene in the theatre motivated a vivid simile in

the introductory stanzas of the Maske of Cupid :

All suddemly a stormy whirlwind blew

Throughout the house, that clapped every dore,
With which that yron wicket open flew,
As it with mighty levers had bene tore;
And forth yssewd, as on the readie flore

Of some theatre, a grave personage,
That in his hand a braunch of laurell bore,
With comely haveour and count'nance sage,
Yclad in costly garments, fit for tragicke stage.

Proceeding to the midst, he stil did stand,

As if in mmde he somewhat had to say,

And to the vulgare beckmng with his hand,
In signe of silence, as to heare a play,

By lively actions he gan bewray
Some argument of matter passioned,
Which doen, he backe retyred soft away,
And passing by, his name discovered,

Ease, on his robe in golden letters cyphered
71

How, then, did Spenser regard the actual men and wo-
men playing their parts upon his "daedal earth?" Of course

they were subject to constant changes of destiny, for Fortune

has a "headlong wheel." 73 Yet life with its sins, suffering,

punishment has superb values. To begin with, few poets
have ever felt more devout satisfaction in the physical beauty
of man, the paragon of angels. Obliterate all the prolix

allegory in the House of Temperance,
75 and Spenser's ad-

miration for the cunning pattern of excelling nature is can-

did. It matters little if the imagery be derivative and con-

ventional. Conventionality and sincerity are not antithetic.

Spenser for the human form uses freely the stock figures for

precious metals and jewels, as thoroughly dear to his age as

discredited by ours. Hair is universally like golden wire, the

teeth like pearls between rubies "laughing sweetly red."

Tears are like pearls ;
even so are the drops of perspiration

on Acrasia's breast.
76

Pastorella is like a diamond in "doubt-

ful shadow of the darksome night
77

Breasts are of crystal

and alabaster. The ivory of Britomart's skin "into clear car-
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nation sudden dyde."
78 The complexion of Serena asleep in

"faire shining ivory."
79 The shoulders of Amphitrite

80 and

the breast of Florimell are ivory.
81

Ivory is applied also to

the chest and the forehead. The destruction of such beauty,
unless it be but a covering for impurity, Spenser gives with

terrible force because he felt primarily the sanctity of the

Lord's anointed temple. The thought of the mutilation of his

own dead body brought out the startlingly personal line :

Ah! dearest God me graunt, I dead not be defould, 82

Miranda did not surpass Spenser in her

O beauteous world that hath such people in it.

But one has read the Faerie Queene in vain unless he has felt

on every hand Spenser's exultation of the spiritual beauty
of man above all else, his confidence that the pure in heart

are of all most blessed because they shall see God and be

with him.

(To be Continued)

^See Heise's Dte Gletchmsie m Edmund Spenser's Faerie Queene und ihtre Vor-

btlder, Konigsee, 1902, for brief but analytical treatment
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SHAKSPERE ON DEGREE:

A STUDY IN BACKGROUNDS 1

By PAUL DEUTSCHBERGER

THE
politico-religious idea that the inequalities in the

estates of man are ordained by nature, since all natural

things observe a similar hierarchy of eminence and author-

ity, is expressed by Shakspere in two plays. In Henry V, I, ji,

Canterbury declares that heaven divides "the state of man in

divers functions, . . to which is fixed . . . obedience," referring
in proof to the kingdom of the bees. In Troilus and Gressida,

I, iii, Ulysses states that inequality, degree, is the law of nature :

The heavens themselves, the planets, and this centre,

Observe degree, priority, and place,

Insisture, course, proportion, season, form,

Office, and custom, in all line of order:

And therefore is the glorious planet Sol

In noble eminence enthroned and spher'd
Amidst the other; whose med'cinable eye
Corrects the ill aspects of planets evil,

. . . but when the planets,
In evil mixture, to disorder wander,
What plagues and what portents ! what mutiny!
What raging of the sea ! shaking of the earth !

Commotions in the winds !

frights, changes, horrors,

Divert and crack, rend and deracinate

The unity and married calm of states

Quite from their fixture! O, when degree is shak'd,
Which is the ladder to all high designs,
The enterprise is sick ! . . .

Then everything includes itself in power,
Power in will, will into appetite;
And appetite, an universal wolf,
So

douoly
seconded with will and power,

Must make perforce an universal prey,
And last eat up himself.

It is obvious, especially after Dr. Ruth Mohl's The Three
Estates in Medieval and Renaissance Literature*, that the
fundamental concept behind these two speeches was part of
the medieval heritage of the sixteenth century. Yet Ulysses'
speech deserves special comment because certain scholars have
attempted to maintain that its ideas and images belong solely
to Shakspere

8
, perhaps because Dr. Mohl has offered no clue to

the source of Ulysses' astronomical metaphor.
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The force of Ulysses' celestial analogy depends somewhat
upon the post-Copernican interest in the mechanics of the

heavenly bodies, although Shakspere's cosmogeny is here
Ptolemaic. This speech draws upon a body of scientific and

religious thought, properly medieval, which has become com-

monplace during the Renaissance. Although references to

the heavenly bodies are not uncommon in medieval literature

from Boethius on, the use of extended astronomical figures,
without reference to mythology or allegory, does not seem to

have been widespread in the latter middle ages and early
Renaissance before the Pleiade and Marlowe. Discussions of

the ,so-called "heavenly hierarchy'' before 1550, in John
Scotus, Pico della Mirandola, and John Colet, for instance,

generally concern themselves with the orders of angels, cheru-

bim, and seraphim, based upon the distinctions made by
Dionysius the Areopagite, and not with the stars and planets.
We find this as late as 1635 in Thomas Heywood's The Hier-
archie of the Blessed Angels. So erudite a sixteenth-century

poet as Du Bartas prided himself, somewhat fallaciously, it is

true, on being the first in France to give a poetical description
of the firmament4

.

Nevertheless, the germs of Ulysses' imagery can be found

throughout medieval literature. There was, for instance, the

often quoted "satellite" analogy, dating back at least to the

time of Gregory VII, which served as one of the mainstays
of political Papistry. This analogy attempted to fix the rela-

tive powers of Pope and Emperor in accord with those of the

sun and the moon5
.

Nor is Ulysses' picture of the universe, though less godfull,

greatly different from Dante's :

La gloria di Colui, che tutto muove,
Per I'umverso penetra . . .

. Le cose tutte quante
Hann'ordme tra loro; e questo e forma,

Che 1'universo a Dio fa somiglante.
Nell'ordine ch'io dico sono accline

Tutte nature per diversi sorti

Piu al principio loro, e men vicine:

Ed ora li, come a sito decreto

Cen porta la virtu di quella corda

Che cio die scocca, dri2zo in segno lieto6 .

Vedi come da inde si dirama

L'obliquo cerchio die i pianeti porta
Per satisfare al rnondo che gli chiama.
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E se la strada lor non fosse torta,

Molta virtu nel del sarebbe invano

E quasi ogni poterma quaggiu morta:

E se dal dntto piu o men lontano

Fosse'l partire,
assai non sarebbe manco

E su e giu dell'ordine mondano7.

(The All-Mover's glory penetrates through the universe, . . .

All things whatsoever observe a mutual order;

and this the form that maketh the universe

like unto God.

In the order of which I speak all things incline,

by diverse lots, more near and less unto their principle:

Nor only the creatures that lack intelligence

doth this bow shoot, but those that have both

intellect and love.

See how thence off brancheth the oblique circle

that beareth the planets to satisfy the world

that calleth on them;
And were their pathway not inclined, much virtue

in heaven were in vain, and dead were almost

every potency on earth;

And if, from the straight course, or more or less

remote were the departure, much were lacking to

the cosmic order below and eke above8
,)

It is unlikely that Shakspere knew this passage, even though
Canterbury repeats the bow-string image :

. . . many things, having full reference

To one concent, may work contrariously
As many arrows, loosed several ways,

Fly to one mark9

yet Ulysses shows us merely Dante's world in disorder,

Dante, like Ulysses, insists upon the interdependence of the

terrestrial and astral worlds, but sees God immanent as the

unifying factor. During the Renaissance there became mani-
fest a tendency to stress instead the all-pervading influence of
Eternal Law (in the sense of Aquinas's "External Law)", the
delicate balance and harmony of all creation. This tendency
seems to have been buttressed with general concepts from
popular astrological thought, and was not rare in English
and Continental literatures. We find the idea expressed by
Gower:

. . . whan this litel world mistorneth

The grete world al overturneth10.

Spenser, catching a hint from Du Bellay
11

,
declares the in-

fluence of the stars :
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. . . the heavens revolution

Is wandred farre from where it first was pight
And so doth make contrarie constitution

Of all this lower world, toward his dissolution12.

Ulysses' speech derives its intensity from this underlying
idea of the mutual influence of microcosm and macrocosm;
the idea that the entire universe responds to and is unified by
a single law or set of laws. This was later to be the intellectual

appeal of the law of gravitation.

But our main interest in Ulysses' speech is the use to which
this Eternal Law, as revealed by the heavens, is put We
know that with the religious, social, and political upheavals
of the Renaissance and Reformation in England, and as an

answer to the doctrines of the more liberal thinkers, such as

Sir Thomas More, the argument from degree for order and

submission to properly constituted authority became one of

the commonplaces of sixteenth-century thought, indeed, such a

doctrine was then sorely needed
13

. Shakspere had a wealth of

readily accessible material on which to draw for the ideas of

Ulysses' speech. But, although many similar ideas may be

found in medieval and Renaissance political writings, many
Shaksperian commentators have been led to think that Ulysses'

sentiments are largely Shakspere's own because no text avail-

able to Shakspere and exactly paralleling Ulysses' speech has

yet been pointed out. Yet, surprisingly enough, such texts have

long been in the possession of scholars.

In Troilus and Gressida Shakspere is very close to Sir

Thomas Elyot's The Boke Named the Governour (1531)
which went into eight known reprintings by 1590. Professor

Mattingly has noted that Elyot, interestingly enough, refers

to "witty Ulisses"
14 and emphasizes just those periods of

Roman history which were treated by Shakspere
15

. Elyot re-

peats the ideas of John of Salisbury and Nicholas Cusanus:

A publike weale is a body lyuing, compacte
or made of sondry astates and degrees of men16.

He develops this in the conventional way in a passage which is

strongly suggestive of Shakspere's rhetoric :

Hath nat (God) set degrees and astates in

all his glorious warkes . . . Behold also that

God hath put generally in al his creatures,

begynnyng at the most inferiour or base,
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and assendynge upwarde ... so that everythynge
is ordre and without ordre may be nothyng
stable or permanent. And it may not be called

ordre, excepte it do contayne in it degrees,

high and base, accordynge to the mente or

estimation of the thyng that is ordred17 .

Elyot's most convincing parallel with Ulysses' speech is, how-

ever:
. . . ordre: which in things naturall as super-
naturall hath euer had such a preeminence, that

thereby the uncomprehensible maiestie of God . . .

is declared to the blynde inhabitantes of this

worlde. More ouer take away ordre from all thynges
what shulde than remayne? Certes nothynge finally,

except some man wolde imagine eftsones Chaos:

which of some is expounde a confuse mixture,

Also where there is any lacke of ordre nedes

must be perpetuall conflicte: and in thynges
subiect to Nature nothynge of hym selfe onely

may be norisshed; but when he hath destroyed
that where with he doth participate by the

ordre of his creation, he hym selfe of necessite

must than pensshe, whereof ensueth unmersall

dissolution18 .

Ket's Rebellion (1547) prompted many political treatises

expatiating upon civil order, and threatening universal ruin

if degree were not observed. The ideas later to be expressed by
Ulysses had by this time found their way into the popular ser-

mons of the time. Though these ideas had previously been

developed by such men as Tyndal
19 and Barnes

20

,
and though

the doctrine of submission to temporal authority had become
an essential part of Protestant dogma with Luther21

,
Melanc-

thon
22

,
and Calvin23

,
we find it best expressed in the Tudor

period in the Exhortation Concerning Good Order and Obe-
dience to Rulers and Magistrates, 1547. There is one passage
in this homily that has much in common with Ulysses' speech,
even as to rhetorical tricks and turns of phrase. It concludes,
as does Ulysses' speech, that the neglect of degree does not
lead to the destruction of small numbers of individuals alone,
but:

. . where there is no right order, there reigneth
all abuse, carnal liberty, enormity, sin, and

Babylonical confusion. Take away kings, princes,
rulers, magistrates, judges, and such estates of
God's order, no man shall go by the highway un-
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robbed ; no man shall sleep m his own house or bed
unkilled ; no man shall keep his wife, children, and

possessions in quietness; all things shall be in

common; and there must needs follow all mischief and
utter destruction both of souls, bodies, goods, and
commonwealths24 .

The most important of the tracts occasioned by the civil

disorders of the 1540'$ is Sir John Cheke's The True Sublect
to the Rebellj Or the Hurt of Sedition, 1549. Many of the argu-
ments advanced by Cheke are repeated by Shakspere. That this

pamphlet continued to be known for more than a century after

its original publication, and that it continued to be considered
more than an excoriation of Ket, the official summary of the

Tudor and Stuart attitude toward insurrection, are proved by
its reprinting in 1641, during the threat of a Puritan uprising.

Not only, then, was it probably known to Shakspere, but the

later use to which it was generally put affords us an important
clue to the development of the argument from degree. Espe-
cially during and after the Martin Marprelate controversy,
this argument was turned full-blast upon the Puritans, and

may be found in such works as Thomas Cooper's, Bishop of

Winchester, Admonition to the People of England
2
*. But of

all the anti-Puritan works of the Elizabethan period the most

important for our study is Richard Hooker's Of the Lawes of

Ecclesiastical Politie, I-IV, 1593. Ulysses' speech seems, in-

deed, a mere echo of Hooker's exposition of the Law of Na-

ture, wherein we find the astronomical analogy already fully

expressed :

Wherefore to come to the law of nature albeit thereby we some-

times mean that manner of working that God hath set for each

created thing to keep: . the heavens and the elements of the

world, which can do no otherwise than they do; ... their strict

keeping of one tenure, statute and law, is spoken of by all; ...

God did then institute a law natural to be observed by creatures . . .

His commanding those things to be which they are, and to be in

such sort as they are, to keep that tenure and course which they

do, importeth the establishment of nature's law . . . Now if

nature should intermit her course, and leave altogether though it

were for a while the observation of her own laws; if those prin-

cipal and mother elements of the world, whereof all things in this

lower world, should lose the qualities which they now have; if the

frame of that heavenly arch over our heads should loosen and dis-

solve itself; if celestial spheres should forget their wonted motions,

and by irregular volubility turn themselves any way as it might
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happen; if the prince of the lights of heaven, which now as a giant

doth run his unwearied course, should as it were through a languish-

ing faintness begin to stand and rest himself; if the moon should

wander from her beaten way, the times and seasons of the year

blend themselves by disordered and confused mixture, the winds

breathe out their last gasp, the clouds yield no rain, the earth be

defeated of heavenly influence, the fruits of the earth pine away
as children at the withered breasts of their mother no longer able

to yield them relief: what would become of man himself, whom
these things now do all serve ? See we not plainly that obedience of

creatures unto the law of nature is the stay of the world26 .

There are two other points that indicate that Shakspere may
have been familiar with Hooker's work when he wrote Troilus

and Cressida. For one, we need not seek in Alberico Gentili's

De Jure Belli Libri Tresj 1596, the source of Hector's "These

moral laws Of nature and of nations
27

," as Porfessor 0. J.

Campbell suggests
28

. There is absolutely nothing else in Shaks-

pere to suggest that he was at all familiar with the work of

Gentili
;
there is, however, a full discussion of the law of na-

tions in Hooker29
.

Finally, Ulysses' speech concludes with a reference to

"appetite, an universal wolf," seconded by will. It is obvious

from Dante30 and from many other sources that the wolf was
a general symbol of the sins of the flesh, lust and avarice. But

Ulysses' remark takes on greater intensity in the light of

Hooker's analysis of the will in its relation to appetite
81

.

Hooker rejects the idea that "the will of man (is) inwardly
obstinate, rebellious, and adverse from all obedience unto the

sacred laws of his nature
32

." Will, we are told, cannot desire

anything evil, but neither can it act, for "Appetite causeth
action

33
." Since "Appetite is the Will's solicitor, and the Will

is Appetite's controller
84
," Ulysses declares that when degree

is neglected, even the will becomes perverse. Appetite is not
checked but rather spurred on by will. Man himself then be-

comes "an universal wolf."

The puzzling part of the whole speech is that the mere mat-
ter of Achilles' sulking would seem hardly to demand so

vehement a sermon from Ulysses. It may be suggested that

while Shakspere was writing Ulysses's speech he allowed
himelf to be carried along by a conventional progression of

ideas, perhaps suggested to him by Hooker, Elyot, or Cheke,
or all together, and which more or less fitted the occasion.
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The result was more than a condemnation of Achilles. It was a

capital piece of royalist propaganda based upon the same

propositions which were then being enunciated by all the

government's apologists; unless, a view that is much more
likely, considering the nature of the play as a whole, its

ineptness was intended to harmonize with and emphasize the

satire inherent in Shakspere's delineation of the voluble and
ineffective grandiloquence of the Greeks.

Long Island University.

iThe author wishes to thank Professor G S Mattmgly of Long Island University for

so generously contributing both time and material to make this paper possible.
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
By S. A. T.

SHAKSPERE IN CLEVELAND

The citizens of Cleveland, Ohio, have

just cause to be proud of themselves

They give more tangible evidence of

their love for the immortal English
bard than any other city (we dare say)
in the world. In their charming Rocke-

feller Park they have for several years

past, at the suggestion of Leo Weiden-

thal, been developing a score of beauti-

fully conceived and laid out plots of

varying sizes and designs named for as

many nationalities and peoples The

architectural, floral, and decorative fea-

tures of each, including tablets (Maim-
omdes, Spinoza, etc.), statues (Goethe,

Schiller, etc), gates and fountains, are

representative of the country or people

designated and symbolized These Cul-

tural Gardens, as they have been appro-

priately named, represent America,

Russia, Slovakia, Lithuania, Poland,

Yugoslavia, Syria, Ukrania, Czecho-

slovakia, Greece, Scotland, Scandinavia,

Wales, Hungary, Ireland, as well as the

lands of the lunatic and degenerate Hit-

ler and the stercoral Mussolini; the land

of the perfidious monkey of the Pacific

is fortunately and appropriately unrep-
resented Then the lovelist of all

there is, standing all by itself, almost

directly opposite the Hebrew Garden

(laid out in (the shape of a six-pointed

star), on a plot measuring about

225x350 feet, the Shakspere Garden.

The Shakspere Garden proper is a

rectangular area (about 110 x 175 feet)
in which are grown, in nicely designed

plots, beautiful specimens of the flow-

ers mentioned in the bard's plays and

poems; comfortably wide paths be-

tween the many beds permit the visitor

to inspect every little flower grown m
this charming atmosphere. A bronze
tablet with an appropriate quotation
from Austin Dobson deters the wor-

shiper from plucking a flower or mutil-

ating a tree. At the upper end of the

Garden, in a semi-circular area in which

stands, just behind a small rectangular

pool, is a bust of the poet unveiled in

1916; seats on either side give the vis-

itor an opportunity to relax and think.

To the left of the bust, about 65 feet

away, is a tree planted from a graft of

the original Shakspere mulberry tree in

New Pkce yard
At the entrance to the flower beds

are, one on each side, two beautiful elm

trees, one planted by E. H Sothern and

the other by Julia Marlowe; at the

upper end of this area, near and in front

of the bust, are two lovely willow trees,

one planted by William Faversham and

the other by Daniel Frohman (No
beastly race-prejudice here!) To the

left of the flower beds, midway between

the north and the south ends, in a

rounded plot, is a sun-dial presented

and dedicated by Robert Mantell;

directly opposite this, on the right, is

a circular bed of ivy and roses from

Juliet's tomb. Between the Sothern elm

and the sun-dial stands a huge oak tree

planted by David Belasco; between the

sun-dial and the mulberry tree, off to

the left, is a maple tree planted by Miss

Effie Ellsler, Cleveland's charming

Shaksperian actress To the right of

Juliet's roses is a small group of trees

grown from the last two trees left of

Birnam wood! Miss Jane Cowl is rep-
resented by an elm tree.

We have seen nothing more impres-
sive or more lovely on our recent trip
to the middle west of our beautiful

country. And our delight was height-
ened by having for our guide one of

Cleveland's most artistic, enthusiastic

and well-informed citizens and teachers

Miss Ada Beckwith. For permission
to see and describe the plan of the

Garden we are indebted to the Com-
missioner of Parks of the beautiful

city of Cleveland.
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SHAKSPERE AND HIS CONTEMPORARIES

(A Classified Bibliography for 1942)

Complied by

SAMUEL A. TANNENBAUM

The following bibliography, based on an examination of the contents of more than

1,400 periodicals and hundred/ of books in -the N. Y Public Library and m the
library

of Columbia University, is a continuation of those published in the January issues of

this Bulletin for some years past. Only those items have been listed which I thought

contributed a new idea or a new fact The names of female writers, if known, are

distinguished by a colon after the initial lettei of the baptismal name The titles of

books and pamphlets are printed in italics. If no year of publication is mentioned in

connection with an item, 1942 is to be understood The discussion of a book, as opposed
to an edition, is indicated by printing the title within single quotes and omitting 'ed'

after the contributor's name The following abbreviations have been employed:

Amer American

Archiv Arduv fur das Studium der

neueren Sprachea

B Bulletin

Bei Beiblatt zur Angha
bib bibliography

Bll Blatter

Bn Boston

comp compiler

CUP Cambridge University Press

d der, die, das, dem, &c

DNS* Die neueren Sprachen

dt deutsch, &c.

ed(d) editor(s)

ELH Journal of English Literary

History

Elizn Elizabethan

EngI English, englische, &c

ES Enghsche Studien

facs(s) facsimile(s)

fr from

GR Germanic Review

Hist History, Histone, Histoire

HLQ Huntington Library Quarterly

il(s) illustration(s)

J
~

Journal

JEGP Journal of English & Germanic

Philology

Lang Language

Libr Library

Lit Literature

Ln London

M Magazine

MLN Modern Language Notes

MLQ Modem Language Quarterly

MLR Modern Language Review

MP Modern Philology

NQ Notes & Queries

OUP Oxford University Press

Oxf Oxfoid

P Press

PL Poet Lore

PMLA Publications of the Modem
Language Ass'n of America

port(s) portrait(s)

pp privately printed

PQ Philological Quarterly

Pr Proceedings

Q Quarterly

R Review, Revue

Repr Reprinted, reprints

RES Review of English Studies

SAB Shakespeare Ass'n Bulletin

Sh Shakespeare, Shakspere, Sec

Shn Shakspenan

SJ Shakespeare Jahrbuch

SP Studies in Philology

Sp Spectator

TAM Theatre Arts Monthly

TLS Times Literary Supplement

trn translation

u und

U University

UP University Press

That I am sincerely grateful to all who have helped me in the preparation of this

bibliography goes without saying.
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ABSTRACTS

1. Tales from Sh C &M Lamb N Y
T Crowell Co , $2 (With ils by E Blais-

dell)

2. C. Lamb's revision of the Tales. J. H
Birss Amer Notes & Queries, 2* 83-84,

Sept.

AMERICA

3. Notes on Sh & America M. E Smith

SAB, 17- 61-62, Jan.

4 Sh's place in W Whitman's America

R P. Falk. SAB, 17 86-96, Apr.

ANTHOLOGIES

5. The Golden Htnd: An Anthology of

Elizn Prose & Poetry.^ Lamsoa & H.

Smith, edd. N. Y. W. W. Norton &
Co., pp xviii + 846, front, 3 maps,

music, & geneological table, $6

ASTROLOGY

6 The Star-Grossed Renaissance D C.

Allen Durham UP, 1941, pp xii +
280, $3.

AUTHORSHIP PROBLEMS

7 Shn puzzles, P. C. Ray. Calcutta R,

78: 1-7 (Jan. 1941), 87-92 (Feb),

207-13 (Mar.), 79 1-5 (Apr)

AUTOGRAPHS

8. Sh's legal documents J. H. Wigmore
Amer Bar Ass'n J, 28: 134, Feb.

BACON, FRANCIS

9. F. B on Platonism. F. H Anderson

U of Toronto Q, 1 1 1 54-66, Jan.

10. King James on F. B N. E. McClure

TLS, Jan. 17, p 31.

11. Observations on a letter of advice fr

F. B. to Essex F. H Arnold Baconi-

ana, 26- 67-72, Apr.

12. F. B.'a connection with the emblem lit

of the 16th & 17th centuries. L. Bid-

dulph -Baconiana, 26- 78-82 (Apr.),
145-50 (July), ils &facss

13 F B & the Catholics A G. Hardman

. Baconiana, 26: 172-74, July.

14. Lord Bacon was a poet R L. Eagle

Baconiana, 26- 179-86, Oct.

15. Lord Bacon edns R W. Gibson

TLS, May 30 (p 271),June 20 (p. 312).

BACON-SH QUESTION

1 7 Bacon-Sh & Proverbs xxix. Baconiana,

26: 17-31, Jan.

18 The Secret Sh,A Dodd Ln, 194.

(See Bacontana, Apr, 26 104-06.)

19 No Bed for Bacon. C Brahms & S J,

Simon Ln, 194 , 8s.

20 Should Sh be exhumed' R. L Eagle

Baconiana, 26, 49-52, Apr., 3 ils.

21. Bacon, Sh, & T. Nashe W. S Mel-

some. Baconiana, 26: 53-66 (Apr),
122-37 (July).

22 Could Bacon have found time' R. L

Eagle. Baconiana, 26: 83-87, Apr.

23. Only an actor could have written the

plays. R. L. Eagle Baconiana, 26: 88-

92, Apr.

24. A conceit somewhat ridiculous A. A.

Leith. Baconiana, 26* 73-77, Apr.

25. Bacon or Sh does it matter? H S

Bridgewater. Baconiana, 26: 1-10, Jan.

26. Could Bacon have committed the

'errors' m the plays? R. L Eagle.

Baconiana, 26: 109-13, July.

27. Who wrote the 'Sh' plays? K. Murchi-

son. Baconiana, 26 138-44, July.

28. Facts that fit. H. K. Baker. Baconi-

ana, 26: 151-57 (July), 204-09 (Oct.)

29. The testimony of Mrs Judith {!} Hail

E D Johnson Baconiana, 26; 158-

60, July.

30. The Man tn the Sh Mask]. S. L.

Millar Edinb, pp 16, 6d.

31. The wisdom of Sh. M. Sennett.

Baconiana, 26. 187-95, Oct

32. Constant & inconstant love W. S

Melsome. Baconiana, 26* 196-203, Oct.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY

33 Annual bibliography of Elizabethiana

published in 1941 S A Tannenbaum

SAB, 17 2-17, Jan.

34 Index to bibliography of Ehzabethiana

published m 1941. R. P Rosenberg

SAB, 17 18-24, Jan.

35 F Bateson's Cambr Bibliography of

EnglLttD F Bond MP, 39 303-12,

Feb

36 D P Kmgsley's Sh collection TLS,

Tan 3 9 p 12

3 7 The Yeai 's Wot k in Engl St&die r ( Vol

xv) F S Boas,ed Oxford UP, $375

18 The 1st 3 Boston edns of Sh's poems

M. W. S Swan Papers of the Biblio-

graphical Soc of America, 36 27-36

39 What is bibliography? TLS, July 18,

P 355

BIOGRAPHY

40 B R Lewis's Sh Documents -T W
Baldwin MLN, 57. 364-73, May

'OS, Aug 22, p 420

4 1 A portrait of Anne Hathaway? S A T
SAB, 17 11 2, Apr

42 The license for Sh's marriage J G
McManaway MLN, 57 450-51, June

43. H Pearson's A Life of Wm Sh'R. L

Eagle Baconiana, 26 161-65, July

44 Sh's will a forgery Baconiana, 26

212-13 & 217, Oct

BOOK TITLES (1942)

45 The Wind & the Rain C Grayson &
I. Eldredge TN, v, i, 399

46 In tffuct My Sot rows C Jaynes K],

III, i, 68

47 This Great Argument (1941) M
Kelley TNf HI, n, 12

48 The Moon Is Down J Steinbeck

AT, n, i, 2

49 Lay On, Maccluff C Armstrong

M, V, vin, 33

50 Sound and Fury F Chase M, V, v,

27

5 1 And Let the Coffin Pass K Abbey

3, 1, n, 38

52 When Next We Meet R Lambert

R & J, II, 11, 122

5 3 The Edge of the Sword V Pozner

M, IV, i, 151

54 The Strings, My Lord, Ate False

P V Carroll ]C, IV, 111, 292

55 A Deed Without a Name E Phill-

pots M, IV, i, 49

56 Passing Strange. -R Sale 0, I, m,

160

57 Heavenly Harmony H & S Liefe-

rant TO, III, i, 5

58 Thts Fortress. M Coles R2, II, i,

43

59 Motley's the Only WearT H Mc-

Neal /4YX/,II,vn,34

60 Thankless Chid. F Swmnerton

KL, I, iv, 311

61 // We Should PatlM White M,

I, vn, 59

BRETON, NICHOLAS

62 N B 's The Hate of Treason.] Rob-

ertson MLN, 57 116-19, Feb

CHAPMAN, GEORGE

63 The Poems of G C P B Bartlett ed

N Y 1941, pp vih 4- 488

64 Nature & the tragic hero m G C's

Bussy plays R H Perkinson Modern

Language Q, 3 263-85, June

65 Stylistic devices in G C's Iliads P B
Bardett PMLA, 57 661-75, Sept

66* Some notes on G C's poems G. G
Loane NQ, 183 272-76 (Nov 7),

332-33 (Dec 5)

67. P. Bartlett's edn of G Cs Poems

[G G Loane] NQ, 183. 300, Nov 7

68* The poems of G C TLS, Oct 3, p
486
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69 Some additional poems by G C

J. Robertson Libr, 22 168-76, Sept

1941

COMMEDIA DELL
7 ARTE

70 Some pictorial aspects of early com-

media-dell'-arte acting J H McDowell

SP,39 47-64Jan

COMMENTARY

71 Sh Without Tears M Webster

N Y Whittlesey House, pp xii + 320,

$2 75 J. Corbm, N Y Times Book R,

Feb 1, p 8

72. The Oration in Sh. M B Kennedy

Chapel Hill U of N C Press, pp x +
270, $3

73. Ueber d Historiendrama in d engl

Renaissance W F Schirmer Archiv,

179 1-7, Apr 1941

74 A Thaler's Sh & Democracy A Har-

bage MLN, 57: 376-78, May
75 Fear of the people as a minor motive

mSh J C McCloskey SAB, 17 67-

72, Apr.

76 Sh's development as a dramatist in the

light of his experience H Craig. SP,

39 226-40, Apr

77. The Arctic voyages of Wm. Barents in

probable relation to certain of Sh's plays

S M. Nutt SP, 39- 241-64, Apr

4ils

78 Laterally dominance in Sh's plays

G. Walsh & R M. Pool Charlotte,N C,

pp. 8 (Repr fr Southern Medicine &

Surgery, vol. 104, Feb )

79. Jacobi's Form # Struktur der Sh'schen

Komodten (1937) E- Deckner Bei,

52. 58-60, Mar 1941.

80 Sh & some conventions of old age

E. H. Cox, SP, 39 36-46, Jan

81. Appearance & reality in Sh's last plays

T. Spencer. MP, 39 265-74, Feb.

82. Sh & the speaking line L W Smith

PL, 48: 61-70, Apr

83 The Nature of Literature Its Relation

to Science & Human Experience. T. C
Pollock Princeton UP, pp xxiv + 218,

$3.

84, The criticism of Sh's last pkys: a

caveat F.RLeavis Scrutiny, 10 339-

45, Apr.

85. M Arnold on Sh W. Jaggard, et al.

NQ, 182 276 (May 16), 348 (June

20), 183 52 (July 18)

86 Heroes & villains: Sh, Middleton,

Byron, Dickens E E Stoll. RES, 18

257-69, July

87. StolTs Sh & Other Masters H S

Bennett. RES, 18- 344-45, July

88. Sh & the Nature of Man T Spencer

N. Y Macmtllan, pp xvi + 234,

$275

89- The fencing actor-hnes in Sh's plays

J L Jackson MLN, 57 615-21, Dec

90. Campbell's Comical Satire U: Ellis-

Fermor MLR, 37 498-500, Oct

CONTEMPORARIES

91 The early Stuarts HLQ, 5: 192-201,

Jan

92. The Life of F Drake A. E W. Mason

N Y. Doubleday, Doran & Co , pp. x

+350, $375. F P Wilson, N Y
Times Book R, Apr. 26, p. 5.

93 A biographical dictionary of Ehzn

authors M. Ecdes HLQ, 5- 281-302,

Apr

94 A bogus envoy fr James I. S T Bin-

doff History, 27- 15-37, June

95. Drake & Burghley Mariner's Mirror,

28 317-18, Oct.

CONTEMPORARY DRAMA

96. Notes on early Stuart stage history

C J. Sisson MLR, 37. 25-36, Jan

97. G Bentley's Jacobean & Caroline Stage

C J. Sisson. MLR, 37: 88-91, Jan

98. R. R Cawley's Unpathed Waters.

E. G Cox Modern Language Q, 3

123-25, Mar.
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99. The Merry D&ud of Edmonton. [With

The Life & Death of the Merry Demi

intr & notes] W. A Abrams, ed

Duke UP, pp x + 290, bib, $3 50.

100 The development of the stage Irish-

man to 1800 J. O Hartley MLR, 37*

438-48, Oct.

CONTEMPORARY POETRY

101 The transition in poetry H H Hud-

son HLQ, 5: 188-90, Jan

102. Music m poetry N Frye U of

Toronto Q, 11 1 66-79, Jan

103 B. Barnes's use of G Fenton's Htsf of

Gaicciardin] Fellheimer MLN, 57

358-59, May

104. The quarrel of the satirists A Dav-

enport MLR, 37 123-30, Apr

105. Some pre-Armada propaganda poetry

in England, 1585-86 T Brooke, tr &
ed Pr of the Amer Philosophical Soc ,

85 71-83, Nov

CONTEMPORARY PROSE

106 The Elizn Prelude I C Story

Forest Grove Pacific U

DANIEL, SAMUEL

107. S. D.: A Concise Bibliography. ( With

a 'Foreword.} S. A. Tannenbaum

N. Y. The Author (601 W 113th

St.) , pp. x+ 38, $3 75

DAVENANT, WILLIAM

108 W. D, father of Engl scenery R
Southern. Life & Letters Today, 32

114-26, Feb

DONNE, JOHN

109 Complete Poems of ]. D R. E. Ben-

nett, ed Chicago, pp xxx + 306, 95c

D. C Allen, JEGP, 41 548-49, Oct.

110. J. D & the couplet A Stem

PMLA, 57: 676-96, Sept

111. The dynamic image in metaphysical

poetry A S Brandenburg PMLA,

57 1039-45, Dec.

112 J. D since 1900 A Bibliography of

Periodical Articles.- W White Bos-

ton- F W Faxon Co, pp vi + 23,

Repr fr B of Bibliography )

113 AJDmsinSt Paul's cathedral

E M Simpson PQ, 21 237-39, Apr

114 The grounds of religious toleration in

the thoughts of J D R W Batten-

house Church History, 11 217-48,

Sept.

115 J D &Virginiain 1610 H. Cooper

MLN, 57 -661-63, Dec

116 J D the lawyer TLS, Aug 1, p

379
'

117 J D's alchemical figures E H Dun-

can ELH, 9; 257-65, Dec

DRAMA

119. How to Write a Play L Egn
N. Y., pp xvin + 304

120. Langenbeck's Wiedergeburt d Dramas

(1940) A v. Blumenthal Bei, 32

56-58, Mar 1941

DRAYTON, MICHAEL

121 Tillotson's M D & His Circle, &c

O Elton RES, 118 111-15, Jan

EDUCATION & CULTURE

122 Problems in the cultural hist of Tudor

England HLQ, 5 176-83, Jan

123. A survey of ELzn reading M Eccles

HLQ, 5 180-82, Jan

ELIZABETH, QUEEN

124 Attempt to murder Q E W. Jag-

gard, M H Dodds NQ, 183' 17 (July

4), 117 (Aug. 15)

125 Q. E Creature of Circumstance. ft

Belioc N Y: Harper, pp x + 258,

9 pll, $3 H Gorman, Times Book R,
Oct 25, p. 36 M RugofT, N Y Herald

Tribune Boob, Aug. 23, p 10
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ENVIRONMENT

126 The social diffusion of ideas in the

Engl Renaissance HLQ, 5 169-75, Jan

127. "The Truth of Our Times' by H
Peacham. [Facs, With mtr.] R. R Caw-

ley ed N Y Columbia UP, pp. xxiv +
[xii] + 204, $2.

128. Elizn manners & Morals Bacomana,

23. 11-16, Jan
'

129 The English Yeoman under Elizabeth

& the Early Stuarts. M. Campbell

New Haven: Yale UP, $3 75

130 Ways & means m Ehzn propaganda

G Jeokms.--History, 26 105-14,

Sept

ERASMUS, D.

131 D E. & propaganda M. M Phillips.

MLR, 37 1-17, Jan

132. D. E E L Tinker N Y. Times

Book R, Aug. 30, p. 22.

133 The Praise of Folly. [With essay &

commentary by H. H Hudson ] J. Wil-

son, tr. Princeton UP, $250 J. A.

Gee, JEGP, 41: 544-46, Oct

134 The Praise of Folly [With Life of

D ]- H van Lorn, ed N Y W. J.

Black, 89c.

135 Lo hispamco y el Erasmismo. A.

Castro Revista de filologia hispanica,

4 1-66, Jan.

GASCOIGNE, GEORGE

136 G G & The Noble Art of Venery

J Robertson MLR, 37 484-85, Oct.

137. G G aa a pioneer TLS, Sept 19,

pp 462 & 464, post

138 G. G. A Concise Bibliography.

{With a Foreword} S A Tannenbaum.

The Author (N Y, 601 W 113th

St),pp x + 22,$3

GREVILLE, FULKE

139 F, G's 'Caeltca' An Evaluation

W Frost Brattleboro Vermont Print-

ing Co , pp vi + 62, 4 facss, pp $1.

HARVEY, GABRIEL

140 The Harvey-Nashe controversy. A
Davenport NQ, 182 116-19, Feb 28.

HERBERT, GEORGE

141. R E Hutchinson's edn of G. H.
H J C Grierson MLR, 37 207-14,

Apr.

HERRICK, R.

142. Some Poems of R. H. Norfolk,

Conn.

HEYWOOD,JOHN
143. 'John, Tyb, & Sir John'; The Pard-

oner & the Friar.' H. W. Wells & L S

Loomis, edd Representative Medieval &
Tudor Plays, pp. 245-98

HUMOR

144 Humor. C Modae Calcutta R, 83

153-62, May

'INFLUENCE

145 Tennyson's Maud & Sh. T P. Har-

rison, Jr. SAB, 17: 80-85, Apr

ITALY

146. Italy in Elizn pamphlets. M. M.

Bhattacherjee. Calcutta R, 83 129-35,

May.

147. Un Maquiavelo sin maquiavelismo

R Araniega Atenea, 69 370-75, Sept

148 Machiavelli & the spirit of comedy.

C S Singleton MLN, 57 *

585-92, Nov

JONSON, BEN

149 Unity of time in Every Kan In & in

Cynthia's Revels. M Kalkich. MLN,
57 445-49, June.

150 Vol 7 of the new B J C J Sisson

MLR, 37 203-05, Apr

151 AH King's book on The Poetaster

G. D Willcock MLR, 37: 205-07,

Apr
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152. B J (Vol 7: The Sad Shepherd;

Pott of Mortimer, Masques; Entertain-

ments.) C H Herford, P. & E Simp-

son, edd Oxford UP, $10

153 The alchemy of Mercury Vindicated

.E H Duncan SP, 39' 625-37, Oct

154 B J's masques- a rejoinder. E M
Simpson RES, 18 291-300, July

155 B J's lament for S Pavy G E Bent-

ley US, May 30, p 276

156 Influencias italianas en las comedias de

B J M Berveiller Filosofia y letras,

3 51-71 (Jan), 193-211 (Apr)

KYD, THOMAS

157 J P Collier & The Murder of ]

BrewenR. M Gorrell MLN, 57

441-44, June

158 T K J Bakeless The Tragical

Htst of C Marlowe, pp 110-14, 176-80,

262-65, &c

LANGUAGE

159. The creators of modern English H
Bayley Bacomana, 26 32-42, Jan.

160. Sh's night-rule
' H Kokentz

Language, 18 40-44, Jan

161. Sb & the Diction of Common Life

F. P. Wilson N Y Oxf UP, 85c

162. Analysis of imagery a critique of

literary method L: H Hornstem

PMLA, 57 638-53, Sept

163. 'Bug
1 m Sh & his contemporaries

J G M Amer Notes & Queries, 2

24-26, May

LAW

164. The Law of Property in Sh & the

Eltin Drama. P. S Clarkson & C T
Warren Baltimore Johns Hopkins P,

pp xxvm + 346, $3 50

LYLYf JOHN

165 Oxford & Endymion J W Bennett.

PMLA, 57 354-69, June.

MARLOWE, C.

166 Some Nashe marginalia concerning

C M P.H Kocher MLN, 57 45-50,

Jan

167 C. M's Tamburlaine A Study in Re-

naissance Moral Philosophy R W Bat-

tenhouse Vanderbilt UP (Nashville,

Tenn ) , pp x + 266, front, $2 50

168 Part 2 of Tamburhine H L Gard-

ner MLR, 37 18-24, Jan

169 F S Boas's new book on C M M
Eccles MLR, 37 53-55, Jan

170 T Nashe's authorship of the prose

scenes in Faustus P H Kocher Mod-

ern Language Q, 3- 17-40, Mar

171 C M's art of war P H Kocher

SP, 39 207-25, Apr.

172 Mephistophilis & the lost 'dragon
'

L. Kirschbaum RES, 18. 312-15, July

173. The Tragtcall Hist of C M J Bake-

less. Cambridge Harvard UP, 2 vols,

il * 7 facss, $7.50

174, Elizn literary phenomena. Baconi-

ana 26' 114-21, July

175 The theme of despair in Dr J?austs.

J C McCloskey College Engl, 4

110-13, Nov

MARSTON, JOHN

176 The quarrel of the satirists. A Dav-

enport MLR, 37 123-30, Apr.

177 J M J Bakeless. The Tragical Hist

of C Marlowe, pp 115-19

MIDDLETON, THOMAS
178 Some notes on Crane's ms. of The

Witch. W W Greg -Library, 22

208-22, Mar

179 T M J. Bakeless -The Tragical

Hist of C Marlowe, passim

MISCELLANEA

180 R W Chambers's Man's Unconquer-
able MindTV F. Bryan MLN, 57

381-83, May L C Wrosh, Books, July

26, p 18 VIII
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181. The Polger Sh Memorial Library,

1931-1941 J. Q Adams [Wash'n]

1942, pp vni + 62, 3 ils.

182. The Truth About Ann, [A 3-act play ]

T. Lennon N Y J Day Co , pp i

+ 132, $2.

183. When Sh's Ladies Meet [A one-act

comedy.] C. George N Y Drama-

tists Play Service (6 E 39th St.), 35c

184 Sh & Delacroix A Whitridge

SAB, 17 167-83, Oct

185 A Sh garden m Cleveland S A

Tannenbaum SAB, 17* 208, Oct

186 Literary serendipity L Hotson

ELH, 9 79-94, June

MONOLOGUE

187 Der Monolog in Sh's Konigsdramea

[MS diss, 1932 ] A Hmterwaldner

At the U of Vienna

188 Der Monolog in Sh's Tragodien

[MS diss, 1923] R Heller At the

U of Vienna

189 Der Sh Monolog u s Spielweise E

Kihan Dramaturgische Bll (Munchen

1905 ),pp 63-91-

MONTAIGNE, M. DE

190. Emerson's Montaigne C L Young

N Y , 1941, pp xii + 236, bib

191 M, de Mt A Conctse Bibliography

S A Tannenbaum, comp. N. Y.

The author (N Y, 601 W 113th St ),

pp xii + 138, port, $9

192 How great was Sh's debt to Mt? A.

Harmon PMLA, 57" 988-1008, Dec

MUSIC

193 Tudor popular music its social sig-

nificance C. M Simpson HLQ, 5

176-79, Jan.

194. A Gutde to Recorded MusicI

Kolodin, comp N Y, Doubleday

1941), pp. xvi + 496, $3

195. Verdi the Man in hts Letters G

Verdi (E Downes, tr ) N Y L B

Fischer, pp 470, 8 ports, 5 ils

196 The Gramophone Shop Eyncydodepta

of Recorded Music N Y. Simon &
Schuster, $395.

PEELE, GEORGE

197. G. P & his friends as
f

ghost*-poets

G B Parks JEGP, 41. 52736.

198. G. P J Bakeless The Tragtcall

Hist of C. Marlowe, 1 255-62, 2. 359-

62, &c

PHILOSOPHY

199 Cosmic sense m Shn tragedy. W J

Grace. Sewanee R, 50 433-44, Oct

200 Sh & the Platonic tradition. F A
Yates U of Edinb J, 12- 2-12.

PLAYS & POEMS

Cymbeline (Cy)

201 The significance of Cy A. A. Steph-

enson. Scrutiny, 10 329-38, Apr.

Hamlet (H)

202 The exchange of rapiers J L Jack-

son MLN, 57 50-55, Jan

203- Questions to Gertrude. [Sonnet.']

B. R. Sleeper Sewanee R, 50: 77, Mar

204* Horatio's commentary J G Wales

SAB, 17 40-56, Jan

205 Romantic apologists for Hamlet's

treatment of Ophelia A. P. Hudson.

ELH, 9 59-70, Mar. 1942.

206. Dmhie's 'Bad' Quarto of 'H'. H.

Spencer MLN, 57 223-25, Mar

207. S Bernhardt on Hamlet M. M.

Shudofsky College English, 3 293-95,

Dec. 1941

208. Die Kindertruppenstelle im H. L L.

Schiicking Archiv, 179: 8-14, Apr.

209. Oehlenschlager's Amleth. N L

Willey Scandinavian Studies, 17 1-19,

Feb
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210 Hamlet among the mechanists A
M. Sampley. SAB, 17: 134-49, July

211 'H.' M Webster, S Barr, & M. Van

Doren The New Invitation to Learn-

ing, pp. 44-58.

212. H in China J. B. Atkinson N. Y
Times, Dec. 18, pp. 1 & 38.

213. The play scene M. E Prior ELH,

9: 188-97, Sept

Henry IV (H4)

214 "Alas, poor Yonck
'

S M Pitcher

PQ, 21: 239-40, Apr

215. M Shaaber's ed'n of 2H4 H T,

Price; JEGP, 41 . 97-99, Jan M. Doran,

MLN, 57. 373-76, May

216. Did Sh miss the road to Warkworth?

A. B. Langdale SAB, 17 156-59,

July

Henry VI (H6)

217. Sh's Henry VI as a pacifist M
Swayner College English, 3 143-49,

Nov 1941

Julius Caesar (JC)

218. Sh's JC, a 17th-century manuscript

G. B. Evans JEGP, 41 401-17, Oct

219. The most unkindest
'

P R Cole

NQ, 183* 382, Nov 7

220. Sh-deutsch. W Fischer. Bei, 52

66-67, Mar. 1941.

King Lear (KL)

221. Elizn 'che vore ye' 1 warrant you
'

H.Kokentz MLN, 57 98-102, Feb

222. The two techniques in KL W B C
Watkms. RES, 18 1-26, Jan

223. W. Greg's Variants m Q.\ of 'KL/

J. G. McManaway. MLR, 37 86-88,

Jan.

Love's Labor's Lost (ILL)

224. The source of LLL J Phelps

SAB, 17: 97-102, Apr.

225 An allusion in Act IV H W. Crun-

dell. NQ, 183. 44-45, July 18.

Macbeth (M)

226 Before M*,J. Gielgud. TAM, 26

113-17, Feb.

227. Evans* AL R: Gilder TAM, 26:

80-81, Feb., 2 ils.

228 Shn cuts in Restoration Dublin H
Spencer PMLA, 57: 575-76, June

229. J Gielgud'sM A Dukes. Theatre

Arts, 26 615-19, Oct ,
2 ils

230 James I & the witch-scenes in M
H V. Calhoun SAB, 17 184-89, Oct

231 The date of M, A N Stunz ELH,

9 95-105, June

232 Sh's purgative drug 'cyme
' N E

Ehason MLN, 57 663-65, Dec

233 D Tieck's Af--Ueberset2ung T.

Neale Bei, 52 67-70, Mar 1941

Measure for Measure (MM)

234 The ambiguity of MM. L C

Knights Scrutiny, 10 222-33, Jan.

235. The greatness of MM F R, Leavis

Scrutiny, 10. 234-47, Jan

236 'MM.' D A. Traversi Scrutiny,

11 -40-58, July

Merchant of Venice (MV)

237 The 'muddy vesture of decay.' Hiber-

mcus NQ, 182- 275, May 16.

238 Launcelot's blessing. S M Pitcher.

PQ, 21 239, Apr.

Merry Wives of Windsor (MW)

239. MW & Two Brethren.' D H
Bruce. SP, 39' 241-64, Apr

240 The MW quarto, a farce interlude.

V.H Ogburn. PMLA, 57 654-60, Sept.

Midsummer-Night's Dream

241. A fair vestal throned by the west

F.A G Calthorpe Bacomana, 26 171-

72, July

Much Ado About Nothing (MA)
242. Spenserian 'courtesy' & 'temperance*

in MA. A- F. Potts SAB, 17 103-11

(Apr), 126-33 (July)
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243 A possible source for the Hero-Claudio

plot D J Gordon SP, 39 278-90,

Apr

244 Benedick & Beatrice J W Draper

JEGP, 41 140-49, Apr

Othello (Oj

245 A scene from Robeson's 0. Theatre

Arts, 26 648, Oct

246 Scenes from Robeson's O Life, Aug

31, pp 82-85

24~* & C F Cresmus E H W Meyer-

stein TLS, Feb
, p 72

Pericles

248 'Portage' [III, i, 35] emended B

Lloyd NQ, 182 342-43, June 20

Richard II (R2)

249 Imagery in R2 and in H4 M
Doran MLR, 37 113-22, Apr

250 The character of Richard II J. W.

Draper PQ, 21 228-36, Apr

Richard III (R3)

251 Two passages in 3 P Maas

RES, 18 31547, July

Romeo & Juliet (R & J)

252 An Emendation in jR & /. H. E

Cam. SAB, 17. 57-60, Jan.

253 Rosaline Rosalind' Ignoto NQ,
183. 163, Sept 12.

254. Sh's debt to Marlowe in R&J. H.

R. Walley PQ, 21 257-67, July.

Sonnets

255. Seed of a Sh sonnet A Davenport.

NQ, 182 242-44, May 2.

256. Critical principles & sonnet 146

D. A Stauffer American Scholar, 12

52-62, Dec.

257. Sonnet 149 D Bray TLS, July 4,

p 381.

Taming of the Shrew (TSj

258 TS 3 T King SAB, 17- 73-79,

Apr

259 Strata in T5
1

R. A Houk SP, 39

291-302, Apr

260 TS [Adapted for the Blackfriars of

Alabama] I. Raines, ed Uumversity
PP 25

261 The evolution of TS.R A. Houfc

PMLA,57 1009-38, Dec.

The Tempest (T)

262 Brown U Presents Sock & Buskin in

T with 'Revels* End* (A Containing

Dialogue in 3 scenes) W T. Hastings

Sept 1942, pp. 12, port & 2 ils.

Timon of Athens (Timon)

263 Tmon an unfinished play U: Ellis-

Fermor RES, 18 270-83, July.

Titus Andronicus

264 The hardboiled Sh W T. Hastings

SAB, 17 114-25, July, 3 ils.

Troilus & Cressida (T&C)

265. Troilus, Cressida, & Thersites. -W
W. Lawrence MLR, 37- 422-37, Oct

1942

Twelfth Night (TN)

266 -Ec in Ulyria Feste' {Conclude^
J W. Draper. SAB, 17. 25-32, Jan.

267. Sh's use of pistol/ G. S. McCue.
Amer Notes & Queries, 2 : 104, Oct.

POETICS

269 The nature of poetry. A. Stalker

Quarterly R, 278 74-86, Jan.

270 Beauty in Sh & in Kant Baron von

OppelL Hibbert J, 40 166-73, Jan

271 Poetry Writing & Appreciation.?
R, Horton. N Y.: H Harrison, |2.

272. Poetry & Prophecy N. K. Chadwick.

Cambr UP, pp xvi + 1 10, 8 pll, $1 75
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273. When is it poetry? G R Hamilton,

C. Sansom, E Hutton, et al TLS, Feb.

7, 1942 (p 67), Feb 14 (p 79), Feb

21 (p 92), Feb 28 (p 103).

274. F W Ness's Use of Rhyme,- I W
Draper. MLN, 57 379-80, May.

275. The Nature of Literature Ifs Relation

to Science, Language & Human Experi-

ence. T. C Pollock Princeton UP, pp

xxiv 4- 218, $3

276 When is it poetry? W H. D Rouse

TLS, May 2, p 223.

277. Poetry & prophecy D Kenmare

Poetry R, 33 41-49, Jan

278. The Substance That Is Poetry.

R. P. T Coffin. N Y -

Macmillan, $2

279. The Mtnd of the Maker D: L

Sayers N. Y Harcourt, Brace & Co ,

$2.

280. Fundamentals of criticism Mother

Agatha. Spirit, 9 115-19, Sept

281. Reason in poetry. G. Pauldmg.

Spirit, 9* 52-57, May.

282. Poetry & democracy C I. Glicks-

berg South Atlantic Q, 41 254-65,

July.

283. Poetry for the populace. R. 2, Deats

Sewanee R, 50: 374-88, July.

284. When is it poetry? TLS, Feb 7,

p. 67.

285. Unconscious expectations in reading

poetry M H. Abrams ELH, 9* 235-

44, Dec

286. Poetry in the doldrums S. A Cob-

lentz PL, 48: 221-27.

Poetry in the doldrums J Heard

PL, 48 227-31

287. Recent Catholic.views on art & poetry

K: Gilbert J of Philsophy, 39: 654-

61, Nov. 19.

288. Figures of speech, irony. J: Green

NQ, 181: 271-72, Nov. 15, 1941

289. Imagery & logic. Ramus & meta-

physical poetics R. Ture J of the

Hist of Ideas, 3. 365-400, Oct.

290 The Language of Poetry P. Wheel-

wright, C Brooks, I. A Richards, W.

Stevens Princeton, pp x + 126, $2

291 Types of Eagl Poetry J S Harrison

Indianapolis 1941, pp x + 230

292 Metaphysical poetry D C Loomba

Calcutta R, 80 67-75, July 1941

293 Poetry as a Means of Grace C G
Osgood Princeton UP, 1941, pp vin

+ 132, $2.

294 The sources of C Gildon's Complete

AttofPoetryFEUi2ELtt 9 9 118-

35, June

295 Form in lit V M Hamm

Thought, 17 255-69, June

POLITICS

296 The creative artist & his age P Roy

Calcutta R, 81. 273-82, Dec. 1941

297 A Thaler's Sh & Democracy G I

Duthie -RES, 18 346-49, July

298 Politics & the poet J. E. Spingarn

Atlantic Mo, 170. 73-78, Nov.

299 Sh on degree a study m backgrounds.

P Deutschberger. SAB, 17 200-07,

Oct

PREDECESSORS

300 Representative Medieval 6 Tudor

Plays. [Translated, edited & abridged ]

H W Wells & R S Loomis edd & trr

N Y Sheed & Ward, pp iv + 302,

4 pll, $3 50

RALEIGH, W.

301 W. R. as a transition figure. E A.

Strathmann HLQ, 5. 190-92, Jan

RANDOLPH, THOMAS

302 T R's SabtgV Bowers MP, 39

275-80, Feb

303. The Fatry Kntgbt, or Oberon the Sec-

ond -F. T. Bowers, ed Chapel Hill,

pp. vhi -f 88, $3
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RELIGION

304 Elizn sermons W Jaggard NQ,
182 25, Jan 10.

305 J. B. Collins's Christian Mysticism tn

tkeEhznAge F E Hutchmson RES,

18: 340-41, July

306- Sh's Anschauungen u Religion u Sitt-

lichkeit, Staat u Volk P Meissner

Bei, 52 -60-64, Mar 1941

307. The Jacobean oath of allegiance &

Engl lay Catholics C J Ryan. Cath-

olic Historical R, 28. 159-83, July

RUSSIA

308 Sh in the new Soviet theatre. J

Macleod Anglo-Soviet J, 3 17-24, Jan ,

4ils.

309 The Soviet public & Sh -L. G. Sal-

mgar Anglo-Soviet J, 3 228-34, Oct.,

8ils.

309a Language & style of Sh M Moro-

zov Hist of Engl Realism (I Amsimov,

ed,194l).

SENECA

310 Our Seneca. C W. Mendell New

Haven, 1941, pp. x + 286 R M Hay-

ward, MLN, 57. 228-30, Mar.

311. Was Hercules modeled on an earlier

Latin play? R. M. Haywood. Classical

J, 38. 98-101, Nov.

SHIRLEY, JAMES

312 J. Sh & the actors at the 1st Irish

theater A. H. Stevenson. MP, 40:

147-60, Nov.

SIDNEY, PHILIP

313 Parallel analyses of the two versions

of the Arcadia. A. G. D. Wiles. SP,

39 167-206, Apr.

SPENSER, E.

314. The woman ruler in FQ.J. E. Phil-

lips Jr. HLQ, 5: 211-34, Jan

315 Sp's garden of Adonis revisited

J: W. Bennett. JEGP, 41: 53-78, Jan

316. E K's classical allusions reconsidered

D T. Starnes SP, 39. 143-59, Apr.

317. The Evolution of 'PQ'<,J: W Ben-

nett U of Chicago, pp x + 300, $3

318 Criticism criticised. Sp & Milton.

E. E Stall JEGP, 41: 451-77, OCL

319- Sp's "Platonic* garden B Stirling

JEGP, 41: 482-86, Oct

320 Methods of literary interpretation.

J: W. Bennett JEGP, 41 486-89

321 Shelley & Sp F L. Jones SP 39

662-69, Oct,

322. Sp & the graces. D. T. Starnes

PQ, 21: 268-82, July.

323. Imagery in FQ based on domestic &
occupational life G: W. Landrum.

SAB, 17: 190-99, Oct

324 Spenserian armor. A. H. Gilbert.

PMLA, 57. 981-87, Dec

325. The genesis of some passages which

Sp borrowed fr Marlowe T. W. Bald-

win. ELH, 9. 157-87, Sept.

326. Sp & the 'cinq points en amours.*

J. Hutton. MLN, 57: 657-61, Dec

STAGE HISTORY

327. Annals of the N. Y. Stage: Vol. 13

(1885-88). G. C. D. OdelL N. Y..

Columbia UP, pp. xviii + 724, many ils,

$8.75.

STUART, MARIE

328 The Gay Galliard: The Love Story of

Alary Queen of Scots. [A novel.] M
Irwm N Y.: Harcourt, pp. 544, $3

H Gorman, N. Y. Times Book R, Feb

15, p. 4, port

TEXTUAL CRITICISM

329 Press corrections in 16th- and 17th-

century quartos E. Wolf 2d Papers

of the Bibliographical Soc. of America,

36 1-12 (Repr.)
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330. An evaluation of evidence in Shn tex-

tual criticism. M- Doran Engl Insti-

tute Awnud, 1941 (N. Y. Columbia

UP, $2.50), pp. 95-114

THEATRES

331 The Globe Playhouse: Its Design &

Equipment. J C Adams Cambridge,

Mass : HUP, pp xiv + 420, 17 ils, $5

SA.T., SAB, 17 160, July J. Corbm,

N Y. Times Book R, Sept 27, p. 34

S. C. Chew, N. Y. Herald Tribune Books,

Aug. 2, p. 14 VIII

332. Sh's audience as viewed by Harbage

B. R. Lewis SAB, 17 150-55, July

TOURNEUR, CYRIL

333. The ascription of speeches in Reveng-

er's Tragedy E M. Waith MLN, 57

119-21,Feb

TRAGEDY

334 Tragedy & sense of the tragic in its

ethical implications G R. Coffman

Sewanee R, 50 26-34, Mar.

335. The nature of tragedy A H B
Allen. Philosophy, 17 144-58, Apr

WARWICKSHIRE

336. Sh's Country]. Russell. Ln- Bats-

ford, 10s. 6d (TLS, May 16, p. 248 )

WHETSTONE, GEORGE

337. G. W.: Mid-Elizabethan Gentleman

of Letters. TL C Izard CUP, pp x +
298, $3.75.

WORKS

338. Complete Plays & Poems of Wm $h

{With introductions & notes.] W A
Neilson & C J. Hill, edd Boston

Houghton Mifflin, $6 50

ADDENDA

339- Sh in the garden of Eden R A
law. Studies tn Engl (Texas, 1941 ) , pp
24-38 (Repr)

340. An Echo of Homer in Henry V?

R A. Law Studies tn Engl (Texas,

1942), pp. 105-09. (Repr)

341 Another play by J. Ford G F. Sen-

sabaugh Mod Lang Q, 3 595-601,

Dec

342 J Donne & the Earl of Essex R. E

Bennett Mod. Lang Q, 3 603-04, Dec

343 Sp's View some observations Hi

Hefner Mod Lang Q, 3 507-15, Dec

344 A Copley's A Fig for fortune, a

Roman Catholic legend of holiness F

M Padelford Mod Lang Q, 3 525-

33, Dec

345 S Batman's Travayled Ptlgrtme &
Book 2 of FQ. K Koller Mod Lang

Q,3 535-41, Dec

346 The 'G W. Senior' & 'G W. I' of

the Amoretti R Gottfried Mod Lang

Q, 3 543-46, Dec

347 Sp's tale of the 2 sons of Milesio

Roland M Smith Mod Lang. Q, 3

547-57, Dec

348 A Tasso imitation in Sp C B. Beall

Mod Lang Q, 3 559-60, Dec

349 Sp's View & the tradition of the

wild* Irish W J Ong Mod Lang Q,

3 561-71, Dec

350 Sidney's 2 descriptions of poetry

C. M Dowlm Mod. Lang Q, 3 573-

81, Dec

351 S Daniel's Philotas & the Essex case

B Stirling. Mod Lang Q,3: 583-94,

Dec

352. What Sh learned at school D
Brown. Bucknen U Studies (1941) 1

1-20

353 Valency's Tragedies of Herodes &
Manamne. R P Rosenberg German

Q, 15 114-16, Mch

354. 'Pistle' or TistolT in Twelfth Ntght

G S McCue. NQ, 183 345, Dec 5

355. Sixteenth-century religious & political

implications in Sir ]ohn Oldcastle. M
G M Adkitis. Studies tn English

(Texas U, 1942), pp. 86-104 (Repr)
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1 Women's names are distinguished by a colon after the baptismal name. Sh=Shakspere
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Bruce D: H 239

Bryan W F 180

'Bug* in Sh & contemporaries 163

Byron, Lord 86

Crane R 178

Cresmus C F 247

Criticism 280 318 320

Crundell H W 225

Cymbekne 201

Cain H E 252

Calhoun H V 230

Calthorpe F A G 241

Campbell M 129

Campbell O J 90

Caroline stage 97

Carroll P V 54

Castro A 135

Catholic views on an & poetry 287

Catholics, Francis Bacon and the 13

Cawley R R 98 127

Chadwick N K 272

Chamber RW 180
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IMAGERY OF FIRE IN THE FAERIE QUEENE
BY GRACE W. LANDRUM

(Concluded)

THE
myth of Prometheus will continue to enthrall poets.

It has reappeared in our century, as in William Vaughn
Moody's TheFire-Bringer. The great Aeschylean con-

ception will recur, but with varied social implications,

rather than with man's simple wonder at that Promethean
heat of Othello's magnificant reference in the death scene

of Desdemona. The mystery of fire largely disappeared
with the illuminating match, unfamiliar to English poets
until the second third of the nineteenth century. The
Renaissance mind, that did not know Browning's "blue

spurt of a lighted match," felt the magic of the kindling

process. Furthermore, fires were unconcealed then. Now
in our civilian, urban life they are largely guarded from

sight. Accordingly flames, against which there was once
the scantiest protection, stimulated an enormous amount of

sixteenth century imagery. This seems less trite if one reads

with a visualization of Elizabethan daily life and with a

little imagination, remembering that today fire beyond its

bounds is man's greatest terror still.

A glance at the Concordance to the Poems of Edmund
Spenser and at Whitman's Subject-Index will prove the

numerosity of the poet's references to fire. As Shelley's mind
was obsessed by the experience of drowning, so Spenser may
have been haunted by the thought of such a holocaust as he

probably saw at the destruction of Kilcolman Castle.

The treatment of the imagery of fire may begin with Muta-
bility's analysis of the element:

Last is the fire: which, though it liue for euer,
Ne can be quenched quite; yet, euery day,
Wee see his parts, so soone as they do seuer,
To lose their heat, and shortly to decay;
So, makes himself his owne consuming pray.
Ne any liuing creatures doth he breed;
But alt that are of others bredd, doth slay;
And with their death, his cruel! life dooth feed;
Not leaning but their barren ashes, without seede 1

Spenser's imagery drawn from fire I shall classify thus :

figures based on the similarity of fire to the sheen of metals
;
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comparisons of animal physique to manifestations of fire;

human behavior characterized first by the beneficent and

then by the devastating power of the element.

Like Chaucer, Spenser was continually charmed by the

sunlike flash of metals. He notes general effects: metal

"shining like Sunne rays"; armor shining like "Phoebus

bright ray"; "sun bright arms"; armor "bright as skie." A
splendid picture shows Radigund's armor hammered by
Artegall :

So did Sir Artegall upon her lay,

As if she had an yron anduile beene,

That flakes of fire, bright as the sunny ray,

Out of her steely armes were flashing seene,

That all on fire ye would her surely weene.
2

Mention of particular weapons is frequent. The flaming

sword, blade, or brand is a favorite. Not only does Arthur's

shield (composed of solid diamond, of course, and not of

metal) flash with the blinding effect of sunlight, but so do
other "sun bright" and "sun broad" shields. Radigund wears
a "sunshiny helmet "

Derivative as the imagery may be,

yet in itself it has been influential.
3

Nevertheless, because

of its familiarity it needs no further emphasis.

Passing from comparisons of warlike equipment to fire

and the likeness of the element to human characteristics,
we may note the non-human "flaming tongue of Cerberus"

(Vergilian, of course),
4

the nostrils of Enceladus like a

"furnace red" (perhaps a Vergilian phrase),
5
"the flaming

breath of steeds," and the "fiery feet" of Guyon's horse.

The great fiery dragon of Book I, Cantos XI and XII,
belongs in a specialized study of Spenser's fabulous crea-

tures. In passing, one may express surprise that the phoenix,
dear to Elizabethans, scarcely occurs in Spenser's poetry.

In our age generalizations of human behavior tend to

splinter into special characterizations, under the domination
of psychology. A few stock comparisons remain, probably
not to be increased, Spenser's variation of the fiery eye

appears in "sparkling fire out of furious eyes," eyes "casting
secret flashes of lustful fire." By another conception the

eyes of wounded Timias are like "lamps of quenched fire."
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A charming simile depicts Britomart's eyes shining through
her beaver while

"from her eies did flash out fiery light

Like coles, that through a silver censer sparkle bright."
7

The beauty of this figure redeems the inept comparison
in the Allegory of the Body in Book II, Canto IX : eyes like

"two goodly Beacons," a phrase which, apart from its con-

text, would still allure.
8

(A beacon, name lingering delight-

fully in the hills of Gloucestershire and Somerset, must
have been really significant in the poet's troubled years in

Ireland.) Additionally he speaks of thirst as "flaming,"
of the "fervent heat" of the feasters' appetites in Castle

Joyous, and of the "molten heart" steamed in sleep.

For most of the moral attributes Spenser signally honored
he has images of fire. Obviously he cannot thus symbolize
his grand virtue of temperance. Fire is not easily a general

symbol of friendship, justice or courtesy. But several inter-

locking excellencies he typifies by fire: virtue, noble ambi-

tion, courage, righteous indignation: the "zealous fire of

noble thoughts"; the freshly kindled "spark" of response
to noble lineage; the "broad-blazed fame" of the Red Cross

Knight, to quote Dame Coelia's words; and that of other

knights of "strange adventures" who won "great worth and

worship." Fame, courage, honor, he thus lists in Calidore's

reluctant refusal of Tristram's assistance :

"Glad would I surely be, thou courteous Squire,
To haue thy presence in my present quest,
That mote thy kindled courage set on fire,

And flame forth honour in thy noble brest."
9

Courage, as a discrete virtue, if it ever be that, he repeatedly
likens to fire. "Sparks of noble courage," "heat of youthful
spite" (in a purely favorable connection) he varies with

"flaming courage." Especially he likes figuratively to revive

courage with fresh sparks. He had no doubt endlessly en-

joyed the brightening of a sickly fire on his own hearth. An
opposite effect, of fire suppressed and then let loose, appears
in a powerful simile :

Like as a fire, the which in hollow caue
Hath long beene ynderkept, and downe supprest,
With murmurous disdaine doth inly raue,
And grudge, in so streight prison to be prest,
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At last breakes forth with furious unrest,

And striues to mount unto his natiue seat;

All that did earst it hinder and molest,

It now deuoures with flame and scorching heat,

And carries into smoake with rage and horror great.
10

Sheer physical courage, though exemplified a thousand-

fold, is not a definitive impulse in the noblest of the Faerie

Queene knights. Righteous indignation of the Psalmist's

intensity often motivates. Red Cross experiences a "fiery"
if impermanent zeal at the first sight of Despair. The heart

of Calidore did "inly flame" at an unavenged wrong. The
fisherman's assault upon Florimell incites "burning fury."
The misery of the Squire in Squallid Weed beside his head-

less lady so stings Artegall and Talus that they "flamed with
zeale of vengeance inwardly" and rode in hot pursuit of the

murderer. In true Spenserian fashion the courage to avenge
the wrongs of others blends with compassion. One of the

most beautiful aphorisms which are seldom noticed unless

they sparkle in alexandrines, is:

"For wheres no courage, theres no ruth nor mone."11

Figures concerning tearful sympathy with wronged inno-

cence naturally belong in another category. Incidentally

Spenser has an interesting reference to himself, not, of

course, as a physical champion of distress, but as a sensitive

onlooker, when he tells us that in recounting the woes of

Florimell his heart doth "melt with mere compassion." If

one doubts his sincerity, let him remember that William
and Mary Wordsworth shed tears over Una's plight when

they read the Faerie Queene as a solace in deep bereavement.

In recounting "faithfull loves" Spenser would normally

repeat figures drawn from fire, stock phrases of other poets;

yet he makes them his own. Elton excellently expresses the

obligation thus: "No need to ask whether he borrows; it is

enough to see that he writes.
12 We may rank the intensity

of love as a pure passion in an ascending scale, beginning
with Arthur's analysis to Una of the course of love :

Deare Dame (quote he), you sleeping sparkes awake,

Which troubled once, into huge flames will grow,
Ne euer will their feruent fury slake

Till liuing mpysture
into smoke do flow,

And wasted life do lye in ashes low.
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Yet sithens silence lesseneth not my fire,

But told it flames, and hidden it does glow,

I will reuele, what ye so much desire:

Ah Loue, lay downe thy bow, the whiles I may respire.
13

Frequently appear the "fire of loue," "the goodly fire/' "the

kindly flame of loue," the "creeping flames," the fair Lady
"inflamed by loue's rage," the "no unusual fire of loue," and

the further incitement to passion when "fresh coles" are laid.

The connotation in each of these cases is of chaste love,

pleasurable if mixed with pain. The emotion of Britomart,
enamored of Artegall, rises thus to dangerous intensity:

Ne ought it mote the noble Mayd auayle,

Ne slate the furie of her cruell flame,

But that she still did waste, and still did wayle,

That through long languour, and hart-burning brame

She shortly like a pyned ghost became,

Which long hath waited by the Stygian strond.
14

By an extension, fire becomes an emblem of the good life, as

well as of the good lover:

Most sacred fire, that burnest mightily
In living brests, ykindled first aboue,

Emongst th' eternall spheres and lamping sky,

And thence pourd into men, which men call Loue;
Not that same, which doth base affections moue
In brutish minds, and filthy lust inflame,

But that sweet fit, that both true beautie loue,

And choseth vertue for his dearest Dame,
Whence spring all noble deeds and neuer dying fame.15

Lastly, the element symbolizes the highest reach of human
aspiration in an address to "the greate Muse. 15

Yet sith I needs must follow thy behest,

Doe thou my weaker wit with skill inspire,
Fit for this turne; and in my feeble brest

Kindle fresh sparkes of that immortall fire,

Which learned minds inflameth with desire

Of heauenly things.
16

Turning to imagery of fire as an evil force we may observe
that there is little suggestion from the idea of smoke. The
word appears often concretely; seldom figuratively, as in
"smoke of vanity," and in the splendid alexandrine in the

description of the fire in the cave.
17

Ashes, as distinct from
the generating fire, Spenser practically omits, but repeats
the Chaucerian comparison of pallid cheeks to ashes.
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To a remarkable degree manifestations of unruly human
passions are likened to fire. One is tempted to draw a fan-

tastic Renaissance design of the Seven Deadly Sins with
the separate figures at least of five of the Sins

Pride, Lechery, Avarice, Envy, Wrath lapped in curling
flames. Sloth naturally is absent. Thus, griefs concealed are

compared to flames. The misery of Scudamour is like a

fire to be quenched. To return to the Sins, Pride is char-

acterized as "blazing." Impatience, one of the two old

hags following Maleger, is armed with raging flame.

Avarice in the great Cave of Mammon scene is thus

described :

Then auarice gan through his vemes inspire
His greedy flames, and kindled life-deuouring fire.

18

Malice with its "furious flames" is close akin to envy, which

may include the "kindling coles" of cruel enmity. Revenge
all "burning with a fresh desire" and with "hasty heat" is

properly next

Generalizations of wrath or anger as fiery occur insistently.
An unusually aphoristic stanza thus defines wrath combined
with other passions :

Wrath, gealosie, gnefe, loue dc thus expell:

Wrath is a fire, and gealosie a weede,
Grief is a flood, and loue a monster fell:

The fire of sparkes, the weede of little seede,

The flood of drops, the Monster filth did breede.19

Among numerous similar expressions occur these: a heart

"molten by wrath," "flaming furie," "euer burning wrath,"
the "brand of ire," "wrathful fire," "wrath euer burning."
Marked discord begins with "small sparks," which once

blown, are unquenchable except by a god or "godlike man."
Strife and war are likewise "kindled." Very striking are

characterizations of wrathful individuals. The Two Bro-

thers whom Artegall later appeased are in the quarrel over

their inheritance kindled "with wrathfull fires."
20

Orgoglio
is "inflamed with scornful wrath." Artegall and the "cursed,
cruell Sarazin" "demanding passage money at the bridge
meet in combat so furious that

There being both together in the floud,

They each at other tyrannously flew;

Ne ought in water cooled their whot bloud,

But rather in them kindled choler new.21
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Three characters conceived with even exceptional power
show fiery qualities. Orgoglio is inflamed with "scornful

wrath." Radigund at her castle gates is "inflamed with fell

despight." Pyrocles is by derivation the embodiment of fire

unquenchable.
22

Equipped with his shield of brass, the

inscription on it, Burnt, I do burn, armed with poisoned

arrows, he gives forth such outcries when he seeks to quench
"his implacable fire," his "inly flaming syde," that he is

worthy the imagination of Dante and the terrible irony of

Swift.
23

Spenser's greatest emphasis falls on the treatment of fire

as symbolizing sinful passion. He does not announce the

sharp antithesis of love and lust that occurs in Venus and

Adonis:
Love comforteth like sunshine after rain,

But Lust's effect is tempest after sun:

Love's gentle spring doth always fresh remain,

Lust's winter comes ere summer half be done;

Love surfeits not; Lust like a glutton dies;

Love is all truth, Lust full of forged lies
24

Nevertheless, the context clearly differentiates the natures

and the effects of chaste love and lawless passion. Thus from
Arthur's recital of his past, Troilus-like amusement at

lovers' plights, we understand that by "the fires which them

[the lovers] to ashes brent," he means only honorable love.

By contrast in other situations we read of "the fleshly

flame," "the flamed mind," "the cruel flame of loue," the
"secret coles put to its fire," the "kindling coles of lust,"
"the burning eye" of Desire, "newly kindled youthful
desire," the boiling fire of love, flames inly burning, most

raging hot. "Lustful fire" occurs more than once. The emo-
tion is sometimes delineated with a complete abandon which
is the equivalent of salaciousness in the language of contem-

porary drama. Fire consumes Malbecco's heart, Sylvanus
"burnt in his retreat." Acrasia sucking Guyon's sp right
through his human eyes "was quite molten into lust" The
Witch's son :

Cast to loue her [Florimell] in his brutish mind;
No loue, but brutish lust, that was so beastly tind.

Qosely the wicked flame his bowels brent,
And shordy grew into outrageous fire.

25
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One more case, that of Clarinda, will suffice:

Euen so Qarinda her owne Dame beguyld,
And turn'd the trust, which was in her affyde,
To feeding of her priuate fire, which boyld
Her inward Brest, and in her entrayles fryde,
The more that she it sought to couer and to hyde.

2*

Surely here is "lust in action," a vicarious delineation of
"the expense of spirit in a waste of shame," to delineate
which Spenser would have been far less compelling without
his superb use of the imagery of fire.

It is perhaps significant that the river of the classic under-
world of which he speaks oftenest is Phlegethon,

1FQ. 7, 7, 24.
2FQ. 5, 5, 8, 1-5. For recent interesting treatment of Radigund see Celeste Turner

Wright, Studies in Phtlology, Vol. 37, July, 1940, pp 441 and passim.
SVariortum /, 198.
*Variortum 111, 234.
*Ibid. t p. 279.
cSee the author's mention of these m the Shakespeare Association Bulletin, "Imagery

jo the Faerie Queene drawn from Flora and Fauna," Vol. XVI, No. 2 and 3-
7FQ 5, 6, 38, 7-9-
8See Vartortum lt 298 for parallels.

*FQ. 6, 2, 37, 1-4.

IOFQ. 2, 11, 32
11/7Q. 6, 7, 18, 5.
12"Colour and Imagery in Spenser," Modern Studies, London, Edwin Arnold, 1907,

P 72
13FQ. 1, 9, 8.

. 3, 2, 52, 1-6.

. 3, 3, 1. See Vanonum 111, 233 for Upton's comment on Platonic source

. 7, 7, 2, 1-6 Vanonum VI and VIIf 291-2
* 7See note 10, supra
iHjPfi 2, 7, 17, 8-9

FQ 2, 4, 35. See Vanortum HI, 230 for comment of B E C Davis.
ao

^fi 5, 4, 4, 5ff
21PQ 5, 2, 13, 1-4.
2-See Vanortum II, 231. 247 for comment on the name and Gilbert's list of all his

epethets drawn from fire.

**FQ. 2, 6, 44, 3ff

2*LJ 800-804.

FQ. 3, 7, 15, 8-9, and stanza 16, 1-2
2*FQ 5, 5, 53, 5-9.



A MIRROR OF NATIONAL INTEGRATION
A New Summary of

Four Decades of the English Theatre

By HENRY W. WELLS

THE
strength of a cooperative effort by all productive

classes of a complex society is well illustrated by a notable

chapter in theatrical history. The evolution of the English
theatre throughout the forty years preceding Shakspere's
first plays offers an unsurpassed record of social integration.
The highly privileged classes proved willing to accept
much from the less privileged; the popular mind won a

direct contact with the aristocratic mind; and, to conclude,
a nation in time of relative peace achieved a unity in its spir-
itual life attained elsewhere only under the most stringent
conditions of total war. The history, of the pre-Shaksperian
English stage takes on today a new meaning, of no small
value to both the British and the American democracies.

This article aims to trace the outlines of this evolution

in a slightly clearer and more significant light than they have
hitherto enjoyed. Three factors are of outstanding import-
ance. The first is the changing status of the leading com-

panies producing the chief plays The second is the shift of

the chief royal patronage from companies of little or no
share in the movement of the popular theatre to those hav-

ing a large share. (We have long termed Shakspere's
theatre the Elizabethan theatre, but no one has really shown
the phrase to be a happy term rather than a gratuitous one.)
In the third place, it is legitimate to see the long-rooted
tendency of mankind to envisage its development in terms
of decades as strikingly valid for interpretation of the Eliza-
bethan theatre. Unique contributions of the fifties, sixties,
seventies and eighties to the sixteenth-century English stage
seem capable of a more strictly chronological summary than
has commonly been admitted, Although this momentously
dynamic period in the theatre is doubtless ecletic, highly
diversified and irregular, it need not therefore be quite so

confusing to the historian of drama, of ideas and of the

temper of the times as it remains in many elaborate exposi-
tions. When critically considered, the Elizabethan stage gives
evidence of the power of the stage to* mirror human life,
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and especially social problems, not only in Elizabethan Eng-
land but in our world at large.

The development may be summarized by saying that rela-

tively weak work and disparate forces combined to make a

mighty force. Artistic expression remained comparatively
weak so long as it voiced the culture of distinct social classes
and institutions. It became strong as it dramatically con-

verged to voice the culture of a united people. In 1550
theatrical entertainments in England addressed only limited
classes. Although virtually all the people enjoyed some enter-

tainment, no such truly communal entertainment as afforded
in the times of Chaucer by the greatj Mystery Play cycles
was available. Even the genial democratic temper in the

plays of John Heywood, where all classes are levelled by
farce, belongs to an earlier and more catholic age. For the
old drama the Reformation spelled disintegration. Shaks-

pere began to write just as there again arose a communal
theatre expressing the entire nation, uniting in a magic circle

the taste and wisdom of the plebeian crowds, the public
schools, the colleges, the law schools, aristocratic households,
private circles of intellectuals, and the court itself.

Of course it is no simple matter to summarize a dramatic

history where most of the plays remain utterly unknown
today, where only a small fraction known by title survive

in complete texts, and where records of performances and
theatrical companies remain at best somewhat obscure.

Nevertheless a summary may be reached which rather than

violating the facts legitimately interprets them. The decade

from 1540 to 1550 is a winter's sleep. The fifties disclose the

rise of a new neo-classical comedy written in a racy vernac-

ular, almost wholly under the auspices of schools and col-

leges. The sixties show a notable rise in neo-classical tragedy

largely under the auspices or leadership of the Inns of Court.

The seventies witness a surfeit of romantic plays on both

medieval and classical themes produced for the court and

by companies not notably engaged in popular entertainment

as well. The eighties present the rise of the great Elizabethan

drama: a drama rich in lyrical poetry, dramatic intrigue,

and profound humanity, written by scholars leaning upon
the humanist traditions of both schools and court, enter-

taining both a popular and a court or private audience, at
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once racy and thoughtful, plebeian and aristocratic. The
well organized popular companies begin to feed the court

and private houses as well. The queen herself becomes

patron of the first highly active company playing under both

auspices. The popular theatres for the first time make their

influences strongly felt. The court at first receives and then

renounces the old-fashioned and class-conscious John Lyly
as its leading entertainer; it prepares to receive and to pat-
ronize the new-fashioned and communally minded William

Shakspere.

The development is especially clear during the first three

of these four decades. We trace it both by focussing atten-

tion upon the chief plays representing true dramatic inno-

vations, and by noting the titles of some of the much more
numerous plays now lost And we trace it especially by ob-

serving the auspices under which the plays were given.

We know that from at least the middle of the century

plays designed chiefly to divert the populace, and even the

provincial populace, were occasionally performed by com-

panies under due patronage. The best example of this type
of entertainment to come down to us is Gambyses (c. 1560).
Its technical crudities and general naivete indicate that its

author had an eye upon a popular audience. Scholarly
humanism touches the work but lightly. The general inex-

pertness of the play strongly suggests an amateurish author-

ship and a company no more than casually or superficially
trained in the arts of the theatre. It betrays the degeneration
into which the stage had fallen during the waning of the

medieval tradition, when, year by year, the great Mystery
dramas were meeting with neglect, decay and extinction.

It scarcely hints at the new life that was just appearing or
had already appeared a few years before Gambyses itself

was performed. The play may possibly have had a court

performance; it certainly iu no way suggests a superior
court culture.

Clearly a newly developed English comedy preceded a

newly developed tragedy. It is no less clear that this comedy,
based on Plautus and Terence, was performed chiefly in the
schools and colleges, whence it occasionally found its way
to court. While the Roman comic poets were probably
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played in both Latin and English before 1550, it is doubtful
if English plays to any serious degree modelled on them
were given before 1550. During the decade of the fifties

several such^seem to have been performed, of which Ralph
Roister Doister, probably given at Westminster School,
and Gammer Gurton's Needle, originating at Christ's Col-

lege, Cambridge, are, of course, the chief examples. Thus
the new comedy was along slightly stiff and academic lines
and largely for school consumption, and launched shortly
before Elizabeth came to the throne.

The first decade of her reign was, considered in theatrical

terms, a decade of tragedy. It seems likely that some Sene-
can plays had already been given in Latin and possibly even
in English before the equivalent of a new tragedy in English
was produced. The decade is significantly ushered in by the
first of the celebrated series of English versions of Seneca,
Jasper Heywood's Thyestes in 1560. Two years later the first

known English tragedy in the humanist tradition, Sackville

and Norton's Gorboduc, made its appearance, under the

auspices of the Inner Temple. Four years later the Inner

Temple witnessed the still more powerful Gismund and
Salerene, written by five of its members. A survey of the

plays produced during this decade shows how deeply the

Senecan influence was felt and to what a large extent tragedy
temporarily outdistanced all other forms for court perform-
ances and court reading. The remaining tragedies by
Seneca were quickly translated. During the decade also

appeared tragedies on the classical subjects of Dido, Darius,

Appius and Virginia, and Massmissa, as well as a trans-

lation of Sophocles' Ajax into Latin and Gascoigne's version

of Euripides by way of the Italian. So Elizabeth's reign
commenced somewhat sternly so far as the advance of the

drama was concerned. The chief contribution of the decade

came unquestionably from the Inns of Court, where a con-

siderable number of scholars betrayed serious dramatic

interests and not unnotable gifts. And yet no great burst of

dramatic energy is discernible. Professional actors are still

given relatively slight support; they have no adequate
homes for their plays. The theatrical instincts of the people
as a whole remain inadequately tutored by learning or

encouraged by the court, while the scholars and courtiers

give, if possible, decreasing countenance to popular enter-
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tainment Humanism in England begins to wear a priggish
air.

The seventies prove remarkable for a tendency seldom

if ever noted by historians of the drama, a tendency which
nevertheless swelled almost to the dimensions of a move-
ment and has an eloquent and ironic place in theatrical evo-

lution. The great Elizabethan drama of the last two decades

of the century actually represents a revulsion from much that

occurred during the seventies. The court, becoming increas-

ingly affected and elegant, more and more sensitive to

French, Italian and Spanish literatures and modes of think-

ing, from approximately 1570 to 1580 drew somewhat
further away from the thought of the English people as a

whole and commenced a vogue of chivalrous and distinctly
aristocratic expression. Here we should, perhaps, extend

the wave of taste slightly into the next decade, to include

the first plays of John Lyly, whose Euphues, nevertheless,

belongs to the close of the seventies. During these years, also,

Sir Philip Sidney produced his pastoral mask, The Lady
of May (1578), and wrote m his Defense of Poesy his

austere, highly aristocratic and neoclassical comments upon
the drama. These were banner years for the Children of the

Chapel and for the Paul's Boys. Both in theory and practice
the court was becoming rather more than less exclusive;
there was no successful attempt to arrive at a national drama
in place of a class drama, and as yet no strong evidence of

social democracy in English taste.

The queen was invited to a series of plays artificial and
romantic in tone, dealing indiscriminately with classical

and chivalric themes and lacking native vitality. It is sig-
nificant that only enough of these plays has survived to

assure us of their general character significant and rather

fortunate, since they usually make poor reading. The two
most representative of the ultra-romantic plays are The
Conflict of Conscience and Common Conditions, the for-

mer published in 1581, the latter entered in the Stationer's

Register for 1576 but both probably originating in the early
seventies. The titles of many lost plays strongly suggest sim-
ilar work, such as Lady Barbara (1571), Ajax and Ulysses,
Ghariclea, Cloridon and Radiamanta, Narcissus, and Paris
and Vienna (itf^^Predor and Lucia zntiMamillia (1573),
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Herpetulus the Blue Knight and Porobia, Panecia, Perseus
and Andromeda, Phedrastus, Phignon and Lucia, Philemon
and Filicia, Pretestus and Timoclea (1574), The Painter's

Daughter^ and The Red Knight (1575), Cenocephals, The
Irish Knight, The Solitary Knight and Titus and Gisippus
(
J S77) i

and The Greek Maid and The Knight in the Burn-

ing Rock (1579)- These works, together with John Lyly's
court comedies on mythological themes appearing in rapid
succession early in the next decade, present a formidable

sequence of romantic plays without either the true tang
of comedy or the true depth of tragedy, and lacking any
real contact with the thought and manners of the English
people. More strongly than at any previous period in Eng-
lish history, the drama threatens to be divided into popular
and undistinguished shows for the people, derivative and
aristocratic drama for the court. Yet this court seems unfit

to develop within itself the polish of the court drama else-

where achieved in Europe.

The next few years, culminating with the emergence of

Marlowe and Kyd in or about 1587 and of Shakspere some
four years later, definitely set on its course the sudden out-

burst of England's true dramatic genius. Many suggestions
have naturally been offered in explanation, none of which
alone is or can be satisfactory. But perhaps no single state-

ment can be more significant in this connection than the

observation that, accompanying a number of developments
in the status of the theatrical world itself, the British theatre

abruptly ceased to be divided into a number of stages each

reflecting a separate class or group in English life and be-

came truly national. School and court had already effected

a marriage as yet not conspicuously fruitful. Now the Eng-
lish public at large, especially in London, but to some extent

throughout the land, was called upon to share this entertain-

ment and to stimulate its growth. In the light of subsequent

development, one of the most extraordinary features of the

new theatrical world is the quiet period following the open-

ing of the first public theatre in 1576 and 1577. The estab-

lishment of the Globe, and Curtain does not seem at once to

have rejuvenated the stage. No greatly increased number
of plays is known to have been produced for the next four

or five years, nor do the plays surviving from this period nor
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anything known of the plays not extant nor of the perform-
ances themselves, make the great outburst of activity about

1587 seem more natural. The building of houses more fully

equipped for theatrical performances than inn courts or

royal halls was doubtless a gain; but not in itself a solution.

New audiences, new playwrights, a well trained and more

steadily employed company and above all a new social

philosophy of drama were required. Historians of the theatre

have pardonably exaggerated the importance of the building
of the theatres and often missed the sociological importance
of the establishment of the queen's company under Eliza-

beth's own patronage in 1583, playing in various houses.

It is true that the companies under the patronage of various

of Elizabeth's nobles played often at court. Yet a company
under her own patronage, and organized with royal suf-

frage and in part certainly for royal entertainment, was a

new and important advance. Its life was precarious; many
of its actors passed shortly to the Admiral's Men or to the

Chamberlain's, in other words, to the direction of Henslowe
or Burbage. Nevertheless the seal of royal favor granted
the popular English stage at the most critical period in its

infancy seems one of the foremost signs of the times.

While history and tradition alike fail us in direct evidence,
the presumption stands almost beyond doubt that both Eliza-

beth and her chief courtiers wearied of the diet of largely
romantic plays to which they had been subjected throughout
the years between 1570 and 1584-5. The courtly or romantic

play, it seems, was not enough ;
it was not even headed in the

right direction. The University plays in themselves were
inadequate in warmth, fluidity and imagination. Marlowe
came from the University to join his talents as an ardent
humanist with the energies of the new, popular theatre. The
outlook at both the Globe and the Curtain took an abrupt
turn for the better.

At this juncture came with dramatic violence the long
threatened struggle with Spain. War may create a military
caste, but we well know today how often it furthers the
cause of social democracy. Elizabeth is never seen in a more
democratic light than when addressing her people at the

training camp at Tilbury just before the victory over the
Armada. This national triumph inevitably had strong reper-
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cussions m the imaginative and theatrical life of the people.
It unified the national spirit together with the national will.

Moreover historians of the drama too often fail to recall

that in her democratic outlook and sincere love of her

people Elizabeth inherited the Tudor as distinct from the

Stuart outlook. She was not so much of an aesthete as

Charles nor so much of a pedant as James ;
she seems to have

witnessed far fewer plays than they and to have attended
more diligently to the affairs of state Yet her philosophy
of the stage was indubitably sounder than theirs. The com-

pany which she patronized performed at the Red Bull Inn
the first true chronicle history play to come down to us and

probably one of the first to be written, The Famous Victories

of Henry V (1586), which is universally remembered as the

first play based upon Holinshed and the direct source for

much of Shakspere's concluding trilogy in his English his-

torical dramas. Here for the first time appeared the figures
later to be transformed into Falstaff and his followers. The
plausible tradition of Elizabeth's later association with
Falstaff is too well known to require mention, though its

wider significance may often have been missed. The court

and people alike must at once have felt the force of the

chronicle history plays in uniting the nation and inspiring
it with patriotic fervor. True poetry first came to the Eng-
lish stage with the historical play Tamburlaine; the intrigues
of statecraft first became the intrigues of drama in The

Spanish Tragedy. No group of plays rivalled the chronicle

histories themselves m confirming the greatness of either the

young Shakspere or the growing Elizabethan drama as a

whole. Court and populace alike found here a common theme
for plays, and companies playing in the popular theatres

discovered a lively technique worthy of both the patriotic
theme and themes far greater and more nearly universal.

At approximately 1580 two forces seriously competed for

possession of the English drama, both relying on the court

for patronage and for protection against the otherwise irre-

sistible Puritan opposition. These forces were the romantic

or courtly drama so popular in the seventies and the new
national drama so abruptly popular in the eighties. Lyly
makes great advances over his predecessors in polite roman-
tic comedy but actually represents the older school. His

Euphuism is a courtly affectation; his themes and ideas are
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those of the school comedy inherited from the days of Udall
;

his actors are the oldest established company in the kingdom,
the Paul's Boys, and the similar though younger company
under the Earl of Oxford. Lyly, long ardently and pathetic-

ally aspired to royal favor and to the post of Master of

Revels, from which he would have been in a position to

exercise a considerable if not actually a guiding hand over

London's entertainment. He failed in all his personal ambi-

tions. Brilliant as his dramatic successes at first must have

seemed, their power to dazzle was short-lived. By 1583 the

initiative in the English drama definitely passed from the

more courtly companies to the more popular ones. The
courtly school offered a rather pale romantic comedy but

no really robust comedy or native tragedy. On the other

hand the popular theatre had these more substantial plays,
a great tragic actor in Alleyn and a great comic actor in

Tarlton. Henceforth the children were always to play a

second fiddle and, despite Hamlet's fears, to continue as the

apes and followers of their betters. The public play-houses

always kept a little in advance of the new private play-

houses, where the rich or even royalty itself might go for

entertainment. They became the great dramatic laboratories

of the kingdom. The most relished performance at court
and the most frequently given were the offspring of the

popular theatres.

The English stage reflects English life not only in its

democratic genius for achieving a common meeting place
for all classes of the community but in maintaining a state

of illogical compromise. Throughout the last years of Eliza-
beth's reign a few performances were, of course, given at

court and some plays written that might have appeared
without any of the ferment of the popular dramatic move-
ment. The Stuarts barely ascended the throne before there

began to creep back the exclusive, aristocratic drama that
once threatened to dominate even the court of Elizabeth.
But so strong was the national spirit created by the decade
of the Armada and the quiet patronage of Elizabeth, that the
dominant note for the first seven or eight years of James's
reign remained still national. Then, with the retirement of

Shakspere and the ascendancy of Beaumont and Fletcher,
the cavalier drama came into the ascendancy. The city and
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the nation lost command of the stage. Continental influences

again ruled without serious check from the native genius.
A narrowly aristocratic taste won the day; and the very
forces that had clearly yielded the field by 1586 returned to

triumph by approximately 1616.

In small things we see the images of mighty ones; and

just as the infinitely human stage mirrors the national life,

so a single playwright, hardly himself a commanding genius,
faithfully mirrors the turn of the tide George Peele enjoyed
a longer career as playwright than Marlowe, Kyd or

Greene, and hence best epitomizes the change. His Arraign-
ment of Paris, produced in December 1501, is a graceful

pastoral play in the courtly or Sidnean manner, given at

court by the Children of the Chapel. It is a more refined

and elegant drama than John Heywood's relatively homely
Play of the Weather, but even if Peele's rhetoric is more
extreme, his basic conception is as trivial as that in Hey-
wood's interlude, presumably given under analogous aus-

pices. Peele did not mold his age ;
he was molded by it. The

same year 1587 that witnessed Marlow's Tamburlaine
witnessed Peele's David and Bethsabe, a poetic play on
biblical history treated in the technique of the English
chronicle histories so much loved by the popular audiences.

All Peele's later plays were presumably written for the pop-
ular companies, his association so far as is known being
confined to the Queen's Men, the Admiral's Men, and

Strange's. For these companies he wrote in Marlowe's eclec-

tic vein, both as scholar and as popular playwright. His
material might equally serve the newly democratic taste of

the court or the eager palate of the vulgar. His mature plays
are conspicuous for lively poetry, stirring intrigues, and
national fervor. It is a far cry from his Arraignment of Paris

to his Edward I. In The Old Wive's Tale (c. 1590), he

writes with keen appreciation of folklore and with a sophis-
ticated irony pleasing, no doubt, to the educated but turned

against the very type of romancing received with favor at

court ten years before.

Shakspere is wholly of the new age. If he writes a Senecan

tragedy of revenge, it is British no less than Senecan; if he

writes a romantic comedy, it is English no less than roman-

tic. That Shakspere addresses all social classes and levels

of intelligence is as clearly true of Elizabethan times as for
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any subsequent age. Ben Jonson asserts the same ideal in

his prologue to The Silent Woman, where he declares that

his comedy aims to please all types and classes of people
who may attend it. The scholar and friend of the courtiers

is friend also of the people. The synthesis achieved in so

large a measure through the rise of popular companies
under noble or royal patronage companies offering the

same play and same cast on the Bankside and at Westminister
attains with Shakspere and Jonson its brief but undyijig

splendor.

The democratic viewpoint was won after three decades
of experiment with a theatre far short of a national ideal.

A wise ruler, who knew her people, an aristocracy willing
to harken to the people and a people eager to learn from
an aristocracy, together with a national crisis, welded a

whole nation together. During the fifties the drama of the

public schools introduced a classical conception of form.

During the sixties "the learned lawyers" introduced serious

ideas and serious emotional expression. During the seventies

the court introduced cosmopolitan refinement And, finally,
in the eighties the popular theatres added to these the vitality
of the whole people and assimilated whatever had gone
before. With the new plays all classes combined both in the
audience and in the substance of the drama itself. England's
scholars ceased to be mere pedants, its populace ceased to

be mere boors. Humanity triumphed in life and on the stage
as, under like circumstances, it must triumph yet again. For
the greatest dramatic movements resemble the great religious
movements in being communal, catholic, and classless. So
it was in Athens

;
so under Elizabeth

;
and so it may yet be

in the vast democracies of the twentieth century. Shak-
spere's theatre affords the most striking of all object lessons
in a genuine social democracy, where neither rich nor poor
tyrannize over their rivals but unite to a single end.

Columbia University, New York City.



SPENSER'S 'WRENOCK'

By Louis S. FRIEDLAND

The passage of the December Eclogue of the Shepheardes
Calendar to which I invite attention reads :

And for I was in thilke same looser yeares,

(Whether the Muse so wrought me from my birth,

Or I to much beleeved my shepherd peres,)
Somedele }bent to song and musicks mirth,
A good olde shepheatde, Wtenock was his name,
Made me by arte more cunning m the same (II. 37-42)

x

Who is Wrenock? A number of identifications have been

suggested, each of which has found a degree of acceptance
among a group of scholars :

(
i

) Wrenock represents not a

person but a personification of Pembroke Hall, "the little

wren" (wren-ock) among the Cambridge colleges; (2)
Wrenock is Jan Van der Noot, the Dutch author of the

Theatre for Worldlings (1569), an emblem-book in Eng-
lish translation, to which Spenser contributed his unrhymed
versions of sonnets by DuBellay and Petrarch (from
Marot's French translation); (3) Wrenock is Richard

Mulcaster, headmaster of the Merchant Taylors School;

(4) Wrenock is a conversion or anagram of the name,
Clement Marot, whose Eglogue an ray soubz les noms de
Pan et de Rabin (1539) Spenser freely adapted to make his

December Eclogue.

The first of these guesses was made by Reverend A. B.

Grosart and adopted by J. J. Higginson
2 and others. Grosart

writes : "Could it be a personification of his college, Tern-

broke', spelled T'enbroke,' which, compared with the

greater colleges, was 'Wrenock,' a little wren? At Pem-
broke he cultured his poetical powers, following up the

Sonnets of the Theatre for Worldlings; so, in a sense, his

College, in the personification of a shepherd named Wren-

ock, may be credited as in these lines, and especially 1. 6,

'Made me by arte more cunning in the same.'
"3

A plausible view, on the surface. Unfortunately, Grosart

quotes no authority for his belief that Pembroke Hall was

ever known or referred to as "the wren" among Cambridge
seats of learning. An examination of all the material avail-
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able to me dealing with the University and Pembroke Col-

lege failed to reveal a single reference to bear out Gro-

sart's contention; nor have I come upon such an allusion

in my reading in sixteenth-century English literature. The

conjecture may be dismissed as wholly without foundation,

on the basis of a statement by the President and Acting
Librarian of Pembroke College, Mr. Ellis H. Minns,

kindly sent me in reply to my query: "I have never heard

of Pembroke being called the wren among Cambridge Col-

leges. Of course in Spenser's time it would be a very small

place as a building but not smaller than Catherine or Trin-

ity Hall or perhaps Peterhouse or Magdalene. By a

curious coincidence, perhaps the most prominent member
of the college from 1605-1626 or so was the very small

Matthew Wren, and if the phrase had been current in the

generation before I think it would have been revived for

his time and we should know of it-"
4

The interpretation of 'Wrenock' as 'little wren' is ques-

tionable, especially in connection with "a good olde shep-
herd.

" So far as I can discover, the figurative use of 'wren'

in contemporary writings was intended to apply to young
females; for example, Sir Toby in Twelfth Night, pointing
to Maria, declares: "Look where the youngest wren of nine
comes." Today we have come to admire the Wrens in an

embattled England. It is doubtful, too, that Spenser would
have thought of his College or his University ("My mother

Cambridge") under the guise of "an olde shepherd."

Equally without merit is the suggestion that Spenser's
Wrenock stands for Van der Noot. No evidence exists to

prove that Spenser had ever met the Dutch poet. The
translated 'Sonets' and 'Epigrams' in the Theatre for

Worldlings could have been furnished by Spenser at the

request of Henry Bynneman, publisher of this volume as

of the pamphlet containing the exchange of letters between

Spenser and Gabriel Harvey. The view that the young
poet turned for schooling in versecraft to a Dutch emigre
ignorant of the English language is too absurd for serious

discussion, yet, relying on the free-for-all practice of ana-

gram-making, several commentators have derived the word
'Wrenock' from Van der Noot. I am put in mind of one
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of my college professors of French who humorously demon-
strated the relation between the English 'bishop

5 and the
French 'evoque'. "The e was changed to bi and vogue be*

came shop and there you have it!"

A similar reliance on anagram-hunting does much to

weaken the otherwise plausible case of those who hold that

Wrenock is none other than Richard Mulcaster. True
enough, they have the support of Spenser's practice in the

Shepheardes Calendar, where Grindal becomes Algrind
and Aylmer, Morrell; but the same poem provides us with

non-anagramatic masquing of proper names, e. g>, Roffy for

John Young, Hobbinol for Gabriel Harvey, Colin (de-
rived from Marot and Skelton) for Spenser himself, and
so on. In other words, Spenser makes use of numerous de-

vices for disguising his pastoral characters: anagrams, a

vague assonance, a more or less familiar association or attri-

bute (Roffiensis, for instance), or a name hallowed in the

pastoral tradition (Colin, Tityrus, etc.), not to mention
several forms of disguise which we have not penetrated.
Outside the rare use of an established classical name, the

attempt is to endow the invented term with a rustic cast,

for the sake of pastoral decorum. For these reasons it is

possible to maintain with W. L. Renwick that "the name

[Wrenock] is perhaps a perversion of the initials R. M.,"
5

or of 'Richard', that is, Richard Mulcaster, though a more
elaborate searching of the letters of this educator's name
seems to me an unwarranted and profitless straining for

proof. Such an elaboration is undertaken by G. C. Moore
Smith: "It appears that to those who knew him Mulcaster's

name took different forms ... It is at least an interesting

coincidence that, if the name be taken as 'Mouncaster
3

,
it

yields the anagram 'Mast. Vrenoc,' and if 'Mowncaster,'
'Mast. Wrenoc.' "6

I am inclined to consider all this far-

fetched. A sufficient basis for belief that Spenser had this

"old shepherd" in mind in his December Eclogue is fur-

nished by our knowledge of the relationship of teacher and

pupil between the two, and by the fact that, as Mr. Renwick

expresses it, "The works of this notable personality are evi-

dence that he held such views as would influence a pupil
in the direction Spenser took,"

7 That Spenser adapted the
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word Wrenock' from the letters of Mulcaster's name is by
no means so clear, nor, as we have seen, is it necessary to

believe that in creating the rustic name, Wrenock, Spenser
remembered that Mulcaster was from the North-Country,
from Cumberland. 8

Those who hold that Wrenock is an inversion of the

poet's name, Marot, enjoy the merit of connecting the

"shepherd" with the author of the poem which Spenser
'translates' into the December Eclogue. There is logic and

probability in this view. It was first suggested by F. T.

Palgrave in these words: ''In this stanza, corresponding to

Spenser's seventh, Marot traces his own early attempts in

poetry to the influence of his father, Jean; whose lessons

are described at much greater length than Spenser has be-

stowed upon his own relations with Wrenock; an uniden-

tified name which, perhaps, is only inserted as a paraphrase
of Marot"9

Spenser's frequent borrowings from Marot

hardly need demonstration; despite E. K.'s belittling refer-

ence to Marotj
10

with which Spenser could hardly have

been expected to agree, the scholiast is unable to avoid an

occasional mention of the indebtedness which, though much
less in degree, is not unlike that freely confessed by Spenser
of his Tityrus, Chaucer :

The god of Shepheards, Tityrus, is dead

Who taught me, homely as I can, to make.11

As Lois B. Borland has shown in her close study
12

of

the December Eclogue and Marot's Eglogue au Roy, very
few problems in the former can be adequately treated with-

out relation to the French poem. Perhaps Wrenock is a

"paraphrase", in rustic-sounding English syllables, of

Marot's "le bon Janot, mon pere," and "Jacquet son com-

pere," which the marginal glosses in the early editions of

the French eclogue interpret: Jean Marot, and Jacques
Colin, poets after a fashion in their day. In the brief

phrase, "Made me by arte more cunning in the same,"
Spenser sums up a long passage in which Clement Marot
describes his father's tuition in versecraft, hinting, it may
be, of how much he had learned of the poetic art while

translating the verses of one of his favorite 'makers'.
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In any case, we are vouchsafed no more than a vague hint
as to the identity of Wrenock. Who shall say with confi-

dence the name, or names, that passed through Spenser's
mind as he penned the lines of the stanza we are consider-

ing? Marot, Richard Mulcaster, Chaucer? . . . Perhaps a

patron who made it possible for him to acquire the 'art'?

And if so, what patron more fitting than Lord Grey of

Wilton? I shall say nothing about the anagramatic suit-

ability of the name. Let us recall, instead, the opening lines

of the Faerie Queene Dedicatory Sonnet uTo the Lord Grey
of Wilton":

Most noble Lord, the pillar of my life,

And patrone of my Muses pupillage,

Through whose large bountie, poured on me rife,

In the first season of my feeble age,
I now do live, bound yours by vassalage

If these words, so warm and frank, so different in tone

from the mellifluous but perfunctory laudation of most of

the other Dedicatory Sonnets prefaced to the Faerie

Queene,
1 '* have any meaning, they express unmistakably

Spenser's sense of gratitude to Lord Grey of Wilton, "pa-
trone of my Muses pupillage." Surely they indicate that

Arthur Grey's assistance of the poet began long before the

appointment to the secretaryship in Ireland. It has now
been demonstrated that Leicester had no hand in this ap-

pointment; it appears doubtful, too, that the Sidneys found

it necessary to employ their good offices in order to win for

Spenser the coveted post Why not adopt the plain implica-
tion of Spenser's own statement: that Lord Grey had been

his patron from the very start?

Even if this were only a supposition it would still be

altogether consistent with our knowledge of Arthur Lord

Grey as a helper of poets : George Gascoigne and George

Turbervile, among others
" As J. P. Collier puts it, "In

fact, Grey seems always to have had some eminent poet in

his retinue."
15 We know of Spenser's indebtedness to Gas-

coigne the recipient of one of E. K.'s left-handed com-

pliments in the Shepherd's Calendar and elsewhere, es-

pecially to The Complaynt of Phylomene, dedicated April,

1575, to Lord Grey, and to The Steel Glass, consigned to
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the same patron, April 15, 1576, and both published by

Henry Bynneman. That Grey was at times intimately

associated with Cambridge affairs is equally well estab-

lished.
16

I cannot take occasion here to pursue the theme

of Spenser's relations with Lord Grey and the group of

poets whom Grey took under his wing. It is a theme that

deserves more ample treatment than has hitherto been ac-

corded it. Let it suffice to recall the illuminating passage
from John Marston's elegy on the sad end of Arthur

Grey's son, Thomas, written in i6i4:
17

O could his Father's Genius leave the Grave

And reassume the Facultys wee have,

What surfeit of content might he display

In viewing Him, and in him see dead Gray,

Long since inter' d, reviv'd. For Arthur's Sonn

Holds Arthurs spiritt, though his corps bee doun.

And what divmest Spencer er'st foretold

Finish'd in him his eies should cleere beholde,

"Where faire discretion, mixt with dauntless heart
s

Sownds loud his prowes and proclaymes his Art

Whose Infant Muse succor*d by thy faire wing
Had leave to thrive, and thriving learn'd to sing
With voice Propheticke in those ruder parts

Thy selfe sole Patron both of Arms and Artes.

In the shadowy form of the shepherd Wrenock one may
be pardoned for recognizing some of the features of Arthur

Grey of Wilton, to be transformed later to the nobler guise
of Artegall.

The names of Spenser's shepherds reappear in many a

pastoral poem made in imitation of those in the Shepheardes
Calendar: Colin, Thenot, Cuddy, and the rest. Wrenock
alone was ignored. I discover the name but once, in the

Eclogue: Concerning olde Age that survives in part in

Francis Davison's A Poetical Rhapsody, i6oa.
18

It is a

pastoral dialogue, palpably Spenserian, between Perin and

Wrenock,
19
but it throws no light on our problem.

Perhaps the problem is insoluble. Very likely it is wisest
to say, with the cautious and scholarly C. H. Herford,
"Who Wrenock was is quite unknown."20 But we will say
this only because we believe that Spenser, always ready to

acknowledge literary indebtedness, had no one in mind
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when he spoke of the old shepherd who made him by art

more cunning in the craft of poesy.

New York.

*In Theodore Bathurst's Latin version of the Calendar the last two lines read:

Longaevus pastor, cui nomen Tityrus, artem / Edocuit, etc Works of Edmund
Spenser, London, 1689, p 390.

^Spenser's Shep'hetd's Calendar in Relation to Contemporary Affairs, N. Y., 1912,
p. 164, n 7.

$The Complete Wotks of Edmund Spenser, I. 46 n
^Another Cambridge man whose low -stature would have warranted the figurative

term, "wren", was Richard Greenham, who preached occasionally at St Mary's during
Spenser's years at the University The diminutive figure of this well-known divine
is mentioned in the DNB biographical sketch Although his name offers the letters

for a peifect anagram for "Wrenock", we have nothing to establish the fact of his

acquaintance with Spenser 01 his interest in poetry
^Edition of Shepheardes Calendar. London, 1930, p 228.

*MLR, VII (1913), 368.

tOp cit., p. 228.
8Mulcaster, now Muncaster, is a parish in county Cumbeiland, the change is

illustrated in baluster and banttter. The name MuBcaster, anciently Moelcastre, is a
combination of Old Norse and Latin (mel-r, a sandbank or sandhill, and castra, a
camp). Muncaster Castle is situated at Esk-Meol, neai the mouth of the River Esk.

See, Henry Harrison, Surnames of the British Kingdom, London, 1918, II. 32
9
"Essays on the Minor Poems of Spensei," in Grosart's edition of the Woiks,

IV, hx.

^"The French poete Marot (if he be worthy of the name of a poete)". First

gloss to the January Eclogue
13June Eclogue, 11. 81-82.

i~The Influence of Marot on English Poetiy of the 16th Centmy, MS Thesis, Uni-

versity of Chicago, 1913
]8The Sonnet addressed to Lord Giey was in the first group, not dutifully added

at a kter time. Among Spenser's sonnets dedicated to individuals, sixteen in all

(the seventeenth is inscribed to the Ladies of the Court), very few bear a personal
or intimate note; of these few the one to Grey takes first place m respect of the

qualities mentioned The Sonnet to Raleigh implies a degree of intimate literary

acquaintance; that to Buckhurst is formal in tone, a tribute to a nobk poet not per-

sonally known to Spenser; a waimer touch of relationship of a personal natuie comes,
in the Sonnet to the Countess of Pembroke, with the allusion to Philip Sidney:
"Who fust my Muse did lift out of the flore, To sing his sweet delights in lowhe

iayes." All the othei Dedicatory Sonnets are impersonal; the usual laudations of

the great and powerful
WJ, J. Higginson, op cit , pp 326 ff , who points out (pp 334 ff ) the connection

that probably existed between Giey's family and that of Sir John Spencer of Althorpe,
father of Lady Carey, Lady Compton, and Lady Strange. C T Prouty, George

Gascotgne, N. Y., 1942, Index under Arthur Grey of Wilton relations with Gas-

coigne and Turbervile. DNB sub Grey, Gascoigne, and Turbervile.

^Edition of Spenser's Works, London, 1862, I xlvin, n Sir S E Brydges,

Restituta, London, 1815, III. 347-49, Grey and Spenser

!J. J. Higginson, op cit., p. 333. The Spending of the Money of Robett Novell,
The Townley Hall MSS, Ed., A B Grosart, London, 1877, p '208

WAn elegiacal poem on the death of Thomas Lord Grey of Wtlton Roxburghe

Club, London, 1822, XXXIII S. E. Brydges, op. cit , IV. 343-46.
l fiEdited by Hyder E. Rollins, I. 50-53 The opening and closing stanzas are

lacking.
19By a slip, perhaps due to the printer, Perm addresses Wrenock as Thenot in the

last stanza.
2 Edition of the Shepheardes Calender, p. 189-
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"AND CURST BE HE'

Calm and still in the evening air

The pointed spire cleaves the sky

(Good frend for Jesus' sake fotbeare )

The hum of airplanes from on high

Sends a dread warning . , It comes nigh

The moonlight full on the churchyard clear

The planes drone thunder swoop sweep by

(To digg the dust enchased heare
)

Crash ' on the graves the bombs explode

The earth heaves dully great holes gape

(Bleste be y
e man f spares thes stones --}

Night offers but a shifting road

As the grim raiders seek escape

(And cmst be he y
t moves my bones

)

ROBERT WITHINGTON,

Northampton, Massachusetts
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HUMANISM IN SHAKSPERE'S WORKS*
BY PROFESSOR M. M. MOROZOV

TODAY
we are opening our fourth Shakspere confer-

ence. The first occurred in 1939. We were then dis-

cussing the achievements of the past, the milestones left

behind by the Soviet theater in producing Shakspere. The
conference of 1940 was devoted to the problems of translat-

ing Shakspere into Russian; and that of last year pointed
out the perspectives of the future Soviet theater in produc-
ing Shakspere.

At this conference we speak of the present, of the con-
nection between Shakspere's genius and the world of today.
We feel that the great humanist is with us in this titanic

struggle against fascist man-haters. But having accepted
Shakspere as our contemporary, we must study him for the
future as well. Perhaps today we may be able to see more
clearly those fundamental matters in Shakspere's works
which will later serve us as guiding stars in the practical
and creative work of our theaters. This is why I chose for

my subject today Shakspere's humanism. Shakspere's

genius not only produced a galaxy of remarkable characters,
his works are a plea for humanism. No matter what attitude

or point of view we take in approaching his works, we invari-

ably fin; d in them the humanitarian attitude.

An attentive reader of Shakspere will note that two con-

cepts, two basic themes, are constantly repeated by him
acloak and nature" (appearance and reality). These ideas

or themes are always placed in juxtaposition. Even in his

youthful comedy, The Taming of the Shrew, it is easy to

see these clearly identified themes in the characters oJf Kathe-
rine and Bianca.

Katherine is a self-willed shrew. But this is not her

nature. It is her fancy, her exterior, her humor her

"cloak". As the play progresses she throws off this exterior

and emerges as a tender, yielding character the shrewish

cloak is off.

Alongside of Katherine her sister Bianca is vivacious,

sympathetic, good. But, the marriage is hardly over when

A speech delivered at the Shakspere Conference in Moscow in April, 1942. Trans-

lated by Eugene Blum.
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she shows her claws and calls her husband a fool in the

presence of others. Her1

gentleness and modesty were only
the cloak which concealed a different nature. This is an

earlier work but even here Shakspere points to the differ-

ence between "cloak and substance" in the contrast between

Katherine and Bianca. It is interesting that in the original
of this play (not by Shakspere) Bianca is absent. Shakspere
introduces her to underline the contradiction. This point
is also brought out in Petruchio's monologue when he says :

"What! is the jay more precious than the lark

Because his feathers are more beautiful'*

Or is the adder better than the eel

Because his painted skin contents the eye?"

This point has not been sufficiently emphasized in our

productions of The Taming. Even the excellent staging in

the theater of the Red Army omitted this monologue, so

important in the conception of the play. This applies to

the entire symbolism of the comedy. We must go deeper
into Shakspere's symbolism. Why does Petruchio take

away Katherine's gorgeous raiment? Because this brings
out the basic idea of the play : the cloak and the substance.

Why does Petruchio appear in rags at his wedding? Because
Katherine is marrying him, not his clothes. Shakspere's
works are rich in this kind of symbolism, even though, to

our regret, it is being overlooked even in the best of our

productions.

If we follow Shakspere in the development of this theme
carefully, we will discover that the same idea is carried over
to the social plane. Nobility, for instance, is just a matter
of clothes. In The Winter's Tale, for instance, when, at the
end of the fifth act, the shepherd and his simple son (the
clown) become gentlemen, they insist that their children
will be "gentlemen bora". Says the clown:

"See you these clothes ?
Say you see them not,

and think me still no gentleman born."

But the basic development of the theme "nature verus

cloak", as we call it, received its ultimate expression in the

tragedies, above all in the clash between black Othello and
"honest" lago. Roderigo calls Othello thick-lipped. Bra-
bantio is not only indignant, he is amazed, that Desdemona
could choosse as her husband such a "vile thing".
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According to Shakspere's plot, Othello is not handsome.
Desdemona says: "I saw Othello's visage in his mind." But
Desdemona does not apologize for his exterior. The crux
of the matter is that this black and ugly Othello is a singular
man, and the seemingly honest lago proves to be a scoun-
drel. And this again is a motif which, in my opinion, has

not been stressed sufficiently on the stage. I admire the act-

ing of Ostoozshev in Othello, yet, when I see him on the

stage, I find him too handsome and interesting and not in

agreement with Shakspere's plan.

Observing lago on the stage, it often becomes obvious that

he is a villain, yet no one about him notices it. This is

revealed gradually by the course of events: the masque falls,

down come the cloaks and the nature of man stands revealed.

A book written by Delia Bacon, which denies Shakspere's
authorship of the plays, contains a strikingly deep observa-

tion about the inner substance of Shakspere's works. Dis-

cussing the major tragedies, Miss Bacon calls them "philo-

sophic strippings." King Lear sheds his royal vestments

the Olympian descends upon the earth. He comes down to

earth. What a miserable creature the naked two legged
animal is! This terrible fall is at the same time a grand
triumph. The king is reborn into a man. His clothes are

off, his human nature is revealed. Here again we see the

important theme which has its deep roots in the human soul.

On the philosophic plane too we find the juxtaposition of

name and substance. Remarkable in this respect is Juliet's

monologue, when she speaks of the rose:

"What's in a name? That which we call a rose

By any other name would smell as sweet."

In other words, the importance is not in the name but in

the substance. Juliet continues:

"What is Montague? It is nor hand, nor foot,

Nor arm, not face, nor any other part

Belonging to a man
"

So in Hamlet, when the Queen asks :

"Why seems it so particular with thee?"

Hamlet answers :

"Seems, madam' 'Nay it is!

I know not 'seems'."
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This basic theme contributes largely to making Shaks-

pere's works what they are: challenging, revealing,

Shakspere becomes the accuser. He takes off the masques,
tears off the cloaks, and shows us man as he really is, not

as he pretends to be. In the light of present events, this chal-

lenging power of Shakspere is extremely important, because

you and I, who lived through and are going through so much

now, have witnessed shocking deeds in a world-tragedy
created by the fascists. Think of the peaceful declara-

tions of the monster Hitler? When they turned to bloody

practice of fascism, there appeared in our press a com-

parison between fascism and the two faced Janus. (Inci-

dentally, in Othello lago swears by Janus.)

Shakspere, the revealer, is very dear to us today.

Speaking of Shakspere's humanism, of the positive content

of his works, it seems to me extremely important to point
out his attitude to man. The name "man," in the Shakspe-
rian sense, is the highest praise he can give to any character.

When Antony says of Brutus, his enemy, "He was a man,"
the words sound like great commendation. When he is

speaking of Hamlet's father, Horatio says to Hamlet:
"I saw him once; he was a goodly king

"

Hamlet replies: "He was a man." It is not important that

he was a king and a goodly king, but it is important that he
was a man.

Shakspere's works of the first period are characterized by
absolute faith in the nobility of human nature, and this

explains the optimistic trend of these works. Of course,
there are deviations from the norm. Villainy exists as a
deviation from the norm. Richard III is cursed from child-
hood by deformity and ugliness. The villain of Much Ado,
Don John, is an illegitimate child, which puts him into the
unusual position. But those are deviations from the norm.

Altogether, Shakspere's works of that period represent a
festival of human optimism.

In the second period, in the major tragedies, there appears
the conflict; the struggle between the humanists and, as they
were known in England at the time, the Machiavellians,
people who were willing to sacrifice everything for personal
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gain. They were quite in evidence during the epoch of

"primary accumulation."

Hence the difference in spirit in the works of the second

period, its cleavage, its dualism: on one hand the avowal
of man's greatness; on the other disillusionment in man.

"What a piece of work is man" and
"Man delights not me,"

says Hamlet in the same monologue.

Rather typical for this period is the conversation of two
fisherman in Pericles :

"I marvel how the fishes live in the sea," muses one

"Why as men do a-land; the great ones eat the little ones,"

philosophizes the other.

Shakspere, and not he alone, but Marlowe before him,
and many of his contemporaries, saw this fearful strife about

them, saw what Apemantus, the philosopher in Timon,
characterizes as a forest inhabited by wild beasts. But the

entire problem is this: does Shakspere consider this strife,

which he oberves around him, as something eternal, as the

essential part of life? Basically, it seems to me, what makes

Shakspere's tragedies tragic and not pessimistic is the fact

that he considers evil as something transitory. Think of the

appalling event in Romeo and Juliet: the lovers perish,
but the reconciliation of the Montagues and the Capulets
takes place, erecting a golden monument to the heroes at the

end. Every tragedy of his, every great work, must be

accepted as a reflection of his world viewpoint. At the end

of his tragedies we invariably find an optimistic attitude:

the strife lessens, enlightenmeiitxrLsnfS^. Even in King Lear,

despite the horrible events, this optimistic note is expressed
in the fact that noble Edgar and Kent ascend to power.

Our theaters do not bring this out. Not only in the prov-

inces, but in the metropolitan centers as well. They omit,

for instance, the reconciliation scene in Romeo and Juliet.

At a performance of King Lear, which I saw not long ago
in the provinces, the director left out the finale where Edgar
and Kent become the rulers of the State.

Dying Hamlet begs Horatio : "Tell my story." He speaks
of the future. When A. V. Poliakov played the part last year
in a truly remarkable production in Voronezsh (it was given
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fifty times to sold-out houses) and uttered these words, his

face was illumined and one felt that he was looking far

ahead, saw the end of the strife and evil which destroyed

him, aijd made a tremendous impression.

Hamlet himself finds that life is dislocated and that this

dislocation must be set right. Thus Hamlet believes in the

possibility of rectification. But the Machiavellian lago
thinks strife an eternal necessity. He sees life at all times

as a struggle of beasts, as a contest among men. This is his

philosophy, which he exposes in detail before Roderigo.
When we analyse the tragedies of Shakspere, we feel how
extremely close they are to our times. They are a complete

repudiation and denial of all pronouncements and har-

angues of fascists and Hitler, who insist that life is war and
that war is a permanent institution, an eternal part of life.

Even when the tragic theme reaches its culmination in

Timon, where we read that the heart of mankind is made
of iron and where Timon exclaims that he is a misanthrope
and hates mankind, even here the humanitarian note is not

lost, if we recall that the bandit, listening to Timon's tirades,
is ready to give up his trade. This is an important detail

of the play. Those are not simple monologues of hatred,
far from it. Evidently, in their irony, in the satire, there

lurks the humanitarian content which converts a criminal
into an honest man.

In his last work, The Tempest, Shakspere found a way out
from the tragic. It seems to me, this play deserves more
attention than it has received. To begin with, our transla-
tions of it are poor. If it were possible to translate it into
Russian in a way that the whole content could be revealed,
we would find in it not only an important work, but a play
which has a particular meaning in the creative work of the

author, as the crowning of his life's work.

In The Tempest Shakspere turns into the realm of alle-

goric art. Prospero, whose name is derived from the verb
"to prosper," is the embodiment of prospering humanity;
the goal of humanity to come, humanity which has con-

quered the dark forces of nature, as represented by Caliban,
and the bright benign forces, as represented by Ariel. He
is the embodiment of mankind, able to read its destiny;
mankind able to call up the image of Ceres, at the wave of
the magic wand, and receive her gifts of the fruits of the soiL
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Miranda says: "How beauteous mankind is." The great
contest which Shakspere's genius reflects culminates in the

hymn to humanity.

In the same play, through the image of Prospero, the
theme of the greatness of human wisdom is developed.
Prospero the sage is the glorification of science and the

glorification of human intelligence, the ideals for which
civilized man is now warring.

Let us recall, in passing, the scene in Pericles where the

physician resurrects the dead. This theme in Shakspere's
interpretation sounds somewhat naive now, yet it speaks of
his profound faith in the intellect, in science. In the play
the physician says that science is a greater gift than wealth
and noble birth.

Extremely interesting is Shakspere's approach to the prob-
lem of destiny. The idea of fate as a mystic concept is totally
absent in Shakspere's works. Destiny to him is the sum
total of external circumstances or external influences. In
this light destiny in Romeo and Juliet lies in the strife

between the Montagues and the Capulets. Juliet had oppor-
tunities to avoid this destiny: had she listened to her nurse
and married the handsome Paris, rejecting Romeo, she

would have escaped death. But she voluntarily and con-

sciously went her own way. Romeo and Juliet were doomed
when they entered the feud in the world of the Montagues
and Capulets. Thus the concept of destiny contains nothing
mysterious.

Let me direct attention to Macbeth in this connection.

Many believed that Macbeth was a pawn in the hands of

fate and that he was forced into crime by the witches, the

impersonators of fate. But the thought of killing Duncan
came to Macbeth long before the "witches" appeared. Says

Lady Macbeth to her husband: "What Beast was't then

that made you break this enterprize to.me?" And again:
"Nor time, nor place did then adhere, and yet you would
make both." Obviously, they are referring to a time when
Macbeth spoke of killing Duncan, a moment which occurred

long before he met the weird sisters. The initiative for the

crime came from Macbeth/not from them. Macbeth killed

Duncan not because they had come into his life
; they came

because he wanted to kill Duncan.
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In this most fatalistic of Shakspere's plays we see that

their destiny is being made by the persons themselves. The
basic strength of Shakspere's genius lies in this. Shakspere's

theory of fate is diametrically opposed to the philosophy of

fascists who preach obedience to destiny. This explains
their negative attitude to Shakspere : while they accept his

comedies as spectacles for entertainment, they reject his

more serious works. The philosophy of fate, as expressed

by the fascists means that every one 1 must obey blindly and
without criticism.

Probing into Shakspere's world-philosophy, we find in

every detail of his convictions a direct contradiction to

the credo and practice of inhuman fascism. To take just
one example: their subjugation of women.

If we should look for any exhibition of this theme in

Shakspere, we may find something in his early works * for

instance, in The Comedy of Errors, in the conversation

between Adriana and Luciana, the view is expressed that

woman by her nature must be obedient; in The Taming of
the Shrew, where Katherine in the end appears as a pattern
of obedience. This, evidently, was a concession to his epoch,
which, beginning with The Two Gentlemen of Verona, he
later gave up. In his later plays the heroic images of his

women revealed themselves more and more. Think of

Desdemona. Othello calls her "my fair warrior" when she

appears before him in Cyprus. Desdemona is not a faint

shadow, as she is often presented on the stage. Shakspere's
Desdemona deserts her parents' home iri the dark of the

night. Listen to her speech before the Senate :

"My downright violence and storm of fortunes

May trumpet to the world."

Juliet, is she not a heroic figure? A little girl, in the

beginning of the play, whom the nurse calls a lamb, a lady-
bird, she grows up ^before our very eyes. It is wrong to

portray her at all times as a little girl. Her monologue,
starting with: "Gallop apace, you fiery-footed steeds"
sounds like a trumpet and is written in the style of Marlowe.
Juliet is not asking for the night to descend

;
she is demand-

ing it.

And is not Cordelia a heroic image? Director Fedorov
in Sverdlovsk dressed her in military attire, helmet and
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armor. The same thing was done by Kozintzev in Lenin-

grad. Cordelia leads an army to rescue her father.

On the other hand, a woman who displays blind obedience,
the unthinking Ophelia, perhaps good-hearted, but fol-

lowing blindly the will of her father, goes to inevitable
doom and her dark destiny. Sha is sad, but not heroic.

Ophelia's obedience to her father makes her a tool in the
hands of Hamlet's enemies. She becomes one of the causes
of his death. No wonder she loses her mind and sings the

songs of a lover lost in a strange land.

The basic aspect of the many-sided genius of Shakspere
is his insistence on the natural equality of all men. This is

his fundamental theme
;
without it he would not have been

the humanist he was. It is needless to say that this convic-
tion refutes all theories of superior and inferior races. To
Shakspere, as he puts it in Henry IV, "Homo is a common
name to all men." To be sure, these words are uttered by a

shady character, Gadshill, but in Shakspere the characters
are not necessarily expressing their own opinions.

In certain instances the characters fulfill the function of

the chorus and the sentiments expressed by them do not at

all belong to their parts.

To take only one example. When Cordelia says : "Then

poor Cordelia; And yet not so, since I am sure my love's

more richer than my tongue." These are not her own opin-

ion; through her the chorus appeals to the audience.

Suffice it to recall the words of the French king in All

is Well that Ends W'ell':

"Strange is it that our bloods, of color, weight and

heat, poured all together, woufcl quite confound distinction
"

Suffice it, too, to recall The Winter's Tale, wherein we are

told that the same sun warms the cabin of the poor man and

the sumptuous palace of the lord. Such statements do not

fit within the construction of the role but are of great impor-
tance for the understanding of the principal theme.

But the play wherein this idea of natural equality of men
is most brilliantly expressed is Othello. The enormous pop-

ularity of Othello in the Soviet Union is explained mainly

by the humanist content of the tragedy.
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Some great actors in the past had interpreted this play as

a tragedy of jealousy, others stressed the humanity under-

lying the protagonist's character. Othello, of course, is not

a savage, not evil-minded. Pushkin says that by nature

Othello is trustful, not jealous. This is clear if we penetrate

deeper into the play, Othello himself says that he was not

easily given to jealousy. If Othello were jealous by nature,

there would be no need for lago, who by his cunning and

consistent intrigue forces Othello to commit the outrage.
The Soviet theater presented Othello in this light, as a good
man, as the victim of lago, and not of natural jealousy; it

interpreted Othello as a tragedy of betrayed confidence.

Ostozshev in Radlov's production did so. In his corres-

pondence Radlov laid stress on this side of Othello. The
same interpretation prevailed in the production on the

Georgian stage, in the theater of Rustavelli : black man and
heroic white girl love one another; love, the voice of

nature, united them, as it united Florizel and Perdita in

The Winter's Tale,

However, the question will be asked : what about Shylock?
Is not the dark image of Shylock a disproof of views ex-

pounded here? It is not difficult to answer this question.
To a great extent Shylock is the type of an English Puritan
of that epoch. He also has another side : while he attacks,
he is himself a victim and suffering. To divide the play
into bright images of Antonio and his friends, and dark

images of Shylock and his entourage, as some Shaksperians
do, is not the Shaksperian approach to the subject. Is not
Antonio wicked?

A fierce, passionate man of the Renaissance is Shylock.
Being a Shaksperian character he is many-sided. Pushkin
pointed out this diversity. Comparing Shakspere and
Moliere, Pushkin says that the miser in Moliere is only
avaricious. Shylock is also greedy, but he is a good father,
etc. There were actors, and great ones, who were able to
arouse sympathy for Shylock. One of them, Edmund Kean,
playing Shylock, elicited tears from the audience. Heine
wrote that subjectively Shakspere perhaps had in mind to
entertain an audience with Shylock, objectively he created
an image which brings forth both sympathy and anger,
because Shylock is not only the aggressor, but also the
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victim of aggression. This article by Heine, to a great
extent, was the result of the impression created by Kean.

Ira Aldridge, the negro tragedian, who visited Russia in
the fifties of the last century, interpreted Othello as a play
full of sympathy for the black man. Aldridge fought for
the liberation of Negroes from slavery; he usually gave half
of his earnings to this cause. While acting, he agitated for
the liberation of enslaved peoples, and for Shylock, too.

Thus the image of Shylock does not contradict the basic
humanistic theme 1 in Shakspere. Moreover, the play con-
tains many passages which are in the same vein, confirm-

ing the natural equality of men. Shylock says : "Hath not
a Jew eyes? Hath not a Jew hands, organs, dimensions,
senses, affections, passions? fed with the same food, hurt
with the same weapons, subject to the same diseases, healed

by the same means, warmed and cooled by the same winter
and summer as a Christian is?"

Today, when we are paying homage to Shakspere as the

great humanist, there inevitably comes the question of his

attitude to war.

If we are to look for what Shakspere says about war, we
shall find such epithets as "cruel and dark war", "war of

destruction", "the all-abhorred war." To Shakspere a war is

justified by its just ends. I shall recall to you the end of

Gymbeline, when the patrician Roman armies flee under
the pressure of Bellarius and the young princes. People
who came from the mountains are attacking the patricians
who are retreating. Such a war in defense of homeland is

justified. In Henry IV we find such justification expressed
in remarkable words.

These are the Shaksperian ideas which are so precious

today. His genius is not passive; it is an active force for

humanism. Although his heroes perish, his villains also go

disgracefully down. Shamefully perish lago, Goneril and

Regan, all of them revealed in their true natures. Edmund
falls in the duel with Edgar; Claudius dies disgraced. With
the strong conviction that Shakspere is with us in our

struggle of today, with the feeling of joy that in spite of the

war we continue to study Shakspere, to love him even more,
allow me to conclude my report.



TEACHING THE SHAKSPERIAN DRAMA
BY CLYDE F. LYTTLE

TO
many students Shakspere is a closed book because the

poetic form is to them a strange medium, incapable of

. yielding enjoyment, just as music sometimes falls on

deaf ears and unmoved hearts. No one will deny that the

more truly young people can see what Shakspere meant

them to see, the clearer will be their thought and the keener

their delight Shakspere wrote his plays to be acted. For

his effects he depended on the actor's art, relying on the

vitality of the player's grasp of imagination to hold his

mirror up to nature. He wrote inspired verse, but he wrote

it for delivery with all the sonorous orchestration that a

trained and beautiful voice can bring to the magic of speech

For more than a quarter of a century, teaching emphasis
in classroom instruction in Shakspere has veered toward

this dramaturgic approach to the play as a play. Pupils
are made familiar with the conventions and mechanics of

the theatre and the stage becomes their laboratory. Nearly
all the individual editions of Shakspere's plays intended for

school use published in recent years lay heavy stress on vis-

ualization and dramatization. The trend is reflected, too,
in teaching suggestions in currently used anthologies and
the recommendations of current courses of study in English.
Typical of the attitude is the comment: "Since the plays
were written to be acted, the most obvious way of increasing
understanding and enjoyment of them is to' see them well
acted or to act them/51

In 1932, Henry W. Simon, discussing the teaching of

Shakspere in American schools and colleges, declared:

"Though school presentations (of plays) are so common
now . . . Shakspere is anything but the most frequently pro-
duced drama . . . Shakspere'does have a part in the movement
to produce plays in schools, but he is hopelessly outranked

by the whipped-cream school of drama, represented by plays
that are sweet, smooth, clean, and spineless."

2

No one familiar with the practice of play production in
American schools would attempt to demonstrate that Simon
was wrong in his judgment or that the situation he describes
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has materially changed in the decade which has followed the

publication of his book There are, however, certain evi-

dences that teachers are active in a movement to restore

Shakspere to the school stage. Charles Fowler Van Cleve,
in a study of the teaching of Shakspere in American Sec-

ondary schools, reports a number of group projects engaging
each pupil in some kind of purposeful activity which ulti-

mately Contributes to the study program of the entire class

group.
3 At times, such projects'take the form of the produc-

tion of short versions of the plays; in other instances, presen-
tations are made of a complete Shaksperian play. In some
communities strong traditions have been established, through
the years, for the production of an annual Shaksperian play.

Cincinnati, Chattanooga, Birmingham, and Minneapolis
are representative of this traditional practice.

"In an Alabama community, scenes from several Shaks-

perian plays were played under the live oaks before some
of the civic clubs in 1936-37.

"A Florida senior high school urges its students to witness
the play staged annually by the local junior college students.

In 1936-37 The Taming of The Shrew was produced.

"A Tennessee community has witnessed forty successive

annual productions by the Shakspere Club of its high school.

Twelfth Night was produced in 1936-37.

"One teacher in a large Ohio city has staged a Shaks-

perian play annually for fifteen years in her school. She
asserts that 'the constant rehearsals give interpretative possi-

bilities (in abundance) for characterization.' In her school

all departments which can contribute share in the prepara-
tion of the production.

"A teacher in the State of Washington asserts that she

does not 'Teach Shakspere any more but sees it along with

her pupils.' The reference is to the program of the state

theatre which takes Shakspere to the schools throughout
the state by employing the services of the Seattle Repertory
Theatre. In 1936-37 this group of highly trained profes-
sional actors played The Comedy of Errors to 27,000 high
school pupils in twenty playing centers throughout the state.

The state department of education has officially sponsored
the movement. The direction officials look upon it as a
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'fusion and correlation of School and the Theatre
3 and

assume an 'obligation ... to give the students . . . what is

the best by the highest and most exacting adult standards.
5

"Great Shaksperian actors have been brought to an Ari-

zona city under the auspices of the English department of

the senior high school. The teacher reporting states that

the entire theatre is always sold out to high school pupils
at a special matinee."

4

The Quarterly Bulletin of the National Theatre Confer-

ence reports in its field notes on productions of Hamlet,
Macbeth, As You Like It, A Midsummer Night's Dream,
The Merry Wives of Windsor, and Othello in several school

and community theatres during the 1940-41 season. Center

Aisle, a journal devoted to the activities of the noncommer-
cial theatre, records that The Taming of the Shrew stood

fourth in popularity among the plays produced by commu-
nity groups during the first five months of 1941. Many little

theatre groups throughout the country are committed to

the policy of presenting at least one play by Shakspere each
season and are discovering that these plays have not lost

their box-office value. Shaksperian Festivals have gained
considerable prestige for several college theatres. In a num-
ber of communities, investigators would probably find

annual productions of Shakspere actively maintained and
well supported.

Opportunities can be created both within the schools and in

the non-commercial theatre for a restoration of Shakspere's
plays to the stage if teachers are convinced that performances
of the plays studied in high school are vital to an intelligent
appreciation of those dramatic masterpieces.

Certain desirable objectives might also be gained through
wider use of motion picture productions of the plays. At
least four of Shakspere's plays have been filmed. The Taming
of the Shrew, A Midsummer Night's Dream, Romeo and
Juliet, and As You Like It exist in modern sound versions,
besides several early attempts at production in the era before
the development of the talking motion picture.

Recordings of the plays for school use have been released

by Harper and Brothers, and a recent venture of R, C. A.
Victor is the release of a record-drama of Macbeth with
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Maurice Evans and Judith Anderson as the co-stars. Walter

Ginsberg reports on an experiment conducted in twenty-five
schools with the Harper recordings and their accompany-
ing texts,

5

Says Ginsberg: "Reports preponderantly favor

the use of recordings in teaching Shakspere Study with
records produced general comprehension and general en-

joyment. More specifically, it increased understanding of

the action, of the characters, of the backgrounds, of obscure

passages, and the ideas and appreciation of Shakspere as

poet and playwright, of the individuality of the characters,
of the humor, and of the beauty of spoken verse. It stim-

ulated classroom discussions, voluntary memorization of

famous passages and voluntary further reading of Shakspere.

Summarizing
1 the investigation, he asserts : "Along a wide

educational trend, the Mercury Recordings proved a valu-

able aid to the appreciation of Shakspere in the classroom.

... It is the dramatic approach to Shakspere that the record-

ings serve so well, displacing neither pupil nor teacher but

stimulating and heightening the efforts of both*"
6

The resourceful teacher will find many avenues of ap-

proach to the problem of providing a more direct contact

with Shakspere than that which is the outcome of the tradi-

tional methods of study. That such contacts are desirable

was demonstrated in a series of experiments recently con-

ducted by the writer which proved that performance is an

effective aid to classroom study of drama. The procedure
is reported in detail in his dissertation, "The Effectiveness

of Stage Presentation as a Supplement to Shaksperean Study
in the Secondary Schools," New York University, 1942.

xlda Jewett, Shakespeare for Today, World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson,

1940, page VIII.

^Henry W. Simon, The Reading of Shakespeare in American Schools and Colleges,

p. 150.

^Charles F. Van Qeve, The Teaching of Shakespeare in American Schools3 Peabody

College for Teachers, 1937, p. 103-104.

^Charles R Van Cleve, op. at., pp. 102-103.
5Walter Ginsberg, "How Helpful Are Shakespeare Recordings?" English Journal,

XXIX, April, 1940, p. 296.

^Walter Ginsberg, op. tit,, p. 300.



SHAKSPERE'S STAGE BUSINESS

BY SAMUEL A. SMALL

DURING
the years of his apprenticeship in the late

eighties and early nineties of the sixteenth century

Shakspere used the stock material already at hand in

the theatrical world. In tragedy, he presented on the stage

physical horrors, violent deaths, rhetorical speeches, and

ghosts a lurid, naive attraction for his spectators. Titus

Andronicus is rich in this theatrical business and at the time

when Elizabethan plays were beginning to take shape, this

tragedy must have been highly successful as a stage produc-
tion. To the end of his career Shakspere's taste for this

popular form of theatricality never subsided. Revolting
horrors are to be found in Macbeth, Othello, and King Lear.

The materials in these later tragedies are the same in kind

as those in the early ones; the difference between the early
and the later tragedies is in the way this stock material is

treated.

Such a view of Shakspere's stage business points to the

manner in which the later material for tragedy was handled.
He must have emphasized inner motivation in his characters,
rather than mere melodrama where external impression
means everything. The idea of the introspective mind suf-

fering from mental inhibitions is the way Shakspere in his

later plays prepares the audience for an approaching
horror. And in his mature drama this approach creates
an enlivening sense of suspense that is more important than
the horror itself. .This conscience-suspense forms a subtle

point o'f technique which this paper will attempt to describe.

Poets and playwrights of the sixteenth century were aware
of the effect of horror on the mind, and it was only a step
further for them to feel forebodings of all sorts in the

presence of tragic happenings. The classic line of Shaks-
pere for this sentiment is uttered by Hamlet:

But break my heart, for I must hold my tongue.
Somewhat the same sentiment is found in Macbeth, IV, iii :

Give sorrow words: the grief that does not speak
Whispers the o'erfraught heart, and bids it break

Similarly in Webster and Ford we find :

Unkindness, do thy office; poor heart, break*
Those are the killing griefs which dare not speak.

The White Devd, II, i.
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The source of this idea, found so commonly m Elizabethan

drama, is the well known line from Seneca :

They are the silent griefs which cut the heart-strings.
The Broken Heart, V, ni.

The inner reaction of the character inhibits speech, and
creates a dramatic pause. It is this technical stage business
that Shakspere uses effectively after he wrote Titus Andro-
nicus. The "hush" represents the person's conscience

1 and

particularly identifies the hero as a conscience type of man
who is thoroughly aware of the approaching horror This

highly tempered type is handled by Shakspere in four

tragedies so delicately that the whole light-and-shade draw-

ing of each character depends on subtle stage business. In
Richard III, it is used near the end of the play when the

ghosts of the murdered men appear; it is used technically
as forebodings in Julius Caesar; it dominates Hamlet's

idealism; and it becomes spectacular in Macbeth. This

humanizing pause or hesitation identifies the thoroughly
English type of hero which grew out of the materials of

The Spanish Tragedy, Titus Andronicus, and other plays
of Early English Drama. Early in his career Shakspere
drew Titus Andronicus as a daemonic type of man having
the marks of the Senecan type, but lacking Seneca's use of

conscience. This superficial adaptation of Seneca charac-

terized the early English imitators.

Richard III marks an advance. Although Richard is

essentially a daemonic type of man, in the last part of the

play a revolting conscience makes him human. He has

conducted his life of murder through a set policy that is

clearly stated in the soliloquy in Henry VI, Part III, Act

III, ii. At the mention of the name Richmond in Act IV,

iii, of Richard III, the element of fear for the first time

enters Richard's mind. This physical fear expresses itself

through the agency of a prophecy which Richard twice

recalls with uneasiness :

Carue leves loquuntur ingentis stupent.

Hippolytus, 615.

As I remember, Henry the Sixth

Did prophesy that Richmond should be king,

When Richmond was a little peevish boy.

A king, perhaps, perhaps, (IV, ii)

Richmond! When last I was at Exeter,
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The major in courtesy show'd me the castle,

And called it Rougemont. at which name I started,

Because a bard of Ireland told me once,

I should not live long after I saw Richmond.

For a time, while he is wooing Queen Elizabeth's daughter

through the mother, Richard manages by the force of his

strong intellect to play the hypocrite to deceive the queen
as he did Anne. But his hypocrisy drops off and his irritable

replies betray the confused state of his mind :

King R. Fly to the duke [To Ratcliff} Post thou to Salisbury:

When thou comest thither, [To Catesby] Dull unmind-

ful villain,

Why stand'st thou still, and go'st not to the duke?

(IV, iv, 442-445)
Stan. Richmond is on the seas

King jR. There let him sink, and be the seas on him!

White-liver'd runagate, what doth he there?

IV, iv, 463-465)

Third Mess. My lord, the army of the Duke of Buckingham
King Rich. Out on you, owls! nothing but songs of death?

(IV, iv, 508-509)

His mind now becomes introspective This condition is

revealed in two passages just before the entrance of the

ghosts. Both passages indicate a morbid, self-questioning
state of mind :

King R. Up with my tent there! here will I lie to-night:
But where to-morrow? Well, all's one for that.

King R. I have not that alacrity of spirit,

Nor cheer of mind, that I was wont to have.

(V, iii, 73-74)

The ghosts represent revulsions of conscience. The inner
effect on him is immediate. He ramifies and judges his
own soul :

Give me another horse: bind up my wounds.
Have mercy, Jesu! Soft! I did but dream,
O coward conscience, how dost thou afflict me!
The lights burn blue. It is now dead midnight.
Cold fearful drops stand on my trembling flesh.

What do I fear? myself? There's none else by:
Richard loves Richard, that is, I am I.

Is there a murderer here? No. Yes, I am-
Then fly. What, from myself? Great reason why:
Lest I revenge. What,-myself upon myself?
Alack, I love myself. Wherefore? for any good
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That I myself have done unto myselP
O, no f

alas, I rather hate myself,
For hateful deeds committed by myself!
I am a villain yet I he, I am not

Fool, of thyself speak well fool, do not flatter.

My conscience hath a thousand several tongues, etc

(V, ni, 178-208)

Richard manages to repress his conscience before the battle:

Let not our babbling dreams affright our souls

Conscience is but a word that cowards use,

Devised at first to keep the strong in awae

(V, iii, 309-311)

Through the greater portion of the tragedy, Richard is

made emotionless by a strong intellect which is allied to his

evil ambition. His conscience does not permeate his mind
either before or during the execution of his crimes. As has

been pointed out, however, after the appearance of a formid-
able antagonist, his conscience makes itself felt, and panto-
mimic stage business begins.

Likewise, Brutus' character is conditioned by the working
of his conscience. Philosophical by nature and entertaining

only good motives, his stoical calmness makes it hard for us

to detect his feelings. His mind will not harbor the first

suggestion of a conspiracy:
Into what dangers would you lead me, Cassius,

That you would have me seek into myself
For that which is not in me?

Jubus Caesar, I, ii.

Having no personal cause for murdering Caesar, his con-

science rises against it:

Between the acting of a dreaful thing
And the first motion, all the interim is

Like a phantasma or a hideous dream.

n,i.

The stage business in acting the role of Brutus is made diffi-

cult by the inner conflicts in this character's mind. Portia

tells us of his actions which betray the workings of conscience

against murder. Even when murder seems to him the best

policy, he refuses to murder Antony with Caesar.

Brutus' strong mind is broken down by the quarrel with

Cassius and this is followed by grief at the death of Portia.

The first sign of fear is pretty clearly brought out in the

farewell speeches between Brutus and Cassius:
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And whether we shall meet again I know not.

Therefore our everlasting farewell take.

For ever, and for ever, farewell, Cassius!

The stage business necessary to the growing importance
of Brutus' conscience is most difficult because it is restricted

by Brutus
5

stoical character. Dialogue must be subordinated

to stage business when the actor wishes to demonstrate intro-

spective reactions. In the case of Brutus, the stage business

must be under strict control as Brutus shows only a slight

outward confusion of mind. Nevertheless, his conscience is

uneasy at the thought of evil from the very beginning of the

play making it necessary for the actor to make a special

study of this element in the play.

In the case of Hamlet, conscientious inhibitions in his

mind are apparent everywhere in the play. In the long and

frequent soliloquies, his conscientious reflections on life are

uncertain and punctuated by pauses. This all means that,

unlike the case of Brutus, the actor can be free with his

stage business to make Hamlet the uncontrolled individual

that he is. Hamlet is all thought and utterance; he can
direct his will and conscience toward any problem and build

up schemes in his mind to satisfy his frustrated ideals.

In Macbeth, on the other hand, there is a stoppage of

thought and utterance; he is the most cosmic of all Shaks-

pere's tragic figures. This cosmic sense, which emanates
from evil acts, brings to the character of Macbeth a transcen-

dent feeling of guilt. He has related his guilt to all nature :

"The very stones prate of my whereabouts." Since there
are frequent "hush" pauses, filled with the consciousness
of guilt, the actor must use his pantomimic stage business
with mathematical precision. I think the precision of bodily
motion and the economy of uttered words make Macbeth
a much more difficult part to play than Hamlet whose expe-
rimental type of mind gives freedom to the actor.

Shakspere's conception of tragedy underwent a consider-
able change in drawing the character of Brutus. Such char-
acters as the two murderers in Richard III, though they
crudely demonstrated the value of conscience-suspense
before the deed, could not be fully handled as tragic figures.
They are confirmed villains and therefore lack the proper
susceptibility for subtle dramatic treatment. For the same
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reason Richard is attractive in his intellectual dominance
of the world about him. Richard has no concern for the

finer feelings As a man of policy and direct action, there
is found in his nature no tendency for reflective thought.
We have noticed that a revulsion of conscience in the Fifth
Act is made possible by the use of psychological means,

especially at the mention of the name of Richmond, to

reduce Richard's mind to a state of introspective fear. To
present characterization through the use of conscience, it

was necessary for Shakspere to create a part whose action

was of a far different kind from Richard's. The mind of the

protagonist had to be sensitive and imaginative, so that it

might respond delicately to the voice of conscience. Brutus
is a character of such a type. He is not so imaginative, how-
ever, as Hamlet or Macbeth. His intellectual training was
such as to cultivate the moral side of his life and to give
him a somewhat stoic attitude toward the world around him.
From Richard through Brutus and Hamlet to Macbeth,

Shakspere evinces a growing interest in the deeper and finer

side of inner conflicts. In Richard conscience-suspense is used

merely as a stage device; in Brutus it becomes part of the

man's intellectual sense of duty; in Hamlet it is rooted in the
man's cultural self

;
and in Macbeth it becomes a self com-

munion between the man and his soul.

Huntington College, Indiana.

1See Stoll and Adams on conscience as an active force in Shakspere: Stoli, E. E.t

Shakspere Studies, pp 92-93, Adams, J. Q, Macbeth (ed. 1931), p. 134



MAGIC OF AN AGE AND FOR ALL TIME
BY CLAIRE MCGLINCHEE

THE people of the Elizabethan Age were decidedly in-

terested in magic in its various manifestations. Our

proof of this fact is the number of significant dramas of

that Golden Age of the theatre that concern themselves with

the supernatural, in tragic or in comic vein.

Robert Greene gives titular emphasis to that theme in his

pleasant comedy of Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay. The
learned Friar Bacon is not only master of the crystal globe,
which power he voluntarily gives up by smashing the magic
glass with his own hands, but he is near to great achievement
in the business of the brazen head, through which power he

would wall all England with brass had the stupid boy
Miles not broken the charm. Marlowe's Dr. Faustus pre-
sents the appalling spectacle of a brilliant doctor willing
to sell his soul to Satan for all Eternity for the possession of

unlimited magic power during a paltry twenty-four years.

Ghosts and witches were common apparitions to the Eliza-
bethans all varieties of these spirits. As in Hamlet and

Macbeth, there were spirits visible to one character alone
in a group and others which are seen by all present. Shaks-

pere makes constant and effective use of these voices of

Destiny, instigators of revenge, and weavers of mood and

atmosphere. He has, too, actual fairies, the loveliest in all

the world of literature or fact. Indeed, these tiny creatures
stand guard at both ends of his career Puck near the start

and Ariel witness to the closing of not only Prosperous magic
book, but of the more enchanting book of Shaksperc the
dramatist.

Even classic Ben Jonson, at once contemporary of and
successor to Shakspere, shows in his The Alchemist, clever

parody of human gullibility, that Elizabethan interest in the

supernatural continued after the age was more accurately
termed Jacobean.

It is interesting today to observe how time has dated some
of this magic, proving it to have been a

of an age" and how
some that of Shakspere himself

is, as he himseJ* is "for
all time".
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Marlowe's is the dated magic. In the opening scene of

Dr. Faustus, the learned scholar, after his first visitation

from the Good and Evil Angels that touch of the Medieval

Morality play exclaims thus when left alone:

How am I glutted with conceit of this 1

Shall I make spirits fetch me what I please,
Resolve me of all ambiguities,
Perform what desperate enterprise I wilP

I'll have them fly to India for gold,
Ransack the ocean for orient pearl,

And search all corners of the new-found world

For pleasant fruits and princely dehcates

I'll have them read me strange philosophy
And tell the secrets of all foreign kings,
I'll have them wall all Germany with brass,

And make swift Rhine circle fair Wittenberg;
I'll have them fill the public schools with silk,

Wherewith the students shall be bravely clad;

I'll levy soldiers with the com they bring,
And chase the Prince of Parma from our land,

And reign sole king of all the provinces;

Yea, stranger engines for the brunt of war

Than was the fiery keel at Antwerp's bridge,

I'll make my servile spirits to invent

To eyes and minds of the year 1943, there seems to be no

magic here at all. Certainly no one today would write a

bond with Mephistophilis in his own blood to achieve these

virtual commonplaces, 'Til have them fly to India for

gold"! Planes enough from England, Europe, and the

United States are roaring over India today, and what would
Marlowe and his Faustus have said to our President's daring
and successful flight to Casablanca for the historic confer-

ence with Mr. Churchill? "Ransack the ocean for orient

pearl.
5 ' An interview between William Beebe and Chris-

topher Marlowe would be interesting at this point. For the

pleasant fruits and princely delicates the grapes out of

season that Faustus procures for the Duchess as one of the

major conjurations the man of our time need take only a

few steps to the nearest de luxe grocery store.

In our days of Special Cables to newspapers, of radios,

of dictaphones, what secrets of what foreign kings are diffi-

cult to learn? The difficulty now is rather to find the foreign

kings! The particular ambition of most meddlers in the

black arts in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was
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apparently to wall some country with brass. That as an

achievement does not stir the ambitions of our day, though
figuratively speaking, we are doing that very thing to Ger-

many now.

The skilled engineer of our age would not be stumped to

turn the current of a river, and but for war-time priorities

and our boycotting of the goods from certain sources, our

public schools would, like Ben Jonson's Julia, go in silks.

All the eyes of the sixteenth century would blink at the

strange engines for the brunt of war that are being turned

out of the world's factories now by the thousands and the

millions.

Yes, Marlowe's magic seems pretty humdrum to us, but
what of Shakspere's?

It still requires an out and out fairy to "hang a pearl in

every cowslip's ear." The prediction that after the war no

place in the world will be further away in point of time
from any other place in the world than sixty hours of flying
is breath-taking. But Shakspere's Puck, when sent by
Oberon to fetch the Love-in idleness (the fairies' love

potion) and to return u Ere the leviathan can swim a

league," replied:

"I'll put a girdle round about the earth in forty minutes,"
There's a record. Ariel exceeded even this. When his

master, Prospero, urged him to speed, he answered : "I drink
the air before me, and return Or e'er your pulse twice beat "

I think we should need the combined offices of Oberon and
Puck to settle so happily such distressing human differences
as the present counterparts of the quarrels of Demetrius,
Helena, Hermia, and Lysander

Shakspere's spirits are true fairies, matchless in daintiness
of person and of tongue. They never grow up ; they never
die, and their magic lives with them and continues to
enchant us poor mortals.

New York, N. Y.



SHAKSPERE AND SIR THOMAS MOORE
BY PAUL DEUTSCHBERGER

*

object of this paper is to consider the present status
of the question regarding Shakspere's alleged author-

^ship
of three pages (folios 8a, 8b, 9a) of The Booke of

Sir Thomas Moore, and to present a reargument of several

aspects of the case.

As is now generally known, this play, dating from the late
sixteenth century

1

,
exists in manuscript (Harlelan 7368) at

the British Museum. It was published for the first time in

1844 by Alexander Dyce who ventured no guess as to its

authorishp Since then this manuscript has attracted much
attention because a number of modern scholars have claimed
that at least three pages of it were composed by Shakspere
and exist in his own handwriting.

The manuscript bears neither date nor author's name. It

was early recognized as the work of more than one drama-

tist, and, subsequently, in its thirteen folio leaves seven dis-

tinct handwritings were noted 13 which were originally identi-

fied (by Dr. Greg) as S, A, B, C, D, and E. Since then S

has been shown to be the hand A. Mundy
3

,
A of H. Chettle,

B of Heywood
4

,
C of T. Kyd

5

,
E of T. Dekker and D of

possibly Shakspere. The first page of the manuscript carries

an injunction, signed by Edmund Tyllney, Master of the

Revels, against the production of certain scenes of the play

dealing with insurrection.

Hand D is the one claimed to be Shakspere's. Some schol-

ars, namely, E, M. Thompson, A. W. Pollard, J. D. Wilson,
C. F. Spurgeon, R. B. McKerrow, C. J. Sisson, J. M.
Robertson, E. H. C. Oliphant, T Baldwin, R, W. Chambers,
and J. W. Mackail hold, or have held, that the Insurrection

Scene (in D's hand) is Shakspere's. Many others dp not

accept that theory: S. L. Lee, E. I. Fripp, W. A. Neilson,
A. H. Thorndike, H. Spencer, B. R. Lewis, J. Q. Adams,
and L. L. Schucking. S. A. Tannenbaum has argued against

it at great length, and it is his contribution that has prevented
the proponents of the theory of Shakspere's authorship of

"In the preparation of this essay I have had the benefits of fiequent consultations

with Dr Samuel Tannenbaum
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the Insurrection Scene from carrying the question by sheer

weight of numbers. Finally, a few scholars, E. K. Chambers,
W. W. Greg, and F. S. Boas among them, commit them-

selves neither way, though they incline toward accepting the

evidence in favor of Shakspere's authorship of the scene.

That D, the writer of part of the Insurrection Scene, was

not one of the original collaborators in the composition of

the play is fairly evident. It was the Insurrection to which

Tyllney specifically objected; it is therefore, surprising to

find no comments of his on ff. 8a, 8b, and 9a. All the other

scenes carry notations or marks of deletion in his hand This

must force us to conclude that the
"Addition" (as these pages

are usually designated) was added to the play after Tyllney
had refused to license it.

6 This inference is corroborated by
the fact that at the top of folio loa (in the hand of Mundy)
the concluding lines of Moore's original speech are retained

and marked for deletion; as well as by the fact that the verso

of folio 9 is blank. D's contribution, we must conclude, was
substituted for Mundy's original handling of the scene

Evidently the poet who revised the Insurrection Scene at-

tempted to render innocuous an apparently subversive part
of the play by eliminating the objectionable elements in the

original version of the scene.
7

It is possible to conjecture, and, in fact, the late R. W.
Chambers has so conjectured, that the original collaborators
turned this scene over to some playwright whose political
convictions were above question and who would make Sir

Thomas speak in a manner to which the censor would not

object. But this seems unlikely. Modern criticism is averse to

assuming that Elizabethan playwrights expressed their own
opinions through their dramatis personae. More probably,D assumed a set of political sentiments, not necessarily his

own, to construct a scene which would neither give offense
to Tyllney, nor disrupt the dramatic continuity of the play.

In the absence of other evidence, the only conclusive way
to identify D is by his handwriting, for the Insurrection
scene is undoubtedly in the hand of its author. Such an
identification is not so simple a matter as R. W. Chambers
would have had us believe. It may be very true that, as he
says, the writers for the stage from 1590 to 1600 were a "few
dozen at most"8

,
but of that few dozen we have specimens
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of the colligraphy of only a very small number. If we had
none of Shakspere's handwriting, as we have none of

MarlowV", Greene's, or Beaumont's, then the "flavor of the

style" and the "nature of the ideas" expressed in the disputed
passages would be the only criteria in the case. But in this

particular problem, having handwritings available for the
determination of the question, we must attach little value to

identification through aesthetic means alone. The whole case
for Shakspere's authorship of the Addition must stand or
fall on the palaeographic evidence alone.

This paper will present (
i
) a consideration of the aesthetic

case, notwithstanding our caveat against it, and (2) a cri-

tique of the arguments advanced by the handwriting experts.
Dover Wilson's bibliographic testimony

9
is pure hypothesis

without any scientific foundation, and, as such, has been

already fully answered.
10 We shall not, therefore, examine

it here.

II

It was not until 1871, when Richard Simpson claimed

tentatively that whole sections of The Booke of Sir Thomas
Moore might be ShakspereV

1

,
that the problem arose.

Although the existence of the play had been noted in 1721

by Thomas Hearne12
,
there was no tradition previous to

Simpson's paper linking the play with Shakspere's name.
This lack of tradition does seem to speak against the alleged

Shaksperian authorship, despite R. W. Chambers' argument
that,

"The briefness of the passage, together with the fact that the play
was never printed till 1844, is sufficient to explain what in other cases

is so serious a difficulty why there should be no tradition connecting
the work with Shakspere

10

It does seem likely that if Shakspere had in any way con-

tributed to so important a political play, the fact would
somehow have come to light through the researches per-

haps of the eighteenth century scholars, Malone, Johnson,

Steevens, or Capell. The length of the passage itself is

immaterial. It must be remembered that not the slightest

bit of contemporary reference to the play has been discov-

ered. Not alone is it not entered in the Stationer's Registers,

The iccent discovery of a single Marlowe signature does not affect the argument
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but there is no record of performance, nor do any of the

available diaries of the period mention the play.

Furthermore, it should not be assumed that the play was

unknown before Dyce's edition of it That J. P. Collier, for

instance, knew the play intimately years before its publica-
tion is evident from his repeated references to it in his His-

tory of English Dramatic Poetry ( 183 1
)

.

Ill

The first argument advanced for the ascription of the

scene to Shakspere was the rather ridiculous one that the

scene is so good that it must be Shakspere's.

Simpson attributed a large part of Sir Thomas Moore to

Shakspere on merely subjective grounds. "It depends," he

tells us, "on the Shakespearian flavour, which only a critical

taste can thoroughly discriminate . . ." How fallacious

critical taste can be is sufficiently evident from the fact that

Simpson "discriminated" Shakspere not only in D's lines,

but in some of those now known to be Heywood's and C's,
in many of Mundy's, and all of Dekker's.

Spedding
15 delimited the possible Shakspere contribution

to D's Addition, where the problem now rests, because "it

shows so marked a superiority to the rest, in every quality
of dramatic composition." So impressed was Spedding with
the poetry of Moore's speech to the rebels, that he felt

obliged to assign the scene to Shakspere; for, said he, "if it

were not his, there must have been somebody else then living
who could write as well as he."

That scholarship was not impressed by this line of reason-

ing is evident from the lack of serious critical discusion of
the problem until 1916. Spedding himelf felt that Simpson
"does not pretend to offer proof of the fact; he gives reasons
for thinking it likely."

Even if the scene did sound Shaksperian, and we shall show
that it does not, we would have little reason for assigning it

to Shakspere. On the basis of aesthetic criticism alone, how
much of Elizabethan dramatic poetry from Marlowe to
Webster might be indeed, has been assigned to Shaks-
pere! It is certainly not necessary to rehearse here all the
profitless arguments over the Shakspere canon. But of great
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significance, and indicative of the confusion precipitated by
uncontrolled guess-work, is A. W. Pollard's confession that
on the basis of taste alone he would assign the disputed scene
in Sir Thomas Moore to Heywood,

16 an opinion somewhat
more tenaciously argued by Schucking.

17

Our task is not to show that the scene is poorly written
and therefore cannot be Shakspere's. Such an argument
would be as fallacious as Simpson's or Spedding's. In dis-

cussing the Shakspere canon, it is just as invalid to reject
a poor cene as not Shakspere's because it is poor as to accept
a good one as his simply because it is good. Our problem is,

rather, to show that Simpson and Spedding, as well as their

followers, were mistaken in their observations, substituting
opinions for facts.

The authors of Shakespeare's Hand in Sir Thomas Moore,
as A, W. Ward before them,

1 *
have proceeded on the opin-

ions of Simpson and Spedding in finding in the Insurrection
Scene the Shaksperian flavor. Despite the subjective basis

of their intuitions, J. ML Robertson asserted that he was
from the very first convinced of Shakspere's authorship of

the Addition, for, said he, ". . . there can be no pretence that

any other man could write such verse."
19 But Furnivall20

and Schucking could find little in the poetry that might be

considered Shaksperian. Schiicking formulated an excellent

case in showing how unShakspenan the scene really is.
21

Where R. W. Chambers saw "the loftiest argtomeiiits <on

behalf of authority,"
22
Schucking found only empty rhetoric

and sentimentality.

D often shows himself a poor dramatist. For instance, he

takes no advantage of the lines where Moore, having already

caught the attention of the rebels, tries to drive home his

point. D allows Moore to clinch his argument with a pass-

age lacking in those qualities of poetry which we should look

for in a similar situation in Shakspere:
lett me sett vp before your thoughts good freinds

on supposytion, which if you will marke

you shall perceaue howe horrible a shape

you ynnovation beres, first tis a sinn

which oft thappostle did forwarne vs of

vrging obedience to aucthoryty
and twere no error yf I told you all

you wer in armes gainst g(od).
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This passage, poor even as prose, does not present a single

poetic image certainly not a Shaksperian trope. Notice

how clumsily D pads out the metre of his lines. One could

hardly imagine Shakspere allowing Mark Anthony or even

Brutus to address the mob with the pedagogical expression,
"lett me sett vp . . . on supposytion." Besides, no supposition
has been set up.

"And twere no error" and "which if you will marke'
1

arc

the weakest and most obvious padding. "All" is appended to

line 7 to fill out the metre, despite the fact that it weakens
the line.

In the last, and most important part of Moore's speech,
D breaks down entirely:

wash your foule mynds wt teares and those same hands

that you lyke rebells lyft against the peace

lyft vp for peace, and your vnreuerent knees

make them your feet to kneele to be forgyven
is safer warrs, than euer you can make
whose discipline is ryot, why euen yor warrs

cannot proceed but by obedienc.

"Wash your foule mynds with teares" is nonsense, as is the

absurd "your unreuerent knees make them your feet" The
reviser wisely excised the unfurtunate "to kneele ... is safer

warrs," as well as the absurd exclamation, "why euen yor
warrs . . . obedienc." Do not all wars require obedience?

Despite the reviser's labors the passage remains high-
sounding nonsense :

what rebell captaine
as mutynes ar incident, by his name
can still the rout who will obay a traytor
or how can well that proclamation sounde
when ther is no adicion but a rebell

to quallyfy a rebell.

"As mutynes ar incident" is meaningless. A "name," even
of a "rebell captaine," cannot still a rout. The English
obeyed traitors in the past Bolingbroke, for instance; and
they were to obey Cromwell. History shows that rebels are

obeyed. "Rebell" has nothing to do with "proclamation."A "rebell to quallyfy a rebell" is silly and out of place,

Nor can much sense be made of

a nation of such barbarous temper
that breaking out in hiddious violence
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woold not afoord you, an abode on earth
whett their detested knyves against your throtes

spume you lyke doggs, and lyke as yf that god
owed not nor made not you, nor that the elaments
wer not all appropnat to your comforts
but chartered vnto them. . .

Lines five and six of the above passage are hopelessly con-
fused. The metre of line five is pieced out with unnecessary
words. Line seven does not scan at all.

If Shaksperian flavor, then, is the test, this scene must be

rejected. Of course, this does not prove that Shakspere could
not have written it. But then, this is the scene that critics

have found so good that if it were not Shakspere's "there
must have been somebody else then living who could write
as well as he."

Dr. Greg, who originally did not believe the scene

Shakspere's,
yji

has developed a theory that D was merely a

careless contributor who perhaps had neither knowledge of

nor interest in the play on which he was at work.24 Such

reasoning might conceivably answer the objection that the

scene in question might be poor and still be Shakspere's.
But is it not ridiculous to claim, on the one hand, that the

scene is so good that it must be Shakspere's, and, on the other

hand, that it is poor because Shakspere was not interested

in what he was writing And who but an asthetic critic

would believe that a poet who was ignorant of the play
would have been selected to revise it to meet the censor's

objections? or would have attempted to do so?

There is a further objection to the merely aesthetic argu-
ment. There are passages in Sir Thomas Moore which eas-

ily surpass anything in the Insurrection Scene. If we were

not limited by the facts, if we did not know that these

passages exist in the handwritings of known dramatists, some

writers, on the basis of aesthetic criticim alone, would

undoubtedly declare them to be Shakspere's. Simpson actu-

ally did so. Pollard would do so. Consider, for instance,

Mundy's excellent comedy in the Faulkner scene; or C's

soliloquy, "It is in heauen that I am thus and thus," which

K. K. Chambers finds truly Shaksperian in phraseology and

manner."
3

Finally, there is much in the Addition, by way of word
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and phrase, that is entirely unlike Shakspere's characteristic

diction. We shall not here take advantage of Schucking's

argument based upon hapax legomena. He points out

that there are no less than twenty-two specific uses of

word and phrase in the Insurrection Scene which are with-

out parallel in Shakspere's acknowledged works.
20
Schiicking

also notes D's fondness for "interrupting himself with a

short sentence, commencing with 'as'."
27 This occurs three

times in 1 19 lines of the Addition, but seems uncharacteristic

of Shakspere's verse. Moore's "say nowe" (line 138) is

utterly unShakpenan We may call attention, too, to Lin-

coln's "Nay this a sound fellowe" (line 212), "this" being,
of course, a contraction of "this is." Nowhere in Shakspere's

prose can any example of this absorption be found.

IV

The second line of argument was first developed in 1923

by the late R. W. Chambers. Taking his cue from Professor
W. Raleigh,

28 Chambers argued that Shakspere was obsessed

with an almost insane fear of social and political chaos. The
language in which Shakspere expressed this fear, Chambers
finds so intense that it could not have been born out of the

"general temper" of the time. Chambers insists that a close

relationship exists between Moore's speech and that of

Ulysses on Degree in Troilus and Cressida (c. 1603)- In
both he sees an intense expression of the fear of that chaos
which hould be engendered if the existing social order
were overturned.

But the thought in these passages is not unique in the
Elizabethan age; neither is the intense expression of that

particular fear the hallmark of Shakspere; nor, does Moore's
speech to the rebels parallel the speech of Ulysses.

I have already indicated above that we cannot accept the

thought of the Insurrection Scene as being any particular
Elizabethan dramatist's confession of political faith. The
Addition, as it stands, exists only because Mundy had pre-
viously written another scene which had proved offensive to

Tyllney. Because of the political circumstances surround-
ing the play, we cannot expect Moore's speech to express
any other philosophy than it does.

Nevertheless, Chambers would have us believe that this
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particular "intensity" of feeling for social order is to be
found only in Shakspere and in D. He asks us to read Sir

John Cheke's The Hurt of Sedition (1549) in connection
with Sir Thomas Moore and Trollus and Gresslda. Cheke,
he says,

"
never reaches the standpoint to which Shakespeare and the writer

of the '147 lines' leap instantly At the back of the mind of both
More and Ulysses seems to be a nightmare vision of a world in chaos.

This is not common* ... To Shakespeare, and to the writer of the
'

1 47 lines,' the disregard of order does not lead up to such common-
place scourges as war, dearth, and pestilence

"

This is purposive exaggeration and misrepresentation.
Chambers reveals himself to be rather ignorant of a great
many Tudor writings for the above point of view is not at

all uncommon There is, for example, that magnificent
passage in Marlowe's translation of Lucan's Pharsalia:

Roome was so great it could not beare it selfe:

So when this worlds compounded vmon breakes,
Time ends and to old Chaos all things turne;

Confused stars shal meete, celestiall fire

Fleete on the flouds, the earth shoulder the sea,

Affording it no shoare, and Phoebe's waine
Chace Phoebus and, inrag'd, affffect his place,
And stnue to shine by day, and, ful of strife,

Disolue the engins of the broken world 20

With similar intensity Spenser saw civil confusion as a mani-
festation of the forces of universal dissolution:

When that brave honour of the Latine name,
Which mear'd her rule with Africa and Byze,
With Thames inhabitants of noble fame,
And they which see the dawning day arize,

Her nourslings with mutinous uprore
Harten against her selfe, her conquer'd spoile,

Which she had wonne from all the world afore,

Of all the world was spoyl'd within a while.

So when the compast course of the universe

In sixe and thirtie thousand yeares is ronne,

The bands of th'elements shall backe reverse

To their first discord, and shall be quite undonne
The seedes, of which all things at first were bred,

Shall in great Chaos wombe againe be hid.30

. Nor pnnce, nor peere, nor km, they woulde abide .
31

What fell Erynms . Did grype your hearts .

That, each to other working cruell wrongs,
Your blades in your owne bowels you embrew'd?3-

Thou onely cause, O Civil Furie art: ...

Didst arme thy hand against thy proper hart.
33
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Even the popular sermons of the time expressed this view,
and with the same intensity Consider, for example, the

Homily Against Disobedience and Wilful Rebellion (c.

1570):
For he that nameth rebillion nameth not a singular or only sin, as is

theft, robbery, murder, and such like, but he nameth the whole

puddle and sink of all sins against God and man, against his prince,

his country, his countrymen, his parents, his children, his kmfolks,

his friends, and against all men universally, all sins, I say, against

God and men heaped together nameth he that nameth rebellion.84

Most damaging to Chambers's argument is the fact that

the scene from Moore sounds so much like Cheke, that it

may very well be considered a kind of metrical paraphrase
of Cheke's pamphlet.

The total impression left by Cheke's logic is that rebellion

against the king does lead to chaos. Yet, Chambers dismisses

Cheke as having the "practical point of view of the ordinary

Englishman," in contradistinction to that of Shakspere, and
Dr. Chambers finds that "Both Moore and Ulysses depict dis-

obedience as a ... terrible thing: a thing inconsistent with
the order which even war demands : a thing leading straight
to anarchy." We must not be misled by the irrelevant quo-
tation from Cheke that Chambers puts into opposition with
this statement. Elsewhere, Cheke makes the same point
much more spiritedly:

but yee that seeke in word Gods cause, doe break in deed Gods com-
mandement. and yee that seeke the commonwealth, have destroyed
the commonwealth, and so yee marre that yee would make, and
break that yee would amend, because yee neither seek anything
rightly, nor would amend anything orderly.

85

Cheke, it will be noticed, uses the same antitheses which
Moore employs in a similar situation :

and those same hands
that you lyke rebells lyft against the peace
lyft vp for peace . . .

Indeed, in this passage, as in others, Cheke is so close to D in

expression and thought, that, using the method of a Spedding
or Chambers, we might declare The Hurt of Sedition the
work of Shakspere.

Chambers, for instance, is impressed by Moore's speech
because "it does not stoop to terrorize the rebels . . . (with)
talk of gibbets and the hangman, . . . Moore terriorizes the
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mob, not by putting before them the penalties involved by
the failure of their enterprise, but by the penalties involved

by its success. . . ." Certainly this is more true of Cheke.
Moore speaks of exile and declares that "mercy may be
found." Restored to its proper context, the long passage
Chambers quotes from Cheke presents an even more night-
marish aspect than either Moore's speech or that of Ulysses.
After listing the evils of sedition, Cheke laments,

in sedition both parts loseth, the overcommed cannot fly, the over-

commer cannot spoile; the more the winner wmneth, the more he

loseth; the more that escape, the more infamous men live, all that

is gamed, is scarcely saved, the winning is losse, the losse destruction 3e

Moore makes exactly the same point in a less telling way:
you had taught

how msolenc and strong hand shoold prevayle
how ordere shoold be quelld, and by this patterne
not on of you shoold lyve an aged man.

Where Moore concludes :

submyt you to theise noble gentlemen
entreate their mediation to the kmge
gyve vp yoursealf to forme obay the maiestrate

and thers no doubt, but mercy may be found

yf you so seek(yt).

Cheke entreats the rebels with more passion:
Wherefore for Gods sake have pittie on your selves . . . with humble
submission acknowledge your faults . leave off with repentance . .

aske God forgiveness, submit yee to your King, be contended for a

Commonwealth one or two to die, and yee Captains for the residue

sacrifice your selves, and yee shall so best attain the Kings gracious

pardon . . .
87

The major part of Chambers's argument collapses, then,

because it can be shown that both Moore's speech and that

of Ulysses most certainly arise from the "general temper"
of the Tudor period; both resort to a set of conventional

images or symbols more properly medieval than Renaissance

in nature.

V
The third line of argument is the contention that both

Moore and Ulysses appeal to "Degree," that the natural

order is based upon an immutable, ascending scale of author-

ity which cannot be interrupted without plunging all things
into chaos; and that this appeal to "Degree" is a direct indi-

cation of Shakspere's hand.
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The truth of the matter is that Moore makes no appeal to

"Degree." Even if he did, it would be of little signif-

icance in our study. I have elsewhere shown that Ulysses'

speech is a mere rephrasing of the commonplace of sixteenth-

century political thought, and that it has many analogues in

some of the most popular and widely read tracts of the

time.
38

Chambers argues, however, that both speeches proceed
with the same logic and the same choice of images, and,

accordingly, only Shakspere could have written both. The

sequence of image that Chambers draws up is this :

a) Degree neglected, b) the flood surging over its banks, c; the

doing to death of the aged or the babes, d) cannibal monsters.80

But let us examine both speeches. Admitting that this is

approximately the order of images in Ulysses' speech, is it

true of Moore's?

Moore begins by declaring that the rebels, in breaking
the peace, violate the very security that "brought (them)
to the state of men" (lines 75-83). He continues by point-

ing to the sorry plight of the "wretched straingers" (lines

87-94). From this he returns to his first idea that if

"ordere shoold be quelld" not one of the rebels "shoold lyve
an aged man," for, "men lyke ravenous fishes woold feed
on on another" (lines 94-102).

The sequence of thought and image that Chambers con-
structs does not apply to the logic of Moore's speech. A)
Moore says nothing of "Degree". B) The reference to "the
flood surging over its banks," (lines 50-52) is no essential

part of Moore's speech it is merely a side remark to the
Lord Mayor et aL, before Moore begins to address the rebels.
In Shakspere's pattern such a catastrophe is the direct

sequel to Degree neglected. C) In comparing Ulysses'
"And the rude son should strike his father dead," to Moore's
picture of the "wretched straingers," Chambers is equating
two ideas which have nothing at all in common. Ulysses
makes no such appeal as "Helpless childhood or age must
suffer" during civil disorder. He is merely restating an
axiom of Tudor political thought, that the son owes the
same right of obedience to the father that the subject owes
to the king. As Professor J. W Allen puts it:

Every conceivable right' expresses Divine Will. Real authority,
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whether m a king or in the father of a family, is a right to demand
obedience as a duty to God 40

Not alone does Moore's speech not follow the neat pattern
Chambers has found for It, but the situations surrounding
both the Moore and Troilus and Cressida speeches differ.

Moore is trying to quell a rebellion of the lowest stratum
of society against constituted authority. Ulysses is not faced
with rebellion, but with disharmony among the military
leaders. There is no thought of "mob law" in Troilus and
Cressida, and Chambers does violence to the whole idea of

Ulysses' speech by declaring that there is.
41

Moore's main appeal is the sentimental one:

ymagin that you see the wretched straingers
their babyes at their backs, and their poor lugage

plodding tooth ports and costs for transportacion*
and that you sytt as kings in your desyres

aucthoryty quyte sylenct by your braule

Moore expatiates on the Golden Rule:

what Country . ,

shoold gyve you harbor go you to ffranc or flanders

to any larman province spane or portigall

nay any where that not adheres to Ingland

why you must needs be straingers woold you be pleased
to find a nation of such barbarous temper
that breaking out in hiddious violence

woold not afoord you an abode on earth . .

what woold you thmck
to be thus vsed, this is the straingers case

and this your momtanish42 inhumanyty.

There is nothing in Troilus and Cressida to parallel this.

But Cheke, like D, resorts to this sentimental argument:
remember your wives, your children, your country
and forsake this rebellion.

43

Furtherfore, unlike Ulysses, Moore appeals, not to Degree,
but to the Divine Right of Kings. When Moore tells the

rebels

you wer in armes gainst g[od]
for to the king goth hath his offic lent, etc.,

he is repeating, in almost the same figures, Cheke's

But the Magistrate is the ordinance of God, appointed by him with

the sword of punishment . . . And therefore that that is done by the

*'Lugfiapc' plodding 'to the ports and coasts' would be unworthy of Shakespere at

any time. Absurdity and padding combined
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Magistrate, is done by the ordinance of God, because he hath the

execution of Gods office . .
44

So Spenser puts forth the same idea:

All in the powre of their great Maker lie

All creatures must obey the voice of the most Hie

He maketh kings to sit in soverainty

He maketh subjects to their powre obay
43

Not Degree but the sentimental appeal is the central idea

of Moore's speech. But it is amusing to find after Chambers
has made so much of Shakspere's monopoly on Degree,

Anthony Mundy, elsewhere in Sir Thomas Moore, summing
up the essential thought of Ulysses

7

speech, making Lincoln

say:
obedience is the best in eche degree . .

I paciently submit to lawe 46

As to the "cannibal monsters," Cheke tells us that rebels

fall from the state of men to that of animals :

not onely to annoy themselves, but to destroy all other . . . like

frantick beasts, raging against their head, doe teare and deface as

much as lyeth in them 47

Even as Ulysses' speech was a mere poetical summary of

several dominant political ideas and religious trends of the

sixteenth century, D's arguments are even more lacking in

originality. Tyllney's censoring dictated what tone the

scene should take; D had no alternative but to subdue the

rioters with whatever conventional ideological expressions
he could find. The result was a set of political sentiments
identical with those then being promulgated by the govern-
ment's apologists and enunciated from every Anglican
pulpit.

Since both Moore's speech and that of Ulysses are merely
recordings of conventional themes, part of a common stock
of ideas from which any writer might draw, we must reject
this phase of Chambers's case. Furthermore, our analysis
demonstrates that D and Shakspere are not one and the

same, because Moore's speech and that of Ulysses are wholly
unlike in the development of thought and image.

[To be continued*}
1JThe exact date of the play is still m dispute, suggestions ranging from 1590 to 1608

It seems certain that the play must be dated prior to 1597 on the evidence of Tyllney's
injunction on the first page of the ms After 1597 Sir George Buc, for whom Tyllney
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had secured the reversion of the Mastership ( J Q Adams, The Dramatic Records of Sir

Henry Herbert, 1917, p 7), gradually took over his ailing uncle's duties. Sissotx's objec-

tion that Cupid's WbMgig was licensed by Tyllney as late as 1607 overlooks the fact

that most of the licenses granted during Tyllney's office were granted in his name, so

that Tyllney may actually have had nothing at all to do with Cupid's Whirligig. We
cannot accept Schiickmg's dating, 1604-5 (Eng Studien, XLVI, 228-251). Oliphant
argues almost groundlessly for 1598-9 (JEGP, XVIII, 231, 235) Pollard (Shakespeare's
Hand in the Play Str Thomas More, 1923, 17-32) argues for 1593-4. In the light of

Tannenbaum's researches (The Booke of Sir Thomas Moore, 1927, p. 95-101) early

1593 seems most likely For, although this date depends largely upon the acceptance
of hand C as Kyd's, the political implications of the play and its censoring point to

that date.
2The capital letters are Greg's designations in the Malone Society edition of the play.
3"S" meaning "scribe," not Shakspere, as B R Lewis, Shakespeare Documents, I,

1940, p 278n, would have us believe. Greg originally thought that Mundy had
acted only as copyist

4Tannenbaum's identification of Heywood on paleographic grounds, op. ctt., p. 56-68,
must take precedence over Law's counter-arguments on spelling, U. of Texas Stud, tn

Eng, XI, 1931, p. 24-31,
The objections set forth by Greg, TLS, Nov. 24, 1927, The Library, IX, 1928, p.

202-211; by McKerrow, RES, IV, p 237, by Sisson, MLR, XXIII, 1928, p. 231-234;
are merely captious, not based on evidence, and do not invalidate Tannenbaum's theory,

op. cit., p 35-52, et passim.

<*Tannenbaum, op. ctt., p 79.
7In 1592, a year before the play was probably written, Mundy published The Masque

of the League and the Spaniard Discovered (v., W C Hazhtt's Handbook, 1867, p
406) of which, apparently, no copy remains. In 1605 this was re-issued under the title,

Falsehood tn Friendship, the second part of which Mr Herman R. Mead, Bibliographer
of the Huntington Library, has sent me in microfilm reproduction. Since Mundy was
the original author of the Insurrection Scene, and since much of the thought of that

scene is repeated in Falsehood in Friendship, it is safe to assume that D's creative part
in the play is not as large as was formerly supposed. But that is a study in itself

*Man's Unconquerable Mind, 1939, P 209
QSb's H. in STM. p. 113-141.
10Tannenbaum, Shakspere and Sir Thomas Moore, 1929, P 44-60, Hjort, Lond, Merc.,

Nov, 1924, p. 80-81.

"Nfl, July 1, 1871, p 1-3.

^Collections, IX, p 393,

^Collections, EC, p. 393
USk's H. in STM, p. 143.

"1. p. 94; II, p. 435, III, p. 372.

NG, Sept. 21, 1927, p 228.

i*Sh f
s H. in STM, p. 14.

MRES, I, p 41-49
l*Hist, of Eng. Dram. Lit, 1874, II, p 214-217
The Genuine in Shakespeare, 1930, p. 135

lntro., Royal Shakespeare, 1894 p cvin-cxv.

&RES, I, p. 41-49.

MSh'sH.inSTM,?. 178
28Malone Soc ed., p xm.
**lbtd., loc. cit.

^William Shakespeare, I, 1930, p 514.

WRES, I, p, 44-45.

wibid., p. 45.

^Shakespeare, 1907, p. 191-192
of Christopher Marlowe, Tucker Brooke, ed., 1910, p. 650, lines 72-80

of Rome, stanza, xxii

xxiii.

., xxxi.
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s, Griffiths, ed , 1859, p 569 ^
^The True Subject to the Rebell, or The Hvtf of Sedition How Grevious It ts to a

Common Wealth, 1641, p. 3.

., p 63.

., p 64.

B, XVII, p. 200-207, vide, in connection with this, Fulke Greville's Poem? of

Monarchy, Works, Grosart, ed, 1870, p 119, stanza 324, Bodin, Stx Book* of the

Republic, Bk III, R Nnolles, trans , p 387

LR, xxvi, 1931, p 264
ist. of Political Thought in the Sixteenth Century, 1928, p xiv-xv

in STM, p 157
42Dyce substitutes "mountanish

"
Brooke defends the ms reading as something like

"mohamedanish
"
There are two other possible readings, "Montamsh," referring to the

Montanist sect, the Gnostics prided themselves on being the guardians of the spirit, the

Montanists on being the guardians of the law Those who take the law wilfully might
be called "Montanists." The word itself was not strange to the sixteenth century, v

,

Hammer, Anc Eccl Hist, 1577, Greville's Heskin's Parl , 1579, and Hooker's ttul

Pol., 1597 The second reading is a derivation of "maumet," literally "an idol," This

was generally a term of abuse as "mome" it was common in the drama of Udall's time

Cf. Romeo and Jul , III, v 186, Haughton, Englishmen for My Money, IV, n Drayton
refers to "Momish seas," Barons Warres, II, iv

**0p. cit.t p 64.

**ttid,p. 4

^FQ, V, canto II, xl.

6Folio lla, line 60

^Op at, p 16.

**Sl>'s H in STM, p 156

**RES, VI. 1930, p 1-14

M2Hen VI, IV, vu
^Rich III, I, n
52AT.N.D., II, i

V, IV, vu.

, LVll, 1942, p 638-653.

t, I, i.

1, 1, n.

., IV, i

tio, Lefranc, ed, p 774
, p. 775, 776, et passim

^Annotation to the Thirteenth Chapter of the Romans, Parker Soc., p. 103,
GijD<? Vera Qbefoenta, Eng trans 1553, Janelle, ed., 1930, p 97.
*2Tbe Last Trumpet ( 1550) , EETS, xv, 1872, p 69

Regtmine Principum, 1482, lib I, pt 2, chap 12
p. Cit, p 4
e Way to Wealth (1550), EETS, xv, 1872 p. 131.

6(5Af. Ven., I, i.

^Seven Sermons (1549), Arber repr , 1869, p 49.
Q8Cor I, vi.

^Schoolmaster, III, Giles, ed 1864, p 128
^Cor. I, i

"

71
Quoted by Dyce, Sir Thomas More, 1844, p ix

t., p 24
" w (1529)> Eng Sch lar

'

s Iib> 1878 ' p 7^

o's trans
, Everyman ed , II, 1921, p 186.

, II, 271

^Inferno, VII 8

WPvrgatorio, XX, 10.

II, iv, may I here thank Professor Garrett Mattmgly fbr tracing the
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origin of this famous expression, as well as for other useful material too general for

specific mention'*
82Poctae Bucokct et Dtdattict, "Phile de Ammalibus, etc

"
Dubner, ed , 1863, p 27.

Physiologus m Aer Eltsabethamschen Literatur. 1930
hues, Croll and Clemens, eds, 1916, p. 64.

S, I, p 44
&7Poetaster, c 1601, V, m, line 158
S8Pnvate communication from Professor Palmer.

Courtesan, 1, #, line 1.

d., line 39.
H. tn $TM, p. 167.

S, I, 57-58

VI, IV, ii.

, i, i.

Tannenbaum's The Booke of Str Thomas Moore, 1927, especially with its identi-

fication of Hand C as Kyd's seems to suggest Marlowe as D
97Schuckmg has suggested Drayton as a possibility, RES, I, p 57. The Barons

Warres (1596, 1603) alone presents much material for a line of argument such as

Chambers' or Spurgeon's D's curious use of "incident" is repeated m Bk, III, 9 The
sentimentality of D appears fullblown m Bk IV, 47 Bk IV, 55-55, is a hymn to order

with much in common with Ulysses' speech on Degree, and, m itself, an adequate
refutation of Chambers' thesis that D and Shakspere only spoke with the greatest inten-

sity on that subject. D's concept of Magistrates is repeated in Bk V, 17, and more
explicitly m Bk. V, 36. Drayton's use of "momish" has been commented upon above,
note 42.

OHHaughton, like Drayton, was a frequent collaborator with Mundy, Chettle, and

Heywood. He was probably writing for the stage as early as 1593 Baugh, William

Haughton's Englishmen for My Money, 1917, suggests that Henslowe's "ynge horton"
meant that Houghton was younger than the other playwrights working for him, not

necessarily a youth. It must be remembered that he is not to be confused with the

Haughton who was incorporated in the M.A degree at Cambridge in 1604 as Cooper
(Athenae Cantabrtgiensts, II, 399) believed (Baugh, op ett , p. 15).



MUCH ADO ABOUT SOMETHING*
BY GEORGE C. TAYLOR

>TrHE proverbial cow which always gave five gallons of

J[ milk at each milking and always ended by kicking the

full pail over, comes to mind as one reads Kelley's in

many ways valuable work. This book is certain to prove
of great interest and value to all Milton scholars. Particu-

larly valuable is Professor Kelley's bibliographical han-

dling of The Christian Doctrine itself. His treatment
^of

this work when unrelated to other works of Milton is in-

valuable to the student of Milton bibliography and text.

Exceedingly valuable also is his interpretation of a great
number of details in Paradise Lost, which have hitherto

been misunderstood by English scholars. We are undoubt-

edly under a great debt to Mr. Kelley for his book, and
for emphasizing once more that we cannot hope to gain a

complete understanding of Paradise Lost without constantly

consulting Christian Doctrine.

As soon, however, as Kelley begins to discuss the relation

of Christian Doctrine to anything else either in or outside

of Milton, one finds the grain and the chaff so inextricably
mixed that it would take a fairy godmother to separate
them. Nevertheless, the reviewer will attempt to illustrate.

The exceptionally large space given over to parallel
passages in Paradise Lost and Christian Doctrine throw in

very many instances light upon the meaning of disputed
passages in Paradise Lost. His contention, however, that
Milton means in his poetry exactly what he means in his

prose in each and every instance is preposterous, particu-
larly in view of what Milton expressly declares repeatedly
in Paradise Lost as to why he has to leave matters in a work
of art open to more than one interpretation in poetry.

1

Milton, theologian plus artist, was peculiarly conscious of
the necessity for freedom in the treatment of any substance
going into a poem. Again, as to the matter of the date of
the final form of Doctrine, Kelley has assembled valuable
data indeed, but realizing that Christian Doctrine has to
be dated just exactly right in order to count as a determining

This Great Argument. A Study of Milton's 'De Doctnna Christiana* as a Gloss
Upon 'Paradise Lost/ By Maurice Kelley Princeton Princeton University Press,
1941, pp xiv-269, $5 00.
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influence upon the exact meaning of passages in Paradise
Lost, he strains to the breaking point his attempt to change
conjectures into certainties. At all points we find the excel-
lence of the scholarship qualified by the spirit of the clever
advocate and debater. One of the most amusing instances
of this is perhaps unconscious. Taylor, he says, showed up
all modern source study as unsound. But Taylor' suggested
single source is a false source. The right source is, instead
of Du Bartas, Christian Doctrine. Ergo, Kelley reaps the
cream of Taylor's researches. Says Prince Hal to his father,

Henry IV,
Hotspur "is but my factor, good my Lord,
To engross up glorious deeds on my behalf."

The speciousness of the argument is at once apparent when
an examination of Taylor's work shows that he never once
maintained that any one of the sources suggested was not a

source, but was simply putting in a plea for an ignored
source in addition to the other sources already suggested.

One who handles others without gloves must expect to be
handled without gloves. Hence it is necessary to notice

how Kelley belabors other Milton scholars for not concern-

ing themselves primarily with The Christian Doctrine in

recent years. It may be appropriate to suggest that they have
aot done so because of the fact that it had already been done,

though not exhaustively, very many years ago. It is only
fair to say that Mr. Kelley is aware of this himself.

2
Schol-

ars often prefer to get off the beaten highway into by-paths.

Kelley discounts almost entirely the knowledge that contem-

porary scholars in the field of Milton research have of The
Christian Doctrine. His remarks about the researches, for

example, of Fletcher, Saurat, Greenlaw, Taylor, and Till-

yard, suggest that these scholars know little if anything
about it. Frank A. Patterson, whose name is not even

mentioned by Kelley, and who is to be thanked for making
the text (without all the citations) easily accessible to us all,

I imagine knows a good deal about The Christian Doctrine.

More than any other modern scholar, Patterson has com-

pelled us to reckon with Christian Doctrine in interpreting
Paradise Lost. He said in 1933:

We should begin at once to formulate what we believe was Milton's

conception of God. To this end it will be well to read through, if

time allows, the entire Christian Doctrine before starting to study

Paradise Lost, and then to refer to it continually throughout the

reading of the poem
3
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And repeatedly in his notes he suggests in detail how
Christian Doctrine would be examined as explaining Para-

dise Lost. This reviewer, too, for example, although called

to account severely for ignorance of The Christian Doctrine,
made the following statement ten years before the publica-

tion of This Great Argument; in Studies in Philology,
XXVIII (1930,123:

"These are merely a few of the allusions in Shakspere to that

elaborately worked out theological scheme of salvation with which

Milton in his Christian Doctrme and Paradise Lost shows such de-

tailed familiarity. Shakspere's knowledge of such matters was surely

not scholarly, his allusions not beyond the average playgoer of his

day. These matters must have been the commonplace of the age, a

fact which those of us working into the new sources of Milton some-

times forget in attempting to establish very definite relations between

Milton and those who, like him, use these conventions of the Medieval

and Renaissance theologians. What Gilbert demonstrated in his

article "Milton and the Mysteries/" is doubtless true of many other

works or series of works in which scholars are now seeking to find

the definite sources of Milton/'*

One of the reasons, therefore, why the scholars attacked by
Kelley have not devoted all their intellectual energies to

Christian Doctrine is that they were allowing undergradu-
ates with the aid of Christian Doctrine as a possible gloss, to

work out term papers concerning many of the very points
taken up in Mr. Kelley's book, merely as subjects of alter-

cation proper for the exercise of an adolscent's intellect

Kelley joins the ranks of a band of scholars who, without
ever having written a single book, do not hesitate to speak
without any marked degree of courtesy about men who
have written pretty fair books. Fletcher, for example, "fails
to understand"; Tillyard is accused of "critical mysticism,
unbridled impressionism"; Greenlaw's "failure to recog-
nize in Paradise Lost Milton's concept of the manifold
nature of the Fall vitiates, if it does not render valueless,
the recent studies of the lapse by Greenlaw"; and Taylor
in his Milton's Use of Du Bartas is "obsessed". A scholar
has a right to disagree with any man. But surely it must
still be possible even in these rough and ready days, to do
this without assuming that the scholar with whom one dis-

agrees is on a low intellectual level.

May I call attention to a most remarkable instance of
Kelley's reasoning processes. He thinks that the differences
between the theological doctrines of Du Bartas and Milton
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prove that Milton was not influenced by Du Bartas.
5 One

might as well contend that when Havens asserts that

Blackmore was an imitator, if not a plagiarizer of Milton,
that Havens is absurdly wrong because Milton is an Arian
and Blackmore never loses an opportunity of confuting
Arianism. Taylor is only remotely concerned in Milton's
Use ofDu Bartas in any agreement of Du Bartas and Milton
as to hair-splitting distinctions in theology; he is concerned
with what Kelley apparently is entirely unaware of, the

interest of a literary genius in the literary expression of one
whom he read and remembered. Should we handcuff
Paradise Lost to The Christian Doctrine, we should thereby
devise the surest method of cutting Milton off from the

intelligent readers of the modern world. Even if Paradise
Lost agreed line by line with The Christian Doctrine, that

would have absolutely nothing to do with Milton's reading,

liking, and remembering any other books dealing with the

same themes.

When a scholar's mind moves on the basis of logic just

illustrated, the final conclusions at which he arrives are to be

accepted in every case with very decided qualifications.

iSee Gilbert, MLN. LV (March, 1940), p 215.
2See This Great Argument, p 5
3Tbe Student's Milton. "Notes on the Poetry," p. 75.

*See further. R A Law, "Shakspere in the Garden of Eden," University of Texas,
Studies in English, 1941: K.O Mynck, "The Theme of Damnation m Shakspereian

Tragedy," Studies m Phdology, XXXVIII (April, 1941), 221 ff.

Great Argument, p 203.

EDITORIAL COMMENT

By S A. T.

AN IMPORTANT NEW BOOK impulse; that those dramas of his that

seem to have been written with a 'harsh

Professor Oscar J. Campbell's new critical spirit* were really the results

book, Shakespeare's Satire, published of his imitation of a popular literary

by the Oxford University Press (for fashion/ The plays which Professor

$3.75), is one of the more interesting Campbell studies from this viewpoint
and one of the sanest books published are Love's Labors Lost, As You Like It,

this year. Dr. Campbell attempts in Hamlet, Othello, Kmg Lear, Tmon of

its pages to enlarge our conception of Athens, Measure for Measure, Trotius

Shakspere as a satirist; to convince us and Cressida, and most amazing
that in the plays which are generally Conolanus. Other plays, Henry IV,

supposed to betray Shakspere's bitter- The Merry Wwes, Ktag John, Twelfth

ness, we should look only for a satiric Night, Romeo and JuUet, etc., are dis-
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cussed incidentally.

Unquestionably there is much in this

book of 240 pages (without an index

an unpardonable fault in a scholarly

book) with which one acquainted with

Shakspere's work will agree, and there

is much with which he will not agree

To most readers, we think, Professor

CampbeH's book will appear as a huge
and frail structure built on an untenable

conception of the nature of satire and

a desire to paint Shakspere as a person

interested in problems of political

philosophy.

We do not intend to argue these

questions; Professor Campbell is en-

titled to his viewpoint, and arguments
on such subjective matters inevitably

lead to nothing. But there is one mat-

ter connected with his book to which

we take serious exception. Professor

Campbell ends his preface with the

following sentence: "In my quotations

of Shakespeare's lines I have followed

the text of George Lyman Kittredge's

edition of Shakespeare's Complete
Works" Any standard text would

have answered the author's purpose; in

not a single instance is his interpre-

tation of a passage in any play de-

pendent on a text which would require

Kittredge's support It is a matter for

great astonishment therefore to dis-

cover that Dr. Campbell's statement

regarding his quotations is woefully and

exasperatmgly incorrect, probably be-

cause of careless copying and incompe-
tent proof-reading if he really used

K's book.

The departures from Kittredge in-

volve not only substitutions of commas
for periods, periods for commas, and

commas for semicolons, but the omis-

sion of hyphens, changes in spelling,
the addition of stage-directions, the

substitution of words, and the failure

to indicate elisions of vowels for

metrical reasons What the eccentric

Professor Kittredge's reactions would

have been to these corruptions of his

text may well be imagined
On page 73, in a passage from

2 Henry IV, (II, iv, 177-83) Dr

Campbell has omitted four of Kit-

tredge's commas, added one, and

changed 'packhorses' to 'pack horses'

On p 104 C reads 'shrewdly* for K's

'shrewdly', on p 106 (quotation from
T & C III, "i, 251-57) 'an hostess' is

changed to 'a hostess' (line 2), 'this'

to 'his' (1 5); on p 111 Th' imagi-

nary' is replaced by 'The imaginary',
on p. 112 he omits a necessary comma
after 'rub on' and omits the hyphen in

'fee-farm'; on p. 113 he inserts the

stage-direction 'aside? after 'Pandarus/

incorrectly, on p. 114 he prints 'thiev-

ery' for 'thiev'ry', on p. 131 a needed

punctuation mark is wanting after

'precise'; on p. 153 (1.3, a quotation
from a familiar passage in Hamlet)
'you nickname* is replaced by 'and

nickname'; on p 154 a quotation is

ruined by a period (instead of a

comma) after 'bed', and 'Stew'd' is

repkced by 'Stewed'; on p. 157 Ham-
let's 'forgone* is misrepresented by
'foregone' and 'this majestical roof is

replaced by 'the majestical roof, 'facul-

ties' by 'faculty',
(and moving by 'in

moving', on p 161 (the second quota-
tion from Othello] Tth" is replaced

by 'in the'; on p. 164 K's 'art incestuous"

is changed to 'are [!] incestuous' and
'm pieces' to 'to pieces', on p. 165 we
have a genuine howler- 'tmall vices'

is replaced by 'great vices' and
f

sm'

by 'sins'; on p. 171 'an usurer' is

changed to 'a usurer'; on p 207 a pass-

age from Hamlet is mangled by the

omission of the comma after 'soldier's',

on p 209 'His heart's his mouth* is

spoiled by the reading 'hearts'; on p
213 'thts child Like him by chance' is

converted into 'his child, Like him by
chance', on p. 52 K's 'gundello' is

modernized into 'gondola/
The above are, of course, only a

sampling to illustrate our charge.
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THE SIR THOMAS MOORE PROBLEM
RECONSIDERED

( Continuation )
*

By PAUL DEUTSCHBERGER

The fourth line of argument follows the third rather

closely :

Certain ideas were linked in Shakespeare's mind, and this coupling
iecurs with curious similarity, in spite of differing circumstances

at one time, it may be in an elaborate simile, at another in a single
line or word . . . Therefore, if the speech of Sir Thomas More be

Shakespeare's, we may reasonably expect Mote's figures regarding

government to reappear . in those passages in Shakespeare's
undoubted works where this question of authority and mob-law is

discussed.
48

This line of argument was subsequently developed by Miss

Spurgeon.
49

Without entering into a discussion of the validity or in-

validity of the method in general, we may dismiss seven
of Spurgeon's twelve examples of repetition as of no value,
inasmuch as the parallel consists only in the occurrence of

single words in the compared passages. The relationship,
for instance, between Williamson's "Nay yt has infected yt
with the palsy . . ."and Lord Say's "The palsy, and not fear

provokes me!"50
appears only in the repetition of the word

"palsy." This is also true of Miss Spurgeon's comparison of

"Trash, trash
; they breed sore eyes," with Anne's "Out of

my sight! Thou dost infect my eyes."
51

But, Miss Spurgeon
makes her whole case absurd when she compares "spurne
you lyke doggs," with Helena's "Spurn me, strike me,"

62

Miss Spurgeon's reasoning is, indeed, worthy of Fluellen:

There is a river in Macedon, and there is also moreover a river at

Monmouth it is called Wye at Monmouth, but it is out of my
prams what is the name of the other river, but 'tis all one, 'tis alike

as my fingers is to my fingers, and there is salmons in both 53

The logical fallacies involved in Miss Spurgeon's method
in general have been brilliantly exposed by Miss Lillian

Hornstein/'
4 and we need not discuss them here.

However, of more importance in the Moore case, are the

following images :
(
i ) "While they ar ore the banck of their

*The footnotes, for this section will be found in the April issue of the BULLETIN
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obedience/ thus will they here downe all things" (line 50) ;

(2) "and you in ruff of your opinions clothd" (line 94) ;

(3) "other ruffians . . . woold shark on you and men lyke

ravenous fishes/ woold feed on on another" (line 99) ; (4)

"to the king god hath his offyc lent, etc.!' (lines u6ff) ;

(5) "and leade the maiestie of law in liom/to slipp him lyke

a hound" (lines 143-144).

But it is not enough to point out that somewhat similar

figures appear in Shakspere's acknowledged works. Miss

Spurgeon must demonstrate that their appearance in Moore
and in Shakspere has some significance. That the significance

of these so-called repetitions has not been shown follows

from the following considerations: a) some of these, e.g.,

"spume you lyke doggs," are mere cliches of Elizabethan

literary usage; b) the others rest on mistaken interpretations
of the words used by Shakspere and by D.

Consider, for instance, figure (4). Moore says,

for to the king god hath his offyc lent

of dread of iustyce, power and commaund
hath bid him rule, and willd you to obay
and to add ampler maiestie to this

he hath not only lent the king his figure

his throne and sword, but gyven him his owne name
calls him a god on earth . . .

Miss Spurgeon is not, we hope, serious when she brings in

Hamlet's "In the same figure, like the king that's dead,"
5 '*'

and "Poor key-cold figure of a holy king!"
56

But, on the other hand, the Bishop of Carlisle approaches
Moore's thought:

The figure of God's majesty,
His Captain, Steward, Deputy elect

57
,

but the Bishop, here as elsewhere, has resorted to a political

platitude. Calvin's Institutio endlessly repeats the idea that

"on nepeut pas resister aux magistratz sans register a Dieu."**
It was Calvin, too, who remarshalled the scriptural admoni-
tions against opposing the king

59

;
Moore's

first tis a sinn

which oft thappostle did forwarne vs of

vrging obedience to aucthoryty.

*The footnotes for this section will be found in the April issue of the BULLETIN,
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Cheke, as we have seen, uses Moore's argument in the

same way. Hooper declared that the "office of a magistrate
is the ordinance of God,"

60 and Gardiner emphasized that

"The King, yea, though he be an infidel, represententh the

image of God on earth."
01 The 1550 edition of Gregory

Nazianzen's Oratio carried the following admonition:

Presume not ye that are sheep to make yourselves guides of them
that guide you . . It suffices for your part ... to be ordered Take
it not upon yourselves to )udge the judges . . .

Robert Crowley versified the idea as follows:

But if thou do lyfte up thy sword

Agaynst thy kynge and soueraine,

Then art thou iuged by Gods word
As worthi therwith to be slayne . .

For it is God that appointeth

Kinges and rulers ouer the route

And with his power he anointeth

Them for to be obeyede, no doubte

. . God hym selfe doth princis call

Hys christes and hys annoynted
Whoso therefore doth them resiste,

The same resisteth God certayne.
62

There is no difficulty in showing how conventional every

image in this portion of Moore's speech really is; that is,

all but two. D seems to have garbled the idea a bit in "offyc
of dread of iustyce." The second "of" seemingly having
been thrown in to make the line conform to metre. The other,
the one which gives Miss Spurgeon so much trouble, is

"lent his figure." This is rather meaningless, if not absurd,
unless D is merely restating the formula "princeps est

animata lex/' used by Aegidus Romanus at the end of the

thirteenth century,
63

Moore's "and that you sitt as kings in your desyres" repeats
Cheke's "Be yee Kings?

64" and reflects Crowley's
He would have told the that to reuenge wronges is, in a subject, to

take and vsurp the office of a kinge, and, consequently, the office of

God. For the king is Goddes minister to reuenge the wronges done

vnto the innocent.67

Or consider the figure, "and you in the ruff of your

opynyons clothd," which Spurgeon compares to Gratiano's

dress'd in an opinion
Of wisdom, gravity, profound conceit.

66
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It is true that these two images are similar but that, in

itself, is no proof of identity of authorship. The same idea

is repeated in Hugh Larimer :

Where is all thy pompe? Wher is all

the ruffe of thy glonousnes become? 07

Both Chambers and Spurgeon compare Moore's

and leade the maiestie of law in horn

to slipp him lyke a hound,

to Martius'

Holding Corioh in the name of Rome
Even like a fawning greyhound in the leash

To let him slip at will.
68

The word "slip" is common to both. But this is one of the

commonest idioms of Elizabethan venery. It is difficult to

apply the meaning of the Coriolanus quotation (either to

loose the greyhound at a particular object, or to let the dog
go off as he pleases depending upon how "at will" is inter-

preted) to the Moore image. Chambers apparently realized

this, for he appended the qualifying statement,

Now, as has been pointed out above, the rebels in Str Thomas More
are not disloyal to the king

But this is in flat contradiction to the text. One of Moore's

strongest arguments is that the rebels are disloyal to the

king, and, consequently to God.

The obvious explanation is that "to slip" and "to let slip"
are different verbs. The N.E.D. tells us that "a slip" is a

synonym for "leash." To "slip" the law is, as Moore says, to

"lead it in liom."

Chambers and Spurgeon make much of Moore's observa-

tion,

whiles they ar ore the banck of their obedienc

thus will they bere down all things.

They find many parallels to this in the acknowledged works
of Shakspere. But, on folio ^a (in the hand of Mundy),
Surrey uses the same figure:

this tyde of rage, that with the Eddie striues:

I feare me much, will drowne too manie Hues, (lines 62-63 )

On the same page, he calls the importunings of the aliens,

"high-crested insolence" (line 12).
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The figure was common enough during the sixteenth cen-

tury. It may be found in Ascham:
disobedience doth overflow the banks of good order almost in every

place, almost in every degree of man.69

The last image we must consider is the one given most

prominence by Chambers "the cannibal monsters." Moore
says

other ruffians

woold shark on you, and men lyke ravenous fishes

woold feed on on other

Ulysses, in Troilus and, Cressida, declares,
And appetite, an universal wolf, . .

Must make perforce an universal prey,

And last eat up himself.

Coriolanus makes use of the same half line,

You cry against the noble senate, who
Under the gods, keep you in awe, which else

Would feed on one another.
70

But this is not so conclusive as one might be led to believe.

The idea is an old and popular one. Take, for instance, the

rather strong word, "ravenous." Hall's Chronicle, in treat-

ing the 111 May-Day, calls the aliens "raveners."
71
Since this

Chronicle was the source for the early scenes of the play, it

may be assumed that the very word suggested the image to

D
;
which image was not peculiar to Shakspere. It was a

sixteenth century commonplace to compare the greedy

clergy to wolves consuming God's flock. So Latimer puts
it in a rather scrambled figure :

Beware of false Prophetes, which come vnto you in shepes clothing,

but inwardly they are rauenmg woulffes, yee shall know them by their

frutes
72

Simon Fish speaks, indeed, with that intensity that Chambers
could find only in Shakspere :

Ye (a) who is abill to nombre the greate and brode botomles occean

see full of euilles that this mischeuous and sinful generacion may
laufully bring vppon vs vnponnisshed. Where is youre swerde, power,
crowne, and dignitie, become that shulde pumsshe ... the felonies,

rapes, murdres, and treasons committed by this sinful generacion?
... Oh the greuous shipwrak of the comon welth, which yn auncient

time bifore the coming yn of these rauinous wolues was so pros-

perous.
78
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The image itself became secularized, the term "wolf" being

applied rather broadly, while the idea of "cannibal monsters"

became somewhat of a cliche. The Supplication of the Poore

Commons, 1546, admonishes King Henry:
Remember that you shal not leaue this kyngedome to a straunger,

but to that child of great towardnes our most natural Prince Edward;

employ your study to leaue hym a Commune Weale to gouerne, and

not an iland of brute beastes, amongste whom the strongest deuour

the weaker.74

Of interest, too, is Grimald's poem on "Lawes." The whole
sounds like an epitome of Moore's speech. Notice the com-

parison of the mob to a wild beast (in this case, the tiger) ;

the use of a variation of the "law in liom" image; and a

half-developed reference to the unruly waters figure.

When princes lawes, with reverend right do keep ye commons under

As meek as babes, thei do their charge, and scatter not asunder

But if they raise their heads aloft, and lawe her brydle slake.

Then, lyke a tyger fell they fare, and lust for law they take.

Where water doth prevail, and fire, no mercy they expresse:
But yet the rage of that rude rout is much more mercilesse.75

Crowley, too, sees "cannibal monsters" in civil disorder:

Cormerauntes, gredye guiles; yea men that would eat up menne,
women, & chyldren, are the causes of sedition.76

Certainly, a reference to "cannibal monsters" in Eliza-

bethan literature is no proof of Shakspere's hand. It is inter-

esting to conjecture, in fact, that in Troilus and Crcssida

Shakspere may have borrowed the image from Montaigne's
Essays :

Every one must not have the knowledge of his dutie referred to his

owne judgment . . induce us (as Epicurus saith) to endeivor to

destroy and devour one another. The first law that ever God gave
unto man, was a law of pure obedience.77 Epicurus said of the lawes,
that the worst were so necessary unto us, that without them men
would enter devoure one another. And Plato verifieth that without
lawes we should be like beastes.

78

But Montaigne's Essays seems to have played a large part
in Shakspere's thought only after Florio's translation in

1603 )
the date of Troilus and Gressida is but a decade after

'Sir Thomas Moore.'

The idea was common enough during the Renaissance,
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however. But there seems to be a difference between Moore's
use of the image and Ulysses'. Moore's "ravenous fishes"

refer, like Cheke's "frantick beasts," to men who have fallen

to savagery. Ulysses' "universal wolf" is obviously a repeti-
tion of the general medieval symbol for the sins of the flesh,

i.e., self-love and avarice. Compare Dante's "maledetto lupo,
consuma dentro te con la tua rabbia . . . Maledetta sit tu,

antica lupa chc pin che tutte I'altre bestie hai preda, per la

tua fame senza fine cupa/"
80

This wolf-symbol can be traced to two popular sources of

the Renaissance. In Plautus we find it expressed succinctly

enough,
lupus est homo hommt.81

This symbol seems to have been given its allegorical meaning
by the bestiaries. The Manuelis Philae gives the following:

non lupus sed agnus esse videatur in medns gregibus.
. . . Quum autem breve collum extremo dorso gerat,

tnflectit corpus ipsum?^

It is obvious how ferocious the middle ages took the wolf
to be, believing that Providence gave the wolf its short neck
so that it might not bite itself !

Hohna83
is only one of the many scholars who have pointed

out how much the bestiaries influenced Elizabethan litera-

ture, especially Euphuism. So Lyly presents the concept in

a little saw:

For true it is, ... that it must be a hard winter when one wolf eateth

another.84

As to the verb, "to shark," which according to the N.E.D.
occurs for the first two times in Moore and in Hamlet, and

which, consequently, Chambers quotes to sustain the theory
of Shakspere's identity with D

;
as Schiicking has already

shown,
85

"to shark" in Hamlet means "to gather" ;
in Moore,

something like "to feed upon."

But the N.E.D. is not complete nor wholly dependable in

such questions.
80 Charles E. Palmer, quondam editor on the

staff of the Early Modern English Dictionary, has turned up
many examples of "to shark" and its derivatives, used in D's

sense, before 1615, which are not included in the N.E.D. The
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most interesting example he gives is a phrase from Ben

Jonson that antedates the Hamlet quotation :

What? will I turne sharke, upon my friends? 87

Professor Palmer notes that "a comma before rather than

after 'shark' in this passage would make it a verb.
7 '88 Even

without transposing the comma, the meaning of the sentence

is clear. This quotation alone makes it apparent that "to

shark" was not the coinage and the monopoly of Shakspere.

By 1604, the year in which The Dutch Courtesan was pro-

duced, "to shark" had become part of slang usage:
Freewtt: Nay, comfort, my good host Shark, my good Mulligrub.

80

Mdheweux: Nay, be not jaw-fall'n, my most sharking Mulligrub.
90

Another instance will suffice to show how foolish Cham-
bers's argument sometimes becomes. He compares Moore's

"give your selfe vp to forme" with Menenius' "where he
shall answer by a lawful form." The hit or miss comparison
of the same word used in different ways is characteristic of

this whole phase of the Moore argument. "Form" (i.e.

order) and "lawful form" (prescribed documents and pro-

ceedures) are obviously two different things.

Chambers's and Spurgeon's arguments may therefor be
dismissed from further serious consideration.

VII

The last point to consider in the aesthetic argument is the

alleged similarity of the treatment of the common people in

Sir Thomas Moore and in Shakspere. Chambers tells us

that "even in his ridicule of humble folk, Shakspere generally
shows a loving touch."

91 But Dekker, Heywood, and

Haughton exhibit this same attitude. Grimald, much earlier

than these, treats the masses with a broad good humor derived
from the tradition of Plautus. Notice, for instance, his

presentation of Dromo, Dorus, Sangax, and Brumax, in

Chrlstus Redivivus. Heywood, as Schiicking pointed out,

repeats the two remarks of Doll Williamson which Cham-
bers finds so Shaksperian.

92
If we are to use this criterion,

we shall have to assume, too, that Frisco, in Haughton's
Englishmen For My Money (c. 1598), was a creation of

Shakspere.
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But, is there anything in the treatment of the common

people in the Addition, that is unShaksperian? For his

presentation of the lower middle-class Shakspere follows

the same tradition as did Grimald. Shakspere's crowds,

seemingly, are always conscious of their own good humor.

Not only do they make extended use of puns, as in Julius

Caesar, I, i; but as in the Jack Cade scenes of Henry VI,

they make their fellows ridiculous by making side-remarks

about one another:
Cade: We John Cade, so termed of our supposed father,

Dick: (aside) Or rather, of stealing a cade of herrings
Cade: My wife descended of the Lacies,

Dick: (aside) She was, indeed, a pedlar's daughter and sold many
laces 98

For one thing, there is a complete absence of such humor
in D's scene. The pun and the double-entendre, the hall-

marks of Shakspere's hand, are missing, as well as the

sarcastic and revelatory asides.

Secondly, Shakspere's mobs are never irrelevant The
crowd may be whimsical, but not in the sense that Doll is.

Shakspere's mobs are not composed of fools and are not

easily hoodwinked. The citizens in Goriolanus, no matter

how they say it, insist upon their grievances ;
the aristocracy

has been withholding food and has been robbing them

usuriously. But in D's scene the crowd forgets its grievances.
The appalling injustices of the aliens, the corruption of the

English officials, are passed over in favor of the complaint
about "straing rootes." The rioters are, as Chambers says,

"absurd and illogical," but not more so than Moore himself.

Moore's Golden Rule homily is entirely uncalled for.

Fraunces de Barde has assaulted Doll; he has captured
"the goldsmithes wife . . . (and) madste him (like an asse)

pay for his wifes boorde."
94 The Lord Mayor has sent

Williamson to jail on complaint of the French Ambassador.95

Moore ignores all this. He asks the rioters to place them-
selves in the position of the "wretched straingers," Incredible

as it may seem, the crowd is convinced :

All: Fayth a saies trewe letts do as we may be doon by.

In Julius Caesar both Brutus and Anthony stick to the sub-
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ject in addressing the mob. Menenius, in Coriolanus, does so.

Chambers tells us that in Moore's speech the "obvious thing
to have dwelt upon would have been the fear of punishment
and the hope of pardon." The obvious thing for Moore to

have said, of course, was that the king would right the

people's wrongs.

We must, therefore, reject in toto the arguments of Cham-
bers, Spurgeon, and the others. The aesthetic case cannot
be taken seriously; it carries no more conviction in its most

highly articulate form than the original naive statements
of Simpson and Sped$ng. By their methods as good a case

could be made out for Marlowe,
96

Drayton,
97

Heywood,
Haughton,

98 and others of Shakspere's contemporaries.

{.To be concluded]



GEORGE BANCROFT'S VIEW OF SHAKSPERE
BY RUSSEL B. NYE

GEORGE
BANCROFT was known to his time and is

remembered by ours chiefly as the most renowned of

the nineteenth century historians of the United States.

A man of a wide range of interests, he successfully combined
a career as politician and diplomat with that of a man of

letters, and at one time, before the plan for his monumental

History had crystallized in his mind, he contemplated a

career as a literary critic. Accounted one of Harvard's most

promising undergraduates, he was sent abroad by the col-

lege after his graduation in 1817 to pursue theological
studies at Gottingen and other German universities After
his return in 1822, he spent some months as a tutor of Greek
at Harvard, relinquishing his position to join Joseph Cogs-
well in founding the experimental secondary school near

Northampton, Massachusetts, called Round Hill. During
the early years of the decade he spent at Round Hill he

established a fortunate connection with the North American
Review, then edited by Jared Sparks, and met with such
success as a reviewer that he considered abandoning school-

teaching for the life of a professional critic

Most of Bancroft's early critical work was done in the field

of German literature, since he had read widely during his

Gottingen years and was therefore one of the best informed
Americans in German letters. He had, however, a broad
foundation in the English classics, and, as could be expected,

constantly drew upon his knowledge of the English literary
tradition for illustration and comparison. In the first volume
of his History, published in 1834, he gave several pages to

a brief account of Elizabethan letters in sketching the early

background of colonial America, mentioning more than

twenty Elizabethan writers and in general displaying a

competent acquaintance with Elizabethan literature Shaks-

pere, in particular, fascinated him, and in the essays and
reviews he published in the journals between 1824 and 1835;,

he frequently commented on Shakspere's genius and held

his art as the standard of excellence.

Bancroft's comments on Shakspere reflected the bias of
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his own mind during his formative years. It is not to be

forgotten that he had originally prepared himself for the

ministry, and his judgments of Shakspere were at first con-

cerned almost solely with the "moral effect and moral

justice" of his plays. In a series of three articles written for

the American Quarterly Review in 1827 and 1828, he

pointed out that in German literature, and in Goethe in

particular, vice and immorality were often presented with-

out compensatory punishment; this was never the case, he

affirmed, in Shakspere, who never presented vice "clothed

with beauty." "Vice has no beauty," he wrote in a review

of Mrs Hemans' poetry in 1827, "and for the poet to invest

it with such is a violation of his trust." Shakspere was

always moral, he concluded; Macbeth and Richard III
exhibited true moral justice, that is, "the power of vice to

degrade." Shakspere, though he was "the most powerful of

all poets in delineating the passions," yet gave in his plays
the great example of "the wedding of beauty and moral

justice in art."

But as Bancroft's interests turned from theology and ethics

toward history and politics, his concept of Shakspere
changed accordingly. In 1834 the first volume of his History,
a highly democratic work, appeared, "voting for Jackson,"
one critic said. Shakspere now became not the great ethical

teacher, but the great democrat, the artist of the common
man. The common people were the highest earthly tribunal
in matters of art, he told the students of Williams College in

1835; literature became great only when it drew inspiration
and sustenance from the masses. Dante, Homer, Chaucer,
and others were great because their art was rooted in the
common people, but the greatest artist of all, "poet of man-
kind," was Shakspere, whose genius was purely democratic,
whose art drew from the common people and was inspired
by them.

The success of his historical volumes led Bancroft to for-
sake literary criticism for a career as a historian. Half a

century later, however, his History nearly completed, he
returned to Shakspere. In 1883, when Bancroft was eight-
three, he confined to Edward Everett Hale that he planned
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to write a critical biography of Shakspere. He intended,
he said, to dwell on three major points: that Shakspere
knew he was a natural genius and that he determined early
in life to become a great poet; that he set about industriously

preparing himself to that end, learning his craft; and that

by hard work and preparation he attained his goal with

Macbeth, Hamlet, and Lear. He was, therefore in Bancroft's

estimation, a natural genius who fulfilled the promise of his

great gifts by learning and labor an interesting blend of

the romantic and neoclassic views common to the nineteenth

century conception of Shakspere's development.

The projected book was never written, for when the last

edition of the History appeared Bancroft was nearing ninety
and was no longer capable of the necessary sustained intel-

lectual effort. He began, however, making scattered notes

for the volume, notes now preserved in the New York Public

Library collection of Bancroft papers. One page of his note-

book, for example, shows the following:

"Shakespeare came out of Stratford independent in thought, not a

skeptic but a bold inquirer after truth. He went to London with

character formed, an orderly, regular man.

His philosophy was wherever it touched religion in him reason

won the victory over superstitution His mind tranquil he never

wrestled with doubt.

Shakespeare, like Plato and Vergil, was the representative of order

and authority.

Not skeptical though he read Montaigne.
Never seems to be straining or making effort. He improves not by

consulting faults but by obtaining a more complete mastery and use

and skill m the employment of his powers. Twelfth Night, Maria's

speech, Act III, Sc II, 64-65, is expression of the Calvinistic doctrine

of Salvation by Faith, and Sir Andrew's contemptous reference to the

Brownists in samel act and scene."

Most illuminating, however, of the items in Bancroft's

papers, is an unfinished three-page essay, evidently a sum-

mary or prospectus of his proposed biography, which com-
bined both the moral and the political strains of his early

view of Shakspere.

"Shakespeare represented all classes of English society, and although
he might raise a smile with regard to some no party which had

dignity and character failed to obtain his respect and recognition.
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He was versed in the theology of the Calvimsts, but when he brought
the Calvinists on the stage he chose for the representative a man
of perfect courage and spotless morality and purity of life, namely,

Cassius [ ! ]. Cassius, when by the treason of his enemy, had been

betrayed into a momentary disposition to error, showed that he

himself with his great severity of morals and spotless character, was>

a Calvinist, and the great author introduces him when half drunk

and tottering, meditating on the fine points of Calvinism, especially

on predestination.
The pious young person in one of the comedies, who is brought in

with no other view than that he was too much given to prayer, is a

representative not of the Calvinists, but of another class, it may be a

sectarianism but more probably of persons who were attached to the

Church of England who had some peculiar tendencies to religion
With regard to Shakespeare, it has been the fashion, when some play
of his of a later date appeared with enlargements or emendations,

to go to work to question as to who it could possibly be that made
the change; but Shakespeare always had an eye to making editions

himself of his own works and nobody but himself would venture

to change them Undoubtedly the allusion to America in the tribute

to King James was written by Shakespeare's own hand and from
his own knowledge too about Virginia, and as regards the shipwreck
of the leader of the colonial expedition, it taught Shakespeare to

write The Tempest, so that America has a double connection with

him; first by his prediction that the English in North America
would make a new nation, and next by his play of The Tampc\t.

Shakespeare's connection with the woman he was to marry, or whom
in consequence of that connection he did marry, was, when made,

complete and lasting, and from that day there is never a word said

of his wandering from his wife. There is in all that has been said

about Shakespeare not one single word that goes to charge him with

any love adventure with any woman whatsoever That they lived

together is proved by the birth of children to them. When it came
to the end of his life, who were there to comfort Shakespeare? The
wife of his youth and his daughter, the child of his premature love,

who turned out to have one of the best minds of any woman in

England of her time; to have been the most devoted daughter to the

mother and without a doubt to Shakespeare himself. . This daughter
left to posterity a name for filial piety. So this first, earliest, and only
love of Shakspeare brought to him offspring that comforted him

during his life and soothed him when dying, and took care of the
wife after his death. There could be no instance of a more united

family. There is not a scrap of even morose speech that casts a shade
on Shakespeare as a husband and father. Of the tales that have been

gotten up about Shakespeare's immorality after his marriage, all are

modern concoctions. Hallam is the most considerable person in

literature who lent his name to these slanders on Shakespeare.
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The view of Shakspere that Bancroft meant to adopt, had
he continued and completed his critical biography, is clearly

implied in this summary and in his remarks to Hale. The
picture of the dramatist he would have drawn would have
been that of a sober, orderly, conservative artist, gifted by
nature with great powers which he developed and matured

through practice and study. It would have been, no doubt,
a romantic and somewhat moralistic survey of Shakspere's
life and works, with a prevailingly ethical and theological

emphasis. Had he begun his task fifty years before,
Bancroft's volume would have been in harmony with the

contemporary interest in morality in art, and it would have

been, no doubt, an interesting and significant contribution

to early nineteenth-century Shaksperian criticism. When he

ultimately turned to the field of literary criticism, however,
the trend of opinion regarding Shakspere had shifted, and
the fund of authentic information concerning the poet had
increased far beyond Bancroft's knowledge and capacity.
The surviving fragment, however uncertain its scholarship
and didactic its approach, yet retains a certain antiquarian
interest by reason of its distinguished authorship.

Michigan State College.



'NATURE AND ART' IN WINTER'S TALE

IV, iv, 86 ff.

BY HAROLD S. WILSON

>HpHE passage in The Winter's Tale (IV, iv, 79 ff.)

JL where Polixenes and Perdita discuss the merits of such

'artificial' flowers as carnations and gillyvors
1
has been

widely and justly admired. It is one of the most graceful
and poetic passages in Shakspere and contains one of his

keenest intellectual apergus. Over and above the pastoral
charm of the setting, Perdita herself, and the fragrant talk

of country flowers, there is a pretty ambiguity in the action.

As Furness has nqted
2

,
Polixenes in defending the art of

grafting has unknowingly stated the relation between his

royal son and the shepherd maid with his metaphor of

marrying a gentler scion to the wildest stock, and Perdita

cheerfully assents to the figure, if not to the application
Polixenes intends; while the audience, familiar with the

play and secure in the knowledge that Perdita is a true

princess, after all, enjoys the further irony of the maid's

accepting the partly false analogy to justify her marriage
with Florizel, urged by the man who mistakenly thinks he
has most interest in opposing the match.

Polixenes' defence of the carnations and gillyvors which
Perdita disdains :

Perdtta: For I have heard it said

There is an art which in their piedness shares

With great creating Nature.
Pohxenes: Say there be;

Yet Nature is made better by no mean
But Nature makes that mean; so, over that art,

Which you say adds to Nature, is an art

That Nature makes You see, sweet maid, we marry
A gentler scion to the wildest stock,
And make conceive a bark of baser kind

By bud of nobler race: this is an art

Which does mend Nature, change it rather, but
The art itself is Nature

is couched in terms of one of the many 'nature and art
7

rela-

tionships familiar in ancient and Renaissance literature. No
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commentator could hope to canvass the background of

Shakspere's idea completely. To exhaust even a fraction of

the relevant parallels in the literature preceding Shakspere
would require volumes, as everyone knows. Nevertheless,
surprisingly few parallels for the passage as a whole have
been noted by the commentators, so far at least a$ I have

observed''; and it may be worthwhile to indicate something
of their antiquity and extent

The earlier history of the conception of 'nature' as sub-

suming the arts of man has been traced by A. O. Lovejoy
and George Boas in their indispensable study, Primitivism
and Related Ideas in Antiquity. As they have remarked,
Shakspere's thought is adumbrated though not unequivocally
anticipated in a saying attributed to Democritus: "Nature
and culture are much alike; for culture changes a man, but

through this change makes nature."
4 A clearer parallel for

Shakspere's conception occurs in one of the answers Plato

supplies to the sophistic antithesis of 'nature' and 'art';

"Law itself . . . and art . . . exist by nature or by a cause not

inferior to nature, since, according to right reason, they are

the offspring of mind." r>

Lovejoy and Boas have likewise

noted at length the occurrence of the conception that 'nature'

comprehends 'art' in Aristotle
6 and Cicero.

7
Other such

classical antecedents of Polixenes' thought could be sup-

plied, but probably enough have been indicated to show
that the idea of 'art' as a part of cosmic nature or as made

by nature was commonplace in antiquity. It would be like-

wise possible to cite a multitude of pre-Shaksperian parallels
for this commonplace from many fields of Renaissance

thought. I shall confine my citations to the field of literary

theory, with which I am most familiar, and conclude with

one which Shakspere may have had in mind when he formu-

lated the speech of Polixenes.

The idea of cosmic nature as guiding and controlling the

development of poetic art occurs in Petrarch: "Nihil nisi

naturae consentaneum lex poetica fingi sivit"
8

;
and this

normative conception of 'nature' is further applied to all

literary art and to human arts in general by a succession of

Renaissance writers in Italy, France, and England.
9 Some

discussion of the relations between 'art' and 'nature' usually
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designed to justify the conceptions of the 'arts' of rhetoric

or poetry and to define their limits became a conventional

part of most Renaissance treatises on literary theory. Thus
Bernardino Daniello opens his Poetlca (1536) with a dis-

course on this matter in which, after granting that "every
art and science has its beginnings from nature'' (p. 4), he

argues that the writer's 'natural' gifts should be supple-

mented, disciplined, and perfected by the literary 'art' with

which his little book is mainly concerned. In support, he

introduces an agricultural illustration in something like

Polixenes' vein, if not in application to his precise conten-

tion. Many things in nature, says Daniello, are improved
by human art, and not least the useful products of the soil :

"For nature produces what is useful to human life mixed indiscri-

minately with thorns and brambles. Wherefore, if the diligent
cultivator does not root out the sterile offenders from the good and

useful growths, he will reap many tares and but little corn or oats

But let us look a little higher, from the products of the soil to the

trees. Do we not here find, very often, something comparable
?

Assuredly, since, for the most part, trees are apt to degenerate and

bring forth sour or insipid fruit if left to their own development
But if these are diligently and artfully grafted with the proper scions

of other fruit trees, the fruits become sweet and savory. . .
vl

Danielle's talk on tree-grafting is not so specific and neatly
turned as Polixenes'; but it shows how examples drawn
from arboriculture, as from other fields, were associated

with Renaissance discussions of 'art' and 'nature' well before

Shakspere's time.

A French parallel for Shakspere's generalization con-

cerning 'nature' and 'art' appears in the Art Poetique
(1555) of Jacques Peletier, the most judicious critic of the

Pleiade group. Peletier displays an awareness, unusual for

the time, of the ambiguities in the terms 'nature' and 'art
1

as commonly used by Renaissance theorists. He opens his

discussion of these concepts with the following observation :

"If one should take 'nature' in the amplest sense as that great work-

ing principle which acts universally upon everything in the world
and upon all that falls within the cognizance of men, which com-

prehends even those things that we call "contrary to nature' or

'supernatural', then there is only 'nature' ... in the world .

"n

In English literary treatises of the Renaissance the com-
monplaces of ancient and modern continental critics con-
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cerning 'art' and 'nature' regularly recur. Among these, the

idea that 'nature' generates and regulates 'art' is implied in

Sidney's remark about the courtly amateur among poets

who, ignorant of the prescriptions of the learned on poetics
and merely following that which by practise hee findeth

fittest to nature, therein (though he know it not) doth accord-

ing to Art though not by art"
12 The idea that "Nature ... is

above all Arte" Shakspere could have found in Samuel
Daniel's Defence of Ryme (1603), had he needed to.

13

More interesting, however, is the conjecture that Shakspere's
remarks about 'nature' and 'art' in The Winter's Tale may
have had some relation to the elaborate discussion of these

concepts in the Arte of English Poeste (1589). The author
of this treatise, most probably identified by the latest editors

as George Puttenham,
14

is distinguished among Renaissance
critics for his semantic interests and his nice discriminations

in the use of words. Throughout his treatise he delights in

particularizing fine distinctions of critical terminology; and
he reserves for his last chapter a discourse on current uses

of the terms 'nature' and 'art' and the illustration of their

exact employment in criticism.
18

By way of showing "where arte ought to appeare, and
where not, and when the naturall is more commendable
than the artificiall in any humane action or workmanship,"
Puttenham distinguishes six different relations between
'nature

5 and 'art': (i) 'art' as "an aide and coadiutor to

nature, and a furtherer of her actions to good effect, or

peradventure a meane to supply her wants, by reenforcing
the causes wherein shee is impotent and defective"; (2) 'art'

as "not only an aide and coadiutor to nature in all her actions,

but an alterer of them, and in some sort a surmounter of her

skill, so as by meanes of it her owne effects shall appeare
more beautiful or straunge and miraculous"; (3) 'art' as

"onely a bare immitatour of natures works, following and

counterfeyting her actions and effects"; (4) 'art
5

as "an

encountrer and contrary to nature, producing effects neither

like to hers, nor by participation with her operations, nor

by imitation of her paternes, but makes things and produceth
effects altogether strange and diverse, & of such forme &
qualitie (nature alwaies supplying stuffe) as she never would
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nor could have done of her selfe"; (5) those actions which
are "so naturall & proper to man, as he may become excellent

therein without any arte or imitation at all"; (6) those arts

and methods "by which the naturall is in some sort relieved

... in his imperfection, but not made more perfit then the

naturall."
16

Among the many illustrations of these distinctions Put-

tenham uses, several come from agriculture. One, in partic-

ular, illustrating 'art' as an alterer and surmounter of nature's

skill, might have provided the very text of the debate

between Perdita and Polixenes :

"And the Gardiner by his arte will not onely make an herbc, 01 flowr.

or fruite, come forth in his season without impediment, but also will

embellish the same in vertue, shape, odour and taste, that nature of

her selfe woulde never have done: as to make the single gillifloure,

or marigold, or daisie, double, and the white rose, redde, yellow, or

carnation, a bitter mellon sweete, a sweete apple, soure; a plumme
or cherne without a stone, a peare without core or kernell, a goord
or coucumber like to a home, or any other figure he will* any ot

which things nature could not doe without mans help and arte
"

It is precisely such 'arte' against which Perdita objects and
which Polixenes so neatly justifies by pointing out the master

generalization that Puttenham's discussion had overlooked

Puttenham's treatise enjoyed a high reputation, in fashion-

able literary circles especially, during Shakspere's later

years, and beyond; and the solemn didacticism of its author's

concluding chapter may have drawn Shakspere's amused
attention. It would be in keeping with the quality of

Shakspere's wit to play lightly upon Puttenham's theme and

provide a summary comment upon it, delivered with the

grave urbanity of a Polixenes, a comment which should

supply its main deficiency in philosophical insight.
17

Puttenham's principal aim in his discussion of 'nature'

and c

art' was to distinguish the bases for a description of the

poet's activity and art, to analyze rather than to generalize;
and this aim he fullfilled very well. Nor would Shakspere's
comment have seemed to any thoughtful and educated con-

temporary, including Puttenham himself, unfamiliar. But
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it represents, perhaps, as well as any passage can, the

supreme power of Shakspere to see the main issue and to

comment upon it with unequalled felicity.

Whether or not the conjectured link with Puttenham's

treatise be acceptable, we may conclude that Shakspere's

thought was commonplace both in antiquity and in the

Renaissance, and that even the horticultural illustrations

Shakspere uses were familiar in Renaissance discussions of

'nature' and 'art' long before Shakspere's time. Shakspere's

originality is not in his matter but in his art, which, as

Dryden and Doctor Johnson long ago observed, is the 'art'

of 'nature' itself.

220 Andrews Hall

University of Nebraska

Lincoln,, Nebraska.

tOn the propriety of this spelling, see The Winter's Tale, A Nezv Vartorum Edition

of Shakespeare, ed H H. Furness, Philadelphia, 1898, p. 189
2/W f , p 191

*$ir "Win T. Thiselton-Dyer in Shakespeare's England (i . 514) has cited a passage
from Bacon's Sylva Sylvarum on the cultivation of gilly-flowers and contrasts the

superior insight of Shakspeie in anticipating the view of recent botanists "that nature

contains the secret of its own evolution
"
See also the notes to the Cambridge Shakespeare,

ed Quiller-Couch and Wilson. H. N Hudson (The Complete Works of Wtlkam
Shakespeare, with . . notes by H N Hudson, I Gollancz, C H Herford . . . N Y

,

n.d. ) has cited parallels m Bacon and Sir Thomas Browne for "art itself is nature
"

The philosopher S Alexander (Bulletin of the John Rylands Library, July, 1927, pp
256-72) has used WT, IV, iv, 79 ff as the text for a discourse on the use of the

concepts 'nature' and 'art' m aesthetics and the criticism of the fine arts, but he is not

concerned to place the Shakspere passage in its historical setting See also note 17, below
4
Frag. 33 (Diels). See Lovejoy and Boas, Prm, pp 207-08. The authors suggest

thai the veib-form phustopoiet in Democritus's saying "possibly comes close to 'it

carries on the creative work of nature'."

*Laws, 890 D, trans R, G. Bury (London and N Y, 1926). Cf Prm.f p 166
A different though related view is contained in Pindar's often-repeated assertion that

all human excellences, including recognized arts like poetry, are, m the nature of things,
innate and hereditary (01. II, 86-88; IX, 100-04; Pyth. VIII, 44-45, etc). Here the

purpose is to exalt the native excellence and prerogative of a hereditary aristocracy in

contrast with the acquired and theiefore allegedly inferior accomplishments of the

parvenus. The notion that all human arts and excellences are simply or primarily a
matter of 'nature* (ic, native endowment or ability) remained current throughout

antiquity as it still is in some quarters, today though so indiscriminate an accounting
for excellent human achievements was more commonly rejected by thoughtful writers,

e.g, Isocrates, Anttdosts, 197 f.; Cicero, De Or., I, 83, 90, etc.; Qumtiban, Inst Or.}

II, xvii, 5 f.; Per Hupsovs, II, i.

QPrtm., pp. 189-90. Cf. also "Appendix: Some Meanings of 'Nature'," p. 448 (senses

13, 14, 15)

d., p 247 f.
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, IX, 4 A familiar mediaeval view, as stated, e.g , in Dante,
natura lo suo corso prende

Dal divmo mtelletto e da sua arte (Inf., xi, 99-100)
and often repeated through the Renaissance, is not, of course, meant to controvert the

idea of cosmic nature as subsuming human arts but simply to align 'nature' in its most
inclusive sense under the supreme sovereignty of God

9For citations, see my study of the meanings of 'nature' in Renaissance literary

theory, JHI, II (1941), 430 f , senses 9, 10, 11, 12

wpoetica (1536), p. 5.

U-Art Poet , $. 73
1:2G. G Smith, Elizabethan Critical Essays Oxford, 1904, I, 203.

**lbtd, II, 359
14T* Arte of English Poesie by George Puttenham Edited by Gladys Doidge

Willcock and Alice Walker. Cambridge, 1936.
x5Bk ni, ch. xxv
16Pp 303-06.
17Professor Lovejoy suggests that m WT, IV, iv, 89-90, Shakspere is making a
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SHAKSPERE'S HEROIC SHREW
BY RAYMOND A. HOUK

'HIS study of The Taming of the Shrew, suggested by a
recent physiological diagnosis of {Catherine's shrewish-

ness,
1

is largely a restatement of the traditional inter-

pretation, supported by examples from contemporaneous
literature.

It is almost axiomatic that improper diet disturbs bodily
functions, and thus unfavorably affects a person's disposi-

tion, and that a person whose bodily functions are already
deranged is more susceptible to harm from improper diet

than is a normally healthy person. Such would seem to have
been Isaac Reed's opinion when he quoted from The Glass

of Humours the advice that "a cholerick man" should
"abstain from all salt, scorched, dry meats, from mustard,
and such like things as will aggravate his malignant
humours."2

Reed and his followers, Charles and Mary Cowden
Clarke8 and W. J Rolfe,

1 seem to have accepted as true

Petruchio's assertion that the meat in The Shrew was burnt
and that Katherine was choleric :

I tell thee, Kate, 'twas burnt and dried away,
And I expressly am forbid to touch it,

For it engenders choler, planteth anger,
And better 'twere that both of us did fast,

Since, of ourselves, ourselves are choleric,

Than feed it with such over-roasted flesh. (IV . i . 173-178)
5

The notion, which would seem to derive from Galen,
6
that

burnt meat engenders choler, is not here in controversy.

That the meat actually was burnt and that Katherine actu-

ally was choleric will, however, be challenged along with

Mr. Draper's thesis that Katherine was the victim of choler

and that Petruchio's method of taming her was in accord

with the approved treatment for choleric persons.

Although the words 'choler' and 'choleric' seem to have

been used both in a physical and a non-physical sense from
the time of Aristotle down to the present,

7

they will be

employed herein only in the physical sense in which they
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were used in the sixteenth century in association with the

doctrine of the four humors.

The word 'humor' obviously is used both in The Shrew

(I . ii . 107; III . ii . 29; III . ii . 70; IV . i . 212) and in

The Taming of a Shrew (I . i . 74J H . i . 129; III . i .43)

only in a non-physical sense. The term 'choleric humor'

does not occur either in The Shrew or in A Shrew*

That Shakspere employs the doctrine of the four humors

neither to account for {Catherine's shrewish conduct nor to

explain her taming, and that he makes no use of the idea of

choler (and the idea of melancholy) other than as rhetoric

wherewith to impose upon a helpless woman (and to delude

a simple tinker) ,
will become apparent during the following

discussion.

There is no reason to believe that Shakspere in The Shrew
thinks of Katherine's shrewishness either as choler or as

resulting from a choleric humor, nor, in fact, as any kind

of a physical or mental disorder; his conception is rather

that of the traditional shrew of literature.

i. To take as literally true all of the several descriptions
of Katherine, whether made in jest or earnest, in sorrow or in

anger, would be to fail to understand both the genius of the

English language and the character of Shakspere's heroine.

(i) The theory of a choleric humor in The Shrew, made
familiar to six decades of Shakspere students by Rolfe's
notes on IV i. 155, 156; IV . iii . 25,* is overthrown by a

study of the wider sweep of the play.

Should, however, Rolfe's, or Reed's, literal interpretation
be the true one, it would indicate no more than that, among
Katherine's other frailties, a choleric disturbance is occa-

sionally attributed to her. It would be no radical alteration
of the traditional view to regard choler as a physical symp-
tom contributing to Katherine's shrewish temper. This
would, of course, be something else than equating her shrew-
ishness with choler or regarding her shrewishness as the
result of a choleric humor.

Rolfe and his authorities seem to have regarded
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Petruchio's depriving Katherine of the allegedly burnt meat
merely as a means to prevent an aggravation of her "malig-
nant" humor,

11
and as "one of the best means of leading to

its cure."
12

It seems to have been Mr. Draper's own idea to

equate Katherine's alleged choler with her shrewishness,
and the alleged cure for choler with the actual taming of

the shrew.

In opposition to tl^e literal interpretation recorded by
Rolfe, and in refutation of Mr. Draper's extension of that

interpretation, it is herein argued that Petruchio's brief dis-

quisition on roast meat in The Shrew, IV . i . 161-179, is a

device which he uses to show Katherine the folly of a habit
of faultfinding (<;/. lines 202-203), and also to gain time.

Petruchio apparently wishes to bring her to the extremities

of hunger (r/. line 193) without being involved in the

meantime in an exchange of grievous words or in unprofit-
able debates. His stated policy is to pretend that he does all

"in reverend care of her" (lines 206-207).

His depriving Katherine of meat in this scene is a continu-

ation of his plan, begun earlier, to bring her to terms by
means of hunger; but the present behavior of Katherine

probably reinforces his determination to famish her. Before

beginning to eat supper Petruchio asks her, "Will you give

thanks, sweet Kate, or else shall I?" (line 162). Katherine
does not seem to make any response to this request. Although
later Petruchio explicitly makes the giving of thanks a con-

dition which she must meet before she is to be allowed to

eat (IV . iii . 41-44), he does not stop here to argue the

point; he will wait until she has become more hungry, and
more tractable.

Moreover, upon Katherine's silence after his request that

she shall give thanks, Petruchio probably suspects that she

is about to burst out in a typical storm of abuse (cf. I . i. 176-

178 ;
III . iii . 209-223 ;

IV . iii . 73-80) . Suggestive also of a

coming storm are Petruchio's repeated injunctions: "Sit

down, Kate, and welcome" (IV . i . 145), "Nay, good sweet

Kate, be merry" (line 146), "Be merry, Kate" (line 152),
"Come Kate, and wash, and welcome heartily" (line 157),

"Come, Kate, sit down" (line 161), without accompanying
indications of the manner or the extent of Katherine's com-
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pliance. Anticipating a possible bursting of the floodgates,

accordingly, he gives her an example of faultfinding which

she will remember for days. He asks, "What's this? mutton?"

(line 163) ;
and promptly rejects it with the declaration,

" Tis burnt, and so is all the meat" (line 164) ,

13 He thus

makes scapegoats of the servants; they "grumble" (line 170) ,

as if to protest that the meat was not really burnt. Katherine

declares, "The meat was well" (line 172) . Petruchio, whose
humor it is that his servants and his wife shall accept as

true whatever absurdity he may utter, merely repeats his

assertion: "I tell thee, Kate, 'twas burnt and dried away
1 '

(line 173). Katherine, who has not yet learned to agree
with Petruchio against the evidence of her senses, probably
retains her belief that the meat was not burnt. Later, after

declaring that she is "starv'd for meat," she says to Grumio :

And that which spites me more than all these wants

He does it under name of perfect love,

As who should say, if I should sleep or eat,

Twere deadly sickness or else present death. (IV . iii . 9, 11-14)

Katherine apparently thinks Petruchio's stated reasons for

depriving her of food are mere pretense.

Petruchio admits as much to the audience, though not
to her :

As with the meat, some undeserved fault

Fli find about the making of the bed, ( IV . i 202-203 )

His earlier words, accordingly, are not to be so interpreted
as to mean that the meat was actually burnt.

Petruchio may have been well pleased with himself for

hitting upon the idea of choler and burnt meat as a pretext
for ushering Katherine into the bridal chamber without any
supper (IV .

i^. i8o-i8i).
14 His pretense permitted him to

maintain the role of one who is doing all under name of

perfect love. On Thursday he assures her,
15

Here, love, thou seest how diligent I am,
To dress thy meat myself and bring it thee.

I am sure, sweet, Kate, this kindness merits thanks. ( IV . iii , 39-4 1 )

The choleric idea was a good one, as his servant Grumio
seems also to have thought. In The Shrew, IV . iii 1-35,
although Katherine is like to die from hunger after what
would seem to have been a four days' fast,

30 Grumio baits
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her with the very name of meat and taunts her thrice with
"I fear 'tis choleric'' or "too hot a little."

17 In this latter

scene it does not seem to be a question of meat burnt or dried

away; Grumio merely declares that he fears lest the imagi-
nary "neat's foot" and "fat tripe finely broil'd" are choleric.

Whether or not such dishes were supposed in the sixteenth

century to be conducive to choler,
18

there can be little ques-
tion but that "the mustard without the beef" would have
been "too hot a little" (line 25). Thus Shakspere seems to

have reduced the whole question of choleric meat to an

absurdity; he does not again refer either to it or to the idea

that Katherine may have been choleric.

Shakspere's use of the idea of choler, accordingly, serves

but a limited purpose in The Shrew; it in no way defines

Katherine's shrewishness as a physical ailment.

The use of medical terms in the Induction of The Shrew
would seem to reinforce this interpretation of Katherine's

alleged choler as a mere pretext. After he wakes in strange

surroundings and amid protestations of homage which he

cannot accept as genuine, Christopher Sly is told that he

has but lately recovered from a fifteen-year period of lunacy

(Ind. ii . 14-34, 79"8 2 )>
3

and that he is now in the melan-

choly stage (lines I34-135).
28 Thus he is persuaded to be-

lieve that his actual memories are but the hallucinations of

that alleged lunacy (Ind. i . 62-65) ; and, by the argument
that he is melancholic and in danger of relapsing into

lunacy, he is also persuaded to sit and hear a play (Ind. ii .

131-138), rather than to go to bed immediately with

his pretended "wife" (lines 118-125).

That Sly has been lunatic, and is now actually melancholic,
no critic of The Shrew could possible maintain. Likewise,
in the play proper, when Katherine is told that she is choleric

and, consequently, should not eat burnt meat, she may not

actually be choleric; she may have been told so only in order

the more easily to secure her compliance.

(2) Inasmuch as Mr. Draper imputes to Katherine a

sexual incontinency which he uses to buttress his theory of a

choleric humor, several other passages in The Shrew should

be given some attention.
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In the case of the first, IV . i . 185, it may not be possible

to determine whether there is any sexual implication in

Curtis' answer to Grumio that Petruchio is in Katherine's

chamber, "making a sermon of continency to her," much,
as Mr. Draper would have it,

to her embarrassment or

"insult."
21

Curtis' words, in the scene of IV . i . 182-214 (which prob-

ably occurs on Monday morning,
22

after what would seem

to have been a sleepless night for Katherine), need signify
no more than a servant's joke about newly-weds; or, at the

most, they may be a humorous interpretation of debates in

the bridal chamber. When Petruchio presently enters he

says not a word about sexual incontinency.

Petruchio's task in the taming of the shrew obviously was
with Katherine's lack of self-restraint in general, not with

warding off her nuptial caresses, which, on the contrary,
because of spite, she may have refused to grant him. More-

over, the context in The Shrew provides, in Katherine's

deprivation of all food, grounds for her to offer protests and

reproaches, which may well have led Petruchio to hold
forth on the theme of continency, whether in jest or in earn-

est Not having eaten since Sunday morning (or Saturday
evening),

23
she may have been clamorous for food by Mon-

day. Instead of breakfast, Petruchio seems to have fed her
with empty words, (cf. IV . iii . 10) .

The word 'hot', used twice with reference to Katherine,
does not necessarily have a choleric or a sexual significance;
it is employed with other, and sometimes figurative, mean-

ings in The Shrew (IV . i . 6, cf. IV . iii . 25) .

Petruchio's statement in the betrothal scene, that Katherme
"is not hot, temperate as the morn" (II. i, 296), which
might doubtfully be paraphrased as "not intemperate, but

temperate" or as "not hot, but lukewarm," hardly lends
itself to the supposition that Katherine may have been sus-

pected of having too much of Venus' quality or of being
"overpassionate."

24

Curtis' question before the home-coming of Katherine,
"Is she so hot a shrew as she's reported?" (IV . i . 22), might
well be paraphrased as, "Is she so wrathful a shrew."25

Any
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other interpretation would be more of a commentary on
Curtis' habits of thought than on Katherine's character.

Petruchio's reference to Katherine as "a lusty wench"

(II * i . 161) has no sexual implication;
26 he is thinking of

her violence in word and deed at the lute lesson (cf. lines

143-163). Nor does her "envy" of Bianca (lines 1-36), often

used to support the notion that she was longing for a husband,
amount to more than a desire to be married and thus to end
an intolerable situation in which she has appeared too much
at a disadvantage.

Neither should Katherine's shrewishness, which had long
antedated her marriage, be attributed to any sexual dis-

appointment, such as Sir David Lyndsay gives as the cause

of the shrewish outbursts of the wives of the "Taylour" and
the "Sowtar" in Ane Salyre of the Three Estaitis.

27

The following words of Hortensio may serve to prevent

any interpretation of The Shrew which would becloud

Katherine's reputation for sexual integrity:
Her only fault (and that is faults enough)
Is that she is intolerable curst,

And shrowd and froward so beyond all measure (I . ii . 88-90)

This account would seem to comprise "all her faults" (line

There is, accordingly, no evidence in The Shrew to sup-

port a theory of sexual abnormality as a physical condition

provocative of Katherine's shrewish outbursts.

(3) The diabolical references in The Shrew indicate

neither a physical choler nor a demoniacal possession.

Nowhere in The Shrew does Katherine use her alleged
choler as an excuse to explain or to defend her conduct;
nor do others in the play apologize for her shrewishness as a

physical defect; her father does not enjoin his new son-in-

law to use Katherine tenderly because she has excessive bile,

as, for instance, the mother in The Wife Lapped in Morels
Skin advised the young man to be kind to her daughter, and

as "Jone" herself requested,
28

But sometime ye must me a little forbeare,

For I am hasty, but it is soone done:
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In my fume I doe nothing feare,

Whatsoever thereof to me become.

Katherine makes no similar confession; she seems, however,

to be aware that she has been called, with some justice, a

devil.

The father in The IFife Lapped in Morels Skin declares

that his daughter "is conditioned . . .

like^a Fiend," and

refers to her as "a devillishe Fende of hell"
20

In even more

embittered terms he declares of his wife, Jone's mother,

"She will me charme: the Devill her kill"
80 Because the

young wife has "played the devell" with them, the servants

report to their master, "Our dame is the devell." Jonc, how-

ever, tells her husband to "Ryde to the Devell, and to his

dame."*

Hortensio and Gremio, accustomed to call Katherine "a

devil" and "the devil's dam" (III . ii . 158), had precedent
also in the Bible: "Ye are of your father the devil, and the

lusts of your father ye will do" (John viii . 44), but appar-

ently they did not share Petruchio's possible recollection of

the Biblical saying that "A soft answer turneth away wrath :

but grievous words stir up anger" (Proverbs xv . i).
aa

Hortensio, even while he is insulting Katherine to her face,

seems, as has been frequently noticed, to imitate a response in

the litany of the Book of Common Prayer, "From all such
devils good Lord deliver us!" (I . i . 66). Gremio adds his

petition (line 67), and presently speaks of "the penance of

her tongue" (line 90) . Whether 'curst' is used in The Shrew
(I . i . 185; I . ii . 99, 128, 129, 184; II . i . 187, 294, 308, 315 ;

V . ii . 188) with any scriptural or ecclesiastical connotation
is not apparent.

After a scene in which Katherine would seem to have had
just cause for anger and tears (III . ii . 1-25), Baptista
throws clearer light on the nature of her disposition,

Go, girl. I cannot blame thee now to weep,
For such an injury would vex a saint,

Much more a shrew of thy impatient humour, (lines 27-29)

In contrasting a shrew of her impatient humor with a saint,

Baptista seems to be using Biblical language.
33

Later the tamed Katherine, in apparently equating her
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former self with all "headstrong women" refusing obedience
to their husbands, rises to a greater height of eloquence with
the figure :

What is she but a foul contending rebel

And graceless traitor to her lovmg lord? (V . 11 . 159-160).

Such language seems reminiscent of the angels who con-

tended with the Almighty and fell from heaven (cf. Luke
x . 18; 2 Peter ii . 4; Jude6 and 9).

Richard Hooker has the phrase, "foul and wicked spirit."

Writing in Book I of Of the Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity
on the fallen angels, he speaks of their former virtue, their

pride, their breach of duty, and their continuing "rebellion"

in their dispersion in the air, on the earth, in the water, and
under the earth.

34

Forgetting "their subordination unto God
and their dependency on him" and admiring too much "their

own sublimity and honour," they had interrupted "their

adoration, love, and imitation of God," The sin of these

"wicked spirits," laboring to effect the "utter destruction of

the works of God," was rooted in their own "conceit." It

would not have been in consequence of excessive bile.

Marlowe m Doctor Faust us has much to say of the fallen

angels :

3B

Pan. Was not that Luufer an Angell once?

Alt', Yes, Fau\tu\< and most dearely lov'd of God
Fan. How comes it then that he is prince of divels?

Me. O, by aspiring pride and insolence,

For which God threw him from the face of heaven.

Patt>. And what are you that live with Luctfer?

Me Unhappy spirits that fell with Lucifer,

Conspir'd against our God with Lucifer,

And are for ever damnd with Lucifer, (lines 300-308)

After an exhibition of what he names her "insolence"

(II . i . 23), Baptista calls Katherine a "hildmgof a devilish

spirit" (line 26). Hortensio, carrying the marks of Kathe-

rine's violence from the lute lesson, speaks of her "most

impatient devilish spirit" (line 152). Elsewhere she is called

"proud-minded" (line 132).

Gremio, moreover, after having called Katherine a "fiend

of hell" (I - i . 88), argues, in language recalling another
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passage from Doctor Faustus, that she should be provided
with a devil, not a husband :

Gre. What's that, I pray?
Her. Marry, sir, to get a husband for her sister.

Gre. A husband? a devil!

Hor. I say a husband

Gre. I say a devil. Think'st thou, Hortensio, though her father

be very rich, any man is so very a fool to be married to hell?

(I i. 122-129)

Faustus rejects "a wife" brought him from hell :

30

Me. How, a wife? I prithee Fattstw talke not of a wife

Fau. Nay sweete Mephastophihs fetch me one, for I will have one

Me. Well thou wilt have one, sit there till I come, He fetch thee

a wife in the divels name. (Exit.)

Enter [Mephastophihs] w^ib a dwell drest like a woman,

Me. Tel [me] Faustus, how dost thou like thy wife?

Fau. A plague on her for a hote whore (lines 575-581 )
17

Both Gremio and Hortensio in The Shrew had declined

Baptista's invitation to "court" Katherine. Gremio preferred
To cart her rather. She's too rough for me

There, there, Hortensio, will you any wife? (I i 54-56)

Hortensio, presently threatened by the irate Katherine,

prayed, "From all such devils good Lord deliver us!'' (lines

63-66).

Shakspere, accordingly, seems to have used his diabolical

terms after familiar patterns, but neither his language nor
the associations thereby evoked properly afford any support
to anyone who would argue that Katherine was suffering
from a physical excess of choler or bile a condition which
could hardly have been literally attributed even by the medi-
cal men of the sixteenth century to the devils of hell.

Despite these epithets applied to Katherine, Shakspere
does not intend her to be regarded literally as a devil, or as

one possessed of a devil.
88

Although the lines quoted above,
What is she but a foul contending rebel

And graceless traitor to her loving lord?

would, if taken literally, equate Katherine with the fallen

angels, such could hardly have been Shakspere's intention.
To make her a devil would be to make Petruchio a god.
The language of her speech is extravagant enough, but she
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approaches no nearer divinity than the use of such phrases
as "thy lord, thy king, thy governor," and "thy lord, thy
life, thy keeper, Thy head, thy sovereign," and "Such duty
as the subject owes the prince" (V . ii . 138, 146-147, 155).
These terms and the context in general leave Petruchio and
other "lords and husbands" as but men, and Katherine but
a woman.

Katherine, moreover, is described in more moderate terms
elsewhere in the play. When Gremio reports to Tranio that

Petruchio, judged by his conduct at the wedding, is "a devil,
a devil, a very fiend," and Tranio urges in opposition that
Katherine is "a devil, a devil, the devil's dam," Gremio
asserts, "Tut, she's a lamb, a dove, a fool to him!" (Ill . ii .

I 57- I 59)- Katherine, however, is hardly a lamb, a dove

(cf. II . i . 208), and a fool; nor, as is elsewhere intimated,

196, 198), a puppet (IV . lii . 103), and a deer (V . ii . 56).

Jesting remarks about choler and, possibly, about sexual

propensities, and the use of diabolical terms to express a

personal dislike of shrewishness, do not provide the key to a

true understanding of Katherine's character.

(To be concluded]
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venture to woo her" (I i 115), "The devil shall teach hei first" (II . i . 37); "Thy
mistress is such a devil" (II n . 22).

32Quoted from a late edition of the King James version of 161 1,
33The folio reads "a very saint."

3*London, 1593 (?). a. Hooker's Works (Oxford, 1888), I, 214-215 (I iv 3)
This parallelism between disobedient wives and fallen angels suggests an indebtedness
to the

Ecclesiastica^ Polity Others, e.g. C M. Gayley (Shakespeare and the Pounders
of Liberty in America, New York, 1917) , have argued for Shakespeare's use of Hooker
Cf. Hardin Craig, The Enchanted Glass (New York, 1936), p. 26.
^The Works of Chnstophei Mailowe, C. F. Tucker Brooke (Oxford, 1910, 1929;,

p. 155.

Mlbid., p 164 (text of 1604). Variations in the text of 1616 include: "He fetchesm a woman devttt" and "Here's a hot whore indeed, no, Fie no wife
"

37Faustus' "A plague on her for a hote whore," together with the mention of "her
workes" in the 1604 text ot Marlowe's play, may have found an echo in Curtis' "Is
she so hot a shrew as she's reported." See text served by note 25 above.

38The Lord in the Induction (11 17) pretends to lament that Sly is "infused with
so foul a spirit." Had Shakspere chosen to regard his heroine as actually possessed of a
devil, he might, in taming her, have used the Biblical formula, "Howbeit this kind
goeth not out but by prayer and fasting" (Matt xvn . 21 ) .



REMOVING A SCAR FROM ALL'S WELL
By SAMUEL A. TANNENBAUM

Just as the maid called Diana seems to yield to Bertram's

unholy suit, she says, according to the First Folio:
I see that men make rope's in such a scarre,

That wee'i forsake our selues. (IV, ii, 38-39)

It is not doubted by any reader of the play that Diana means
to say that women may be dissuaded from a course of virtue

by the ardent solicitations of a male wooer
;
but why the rope

(or ropes) and a scar? The editors and commentators of

Shakspere, too, have been puzzled, and they have turned to

the other Folios in vain for assistance, even though one
of these omits the apostrophe in 'rope's'. A few, very few,
critics have retained or defended the original text and
have attempted to interpret the passage as it stands, only
changing 'scarre' to scar.' Some editors retain even the

'scarre
7

as a hint to the reader that there is some obscurity
in the passage. The vast majority of scholars admit that

emendation is necessary but do not think that scholarship
will ever succeed in recovering and establishing Shakspere's
intention. Notwithstanding this scepticism, we think that

the passage is not hopeless.

The various attempts to alter or emend Diana's words so

that they will make sense fitting the situation may be listed

as follows, with some hints as to the interpretations :

N. Rowe (1709)* Make hopes in such affairs

E, Malone (1780) : Make hopes in such a scene

A Becket ( 1815 ) : Make mopes in such a scar

Make japes of such a scathe

Z. Jackson ( 1819) Make ropes on such a scan

C Knight (c 1843 ) Make hopes m such a scarre [
= cliff]

J, P. Collier (c 1850) : Make slopes in such a scarre

Make ropes in such a staire

( 1853)
' Make hopes in such a suit
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A. Dyce ( 1853 ) : Make hopes in such a case

S W. Singer ( 1853 ) . Make hopes in such a scare [=cause of alarm]

Make hopes in such a war

H. Staunton (c 1858? ) . Make hopes in such a snare

W. N. Lettson ( I860 ) : Make ropes in such a scape

Bubier: Make ropes in such a snare

J. Addis ( 1866) : May drop's in such a scarre [
= precipice]

S Bailey (1866): Place hopes in such a swearing.

T Keightley ( 1867) : Make ropes of oaths and vows to scale GUI fort

in hope
R. M Spence ( 1877) : Make promise such as care

J. Bulloch (1878) : May crop's in such a scar

J. G. Herr ( 1879) : Make oaths, in such a siege

Make loves in such a service

F. G. Fleay: Make rapes in such a scare

B. G. Kinnear ( 1883) : Have hopes, in such a cause,

P Perring (1885) : Make ropes in such a stair

K. Deighton (c 1888?) : May rope's in such a snarle

J. G. B. (1884) : Make vowes in such a scape [
= transgression]

P. A. Daniel ( 1889) : May rope's, in such a scare

W. W. Lloyd (1889)
'

May hope, on such a score

( 1891 )
* Make hopes for such a lure

T. Tyler ( 1889) Make ropes in such a scaine [
= skein of protesta-

tions]

J. G. Orger ( 1890) : Lay traps, and set such snares

G. Joicey ( 1892 ) : Make hopes of such a price
Make hopes in such a parle

A E Thiselton (1900) May rape's in such a scare

Make rapels [lures] m such a scare

W. E. Henley (c 1904? ) . Make hopes in such a scare [
=

cliff]

H. Cuningham ( 1914) . Make cope's in such a case

May broke's in such a cause

W. H. Pinchbeck (1914) : Make roups [outcries] in such a scare

J. D. Wilson ( 1929) : Make rapes m such a scour [sudden onset]
C F. T. Brooke (1943) . May grope's [beguile us] in such a scaire

[
= a partly submerged rock]

In all probability, the above list does not catalogue all past
attempts to emend a passage which has been labeled a 'hope-
less crux' but it certainly includes all that are worthy of even
the slightest claim to serious consideration. With the excep-
tion of substituting 'hopes' for 'rope's,' very few of these
have been adopted in editions of the play. The original text,

notwithstanding its acknowledged obscurity, has been re-

tained and interpreted by several editors and commentators*
All who have done so have resorted to such fantastical tricks
and have discovered such far-fetched metaphors in the
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words that common-sense readers and scholars will have

nothing to do with them.

Those who know the play and are acquainted with print-

ing house practices and the peculiarities of Elizabethan

secretary script will, I am reasonably certain, approve of

the emendation which I am publishing herewith. We must
remember that the amorous Bertram is pleading for the

privilege of copulation with a virgin who has promised his

rejected wife an opportunity to spend a night with him in

her stead, herself most chastely absent. Diana must pretend
to yield to his unholy wooing, but she must do this with

great reluctance and only after vehement suit, so that she

may be in a better position to demand the precious ring of

him. Having brought him to a pitch of excitement which
knows no bounds, she pretends not only that he has overcome
her holy scruples but that her own passions have been stirred

to the yielding point. She expresses this in the words, 'I see

that men may cope's in such a stir that we'll foresake our-

selves'. She accompanies these words, we may rest assured,
with 'business' importing surrender; she lets him kiss her or

embrace her. Then, pretending to notice his ring, she

coquettishly asks him to give it to her. His first reaction is

refusal; thereupon she pretends to withdraw her consent

and, of course, succeeds in her trick.

'Scarre' is a misreading of Shakspere's 'sturre'. All who
are acquainted with the secretary script know that c for t

and t for c are the most easy and among the most common
blunders in the reading of Elizabethan manuscripts. This

is equally true of the confusion between u and a. That is

why we have 'scaleV for 'stale't' (Goriolanus, I, i, 97),
Westerned' for 'testern'd' (T<wo Gentlemen, I, i, 155), 'Ace'

for 'Ate' (King John, II, i, 63), 'Place
1

for 'Plate' (King
Lear, IV, vi, 169), 'scorn' for 'storm' (Troilus and Cressida,

F, i, 37), 'stallion' for 'scullion' (Hamlet, II, ii, 615), 'raine'

for 'ruine' (Hamlet, III, iii, 22), etc. That Shakspere some-

times wrote 'sturre' for 'stir' is sufficiently proved by the

occurrence of the former spelling in the 1604 Quarto of

Hamlet (in I, i,
161 and in I, v, 34). The Oxford Dictionary

shows that 'sturre' was current throughout the i6th century.
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An error in the reading of Elizabethan manuscripts which
occurs occasionally is the mistaking of a c for an r (see the

lower case c's depicted on page 34 of my book, The Hand-

writing of the Renaissance] . That Shakspere's manuscripts
contained c

j

s resembling r's is shown by such errors as 'back'

for 'bark' (Comedy of Errors, I, i, 116), 'abdication' for

'alteration
7

(King Lear, V, i, 3) ,
'ran' for 'can' (Hamlet, IV,

vii, 85 in the Folio) ,
'court' for 'coact

1

( Troilus and Cressida,

V, ii, 118 note also the u for a), 'art' for 'act' (Othello, III,

iii, 328, in the first Quarto) , 'peere' for 'piece' (Henry VIII,

V, ii, 8), 'inraged' for 'incaged' (Richard II, II, i, 102).

The mistake of 'may' for 'make' may be explained on the

theory that Shakspere wrote 'maie' in such a way that ie

looked like a poorly made k* From Shakspere's signatures
we may infer that he sometimes made his k's very imper-
fectly. It is also possible that the compositor, puzzled by the

words 'maie cope's,' set up 'make rope's', thinking that that

made sense. Or he may accidently, as a result of a 'foul case,'
have picked up a k instead of an i. Rowe, unable to make
sense of 'make rope's' changed it to 'make hopes', even

though that is contrary to English idiom and does not fit

the psychological requirements of the passage.

The wily Diana's use of the word 'cope' requires explana-
tion. Shakspere used the word in various senses, with and
without the preposition 'with' (see the Oxford Dictionary
or John Foster's A Shakespeare Word-Book] . Here Diana
uses it in the sense of to 'assail'; what she says is, 'I see that
men may assail us [women], when we are in such a state of
emotional disturbance (as I am now), so forcefully (or so

cunningly), that we abandon our principles and yield to

their solicitations.' An alternative interpretation of Diana's
words might be this: 'I see that a man may drive a woman
into such a state of sexual excitement that she has to submit
to him.' The word 'cope' has been subtly chosen by Diana
Shakspere to imply yielding after a struggle.

60 1 West iitfh Street
New York 25, N. Y.



SORROW AND LOVE ON THE ELIZABETHAN
STAGE

By LAWRENCE BABB

ALFRED
HARBAGRhas convincingly argued the case

for "formal" as opposed to "natural" acting on the
Elizabethan stage.

1 There remains the task of deter-

mining how the specific emotions were conventionally rep-
resented. Although the evidence is meager, the task seems
worth attempting. In this paper I shall point out some
stage conventions associated with grief and love. What I

have to say pertains to the appearance and deportment of
the actor rather than to his delivery.

I.

In A Looking Glass for London and England, the King
of Paphlagonia, who has suffered a great calamity and a

great wrong, enters "Male-content"2
Since this word

occurs in a stage direction, it is evidently intended to specify
the appearance and demeanor of the actor. A review of

the superficial traits of the melancholy malcontent,
3

a

familiar social type in Elizabethan London, will make the

dramatist's intention clearer.

The melancholy malcontent is a man who has been dis-

heartened and embittered by the world's failure to appre-
ciate and reward the abilities which he believes he has.

Elizabethan and early Stuart satires depict his dress and
manner rather clearly. Sir John Harington's Ajax becomes
"a perfect malcontent; viz., his hat without a band, his hose

without garters, his waist without a girdle, his boots with-

out spurs . . ."
4

John Earle's "discontented Man" affects "a

studied carelesncsse with his armes a crosse, and a neglected

hanging of his head, and cloake, and he is as great an enemie

to an hatband as Fortune."
5 The malcontent hero of Sam-

uel Rowlands' The Melancholic Knight soliloquizes:

I crosse mine armes at crosses that arise,

And scoffe blinde Fortune, with hat ore mine eyes
c

On the title page appears a picture of the knight standing
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gloomily with arms crossed and hat pulled low. The mal-

content's facial expression is morosely stolid
;
he sits "block-

ish, neuer laughing, neuer speaking, but so Bearishlie, as

if he would deuour all the companie."
7

The melancholy malcontent, then, is distinguished by the

neglected disorder of his clothing (especially by the lack

of garters and hatband), by his folded arms and hat pulled

low, by a morose and stony expression. Like most melan-

choly men, of course, he is deeply despondent. In A Look-

ing Glass the dramatists evidently utilize the superficial

traits of the London playgoer as a ready means of indicating

profound depression. When Paphlagonia enters "Male-

content,"
8
he suggests his distress of spirit by such details

of appearance and manner as those mentioned.

There are other indications in the drama that the at-

tributes of the malcontent are used as symbols of woe. The
hero of Greene's Alphonsus, King of Aragon, after hearing
the unhappy story of his family, hangs his "head as mal-
content."

9
Titus Andronicus asks his brother Marcus to

unknit that sorrow-wreathen knot:

Thy niece and I, poor creatures, want our hands,
And cannot passionate our ten-fold grief
With folded arms.10

In Uust's Dominion Eleazar the Moor stands "with crost

arms . . . malecontent." 11

According to a stage direction,
the "Tyrant" of The Second Maiden's Tragedy, just after

the suicide of the woman whom he loves, enters "wondrous

discontentedly."
1*

The adjective melancholy sometimes occurs in a stage
direction at the entrance of a grief-stricken character. It

can hardly be meant to refer to anything besides the actor's

appearance and deportment, and its implications are prob-
ably similar to those of malcontent. There are two in-

stances in Lodge's The Wounds of Civil War. Marius,
after the city of Minturnum has refused him sanctuary,
enters "very melancholic"1*

Young Marius, his son, making
the last defense of a lost cause, walks upon the walls of
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Praeneste "all in blacke and wonderful! mellancoly^ In
Webster's The Devil's Law-Case, Romelio, in the midst of

calamity, enters "very melancholly"
1* A clown in Web-

ster's Appius and Virginia enters "melancholy"

The folded arms and melancholy hat probably appeared
frequently on the Elizabethan stage, much more frequently
than the slender evidence can indicate. In the second scene
of Hamlet, for example, the actor in the title role may have
advertised his state of mind, not only by his "inky cloak,"
but by crossed arms, hat pulled down and eyes morosely
fixed.

II.

Elizabethan and early Stuart Englishmen regard the

lover, like the malcontent, as a melancholic type. For until

love is consummated, its chief concomitant is sorrow, and
sorrow engenders melancholy. Grieving lovers are some-
times called malcontents,

17
and discontent and discontented

are often used to denote their state of mind. 18

Indeed, the

superficial attributes of the lover are those of the mal-
content

It is "the humour" of all lovers, says Burton, "to be care-

less of their persons . , . their beards flag."
19 The Overbury

characters include "An Amorist," who illustrates the con-

ventional appearance of the lover: "His armes are care-

lessly used, as if their best use was nothing but embrace-

ments. He is untrust, unbutton'd and ungartered."
20 In a

passage dealing with amorous intrigue, John Davies of

Hereford says that he has often seen "A well-made Male,
as male-content to stand."

21
Sir William Cornwallis scoffs

at the lover's "crossed arms, and the Hat pulled down."22

On the title page of Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy is a

picture of an "Inamorato'' who, like Rowlands' Melan-

choly Knight, stands with arms crossed and hat over eyes.

These features of dress and behavior are put to dramatic

use. At the opening of Greene's Friar Bacon and Friar
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Bungay, Prince Edward enters
ff
malcontented" and stands

apart from his companions in "a melancholic dumpe," "all

amort . . . malecontent.
23 One soon learns that his trouble is

love. In Chapman's An Humorous Day's Mirth, the gull

Labesha, because of disappointment in love, grows "mar-

vellous malcontent ... see where he comes.
"24

In Marston's

What You Will, Jacomo, in love, enters "unbraced and

careles drest."
25 A gentleman in Field's Amends for Ladies

complains that his sweetheart will not take his love seriously

'cause I do not weep,

Lay mine arms o'er my heart, and wear no garters,

Walk with mine eyes in my hat, sigh and make faces.26

Field's audience, like this lady, would expect a character in

love to exhibit some of these symptoms.

The adjective melancholy sometimes occurs in stage di-

rections at the entry of a lover. Orleans, in Dekker's Old
Fortunatus} enters "melancholike" for love of Agripyne.

27

Wendoll, in Heywood's A Woman Killed with Kindness,
likewise enters "melancholy" and soliloquizes on his love

for his benefactor's wife. Since there is no other hint of

melancholia about Wendoll, his melancholic entry is appar-

ently merely a conventional indication of the deep distress

which he is suffering. Sir Abraham Ninny, a comic char-

acter in Field's A Woman /? a Weathercock, falls in love

and enters "melancholy" Webster's Appius, in love with

Virginia, enters "melancholly."

There is evidence that Elizabethan actors employed con-

ventional devices to represent falling in love, which is fre-

quently a very precipitant occurrence in the old drama.

In Elizabethan novels a young man who sees the lady of

his fate for the first time is commonly smitten dumb and
for some moments gazes at her wide-eyed (and wide-

mouthed?) in statuesque stupor. For example, when Arsa-
dachus of Lodge's A Margarite of America saw the lovely

Diana, "he grew so sodainely altered, that as such as beheld
the head ofMedus were altred from their shapes, so he that
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saw the heauen of these beauties, was rauished from his
sences."

31
Lovers of the stage are apparently affected sim-

ilarly.

In Love's Labor's Lost the King of Navarre falls in love
at first sight with the Princess of France: "all his senses

[are] lock'd in his eye"; his face is covered with "amazes
... his eyes enchanted with gazes."

82
In As You Like It

Orlando, overcome by the charms of Rosalind, stands in her

presence like "a quintain, a mere lifeless block,"
38 and is

unable to utter a word. In The Mad Lover Memnon, an

elderly general, falls in love at first sight with Calis. He
stands gazing fixedly at her ("how he looks"), then "kneels

amaz'd, and forgets to speak
"Z4t

Later Siphax, another war-

rior, sees the same lady for the first time. He exclaims,

"Keep me ye blest Angels, / What killing power is this?"

and immediately becomes stupidly tongue-tied. "Sure these

Souldiers," says 'Calis, "Are all grown senseless . . . Are all

grown senseless . . . Are all dumb Saints."
85

In Marston's The Insatiate Countess there appears this

stage direction : "Isabella fals in love . . ."
86 The foregoing

should suggest what the dramatist meant to convey to the

actor.

Michigan State College
East Lansing, Michigan.

1"Elizabethan Acting," PMLA, LIV (1939), 685-708.

*The Plays and Poems of Robert Greene, ed. Collins (Oxford, 1905), I, 169.
3See especially E. E. Stoll, "Shakespere, Marston, and the Malcontent Type," MP,

III (1906), 280-303; Zera S Fink, "Jaques and the Malcontent Traveler," PQ, XIV
(1935), 237*52.

In Elizabethan English malcontent does not always refer to this social type (see

NED). A dramatist, however, would hiidly use the word in any other sense in a

stage direction, for in no other sense would it tell the actor anything definite about

how he was to look or behave Both of the co-authors of A Looking Glass use the

word in independent works. In The Repentance of Robert Greene, it dearly refers

to the character under consideration: "I ruffeled out my silks, in the habit of Mai-

content, and seemed [very] discontented . . ." (ed Harrison [London, 1923], p. 20).

In Lodge's Wits Mtsene the term probably but not certainly refers to the melancholic

type (Woiks, Huntenan edition [1883], vol IV; pp. 23, 73).

Whe Metamorphosis of Ajax, ed. Whittingham (Chiswick, 1814), pp. 1-2.

*Mtcro-Cosmo&aphte, ed Arber (Westminster, 1895), p. 27.
6P 7 (in Works, Hunterian edition [Glasgow, 1880], vol. II).
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7R. R,, Questions, Concerning Come-hood, and the Native of the Conie (London,

1595), sig, B3r

SPaphlagonia is dearly not a malcontent in the sense of being a person who broods

over his neglected excellences. It is a fair assumption, however, that he is a melan-

choly man. According to Renaissance medical theory, a great sorrow is very likely

to engender melancholy (see especially Robert Burton, The Anatomy of Melancholy,

ed. Shilleto [London, 1926-27], I, 298-300, 313-14) Paphiagoma is angry as well

as sorrowful, and anger likewise causes melancholy (ibid., I, 311-12).

*?/*yr, I, 82. Cf. The Troublesome Retgn of King John, Shakespeare's Library,

ed, Hazlitt (London, 1875), V 260.

10JII, "t 4-7 I am using W J. Craig's Oxfoid Shakespeare Cf. The Rape of

Lucrece, lines 793, 1662, Spenser, The Visions of Bellay, X, 2.

llEd. Breieton (Louvam, 1931), p. 19 Eleazar, like Paphlagoma, feels sullen

resentment as well as sorrow.
12P. 52 (Malone Society Reprint) Discontented is often used in connection with

the malcontent. John Earle, for example, calls his malcontent "A discontented Man"

(see above). See also the quotation from Greene in footnote 3.

MR 20 (in Wotks, vol. Ill)
14P. 62. The fact that he is in armor precludes some ot the characteristic details

*&Woiks> ed. Lucas (London, 1927), II, 312.

**lbid., Ill, 197.

"See Love's Labor's Lost, III, i, 193, Dekker, A Kmgbfs Conjuring, ed, Rimbault

(London, 1842), p. 73.

*8$ee, for instance, Lodge's Rosalind (Wotks, vol I), pp 69, 104, 119, 120, 129,

130.

Mnatomy, III, 174.
20
0verbury, Works, ed. Rimbault (London, 1856), p, 58.

^-Mtcrocosmos (Works, ed. Grosart [Edinburgh, 1878], vol I), p. 66

&Essayes (London, 1632), "Of Loue," no, 5.

**Plays, II, 17.

^Comedies, ed. Parrott (London, 1914), p. 85 Labesha swears that he will live

forlornly "in silen[ce] . . . Mad, and melancholy . . . And never more wear hatband
on my hat" (pp. 82-83)

MPlays, ed. Wood Edinburgh, 1934-39), II, 237.

2*OU English Plays, ed. Dodsley-Hazhtt (London, 1874-76), XI, 96. There arc

many other references in the drama to the lover's disordeted dress and dejected atti-

tudes. See, for example, Lovfs Labors Lost, III, i, 18-21, 191; IV, in, 135; The
Two Gentlemen of Veiona, II, i, 20-21, 81, 84-86; As You Like lt> III, ii, 400-06;
Hamlet, II, i, 77-102, Folded arms are mentioned especially often. The "cross arms"
are, in fact, "the lover's sign" (Middleton, The Spanish Gtpsy, Works, ed Bullen

[London, 1885-86], VI, 186).
MWoiks (London, 1873), I, 126.

^Works (London, 1874), II, 108.

**0ld English Plays, ed. Dodsley-Hazlitt, XL 34.

^Works.lll, 160.

SIR 64 (in Works, vol. III). Cf. Lodge, Rosahnd, p. 23 (Works, vol. I);
Greene, Menaphon, ed Harrison (Oxford, 1927(, pp 33-34; Sidney, Arcadia, Works,
ed. Feuillerat (Cambridge, 1922-26), I, 90.

82
II, i, 240-45.

33
I, ii, 268. Phebe seems to be struck speechless upon seeing "Ganymede" for the

first time (III, v, 5-63).

^Tbe Works of Francis Beaumont and John Fletchei, ed Glover-Waller (Cam-
ridge, 1905-12), III, 4-5. Cf. Heywood, A Woman Killed with Kindness, Works,
II, 116.

35
Pp. 29-30.

**Plays, III, 22.
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
S A. T

JOHN DONNE & BIBLIOGRAPHY

F W Faxon Company of Boston

have rendered a useful service to Eliza-

bethan scholarship in publishing m
pamphlet form Mr. William White's

John Donne since 2900: A Bibliog-

raphy of Periodical Articles which

originally appeared in several issues of

the Bulletin of Bibliography (Septem-
ber-December, 1937) The booklet

consists of 16 leaves, of which the

versos are blank, lists 'more than 500

items/ is provided with a one-page

preface in which Mr. White points out

a growing interest in Donne's neurotic

work and personality, and sells for 75
cents.

Mr White has done a fairly thor-

ough job in compiling a list of Donne
material accumulating in the hundreds

of magazines devoted to literature and

literary criticism and has given accurate

references Those who have engaged
in this kind of compilation know that

no bibliography of such a subject can

ever be complete, even if one had

dozens of assistants working in the

libraries of all civilized countries,

beastly Germany included. As far as

we have been able to check, Mr. White
has omitted from his list the following

essays of any importance Miss A M
Perkins's dissertation, 'The pictorial in

D's sersons ( abstracted in the Univer-

sity of Arizona Bulletin, Feb 1941),
Miss M L Wiley's 'Scepticism in the

writings of J D and others' (a 1940

dissertation at Radcliffe College), Miss

H. W Siebenthal's dissertation (Uni-

versity of Oregon, 1935) on 'Seven-

teenth-century letters,' Mr R S.

Forsythe's essay (in PMLA, Sept

1925) on The passionate shepherd
and English poetry/ E. B Maras's thesis

on The medieval element in J. D/

(abstracted in the University of Ari-

zona Record, Feb. 1939), F. 0. Hender-

son's essay (in ELH, Dec. 1937),
Traditions of precieux and hbertin,

3

G Williamson's 'Senecan style in the

17th century' (PQ, Oct 1936), Miss

Bennett's 'An aspect of the evolution

of the 17th century prose' (in RES,

July 1941 ), C Whitby's The genius of

}, D.' (Poetry Rewew, March 1923),

E Legouis's essay on J.
D in Revue

JesC&C (April and May 1911), C R.

Brown's 'J D and Shakespeare (in

NQ} Dec 11, 1926), D Flower's 'Dr.

Keynes on J D.' (Book Collector's

Quarterly, July 1931), A. M. Wasil-

ifsky's thesis, 'J. D, the rhetor: a study

of the tropes . . in the St. Paul ser-

mons, (Abstract of Theses, Cornell,

1935), H. C. Beechmg's essay, Wal-

ton's life of J D
'

(Cornbill Magazine,

1900, 8 249-68), J W. Chadwick's
f

j D , poet and preacher' (New World,

1900, 9-31-48), L I Guiney's T>. as a

lost Catholic poet' (The Month, 1920,

1 ^6 13-19) There are other omissions

but we cannot list them here

A serious defect in this bibliography

( and in many others that we know of)

is the omission of a name and subject

index, without such an index a bibliog-

raphy is of little or no value to a scholar

engaged in research The omission of

such an index is a sign of either lazi-

ness or poor economy

We have noted several errors of

proofreading. On page 3 we have

'Mars,ton' for 'Marston/ on page 5

literature' for Titeratur/ on page 9

'Uber' for 'Ueber' and 'Wein' for

'Wien/ and on page 19 V for 'be.'

A matter to which we wish scholars

to give consideration is the custom

the illogical and bad custom of print-
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ing the volume number in roman letters

(e.g. XLVIII) instead of in arable

(48) and of inserting the date between

this and the page reference, thus

*Sewanee Review, XLVIII (October-

December, 1940), 552-555
'

This is an

illogical breaking up of the place ref-

erence by a time reference ( as is proved

by the parenthesis) and is ugly from a

typographic viewpoint Then there is

the further consideration that most per-

sons find it difficult to decipher the

roman numerals. The rotten privilege
of custom is all that can be urged in its

defence, but as Shakspere said

What custom wills, in all things

should we do't,

The dust on antique time would lie

unswept,
And monstrous error be too highly

heap'd
For truth t'o'erpeer.

THE SONNETS ONCE AGAIN

The University of Calif01ma, in

commemoration of the 75th anniver-

sary of its foundation, has just pub-
lished a truly important work in the

realms of English and French litera-

ture It is Professor Fernand Balden-

sperger's Les Sonnets de Shakespea>e
tradutts en vers francats et accomfiagnes

dun commentatre contmu (pp xx -f-

370, $5 00) As is clear from the title

we have here a French translation of

the Shakspere sonnets accompanied
with a running commentary What the

title does not indicate is that this new
French translation by a man who is

a poet in his own right ( and therefore

more likely than a professional scholar

to feel what Shakspere had m his mind
and heart) is faced, sonnet for sonnet,

by the English text, that the voluminous

notes consist mainly of parallel ideas

and expressions from Shakspere's plays
and from the works of English and

foreign contemporaries, and perhaps
most important that the new trans-

lator-editor has regrouped the son-

nets in an attempt to have them tell a

new story What this new story is the

reader will have to learn for himself,

whether he will be convinced by Dr
Baldensperger's case will depend on his

knowledge and his prejudices Unfoi-

tunately our knowledge of Fiench is

too limited to dare to form an opinion
as to the merits of the translation As
to the scholarship shown m the notes,

we have no hesitation in saying that

we have here a book vastly superior in

its independence, industry and hon-

esty than characterizes most books issu-

ing from university and other presses
both here and abroad
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SATIRE CONCERNING THE ALE AND WINE
TRADES IN THE SHAKSPERIAN

PERIOD AND LATER
BY BURTON MILLIGAN

LITERATURE,
particularly the popular literature, of

he Tudor and Stuart period contains much satire directed
at fradulent dealing in the ale and wine trades. The

purpose of this article is to present some of the conventional
satirical charges against brewers, vintners, and ale-sellers

and some of the historical evidence bearing upon these

charges. The information here presented should be of some
value in appraising the degree of conventionality of the

references to the ale and wine trades made by Shakspere and
other dramatists of the period.

Against the brewers of ale and beer, two main charges
were brought: that they watered their brew, and that they
used various undesirable or inferior ingredients instead of

good hops and malt.

It was the conviction of the satirists that almost all beer
was watered until it was intolerably "small." The brewer,
indeed, was pictured as growing rich by merely transferring
Thames water into his vats and thence, scarcely altered,
into his casks and barrels. Condemning this roguery, Nashe

r

in Pierce Penilesse (1592), asserted that the brewers, "by
retayling filthy Thames water, come in a few years to be
worth fortie or fiftie thousand pound."

1 Greene made the

same charge, in A Quippe for an Upstart Courtier (1592) :

And you masse Brewer, that growe to be worth forty thousand

pounds by your selling of soden water, what subtilty have you in

making your beare, to spare malt & put in the more of the hop, to

make your srinke (be barley never so cheap) not a whit the stronger,
& yet never sel a whit the more measure for mony.

2

Rowlands' Greenes Ghost Haunting Conicatchers (1602)

pictured "the Thames most pitifully complaining, what
monstrous havocke the Brewers made of her water, without
all remorse or compassion."

3 The joke concerning watered
beer and ale was popular enough, and presumably apt

enough, to be taken up by ballad writer, epigrammatist,
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and playwright. In the broadside ballad "A Mad Crew:
or That Shall be Tried" (c. 1620), the following typical

reference is found:

Great store of good liquour the Thames doth contain,

Whereof the old Maltman doth greatly complaine,

That in the hot Kettle, the Mault will not bide,

Well, quoth the brewer, now that shall be tryde.
4

In Epigram Number 164 of Upon English Proverbs (c.

1611), John Davies wrote:

'To cast water in Thames is superfluous',

Not at an ebbe when brewers it use.
5

In Dekker's The Shoemaker's Holiday (1600), Firk speaks
of "the Pissing-Conduit [that] leaks nothing but pure
Mother Bunch."6

All sorts of undesirable ingredients and adulterants were

placed in beer and ale, according to the testimony of the

satirists. Indeed, some of the brewing processes that are

described are hardly more appetizing than those employed
by Elinour Rumming! Gascoigne's The Steel Glass (1576)
made the general charge that brewers put "bagage in their

beere."
7 Rowlands' Greenes Ghost Haunting Conicatchers

tells of the

abuse committed by such as sell bottle ale, who to make it fly up to

the top of the house at the first opening, do put gunpowder into the

bottles while the ale is new. Then by stopping it close, make the

people believe it is the strength of the ale, when being truly sifted,

it is nothing indeed but the strength of the gunpowder that makes
the effect, to the great heartburning of the parties that drinks the

same.8

Sometimes brewers put "willow leaves and broom buds
into their woort in steed of hoppes"; sometimes lime was
added to beer "to make it mightie." William Harrison
tells us that alewives mixed salt and "rosen" with ale, the
former to make drinkers thirsty and the latter to color the
ale.

10
If gunpowder, willow leaves, broom buds, salt, resin,

and lime were frequent ingredients of beer and ale, one
cannot wonder that many protests were voiced. The writer
of one of the broadside ballads, "A True Character of

Sundry Trades and Callings," summed up the views of the
satirists when he wrote :
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A Woman without e'er a fault

she like a bright Star will appear,
And a Brewer without any mault

will make but pitiful Beer u

Many of the charges concerning the bad ingredients used
in brewing are substantiated by historical evidence In 1545
the Privy Council issued a warning to certain makers of

malt, who "for their pryvate lucre with the contentacion
of the buyers deliver forolt [stale] malt, and give v for iiij

in their measure. . . ."
1L> The profit derived from this chi-

canery by both the malt dealers and the brewers is obvious.

A letter directed by the Privy Council to the Lord Mayor
of London, in 1579, charges that brewers did not lower the

prices of beer, or increase the quality of
it, when the price

of its ingredients decreased: "notwithstanding the plentie
and cheapnes of malt, the beerebrewers and others did
usuallie sell and retaile their beere in like sorte as they did

when malt was sold at the double price it now is."
13 The

Lord Mayor was required to reform the abuse. A similar

complaint was made by the Privy Council in 1598. The
brewers, said the complaint, "verie much overcharged" for

their beer "notwithstanding that the price of mault is verie

much abated."
14 In 1596 the Council urged the Lord Mayor

of London and the Justices of the Peace for the counties of

Middlesex and Surrey to examine brewers in and about
London. The Council reported that

some of those that have bene before us are chardged to have brewed
and sold beere and ale at very excessive and highe pryces, as at

xven and xvj
s the barrel, somme of which wee have commytted to

pryson and taken order that the rest shalbe bounde to answere this

theire contempt the next Terme before us at the Starr Chamber,15

In 1597, Abraham Campion, "beerebrewer," was accused

of having "solde and delivered certaine corrupt and un-

savorie beere to the quantitie of thirtie two tonnes for the

provision of her Majestys Navie in the late Voyadge unto

Spayne."
10

Perhaps the most detailed testimony, and testi-

mony strongly corroborative of practically every charge
made by the satirists, was given by John Stow:

Besides this Want of Measure, there were, about this Time, divers

other Things charged upon the Brewers; which I will here set down,

together with their Apology and Vindication of themselves; they
were charged for their Malt and Hops which they used, as that they
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brewed with ill Malt, and m the End of the year they commonly
brewed with Weavel Malt, being the Bottom and Sweepings of their

Garners, to make Room to bring m new Corn It was also reported,

that they put m Darnel, Rosin, Lime, and Chalk, and such-like; which

making the Drinkers thirsty, they might drink the more, and that,

for Cheapness, when Hops were dear, they put into their Drink

Broom, Bay-berries, Ivy-berries, and such like Things.
17

Rogueries attributed to vintners were the following: mix-

ing bad wine with good, adding lime to sack, watering wine,
and giving short measure. The vintner, said Greene, mixed
red wine with claret, small rochek with strong gascoigne,
and sack with white wine.

18 Dekker described vintners at

work after candlelight jumbling together French and Span-
ish wines.

19
Joseph Hall, in Virgidemiarum (1597), con-

trasting the golden age with his own times, wrote:

Was then no playning of the Brewers scape,

Nor greedie Vintner mixt the stained grape.
20

The author of The Penniless Parliament (1608) said that

"it is thought good, that it shall be lawful for muscadines,
in vintners' cellars, to indict their masters of commixtion."21

In / Henry IV',
Falstaff complains :

You rogue, here's lime in this sack too: there is nothing but roguery
to be found m villanous man* yet a coward is worse than a cup of

sack with lime m it, a villanous coward' 22

The watering of wine appears to have been fairly common.
Gascoigne accuses vintners of this trickery and predicts that

the millennium will arrive "When vintners mix no water
with their wine."

23 A similar reform of the vintners is iron-

ically described in the broadside ballad "News Good and
New Too Good to be True" (c. 1625) :

No Vintner there [in London] doth mingle
his wine with water pure:

And then doth sweare 'tis neatest:

m London's no such Brewer 24

Typical of the charge that vintners gave short measure is

Epigram Number 99 in John Davies' Upon English Pro-
verbs (c. 1611) :

'The Vintner feares false measure', How can hee
Fear that he hopes his maintenance shall bee? 25

"If wine were as necessary as Bread," wrote Samuel Butler
in his character "A Vintner" (c. 1667), "he would stand in
the Pillory for selling false Measure, as well as the Bakers
do for false Weight."

26 In connection with the accusations
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concerning short measures, it is significant that earlier in

the century several turners that is, rriakers of wooden
measures had taken an oath that "in future they will not

make any other measures than gallons, potelle, and quarts;
and that they will make no false measures. . . ."

a7

The tricks of tapsters and alewives to defraud the public
were varied and ingenious, and some of them have modern

parallels. The sellers of ale and beer gave short measure,

by "frothing/' "nicking," and other tricks; they over-

charged and reckoned falsely; they sold adulterated drinks.

"Frothing" was probably the simplest means of giving
short measure and certainly the most common, just as it is

today. A glass or a can a third or half filled with foam

represented a cheat to the customer but a profit to the

tavern or alehouse. "Froth your cans well in the filling . . .

and job your bottles o' the buttock, sirrah,"
28 was the instruc-

tion given by Ursula, in Jonson's Bartholomew Pair (1614),
to Mooncalf, the tapster at her stand. The accusation of

frothing was so common, the joke so familiar, that in some

plays for instance, Shakspere's Measure for Measure and

Massinger's A New Way to Pay Old Debts the Tapsters
were named Froth. Writers of broadside ballads referred

frequently to tapsters' practice of frothing. One of them
wrote :

When tapsters will not thrive by froth,

And to score two for one are loth,

And all old scores are paid in haste,

Why then, I think, the worst is past.
29

Another, referring to the tapster, said:
But the chiefest fault in him we finde,

he doth fill his cans with froth,
30

Still another writer bewailed the fact that
The Tapster [was] still living

by foame and by froth/31

Other references of like tenor are numerous, both in broad-

side ballads and in other forms of literature.
82

Another form of cheating was that known as "nicking."
This term is somewhat confusing, for it was used by writers

of the time to refer to two distinctly different rogueries:

(i) keeping false reckonings on the notched sticks used
for tallies, and (2) using beer cans, jugs, or glasses that were
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short in measure because of false bottoms, indentations, or

other deliberately contrived imperfections. That the con-

fusion arising from these two meanings is not great is due

to the fact that in most references "nicking" is clearly used

in the second sense. The following lines from George
Wither's The Scourge (1617) make what I consider to be

the general distinction of the writers between "nicking," in

the sense of using short measures, and "misreckoning":
His [the tapster's] best revenue is by Nicke and Froth,

Which priviledge to loose, they would be loth.

And there's an old shift (if they leave it not)

There must be something added to the shot :n

The short-measure cans, pots, and jugs of the tapster were
the target of much invective, Rowlands complained, in

Greenes Ghost Haunting Conicatchers (1602), of the tap-
sters' "fubbing off" their customers with "those slender

wasted blacke pots and Cannes, that will hold little more
than a Bering."

34
John Taylor, in The Great Eater of Kent

(1630), wrote of the tapsters' "curtoll Cannes, tragicall

blacke-pots, and double-dealing bombasted Jugges.
35 The

broadside "Nick and Froth; or The Good-fellow's Com-
plaint for Want of Full Measure" (r. 1665) complains of

"counterfeit" beer flagons :

For those that drink Beer, 'tis true as I'm here

Your counterfeit flaggons you have,

Which holds not a quart, scarce by a third part,
And that makes my Hostis go brave.30

The same ballad makes melancholy comment concerning
the general practice of nicking and frothing, and its effect

upon convivial patrons :

Scarce one house in twenty, where measure is plenty,
But still they are all for the Pinch,

Thus every day, they drive custom away,
And force us good fellows to flinch 37

John Stephens' character "A Tapster" (1615) remarks cyn-
ically on short measures:

He attributes the scant measure of his Jugge to the Cellars darknesse,
and his saving nature, but rather then he will justifie both, he hath a
certame slight of hand to fill the first glasse, and so avoyds inquisi-
tion.38

In "Robin Conscience," a late seventeenth-century broad-

side, the hostess at an alehouse brags :

Instead of a quart pot of pewter,
I fill small jugs, and need no tutor 89
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Tapsters' misreckonings of scores were frequently satir-

ized. A typical reference is the following in one of the

ballads:

Your Tapster is giowne a right honest man,
For he will misreckon no more than he can.40

"Drink with all companies, though you be sure to be drunk/
1

is the advice of Ursula to Mooncalf, the tapster, in Jonson's
Bartholomew Pair; you'll misreckon the better, and be less

ashamed onVm In Nabbcs' Tottenham Court (1633) the

Tapster overcharges Changelove. A quarrel ensues, and after

Changelove pays the false reckoning, the Tapster admits,
"I have ore-reckon'd one and twenty pence."

42

According to

Head's The English Rogue (1665) it was the habit of tap-
sters to use "the crotched chalk to score up two flaggons for

one."
43 In Vinegar and Mustard (1673), "a right reverend

fat Hostess
1 '

rebukes her husband for honest reckoning:
Thou art such an innocent fool, that thou seest thy guests pot-shaken,
and have lost their memories, yet you must tell them their just reck-

oning without overplus
44

The tapsters' habit of selling adulterated beer or ale was
satirized by various writers. The beer the tapsters sold was
often a mixture, said Greene, of poor beer and good: "halfe

smal and halfe stong."
45 Lime was sometimes added to beer

to make it froth more, a roguery which the Hostess in The

Merry JViws of Windsor requested Bardolph to execute.
46

Sometimes musty ale was sold, a trick referred to in Mass-

inger's A New Way to Pay Old Debts (c. 1626) when
Justice Greedy accuses Tapwell and Froth of selling ale

of this sort.
47

Bung, the knavish tapster in The London
Chanticleers (c, 1636), proposes to "put off the barrel of

sour beer by and by" on a wedding party:
48 Head asserted

that it was one of the tricks of tapsters to serve good beer

when the company first came in and "drappings of the tap"
when they were half drunk,40 The popular reputation of the

tapster is shown by a proverb current as early as the six-

teenth century: "Tapsters and ostlers are not always the

honestest men."50

Tn conclusion, one may emphasize the fact that the charges
made by the satirists against brewers and vintners are rather

thoroughly corroborated by historical evidence. In spite of
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the fact that certain accusations and jests seem convention-

alized, the evidence indicates that the satirists were attack-

ing genuine and contemporary evils. As to the satire directed

at tapsters, the weight of corroborative historical data is

lacking, probably because their knaveries were too trivial

to gain much attention from the authorities; but there seems

good reason here, too, to conclude that the satirists were

representing actual conditions with a high degree of

accuracy.
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THE SIR THOMAS MOORE PROBLEM
RECONSIDERED

(Conclusion)

BY PAUL DEUTSCHBERGER

Part II

OF THE two lines of .argument marshalled to prove

Shakspere's collaboration in The Booke of Sir Thomas
Moore, we have already disposed of the first In discussing
the aesthetic case one is always confronted by a major
methodological difficulty the deeper one goes, the more
enmeshed one becomes in opinion and counter-opinion. But
with the second line of argument, the palaeographic, the

scholar stands on solid ground in which there is an ultimate,

appeal to fact.

We may, at the very outset, reject the graphiological asser-

tions of Richard Simpson, since he assigned the whole play
to only three hands. He was incapable of distinguishing
between the writings on folios yb, 8a, 8b

7 9a, i ibb, iaa, i ab,

I3a, and I4aa; all of which he naively attributed to Shaks-

pere because "the way in which the letters arc formed is

absolutely the same as the way in which they are formed in

the signatureof Shakspere
1" an assertion which all now

admit to be a patent absurdity.

Although James Spedding, a year later, was able to limit

the possible Shakspere contribution to folios 8 and 9, he did
this on stylistic grounds, though he claimed that the writing
is in a hand "which answers to all we know about Shakes-

peare's."
2 What Spedding knew about Shaskpere's hand-

writing amounted to nothing more than that he wrote the

Secretary script, as did all his contemporaries.

Spedding and R. W. Chambers dismiss the evidence of the

manuscript which (had Shakspere written it) disproves the
statement of Heminge and Condell as to Shakspere's fluency
and freedom from corrections; the manuscript shows that D
did not write with the ease and fluency which Heminge and
Condell said was Shakspere's way. In lines 234-258 D is so
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balled-up in writing a certain passage that he scratches,

emends, adds, and then cancels almost all of it, leaving only
a limping and unintelligible line. That cannot be how
Shakspcre wrote,

It was not until 1916, however, that an attempt was made
to put the problem on less hypothetical grounds. In that

year, E. M Thompson, m Shakspeare's Handwriting, tried

to demonstrate the correspondence between six of Shaks-

pere's signatures'
1

and the writing of the Addition. Subse-

quently, realizing the validity of criticisms and objections

brought against his case, Thompson revised it, retracting
some of his main points, m Shakespeare's Hand in Sir

Thomas More (1923), pages 57 to 112.

Notwithstanding the fact that Thompson himself did not

claim that his analysis settled the question
4

his followers
5

are not so cautious or moderate in their claims. They refuse

to realize that, despite Sir Edward's revision, his essay does

not stand up under objective criticism; that it contains

many statements which are either ill-founded or unsubstan-

tiable. Four major charges must be made against Thompson's
case: first, that it is based upon faulty observation; second,
his deductions are invalid; third, his knowledge of Eliza-

bethan calligraphic habits was inadequate; finally, he

focussed his attention wholly upon a few so-called graphi-

ological "peculiarities," beliving that if he could show
these "peculiarities" to be present both in the Addition
and in the Shakspere signatures, it would prove Shakspere
the author of the 147 lines in question.

The last mentioned line of argument would be valid if the

alleged peculiarities occurred nowhere else but in Shakspere
and in D. They are, however, duplicated in hundreds of

fifteenth and sixteenth century manuscripts. Furthermore,
it can be shown that Thompson was mistaken in some of his

observations: that he saw things in the Addition and the

signatures which are not there, and that he failed to see, or

ignored, peculiarities in the Addition which are not to be

found in the signatures

Not much of Thompson's proof is currently accepted.*
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Greg
7 and E. K. Chambers are willing to let the "pecuhan-

ties" go, preferring to rely on "numerous hardly definable

traits of resemblance."
8 But traits that cannot be defined

do not exist for the scientific expert, and are admissible only
in the realm of the occult

Inasmuch as the handwriting case is the essential one, we
shall reconsider Sir Edward's case and summarize the points
made by Dr. Tannenbaum in his various studies of this

subject

1. The use of a flourish ending in a minute curl or dot at

the end of terminal letters of words in the Addition Thomp-
son holds characteristic of Shakspere's hand. He thinks

there may be such flourishes in the signatures, but he admits
that if they are there they are so imperfect that their identity
is doubtful. An examination with a magnifying glass or

pocket microscope reveals that there is not a single such
terminal flourish in the extant Shakspere autographs

2. Thompson alleges that of the various forms of the letter

k "Shakspeare makes use in the few signatures of three out
of four forms . . . which appear in the Addition." But, the k

of the Deposition signature nowhere occurs in the Addition
;

neither does the scrivener's normal k of the Addition appear
in the signatures. Further, the k found on the second page of

the will, which Thompson identifies with some of the k's

in the Addition, is a very common one in Secretary script,
as may be seen from Richard Gethinge's Calligraphotechnia
(1616). This point is, therefore, irrelevant.

3. Thompson goes on: "Various forms that the letter p
assumes in the Addition "are found also in the signatures."
The p's of the Addition and the p's in the signatures are
undistinctive variations of a model Secretary "p"; further-
more the p

f
s in the Addition do not correspond in details

with those of the signatures.
9

Finally, in his discussion of
the pe combination found in the second word of "Peace,
peace, scilens, peace" (line 50), Thompson was completely
misled. It is obvious that he did not understand how the
letters were written. The p he describes as a "short truncated

letter, not unlike an ordinary printer's Roman lower-case p
having a short vertical stem commencing with a small hook
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or serif on the left; then a short horizontal bar is drawn to

form the base of the head-loop, which is completed by the
addition of the necessary curve.

1 '

Neither the p's in Shaks-

pere's signatures, nor the small />'s in the Addition were ever
written in that manner.

Only one truncated p appears in any of the signatures, in

the signature to the Mortgage.
10 That such p's were not

unfamiliar to Elizabethan penmen may be gathered from a

holograph letter of Sir John Harrington
11

,
in which at least

six such "p's" appear. Besides, there is one variety of p
which seems characteristic of D 12 and does not occur at all

in the signatures.

Again, the e of this pe combination is a common variant
of the formal shape of that letter, and may be found in

almost any specimen of the Secretary hand.

4. In connection with the "a" in the word "that" (line

105) , Thompson asserts that neither he nor J. P. Gilson had
ever found a specimen of an "open a . . . formed with a spur
at the back, which is no essential part of it, but seems to be a

personal mark of the hand," and occurs only in D and in

Shakspere.

But examples of the horizontal 0-spur are the rule in

George Chapman's hand.13 In Edward Grimeston's holo-

graphs many of these are to be found.14

C, in Sir Thomas

Moore, imparts a slightly curved horizontal spur to the sec-

ond a in "hazard," second line from the bottom of folio

i ibb. To these may be added examples from the handwriting
of Edmund Spenser, John Knox, and Ben Jonson.

15
It is a

common feature in Elizabethan documents.

5. Thompson's treatment of the s, both capital and small,

leaves the critical reader more than merely suspicious of his

sincerity and scientific temper.

Early in the essay Thompson declares that the Addition

"is written entirely by one hand." Even his followers concede

that this is not so. It is admitted now that there are additions

and marginal notations by C. Yet a large part of Thompson's
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argument is based upon his inclusion of this material among
the writing of D a procedure as preposterous as attempting

ing to identify a criminal by attributing to a suspect the

features of his neighbor.

Thompson asserted, erroneously, that the (italic) long s

was the only letter of the Italian alphabet that Shakspere
adopted in his signatures. "This s occurs in the word tenant'

(line 17 marg.) and is added in aminute size as a correction

to the word 'warre' (line 113)." But there is not a single
italic s in the whole of the Addition in the hand of D.
Where it does appear, in "seriant," it is in C's hand. The s

in "warres," moreover, is not the italic letter, but is a normal,

exceedingly common variety of final Gothic "s/
J

resembling
an Arabic 6, such as was generally used as a terminal letter

in Shakspere's day. Yet as late as 1939, R. W. Chambers still

stuck to this point, obviously because he realized that with-
out it Thompson's case went to pot.

16

In his revised treatment of the matter, Sir Edward ad-

mitted that he was wrong in his observation and comments
on the longs. He says : "some of my friends, experts in phalae-

ography, who have examined the passage more closely than
I have had the opportunity of doing, have given an opinion
. . . that the supposed Italian long s is nothing more than a

pen flourish finishing off the scrawl on one of the deleted

strokes" on a word crossed out in line 103. Who have exam-
ined the passage more closely! Sir Edward's honesty here

is, indeed, admirable, but such an admission must reflect

upon the value of the paper which stands as the foundation
of the entire argument. What are we to think of the value
of expert testimony which admits that it identified a mere
flourish for one of the unique and distinctive features of

Shakspere's handwriting? By his admission, Sir Edward
justifies us in thinking that he had not scanned any of the

questioned writing closely.

5. Thompson refers to Shakspere's habit of occasionally

making long initial upstrokes on some of his letters, e.g.,

in the B, mf and the W of "By me William" on the last page
of the will He points out that the one on the W leads off

with a finely drawn narrow opening which resembles a

needle-eye, and which, he claims, is a formation so rare as
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to suggest a personal peculiarity by which Shakspere can
be distinguished from all other Elizabethan penmen

It should be needless to say that such initial upstrokes
are a feature of many fluent hands; and, therefore, have
no identifying value. But, Sir Edward does not rest his case

solely on the long upstroke. Finding an instance of a

similar needle-eye formation in the upstroke to the n of

"needs" (line 130 of the Addition), he exclaims enthusi-

astically, "Is it reasonable to imagine that two different

writers should possess the same trick or turn of hand which
could thus produce a figure so identical in form in two

separate documents?
1 '

It certainly is reasonable. Dr. Tan-
nenbaum has found the identical feature in Chapman's
holograph inscription to his Batrachomyomachia^. Curi-

ously enough another example occurs elsewhere in the

Moore manuscript ( !) in the margin of line 31, folio I3b, in

the word "Morr" (written by Thomas Dekker).

6 Thompson talks of "minute hyphens" between words,
but none such appear in the manuscript. There are occa-

sionally tiny marks made by the pen as it moved from word
to word.

7, Thompson claims that the long s never post-links with
the letter c but just such a linking occurs in line 21 of folio

8a. We mention this only to show what a careless observer

Sir Edward really was.

8. He declares that the capital S with a sharp chin to the

right is exceptionally rare, and of significance because

it is common to both Shakspere and D. The fact is that this

chin formation is almost universal in Elizabethan docu-

ments.
18

There is, however, one important point in Thompson's
case that has not yet been satisfactorily answered, and which
now requires our consideration.

Sir Edward, it may be recalled, opens his argument with

an attempt to confirm the assertion that Shakspere was the

victim of a nervous disorder/
9

writer's cramp, a theory
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already enunciated by Dr. R W. Leftwich.
20

If this had

been true, we might perhaps have an explanation for some

of the manifold differences between the fluent writing of

the Addition and the signatures written at least two decades

later.
21
By introducing the theory of writer's cramp to ex-

plain why the Addition and the signatures differ Sir Edward
admits that the two writings are not alike. But he implies
that they would have been alike if Shakspere had not suf-

fered from writer's cramp.

It is obvious that Thompson has immeasurably weakened
his case, for, with the introduction of the hypothesis that

Shakspere's hand underwent a violent change from about

1613 to 1616, Sir Edward destroys the testimony of five

out of the six signatures he accepts as genuine. Eighty-three

per cent of his standard for comparison cannot therefore be

considered as representative of Shakspere's hand about

I593-I594-

But is it a fact that Shakspere suffered from the spastic
condition known as writer's cramp? Sir Edward claims that

he did, and relies upon the opinions of Drs. Nisbet and
Leftwich. But a reading of Leftwich and Nisbet shows that

neither was a neurologist or knew what the nature of writer's

cramp is. Furtherfore, neither of them claimed to have
studied the penmanship of victims of the disease, and
neither had any acquaintance with the Secretary script.

Dr. Charles L. Dana, a New York neurologist of distinc-

tion, who had made a special study of writer's cramp, could
not find a single evidence of the disease in any of Shakspere's
signatures.

22 Dr. Tannenbaum, himself a doctor of medicine
and a psychiatrist, has pointed out23 that writer's cramp does
not affect the basic patterns of the victim's letters. It follows
that we must regard the Addition and the signatures the
work of two different hands, for Sir Edward has very clearly
put himself in the position of saying that but for writer's

cramp the two writings would have been alike.

In his comments on writer's cramp Thompson refers to
the S on the third page of the poet's will. Shakspere, says
he, "conscious of inability to control his hand when attempt-
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ing a curve in reverse action . . . under embarrassing circum-

stances, as in the present execution of his will," allowed the

base curve of the S to become entangled with the body of the

letter itself, instead of being continued leftward as an inclos-

ing semi-circle." The avoid "embarrassment" in subscribing
the signature to the second page of the will, Shakspere
"shirks the difficult moment of the curve by leaving a gap
in the back of the embracing semi-circle." Sir Edward then

proceeds to examine the earlier signatures for further indi-

cations of this hypothetical disorder. In the Deposition

signature (1612) he notices the break in the base-curve of

the S, but finds no evidence of disease. The pen, here, he says,

had traveled so rapidly "that the ink' failed to follow its

course throughout and left only a trace in a portion of the

base-curve." In the Conveyance and Mortgage-Deed sig-
natures (1613), however, the crucial S "reveals sufficient

indications of embarrassment to show that the writer was
conscious of weakness of hand in forming that letter of

alternating curves."

But we have seen that the signatures do not show evi-

dence of writer's cramp. In not considering the construction

of the S in the Deposition, in not comparing it with the

"embarrassed" S of the second page of the will, Sir Edward
most grievously erred. The S in the signature to the second

page of the will is identical with the S of the Deposition
in all essential details.

In short, to explain this omission of the base-curve we need
not follow Sir Edward into the realm of psychopathology.
Dr. Tannenbaum, who for some years has been studying
this particular problem, informs me that in quick and
skilful writing most penmen, in attempting to make a left-

ward curve at the bottom of a letter, tend to relax the pres-
sure upon the pen, often even to lift it entirely from the

paper. (Present-day writers often omit the curved stroke

connecting the descender and the ascender of the letters y
and g.) We may therefore, says Dr. Tannenbaum, expect

any letter with a curve running from right to left at the

base to be defective. In the Secretary per symbol, in the p,
and most frequently in the L, J, and S, when written quickly,
the base or infralinear loop may appear as a succession of
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distinct dots or be entirely wanting. Most frequently, how-

ever, the base curve, the loop, or the back of the capital S

appears as a faint line.

That the missing base-curve of the S in Shakspere's signa-

ture is not an indication of writer's cramp is obvious from

the occurrence of similarly defective A$"S in Dekker's hand-

writing.
24

It occurs in the hand of the clerk who copied

Shakspere's will See for instance the first S of "Susanna,"
lines fourteen and sixteen on the second page of that docu-

ment On line eight of the same page, the S of "Stratford"

wants the base curve; while the initial S of "Shakspeare"
in line 9, third page of the will like that of the Deposition,
has a base curve composed of a series of dots. Such S's may
be found as early as the fourteenth century

25

,
and there is a

beautiful example of it in the manuscript of Wit and Wis-

dom, 5 verso, top, in the word "Severitie."
26

As to the other letters, we may find many Z/s in the will

showing a defective loop at the back near the bottom
; espe-

cially in line eleven, page three, in "Leases."
27 In the manu-

script of Wit and Science, line fifty-nine, page sixty-two,
we find a similarly defective / in "Ignorance." Per symbols

28
,

/s
29

,
and even T's

30 with incomplete loops are not difficult

to find. That similar gaps are left even in certain flourishes

is to be seen in a curious example of an E in the handwriting
of Nicholas Breton.

31

Furthermore, the most common feature at the back of the

capital S in the Secretary script is the fact that the stroke
does not form a perfect arc. The tendency, it seems, was to

construct the arc out of a series of short angular strokes, a

fact of which Thompson, according to Leftwich, seems to

have been cognizant.
32 The shaky initial S in the signature

on the third page of the will is therefore not a pathological
formation.

As to the supporting testimony of the signatures to the

Conveyance and the Mortgage Deed, that can be dismissed
as valueless. The S of the Conveyance is obviously a normal
specimen ;

and the signature to the Mortgage is now known
to owe its peculiar characteristics to the fact that the parch-
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ment surface on which it was written was too greasy to take

the ink.
3

"

1

Sir Edward's case is, therefore, in every detail illogical,

unscientific, inconsequential and invalid

But, even though Sir Edward's case has been shown to be

worthless, the question may be asked whether a more scien-

tific examination than his might not, after all, show the

Addition to be Shakspere's. That this is really impossible
follows from Tannenbaum's tabulation of the differences

between the writings in question
35 He points out that the

writing of the Addition is smaller and "more compressed,
huddled, close-knit

" The writing of the signatures shows
less freedom than that of the Addition. 'The writer of the

Addition has a freedom and a swing in his writing, most

conspicuous in his capitals, in the reversed loops of his */'s

and in the long loops of his y's and /z's, which is wholly unlike

the writing in the unquestioned signatures." The constraint

Shakspere shows in the writing of his signatures is shown in

his almost constant substitution of angles for curves, Tannen-
baum finds, furthermore, that, in general, Shakspere's strokes

are heavier than those of the writer of the Addition.

Shakspere usually begins and ends his strokes abruptly,
whereas D's writing ends with a fine hairline. In his signa-
tures Shakspere never dotted an \; D was meticulous in

dotting his 's Whereas Shakspere apparently did not tend

to link his letters, D frequently wrote whole words without
a pen-lift. Significantly, Shakspere's signatures employ sev-

eral signs indicating abbreviation; in all of the 147 lines,

D uses but one type, and that sparingly. Shakspere's W*$
and those of D are strikingly different in pattern, as are their

/'s. Since Shakspere seems to have been fond of the orna-

mental indented /, Tannenbaum is quite right in saying that

the complete absence of this form of the letter in the three

folio pages of the manuscript
{

'is almost sufficient in itself

to disprove Shakspenan authorship for them." Shakspere's
rt's differ in form and variety from those in the Addition.

Not a single m in the Moor^-fragment ends in the manner

Shakspere's 7n's do Shakspere's /z's and those of D are dis-

similar, the difference in shading, for one thing, indicating, as

do the capital tf's, that D wrote more rapidly than Shakspere
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and used the left nib of the pen more than he. It may be

added that Shakspere seldom linked the h and the a in his

signatures. D clearly makes such a ligature in sixty-six in-

stances out of a total of eighty occurrences of this combina-

tion in the Addition.

That Shakspere's ITs and those of D are wholly unlike

in their conception and execution was early pointed out by
Mrs. Stopes and Mr. Bayfield

30

,
sufficient evidence to prove

that we are dealing with two different penmen.

We are therefore driven to only one conclusion : Shakspere
did not write the Addition in the anonymous play of Sir

Thomas Moore.
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JAQUES 7 SEVEN AGES
BY JOSEPHINE W. BENNETT

OINCE criticism can be sound only when it is based on

^ and supported by sound scholarship, Professor O. J.

Campbell's re-interpretation of the character of Jaques,
in his study of Shakspeare's Satire* makes timely a recon-

sideration of the whole question of the source of Jaques'
most famous speech. Professor Campbell rejects the com-
mon opinion that Jaques voices Shakspere's own dissatif ac-

tion with life, and argues that "Jaques is a malcontent

traveller anatomized according to the approved psychology
of Shakespeare's day;" and that he is treated by the poet, not

sympathetically, but satirically.

It has long been known that Jaques' account of the seven

ages of man followed a popular pattern of thought; but no
close verbal parallel has been established, and it is customary
to regard the account as derived from pictorial rather than
from verbal sources.

2
Recently the subject was reopened by

Professor J. W. Draper, who advanced the argument that

the enumeration of seven ages was not common, and that a

passage in Bartholomaeus Anglicus was Shakspere's direct

source.
8 The parallel lies chiefly m the fact that both enumer-

ate seven ages, and Professor Allan H. Gilbert very justly

pointed out the fallacy of the contention that seven was an
unusual number.4 He cities Censorinus De die Natali liber,
which describes divisions of man's life into five, seven, four
and ten ages. Professor Don Cameron Allen has added a
reference to the Stlva de varia legion of Pedro Mexia 5 which
he quotes in a French translation, but which Shakspere
could have seen in the English version of Thomas Fortescue.
Mexia says that Pythagoras divided man's life into four
parts, according to the seasons of the year; M. Varro names
five parts of fifteen years each, Hippocrates names seven,
Solon ten, Isidore and some others made only six; Horace
like Pythagoras, names four, Aristotle considers only three,
and most of the Arabs follow him, but Avicenna has 4,
Servius Tullius (in A. Gellius) has only three, but Mexia
himself described seven. He says :

-

By the common division of Astrologians, as well Arables, Caldees>
Greekes, and Latines. as also by the particular opinion of Proclus,
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Ptolomie and Let Reuell/ts. the life of Man is devided m seven Ages,
over every one of which ruleth and governeth one of the seven

Planetes

Infancy, he goes on to explain, is governed by the Moon,
childhood by Mercury, adolescence by Venus, young man-
hood by the Sun, maturity (Aetas virilis) by Mars, age by
Jupiter, and old age by Saturn.

Here we have the basis for what was, unquestionably, a

very popular division into seven ages.
7 The other widely

mentioned account of the seven ages is attributed- to Hip-
pocrates.

8
It is largely concerned with fixing the age limits

of the various periods, but says that the first age, of seven

years, is characterized by the shedding of teeth, the second

by puberty, the third by the development of the beard. The
fourth extends to the twenty-eighth year, the fifth to the

forty-ninth, the sixth to the age of fifty-six, after which old

age begins. The authority of this ancient physician is par-

ticularly important because the Elizabethans believed firmly
in the "climacteric/' The year of change from one age to

another was a critical one, and the ages were so divided
as to bring the change on some multiple of seven. Solon's ten

ages were allotted seven years each.
9

Astrology, medicine,
and numerology combined to make the seven ages by far

the most popular division of human life, although both in

literature and in art divisions into any number of ages
from three twelve may be found.10

But, except for the use of the number seven, Shakspere's
account has little in common with either the medical or the

astrological convention. He is concerned with appearance
and behavior, and his point of view is satiric. It is not sur-

prising, therefore, that critics have assumed that his lines

were inspired rather by a picture of the seven ages than by a

verbal account.
11

But there were verbal accounts of the ages of man which
have been overlooked, but which are much closer to Shaks-

pere's lines than any so far noticed. Shakspere was not

original in combining his description of the ages of man's

life with the notion that "all the world's a stage." Marcellus

Palingemus Stellatus, in his Zodiacus Vitae, begins his
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account of the ages of man's life with the statement that

life is a pageant; Barnabe Googe, in his translation, adds the

gloss, "The world a stage play
" 1J This whole book of the

Zodiacus is devoted to the subject of the folly and futility of

human life. It is much in the spirit of Jaques' remarks, and

since the Zodiacus was widely known and even used as a

schoolbook, it is not improbable that in writing Jaques'

speech Shakspere intended to recall this passage to his

hearers' minds. Palingenius describes the infant as crying,
the child was disciplined by masters and parents, the youth
as rash, amorous, and ready for brawls. Manhood brings

care, labor, and ambition, as well as honor. Old age is

marked by grey hair, failing senses, loss of teeth, and dotage.

Some lines, once attributed to Ralegh, seem to be based on

this passage in Palingenius. They are headed "De Morte "

Man's life's a tragedy: his mother's womb,
From which he enters, is his tiring-room,
This spacious earth the theatre; and the stage
That country which he lives in passions, rage,

Folly, and vice are actors the first cry
The prologue to the ensuing tragedy
The former act consisteth of dumb-shows,
The second, he to more perfection grows,
I'th'third he is a man, and doth begin
To nurture vice, and act the deeds of sin

I'th' fourth declines, i'th'fifth diseases clog
And trouble him, then death's his epilogue.

13

Here we have the moralizing spirit of Jaques and the com-
bination of the idea that "all the world's a stage" with the
account of the ages of man.14 But Palingenius describes only
five ages.

The Onomasticon of Julius Pollux, a Greek grammarian
of the second century A.D., has an account of

u
the seven

ages according to Hippocrates" which includes many strik-

ing parallels to Shakspere's lines.
15 The text of the Onomas-

tlcon was recovered by Filelfo and printed in Greek, with
a Latin index, by Aldus in 1502. There were several editions,
including one by A. F. Varchiese (1520) dedicated to
Thomas Linacre. In 1536 Grynaeus edited it at Basel where,
in 1541, the first Latin translation, by R. Gualther, was
published. This was the only translation available in the
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sixteenth century, and is the one, therefore, which I shall

quote.

The Onomasticon is a thesaurus, arranged topically rather
than alphabetically, and the second book opens with the

account of the seven ages of man (pp. 74-78). The para-

graphs are numbered, and the first is devoted to Hippo-
crates' account. The second is "De Hominis Partibus," and
the third supplies words for conception, abortion, and par-
turition. The fourth supplies words descriptive "De Infan-
tibus." These are mostly nouns and noun phrases, but the

section ends, "lacents sugens, mamillis uniuens, nuper a

foemina semotus, nuper ablactatus." The construction, as

well as the words, are suggestive of Shakspere's infant

"Mewling and puking in the nurse's arms." Paragraph V,
"De puerulis" has only two lines, but Pollux returns to the

second age later, as we shall see. Paragraph VI, "De
iuuenibus" which "Adolescentem uocauerunt" is also treated

at greater length in a later paragraph. But the fourth age,
"De Vivis" corresponds to Shakspere' soldier, "Bearded
like a pard." Pollux devotes almost the whole paragraph to

the beard and its development in "luuenum" and "Uirum."

Paragraph VIII is headed "De Adolescentibus" and

should, logically, have formed a part of VI. It begins,
ADolescentulus, Adulescens luuencus uero licet dicatur, Comicum
tamen magis est luuenum uero coetus, neolaila dicitur [the lover] .

Demde Vir est, qui militarem aetatem assecutus est [Shakspere's
soldier comes next after his lover], aetatem censui obnoxiam habens,

uegetus, feniens, bellicosae aetatis existens, . . .

Jealous in honour, sudden and quick in quarrel,

Seeking the bubble reputation
Even m the cannon's mouth . .

Paragraph IX takes up early middle age, "De Mediae
Aetatis : luuenibus." It begins, "Conciombus aptam aetatem

habens." Shakspere makes him a justice. Pollux supplies
words for degrees of grey hair, calls him Senex, and in

Greek, Presbyter, and ends, "Nihil est uetustius, pro eo

quod est, nihil est nobilius." Shakspere's justice is far more

graphic and picturesque,
In fair round belly with good capon lin'd,

"With eyes severe and beard of formal cut,

Full of wise saws and modern instances.
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Paragraph X, "De Senibus," is uninteresting for our pur-

pose, but XI, "De Vetvstate," has some interesting parallels

to Shakspere's last two ages Pollux quotes Hyperides as

saying,
In senectutis limme, in occasu mtae, ut lam balbutiat

lingua, ut uox obscura et mtricata existat, ut uox erret,

and his big manly voice,

Turning again toward childish treble, pipes

And whistles in his sound

ut senectus imbecillem reddident ["second childishness"],

ut pedes tremant & labentur, ut suit obhqui, mconstantes,

& his similia

The old man may be described as

Senior Saturno, edentulus [sans teeth], Senex capulans, decipiens,

damosus, desipiens, msulsus [sans taste], attntus, silicernium,

inuersus propter aeternem, immutatus ceruos, aut cornices aetate

superans aut Nymphis coaetaneus, & similia [sans everything].

Pollux next devotes a paragraph to women, but paragraph
XIII returns to the subject "De Formatis ab aetatibus

uerbis," and runs through some further descriptions of each

age Here we find the schoolboy :

Ephebis exire, instituere, turn etiam puerascere, educatio Et Puenlis

disciplina, apud Platonem inuenirur,

Youth is characterized by rashness or hastiness.

Lysias luueniliter audaces nommauit, audaces luuenes Vinhter
autem agere . . unde Vinliter, et former, ut Plato dixit, unde etiam

Coetus uirilis, secundum Isaeum

But when youth passes old age comes on, and we have
another collection of words to describe its infirmities. Only
one phrase is especially suggestive of Shakspere. Pollux
includes what Gualther translates as

u
extendi membra/' A

later translator renders the phrase "membra emarcida" 1 ''

which might have suggested
u
his shrunk shank."

Though Shakspere was a keen observer of life at first hand,
it does not seem probable that independent observation
would have produced so many parallels of phraseology. He
follows Pollux rather than either the astrological or the
medical tradition in the general characteristic of each age,
since Hippocrates puts the development of the beard in the
third age, Shakspere and Pollux put it in the fourth Mexia
assigns the fifth age to Mars. Shakspere and Pollux put
soldiering in the fourth; Shakspere's fifth age is nearer
Mexia's sixth. Hippocrates gives no descriptive details
about the sixth and seventh ages Mexia gives some, but
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those of his sixth age do not correspond to Shakspere's, and
Pollux has many and better parallels for the seventh age.

17

Altogether there are so many more verbal parallels be-

tween Pollux and Shakspere than between any other author
and the poet that, unless further evidence can be discovered,
we must assume that Shakspere's was drawing, either directly
or indirectly, on the Onomasticon. It is tempting to conjec-
ture that the country youth, coming up to town and finding
himself in competition with university men in the business

of playwriting, made an effort to improve his education
and his vocabulary and so became acquainted with this

famous thesaurus.

Unfortunately, we cannot be sure that he did not make
the acquaintance of Pollux either in the schoolroom at

Stratford, or indirectly through some lost or unidentified

English rhetoric or wordbook. What we can be reasonably
sure of is that he was following a verbal rather than, or in

addition to, a pictorial tradition, and that he was putting
into Jaques' mouth, as Professor Campbell believes, not an

expression of personal disillusion, but a set of rhetorical

commonplaces such as a conventional malcontent of no great
intellectual stature might utter.

Hunter College, New York City.

lOxford Press, 1943, p 51

2$ee the collections in Boswell's Malone ed (1821), VI, 519-21; J W Jones,
"Observations on the Origin of the Division of Man's Life Into Stages/* Arcbaeologia,
XXXV (1853), 167-89, J G Waller, "Christian Iconography and Legendary Art:

The Wheel of Human Life, or the Seven Ages," Gentleman's Magazine,XXXIX ( 1853 ) ,

494-502, John Martin (ed ) , The Seven Ages of Shakespeare (London, 1840) , an elabo-

rate but unimportant study, Henry Green, Shakespeare and the Emblem Writers

( 1870) , 405-10, which follows Jones and adds little, and the editions of As You Like It

in the New Variorum Shakespeare, ed H H Furness, VIII (1890), 122-24; The
Arden Shakespeare, ed J W Holme (1914), and G L Kittredge's edition (Boston,
n d ) , p xvn.

3
"Jaques' 'Seven Ages* and Bartholomaeus Anglicus," MLN, UV (1939), 273-76.

4"Jacques' 'Seven Ages' and Censormus," MLN, LV (1940), 103-51.

^'Jacques' 'Seven Ages and Pedro Mexia," MLN, LVI (1941), 601-3.
6This is an abridged translation of Mexia, but it gives the passage in question in full

It appeared in 1571 under the title, The Foreste or Collection of Histories, and is from
the French of Claude Gruget (1552) rather than from Mexia's Spanish (1543). See

Bk I, ch 17, pp 45-49
7Sir Walter Ralegh follows Mexia in his account of the seven ages in his History of

the World, I, 2, sec 5, see Works (Oxford, 1829), II, 60
8It does not appear in the extant works of Hippocrates, and is known only through

the report of Philo Judaeus, m his Liber de mundi optficio; see Phdo, ed F H. Colson

and G T Whitaker (Loeb Classics, 1929), I, 83-87-. Philo also describes Solon's ten

ages.
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9Macrobius describes an elaborate division and sub-division of man's life into periods
of seven years, months, and days, see In Sommum Sciptoms. Bk I, ch 6

10Professor S C Chew, in a lecture at the Pierpont Morgan Library, has recently

presented a very interesting collection of illustrations of pictorial representations of the

ages showing every number from three to twelve
11It seems not to have been recorded in this connection that there was a tapestry of

the "Seven Ages of Man" hanging in the roval palace at Greenwich about the tune ot

Queen Mary, and no doubt still there in Shakspere's day, see E Hasted, Kent (1778),
I, 60, from MS. Harl 1419, foi 37

12Edition of 1588, pp 99-100, under "Virgo
"

13
Ralegh's Works, VIII, 704-5 The lines may post-date Shakspere's, but they are

in spirit and substance a summary of Paitngenms
14I am indebted to Miss Rosamond Tuve for calling my attention to this passage
15The accounts of the seven ages in both Censormus and Pollux were first mentioned

in this connection by J. W. Jones, op ctt , but not described or discussed

*6Ed Amsterdam, 1706, pp 153-63
11'Notes and Queries, III, xn, 123, notes that Hono's Montaigne has the phrases

"sans tongues, sans eyes, and sans ears" in the "Apologie for Raymond Seybound
"

It

also notes (I, xii, 7) that the psuedo-Platonic Axtochus describes the successive miseries
of human life. But the division as into five ages, see the facsimile reprint of the trans-
lation attributed to Spenser by F M Padelford (Johns Hopkins Press, 1934) , pp 46-48



SHAKSPERE'S HEROIC SHREW
BY RAYMOND A HOUK

(Conclusion)

II

Shakspere's heroine is neither to be listed in medical

journals as a case of deranged physical functions nor in

theological libraries as an example of a woman who was
possessed of a devil

;
Katherine is rather to be placed in the

galaxy of Shakspere's women among those who come but
short of perfection.

During the course of The Shrew it becomes apparent that

a bride should be young and beautiful, and not without an

ample dowry; fair and chaste, with all the virtues of mod-
esty and sobriety. She should be gentle, temperate, and

patient, conformable in all things to her duty. She should be
kind and loving, obedient, in turn, to her parents and to her

husband, and not niggard in giving thanks.

She should look as clear as morning roses newly washed
with dew (II i. 173-174) ;

she should be virtuous and fair

(lines 43, 92), though brown in hue as hazelnuts; straight
and slender as the hazel twig; princely in gait as Dian in a

grove (lines 254-263). She should not be proud-minded
(line 132), but mild and pleasant, courteous and, possibly,
slow in speech (lines 247-248), knowing when to be silent

and when to speak with soft low tongue and lowly courtesy

(Ind.i.ii4). The ideal wife should have a cheerful counte-

nance, sweet as springtime flowers, nevefr frowning or soutj
with no sullen biting of the lip (II. 1.229, 23 T

J
245> 248-250)

or threatening unkind brow (V.ii 136). She should, how-

ever, not be without wit and eloquence (11,1.177). Affable
and merry, she should share in gamesome mood the humors
of her husband (lines 247, 253). Of all titles she should

avoid, the worst, such a one as 'Katherine the curst' (Lii. 129-

130; ILi.iSy).

With this latter paragraph (largely derived from Petru-
chio's not wholly mocking description of Katherine in the

wooing scene) ,
with the rhyme of curst and worst, may be
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compared a similar negative-and-positive description of the

ideal wife in Robert Tofte's translation of Lodovico Ariosto's

Satire on Marriage a satire which tells how to choose and
how to rule a wife :

Pure of complexion let her be and good,
And in her cheekes faire circled crimson blood

Hie colours argue choler and distaste,

And such hot blouds are seldome made to waste

Let her be milde and wittie, but not curst,

Nor foolish, for of all breeds thats the worst.

None so deformed are, or ugly foule,

As fooles which more are gazd at then the Owle.

Let her be pleasing, full of curtesie,

Lowly of minde, prides deadly enemie

Pleasant of speech, seldome sad or never,

And let her countnance cheareful be for ever,

A viniger tart looke or dowdy brow,
Furroud with wrinckles I doe not allow.

And so to pout or lowre through sullennesse,

Is a strong signe of dogged peevishnesse. (p 57)
3 'J

Shakspere's ideal of womanhood obviously was his in com-
mon with those of other men. He was, however, probably
too much of a realist, and a humorist, to believe implicitly
in his own idealizations, for, before the play is over, he
permits even the model Bianca to exhibit some of the quali-
ties of a shrew.

The difference between Kathenne and other women of
better reputation, accordingly, may be regarded as merly
one of degree In The Defence of Good Women Sir Thomas
Elyot declares that Aristotle says, "that a woman is a worke
of nature unperfecte. And more over, that her propertie is

to delyte in rebukyng, and to be alway complayning, and
never contented."

40

Althought such a characterization may
be unfair to women in general, it would seem to fit Shaks-
pere's shrew well enough. In A Shrew, II.i..$, Valeria refers
to "Kate" as one "whom nought can please

"

There are many indications in The Shrew that {Catherine
may have been accustomed to have her lugubrious moments
(cf. 11.1.286; IV.i.146, 152) . After a stormy and futile scene
{Catherine bids her father,

Talk not to me! I will go sit and weep
Till I can find occasion of revenge (IIi35-36)
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Petruchio presently prepares himself to meet and woo a
Katherine who may

u
rail" and "frown" or who may be

"mute and will not speak a word" (lines 170-175).

When, shamed by the non-appearance of the bridegroom
on the day appointed for her marriage, Katherine, after a
brave speech (III. li. 8-20, 26), exits "weeping," she would
seem to have just cause, as noted above

; yet Baptista's words,
"I cannot blame thee now to weep" (line 27), would seem
to imply that she may have been wont to weep without
rhyme or reason.

Later, when tamed, Katherine addresses the "froward
wives" in words once applicable to herself:

Fie, fie 1 unknit that threatmng unkind brow,
And dart not scornful glances from those eyes
To wound thy lord, thy king, thy governor!
It blots thy beauty as frosts do bite the meads,
Confounds thy fame as whirlwinds shake fair buds,

And in no sense is meet or amiable

A woman mov'd is like a fountain troubled,

Muddy, ill-seeming, thick, bereft of beauty;
And while it is so, none so dry or thirsty

Will deign to sip or touch one drop of it (V.ii.136-145)

These lines may be thought, in part, indicative of choler,
but the "fountain troubled" and the "frosts" which bite the

meads would seem more suggestive of melancholy.
41

Although Katherine is often moved to anger, she is also

frequently moved to tears.

Aristotle, as quoted by Elyot, may well have had a shrew
in mind when he stated that a woman's "propertie is to

delyte in rebukyng, and to be always complayning, and
never contented." With such a conception Shakspere's

heroine, as a typical shrew, is in entire accord.

Probably no one in sixteenth-century England needed to

be told what a curst shrew was, but many a man may have

wished he knew how to tame his. That Shakspere himself

believed in the efficacy of Petruchio's method is to be

doubted; he concludes The Shrew with a remark by Lucen-

tio,
"
'Tis a wonder, by your leave, she will be tam'd so."

i. Lucentio, however, would probably have been sur-
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prised had he been told that Kathenne had been "reduced

to marital compatibility" by a
u
physical therapy.

71 Thus has

Mr. Draper reaffirmed his thesis of "Kate the Curst
1 '

by the

statements, here quoted in full, that "Kate is reduced to

marital compatibility by damp and cold and starvation,"

and that Shakspere in The Shrew "cures the disease oi

choler in a few scenes by the recognized physical therapy,
which is forced upon the patient"

42

(i) Although Petruchio makes some use of "starvation,"
it is more than doubtful whether "damp and cold" play, or

are supposed to play, a part in the taming of the shrew.
4*

The word 'damp' does not occur in The Shrew.

It is true, the time is obviously winter, the weather cold,

and fire required (IV.i-4, 17, 21, 41 ; V.ii.ioa) ; but, except
for some choice clowning by Grumio the fool, no use is

made in The Shrew of the idea of cold.

To Curtis' question, "Is she so hot a shrew as she's re-

ported?" (IV.i.22), Grumio replies proverbially,
She was, good Curtis, before this frost, but thou know'st winter

tames man, woman, and beast, for it hath tam'd my old master, and

my new mistress, and myself, fellow Curtis (lines 23-26)

The latter, it may be observed (lines 27-28) ,
seems to regard

Grumio's statement as having been made for no purpose
other than to call him a beast

44

Grumio is accustomed to speak with humorous exaggera-
tion. He calls himself "a piece of ice" and declares that his

"master and mistress are almost frozen to "death" (lines

14, 40) ,

4S Yet when Petruchio and Katherine actually appear
there is no reference made either to cold or to any need
of heat.

Such an effect of frost upon "man, woman, and beast"
was more humorously than literally alleged. Moreover,
winter's taming of all living creatures subject to its cold
would be something other than the taming of a shrew.
Neither Grumio, Petruchio, nor Katherine has actually
been tamed; Grumio explicitly warns Curtis lest he feel
their mistress' hand (line 32). But Grumio's words are as

unnecessary as irrelevant, for, as Curtis finally permits him-
self to declare, "There's fire ready

1
'

(line 41; cf. lines cc

97-98, II7-H8).
46
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There is no evidence in The Shrew that Katherine suffers

cold at any other time than, possibly, during the horseback
ride on the afternoon of her wedding day. Accordingly,
when Hortensio on Thursday asks her,

47
"Mistress, what

cheer?" and she replies, "Faith, as cold as can be"
( IV.iii.37) ,

neither of them, apparently, is referring to the temperature
of the air or of her body.

48
Petruchio exhorts her, "Pluck up

thy spirits ;
look cheerfully upon me" (line 38) . Fasting from

Sunday morning (or Saturday evening) to the following
Thursday, together with loss of sleep, would seem to be
sufficient to account for Katherine's depressed spirits.
Grumio's statement on her wedding day that winter "hath
tam'd my old master, and my new mistress, and myself"
(IV.i.24-25), is a fool's jest which should fool no one.

There is, accordingly, no evidence in The Shrew to sup-

port Mr. Draper's assertion that "the cold and mud of the

journey counteract her hot, dry humor, and start the cure"
of Katherine the curst.

49

(2) Mr. Draper's other assertion that, in the country, "the

severe regimen of cold and hunger and watching tempers
her choleric spirit until she learns to 'entreat',"

50
is not, how-

ever, so obviously in error. Deleted of the word, 'cold' and
made to read, "the severe regimen of hunger and watching
brings Katherine to a realization of her folly in having
refused to give thanks for services rendered her," it would
seem to be a fairly correct description of the course of events.

Somewhat beside the point, Mr. Draper cites Galen in

support of the notion that "much eting is also dangerful
to this [choleric] humor," and asserts that Petruchio "sees

to it that she shall have little food."
51

Enforced fasting or starvation does play an important

part in the taming of the shrew, but the "starvation" involves

more than a mere reduction in the amount of food allowed

Katherine; it would seem to be, while it lasts, total. The
first food which is given to her after her marriage on Sunday
is that in the scene of IV.iii.36-52 (which must be dated

Thursday) . The question becomes, accordingly, not whether
a reduced diet would be beneficial to one supposed to have
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a choleric humor, but whether a four days
1

fast would have

been prescribed by Shakspere's medical contemporaries as a

cure for choler.

Sir Thomas Elyot is on record as having declared that, "to

a choleryke person, it is right dangerous, to use long absti-

nence."
52 Andrew Boorde likewise declared, "Colorycke men

should not be longe fastynge/'
53 These two, at least, would

hardly have thought that the fasting ordeal, to which Petru-

chio subjects Katherine, would cure choleric humor.

Although, after her bootless attempt to avoid being behold-

ing to Petruchio for her meat (IV.iii.i-35), Katherine is

permitted to eat on Thursday, her taming has not yet been

affected; she merely meets one of Petruchio's conditions,
that of giving thanks (lines 41-47). That she has not fully
subdued herself to her husband, is vividly brought out in the

subsequent episodes of the cap and the gown, and in the

dispute concerning the time of day.

-

It would seem, accordingly, that Petruchio does not tame
his wife by means of any "physical therapy."

2. The taming of the shrew is a process to which many
things contribute. Properly understood in the traditional

sense, it is something other than a rectification of bodily
disorders; it involves a change in Katherine's way of

thinking.

An early clew as to Petruchio's method is provided by the

jesting Grumio. Says he, "O' my word, an she knew him as

well as I do, she would think scolding would dp little good
upon him" (I.ii. 108-110). Scolding would seem to be a

device employed by Katherine to gain her own way;
54

there
are obviously others in her bag of tricks, but Petruchio is

to be moved by none of them
;
he presently informs Baptista :

I am as peremptory as she proud-minded;
And where two raging fires meet together,

They do consume the thing that feeds their fury.

Though little fire grows great with little wind,
Yet extreme gusts will blow out fire and all

So I to her, and so she yields to me,
For I am rough and woo not like a babe (II i.132-138)

35
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Despite these physical images (which have original ref-

erence to his wooing), Petruchio does not, even after his

marriage, lay a violent hand upon Katherine. He and she
seem to recognize the fact that no gentleman would strike

a lady (11.1.220223). Directing his oaths and blows at his

hapless servants, Petruchio anticipates Katherine in pvery
imminent outburst of violence and abusive words, so that
the latter presently finds herself, in a role new to her,

interceding in behalf of the servants and urging her husband
to patience.

Grumio, having already spoken of the "foul ways"
(IV,i.2), says, not without possible exaggeration, to Curtis:

Tell thou the tale But hadst thou not cross'd me, thou shouldst have

heard how her horse fell, and she under her horse; thou shouldst have

heard in how miry a place, how she was bemoiTd, how he left her

with the horse upon her, how he beat me because her horse stumbled,
how she waded through the dirt to pluck him oil me; how he swore,
how she pray'd that never pray'd before, (lines 74-81 )

"Patience, I pray you. 'Twas a fault unwilling" (line 159),

urges Katherine when Petruchio strikes another servant.

I pray you, husband, be not so disquiet" (line 171), she

implores him after he may have thrown the meat at the

servants.

Similar to Petruchio's role of a "grumbling groom"
(III.ii.i55; IV.i. 191-192) is the simulated wrath of "the

Father" who could "act any Part, as well as any Comedian,"
in Eulalia's tale to Xantippe of "a Gentleman of a noble

Family" who married a young Lady, a Virgin of seventeen

Years of Age," in Desiderius Erasmus' colloquy "The Un-

easy Wife" (translated in 1557 as A mery dialogue decla-

ringe the property es of shrowde shrewes and honest <wyves) ,

56

As Petruchio is neither to be satisfied with a railing scold

nor with a sullen peevish wife, so Erasmus 5

hero, who wanted
"an agreeable Companion," not "one that was always a

crying, and fretting herself," thought to form his wife's

"Manners to his own Humour."57 As Erasmus' hero, whom
Eulalia calls "the best natur'd Man in the World" (and
whom modern historians would identify with Sir Thomas

More) ,

58
is reluctant to follow the suggestion of his "Father-

in-Law" that he "cudgel" his "disobedient" wife "into a due
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Submission," so Petruchio also prefers the use of
uArt or

Authority" to persuade Katherine to submit to his will.

Katherine, as the "young lady
11

of Eulalia's tale (whose

original may have been More's first wife, Jane Colt), who

formerly "neither knew" her husband nor herself, is to be-

come "another Sort of Person," henceforth "mindful of her

Duty."
59

Eulalia's young lady is an example of a petulant bride who
had to be taught obedience to the rule of her husband.

Xantippe, the uneasy wife of Erasmus' merry dialogue,
illustrates the more violent aspects of Katharine's conduct G0

In The Wife Lapped in Morels Skin the unnamed hus-

band beats Jone with birch rods until she swoons, and then

binds her, naked and bloody, in a salted raw horsehide until

she has a change of heart.
61

Ariosto, in his Satire on Marriage, offers advice to a lord.

After he has told the "thrice noble Hanibal," according to

Robert Tofte's version, "how a wife to chuse," Ariosto gives
him further directions :

But now since I have taught thee how to get,

Thy best of choice, and thee on horse-backe set

He learne thee how to ride her wild or tame,
To curb her when, and when to raine the same* (p 62 )

Tofte has interpolated the phrase, "wild or tame." The
Italian runs :

Poi ch'io t'ho posto assai ben a cavallo

Ti voglio pur mostrar come lo guidi,
Come spinger lo dei, come fermallo. ( 379a )

e2

In The Shrew, II.1.278-280, Petruchio declares to Katherine :

For I am he am born to tame you, Kate,
And bring you from a wild Kate to a Kate
Conformable as other household Kates.

Ariosto continues with the figure of a horse :

Meglio con la man dolce si raffena,
Che con forza il cavallo: e meglio i cani
Le lusmghe fan tuoi, die la catena ( 379a>

This Tofte renders as :

A gentle hand, A Colt doth sooner tame
Then chaines or fetters which do make him lame. (p. 62 )

**
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On the superiority of a gentle hand over chains or fetters

Shakspere is in agreement with Erasmus and Ariosto as

against the author of The Wife Lapped in Morels Skin.

Instead of a horse or a colt, however, Shakspere uses the

figure of training a falcon:

My falcon now is sharp, and passing empty,
And till she stoop she must not be full-gorg'd,
For then she never looks upon her lure.

Another way I have to man my haggard,
To make her come, and know her keeper's call:

That is, to watch her, as we watch these kites

That bate and beat and will not be obedient. (IV i 193-199)

Obedience seems to have been the chief thing a sixteenth-

century husband demanded of a wife.

Katherine, although not yet minded to show obedience to

her husband, seems to have shown some recognition of the

virtue of patience; but Petruchio remains dissatisfied with
Her failure to

u
give thanks" before meat (IV.i. 161-163) ;

he continues the taming process with the requirement that

she shall voice thanks for services rendered her (IV.iii.

39-43) ;
then he requires that she shall cease to contradict

him, no matter how wrong he obviously is
; finally he requires

that she shall enter with full abandon into his mood. Nothing
less than a complete revolution in her way of thinking is

Petruchio's demand.

Although Katherine apparently has made some sort of

submission to Petruchio before they take to the road on

Thursday afternoon to journey to Padua, she does not fully
see the light until, as it were on the road to Damascus, she

has a sudden burst of understanding, and decides to play
Petruchio's game :

Forward, I pray, since we have come so far,

And be it moon, or sun, or what you please.

And if you please to call it a rush candle,

Henceforth I vow it shall be so for me. (IV v 12-15 )

The measures which Petruchio had previously taken, such

as depriving her of meat and sleep, and of a new cap and

gown, may have shown her the folly of refusing to fall in

with his humor. Petruchio had given no sufficient reason

for dragging her home before the wedding dinner (Ill.ii.
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186-194) ;
he gave a reason by no means valid for depriving

her of supper on Sunday evening; what reasons he may
have given her for keeping her fasting from Sunday to

Thursday are not fully stated
;
his reasons for rejecting the

new cap and gown were nonsensical (IV.iii.59-170) ;
his

statement on Thursday afternoon that it was "some seven

o'clock" in the morning (IV.iii.iSg-igo) was so palpably

wrong that, had Katherine then had an active sense of humor,
she would hardly have bothered to correct him; however,

when, somewhat later in the day, Petruchio calls the sun a

moon (IV.v.2), she understands, though a little belatedly,
that he is but being humorous Possibly {Catherine's meta-

morphosis (so called in The Taming of a Shrew, V.i.88)
consists in gaining a saving sense of humor, as well as in

yielding the mastery to her husband. Her words to Vin-

centio would seem to have something of a humorous cast

Although tamed, her spirit remains unbroken. Katherine

has subdued her mind, heart, and reason to her husband

(V.ii. 170-171), yet much to Petruchio's delight, she retains

her full vigor, as of old, to be employed with obvious relish

against the headstrong women (lines 20-35, 136-179)

It may, accordingly, be concluded that the heroine of

The Taming of the Shrew is not to be described as the victim
of a choleric humor, nor is the taming process to which
she is subjected to be called a cure for choler; she is neither

to be thought of as sexually thwarted nor as possessed of a

devil. Katherine, once a wailing woman and a common
scold, is so changed in the latter scenes of the play that

Petruchio foresees for himself "peace" and "love, and quiet
life," and, "to be short, what not that's sweet and happy"
(V.ii.ioy-iio). An understanding wife, responsive to her
husband's will and ready to "do him ease" (line 179),
Katherine is superior to Bianca, and inferior to none of

Shakspere's heroines.

Washington, D. C.

39This quotation from Anosto's Satyres (London, 1608), with its mention of
"choler" and "hot blouds," would possibly have more significance for the problem of
Shakspere's use of medical terms in The Shrew if it could be demonstrated that
Tofte had made his free and annotated translation m time for its use in the original
shrew play Tofte's manuscript had been in other hands for some time before its publi-
cation, as he indicates by his statement that it had' been printed without his "consent
or knowledge, in another man's name" (The Blazon of Jealouste, London, 1615, p 6>
28, 63) It is definitely known that Tofte was making translations from Ariosto m
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1592, for the first of his Two Tales, Translated out of Artosto (London, 1597), is

dated "Siena 28 di Luho 1592
"
Tofte was in Italy "between March, 1591, and June,

1594" (Franklin B Williams, Jr , "Robert Tofte," RES, XIII [1937], 287). Had
Tofte forwarded his manuscript of Anosfo's Satires to England m time for its use in

the original shrew play and in The Shrew, the fact would serve to explain how the

manuscript had come into other hands and was published without his knowledge.
Besides the quotation given above, there are also other parallels between Anosto's

Satytes and The Shreiv and A Shiew, both individually and in common The relation-

ship indicated would seem to be an influence from Anosto's Satyres first upon the

common source of A Shew and The Shiew and then upon The Shiew alone, much as

Anosto's I Suppositt was first used for the earlier form of the play and then used by
Shakspere when he rewrote it as The Shew

40E J Howard (Oxford, Ohio, 1940), p 26 It may be of some significance for

Katherme's telling the headstrong women "What duty they do owe their lords and
husbands" (Vn 130-179) > that Elyot's Zenobia sets forth in Aristotelian terms, derived

from her "studye in moral philosophy," the "duety" of women to their husbands (ibid.,

pp 55-57) Theie are other indications that The Defence of Good Women may have
influenced The Shiew in its original form

41 See note 55 below

42"Benedick and Beatrice," 1EGP< XLI (1942), 140
43Mr Draper's declaration (JNMD, op ctt , p 760; that Shakspere in The Shrew

"adds to his source [by which he means A Shrew] a description of the journey after

the wedding with its detail of the cold inclement season, for this was doubtless intended

to play its part in the curing of Kate's choler," is misleading In A Shrew also the

time is supposed to be winter, fire is provided in Ferando's chamber (III i 35-36), and
mention is made of "the winter rage" (III v 59)

44A hint for such name calling was probably found in Anosto (Supposes, IIIi.

19-21)
45Takmg Grumio literally, Mr Draper reads his own ideas into the text of The

Shrew, when he declares that "Petruchio took care to expose his wife to mud and mire
and cold," etc (op ctt , p 760) ,

The word 'mud* does not occur in The Shrew,

4CMr Draper, who refers to "a cheerless house in which apparently the servants

have not yet made the fire" (op. at
, p 760;, seems to have overlooked Curtis' state-

ment
47See note 15 above
48This is in opposition to Mr Draper, who also erroneously dates the scene of

IV in. 1-58 on the day after the wedding (op, ctt., p 760)
d., p 761

d., pp 761-762

p. 760
*~The Cartel of Helth (London, 1541), p 71 verso, fascimile, New York, 1936

Elyot, citing "Hipocrates" and "the opynion of best lerned men," as well as his "own

peynful experience," supports his declaration with divers reasons
5BA compendyous Regyment or a dyetary of Helth (London, 1542), F. J Furmvall,

EETS, Ex Ser No 10, p 288, London, 1870
r>4Cf Draper, op <,it., p. 758
53Mr Draper asserts* "Petruchio more auspiciously compares his humor and hers

to 'two raging fires' that will the more quickly burn each other out" (op. tit , p 759)
This would seem to be an improper use of the figure of the "two raging fires" (II i 133)
to build up a case for a choleric humor

5CFirst edition in 1523 Cf. The Colloquies of Erasmus, tr by Nicholas Bailey (ed

1878, London), I, 249-251 Desiderti Erasmi Roterodami Opera omnta (Lugdum
Batavorum, 1703-1706), I, 702-707 The unique copy of the 1557 translation of

"The Uneasy Wife" (London) is in the British Museum The tale of the "Gentleman"
and the "young Lady" was omitted from the translation of the "Dialogue betweene a

good Woman and a Shrew" in William Burton's Seven Dialogues both ptthie and

profitable (London, 1606)
^Bailey, I, 250.
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y, I, 251 Of P. S Allen, "More and Netherhall," LTSS (Dec 26, 1918),
p 654, Preserved Smith, A Key to the Colloqwes of Etasrnus (Cambridge, 1927),
p. 15 More's second wife, the widow Alice Middleton, is also said to have been

something of a shrew

=Bailey, I, 251
e Other parallels with The Shrew would seem to support a suggestion that Shaks-

pere may have used "The Uneasy "Wife" and others of Erasmus' colloquies Cf "The
Integrity of Shakespeare's The Taming of the Shtew "

JEGP. XXXIV ( 1940) , 225
^See note 28 above, and pp 82-88
62See note 39 above This is "Satira Qumta" in Opete di At Lodovtco Arioso

(Venezia, 1730), II, 377-379 Numerous editions of Le Sattte appeared after Anosto's
death m 1533

63It may be only a coincidence that Sir Thomas More's first wife, \vhom he is said
to have taught obedience, was a Colt



POLONIUS'S ADVICE TO LAERTES
BY N B. ALLEN

THE
question of how we should interpret Polonius's

advice to Laertes in Hamlet, I, 3, has been the source of
much difference of opinion The difficulty arises from

the fact that the advice is wise and well phrased, while the

speaker of it, Polonius, is elsewhere a foolish old man.1

As Professor Schucking has pointed out
2

, attempts to har-
monize the speech with Polonius's character take two forms.
Some critics try to raise the character of Polonius to the
level of the speech, others to lower the speech to the level

of Polonius. The first group supposes that Polonius has not

always been a fool if he had been, they say, Claudius would
not respect him as he does.

3
Therefore, when he can depend

upon his stored-up knowledge, they declare, he sounds like

a wise man; otherwise he reveals that he is a simpleton.
4

The second group argues that the speech is not really wise
at all, that it is a trite collection of so-called wisdom which

only a vulgarian could admire. By parading such trivialities,

they insist, Polonius increases'our contempt for him.5

The weakness of the first argument that this is stored-up
wisdom is that Polonius does not elsewhere reveal this

ability to memorize and repeat It is true that he often

boasts of the lessons he has learned from life as in his

warning to Ophelia earlier in the same scene and in his

explanation to the Queen of the reason for Hamlet's mad-
ness (II, 2), but in these cases his wisdom is clownish and

lamely expressed, not well integrated and epigrammatic as

in the passage in question.

The second argument that the speech is contemptible
is an obvious rationalization. Nearly all modern readers do
admire Polonius's advice, and its similarity to passages in

Lyly's Euphues and Lodge's A Margarite of America/ both
of which were then popular, indicates that the attitude of

the Elizabethans was the same.

But when it is concluded that the passage is in fact out of

character, the problem still remains: Why did Shakspere
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put it into the play? Schiicking has given no answer to this

question.

It seems possible that Shakspere was here using a passage

not originally intended for Hamlet. The following argu-

ments can be advanced in support of this possibility:

1. Polonius makes no specific reference to Laertes or his

journey to France except in the two lines :

And they m France of the best rank and station

Are of a most select and generous chief m that

And these lines are easily separable from the rest. Indeed,
the typesetter of Qi seems to have realized that they should

be so separated, for he omitted from them the quotation
marks by which he indicated the gnomic quality of the rest

of the speech.
7

2. When read in connection with the preceding and fol-

lowing lines, the passage shows evidence of having been

inserted. Polonius tells Laertes to hasten and then delays
him with this long advice. Of course, it may be argued that

Shakspere was trying by this means to make Polonius ridic-

ulous,
8
but if he had been would he not have made the

passage ridiculous as well? Did Shakspere expect the audi-

ence to have the perspicacity to laugh at Polonius for giving
advice at the same time that they revered the advice he gave?
In this connection it should be noted that if the passage is

deleted from the text, the continuity of the speeches which
remain is excellent.

3. As has been often shown, Shakspere has elsewhere made
insertions in his plays, insertions which in two cases are

clearly indicated by the mislining of the blank verse. This
mislining apparently resulted when the passages were added
in the margins of the manuscripts. The passages are 'The
lunatic, the lover, and the poet" speech of Theseus in A
Midsummer Night's Dream, V, i,

9 and Mercutio's "Queen
Mab" speech in Romeo and Juliet, I, 4. The second of
these passages is no more in keeping with Mercutio's char-
acter than is the advice to Laertes with that of Polonius.
During most of the play Mercutio burlesques romantic
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ideas in bawdy terms. Here he speaks with fragile dainti-

ness. It is true that both Mercutio's and Polonius's speeches

may be made fairly convincing when spoken by an actor on
the stage Shakspere would not have put them into the

plays if this were not possible but the inconsistencies are

there, for all that.

Critics who believe in the complete unity of Shakspere's
text should remember before they show too much zeal in its

defense that to make an insertion in a play was not extraor-

dinary in Shakspere's time. According to a large body of

critical opinion, Ben Jonson made insertions in Kyd's
Spanish Tragedy, and Middleton did the same thing in

Shakspere's Macbeth; and in neither case is the added mate-
rial altogether in keeping with the rest. That Shakspere
was acquainted with the practice is shown by his represent-

ing Hamlet as making an insertion "of some dozen or six-

teen lines" in The Murder of Gonzago, as well as by the

textual evidence of the two passages in A Midsummer
Night's Dream and Romeo and Juliet cited above.

But this merely proves that the passage may have been
inserted. The strongest evidence is, after all, the lack of

harmony between the speech and the character. The char-

acter of Polonius is comparable to a cathedral part of

which is built in an architectural style different from the

rest like Chartres or St. John the Divine. The natural

supposition of those who see one of these cathedrals is that

the inharmonious part was built earlier or later than the

rest. And yet neither in the character nor in the cathedral

is beauty destroyed.
11

*L L Schuckmg, ia Character Problems tn Shakespeare's Plays (New York, 1922),
pp 102-103, has shown that Polonius is, during nearly all the play, little better than
what Hamlet calls him, a "tedious old fool."

a/W, pp 105-109.
3Schuckmg cites Richard Loening (Die Hamlet-Tiagodie Shakspeare [Stuttgart,

18931 pp 298-319) as an example of this type of critic Loening insists that there are

no real contradictions in Shakspere's handling of Polonius He says (p. 299)' "Der
Dichter hat . . hier einen vollig einheitlichen und harmonischen Charakter geshaffen."

4In Wtlhelm Metsters Lekriahre, Goethe makes the actor who is to take the part of

Polonius say (Book V, Chapter 6)
* "Ich will reden wie em Buch wenn ich mich

vorbereitet habe, und wie em Thor, wenn ich bei guter Laune bin."
5
Joseph Quincey Adams, in his commentary to his edition of Hamlet, (Cambridge,

1929) p. 206, says of Polomus's advice to Laertes "His fondness for trite wisdom
gets the better of him. ... It is, indeed, amusing how the intellectually middle class

like tags of wordly wisdom or platitudinous sentiment."
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6William Lowes Rushton, in, Shakespeare's Eupbitnm (London, 1871), pp 44-47,
tries to show that Shakspere's passage was imitated from Euphnei, and Frederick Brie,

in the Shakespeare Jabrbuch (XLII, 1906), pp 209-211, claims that Lodge's work was
the source.

7In this lack of reference to the situation, Polonms's speech is different from many
of Shakspere's gnomic passages Prospero, for instance, in his speech about the transiton

nature of life (The Tempest, IV, 1, 148-158) refers twice to the pageant of spirits

which aroused him to philosophize
8Loemng (Ibid ) and J Q Adams (Ibid ) make this claim
9The blank verse of this passage was mislmed in Q-, See the note by T L> Wilson

to the Cambridge edition (Cambridge, 1924), and my note in The Sbttkt,'\pean
j

Association Bulletin ( April, 1938), pp 121-122
10This passage was printed as prose in Q., of Romeo and Juhet See J Dover Wilson

and A W. Pollard, "The 'Stolne and Surreptitious' Shakesperian Texts 'Romeo and
Juliet, 1597," Times Literary Supplement, (August 15, 1919 ),p 434nA like suggestion is made in relation to Hamlet's third soliloquy in an article b\
me m The Shakespeare Association Bulletin (October, 19^8) See pp 201-20"7
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Editorial Comment

WAS SHAKSPERE A BOTCHER?
By S. A. T.

Dr Allen's essay on Polonms's ad-

vice to the departing Laertes, published
m this issue of the BULLETIN, is

deserving of especial attention, not

only because of its logic and persuasive-
ness but also because of its implications.
If Dr. Allen is right in thinking that

Polonms's advice is sound, logical and

sensible, and therefore not fitting such
a foolish person as Polonius is por-

trayed to be, then we .must assume
either that Shakspere, being an incom-

petent artist, bungled his delineation of

the loquacious old councillor, making
him an inconsistent personality, or, be-

ing an unconscionable artist, foisted

into the play a speech which he hap-

pened to have in his notebook and
which he was loath to leave unused

Undoubtedly writers do insert lines

and even paragraphs and whole sec-

tions and pages of material into their

compositions, be these poems, plays or

novels, but they do not insert matter

that is irrelevant or not in harmony,
or even in actual disharmony, with
what precedes or follows. Furthermore,
when an artist, be he poet, dramatist

or novelist, makes such an insertion,

he knows how to link it to the rest of

the work in such a manner as to avoid

detection He not only knows how to

do so but he does it. The fact that

Polonms's speech (Hamlet, I, ni, 57-80,
in Furness's edition) can be omitted

without spoiling the continuity of the

speeches proves nothing Many speeches
and even whole scenes can be

deleted from Shakspere's (and others'

plays) without leaving a noticeable

gap or giving an impression of patdu-
ness. Dr. Allen's statement that it "has

been often shown" that "Shakspere has

elsewhere made insertions in his plays"
is an erroneous over-statement; this has

not been shown to have been the case

even in the two instances he cites

(Theseus's and Mercutio's speeches);
it has only been asserted or claimed,
not shown Mislimng of speeches, the

basis for the assertion, may result from
other causes than marginal additions;

besides, the Polonius speech is not
mislmed.
Even if we assume that the speech is

too wise for Polonius, it does not fol-

low that the speech was not originally
intended for him. Shakspere is fre-

quently inconsistent in his character

delineations, note, for example King
Lear, Macbeth and his Lady, Cloten,
and even Hamlet, hence the inter-

minable discussions regarding them.
What persons in real life are not some*
times inconsistent? Sensible persons
often say and do foolish things, and
foolish persons sometimes speak and
act sensibly. Polonius speaks wisely,

very wisely, when he says "We are oft

to blame in this, that with devotion's

visage and pious action we do sugar
o'er the devil himself

"
Wise old man!

Why should a person in a play always
be consistent? After all, Shakspere was

only telling a story, not writing char-

acter sketches, if the story at some

point required or suggested a certain

action or speech, he had no hesitation

in introducing it, even though it might
seem out of character or improbable.
(Note, for example, the utterly pre-

posterous scene in Othello [Act IV, i,

104-179] in which the Moor is eaves-

dropping on the conversation between

lago and Cassio.) He is downright

contemptible when, for the sake of a

smutty joke, he makes Cleopatra ask a

cringing messenger for "what good
turn" Antony and Octavius have be-

come such good friends. A son leaving
home suggests a bit of paternal advice,

as we see in the Countess's farewell to
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her son in All's Well (written about

the same tune when Hamlet was writ-

hen) , Shakspere's mind was not wholly
free from the law of the Association of

Ideas

But, after all, the important question
is whether Polonms's speech is out of

character. Is it a collection of wise and

well-phrased maxims put into the

mouth of a foolish person? We pro-

pose to show that it is not, that there

is really little in the old man's advice

worthy of serious consideration

'Give thy thoughts no tongue,' he

says; in other words, never say what

you think A fine world this would be

if we all followed that advice, or if

all of us spoke only what we pretended
to think. 'Give no unproportioned

thought his act' would make good sense

if the word nnpropomoned' meant

'impulsive', if it means 'improper/ as

Schmidt defines it, it is childish and

appropriate only if the father knows his

son to be irresponsible or foolish

Kittredge's gloss, 'unsymmetrical, out of

harmony with reason and good con-

duct, does not make it any wiser. 'Be

thou familiar but by no means vulgar'

is trite even for old Polonius. This

is also true of what he says about new
friends It requires no extraordinary
wisdom to caution a young man not to

rush into a quarrel and to make his

opponent *be 'ware of him* ( surely not

'beware of him'), i.e., to give a good
account of himself, if he is drawn into

a quarrel. "Give everyman thine ear,

but few thy voice* repeats 'Give thy

thoughts no tongue.' (Kittredge's defi-

nition of Voice' as 'suffrage, recommen-

dation, approval' is hardly wise ) Nor
is one entitled to a place in the cata-

logue of the particularly wise for in-

structing his son not to spend too much
on his clothes.

'Neither a borrower nor a lender be;
for loan oft loses both itself and friend'

is as selfish as it is foolish. Shakspere
himself, we know, was a lender. Every

person sometimes has to borrow, most

business men depend upon the ability

to borrow in their business ventures

Would any decent person refuse to lend

money to a friend in need because a

loan oft loses itself and friend? Just
what would Polonius expect Laertes to

do if he were asked f01 a loan by one

of those friends whose 'adoption' he

had tried and whom he had grappled
to his soul 'with hoops of steel'? And
certainly the generalization that 'bor-

rowing dulls the edge of husbandry' is,

to say the least, not universally applic-
able

The high esteem in which Polonms's

speech is generally held depends, in all

likelihood, on the concluding lines:

'to thine own self be true, . thou
canst not then be false to any man*

Kittredge says (in his edition of Ham-
let, p 155) that this precept 'raises

the whole speech to a high ethical

standard' and calls it (p. 157) 'one

great general truth which includes and
ennobles' all the rest. But it is note-

worthy that not a single commentator
has paraphrased or interpreted the

words Good reason why The words
have a fine sound but their meaning is

obscure When is a person true to

himself? Is it when he is actuated by
his selfish interests? If so, it expresses
a vicious and damnable doctrine. Is the

German true to himself when he seeks

to destroy everything that does not

contribute to the enslavement of all

but hunselP Or is a person true to

himself when he acts in accordance
with his training and his habits, even

though these have made him a prof-
iteer, a racketeer, a gangster? Did
Polonius anticipate Spencer's doctrine

that the greatest egoism is the greatest
altruism? We doubt that either Polo-

nius or Shakspere thought that.

Summing it all up, Polonius's per-

cepts of wordly wisdom are the half-

foolish utterances of a 'practical,' gar-

rulous, selfish old politician, perfectly
in harmony with his character.
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SHAKSPERE AND HIS CONTEMPORARIES

(A Gassified Bibliography for 1943)

Compiled by

SAMUEL A. TANNENBAUM

The following bibliography, based on an examination of the contents of more than

1,400 periodicals
and hundreds of books in the N. Y. Public Library and in the library

of Columbia University, is a continuation of those published in the January issues of

this Bulletin for some years past. Only those items have been listed which I thought

contributed a new idea or a new fact. The names of female writers, if known, are

distinguished by a colon after the initial letter of the baptismal name. The titles of

books and pamphlets are printed in italics. If no year of publication is mentioned in

connection with an item, 1943 is to be understood. The discussion of a book, as opposed

to an edition, is indicated by printing the title within single quotes and omitting 'ed'

after the contributor's name. The following abbreviations have been employed:

Amer

Archiv

B
Bei

bib

Bll

Bn

comp

CUP
a

DNS
at

ed(d)

ELH

Elizn

Engl

ES

facs(s)

fr

GR
Hist

HLQ
il(s)

J

JEGP

American

Archiv fur das Studium der

neueren Sprachen

Bulletin

Beiblatt zur Anglia

bibliography

Blatter

Boston

compiler

Cambridge University Press

der, die, das, dera, &c.

Die neueren Sprachen

deutsch, &c.

editor,(s)

Journal of English Literary

History

Elizabethan

English, enghsche, &c

Enghsche Studien

facsimile (s)

from

Germanic Review

History, Historic, Histoire

Huntington Library Quarterly

illustration(s)

Journal

Journal of English & Germanic

Philology

Libr

Lit

Ln

Library

Literature

London

M Magazine

MLN Modern Language Notes

MLQ Modem Language Quarterly

MLR Modern Language Review

MP Modern Philology

NQ Notes & Queries

OUP Oxford University Press

Oxf Oxford

P Press

PMLA Publications of the Modern

Language Ass'n of America

port(s) portrait(s)

pp privately printed

PQ Philological Quarterly

Pr Proceedings

Q Quarterly

R Review, Revue

Repr Reprinted, reprints

RES Review of English Studies

SAB Shakespeaie Ass'n Bulletin

Sh
Shakespeare, Shakspere, &c

Shn Shakspenan

SJ Shakespeare Jahrbuch

SP Studies in Philology

TAM Theatre Arts Monthly

TLS Times Literary Supplement

trn* translation

u und

U University

UP University Press

That I am sincerely grateful to all who have helped me in the preparation of this

bibliography goes without saying.
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ABSTRACTS

1. Tales from Sb. C & M: Lamb. (Ils

by E: Blaisdell.) N. Y.: T. Y. Crowell

Co, pp. 360, $2.

ACTORS & ACTING

2. Good Ntght, Sweet Prince: The Life &
Times of J. Barrymore. G. Fowler.

N Y.: Viking P., pp. 468, Us, $3.50.

3. Leicester's men in the Low Countries

R. C Bald. RES, 19. 395-97, Oct.

4. E. Booth in polygot Sh performances.

H Frenz. GR, 18. 280-85, Dec

AMERICA

5. Performances of Sh in ante-bellum Mis-

sissippi W. B. Gates J. of Miss. Hist
,

5: 28-37, Jan.

6. A History of American Drama . . to

the Civil War. A H. Qmnn. NY, pp.

xvin + 530.

AUTHORSHIP PROBLEMS

7. Witt Sb & the Dyer's Hand. A. Broob

NYC Scnbner's Sons, pp xx + 704,

*5.

8. Ed. deVere . . .& Sh.W. Kittle

Baltimore, pp xiv + 210, ports, facss, il-

AUT06RAPHS

9. A new signature of Sh? J. Q. Adams

B of John Rylands Libr, 27: No. 2

(pp. 4) , June, facs. (Repr.)

10. A new Sh signature? C. L'E. Ewes,

NQ,185 196, Sept. 25.

11. Sh in Washington. TA, 27: 248-51,

Apr.

12. One of Sh's books? TLS, May 1,

p. 215.

13. Another Sh signature! [R. L. Eagle]

Bacomana, 27 . 143-44, July.

14. The seventh [!] signature. R. L
Eagle. Baconiana, 27 : 167-71, Oct., facs.

BACON, FRANCIS (F.B.)

15. P. B. on Communication & Rhetoric.

K R. Wallace. Chapel Hill (U. of

N. C.),pp. xiv + 278, $5.

16 F. B & the 17th century dissociation of

sensibility. L. C. Knights. Scrutiny,

11: 268-85, July.

17. St. Alban's & F. B. A. E. Loosley.

Baconiana, 27: 69-75, Apr.

18 A Mee on F B Bacomana, 27 91-

93, Apr.

19. Gorhambury. R. L. Eagle. Baconi-

ana, 27: 109-13, July, 2 ils.

20. F. B's ciphers. P. Walters. Baconi-

ana, 27: 175-78, Oct

BACON-SHAKE-SPEARE

21. The first Baconian. Sydenham Ba-

coniana, 27: 1-5, Jan.

22. Bacon, Sh, & Proverbs xxv.W. S.

Melsome. Baconiana, 27: 6-18, Jan.

23. Facts that fit, H. K. Baker. Baconi-

ana, 27: 19-27, Jan.

24. Bacon's ten of the Psalms. R. J. A.

Bennett. Baconiana, 27: 35-37, Jan.

25. Proxime accessit! H. Bridgewater.

Baconiana, 27: 42-45, Jan.

26. Pwe Lectures on 'Sh'l?. Samuels

Bn Samuels-Bacon Pb'g Co , pp. 64,

port & facs, $1.

27. W.A Raleigh & the Baconians. NQ,
185: 104-05, Aug. 14.

28. W. A. Raleigh & the Baconians. R.

L. Eagle. NQ, 185: 175, Sept. 11.

29. Facts that fit H K Baker Baconi-

ana, 27: 77-86, Apr.

30. F. B. & the theatre. L Biddulph.

Baconiana, 27: 131-34, July.

31. Sh- New Views -for Old [Revised &
enlarged.] R. L Eagle. In: Rider &
Co., 10s. 6d.

32. The Logan Clendening Collection of

Books about the B-Sh Controversy. Los

Angeles: Zeitlin & Verbrugge, pp 32, 4

facss, 2 ports.

33. F. B.'s Cypher Signatures. E. D.

Johnson Birmingham, 1942,,pp. 22.
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BEAUMONT & FLETCHER (B6< F)

34. B. Maxwell's Studies tn B, F, & Mas-

singer. F. S. Boas. RES, 19. 80-83,

Jan.

35 A note on B & F. Bryher. Life &
Letters Today, 36. 5-9, Jan.

36 Characteristics in J F 's tragi-comedies.

E. M Waith. RES,'19: 141-64, Apr.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

37. Sh & his contemporaries in the litera-

ture of 1942: a classified bibliography

5 A Tannenbaum, comp SAB 18

2-14, Jan.

38. Index of names & subjects in the 1942

bibliography. R P. Rosenberg SAB

18: 15-21, Jan.

39. The survival of English books printed

before 1640 a theory & some illustra-

tions. O. M. Willard. Library, 23.

171-90, Mar.

40. Recent lit of Renaissance. H Craig

* al. S P, 40. 257-365, Apr.

BIOGRAPHY

41. Sh's learning. TLS, May 15, p. 235.

BOOK TITLES, RECENT

42. The Damask Cheek.'], van Drooten

6 L. Morris TN, II, iv, 115.

43. Put Out the Light. E: L. White, 0,

V, ii, 7.

44. The Wtnd and the Rain J Horner

TN, V, i, 399.

45 Present Laughter. -N, Coward. TN,

n, iii, 49.

46. This Happy Breedy of Men.- N. Cow-

arcL 2, II, i,45.

47 Come Unto These Yellow Sands. "E.

Schenck. r,I,ii,376.

48. Good Night, Ladies. V. Siller. H.

IV,v,-73.

49. Out of This Nettle, Danger. H. W.
Dodds. 1H4, II, iii, 10.

50. Look Your Last. J. S. Strange,
1

R&f, V, iii, 112.

51. Taken at the Flood. K. Ingram. ]C,

IV, iii, 219.

52. Man & Boy.S. Tallents. H, V, i,

177.

53. Valiant Dust. M: M. Mackay. MA,
II, i, 64.

54. Seekrng the Bubble. E. Knight.-^AY,
II, vii, 152.

55. Good Ntghtf Sweet Prince G Fowler,

H, V, ii, 370.

CHAPMAN, GEORGE (G. C.)

56. A lion simile in Caesar & Pompey
(II, 11, 20). G. G. Loane NQ, 184;

16, Jan. 2.

57 Notes on G. Cs plays. G. G Loane

MLR, 38: 340-47, Oct.

COMMENTARY

58. P. V. Kreider's Repetition in Sh's Plays

A. Thaler. JEGP, 42. 126-29, Jan.

59 T Spencer's Sh & the Nature of Man
W. Phillips, Nation, 156: 136-37, Jan.

23 S. C. Chew, N. Y Herald Tribune

Books, Jan. 10 p. VIII/3

60. E. Stoll's Sb & Other Masters. -B. E.C
Davis, MLR, 38 48-50, Jan B Max-

well, MLN, 58: 147-49, Feb.

61. Sh's Satire. O. J Campbell. N Y.

O U P, pp. (
xii + 228, $4.75. S A.

Tannenbaum, SAB, 18- 95-96, Apr.

62 Dryden & the analysis of Sh's tech-

niques. R* Wallerstein. RES, 19: 165-

85, Apr.

63. T. Spencer's allegorised Sh. A. Stem;

Kenyon R, 5: 448-51, July M. Evans;

Sewanee R, 5 1 : 435-39, July. T. Brooke;

Yale R, 32: 581-83, Mar.

64. Sh & the wars of England J. Laird.

Philosophy, 18: 140-54, July.

65. 'Courtesy' in $/&.~M. M. Bhattacherje.

Calcutta, 1940, pp. xx + 226.

66. Bacon, Sh, & war. W. S. Melsome.

Baconiana, 27. 60-68, Apr.
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67 The reality, idealism, humor & sensi-

tivity of Bacon m Sh R Hunt Baco-

mana, 27 125-28, July

68. The political wisdom of the Engl poets

19th Century, 134 1-11, July.

CONTEMPORARIES

69 An Ehzn economist's [G de Maly-

nes's] methods of literary composition

H E Sandison HLQ, 6 205-11, Feb.

70. G Castelvetro, Italian publisher in

Elizn London & his patrons E Rosen-

berg HLQ, 6 119-48, Feb.

71. A biographical dictionary of Elizn

authors T. T NQ, 184 342, June 5

72 Dr W Bailey & Sir J. Wolley.

L G. H Horton-Smith NQ, 185: 18-

19, July 3.

73. T. Campion's share in A Booke of

Ayres. R. W. Bernnger. PMLA, 58

938-48, Dec

74. Mary Queen of Scots A. I. Dunlap.

Uof EdmbJ, 12. 164-72.

75 Ehzahethan Mtmatures. C. Winter.

Ln Penguin Books, pp 32, 16 pll m
color (32 ports), 2s 4d

76 The achievement of W. Railegh.

E A. G. Lamborn NQ, 185- 338-46,

Dec 4.

CONTEMPORARY DRAMA

77. A mirror of national integration.

H W Wells SAB, 18 30-40, Jan

78 The text of the Parnassus plays J B

Leishman RES, 18- 395-412, Oct. 1942.

79 A Short View of EUzn Drama T. M
Parrott & R. H Ball N Y C Scrib-

ner's Sons, pp viii + 312, 3 ils, $1 80

80 The whale has a wide mouth R Her-

ring Life & Letters Today, 36 44-65,

Jan.

81 A principal source of The Battle of

Alcazar -W G. Rice MLN, 58: 428-

31, June.

82 A possible source of The Irtsh Kntght

W. F. McNeir. MLN, 58- 383-85,

Mar.

83 J P. Brawner's edn of The Wars of

Cyprus M Warner JEGP, 42 424-

29, July.

84. Sorrow & love on the Elizn stage. L.

Babb SAB, 18 137-42, July

85 J Cotgrave's Engl Treasury & the

Elizn drama G. E Bentley SP, 40:

186-203, Apr.

86 The development of the stage Scotch-

man & Welshman J O. Bartley

MLR, 38 279-88, Oct.

87. Satire concerning the ale and wine

trades in the Shn period B Milligan

SAB, 18 147-55, Oct

CONTEMPORARY POETRY

88 Elizn lyrics from Tasso J. Murphy.

MLN, 58 375-77, Mar.

CONTEMPORARY PROSE

89 [E Dyer's] authorship of The Art

of Engl Poeste (1589). R. L. Eagle.

Bacomana, 27. 38-41, Jan.

90. The real Martin Marprelate D. J.

McGinn PMLA, 58: 84-107, Mar.

91 Cavalcade of the Engl Novel, from
Elizabeth to George VI. -E Wagen-
knecht. N. Y. Holt, pp. xxii + 646,

J2.90.

p2 Newgate penitents further aspects of

Eliz'n pamphlet sensationalism. J. C.

Lievsay. Huntmgton Libr Q, 7: 47-69,

Nov.

DE VERE, EDWARD

93 E. de Vere & Sh. W. Kittle. Balti-

more, Md Monumental Printing Co.

3110 Elm St), pp. 209.

94 News Letter. The Sh Fellowship

(American Blanch) Vol 4, No. 6, Oct,

pp., 69-80. (Articles by G. Fnsbee, C W.
Barrell, E T. Clark, L. P. Benezet).
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DONNE, JOHN (J. D.)

95. A note on J. D's Extasie E. M W
Tillyard. RES, 19: 67-70, Jan.

96. C M. Coffin's edn of Ignatius bis

Conclave.'Si: Freeman. RES, 19: 83-

84, Jan.

97. J.D'ASpifitinConfMct.E'.Haidy.
Ln.

98. E: Hardy's /. P. P. QuenneU New
Statesman & Nation, 25 : 276, Apr. 24.

99. J. D.'s knowledge of renaissance medi-

cine. D. C Allen. JEGP, 42: 322-42,

July.

100. Notes on J. D. Memorabihst.

NQ, 184: 77 (Jan. 30), 165-66 (Mar.

13).

101. /. D. Since 1900 A Bibliography

of Periodical Articles. W White. Bn:

R W. Faxon Co (83 Francis Str.), pp.

12 (1311),75c.

102. J. D. bibliography. S. A. Tannen-

baum. S A B, 18- 143-44, July

103 Dean Donne sets his text. D. C.

Allen. ELH, 10 208-29, Sept

104 J. D. & P. Valeriano. D. C Allen.

MUST, 58-610-12, Dec.

DRAKE, FRANCIS (F.D.)

105. True or false? J. W. Ellison. Sat

Eve'g Post, Apr. 3, pp. 32, 35-36, 3 ils.

106. F. D. W. Oakeshott. Founded

Upon the Seas, pp 89-103, 136-55, etc.

DRAYTON, MICHAEL (M. D.)

107. M D's herbals. T. P. Harrison, Jr.

Studies in English (U of Texas) , pp.

15-25.

EDITING, EDITORS

108. The Editorial Problem in Sb: A Sur-

vey of the foundations of the Text.

W. W. Greg. Oxford: The Clarendon

P, 1942, pp., Ivi + 210, $3.75.

109. "The New Cambridge* edn of The

Complete Plays & Poems of Wm. Sb.

J G. McManaway MLN, 58 483-85,

June.

110. Greg's The Editorial Pfo^/m. NQ,

184- 29-30, Jan. 2. G. I. Duthie, MLR,
38: 255-57, July. TLS, May 1, p. 216,

P Maas, RES, 19' 410-13, Oct.

EDUCATION

111. Wm. Sb's Petty School. -T. W. Bald-

win. Urbana, pp. 240, facss, $3.

ELIZABETH, QUEEN (QE)

112. Attempted murder of Q E. W.
Wells. NQ, 184- 319, May 22. (See

NQ, June 5, pp. 348-49.)

113 2# T. Maynard. Ln Hollis &
Carter, 18s.

114. Essex & Elizabeth [4-act play] E.

Thompson. Ln .

115. QE. W. Oakeshott. Pounded Upon
the Seat (Cambr 1942), pp

ENVIRONMENT

116. A. Harbage's Sb's Audience. -T W
Baldwin. MLN, 58: 481-83, June.

117. D. C Allen's Star-Crossed Renais-

sance. C. Camden, MLN, 58: 145-47,

Feb. H Craig, JEGP, 42- 433-36, July.

118. The Elizabethan World Picture.

E M W Tillyard Ln, 6s

119. Expulsion of Jews fr England in 1610.

C. Roth. NQ, 185: 82-83, July 31.

120. Lotteries in the reign of Qu. EUza:

betk J. W. H. NQ, 185: 46-47, July

17.

121. The Elizn world-picture. H. "W,

GrundelLTLS, July 10, p. 343. TLS,

May 1, p. 305.

122. EUzn Commentary. H. Belloc. Ln,

1941, pp. vi + 202.

FAMILY, SHAKSPEARE'S

123. A descendant of John Sh.~NQ, 184:

4748, Jan. 16.

124. John Sh's confession of faith.

A. J. H. & C. L. Ewen. NQ, 184: 145,

Feb. 27.
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FIRST FOLIO

125. The editorial problem. W. Jaggard.

NQ, 184: 148, Feb. 27.

FRANCE

126. Schiller's Die Jungfrau von Orleans:

a drama in philosophical idealism. M. B.

Evans Monatshefte fur dt Unterncht,

35: 188-94, Mar

GASCOIGNE, GEORGE (G. G.)

127. G T Prouty's G. G.L Bradner

JEGP, 42- 120-21 (Jan.) 586-37 (Oct.)

J: Spens, RES, 19: 302-04, July.

128. G. G. & A Hundretb Sundrte Flowres.

D C. Allen. MLN, 58: 634-35, Oct.

GOSSON, STEPHEN (S. G.)

129. S G.: A Biographical & Critical

Study. W. Ringler Princeton UP, pp.

152, |2 J F. Larkin, JEGP, 42 431-

32, July

GREENE, ROBERT (R. G.)

130. R Gs' 'Tomliudm' Tamburlaine*

or Tom a Lincoln/ W. F. McNeir.-

MLN, 58- 380-32, Mar.

HARINGTON, JOHN (J. H.)

131. Milton & J. H. R. R, Haug.

MLQ, 4: 291-92, Sept.

132. J. H.'s fountain M: Trotter.

MLN, 58. 614-16, Dec
133. J. H/s pen name. A. EL Gilbert.

MUN, 58: 616-17, Dec

HERBERT, GEORGE

134. A note on "The quidditie/ F. P.

Wilson. RES, 19: 398-99, Oct.

HEYWOOD, THOMAS (T. H.)

135. Oenone and Parts, by T. H. [With

mtr & notes.] J. Q Adams, ed. Wash

ington: Folger ?h Library, pp. xlvi + 46,

facs.

JAMES I

136. Propaganda against K. James's 'ap-

peasement' of Spam. L B. Wright

HLQ, 6: 149-72, Feb.

JONSON, BEN (B. J.)

137. Old B. J on 'grading' compositions.

A J. App. College English, 4: 318-

20, Feb.

'138. B. J. & Sh. R. L Eagle. Baconi-

ana, 27- 28-34, Jan.

139. Vol. 3 of the new edn of B. /.

S. C. Chew; N. Y. Herald Tribune Books,

Dec. 27, 1942, p. VIII/10 A. H Gil-

bert, MLN, 58: 469-73, June.

140. B. J F. Page NQ, 184- 79, Jan.

30.

141 The classical mythology & the struc-

ture of Cynthia's Revels. E W. Talbert

PQ, 22. 193-210, July.

142. The function of the masques ia Cyn-

thia's Revels.*. H. Gilbert Pa 22:

211-30, July.

143. B J.'s metempsychosis. H. Levin.

PQ, 22: 231-39, July.

144 The libraries of F Bacon & B. J.

G. R Rose. Bacomana, 27: 57-59, Apr.,

facss.

145. New light on B. J.'s workmanship.

E. W. Talbert. SP, 40: 154-85, Apr.

KYD, THOMAS

146 'Sportmg kid' a solution W
Montgomerie. Life & Letters Today, 36:

18-24, Jan

,
LANGUAGE

147. Sh's use of look how' & similar

idioms. M. Ecdes JEGP, 42: 386-

400, July.

148. Vocabularies of Sh's plays. A Hart.

RES, 19: 128-40, Apr.

149. Sh & Florio. F. Page. NQ, 184:

283-85 (May 8), 185. 42-44 (July 17),

407-08 (Aug. 14).
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150 The growth of Sh's vocabulary A.

Hart RES, 19 242-54, July.

151. Bacon, Sh & our philologists W. S

Mdsome Bacomana, 27 114-24, July.

152. 'Also' ran -W. S Melsome. Baco-

mana, 27: 135-36, July.

153 Two sets of Shn homophones. H:

Kcekentz. RES, 19- 357-65, Oct

LAW

154. Clarkson & Warren's The Law of

Property in Sh <& the Eltzn Drama. L
Hotson JEGP, 42. 436-40, July.

LODGE, THOMAS (T. L.)

155. S. Rowlands & T. L-A. Davenport.

NQ, 184- 13-16, Jan. 2.

MARLOWE, CHRISTOPHER (C, M.)

156. J. Bakeless's new book on C. M.

H. Levin, New Republic, 108 261 (Feb.

22), 416 (Mar 29) -<j. Barker; Na-

tion, 156. 66, Jan. 9

157. C M J. Bakeless. New Republic,

108: 415-16, Mar. 29.

158. Bakeless on C. M. H. Spencer,

MLN, 58. 217-20, Mar. S C. Chew;

N. Y. Herald Tribune Book R, Mar. 4,

p. 21.

159. R W. Battenhouse on Tambwlawe;
M. E. Prior. MP, 40: 288-90, Feb.

U. Ellis-Fermor, MLR, 38 46-48, Jan.

160. The principal source of Tambwlame.
T. C. Izard. MLN, 58: 411-17, June.

161 Battenhouse and E: G Clark on C. M.
.E A. Strathmann; MLN, 58: 473-77,

June.

162 Bakeless's Tragical Hist.. M
{axwell]; PQ, 22, 189-92, Apr.^L Hot-

son; Yale R, 32- 801-03, June. M. E.

Prior, MP, 41 61-64, Aug.
163. Faustus; a reconsideration. L.

Kirschbaum. RES, 19. 225-41, July.

(Repr.)

164 Battenhouse's edn of Tamburlatne

E- Welsford RES, 19 304-06, July.

165 The early date of Faustus. P. H.

Kocher MLN, 58: 539-42, Nov.

MARSTON, JOHN (J. M.)

166 An explanation for the 2 edn of

The Pawne.'W L. Halstead SP, 40.

25-32, Jan.

167 Notes on J. M G G Loane

NQ, 184 71-74, Jan. 30.

168 J. M, Sh & F Bacon R L Eagle.

Bacomana, 27: 129-30, July

169 The 2d Engl satirist A. Stein.

MLR, 38. 273-78, Oct.

MIDDLETON, THOMAS

170. An early version pf A Game at

Ckess.R C Bald MLR, 38 177-80,

July

171. The date of Women Beware Women.
B Maxwell.- PQ, 22 338-32, Oct.

MISCELLANEA

178 'And curst be he
'

[Poem.] R. With-

ington SAB, 18: 48, Jan.

179. Ehzn natural history W. G. Wilson.

Life & Letters Today, 36. 11-17, Jan.

180. Recent books on the Ehzn & Shn

drama P. Mueschke. N. Y. Times

Book R, Aug 1, p. 22.

181. Miscellaneous Studies tn Honor of

H. Craig reviewed. L. Kirschbaum.

MLN, 58 477-81, June.

182 An Elizn Chaucer glossary. R. A.

CaldwelL MLN, 58: 374-75, May.
183 Time, Johnson, & Sh G. G. Loane

NQ, 184. 184, Mar 27.

184 J, Milton, marble for thinking

T. C C NQ, 184 314, May 22.

185. Teaching Sh the Kittredge way.
E Jackson. College English, 4: 483-87,

May.

186 G Bancroft's view of Sh. R. B.

Nye. SAB, 18: 109-13, July.
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187. Suckling's imitation of Sh. R: Wal-

lerstem RES, 19 290-95, July

188 Sh & A C Bradley NQ, 185 25,

July 3

MONTAIGNE, MICHEL DE (Mt.)

189. Selected Essays. D. M Frame, tr.

N Y . W. J Black, pp 394

190 Mt, Sh, & the deadly parallel

G C Taylor PQ, 22 330-37, Oct.

MUSIC

191. W. Byrd J A Westrup Music &

Letters, 24. 125-30, July

NASHE, THOMAS (T. N.)

192 T. N's *Kid in Aesop': a Danish

interpretation by V. Osterberg J. D
Wilson RES, 18 385-94, Oct

, 1942

193 T N 's notice of Rome in The Un-

fortunate Traveller E S. de Beer

NQ, 185. 167-70, July 31

PLAYS & POEMS

All's Well (AW)

194. 'Men may grope's in such a scarre.'

T Brooke MLN, 58 426-28, June.

195. Removing 'a scar' from A W. S. A,

Tannenbaum SAB, 18: 133-36, July

As You Like It

196 Jaques* seven ages J: W. Bennett.

SAB, 18: 168-74, Oct.

Hamlet (H)

197. J. E Hankms's The Character of 'H.'

G I. Duthie; RES, 19 79-80, Jan

A Thaler, JEGP, 42. 275-77, Apr.

198. Tennyson's Ulysses and H. D.

Bush. MLR, 38: 38, Jan.

199. Dance of death approach to R. Hep-

mann's ballet on H. H. K. Fisher

Life & Letters Today, 36: 29-34, Jan.

200 A praying love-song Hamlet to

Ophelia R. Herring Life & Letters

Today, 36 35, Jan.

201. Enter Ophelia distracted. E

Foulds Life & Letters, 36 36-41, Jan

202. H again & again NQ, 184 241-

42,255,269-70 (Apr. 24).

203. Hamlet: the Prmce or the Poem?
C S. Lewis. Ln H Mulford, pp. ,

Is. 6d (N. Y. O U P, 60c.)

204 H H Miller & M. Fraenkel, edd.

N Y Carrefour (342 E 19th Str.),

PP 392

205. Costume in H. E G. NQ, 184

374, June 19.

206. What is the matter with Hamlet?

O. J Campbell Yale R, 32 309-22,

Dec, 1942.

207. The Antic Hamlet and Richard III.

S Thomas N. Y.- King's Down P,

pp. , $1.50.

208. Rosencrantz & Guildenstern. W. R.

Mackenzie Studies tn Honor of F W.

Shipley (St. Louis, 1942), pp. 221-43.

209- Polomus's advice to Laertes N. B.

Allen SAB, 18 187-90, Oct

210. Was Sh a botcher? S A. Tannen-

baum SAB, 18 191-92, Oct

211. T. North & The glass of fashion &
the mold of form

*

G. L Barnett. NQ,
185: 105, Aug. 14.

212. Who wrote H & why? H. B. Hart-

ley Peterborough Advertiser, Mar. 26

213. Aliens at Elsinore. The Times

(Ln.),Apr. 3,p 5.

214 Costume in Hamlet M H Dodds.

NQ, 185: 323-24, Nov. 20.

215 C S Lewis's H, the Prtnce or the

Poem? W. W. Lawrence MLR, 38:

140-42, Apr.

216. Costume in H. St. V. Troubndge.

NQ, 185 381-82, Dec. 18.

Henry IV

217 FalstafFs 'tardy tricks' H. J. Webb.

MLN, 58. 377, Mar.

218. A setting for Verdi's Falstaff. TA,
27: 61, Jan.
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219. The Fortunes of Falstaff.J. D. Wil-

son. Cambr., 6s. NQ, 185: 298-99,

Nov. 6 TLS, Oct. 30, p. 525.

220. Verdi's Falstaff sung in N. Y. O.

Downes. N. Y. Times, Jan. 15, p. 11.

King John (KJ)

221. To paint the lily', &c & Graves.

TLS,July 10, pp. 331-32.

King Lear (KL)

222. Sh's revision of the Lear story & the

structure of KL R. H. Perkinson. PQ,

22: 315-29, Go.

Love's Labours Lost (III)

223. Cuckoo-flowers & lady-smocks.

V. R NQ, 184 305-06, May 22.

224 On II, i, 64, &c J. I. M. Stewart-

US, Oct. 30, p 511,

225 Wordpkys m ILL. W. R. Dunstan

TLS, Oct 30, p 523

Macbeth (M)

226. Source & motive in M. E. E. StolL

RES, 19: 25-28, Jan.

Merchant of Venice (MV)

221. An emendation of IV, i, 50-51. T.

Brooke. MLN, 58: 427-28, June.

228. Nerissa's name. J. H. Brennan.

Amer N&Q, 3: 88, Sept.

Merry Devil of Edmonton (MDE)

229. W. A. Abrams's edn of MDE.
R. A. Law. JEGP, 42: 589-94, Oct

(Repr.)

A Midsummer-Night's DreamfMNDj

230. The 'pre-conceived pattern* of MND.
R. A. law. Studies *n English (U of

Texas) , pp. 5-14. (Repr.)

Much Ado (MA)

231. M. Arnold on MA. A. M. NQ,
184: 340-41, June 5.

232. Dogberry's due process of kw.

J. W. Draper JEGP, 42: 563:76, Oct.

(Repr.)

Othello (OJ

233. Source & motive in O E E. Stoll.

RES, 19: 28-32, Jan.

234. Sh's W: A Concise Btbhography.

[c 3200 items & a foreword ] S A Tan-

nenbaum. N. Y.- The author (601 W.
113th Str, N. Y. City), pp. x + 132,

$8.50. (Only 250 copies )

235. Two sonnets suggested by 0. R
Herring Life & Letters Today, 36. 10,

Jan.

236 Characterization & motivation of

lago. F. D. Bowman. College English,

4 460-69, May.

237. The P. Robeson-J Ferrer 0. L.

Nichols, N. Y.: Times, Oct 20, p. 18.

B. Rascoe, N. Y. World-Telegram, Oct.

20, p 24 W. Morehouse, N. Y. Sun,

Oct 20, p 30 L Kronenberger, PM,
Oct. 20, p 22 L. Nichols, NY Times,

Oct. 24, Sec. 2, p. L R Gilder, TA,
27: 699-703, Dec.

238. Two designs for 0. R. E. Jones.

TA, 27 638-39, Nov

239. P. Robeson as Othello. [Souvenir.}

N. Y. (A Greenstone, 145 W. 45th

St), pp. 20, .ports & ils. (The black

Othello' by M: Webster, pp 6-7; 'The

story of the play,' by J. Haggott, pp.

8-9 & 19.)

Richard III (R3)

240. G. Coulens's 3 in N. Y. J. Ander-

son, N. Y. Journal American, Mar. 27,

p. 6. W. Morehouse, N. Y. Sun, Mar.

27, p. 4 W: Waldorf, N. Y. Post, Mar.

27, p. 8. B. Rascoe, N. Y. World Tele-

gram, Mar. 27.

241. Literary problems in T. More's 3.

L. F. Dean. PMLA, 58. 22-41, Mar
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Romeo & Juliet (R & J)

242. The daace R & J, by A Tudor. J.

Martin N. Y. Times, Apr. 18, p. x5.

243 R & J [Ballet m one act] A.

Tudor (F. Delms, composer.) N Y.,

1943.

244. Epitaph on Mercutio. R. Herring

Life & Letters Today, 36- 28, Jan.

245. On II, vi, 16-17. R. E C Hough-

ton. TLS, Apr. 3, p. 163.

246. On II, vi, 16-17 J Palmer, R. C.

Coffin, TLS, Apr. 17, p. 187.

247. On II, vi, 16-17. R W Cruttwell.

TLS, Apr. 24, p. 199.

Sir Thomas Moore (STM)

248. The STM problem reconsidered P.

Deutschberger SAB, 18 75-91 (Apr.),

99-108 (July), 156-67 (Oct.).

249. Bacon, the Bible, & Moore's famous

speech, W. S. Melsome Baconiana,

27: 153-66, Oct.

Sonnets

250 Les Sonnets de Sh, Tradurts en vers

conttnu. F Baldensperger Berkeley &
Los Angeles: U of Calif. P, pp. xx +
370, $5. (With Engl text)

251. Sb's sonnets. C. Withers, ed.

Penguin Book of Sonnets, pp. 3-80.

Taming of the Shrew <TS)

252. Sh's heroic shrew R. A. Houk.

SAB, 18: 121-32 (July), 175-86 (Oct.).

253. A Shrew and The Shrew. G. I.

Duthie. RES, 19: 337-56, Oct.

/

The Tempest (T)

254. Dryden's & Shadwell's T H: M.

Hooker. HLQ, 6: 224-28, Feb.

255 A note on 'p10fled & twilled brims.'

T. P. Harrison Sr MLN, 58: 422-26,

June.

256. "Most busie lest, when I do it*

W. A. Jones; W.H. Moore; M. W.Disher.

TLS, May 15 (p. 235), May 22 (p.

247).

Timon of Athens (Timon)

257. Source of a passage in IV, ui. Bacb-

niana, 27: 51, Jan.

Titus Andronicus (Titus)

258. The authorship of Titus. H. T.

Price. JEGP, 42: 55-81, Jan.

259- The Roman background of Titus.

R. A. Law.SP, 40. 145-53, Apr.

Troilus & Cressida (T&C)

260. Notes on the integrity of T & C.

A Sewell RES, 19 120-27, Apr
261. Sb's T & C: A Concise Bibliography.

S A. & D: R Tannenbaum N. Y.

601 W. 113th Str ), pp. x + 44, $4.50

The Winter's Tale (WT)

262 Nature & art in WT..H. S Wilson.

SAB, 18: 114-20, July.

POETICS

263. Poets & Poetry Defined. N. V.'

Gogol Brooklyn Mane Trommer

(1854 62d Str.), lOc.

264. English Bards & Grecian Marbles*

The Relationship between Sculpture &
Poetry, Especially w the Romantic Period

S. A. Larrabee. N. Y.: Columbia U P,

pp. xiv + 312, 5 ils, $3.50.

265. F A. Pottle's The Idiom of Poetry.

R. K. Root JEGP, 42: 278-79, Apr
266. Language of poetic & scientific

thought. M Rieser J of Philosophy,

40: 421-35, Aug 5

267. Art & Poetry. J. Maritam (E. de P.

Matthews, tr ) N Y.: Philosophical

Library, pp. 104, $1.75.
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268. Tension & structure of poetry

W. V. O'Connor. Sewanee R, 51: 555-

73, Sept.

269. The poet & the myth. TLS, Feb 20,

p. 91

270. Fire & Ice The Art & Thought of

R Frost. 1 Thompson. N Y., 1942,

pp. xiv + 242.

271. T. De Qutncey's Theory of Lit.

S. K Proctor Ann Arbor, pp. viu +
314.

272 The American Way of Poetry

H W Wells N Y, pp xn + 246

273. Bibliography on the criticism of

poetry, 1920-1942. R Stallman Uni-

versity R, 10. 65-71.

274 Some notes on the nature of English

poetry. A. Mizener Sewanee R, 51*

27-51, Jan.

275. The tdmelessness of poetry E. K.

Chambers.^ Sheaf of Studies (Oxf

1942), pp. 109-25.

PREDECESSORS

276. The pky of Theano E W. Rob-

bins. MLN, 58 417-22, June, 1943

PRODUCING

277. Sh m modern dress W. H. J.

NQ, 184 329-31, June 5.

PSYCHOLOGY

278. Scientific theories of grief in some

Elizn plays. L. Babb SP, 40 502-19,

Oct.

QUARLES, FRANCIS (F. Q.)

279. The imagery of F Q's Emblems

E: James. Studies in English (U of'

Texas), pp 26-50

RANDOLPH, THOMAS (T. R.)

280. The Pary Kmght or Oberoa the Sec-

ond: A Manuscript Play Attributed to

T. R. (With intr.) F. T. Bowers, ed.

Chapel Hill, 1942, pp. xliv + 88, $3.

RUSSIA

281 Sh in the USSR E Blum. The

Worker, Dec. 26, p. 7, 4 ils

282 Russians' love of Sh The Times

(Ln),Mayl5,p 3.

283 Sh m Russia The Times (Ln),

May 15, p. 5

284 Sh on the Soviet stage J. Macleod

The New Soviet Theatre (Ln), pp.

208-18

285 Sh studies in the Soviet Union

M Morozov. Indian R, 44 117, Mar.

SENECA

286 On some passages in Sh's tragedies

W. Morel. Amer J of Philol, 64 94-97,

Jan

287 English Seneca W. Montgomene.
Life & Letters Today, 36. 25-28, Jan

SHIRLEY, JAMES (J. S.)

288 J S 's letuin to London m 1639-40

A. H Carter MLN, 58 196-97,

Mar

SOURCES

289. The text of Sh's Plutarch.*

Law. HLQ, 6 197-203, Feb

-R. A.

SPENSER, EDMUND (E. S.)

290 Virgil's gnat [written by Bacon]

E D. Johnson Baconiana, 27- 46-48,

Jan.

291. Imagery of fire in PQ. G- W. Lan-

drum SAB, 18- 22-29, Jan

292 Sp's Wrenock, L S Friedland

SAB, 18: 41-47, Jan.

293. Further notes on the alterations to

PQ.]. H Walter. MLR, 38: 1-10,

Jan

294. Another Sp portrait A. C. Judson.

HLQ, 6 203-04, Feb.

295 A note on Sp & pointing D: F

Atkinson. MLN, 58. 57-58, Jan
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296. A line in Sp F: Pnce.~NQ, 184:

341, June 5.

297. The Puritan argument in Sp. J. B.

Fletcher PMLA, 57 : 634-48, Sept.

298. Sp's Acrasia & the Qrce of the

renaissance. M. Y. Hughes J of the

Hist of Ideas, 4- 381-99, Oct

299. Works of E. Sp: The Minor Poems.

C G Osgood & H. G Lotspeich,edd

Baltimore, pp. 734, $7.50

300 F Freckleton & the Sp circle E A.

Strathmann MLN, 58: 542-44, Nov
301. Amoretti, sonnet 1 A C. Judson.

MLN, 58 548-50, Nov
302 J Bennett's Evolution of FQ.D.
Bush MLN, 58, 564-66, Nov

303. A dubious Sp quotation. L. S. Fried-

land. NQ, 185: 141, Aug 28.

304. Evolution of FQ. ]: W Bennett

TLS, July 10, p. 331.

305. The mystery of FQ. TLS, June 5,

p. 270

306 Bacon the author of Shepherd's Cal-

endar. E D. Johnson. Bacomana, 27:

184-88, Oct. (See pp. 191-92.)

307. St. Bridget, Qu Elizabeth & Amadis

of Gaul J: W. Bennett. ELH, 10:

26-34, Mar.

308. The source of Bntomartis. J. E.

Hankms MLN, 58. 607-10, Dec.

309. Bruno, Sidney, & Sp A. M Pelleg-

rini SP, 40: 128-44, Apr.

TEXTUAL CRITICISM

310 Stolne & Surreptitious Copies A
Comparative Study of Sh's Bad Quartos.

A Hart Melbourne, 1942, pp. xiv

+ 478

311. Hart's Stolne & Surreptitious Copies.

G. I. Duthie RES, 19 416-18, Oct.

THEATRES

312 J. C Adams's The Globe Playhouse.

G M. Reynolds JEGP, 42 122-26,

Jan

313. Sh's Globe B. R Lewis; TLS, Mar.

6, p 120 (See p. 115 ) E. M Browne,

DR, 212: 177-80, Oct

TOURNEUR, CYRIL

314 The influence of Calvmistic thought

in The Atbetsfs Tragedy. M H Hig-

gms RES, 19 255-62, July.

TRAGEDY

315 Climates of Tragedy W. V O'Con-

nor. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State U P,

pp xiv + 156, $1 75

VERSIFICATION

316 A History of Versification. A.

Romatka The author, Paterson, N. J.

(25 W 3rd Str ), $1

317. Metrik oder Rhythmik. F. Bruns

Mbnatshete fur dt Unterncht, 35 180-87,

Mar
318. F. W Ness's The Use of Rhyme in

Sh's Plays.- P. Landis. JEGP, 42. 587-

89, Oct,

319 The rhyming of stressed with un-

stressed syllables in Elizn verse. P.

Simpson. MLR, 38: 127-29, Apr.

WHETSTONE, GEORGE

320 G. Whetstone Mid-Elizabethan Gen-

tleman of Letters T C Izard N. Y.:

Columbia U P, 1942 (Ln 1943), pp.
x + 298, 255

321. Izard's G. Whetstone. F. S. Boas.

RES, 19. 413-16, Oct.
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Abrams W A 229
Abstracts 1

Actors and acting 2-6 86 237 239 240

277 285

Adams J C 312

Adams J Q 9 135

Ale and wine trades 87

Allen D C 99 103-04 117 128

Allen N B 209
All's Well What Ends Well 194-95

Amadis of Gaul 307

America, Sh and 5-6 11

Anderson J 240

Antony and Cleopatra 62

App A J 137

Arnold, Matthew 231

As You Uke It 54 196

Atkinson D: F 295

Authorship problems 7-8 89 258

Autographs 9-14

B

Babb L 84 278

Bacon, Francis 15-20 66^67 144 151 169

249 290
Bacon-Sh question 21-33

Bailey W 72

Bakdess J 156-58 162

Baker H K 23 29
Bald R C 3 170

-

Baldensperger F 250
Baldwin TW 111 116

Ball RH 79
Ballet 199 243
Bancroft G 186
Barker G 156

Barnett G L 211

Barrymore J 2

Barrcll C W 94

Bartley J O 86

Battenhotzse R W 159 161 164

Battle of Alcazar, The 81

Beaumont and Fletcher 34-36

Beer, E S de 193

Belloc H 122

Benezet L P 94
Bennett J: W 196 302 304 307

Bennett R J A 24

Bentley G E 85

Bernnger R W 73

Bhattacherje M M 65

Bible 22 24 249

Bibliography 37-40 101-02 234 261 273

Biddulph I 30

Biographical dictionary 71

Biography 41 71

Blaisdell E 1

Blum E 281

Boas FS 34

Book titles from Sh 42-55

Booth E 4

Bowers F T 280

Bowman T D 236

Bradley A C 188

Bradner L 127

Brawner J P 83

Brennen J H 228

Bridgewater H 25

Brooke T 63 194 227
Brooks A 7

Browne E M 313
Bruno G 309
Bruns F 317

Bush D 198 302

ByrdW 191

C, T C 194

Caldwell R A 182
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Calvin, John 314

Camden C 117

Campbell O J 61 206

Campions T 73

Carter A, H 288

Castelvetro G 70

Chambers E K 275

Chapman, George 56-57

Chaucer, Geoffrey 182

Chew S C 59 139 158

Clark E T 94 161

Clarkson P S 154

Clendening collection, Logan 32

Coffin C M 96

Commentary 58-68

Contemporaries 69-76

Contemporary drama 77-87 180

Contemporary poetry 88

Contemporary prose 89-92

Costume 205 214 216

Cotgrave J 85

Coulons G 240

'Courtesy' in Sh 65

Coward N 45

Craig H 40 181

Crundell H W 121

CruttweU R W 247

Dance 199 242-43

Davenport A 155

Davis B E C 60 ,

Dean L F 241

De Quincey, Thomas 271

Deutschberger P 248

De Vere, Edward 93-94

Disher M W 256

Dodds H M 49

Dodds M H 214

Dogberry's due process of law 232

Donne, John 95-104

Downes O 220

Drake, Francis 105-06

Draper J W 232

Drayton, Michael 107

Dryden, John 62 254

Dunlap A: I 74

Dunstan W R 225

Duthie G I 110 197 253 311

Dyer, Edward 7 89

Eagle R L 13 14 19 28 31 89 138 168

Eccles M 147

Editing, Editors 108-10

Education 111

Elizabeth, Queen 91 112-15 120 307

Elhs-Fermor U 159

Ellison J W 105

Emendations 194-95 227

Environment 111 116-22

Essex & Elizabeth 114

Evans M 63

Evans M B 126

Ewes C L'E 10

Family, Sh's 123-24

Ferrer J 237

First Folio 125

Fisher H K 199

Fletcher, Beaumont and 34-36

Fletcher J B 297

Florio J 149

Folio, First 125

Foulds E: 201

Fowler G 2 55

Fraenkel M 204

Frame D M 189

France 126 250

Freckleton F 300

Freeman R 96
Frenz H 4

Fnedland L S 292 303

Fnshee G 94

Frost, Robert 270

G, E 205

Gaffin R C 246

Gascoigne, George 127-28

GatesW B 5

George VI 91

Germany 126

Gilbert A H 133 1391 142
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Globe Playhouse, The 312-13

Gogol N V 263

Gosson, Stephen 129

Graves R 221

Greene, Robert 130

Greg W W 108-10

H

H, A J 124

H, J W 120

Haggott J 239
Halstead W L 166

Hamlet 48 52 55 197-216

Hankins J E 197 308

Harbage A 116

Hardy E: 97-98

Harington, John 131-33

Harrison T P 107 255

Hart A 148 150 310-11

Hartley H B 212

Haug R A 131

Henry JV 49 217-20

Hepmann R 199

Herbert, George 134

Herring R 80 200 235 244

Heywood, Thomas 135

HigginsMH3l4
Hooker H. M 254

Homer J: 44

Horton-Smith L GH 72

Hotson L 154 162

Houghton R E C 245

Honk R A 252

Hughes M Y 298

Hunt R 67

Ingram K 51

Irtsh Kmght, The 82

Italy 70 88

Izard T C 160 320-21

J, W H 277

Jackson E 185

Jaggard W 125

James E 279

I 136

Jews 119

Johnson E D 33 290 306

Jones R E 238

Jones W A 256

Jonson, Ben 137-45

Judson A C 294 301

JffUus Caesar 29 51

Jungfrau von Orleans, Dte 126

King John 221

Kmg Lear 222

Kirschbaum L 163 181

Kittle W 8 93

Kittredge G L 185

Knight E 54

Knights L C 16

Kocher P H 165

Kokentz H. 153

Kreider P V 58

Kronenberger L 237

Kyd, Thomas 146

Laird J 64

LambC 1

LambM: 1

Lamborn E A G 76

Landis P 318

Landrum G: W 291

Language of Sh 147-53

Larrabee S A 264

Law 154 232

Law R A 229-30 259 289
Lawrence W W 215

Learning, Sh's 41

Leicester's men in the Low Countries 3

Leishman J B 78

Levin H 143 156

Lewis B R 313

Lewis C S 203 215

Lievsay J L 92

Leane G G 56-57 167 183

Lodge, Thomas 155

Loosley A E 17
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O. HENRY AND SHAKSPERE

BY WILLIAM BRAN GATES

Don't you think that Shakespeare was a great writer?" she would ask, with

such a pretty little knit of her arched brows that the late Ignatius Donnelly,

himself, had he seen it, could scarcely have saved his Bacon

O. Henry: A Poor Rule.

In his various stories O. Henry refers to Shakspere nearly
a hundred times. In most of his extended allusions, he shows
a tendency to word-play or to an unexpected turn similar

to that manifest in the plots of his stories. The following

passages are representative:

1. With these I love to sit upon the

ground and tell sad stories of the

death of kings.

(The Duel.)

Far better to linger there . than

... sit upon the horsehair sofa .

and . . drivel in the ears of gaping

neighbors sad stories of the death of

colonial governors.

(The Head-Hunter.)

For God's sake, let us sit upon the

ground
And tell sad stories of the death of

kings.

(Rtchard II, III, li )

2. [The town] was set like a little

pearl in an emerald band

( Fox~in-tbe-Morning. )

This precious stone set in the silver

sea

(Richard II, H, i.)

3. I come to the conclusion that

discretion was the best part of fili-

busterin*.

(The Shamrock and the Palm. )

The better part of valor is discretion.

(lHenrylV,V,i.)

4. The gentleman who announced
that the world was an oyster which
he with his sword would open made
a larger hit than he deserved.

(Springtime a la Carte.)

Why, then, the world's mine oyster,
Which I with sword will open.

(Merry Wwes of Windsor, II,
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5. Twill serve 'tis not so deep as

a lobster a la Newburgh, nor so wide
as a church festival doughnut; but

'twill serve.

(The Third Ingredient.)

It is not so fragrant as a mothball

nor so thick as pea-soup; but 'tis

enough 'twjll serve.

(A Municipal Report.)

'Tis not so deep as a well, nor so

wide as a church-door; but 'tis

enough 'twill serve.

(Romeo and Juliet, III, i.)

6. Maybe, like love, they [ghosts}
are "engendered in the eye."

(A Ghost of A Chance.)

[Beauty] like fancy ... "is engen-
dered in the eyes."

(A Poor

Tell me where is fancy bred,

It is engender'd in the eyes.

(Merchant of Venice, HI, ii.)

7. The patience of that official,

often strained in extending leniency,
. . . had been overtaxed.

(The Reformation of Calliope.)

The quality of mercy is not strained.

(Merchant of Venice, IV, i.)

S. [The ranchman} ran like a lap-

wing back to the ranch-house.

(Hearts and Crosses.)

Look where Beatrice, like a lapwing,
runs

Qose to the ground.

(Much Ado about Nothing,

9. I'm really afraid that all the stage
is a world, anyhow, and all the play-
ers merely men and women. "The

thing's the play," is the way I quote
Mr. Shakespeare."

(The Things the Play.)

All the world's a stage,
And all the men and women merely

players.

(As You Like It, H, vii.)

The play's the thing
Wherein I'll catch the conscience of

the king.

(Hamlet, II, ii.)

10. "I've noticed you, Sam," says I,

"seeking the bubble notoriety in the

cannon's larynx a number of times."

(The Moment of Victory.)

Seeking the bubble reputation
Even in the cannon's mouth.

(AsYovtikeIt,IL,vii.)
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11. We may achieve climate, but

weather is thrust upon us.

(A Fog in Santone.)

Some are born great, some achieve

greatness, and some have greatness

thrust upon 'em.

(Twelfth Night, H, v.)

12. If there's any tears to shed, let

'em fall for the actress that gets . . .

thirty to forty-five dollars a week
for taking a leading part in a bum
show."

(The Momenta )

If you have tears, prepare to shed

them now.

(Julius Caesar, III, n )

13. Foster got his straw hat ... and
walked out of the air (as Hamlet

says).

(The Venturers.)

Will you walk out of the air, my
lord?

(Hamlet, II, ii.)

14. This goodly promontory, the

earth, . , . was to him CCatesby] no

more than a pestilent congregation
of vapours.

(The Reformation of Calliope.)

CFreshmayer] looked upon the earth

as a sterile promontory.

(The Complete Life of John

Hopkins.)

This goodly frame, the earth, seems
to me a sterile promontory, ... no
other than a pestilent congregation
of vapours.

15. Congregation of customers.

(A Ruler of Men.)

16. She fled up the lane pursued by
the avenging glass of form.

(The Defeat of the City.}

Why, you . . . underdone leader of

cotillions, you glassy fashion and

moulded form.

(The Moment of Victory.)

The glass of fashion and the mould
of form.

(Hamlet, HI, L)
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17. The slings and arrows of out-

rageous fortune fell blunted from
the buckler of his ... pride. With

especial resignation did he suffer

contumely and injury at the hands

of bartenders.

(The Higher Abdication.)

18. [The physician} mentioned a

string of grievances that the flesh is

heir to.

(Let Me Feel Your Pulse.)

19. The cause of liberating an un-

discovered country from the ills that

threatened ... it.

(A Ruler of Men.)

20. Imperial Caesar . . . asleep in

such a way, might shut his mouth
and keep the wind away.

(The Hiding of Black Bill )

21. We might say about your friend

[an Aztec god]:

Imperious What's-his-name, dead

and turned to stone

No use to write or call him on the

phone.

(He Also Serves.)

22. It was upon this hint that the

Minister of War acted.

(The Admiral)

23. On the Rio Grande border if

you take a man's life you sometimes

take trash; but if you take his horse,

you take a thing the loss of which
renders him poor indeed, and which
enriches you not if you are caught.

(A Double-Dyed Deceiver)

24 The daws may peck upon one's

sleeve without injury, but whoever
wears his heart upon his tympanum
gets it not far from the neck.

(The Thing's the Play.)

The slings and arrows of outrageous

fortune, . . .

The heart-ache and the thousand

natural shocks

That flesh is heir to

The oppressor's wrong, the proud
man's contumely, . . .

The undiscovered country from

whose bourn

No traveler returns.

(Hamlet, III, i.)

Imperious Caesar, dead and turn'd

to clay,

Might stop a hole to keep the wind

away.

(Hamlet, V, i )

. . . Upon this hint I spake.

(Othello, I, in.)

Who steals my purse steals thrash;
'tis something, nothing; . .

But he (that filches from me my
good name

Robs me of that which not enriches

him,
And makes me poor indeed.

(Othello, in, iii.)

. . . 'tis not long after

But I will wear my heart upon my
sleeve

For daws to peck at.

(Othello, I, i.)
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25. There was no mandragora in

the honorary draught of learning
that he had bought.

(New Arabia.)

Not poppy, nor mandragora,
Shall ever medicine thee to that

sweet sleep
Which thou owedst yesterday.

(Othello, HI, iii.)

26. At the head of the insurgent

party appeared that Hector and

learned Theban . . . Don Sabas

Placido.

(The Flag Paramount.)

Ill talk with this same learned

Theban.

(King Lear, III, iv.)

27. [Fourth Avenue] staggers

northward full of good intentions

Where it crosses Fourteenth Street

it struts for a brief moment proudly
in the glare of the museums and

cheap theatres.

(Bird of Bagdad.)

28. Hyperbole, compliment, praise
. . . golden opinions . . . vied with

one another ... in his speech-

(A Poor Rule.)

Life's but a walking shadow, a poor
player

That struts and frets his hour upon
the stage

And then is heard no more.

(Macbeth, V, v.)

I have bought
Golden opinions from all sorts of

people.

(Macbeth,!, vii.)

29- [A vat for dipping sheep was]
A vast iron cauldron with the fires

of Avernus beneath it. [Into the

cauldron is cast a various lot of in-

gredients] allowed to stew and fume
until the witches' broth is strong.

(Law and Order.)

(Macbetb,IV,i.)

30. No primrose way ... could woo
the remorseful soul of Perkins the

bereft.

(The Pendulum.)

I had thought to have let in some of

all professions that go the primrose
way to the everlasting bonfire.

(Macbeth, II, iii )

Do not, . . .

Show me the steep and thorny way
to heaven,

Whilst, . . .

Himself the primrose path of dalli-

ance treads.

(Hamlet, I, iiL)
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31. [The furnished flat] did not

exactly beggar description, but it

certainly had that word on the look-

out for the mendicancy squad.

(The Gift of the Magi.)

As for Tonia, though she sends des-

cription to the poorhouse, let her

make a millionaire of your fancy.

(The Cabedlero's Way.)

He was beggared for words with
which to formulate adequately his

dissent.

(Proof of the Pudding.)

32. The baseless fabric of a vision,

then, shall furnish my theme.

(An Unfinished Story.)

For her own person,
It beggard'd all description.

(Antony and Cleopatra, II, i.)

Like the baseless fabric of thisvision,

The cloud-capp'd towers . . . shall

dissolve

(The Tempest, IV, i.)

These representative passages show that O. Henry was
familiar with at least the well known Shaksperian phrases
and that he usually wove them into his own sentences with
a deliberate, occasionally somewhat artificial, "twist."



NOTES ON OTHELLO'S "BASE INDIAN"

BY GRACE HUNTER

IN
a history of Rome by Ammianus Marcellinus, trans-

lated and published by Philemon Holland in 1609,

Ammianus tells the following story:

"For well knowne it is, that in the time of Maximian Caesar, when a

fort or campe of the king of Persia was rifled, a certaine common
souldiour after he had met with a Parthicke sachell, wherein were

perles, upon simplicitie, for want of skill and knowledge, threw out

the gemmes, and went away sufficiently contented with the beautie

onely of the lether bagge."
1

Since Othello was first performed in 1604, Holland's trans-

lation cannot be taken as Shakspere's source. The fact that

Ammianus's history was read by the learned and that Hol-
land considered it important enough to make an English
version for those without sufficient Latin to read the original
makes it seem likely that Shakspere had read or had heard
the story. Ammianus does not identify the poor soldier, but
the name Indian was rather loosely applied in Shakspere's
time to people living in the region from the Euphrates to the

Nile. In the third century the Romans were following the

practice, in use for some time, of drafting barbarians and

captive prisoners into the army. Shakspere might, of course,
have written Judean, Judaean, or Judian, as some editors

think; and there were probably men from Judah in the
Roman army.

If Judean or Judian was the word in the manuscript, the

printer could have mistaken it for Indian; or the more famil-
iar term may have been substituted for the unusual Judean,
as happened in the case of lauds and tunes in Hamlet. If

Indian is accepted as the reading, it would seem that with a

specific story of an unimportant and ignorant man who
threw pearls away, it is' no longer necessary to explain the
"base Indian" as an American savage, as Kittredge does in
his notes to Othello (1941), in which he quotes once more
the familiar passages from Nashe, Chapman, and Drayton.

II

A defence of Judean, Judaean, or Judian may also he
made, as several editors have already done. If Shakspere
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had been reading Josephus, a translation of which was in

existence by 1602, he may have had in mind the mean birth

of Herod when he wrote the lines

of one whose hand,
Like the base Indian, threw a pearl away,

together with other parallels of the Herod-Mariamne story.

The inferiority in birth of Herod to Mariamne is brought
out vividly by Josephus. Antigonus affirmed to Herod's face

before the Romans, "That they would not do justly if they

gave the kingdom to Herod, who was no more than a pri-
vate man, and an Idumean, i.e. a half Jew . . . .

"2 When
Herod had brought under his control all Galilee, except
the hardy men who hid in caves in the mountains, he let

soldiers down in chests from the mountain tops to drive them
out A certain old man killed one by one his seven children

as they came out to give themselves up to Herod. Last he

slew his wife. But before he cast the dead bodies over the

precipice and himself followed them, he "greatly reproached
Herod with the meanness of his family, although he was then

king."
3

Mariamne, herself the daughter of a king, taunted

the mother and sister of Herod with the meanness of their

birth. Othello can, of course, boast that he owes his life and

being to "men of royal siege"; but his nobility of birth

only makes his action in killing his wife show him the more
base.

Another parallel is in the relation of Mariamne to Sohe-
mus into whose charge Herod gave his wife when he was

going on a journey. On his return Mariamne professed to

her husband that she owed Sohemus thanks for the care he
had taken of her and asked for a place in the government
for him, which was accordingly bestowed upon him.4 Even-

tually Herod had Sohemus killed because, like Othello, he

suspected Mariamne of infidelity though she "said all an
innocent woman could possibly say in her own defence."

5

Herod's intense love for his wife, his passionate jealousy and
Mariamne's death because of it have been noted before

;
but

not, I think, the relation between Sohemus and Mariamne,
which, in some respects parallels that between Desdemona
and Cassio. Nor has attention been called to the insistence
on the distinction in breeding which lago made to fester
in the mind of Othello and which comes out in the epithet
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base. It is worthy of note, too, that Brabantio addresses
Desdemona as

c

jewel' (I, 3, 195).

Possibly the word which Shakspere wrote was neither

Indian, Judean, nor Judian, but Idumean, which looks suffi-

ciently like Indian to be mistaken for it. The extra syllables
in the line could hardly daunt the poet who had just written

Of one not easily jealous, but, being wrought.
Grinnell College, Grinnellj Iowa.

iAmmianus, Htstory of Rome, translated by Philemon Holland, 1609, Lib. 22, Chap
III, p. 192; Bonn's Classical Library, translated by C. D Yonge, Bk, XXII, Ch, 4, p.

282; Ammianus, translated by John C. Rolfe, Vol. II, p 201.

2
Josephus, Works, translated by Wm Whiston, Vol I, p. 602.

*Ibid., p. 605.

*lbid.t p. 633.

p. 619.



POLONIUS'S ADVICE TO LAERTES

By MAX HUHNER, M. D.

IN
the Shakespeare Association Bulletin for October,

1943, on page 187, there appears an article with the above

title, by Dr. N. B. Allen, followed by an editorial com-

ment thereon on page 191.

The discussion brought out in these two articles is not

a new one, but one which has been going on among Shak-

sperian scholars for very many years.

In examining the opinions of the commentators of the

past we find that, like the authors of the above articles, they

deem it necessary to adopt one of two divergent views. The
one group holds that Polonius was a senile old fool, and,

accordingly find it necessary to decry or under-estimate the

lines of his advice, in order to make them conform with the

sayings of an old fool. On the other hand, there is the group
which considers Polonius to be a truly wise man, and there-

fore do not find it necessary to undervalue this speech.

Most of the critics advocate the first opinion, namely that

Polonius was a fool and therefore the speech cannot be of

value.

Thus Hudson, in discussing the lines

"To thine own self be true,

And it must follow as the night the day,
Thou can'st not then be false to any man."

makes the following statement:

"This is regarded by many as a very high strain of morality. I can-

not see it so
; though, to be sure, it is as high as Polonius can go ;

it is the height of worldly wisdom, a rule of being wisely selfish.

In the same sense, 'honesty is the best policy' ;
but no truly honest

man ever acts on that principle ,
and a man who fixes upon no higher

rule than that of being true to himself, will never be really true to

himself. This is one of the cases wherein a man must aim at the

greater, else he will not attain the less. In other words, a man will

never be really true to himself, unless it be a matter of conscience

with him to be true to something higher than himself. A passion for

rectitude is the only thing that will serve
"

Professor Dowden is even more harsh in his criticism of
the entire speech.
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"Its significance", he says, "must be looked for less in the matter

than in the sententious manner. Polonms has been wise with the

little wisdom of world prudence. He has been a master of indirect

means of getting at the truth, 'wmdlaces and assays of bias'. In the

shallow lore of life he has been learned Of true wisdom he has

never had a gleam And what Shakspere wishes to signify in this

speech is that wisdom of Polonms' kind consists in a set of maxims ,

all such wisdom might be set down for the head- lines of copy-

books. That is to say, his wisdom is not the overflow of a rich or

deep nature, but the little, accumulated hoard of a long and supei-
ficial experience This is what the sententious manner signifies And

very rightly Shakspere has put into Polonms' mouth the noble lines*

'To thine own self be true,

And it must follow, as the night the day,

Thou canst not then be false to any man/
Yes Polonius has got one great truth among his copy-book maxims,
but it comes in as a little bit of hard unvital wisdom like the rest

"'Dress well, don't lend or bonow money; to thine own self be

true
1

."

Other critics have followed in the same strain, and I will

not burden this little essay with examples from their writ-

ings. The gist of them all is the same, namely, that Polonius
was an old fool, and therefore what he says cannot be

regarded as great philosophy. This speech must therefore

be considered to be nothing more than ordinary talk, etc.

But all our difficulties vanish if we make a careful study
of all of Shakspere's works. We will then find that he was
so lavish with his philosophic thoughts and beautiful say-

ings, that he threw them about in the most careless fashion
and put some of his finest thoughts into the mouths of

ignorant persons and even into the mouths of children. In
other words, whenever some great thought or some happy
expression came to him, he at once put it down and placed
it into the mouth of the character who was talking at the

time, irrespective of whether such person was a child, an
uncultured person or a philosopher. A few examples of this

characteristic of Shakspere, which, by the way, was one of
his greatest errors, will now be presented.

Let us quote from Richard II, and for the time being,
let me call the characters A and B.

A. "Go, bind thou up yond dangling apncocks,
Which, like unruly children, make their sire

Stoop with oppression of their prodigal weight:
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Give some supportance to the bending twigs.
Go thou, and like an executioner,

Cut off the heads of too fast growing sprays,
That look too lofty in our commonwealth:
That must be even in our government;
You thus employ'd, I will go root away
The noisome weeds, that without profit suck

The soil's fertility from wholesome flowers

B. Why should we in the compass of a pale

Keep law and form and due proportion,

Showing, as in a model, our firm estate,

When our sea-wajled garden, the whole land,

Is full of weeds, her fairest flowers chok'd up,
Her fruit trees all unprun'd, her hedges rum'd,
Her knots disordered, and her wholesome herbs

Swarming with caterpillars?

A Hold thy peace.
He that hath suffer'd this disordered spring
Hath now himself met with the fall of leaf;

The weeds that his broad-spreading leaves did shelter,

That seem'd in eating him to hold him up,
Are plucked up root and all by Bolingbroke,
I mean the Earls of Wiltshire, Bushy, Green.

B What! are they dead?

A They are; and Bolingbroke
Hath seiz'd the wasteful king O! what pity is it

That he had not so trimm'd and dress'd his land

As we this garden. We at time of year
Do wound the bark, the skin of our fruit-trees,

Lest, being over-proud in sap and blood,

With too much riches it confound itself,

Had he done so to great and growing men,

They might have hv'd to bear and he to taste

Their fruits of duty , superfluous branches

We lop away that bearing boughs may live.

Had he done so, himself had borne the crown,
Which waste of idle hours hath quite thrown down.", etc.

Who spoke these beautiful and philosophic words? I do
not refer to the beauty of the language but to the poetic

ideas, and the philosophy of the entire theme. Was it some

great diplomat, was it a philosopher, or a poet? No. It was
a common gardener and his servant. And in order to em-

phasize the lowness of the two speakers, Shakspere intro-

duces the Queen, who had been hidden and had overheard
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their conversation, and who suddenly comes forward, and
addresses the gardener as follows :

"O! I am press'd to death through want of speaking.

Thou, old Adam's likeness, set to dress this garden,

How dares thy harsh rude tongue sound this unpleasmg news?

What Eve, what serpent, hath suggested thee

To make a second fall of cursed man?

Why dost thou say King Richard is depos'd?
Dar'st thou, thou little better thing than earth,

Divine his downfall? Say where, when, and how
Cam'st thou by this ill tidings? speak, thou wretch."

A.
"Pardon me, Madam, little joy have I

To breathe this news, yet what I say is true.

King Richard, he is m the mighty hold

Of Bohngbroke, their fortunes both are weigh' d:

In your lord's scale is nothing but himself,

And some few vanities that make him light,

But in the balance of great Bohngbroke,
Besides himself, are all the English peers,
And with that odds he weighs King Richard down ", etc

I have purposely quoted this speech of the Queen, in

order to show that there could be no doubt of the low posi-
tion of the gardener and his servant. Even at the present

time, the education of the average gardener is nothing to

boast of, and certainly, in the time of Richard II, when
reading and writing were the attainments of only a few, his

knowledge and philosophy were certainly v
far less. But

Shakspere in writing his Richard II, was inspired with the

beautiful thought of comparing the government or rather

misgovernment of England under Richard II, with the

arrangement of a garden and its trees and plants. Once that

thought inspired him, Shakspere put it down, and did not
care that he put it into the mouth of a common gardener.
The last words of the gardener, quoted above, also show
what beautiful metaphors Shakspere at times put into the
mouths of his most uneducated creations.

Again, the prattle of the son of Macduff is certainly
full of worldly wisdom, and yet whenever he is mentioned,
he is referred to as a baby.

Finally, let us quote one more example.
"That Julius Caesar was a famous man;
With what his valor did enrich his wit,
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His wit set down to make his valor live:

Death makes no conquest of this conqueror;
For now he lives in fame, though not in life."

These beautiful thoughts were not expressed by any great
man in the play, but by a little boy, namely, the young prince
in Richard III. The actual age of this child can easily be

ascertained by consulting history, but Shakspere gives us

the impression that he was very young, for his mother, the

Queen, as well as his murderers always refer to him and his

brother as the gentle babes.

Again in his description of the murder of the two young
princes in Richard III, Dighton and Forrest, who are de-

scribed as "fleshed villains, bloody dogs", describe their

crime in the following poetic language.

"Oh, thus", quoth Dighton, "lay the gentle babes",

"Thus, thus", quoth Forrest, "girdling one another

Within -their innocent alabaster arms:

Their lips were four red roses on a stalk,

Which in their summer beauty kissed each other

We smothered

The most replenished sweet work of nature

That from the prime creation e'er she framed.",

Certainly two hired assassins in the time of Richard III,
were not likely to speak in this lofty strain.

I have of course purposely omitted quoting from plays
in which wise sayings are put into the mouths of "fools".

As is well known, some of these so-called fools were really
court jesters and at times really wise men, who received this

title not because they were fools, but in order to give them
the privilege of saying truths without the danger of punish-
ment.

Many other illustrations will naturally occur to the

Shaksperian scholar, for Shakspere is full of such examples
of making lowly persons utter deep philosophy and poetry,
As above stated, it is really one of Shakspere's faults, but
nevertheless it is characteristic of him.

Incidentally, I am one of those who do not consider
Polonius a senile old fool, and for the following reasons.

Certainly the King did not so regard him, or he would
not have made the following remark concerning Polonius.
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"The head is not more native to the heart,

The hand more instrumental to the mouth,
Than is the throne of Denmark to thy father/'

There are some critics who believe that this remark from

the King indicates that he was under great obligation to

Polonius in obtaining the crown. Even if this were so, it

certainly indicates that Polonius was of some distinction in

Denmark at the very commencement of the play.

But there are other passages in Hamlet, which show that

Polonius was no fool, although we may not like him or his

unethical methods. His advice to Ophelia concerning her

love to Hamlet is very sane. His directions to his servant

Reynaldo how to spy on his son Laertes and how to discover

how his son is behaving, is certainly very shrewd, though
it may be considered mean and unethical. He was certainly
much more diplomatic than were the young friends of

Hamlet, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern.

Again when Polonius says to the King and Queen,
"Hath there been such a time, I'd fain know that,

That I have positively said T is so',

When it prove'd otherwise?"

neither the King nor Queen denied this allegation. His
method of using his daughter Ophelia to kelp the King and
himself in spying on Hamlet, though we may not like the

method, was certainly not the act of a senile fool. And finally
his method of spying on the Queen when she was conferring
with Hamlet was exceedingly clever: had the Queen not
become excited he would have got at the innermost secret

of Hamlet's supposed madness, for Hamlet had been frankly
unburdening himself of his innermost secrets.

Again, in All's Well T,hat Ends Well the Countess, on

taking leave of her son, makes the following remark.

"Love all, trust a few,
Do wrong to none: be able for thine enemy
Rather in power than use, and keep thy friend

Under thy own life's key: be check'd for silence

But never tax'd for speech."

As will be noticed, these words of the Countess are very
similar to those which Polonius addressed to his son, yet no
one considers the Countess a senile old fool or tries to dis-

parage the beauty and worldly wisdom in the above lines.
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The main point of this essay however is not my personal

opinion Nas to the wisdom or the folly of Polonius or my
appreciation of his' lines, but it is my desire to call attention

to the peculiar characteristic of Shakspere in disseminating
at random his most beautiful and philosophic utterances,
and dispensing them in the most careless manner. In is there-

fore neither necessary to consider Polonius a fool nor to

decry his justly famous speech in order to understand it.

88 Central Park West, New York, N. Y.



THE MIRROR OF ALL CHRISTIAN KINGS

By JOHN C. MCCLOSKEY

THE
final play of the Plantagenet cycle presents

Henry V, the son of the usurper Bolingbroke made king

by Parliament, as the great warrior-king of England,
the brilliant conqueror at Agincourt, and the embodiment
of the national spirit of England. As in Holinshed, Henry
is a king loved by all men, humane and just in peace, valiant

and hardy in war, humble and devout in victory, a king of

qualities most praiseworthy and of virtues notable, "a pat-

tern in princehood, a lodestar in honour, and a mirrour of

magnificence." He is the ideal prince of the Renaissance.

Early in the first scene the Archbishop of Canterbury

eulogizes the reformed tavern prankster and long-familiar

companion of Sir John Falstaff as suddenly learned in

divinity, skillful in government, expert in warfare, and com-

petent in statecraft. Henry V is, in the words of the Pro-

logue, "the mirror of all Christian kings." The name of God
is ever on his lips; and not only is God on his side as his

cause it just, but it is to God that he generously gives the

credit for the slaughter of ten thousand Frenchmen and
fellow-Christians in one bloody day.

It is, of course, abundantly evident that this son of Henry
Bolingbroke is an inspiring leader, a dauntless warrior, and
a well-loved sovereign, yet it is evident, too, that far from

being 'the mirror of all Christian kings" in the conduct of

warfare, to which the ethics of Christianity may presumably
be applied if the warfare is between Christians, Henry V is

a savage barbarian unrestrained by Christian ethics in his

ruthless pursuit of victory in the war upon which he had
embarked following out the politically expedient advice of

his dying father to busy giddy minds with foreign quarrels.
In the siege of Harfleur, Henry practises what today we

know as total war, about which no one is likely to assert

that there is anything distinctively Christian, This king, who
seeks ecclesiastical sanction for his war against France, who
is patronizingly familiar with God, and who confidently
identifies God's interests with his own, involves the terrors
of murder, rape, and villainy to achieve his mind, the capitu-
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lation of Harfleur. Although it may be objected that this

ideal king did not intend to follow out his threats, those

threats constitute what may be regarded as "a war of nerves"

and would be ineffectual as threats if their maker, no speaker
of idle words, was not determined beforehand to enforce

them. If the French of Harfleur do not immediately sur-

render, Henry shouts, not only will their soldiers be defeated

and slain, but horrific vengeance will be wreaked upon the

innocent non-combatants
;
and whatever happens, the guilt,

according to the English king's self-interested ethics which

justify violent deeds on the ground that if the victims do
not peaceably submit, they are responsible for their own

destruction, will rest not on Henry but on the French who
resist. There is neither Christianity nor civilization in

Henry's martial tactics. If he must begin the siege again,
he will leave Harfleur in ashes, and the gates of mercy, one

of the cardinal Christian virtues, shall be all shut up. His

rough soldiers, calloused by bloodshed and hardened in

heart, shall range with conscience wide as hell and in liberty
of bloody hand shall mow like grass the fair French virgins
and the flowering infants. What is it to him, Henry cries,

if impious and hellish war perpetrates all fell feats linked

to waste and desolation?

What is't to me, when you yourselves are cause,

If your pure maidens fall into the hand
Of hot and forcing violation ?

What rein can hold licentious wickedness

When down the hill he holds his fierce career ?

What if the French do not surrender at once in this "war of

nerves" while Henry yet restrains his soldiers from "heady
murder, spoil and villainy"? Then in a moment they may
look to see :

The blind and bloody soldier with foul hand
Defile the locks of your shill-shriekmg daughters ,

Your fathers taken by the silver beards,
And their most reverend heads dash'd to the walls,
Your naked infants spitted upon pikes,
Whiles the mad mothers with their howls confus'd

Do break the clouds, as did the wives of Jewry
At iHerod's bloody-hunting slaughtermen.
What say you? will you yield

? and this avoid,

Or, guilty in defence, be thus destroy'd?
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For cold ferocity this speech of the Christian king is unsur-

passed. That these threats were made with ruthless coldness

is attested by Henry's subsequent remark, IV, vi, 58-9, dur-

ing the course of the battle at Agincourt: "I was not angry
since I came to France until this instant." If it must be

granted that warfare is, in general, un-Christian, then it

must likewise be granted that at Harfleur, at least, Henry
lays his Christianity aside in his ruthless practice of total

war.

Despite the assertion of Henry later in the play that he

has given express charge that in his army's marches through
the country nothing be compelled from the villages, nothing
taken but paid for, and none of the French upbraided or

abused in disdainful language, this unpalatable scene is

reinforced by other details inconsistent with the concept of

"the mirror of all Christian kings." When after their initial

defeat at Agincourt the French reorganize their forces and

again threaten the English, Henry orders every English sol-

dier to kill his French prisoners. That this command was
carried out is evidenced in the following scene by the con-

versation of Fluellen and Gower, during the course of which
we learn that in retaliation for the killing of the boys guard-

ing the luggage by French stragglers and deserters the king
has, "most worthily," caused every soldier to cut his pris-
oner's throat. "O, 'tis a gallant king!" Gower exclaims. In
the same scene Henry dispatches a herald to some horsemen
on a hill bidding them come down and fight or void the field.

If they will do neither, Henry will come to them and make
them skirr away as swift as stones cast from Assyrian slings.

Besides, we'll cut the throats of those we have,
And not a man of them that we shall take

Shall taste our mercy. Go and tell them so.

Although the quality of mercy, which Portia lauds in

The Merchant of Venice, is a fundamental virtue of Chris-
tian ethics, Henry time and again rejects it and conducts
himself in batlle more like a butcher than a warrior. In the

light of these speeches, Henry's confident assignation to God
of the credit for victory is in presumptuous bad taste, and
his patronizing familiarity with the Deity is once more dis-

played in his twisted moral sense which inspires him to
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proclaim death to whoever of his own army shall boast of

the victory or "take that praise from God which is his

only."

Aside from these major flaws in the character of Henry V
as "the mirror of all Christian kings," there are certain

minor touches which detract from his greatness and make
it difficult to admire his character as fully as his efficiency.
He is a royal snob with an exalted concept of his greatness ;

he luxuriates in self-pity for the cares that the crown brings
to him who wears it. Everyone, he says, lays his sins upon
the king, who is subject to the breath of every fool. The only

thing the king possesses which private men do not is cere-

mony. This sophistic rationalizing Henry carries on at some

length, for he has not given a very satisfactory answer to

the critical objections of the soldier Williams and must,

therefore, reassure himself. Vain, and empty are the shows
of kingship, and not all its pomp and gorgeous ceremony
can make the king sleep so soundly as the wretched slave

with body filled and vacant mind. With characteristic royal
snobbism Henry confuses the lowly and the wretched with
the ignorant and the stupid. So conscious is this Henry of

his royal differences from other men that he condescends

(but not with humility) to point out his human similarities

to them.

Finally, Henry's character is not displayed to advantage
in his contacts with Williams, a courageous, manly, and

independent common soldier. When Williams' realistic

criticism of war is answered by Henry's presentation of the

customary case made out for those responsible for war, Wil-
liams remained unconvinced and, chiding Henry somewhat
too roundly, is involved in a quarrel with the disguised king.
In the exchange of gages for this quarrel and in the subse-

quent events Henry exercises his immunity as a king for the

sake of gratifying his exalted sense of royal greatness by
playing a shabby and boorish trick upon a common soldier,
who can call the man to account but not the king. Into this

quarrel Henry enters as a common man, but the issue of it

he evades as a king, and all that is left for Williams to do
is to withdraw in embarrassed chagrin. But Henry's self-

assured, kingly presumption that he can cancel out a crude
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and humorless practical joke by regal condescension and by
a patronizing gratuity is rejected by the sturdy refusal of

Williams, who is possessed of a democratic sense of man's
intrinsic worth, to be so bought off. "I will none of your
money," says Williams. To this common soldier, self-respect,

dignity, and honor are greater virtues than humble submis-
siveness to mere kingship, even when embodied in the person
of "the mirror of all Christian kings."

University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon.



CATERPILLARS, SPONGES, HORSELEECHES,
IN SHAKSPERE AND IN HOLINSHED

By SARAH DODSON

E term caterpillar Shakspere applies five times to men
in favored positions who appear to be employing their

power to advance themselves or to be feeding off the

bounty of the state at the expense of the people; he uses

sponge once and horseleech once with the same meaning.
1

I wish to present here some evidence which points to Holm-
shed's Chronicles2 as the source of these three figures.

Let us examine the passages in Shakspere where the

words occur in this sense. In 2 Henry VI, III, i, when the

Duke of York hears the announcement that England's claim

to territory in France has been relinquished, he exclaims to

himself (11. 87-90) :

Cold news for me 1 for I had hope of France

As firmly as I hope for fertile England.
Thus are my blossoms blasted m the bud,

And caterpillars eat my leaves away
3

Somerset and his confederates are doubtless the caterpillars

here;
4 in pretending to serve the king, they are playing a

game of their own and are thus endangering the success of

York's plan to establish himself on the throne. Further on
in the same play, in IV, iv, where caterpillars is found

again, the application of the figure is very definite. The
multitude following Jack Cade in his revolt against the

king stigmatize as caterpillars all those above them in rank
or privilege (11. 36, 37) :

All scholars, lawyers, courtiers, gentlemen,

They call false caterpillars and intend their death.

Again, in Richard II the word caterpillars is applied
twice to irresponsible favorites of the king who have been

eating up the substance of the land. First it comes from the

mouth of Bolingbroke (II, iii, 165-167) :

By Bushy, Bagot, and their complices,
The caterpillars of the commonwealth,
"Which I have sworn to weed and pluck away.
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These lines point forward in the drama to the garden scene

(III, iv), where both the setting and the political situation

are in keeping with the figure. One of the servants describes

the kingdom as a neglected garden choked up with weeds,
its "fruit trees all unprun'd" and its herbs "swarming with

caterpillars" (11. 40-47). The whole conversation between

the gardener and his servants emphasizes the fact that King
Richard has permitted his young associates to impoverish
his subjects and finally to ruin himself. 5

In I Henry IV, II, ii, 88, Falstaff brands as whoreson

caterpillars the travelers whom he and his companions are

robbing. The victims are not necessarily officials, but Bar-

dolph has explained that the money they are carrying is

destined for the king's exchequer, and Falstaflf humorously
assumes that they are fattening themselves off the state. The

imagery here is essentially, then, the same as that in 2 Henry
VI and Richard II.

Sponge as Hamlet uses it in a conversation with Rosen-

crantz (Hamlet, IV, ii, 11-22) is closely related to cater-

pillars above. Although, from one point of view, the word
describes Rosencrantz and Guildenstern in their role as

spies, from whom the king will extract information after

they have gathered it, at the same time Hamlet is ironically

implying that ultimately they may be squeezed dry of the

"rewards" which they have been soaking up :

When he needs what you have glean* d, it is but squeezing you and,

sponge, you shall be dry again.

Thus the sponge may not only take in, like the caterpillar,
but it may also yield up what it has absorbed.

In Henry V, II, iii, Pistol boldly characterizes himself
and his companions as horseleeches. He is not, it is true, a

courtier dependent on the royal favor, but, a soldier, an em-

ployee of the state and the king, who expects to profit from
the spoils of war. He calls out in anticipation of what the

opportunity will bring (11. 56-58) :

Yoke-fellows in arms,
Let us to France, like horse-leeches, my boys,
To suck, to suck, the very blood to suck!6

Later on in the action (IV, iv), by threatening his French
prisoner with the sword, he extracts a promise of two hun-
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dred crowns for ransom. And as he disappears with the

captive, he exclaims (i, 68),

As I suck blood, I will some mercy show!

According to A New English Dictionary, caterpillar in

the sense of "one who preys upon society" as Shakspere
uses it in the foregoing passages appears in ome other Eng-
lish writers of the sixteenth century; and certain scholars

have indicated that the figure of the sponge goes back to

Suetonius.7 Two passages in Holinshed, however, in one of

which caterpillars, sponges, and horseleeches are closely tied

together, suggest very strongly the imagery in Shakspere.
Both of them record incidents in the reign of Henry III.

In the first, "certeine couetous persons," who have been en-

riched by the privileges that the king has allowed them, are

called "caterpillars," "horseleeches," and "sponges" (pp.

214,215):

The king called a parlement at Westminster, wherein declaring
what charges he had been at diuers waies, he required to haue a

subsidie granted him, for the releefe of his want, which was flatlie

denied, the Nobles and other estates excusing the pouertie amongst
all degrees of men, by manie eudient reasons. Herevpon the bishop
of Winchester being a verie eloquent and faire-spoken man, openlie
counselled the king to fauour his people, whom he had alreadie made

poore and bare with continuall tributes and exactions. And if It

were so that he stood in such need as was alleged, that then he

should take into his hands againe such possessions and things, which

during the time of his yoong yeeres he had bestowed vpon his

seruants, without any good aduised consideration, for lacke of ripe

iudgement and discretion, and againe to take from certeine couetous

persons, who now were become horsseleches and caterpillars in the

commonwealth, all such offices as they held, and had verie much

abused, causing them to yeald vp their accounts, and to vse them

after the manner of sponges, so that where he had in times past
made them full of moisture, he might now wring them dne, fol-

lowing herein the example of Vespasian,
8

In the second passage, the pope and the king, who together
have been draining money from the English people, are

portrayed as horseleeches with insatiable appetites (p. 253) :

So that the pope and the king seemed as though the sheepheard and

woolfe had beene confederate togither to the destruction of the

poore flocke of sheepe, threatnmg euerie mans vndooing, to their
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owne inriching and not ceasing, till with fulnesse they were forced

to fall from the flesh, much like bloudsuckmg horsseleeches, of

whose nature it is notablie noted, that

Non missura pnus carnem, quam plena cruoris,

Quando haeret tenerae mollis hirudo cuti

Imbelles popuh quid nisi praeda manent?

All the figures to which I have called attention in Shaks-

pere show two basic resemblances to the first of the passages

quoted from the Chronicles: (i) a king is, directly or indi-

rectly, the source, of wealth or power; (2) men in positions

of privilege are represented as using their power to enrich

themselves or to secure some other advantage. The situation

depicted in the second passage is not essentially different,

for the king and the pope can satisfy their rapacity only by

supporting each other. Furthermore, "bloudsucking horse-

leeches' readily recalls "horseleeches," "suck," and "blood,"

Jn Pistol's speeches in Henry V. The sponges as described

by Shakspere and by Holinshed are almost identical: they
are now swollen with moisture which they have soaked up,

but, at the king's pleasure, they may be wrung dry again.
This figure is in Suetonius, as we have seen; and Holinshed
mentions Vespasian to show that Suetonius is his source.

But I am suggesting that Shakspere may be indebted to

Holinshed directly and thus only indirectly to Suetonius.

The strongest evidence, however, that Shakspere borrowed
from Holinshed lies in the resemblance between the cater-

pillar figure in Richard II and that in the Chronicles. The
accusations brought against Richard are very close to the

charges of the Bishop of Winchester in his arraignment of

Henry III; and the epithet caterpillars is equally applic-
able, in each situation, to those who have absorbed the wealth
of the nation. Moreover, one of the expressions in the

Chronicles, "caterpillers in the commonwealth," is almost

exactly duplicated in Bolmgbroke's speech.
These parallels between Holinshed and Shakspere are

too obvious, I believe, to be without significance. It is true
that Shakspere might have come across the figures elsewhere
than in the Chronicles; but since he was reading Holinshed,
it seems highly probable that he found these two passages
and was arrested by them. Even if he had seen the figures
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in other places, would not the fact that here, in one incident,

they are inextricably bound together tend to vivify them in

his imagination? What happened subsequently in Shaks-

pere's mind may, therefore, in a small way, fit in with an

explanation that Robert A, Law has given with reference

to another source: Shakspere drew upon the old Leir play
for a long scene in Richard III and went back to that play
years later for the main plot in King Lear? Similarly, it

appears, the imagery which linked together caterpillars,

sponges, and horseleeches made an impression which per-
sisted for years in Shakspere's mind. These figure, then,
buried in his consciousness, emerged from time to time, now
one, now another, on each occasion with some difference in

situation, but always with the same basic meaning.
University of Texas.

^Caterpillars appears in Venus and Adonis, 1. 798, in a different figurative sense,
and in Pericles, V, i, 60, with a literal meaning There is another occurrence of sponge,
in The Merchant of Venice, I, 11, 108, where it obviously stand sfor "drunkard." See

John Bartlett, A New and Complete Concordance of the Dramatic Works and Poems

of Shakespeare.

2
Raphaell Hohnshed, Third Volume of Chronicles, London, 1587.

3In quoting from the plays, I am following the text of George Lyman Kittredge,
The Complete Worki of Shakespeare (Boston, 1936)

*Yoik is probably thinking of Suffolk also. See I, i, 124-131.

5The symbolism of the garden in Richard II (aside from the caterpillars) is sug-

gested in a number of pl(aces in Hohnshed. The closest parallel I have found is m the

following excerpt from the icign of Henry III "The archbishop of Canturbune called

a synod of the bishops and abbats inhabiting within his province, that . . . they might
foiesee some redresse for releefe of the English church, now in these late yeares sore

disquieted by new oppressions, more greeuous than had beene accustomed; for the

king by counsell, or rathei by the whispering of some flatterers and enimies to the

realme, was so induced that he permitted certeme euill customs, as thonue brembles

to increase in the fruitful garden of pleasure, and to choke vp the trees that brought
foorth fruit in great pflentie" (p 256) Of less significance, I believe, is a passage
from the reign of King John which gives a picture of swarming insects. Hohnshed is

commenting on the spread of the Roman religion into Wales. Aftei the year 1146,
he says, "these vermme {apparently monks and friars) swarmed like bees, or rather

rrawled like lice ouer all the land, and drew in with them their lowsie religion,

fempted with I wot not how manie milhans of abhominations" (p. 195)

^Horseleech is found nowhere else in Shakspere, but akin to it is bloodsucker,
which occurs twice. After Humphrey's death in 2 Henry VI, Warwick, m his accusa-

tions, calls Suffolk a "bloodsucke" (III, 11, 226) ; and m Richard 111, as Grey is being
led to execution, he execrates as "bloodsuckers" Ratchff and other satellites of Richard

(III, in, 5) Although in each instance the immediate meaning is doubtless "mur-

derer," circumstances in the action show that the term includes "parasite" also.

7N. E. D> explains that caterpillar in early times was "distinctly transferred and

used synonymously with the earlier pillar, but afterwards only fa. with conscious

reference to the hterol sense," Kittredge, in commenting on caterpillars in 1 Henry TV
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(Boston, 1940), note, p. 132, says "The regular term for 'parasites' or persons who
enrich themselves at others' expense especially for corrupt officers of the govern
ment." He refers to examples in Rtchard II and several of Shakspere's contemporaries,
,but he makes no mention of Holmshed The note on sponge in iKttredgje's Hamlet
(Boston, 1939), p. 250, is in part as follows "The figure (as Caldecott notes) is

derived from a passage in Suetonius (Vespasian, 16) 'Creditor etiam procuratorum
rapacissimorum quemque ad amphora ofEcia ex industna sohtus promovere, quo
locupletiores mox condemnaret; qmbus quidem vulgo pro spongns dicebatur uti, quod
quasi el siccos madefaceret et expnmeiet umentesV John Dover Wilson, in his Hamlet

(Cambiidge, 1934), note, p. 218, also says that the figure comes from Suetonius He
calls it "a commonplace of the time

"
N. E D. describes the horseleech as "an aquatic

sucking worm . . differing from the common leech in its larger size, and in the

formation of its jaws," and defines it figuratively as "a rapacious, insatiable person
"

Only one example is given of this figurative use before 1608.
8The italics in these extracts from Holmshed are my own.

*"Rjchard the Third, Act I, Scene 4," P. M. L. A., XXVII (1912), 117-141 See
also George C. Taylor, "Hermione's Statue Again," S A B., Vol 13 (1938), 82-86



EDITORIAL COMMENT

SHAKSPERE AN ANTI-SEMITE?

By S. A. T.

/TpHE Shakspere worshiper loves to think of the poet as

JL having been in his personal life gentle, sweet, sober,

sensible, honest, fair, modest, industrious, peace-loving,

sincere, affectionate, truthful, broad-minded, and tolerant,
even though the meagre records regarding him do not sup-

port the application of all these adjectives to him. For one

thing, it is certain that he was at least for a time ridicu-

lously chauvinistic and stupidly intolerant of foreign peo-

ples. See, for example, his many derogatory references to

Turks ("never trained to offices of tender courtesy") and
his repeated slurs at the French. Recent Italian scholarship
has taken exception to the unfair treatment accorded their

countrymen "as poison-tongued as handed" by the Bard.
It is not surprising, then, to find that his treatment of Jews
in his plays is typical of the anti-Semite's bigotry.

Shakspere's references to Jews are always uncompli-
mentary. In Macbeth the weird sisters (the "witche?" of

careless readers) make the liver of a "blaspheming" Jew
an ingredient of their hell-broth; in Two Gentlemen of
Verona the clown Launce says to the fool Speed that if he
does not accompany him to the ale house he is "a Hebrew,
a Jew, and not worth the name of a Christian;" in Much
Ado About Nothing the gulled Benedick says that if he does

not reciprocate Beatrice's love he is "a villain, ... a Jew;"
in Love's Labor's Lost the stupid clown, Costard, applies to

the foolish and fantastic Armado the term "incony Jew"
a passage in which the word still waits for a satisfactory

explanation, though it probably has reference to something

indelicate, vulgar, or obscene;
1
in A Midsummer-Night's

Dream, in the farce of Pryamus and Thisbe, occur the words
"eke most lovely Jew," where it is evident that the absurd

adjective "lovely" was used to get a laugh from the audi-

ence; in Henry IV the cowardly, rascally Falstaff, chal-

lenged for his brazen lies, says that if he is not telling the

truth he is "a Jew, an Ebrew Jew." Not even once in all

of Shakspere's works is the term "Jew" used with a respect-

able connotation.
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Shakspere's anti-Semitic prejudice is clearly shown in

The Merchant of Venice. Tubal is a malicious Jew who
delights in torturing Shylock. Jessica is a dishonest and dis-

loyal father-hating minx. Shylock is a sordid, miserly, re-

vengeful, bloodthirsty, hypocritical Jew, created by Shak-

spere to delight his stupid audience. In this play the Jew is

repeatedly likened to the devil and the devil to the Jew. The
speech "Hath not a Jew eyes? etc. a ridiculous speech
which might as aptly be put into the mouth of a dog, if it

could speak is proved by the vicious last sentence to have
been written to beget guffaws and hisses : "The villany you
teach me I will execute, and it shall go hard but I will better

the instruction." No, no! This play was not written to beget
sympathy for the Jew the Jew who has a heart than which,
says Antonio, nothing is harder.

In defense of Shakspere it will undoubtedly be said that

he had no precedent for any other treatment of the Jew.
Marlowe's Jew of Malta and the stir created by the unfor-
tunate tale of Dr. Lopez, convicted (improperly, it is true)
of having plotted to poison Queen Elizabeth, would have
made any other treatment of Jews on the stage dangerous,
perhaps impossible. But it should not be forgotten that in a

play published in 1590 The Three Lords and Three Ladies

of London the author, one "R W.", brought on the stage
an honest atfd decent Jew.

It seems, then, though we hate to say it, but truth is

truth, that in his prejudices Shakspere was the typical

arrogant, bumptious, unthinking Englishman of his day
whose religion and philosophy if he had any did not
make him a better man. Even a great artist may live on a
low spiritual level: Pope may have been right: "Shakspere
for gain, not glory,, winged his flight."

iThis is corroborated by the expression "incony vulgar wit" in the play at IV, i,

144.
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HAMLET'S SEA-VOYAGE BANDITS OR
PIRATES?

A Reply to Professor Lawrence

By T. M. PARROTT

PROFESSOR
LAWRENCE'S essay, Hamlet's Sea-Voy-

age (PMLA, March, 1944), like all his Shaksperian
studies, is both interesting and enlightening. With his

main conclusion that the great soliloquy of the fourth act

"How all occasions do inform against me" was writ-

ten to remind Shakspere's audience at this point that Hamlet
"had in his temperament that alteration of decision and

procrastination which led both to the ultimate consumma-
tion of his revenge and to his death in the duel", I am in

complete agreement. Whether Shakspere attained his pur-

pose in this composition would seem to be an open question
since the First Folio text, which represents the acting ver-

sion as early as 1623, omits the soliloquy. Apparently Shak-

spere's fellows thought then, as most actors have thought
since, that such a reminder was quite unnecessary. Apart
from Professor Lawrence's main conclusion, however, there

are certain statements in his essay, minor yet not without

importance, which as a joint editor of the Parrott-Craig
critical edition of the Second Quarto of Hamlet, I feel com-

pelled to answer, since it is assertions in our Introduction

that he seems, at least, to challenge. These statements deal

in the main with the Ur-Hamlet, with the relation of the

German play, Der Bestrafte Brudermord (B.B.), to the

Ur-Hamlet and with the relation of both these to Shak-

spere's play.

Professor Lawrence holds that not everything in B.B.
reflects the work of Kyd, author, as he and we both believe,
of the Ur-Hamlet, and he feels that it is difficult to draw
the line between what comes from the original and what has

been added in the German play. With the first of these

statements I quite agree, but I strongly incline to reject the

second. Instead of its being hard, I believe it to be fairly

easy to draw this line. There is, of course, no absolute cer-
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tainty in these matters
;
we are not even certain that it was

Kyd who wrote the Ur-Hamlet. Our conclusions must rest

upon a balance, more or less decisive, of probabilities. Now
if B.B. is a German version, however corrupt, of Kyd's play,
we are, I think, justified in believing that wherever it pre-
serves the action of Kyd's source, the Belleforest narrative

in the Histoires Tragigues, it reflects the essential features

of the Ur-Hamlet, but also where it contains features differ-

ing from this narrative, but corresponding to the known

technique and practice of Kyd, it again reflects his work.

What are these differing features? In the first place B.B.

opens with a Prologue in which Night calls upon the Furies

to kindle the fire of revenge against the King of Denmark
who has murdered his brother and is now lying with that

brother's wife. This is old Senecan stuff, such as we might
expect from so good a Senecan playwright as Kyd. The

inciting moment in B.B, is the Ghost's appeal to Hamlet to

revenge his unnatural murder. There is no Ghost in the

story as told by Saxo and Belleforest; this too is a Senecan
feature which we may confidently ascribe to Kyd, all the

more since it recalls the vengeful Ghost of Andrea in The
Spanish Tragedy. In JB.J5. the climax of the action is reached

by means of the play within the play, presented by Hamlet
before the King, at which the King's behavior confirms in

Hamlet's mind the story told him by the Ghost. Likewise
in The Spanish Tragedy the protagonist uses this device,
a play within a play, to attain his revenge. Again we may
ascribe this alteration of the narrative to the art of the Eng-
lish playwright In the falling action B.B. introduces the

motif of counter-revenge pursued against Hamlet by Leon-
hardus (Laertes), son of the murdered Corambus (Polonius
in Qa, Corambis in Qi). This again is a feature wanting
in the narrative, but plainly a device of the English play-
wright to complicate and intensify the action. Finally we
have in J3J3. the bloody catastrophe in which Hamlet
achieves his revenge, but perishes in attaining it, a true

Senecan catastrophe parallel to the massacre at the end of
The Spanish Tragedy. In the narrative Hamlet, after

achieving his revenge, becomes King of Denmark and pur-
sues a long career of craft and conquest until he falls in
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battle, an awkward, if not impossible, denouement for a

play.

What, on the other hand, do we find in B.B. that does

not fall into one of these two divisions: (a) features corre-

sponding to the original narrative, and (b) features evident-

ly due to the art of the English playwright? Structurally

very little indeed
;
at most a comic scene between the boor

Jens note the German name and the courtier Phantasmo.
Additional comic matter, probably due to a German reviser

of Kyd's play, appears in the behavior of the Ghost who
boxes a sentry's ears, in the foolish babble of Corambus, in

the mad Ophelia's erotic pursuit of Phantasmo, and in

Hamlet's story of the made-up bride, as also in his comment
on the costume and behavior of the actors. None of this is

germane to the action; it is inserted by the reviser to raise

a laugh in an audience incapable of appreciating the tragic
matter of the play.

There is, however, one scene, hitherto unmentioned, of

prime structural importance which now demands special
consideration. This is the scene (B.B. IV, i) on Hamlet's

sea-voyage where his cunning enables him to escape from
the assassins commissioned by the King to kill him. Professor

Lawrence hesitates to attribute this scene to Kyd, suggests
that it may be due to the German "translater" I should

prefer the term "reviser" and that the pirates of Shak-

spere's Hamlet may originate with Kyd. This, however,
seems to me so unlikely as to be almost incredible. Let us

consider the matter.

One of the first and most important tasks confronting
an Elizabethan playwright's attempt to dramatize the story
of Hamlet was to excise the account of his long year's stay,
with various adventures, in England immalleable drama-
tic material and bring him back to Denmark as promptly
as possible. It was imperative to invent some device to

expedite this return
; Shakspere uses that of the pirate ship ;

B.B., that of Hamlet's escape from his would-be assassins.

Which is more likely to be the original, i.e. to represent the

action of the Ur-Hamlet? Unquestionably, I think, that of

the German play. Let us examine the scene. I use Professor

Lawrence's brief summary.
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Hamlet is discovered upon an island with two bandits,

agents of the King, who tell him they must kill him. Hamlet

pretends to agree. "But," he says, "I will give you a signal :

I will turn my hands toward heaven, and the moment I

stretch out my arms, fire ! Aim both pistols at my sides, and

when I say 'Shoot', give me as much as I need, and be sure

to hit me so that I shall not be long in torture." They grant
him this, but just as they fire he throws himself forward on

his face so that they shoot each other. (Professor Lawrence

omits the not unimportant detail that Hamlet then makes

assurance doubly sure by stabbing their bodies with their

own swords.) Hamlet then searches the bodies of the villains

and finds a letter "to an arch-murderer in England", com-

manding his death, in case their attempt fails. He resolves

to return to Denmark, not by water, but by post from the

next town.

Here certainly is a scene of lively action such as Kyd
loved, action heightened by the futile attempt of the un-
armed Prince to snatch a sword from one of the bandits,
another detail which Professor Lawrence omits. It brings
before the eyes of the audience the craft of Hamlet in trick-

ing the murderers to kill each other, and also something
of the savage nature of the hero of Saxo, "and in all prob-
ability the equally savage hero of Kyd" (Lawrence) as in

revenge he stabs the still moving bodies of the bandits.

Moreover the scene breathes the same air of grim humor
which pervades the death-scene of Pedringano in The Span-
ish Tragedy, a scene in which a hired assassin comes to a

violent and unexpected end when he thinks himself safe

from harm. It is certainly more in the manner of Kyd than
in that of the German reviser who introduced the Jens-
Phantasmo scene and other comic matter. Professor Law-
rence objects that "it does not solve the dramatic problem
of getting Hamlet back to Denmark; it leaves him marooned
off England." That statement is not quite accurate, for Ham-
let himself announces in this scene his intention of returning.
His mode of conveyance, "by post" is, to be sure, awkward
enough, and Professor Lawrence scores a point when he says
that this "sounds more like the eighteenth century than the
sixteenth". I would suggest, however, that this brief state-
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ment at the very end of the scene may represent an addition

by the reviser to take the place of an excised scene in the

Ur-Hamlet which showed the Prince on his way home.
Marks of cutting are visible throughout B.B., notably, for

example, in V,i, where a brief soliloquy by Hamlet must
be a condensation of one of Kyd's long tirades. If, on the

other hand, the whole scene is the work of the reviser, as

Professor Lawrence suspects, we must credit that unknown

person also with enough dramatic skill to anticipate the

scene^ as is done in III, 10, where the King gives explicit
orders to Hamlet's companions to murder him. But if, as

I believe, both this anticipation and the scene on the island

come from Kyd, we get a positive answer to what Professor

Lawrence (p. 59) considers only a probability, i.e., the

guilty foreknowledge of Hamlet's companions on the voy-

age, Shakspere's Rosencrantz and Guildenstern.

Professor Lawrence further objects that the "two agents
of the King are called in one scene 'attendants' and in an-

other 'bandits' which suggests that two hands may have been
at work." This is not quite accurate. The word "attendants"

comes from the English translation of B.B; the German is

"Diener", in III, 10, and in the stage-direction in IV,i; the

word "bandits" does not occur in the dialogue of the Ger-

man, but only in the scene heading of IV.i, "Zwei Banditen"
and in speech-headings of this scene: "i. Bandit", "2. Ban-

dit"; it is probably due to the reviser or even to a German
copyist. Certainly the "Diener" of III, 10, whom Hamlet
derides as "saubere Bursche" and "noblen Quantschen"

(rogues) are the so-called "bandits" of IV,i. The mention
in both scenes of the letter with the warrant for Hamlet's
death shows that Kyd knew of this incident in the Belle-

forest narrative, but realized that the mere discovery of the

letter by the Prince would not suffice to bring him back to

Denmark promptly and that some incident must be devised

to effect this return. The affair on the island, considering
the probably melodramatic nature of Kyd's Hamlet, seems

really a happy inspiration.

Let us suppose, by way of hypothesis, that the idea of

intercepting Hamlet by pirates on his voyage had dawned
on Kyd. It might have done so, for, as Professor Lawrence
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remarks, pirates were in Kyd's day "a constant menace in

the North Sea and familiar to everyone in fact and fiction".

If Kyd had adopted this device, however, he would have

found himself confronted with material the sea-fight and

Hamlet's boarding the pirate ship difficult, if not impos-
sible to present upon the Elizabethan stage. Nor is there

anything in contemporary fact or fiction, as far as I know,
to suggest to Kyd the honorable treatment of Hamlet by the

pirates and his return to Denmark upon their ship rather

as their patron than their prisoner. And, further, if we

accept Professor Lawrence's suggestion and attribute the

intervention of the pirates to Kyd, we must go on to suppose
that the German reviser cancelled it and composed in its

place the effective scene on the island so wholly in Kyd's

style. This, frankly, seems quite impossible.

Kyd, as we have seen, allowed himself a free hand in

shaping the material of his source into dramatic form. He
invented matter of his own to start the action, the Ghost's

demand for revenge; he introduced his own device of a

play within the play at the climax, and he closed his work
with a Senecan catastrophe. It was otherwise with Shak-

spere. Working here not upon a narrative, but recasting a

play which had already achieved a certain success upon the

stage, he was by no means so free. As a matter of fact, he
seems to have followed the scenario of his source, the Ur-

Hamlet, very closely, making few structural changes. Why,
indeed, should he have done so? There lay before him in

ms. a capital plot of a thrilling melodrama. His task was
not to alter it, but to elevate it into a tragedy by developing
and heightening the character of the protagonist. He pro-
ceeded to metamorphose the "savage hero" of Kyd into a

Renaissance prince, "the glass of fashion and the mould of

form", a prince characterized by those who know him best

as "gentle", "dear" and "noble" and finally dismissed from
the stage with Horatio's farewell: "Good-night, sweet

Prince^,
all these epithets being, of course, Shakspere's

dramatic device to impress this conception of his hero upon
his audience. Now, in the process of re-writing the old play
Shakspere comes to the scene upon the island. He must at

once have said to himself : "This will never do". The total
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effect of this scene is serio-comic rather than tragic, and

Shakspere at the end of the century was writing for a better

trained and more sensitive audience than Kyd's in the mid-
dle eighties. We can hardly believe that Shakspere was

willing to exhibit his hero at this crisis of his career as a

clownish acrobat and a stabber of dying men. Yet, if the

scene is to be elided, some other device must be invented to

solve the dramatic problem. Invention, as we know, was
not Shakspere's strong point; he preferred as a rule to take

a story as he found it and to expend his energy upon char-

acterization. If the story in his source failed him, he was

apt to borrow a suitable incident from his reading, or, in-

deed, from earlier work of his own, as in the substitution

of Mariana for Isabella in Angelo's bed. Shakspere turns

at this point, we may suppose, in his re-writing Kyd's play
to the narrative of Belleforest that lay behind it. There he
finds the incident of the altered letters which Kyd had

elided, and the discovery and alteration of the letters by
Hamlet go back into Shakspere's text. It would be difficult,

however, to represent this action on the stage, and accord-

ingly Shakspere only lets us hear of it in Hamlet's report
thereof to Horatio. Yet, as Shakspere of course realized,
this alteration of the letters would save the hero's life in

England, but would not bring him back at once to Denmark.
Some other incident must be devised, borrowed, if possible,
from Shakspere's reading.

Now the play that immediately precedes Hamlet in

Shakspere's dramatic career is Julius Caesar, and this play,
as all the world knows, is based upon a careful and con-

scientious study of Plutarch's Life of the great Roman. In
the very beginning of th&tLife Shakspere found the account
of Caesar's capture by a pirate ship and of his resolute

behavior toward the pirates, which so impressed them that

he was not "kept as a prisoner, but rather waited upon by
them as a prince". These words are from North's Plutarch,
used by Shakspere and quoted by Professor Lawrence, and
the last phrase "waited upon by them as a prince" seems to

have been the spark that fired the mind of the playwright
struggling with his "dramatic problem", the more so, no

doubt, when he recalled the fact that the pirates had set
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Caesar free upon the payment of his ransom. The nature

of Hamlet's ransom is indicated in his letter to Horatio:

"I am to do a good turn for them", i.e. secure their pardon,
or perhaps, as Professor Lawrence suggests, their promotion
from pirates to privateers.

It cannot be asserted that this solution which Shakspere
hit upon in the hurry, perhaps, of composition, is altogether

satisfactory. It raises too many questions such as those neatly

put by Professor Lawrence himself. But questions of this

kind are asked by critics in the study, not by auditors in the

theatre. They were the less likely to be asked since Shak-

spere, realizing that the sea-fight and Hamlet's bargain
with the pirates were unpresentable on the stage, deftly

packed them into the aforementioned letter. What the audi-

ence did not see, but only heard reported, would not trouble

them, and if, perchance, a scholar in the theatre recognized
the source of this solution, he would probably be more

disposed to praise than to blame the author for his ingenious
"imitation" of a classic master. And finally this adaptation
of a piece of Plutarch for a dramatic end must have given
Shakspere himself a sense of inward satisfaction, since it

served to bring out again that "alternation of decision and

procrastination" in the character of Hamlet, which, as Pro-
fessor Lawrence so well shows, is the inspiring motive of

the famous soliloquy. Had Hamlet not procrastinated in his

revenge, he would not have found himself on a ship bearing
him to his death in England; had he not been capable of

swift decision, he would not have boarded the pirate ship

single-handed "I alone" he writes "became their prisoner."

Shakspere had little chance in his re-writing of the old play
to show in his hero the virtue, expected in a Renaissance

prince, of a soldier; this borrowing from Plutarch gave him
such a chance, and he slightly altered his source to bring this

virtue out; there is no mention in Plutarch of Caesar's board-

ing a pirate ship, on the contrary he seems to have been
rather ignominiously seized and held to ransom.

If the argument so far has been valid, we may reach, I

believe, certain conclusions which Professor Lawrence, if

he does not reject, yet seems at least to be doubtful of. The
first is that the island scene in B.B. comes from the Ur~
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Hamlet, i.e., from the hand of Kyd. The second is that the

business of the pirate ship is Shakspere's, and is his delib-

erate alteration both of his immediate source, the old play,
and of the source of that play, i.e., the Belleforest narrative.

Both Kyd and Shakspere solved the pressing dramatic prob-
lem in a manner consistent with their artistic temperament
and their technique : Kyd by a scene of violent action

;
Shak-

spere by a quiet report of off-stage business which would
pass muster with an uncritical audience and yet in the mind
of a thoughtful hearer would tend to heighten and ennoble
the character of his protagonist.

Lawrenceville, New Jersey.



THE ELIZABETHAN LEGACY

(A Glance Towards the Renaissance)

By GEORGE C. TAYLOR

'TPHE humorist of today is often humbly apologetic for

JL being a humanist, confessedly on the defensive. At the

very moment in history when he has the best opportunity
in centuries to assert the indispensable quality of humanism
as a constructive force in a world in the process of destruc-

tion, the humanist is permitting the two most potent forces,
science and sociology, to impress upon him their conception
of what humanism is. And he is permitting this despite the

fact that, though they have occupied the most strategic

points of vantage conceivable for them to occupy as shaping
forces of civilization, recently they have been utterly incap-
able of preventing mankind from going into the worst tail-

spin in a thousand years. Take, for example, Harvard Uni-

versity perhaps the most independent educational institu-

tion in the United States. Is it taking advantage of the inca-

pacity of the great physical and social sciences to prevent
the great international throw-back to the beast in man, with-
out the aid of humanistic and religious forces, even as tradi-

tionally defined? At Harvard, for a century the citadel of

courageous faith in the humanities as the main force enab-

ling man to live above the level of the brute, those now in

the saddle are willing to accept a position which relegates
humanism to a distinctly secondary position as a decorative
and graceful handmaiden to her great sisters science and

sociology, Howard M. Jones, Dean of the Graduate School
of Harvard, is emphatic:

"The war probably ended an epoch in education, notably in the

public schools and in certain colleges. That epoch, largely colored

by the theories of John Dewey, made the development of individual

personality the primary aim of education.

The truth is, advocates of the humanities are lost, bewildered men.

They have not, despite innumerable committees and conferences, re-

covered from the shock of discovering they were of no particular im-

portance to the Government. They lack any central philosophy, and
in contrast to the definiteness of aim among scientists and technolo-

gists, they have as yet been unable to construct any coherent educa-
tional philosophy governing the years to come/'1
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Jones is less representative of the trend of thought as to

the humanities than his more extreme confrere, Carl Sand-

burg ;
but of this more anon. One turns with relief from the

American voices thundering with god-like finality out of

Sinai to a quiet, simple statement in a journal called An-

tiquity (March 1943) :

"This joint meeting of some four hundred men and women inter-

ested in ancient literature and civilization, organized by the Societies

for the Promotion of Hellenic and Roman Studies and supported by
the Classical Association, desires to emphasize the vital importance
of providing in any plan for education after the War adequate
facilities for these studies, upon which as the center of the human-
istic tradition European civilization has hitherto rested, and which,
in the opinion of this meeting, cannot be neglected without grave

consequences."

We are free to choose either a simple, strong statement

of faith or a cynical cry of despair as to the humanities. We
can label the whole division of learning as Walter Raleigh
does Paradise Lost, "a monument to dead ideas."

Dead ideas! It is against this superficial conception that

a great body of ideas (with the Renaissance and Elizabethan

body of ideas especially in mind) can ever die, that this dis-

cussion is to be pointed. And it is this ludicrously false con-

ception, now prevalent, which makes it pertinent to pass in

quick review some of the more important Elizabethan men-
tal attitudes of thought to which we might profitably return

;

the fact that the modern world has forgotten them has doubt-
less contributed very largely to plunging us into the abysmal
night of cruelty and international anarchy of the present.

Kefore passing in review the more important of these

Elizabethan ideas, it seems advisable to pave the way by
very briefly carrying the war into the country of the cocksure
modern thinker who still, in the face of facts, dares to place
himself on record as being certain of what he denominates

mystically as progress. It seems just as advisable, on the other

hand, too, to admit very frankly that existing alongside the

magnificent body of potent thought of the Elizabethans was
a vast body of preposterous conceptions, as low and debasing
as that corresponding body of conceptions now accmpanying
some of the finest and highest thought contributions of our
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own day. Certainly, it is no longer possible, is it? for those

of us living today to look donjon upon the Elizabethan civili-

zation or upon any civilization previous to our own, when
at best we have become simply companions in degradation
and in misery with them. If the ideas of an age are to be

judged by the level to which they lift us in civilization, we
have now every reason to be sceptical about the soundness

of our accepted present thought systems. It is hardly possible
for any thinker of integrity and courage to deny, on any

ground except that of a kind of spiritual hunch, that the

thoughts of feelings of contemporary man, as one views

the world picture of today, have been characterized during
the last few years in very great part by the lowest and most
bestial of impulses ;

and this, as already suggested, both in

the world of thought and of emotion. One has a right to

demand, too, that we think now not in terms of our relatively
safe North America but of the world so reduced in size that

Tokyo is closer to San Francisco, New York to Ceylon, than

Chicago was to New York in pre-locomotive days. Never,
certainly not for several hundred years, has the world pic-
ture taken on, in its entirety, a sorrier and more sordid hue,
a more hopeless impression of what organized man is cap-
able or incapable of perfecting~in the way of peace on earth,

good will to men. Men have shown in our day an utter inca-

pacity to settle disputes beyond national boundaries by a

method other than violence, and this both as to the present
war situation and as to all organized planning for a post-
war world. In this post-war planning all realistic thinkers
are agreed on one thing only, that the most gigantic organi-
zation ever projected for a police force will be necessary to

control the forces of hate and lust for power which have
broken over the dams of restraint of centuries and are now
flooding the earth. Only the wishful thoughts

2*

of the philan-
thropic and social-minded give us hope that mankind can
recover from its present orgy of blood and self-extermination
without having recourse to the lowest bases of appeal.
Science, greatest of all good forces, naively proceeding to

turn over to mankind its splendid achievements on the

assumption of the natural goodness of man, has been forced
to witness the present-day throwback to cruelty and savagery
accelerated tremendously by his own inventions.
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Having learned at last that man can revert overnight
from the cilivized being he is superficially to the fiercest of

animals, we shall, in planning for the future, now surely not

soon forget what we ourselves or others are really like
;
the

finest of living things, the gentlest and most god-like, with

a capacity of returning with incredible celerity to the lowest

levels of the lowest animals.

To parallel the hideousness of our present behavior we
must concede the ghastly stupidity and beastliness, both of

a similar and different kind, in the Elizabethans themselves,
a beastliness even more incongrous to us, of course, than our

own of today. As with them, so with us, intimately con-

nected with the finest manifestations of the human spirit

in its varied activities run the lowest manifestations of

human nature. As with us
s

, they are literally legion. It is

impossible, however, to cite one intelligent Elizabethan who
would have been as unwilling as we are today to concede
the imbecilities and bestialities of both common men and
leaders which went hand in hand with the idealities of his

age.

We may regale ourselves to the full with some of the

stupidities
3
of the age of Elizabeth, neither more nor less

characteristic of that age than similar manifestations of the

depraved aspects of the human spirit of our age. There was,
for example, the Elizabethan and Renaissance habit of sack-

ing cities, wholesale murders of defenseless mothers and

children, such as you and I are now guilty of. Whoso drew
the longest bow ran his brother down, you know, as we run
men down today. Only, of course, to us the atrocities of a

former age seem much less excusable than those of our own.
There was the mock trial of Dr. Lopez, Spanish or Portu-

guese physician to Queen Elizabeth, his drawing and

quartering in view of the multitude, a sop to an orgy of

Jew hatred, after a trial in which the much idealized Earl
of Essex of today's romance led the prosecution, playing the

part of Gratiano at Shylock's trial. There were some one-

hundred-and-odd forms of cruel and unusual punishments
for some one-hundred-and-odd crimes, many of which seem

negligible today. The tortures to which men of all ranks
were subjected then for minor crimes made the ordinary
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hanging or beheading seem merciful. The most eloquent

of all testimonies of the horrid nature of these punishments
is the wording of our own Constitution of the United States,

which declares that we in this country shall not be subjected
to "cruel and unusual punishments." Perhaps the most un-

usual of these punishments is most vividly illustrated by the

way "witches" were executed : they were strapped to a heavy
chair which enabled the executioner to "wring their necks,"
a phrase now fortunately applicable to the execution only
of chickens, or to a wife by some facetious husband. Perhaps
the most absurd barbarities and childish credulities of the

Elizabethan age are brought home to us by Montaigne's
ridicule of the prescriptions of the great medical men of his

acquaintance: a second low mental level is to be found in

treatments recommended by the Elizabethan health books

most widely current in the good old days of Elizabeth.

Those who find most amusing the ignorance of past civiliza-

tions will find endless delight in the medical ideas of the

days of Sidney, Raleigh, Shakspere, Bacon, Montaigne,
the last three surprisingly modern in many of their concep-
tions. Notice these exhibits:

A Bag for Falling Sickness (Epilepsy) :

Take species Electuary de gemmis, Lactificantu Almansoru, of each

one-quarter of an ounce, Mace one dram, Manorum, Judy Spica,

Liquer Alves, and red Stirax, of each halfe a dram, each stamped
alone, make a silke bagge and weare it on the left breast; when it is

besweat, then let it drie again.

Things to hang about the neck "highly commended of all the famous
Phisitions: it is the smell or savour which doth most vehemently
withstand evil Some write also that the red Corall and the Emerald
hath the same vertue.

Crab-lice grow of a stinking matter that nature expels through the

skin.

The Philosophers do agree altogether in this they be that have
much haire upon their breasts are at all times more manly, stout

and oouragious.
For Heart burn:

Some do hang about their neck for this disease the herbe Agrimony.
Others do hold in their mouth the stone in the Carps head.
For stone in the ktdneys:
There is ... much commended the bone of a Hare, which we call

the Hares spring, powdered and drunk.

Learned are of the opinion that children bring this disease

(Measles) out of the mothers wombe when borne*
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Rennet of Fawnes that die in their dams bellies is commended for

the biting of snakes.

Garlike driveth away snakes through his smell

Montaigne who refers time and again to the stone in his

own bladder comes to our aid as to the ridiculous drugs in

vogue in France in his day.

"Evten the choice of most of their drugs is in some sort Mysterious
and divine the left foot of a tortoise, the urine of a lizard, an ele-

phant's dung, a mole's liver, blood drawn from under the right

wing of a white pigeon, and for us who have the stone (so scorn-

fully do they take advantage of our misery!) the pulverized drop-

pings of a rat, and other such tomfooleries that are more suggestive
of magic and spells than of a serious science. Not to mention their

pills, to be taken in uneven numbers, the setting apart of certain

days and festivals in the year, of certain hours for gathering the

herbs of their ingredients, the grim scowl, the wise and learned

looks and demeanor which they put on, and which even Pliny re-

marked upon with dmsion."4

Perhaps the worst aspect of the Elizabethan mind is to

be found in their Fear of Shadows: the prevalence of the

fear is best illustrated by some of Shakspere's leading

thinkers, not by all. Hotspur and Edmund are as completely

cynical as any modern as to the supernatural world.

Richard III, with all his crimes one of the most fearless

and resolute of Shakspere's kings, is a typical example :

"Shadows tonight [after his dream] have brought more terror to

the soul of Richard than can the substance of ten thousand soldiers,

armed in proof and led by shallow Richmond."

The hair of the sceptic, Hamlet, "stands on end" as the

Ghost appears. Macbeth, who dares the "witches" to do their

worst, goes completely to pieces as the ghost of Banquo rises.

Brutus alone controls his stoic self as the ghost of Caesar

rises; but he is shaken to his foundations. Shadows haunt

Lady Macbeth to the point of actual madness. What Shak-

spere himself feared no one knows, but we do know that

Montaigne and Bacon both stand in awe as they come to the

threshold of revealed truth on the borderline of that truth

got by Nature's light only. Who did not?
5
So does Milton

in his poetry and in most of his- prose.

Having conceded these many debased conceptions preva-
lent in the Elizabethan age, we may now, in< fairness, take
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a look at many of the more admirable mental developments
of the Elizabethan age, many of which we might not be the

worse for receiving today.
6

LOOKING BACKWARD

The attitude which gave Rome some lasting greatness

was its respect for Greece and its drafts upon Greece's cul-

tural legacy: the attitude which saved the Elizabethans, and

indeed the Renaissance, from drifting back into barbarism

was its respect for and drafts upon Greece and Rome, rather

than intoxicated enthusiasm for its up-to-dateness. Drafts

on Greece, Rome, Elizabethan England, Renaissance

Europe, even upon Victorian England as to their humanistic

principles, could not certainly get us into any worse fix than

we now are in.

ANTIQUITY FORGOT MEANT RETURN TO BARBARISM

If there is any one attitude of modern times which might
reasonably explain the otherwise inexplicable prevalence
of cruelty and barbarism to which we have had a throw-

back, it lies in our adolescent attempt to cut ourselves off

from every tradition with which we are familiar, in nursing
the delusion that the worst of the new is better than the best

of the old. In what other way can one explain what seems
to be the inexplicable plight of the present? We have re-

cited, with childish delight, the thousand gadgets invented
to save us trouble, our endless stream of creature comforts,
Symond's springs and eiderdown comforts, upholstered
Pullmans, et al, as evidence of our superiority over the
Greeks and Romans and Elizabethans who lacked these

gadgets. The Renaissance, despite the fact that it too relished
material comforts and inventions of instruments of construc-
tion and destruction, and was (relatively speaking) mate-

rially far in advance of the Greeks and Romans, never was
guilty of producing one great thinker, with the possible

exception of Bacon, who was silly enough to assume that this

necessarily made them superior to the ancients. Despite their

tremendous advantages in inventions they realized that with-
out going back to other civilizations, to the experience of

mankind, they were not half-civilized, that only through
constant contact with antiquity could they survive as other
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than the savage creatures they realized we naturally are.

Montaigne's credit to Amyot for civilizing France by trans-

lating Plutarch is beyond bounds. "We other ignoramuses
had been lost if this book had not lifted us out of the quag-
mire : thanks to him we dare to speak and write, ... he is

our breviary,"
7

If we are to take seriously Sandburg's "I tell you the past
is a bucket of ashes" as representing the point of view of

even semi-reasonable persons of our time, it is easy to see

how humanity has crashed over the precipice recently and
in a sense deserves to go on crashing over precipices at whose
feet lie the uncounted millions to whom all our yesterdays
could bring no light.

NATURE OF MAN

As a result, in part, of his knowledge bf antiquity, there

came to the Elizabethan thinker an accurate knowledge of

the nature of man which, previous to this war, we had not,

or, having it, blithely ignored in our social and educational

plans for the present and for the future. This statement will,
at first blush, seem an absurd exaggeration, in view of our

supposed knowledge of the nature of man through our high-

ly developed various techniques of thought. With psychol-

ogy, educational theory based on hundreds of questionnaires,

psychoanalysis, behaviorism, and other schools ad infinitum
as aids, we think we are in a far better position to under-
stand the nature of man than were the ancients or the Eliza-

bethans. All this technical knowledge, telling us exactly
what we will do or not do under a given test of circum-

stances, judged by its results in the last decade, has proved
totally unavailing to prevent what has sent us all into our

present international anarchy. The assumptions which the

Elizabethans had as to the nature of man might very pos-

sibly have saved us. Our assumptions led us ifto a fool's

Paradise, a dream from which we were rudely awakened.

What were some of our basic assumptions? Well, for

one thing, that human nature was naturally good in itself,

warped to evil by institutions, not guilty because of its own
natural evil propensities ;

that man was naturally the gentlest
of the animals, which at times he certainly is (in certain
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individual instances, like Socrates) but not the cruelest of

the animals which he also certainly is. No good Elizabethan

thinker would have forgotten that. For another, we assumed

that the less work we had to do and the more leisure we had,
the better off and the more civilized we would automatically
become. The most remarkable assumption was that man
would use his spare time for the elevation of himself and

others. This even today is assumed by so mental a person as

Flexner who falls into this optimistic trap.
8

No honest Elizabethan looking into his own heart and

into the experience of the race would have accepted any

such assumption. But with us today, especially in America,

such assumptions, despite the war (which is described as

natural), are still held in many intellectual circles as axio-

matic gospel truth. Even should the war end exactly as we
in America wish it to do, that will not alter by a hair the

essential falsity of these assumptions. For no one in his

right mind, as he projects himself forward into post-war

planning, will be willing to be caught off guard again by
reason of sentimental assumptions as to the natural good-
ness of man, as he bears in mind the thousands of chances
of violence exploding now in this or in that quarter of the

globe. Our awareness, just arrived at, of the vast quantity
of human dynamite ready to go off at any moment by reason

of the most trivial of causes, either in national, international,
or in labor vs. capital disputes, under the government either

of benevolent or malignant single rulers, is now a tacit

admission on our part that the Elizabethan estimate of the

creature man was saner than ours is. Certainly no great Eliz-

abethan thinker would have been intellectually surprised,
however much he may have been emotionally shocked, by
a Hitler whom we would have thought impossible, or by
what nations will resort to to get the better of another, by
what any class will do unethically to establish its power
over another. It is in connection with his plans for a newer
and better world that Bacon reminds us, "111 to man's nature
. . . hath a natural motion strongest in continuance

;
but good

a forced motion strongest at first" Where shall we find

among our leading modern thinkers realistic talk to us about
the constitutions of our own natures? From them we get,
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instead, an endless line of unctuous flatteries as to our un-

selfishness in relation to all others, as a basis for our doctrine

of unlimited rights of all for security irrespective of effort,

ability, or appreciation. We certainly might profit by a

return to the honesty of statement on the part of Elizabethan

thinkers as to the fundamental nature of man, his capacity
for great heights of fineness and goodness, his unbelievable

depths of depravity and evil inextricably intertangled in

almost every one of us. Surely, a civilization based on a

recognition that the material upon which all social orders

are built is in part weak, brittle, and defective is a sounder

civilization than that founded on the thought of thinkers

unwilling to reckon with us as we really are. We must be

on guard against a throwback at all times. No government-
can endure in which the men who establish it are too little

aware of the imperfections of human nature.

INDISCRIMINATE LOVE OF MAN

This brings us to an aspect of Elizabethan thought funda-

mentally sound and convincing in comparison with our own.
Ours has become a completely indiscriminate love of man.
Each of the social units under a vast number of social

schemes of organization is supposed to be of about equal

importance in spite of their indisputable differences in im-

portance and fineness. Montaigne makes a statement which,
if it is true, might bring our vast building for the future

tumbling about our ears like a house of cards or rather a

bombed cathedral. And it may be true.

"There is a greater difference between many a man and many an-

other man than between many a man and many an animal." 9

Why must the leading modern type of thinker hasten to deny
this? Because, of course, his plans are based on exactly the

opposite assumption. He can't carry on his schemes for

organization of man if he admits this. The idea, however,
though never as pertinently put as in Montaigne as to the

vast abyss that chasms between low types and high types of

men is characteristically accepted by Elizabethan thinkers.

The hired murderers in Macbeth say of themselves in mod-
ern vein, "We are men, my liege." To which Macbeth

replies with the discrimination of the Renaissance :
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"Ay, in the catalogue ye go for men,
As hounds and greyhounds, mongrels, spaniels, curs,

Shoughs, water-rugs, and demi-wolves are dipt
All by the name of dogs. The valued file

Distinguishes the swift, the slow, the subtle,

The housekeeper, the hunter, every one

According to the gift which bounteous nature

Hath in him clos'd; whereby he does receive

Particular addition, from the bill

That writes them all alike; and so of men."

Surely we are in sore need today of clarifying and refreshing
our ideas as to the vast differences in worth and value of

men of today and tomorrow if we hope to rebuild a better

and different world from that established on the sentimental
doctrine of the similarity of all men.

[To be concluded]

Saturday Review "Citizen or Mechanic?"

3"The Credulity of the Elizabethans
"

Madeline Doran, Journal of The History
of Ideas, Vol. I, pp 151 ff.

*The Essays of Montaigne, translated by E J Trechmann. London Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1927, p. 222.

^Marlowe is supposed to have been atheistical, and so were others, says Buckley
in his Aethetsm m the Renaissance, Faustus does not bear bear this out.

6There is no attempt in this article to cover in any sense exhaustively the ideas
of philosophies of the Renaissance. See Hardin Craig, The Enchanted Glass, Paul
Oscar Kristeller and John Herman Randall, "The Study of the Philosophies of the

Renaissance," Journal of the History of Ideas, Vol II, pp. 449 ff The emphasis here
is on the present day need of some few Renaissance -mental attitudes.

TE. J. Trechmann, 1927, Vol I, p 352.
*The Humanities After the War, p. 487.

Trechmann, I. 458.



SENECAN INFLUENCE ON ELIZABETHAN
TRAGEDY:
A Re-Estimation

By HENRY W. WELLS

DURING
the last few years widely conflicting state-

ments have been made regarding the role of Seneca in

the field of Elizabethan drama. A problem which a

few years ago seemed virtually settled has clearly been re-

opened for discussion. Two somewhat narrow and extreme

points of view now appear to have been presented. Both
these views are unsatisfactory, primarily because both have,
it seems, been taken without a sympathetic study of Seneca
himself- It is far too facile to hold that the Elizabethan
drama owes its admittedly worst defects, namely, violence

of action and affectation of phrase, in any marked degree
to the Roman playwright. One group of scholars, including
Cunliffe

1

,
Lucas2

,
Eliot

3

,
Mendell4

,
and a considerable num-

ber of dramatic historians, devote their attention exclusively
to tracing the influence of Seneca, and thus leave the reader

too easily to assume that this is the outstanding future of the

plays discussed. Cunliffe describes a small group of early
dramas as "Senecan plays," and further describes the Sene-
can influence in other plays which might, in his opinion,
fall under such a category. A number of younger scholars,

notably Willard Farnham5 and Howard Baker*, have more
recently contended that Seneca is a dominant influence only
in a handful of closet dramas which never saw the stage
nor in any way determined its history, and in a few similarly
isolated and unimportant works, such as The Misfortunes
of Arthur} given only in private performances. Beaker refuses

to regard Gorboduc as a "Senecan play" and finds the total

influence of the Latin dramatist far less than earlier critics

have asserted. But Baker's case is exposed to much the same

objection as Cunliffe's; indeed it is the more pregnable. For
while Cunliffe says nothing as to the non-Senecan elements,

which, so far as his criticism goes, may to his mind be either

great or small, Baker not only asserts the importance of the

native element but definitely attempts to diminish the case

for Seneca. Both sides deal in special pleading; neither
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seems concerned to discover what the essential charms of

Seneca's plays at any time have been. They exploit a part
of their subject at the expense of the whole. Scarcely a

single field in English literary scholarship has been culti-

vated so exclusively in the combative or dissertational spirit

as this of the Senecan influence. Truth has a way of escaping
from too overzealous lovers; while they fight, she flees to

persons of a more temperate and broadminded attitude. The
essence of the case is that no discussion of literature can

ultimately prove satisfying which fails to proceed from a

warm and sympathetic understanding of all the authors

concerned. The abuse of Seneca, or at least the neglect of

his own intentions, though understandable enough in the

circumstances, has impaired our grasp of the Elizabethans

themselves.

In a few rare cases, to be sure, one encounters statements

made about Seneca in England which have no direct bear-

ing on the relative importance of his influence, either more
or less, but proceed from an apparent understanding of the

affection for him which the Elizabethans so clearly had.

Thus Miss Ellis Fermor7
is one of the few writers who

has mentioned Seneca often and at the same time in a sym-
pathetic spirit. It is significant that she discusses the period
in which Seneca was actually best understood, that of the

satirical dramatists Marston, Chapman, Jonson, Webster
and Tourneur, rather than the earlier period from Sackville
and Norton to Kyd and Greene, where he has thus far been

chiefly discussed but where he was more superficially under-
stood by the playwrights, both as to his philosophy and his

poetry. Miss Fermor points out that some of the eloquence
with which the English playwrights relate the moral order
to the stars come from the inspiration of Seneca's own
poetry. But she has, unfortunately, written no article or book
on the subject, and the prevailing tendencies still remain

quite the opposite of her judicious position. Not only the
newer critics, who champion the native forces in Elizabethan
drama, but even the opposing critics, as Cunliffe, Lucas and
Mendell, rarely have a good word for Seneca himself or a
critical analysis of his art. T. S. Eliot, it is true, occasionally
commends him for a happy phrase or line, but more often
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writes in the familiar vein of condescension. He confesses

it difficult to imagine why the Elizabethans held Roman
tragedy in such esteem. The last paragraph of Mendell's

recent book, Our Seneca, is, paradoxically, almost the only

place in his ample volume in which he speaks sympathetic-

ally of the Latin dramatist.

The qualities which Seneca is said to have conferred

upon the Elizabethans are, unhappily, precisely those which

English playwrights possessed long before Seneca became
a pronounced literary fashion. Bombast, fustian, violence

and brutality are to be found throughout both Mystery and

Morality plays in far more egregious forms than in Seneca.

The Elizabethans, therefore, inheriting these blemishes in

content and style, cannot have contracted them from reading
Seneca. It may, of course, be argued that inasmuch as these

qualities undeniably exist to some extent in Seneca, their ex-

istence in him ingratiated his work to the Elizabethans. But
the Elizabethans hardly need to have troubled themselves

to resort to another literature in order to enjoy what was

sufficiently conspicuous in their own. With their explora-
tive and inquisitive temperament, the novel always attracted

them more than the familiar. Hence the likelihood would
be that they would seek for qualities which they had them-
selves only in less developed forms or even barely on the

horizon of their most extended vision. I suspect that the

goriness and the rhetorical thunders of Seneca, usually called

his chief attractions, were in fact among the least. Further

explanation of his vogue is certainly called for, especially
when we consider how great is the outstanding distinction

between the Elizabethans and Senecans, for while the Eng-
lish possessed one of the liveliest theatres in the world and
hence among the most theatrical of plays, Seneca wrote in

a somewhat decadent age of the theatre and is certainly one
of the least theatrical of all dramatists. Recent criticism

has even increased this paradoxical picture by the customary
statement, hardly demonstrated beyond dispute, that the

Senecan plays were never acted in antiquity ; they were most

certainly performed in the sixteenth century.

The whole question really hangs on the literary interpre-
tation of Seneca, and here lies the most palpable limitation
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in our recent literature on the Latin works, which has been

conspicuously lacking in literary appraisal, either in terms

of Elizabethan criticism or of our own. Few discussions of

the relation between the Roman dramatist and the Eliza-

bethan playwrights, for example, allude to any differences

to be detected between any one of the ten plays of Seneca

and another. The assumption appears to be that he was a

minor and monotonous author whose works are all precisely

of a piece. Actually one of the plays ascribed to him, the

Octavia, is almost certainly by another hand, and very pos-

sibly other plays or considerable parts of them are spurious.

The outstanding question of the authorship of all the plays

is, of course, still within the realm of doubt. Furthermore,

by whomever the tragedies were written, they are certainly

the reworking of earlier plays by different hands, and may
reasonably be expected to preserve traces of at least some
of the differences of their diverse sources. The ten tragedies
do in fact differ rather widely and it is therefore highly
uncritical to speak of Seneca as being wholly of a piece. A
brief summary may not be amiss. Qctavia is an historical

tragedy on the politics of Seneca's own times
;
he is himself,

of course, a character in this peculiarly frank and audacious

play. Hercules Cetaeus is an exceptionally long, highly
idealized and religious drama which celebrates the cult of

Hercules with curious analogs to the Christian passion play,
resurrection play, and the planctus of the Virgin ( Alcmena,
mother of Hercules, has a scene analogous to Mary before
the cross). The Phoenissae is a fragment in two scenes, or

perhaps it should be regarded as two fragments. The first

is peculiarly introspective; it presents Oedipus's longing
for death. The second scene depicts with a fine tragic irony
the political dilemma of Thebes. The Troades, like its Euri-

pidean source, has more the quality of a choral lament than
of a play. Thyestes is not only by far the most gruesome of
the tragedies but the most insistent in its study of what the
Elizabethans commonly term Machiavellian evil and de-

ceit; it remains the most profoundly pessimistic and disil-

lusioning of the plays. Medea is a unique and impassioned
study in black magic and still blacker hate. Hercules Furens
possesses a dignity and quiet depth unapproached in Seneca's
other secular tragedies. The three remaining plays, Oedipus,
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Agamemnon, and Phaedra, are his least original works, dilu-

tions and brutalizations if not actually perversions of his

Greek originals to accord with the imperial Roman taste.

Yet they tell three of the world's most moving stories in a

fashion by no means nerveless or disspirited.

It is as difficult for us to remember as it is obvious for,us

to perceive that the Elizabethans knew these great myths

primarily through Seneca. Most of the Elizabethan drama-
tists had read no Greek drama; only a few had read and

very imperfectly grasped a few of the plays of Euripides.
The greater poets, Aeschylus and Sophocles, were either

wholly unfamiliar or known so imperfectly as virtually to

be unknown. To all the Elizabethans from the most to the

least learned Seneca stood for tragedy in its highest perfec-
tion. He enjoyed substantially as great a lustre for them as

Shakspere for us. To conclude that he gave sanction and

encouragement to all the worst defects of the admittedly
uneven Elizabethan drama is far from a satisfactory state-

ment of the case. It is more profitable to ask why Seneca
was obviously one of the most widely read authors in school

and university, in the scholar's study and in the libraries of

courtier and gentleman. The answers are hardly obscure

yet they are scarcely to be found in the books and essays

dealing specifically with the drama. The volumes by Lucas
and Mendell, for example, seem almost deliberately to avoid
a direct analysis of Seneca's work itself, as though the sub-

ject were unprofitable, while they give instead much space
to his social, historical and literary background and to his

own political career. Similarly Cunliffe and Kastner
8

dis-

cuss the plays themselves far less than they discuss the

Italian, French and
English

imitations. Almost all the

scholars are generous in citing parallel passages and possible
or probable borrowings of lines, while the very basis of the

subject, the interpretation of Seneca himself, remains unex-

plored. Yet it follows almost inevitably that the grounds
for the popularity of his plays should afford a reliable clue

to the fundamental influence which they exercised on the

English playwrights.

The customary statements offer inadequate solutions. We
must look well beyond the unhappy attractions of the Sene-
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can excesses in word and deed. His rhetoric, when judged

by most renaissance standards, hardly seems dazzling. In

hasty summaries of his art the amount of physical horror

has surely been exaggerated; nine-tenths of his pages are

either entirely free from this quality or possess it in no

greater measure than the Greek tragedy or the general norm
of tragedy throughout the world. The Elizabethans could

and often did go to their native traditions for their theatrical

ghosts without consulting the very few examples in the Latin

playwright. The division of the plays into acts and scenes

is clearly superficial, both for the Latin and the English.
Nor is it sufficient to regard Seneca as the most popular
vehicle for stoicism, since this observation scarcely explains

why his plays proved so much more attractive than his

prose The explanation of his high reputation lies apparently

along other lines

To observe that his plays give the best Latin version of

a number of the most attractive classical myths is more to the

point, though hardly enough. Ovid excels in both the cheer-

ful and the pathetic stories of the gods and heroes, Seneca

only in the most tragic episodes. Naturally the late medieval
writers in England, as Lydgate, turn to him as master of the

distinctly tragic tale. But Seneca meant considerably more
to English sixteenth than to the English fifteenth century.
It is this growing popularity in the Shaksperian period
which calls for explanation.

There are special features of Seneca's feeling, thinking
and poetic style obviously alluring to the European world
of Shakspere's times and even more attractive to the Eng-
lish than to the continental mind. Indeed some of the same
grounds causing a revival of interest in Seneca in the latter

part of the sixteenth century have caused a definite revival
of interest m him during the first part of the twentieth

century. Seneca affords an instance of a writer who becomes
of universal interest through his success in representing his

own times and m foreshadowing the new temper springing
up in the world about him. Like the Elizabethan poets and
the nervous generation of his critics, Rupert Brooke and
T. S. Eliot, he witnessed a period of marked material

progress and spiritual decay: vast, cruel and unscrupulous
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world ambitions on the one side and the loss of a religious

and moral faith on the other. Only three generations after

Horace and Virgil, the spiritual climate of Rome had^vastly

changed. In its germinal form appeared the pessimism of

Juvenal, Hadrian and Claudianus, the grave melancholy
of the later Roman historians, and of Aurelius and Boethius.

Seneca is first and by no means least of the august line of

visionaries who prophesy the decline and fall of the classical

spirit and the imperial power. He reflects a society already

blighted with the curse of Atreus and marked for ultimate

destruction.

This means that the tragedy of Seneca is a spiritual pro-

genitor of the Elizabethan tragic mind which culminates

in Hamlet. Seneca's disillusionment, pessimism and perva-
sive melancholy is therefore a part of the background
against which Hamlet stands. Europeans had reached a

stage in which the most heroic and imposing physical con-

quests were being made overseas, while all was not well at

home and in the heart. The tragic Philip II in Spain, sick

within his religious cell, and the hardly less tragic queen
of England, frustrated even in her triumphs, symbolize the

age. Man's intellectual and spiritual struggles conjured up
dark and magnificent clouds of gloom strikingly similar

to those unrolled before the eyes of Seneca after the tri-

umphs of the Augustan era and to those uncovered to Mr.
T. S. Eliot when, in 1927, he composed his eloquent Intro-

duction to a reprint of Seneca His Tenne Tragedies, as

edited by Thomas Newton in 1581.

In at least two other respects Seneca held a still more
definite appeal to the Elizabethan mind. In the first place,
one notes the political trend in the morality of his plays.
Baker's views may in this connection be amended or at least

supplemented. Baker distinguishes between what he terms
the Senecan and the political interpretations of Gorboduc.
This play is not, he holds, a tragedy reviewing the purely
literary themes in Seneca but a political tragedy dealing
with current problems of the state. Yet there can hardly be
a tragedy dealing more boldly with political problems, and
m this respect a better model for Gorboduc, than Octavia,
a play notably popular in renaissance England. If Sackville
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and Norton were to follow Seneca as their literary and dra-

matic master, how could they do so more readily than in

writing on political themes? Seneca himself must have

known the political character of many of the Greek master-

pieces, as Aeschylus' Persae, the Seven Against Thebes and

the Eumenides, with its celebration of the Areopagus, and

those plays of Sophocles and Euripides which treat the

Theban legend. Witnesses to this are the Troades and the

Phoenissae which Seneca produced in emulation of the

Greek dramatists. Both directly and indirectly Seneca deep-

ly influenced Elizabethan political moralists. Among his

maxims dramatically stated are cynical propositions often

identical with maxims regarded by the Elizabethans as

newly sanctioned by Machiavelli. The first fifty lines of

Act Two of Thyestes, of all Seneca's plays the most popular

among Elizabethans, contain, for example, some of the best

known "Machiavellian" commonplaces, as that a wrong
is avenged only by a worse

9 and that "integrity, truth, loy-

alty, are private virtues; kings do as they will."
10 The Sene-

can plays are thus important sources not only for the

dramatic form, extravagant diction and violent action of the

most somber Elizabethan tragedies, but for a large part
of their political thought, and a direct source for many of

their political aphorisms,

In the second place, Seneca appealed to the Elizabethan
mind because of his spokesmanship for a new individualism.
As the power of church, emperor and parliament waned
and the typical Renaissance dictatorships of kings and
princes arose, the doctrine of the super-man or the trans-

cendent earthly hero or demigod, ruling by divine right,
came into prevalence. Far more than the Greek dramatists,
Seneca gave sustenance to this doctrine. He is himself the

apologist for the new age of Roman individualism. Thus
Virgil's Aeneas, symbol of the Roman state, belongs to the

previous age, while Seneca's Hercules, or super-man, be-

longs to the period of Nero and his successors. Seneca's

technique betrays the changing viewpoint. The heroes in

Aeschylus and Sophocles, as Prometheus, Orestes, Oedipus
and Ajax, consult with the dramatic chorus, thus suggesting
the background of a parliamentary or democratic system.
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Their conduct in this regard is reminiscent of Homer's treat-

ment of the conferences of Greek and Trojan chieftains, and

the comparatively reasonable character of that arch-coun-

selor, Odysseus. Seneca's heroes, on the contrary, stand alone.

Two of his finest plays, one of these by far the longest, deal

with Hercules, type of the ideal hero and object of Seneca's

special reverence. Others of his works are severely focused

in turn upon Nero, Atreus, Agamemnon, Oedipus, Phaedra,

Medea, and Jocasta (in the Phoenissae). It is significant

that his untheatrical heroes and heroines are commonly
engaged either in dialogue with the most colorless of con-

fidants or in the delivery of the longest of soliloquies. Con-

trary to Shakspere's technique, the hero's soliloquies are

vastly enlarged while the Senecan equivalents of Horatio

subside into virtual nonentity. All the chief Senecan char-

acters dwell on colder, lonelier heights than their Greek
antecedents. They materially assisted in forming the intel-

lectual doctrine of the super-man typical of Elizabethan

thought, a man, indeed, often termed "senecal" or in some

way consciously associated with Seneca's heroes. Jonson's

Sejanus, Catiline and Cicero, Marston's Andrugio, Maci-
lente and Masinihsa, Chapman's Bussy, Claremont, Cato,

Pompey and Chabot, Marlowe's Tamburlane, Greene's

Alphonsus, Chettle's Hoffman, and Shakspere's Richard

III, Julius Caesar, Augustus Caesar and Coriolanus, all

owe something to this Senecan concept of a supreme focus

of power within an individual. Seneca probably did more
than any other author to encourage the English dramatists

in their concept of the tragic hero. In politics, morality and

psychology their age demanded such an ideal. Seneca,
familiar to English readers since the time of Chaucer, pro-
vided inspiration to satisfy the new need.

Seneca's plays owe much of their force to their narrow-
ness. They represent a vision distinctly more limited than
that of the Greek but are simpler to grasp and by no means
ill-fitted to dramatic expression. In addition to his powers
of concentration upon the essential dramatic struggle of the

play, Seneca also has rare powers of concentration upon the

individual phrase. Thus to the Elizabethans he appeared
not only as a myth-maker but as a phrase-maker. While mod-
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ern scholarship has inevitably taken some notice of his con-

siderable aphoristic powers, it has too often dwarfed these

beside his violence in image and deed. The frequent quota-

tion from his aphorisms in the Latin, by Kyd and Marston,
and the still more frequent English paraphrases by Jonson,

Chapman, Greville and Daniel sufficiently illustrate this

important phase of his contribution.

We may now sum up this re-estimation of Seneca's attrac-

tion for the Elizabethan playwrights. The latter never felt

the real force of Greek tragedy itself. We today, who almost

inevitably compare him with the greatest Greeks and Eliza-

bethans, tend to dwarf both his poetry and his tragic force

between two necessarily overawing heights. But the Eliza-

bethans were almost equally ignorant of their own greatness
and of that of the Greek masters. To them Seneca towered

virtually alone upon a plain, decidedly dwarfing his some-
what servile imitators in England, Italy, France and Spain.

Although the Elizabethans cannot have seen Seneca in the

juster historical proportions in which we know him today,

they were far less prejudiced against his substantial achieve-

ments m tragedy and poetry. For if he is a much lesser poet
than Aeschylus or Shakspere, he is by the same tokens- a

much greater one than Gamier or Samuel Daniel.

After a general review of the grounds of Elizabethan
enthusiasm for Seneca the dramatist, one stands in the best

position to summarize the degree and significance of this

influence. It becomes increasingly clear why both Cunliffe's
book and Baker's may induce a biased outlook. We need
the broader perspective to correct too easily formed preju-
dice. On the one hand, Farnham and Baker are presumably
right in contending that Seneca was unessential to the de-

velopment of Elizabethan drama in all its more striking
forms. The English playwrights had long cultivated as a
native tradition a theatrical sense, a love of linguistic diffu-

sion, physical violence and horror, a folk-lore of ghosts, an
efficient system of playwriting, a pseudo-Machiavellian
ethic, and a philosophy of life quite without the absolute
need of Seneca. What stoicism they desired they might
requisition from Boethius as well as from him. The plays of

Preston, Edwards, Peele, Marlowe, and Greene were built
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essentially on native or renaissance traditions sufficient to

produce the rise of Shakspere and the supreme age of Eng-
land's theatrical, dramatic and poetic art. The spirit of pure

poetry, as nursed to its heights by Sidney, Spenser, Raleigh
and their immediate associates, did not strictly require the

aid which Seneca had to give. Ovid certainly meant more to

Shakspere and to Marlowe, to Beaumont and to Fletcher,
than did Seneca. Plautus almost certainly had a more direct

influence on English comedy than Seneca on English

tragedy. The theory that English tragedy evolved from Sen-

ecan tragedy, implied if never directly stated in many of

our textbooks, is then, as Farnham and Baker rightly con-

tend, a theory unsustained by evidence.

Yet a tendency to slight the importance which Seneca

actually did hold in the enrichment of Elizabethan tragedy
is as dangerous as the inclination to find him the core of this

tragedy. Especially is it manifestly erroneous to hold him

responsible for its worst crudities and defects. This falla-

cious tendency springs from the condescending attitude by
recent critics toward Seneca himself, a condescension which
has too often concealed what Seneca has to offer. Elizabethan

tragedy was, on the contrary, on terms of warm and fruitful

friendship with Seneca, even while it was in no sense tribu-

tary to him or dependent upon him for its existence. It was
not created by him ;

but it was at all times enriched by him.
It is worthy of special note that its grandeur increased pre-

cisely as the understanding of Seneca became deeper. His

major contribution was not, as sometimes implied, to the

more primitive or external phases of English drama, to its

ghosts, its thunderous phrases and bloody actions or its scene

divisions, so much as to its genuine poetry, it tragic energy
and its moral doctrine. Seneca cannot rightly be described
as a dull incubus weighing down the Elizabethans and keep-

ing certain of their more learned playwrights, as Kyd, Mar-
ston, Daniel, Greville, Jonson and Chapman, from soaring

wing to wing with Shakspere. For Seneca also nourishea

Shakspere's own mind, in part by direct contact, though
more often indirectly. The true importance of Seneca has in

our literary histories become unwittingly distorted by Cun-
liffe's well-known designation of a handful of early plays,
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from Gorboduc to The Misfortunes of Arthur, as "Senecan

plays." Similarly Nash's famous allusion to Kyd and to the

early Hamlet as under the spell of Seneca has especially

because of the Hamlet reference also thrown undue weight

upon our view of the early importance of Seneca. It is only

too clear that the playwrights from Sackville to Kyd had

not thoroughly digested their Seneca; and the early, pale

and academic tragedies of Daniel and Alexander contain

relatively poor specimens of what Seneca had to give. As

always, the servile imitators are the most sterile followers.

Actually the period of Seneca's deepest influence is not that

of the first English translations, from 1559 to I 58i, nor even

the period of Kyd and Marlowe, but that of the decade

extending from Shakspere's Julius Caesar (1599), and

Marston's Antonio and Mellida (1599) to Chapman's Re-

venge of Bussy D'Ambois (1610) and Jonson's Catiline

(1611). The earlier Elizabethans were, on the whole, too

volatile and optimistc to appreciate the deeper values in

Seneca. Understanding ripened with the years and with

an increasing familiarity with his work both in its Latin

and English forms. Moreover the rapid rise of English
satire in the last few years of the sixteenth century aided in

the re-interpretation of Seneca, who is almost equally a

satirist and a tragic poet. Marston, who began his literary
career as a Juvenalian satirist, by no means illogically con-

cluded it as a neo-Senecan tragic poet. Chapman followed
the same course. These two scholar-playwrights are of all

Englishmen the most seriously affected by him and incom-

parably more affected than the more timid imitators in

Gorboduc, Horestes, Tancred and Gismunda, The Misfor-
tunes of Arthur, Locrine, Selimus, The Spanish Tragedy
and Titus Andronicus. If Shakspere is indeed the chief
author of Titus Andronicus, as commonly thought probable,
our conclusion must be that when writing that melodrama
he had a rather superficial grasp of the Senecan spirit and
a much more serious understanding of it when writing Ham-
let's tragedy. The Senecan influence appears at its worst in

Titus, inviting all the harshest that has been said, and so

unjustly said, by English critics who know Shakspere so
much more intimately than they know Seneca. The Senecan
influence was thus actually at its height at almost exactly
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the year that Shakspere's Hamlet was written. For Seneca

was guide to a school of English tragic poets which pro-

jected the sober temper, both ethical and philosophical, of

the first years of the seventeenth century. Revived by the

Elizabethans, Seneca came to his own on the threshold and
in the earliest years of the Jacobean period. Here his in-

fluence, atthe hands of Shakspere, Jonson,Marston,Greville,

Chapman, and Webster, in such plays as Hamlet, Sejanus,

Sophonisba, Mustapha, The Conspiracy and Tragedy of

Charles, Duke of Byron, Bussy D'Ambois, and The White

Devil, is noble and almost entirely salutary. Just as the

earlier enthusiasts for Seneca in the period of Kyd, like his

modern critics, commonly brutalize him, so the later

Jacobeans tend to do so. Fletcher is in this regard, as in so

many other respects, transitional between the age of Shak-

spere and that of Shirley. Such tragedies as Valentinian and
Bonduca show the Senecan influence neither at its strongest
orweakest, and neither at best nor worst. Massinger and Ford,
bringing the wheel full circle, are more likely to give a

debased version once more, although Massinger's Roman
Actor is a dignified tragedy clearly indebted in spirit and
in style to the great Roman moralist, poet and rhetorician.

Only by the time that Shirley wrote his major tragedies, or

just before the closing of the theatres, does the romantic
influence utterly dominate and the Senecan influence tem-

porarily become an irrelevant consideration in a study of

English tragedy.

From these considerations it may be stated with some
assurance that our criticism of the Senecan influence has
been much impaired by an uncritical tendency of scholar-

ship for some fifty years to view Seneca's plays with feelings

ranging from condescension to contempt Our first require-
ment is a serious and reasonably sympathetic study of Seneca
himself. If he is to be associated with some of the worst lines

of the English playwrights, he may also be associated with

many of their best He attracted the Elizabethans not so

much because of his stylistic mannerisms or his use of physi-
cal brutality as because of his real poetic merits, his mirror
of an age of material progress and spiritual decay, his

increased emphasis upon political or public degeneration,
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and on the role of the individual. The stoical doctrine and

aphoristic style are important but on the whole less im-

portant than the foregoing. Finally, the most fruitful in-

fluence of Seneca was not, as the bulk of our criticism leads

us to infer, chiefly in the period from Sackville to Kyd, but

in the far greater period marked also by the rise of English
dramatic satire, from Marston's Antonio and Mellida to

Chapman's Revenge of Bussy D'Ambois, and centering in

the artistic triumph of Shakspere's Hamlet.
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EXCESSIVE GOODNESS A TRAGIC FAULT

By RUTH L. ANDERSON

IN
his essay "Of Moderation" Montaigne says: "We may

so seize on vertue, that if we embrace it with an over-

greedy and violent desire, it may become vitious. ... A
man may love vertue too much, and excessively demeane
himselfe in a good action. Gods holy word doth apply it

selfe to this byase: Re not ^juiser than you should, and be

soberly wise. . . /' Montaigne is saying here that even in

goodness there must be moderation. He is saying that

through excessive goodness, as well as through that which
is regularly considered vice, man may cause sorrow for him-
self. Those who say that there cannot be excess in virtue

"because it is no longer vertue if an excesse be in it, doe
but jest at words," he adds. "The Archer that overshoots

his marks, doth no otherwise than he that shooteth short."

It would seem that in a world of mingled good and evil man
must be practical if he succeeds; he must not be "too noble
for the world" if he expects to be secure in it.

The point of view in this passage from Montaigne is

related closely to an idea current during the Renaissance
that those who are good are likely to trust others and so be
defenseless against the attacks of evil in disguise. There

persisted from earlier times a traditional warning against
credulity and an emphasis upon the need for distrust and
the use of craft in dealing with others. Danger in credulity
had been recognized by Aristotle. Among persons to whom
one does injury he lists men who are trustful instead of cau-
tious.

1
Plato states that in youth good men often appear to

be simple and are easily practiced upon by evil because

they have no examples in their own souls of what is

evil.
2
Plutarch regards distrust on the part of subjects as a

protection against tyranny. Demosthenes was right, he says,
in declaring that distrust is the greatest safeguard states

possess against tyranny, "for that part of the soul with which
we trust is most easily taken captive."

3

Writings on statecraft

produced during the Renaissance preserve this emphasis
upon the importance of distrust as a quality to be possessed
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by princes. The point of view that one may be "too noble

for the world" and so bring evil upon oneself and others

carries over into Shakspere's plays as a tragic fault In

Timon of Athens it becomes the primary theme.

It would be right to say, indeed, that for the Renaissance

distrust was considered not only an important but an essen-

tial quality of a successful prince and credulity a grave dan-

ger to anyone in high office. The very nature of government
as viewed by the period required of a ruler practical insight

into tfre motives of those about him and the ability to conceal

his own purposes. It will not at all times permit the plain

dealing which is required in private affairs. Let us follow

through a line of thinking presented by Pierre Charron in

his discussion of prudence in government.

Having confirmed an observation which he ascribes to

Aristotle, that the subversion of states springs generally from

treachery and deceit, Charron raises the question, "Why
may not the State save it self by the same Methods that were

practis'd to ruine it, and retort the Artifice of Factious and
Wicked Male-contents back upon their own Heads?" In
his implied answer to the question he says:

"For a Man to be too Squeamish in these Cases, to play constantly
above-Board and upon the square; and deal with these Men accord-

ing to the Rules of that Rigorous Equity and Plain-dealing, which
Reason and Conscience -require from us in private Affairs, is incon-

sistent with the Nature and Measures, nay, with the very End of

all Government; and the Event would often be the betraying and

losing all, and Sacrificing the Public to an Unreasonable Scruple."
4

Charron concludes, as do Machiavelli and others, that a
ruler ought to be a lion in the field and a fox at the council

table, "or, as that Divine Saviour, who was Truth it self,
hath exprest himself upon another occasion; He may be a

subtle Serpent, but still a harmless Dove."

Charron goes on to say that distrust is absolutely neces-

sary in a prince and that credulity is a "very grave Fault"
of "most dangerous Consequence." A prince who confides
too much in others lays himself open to being "ill-used;"
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he invites others to practice craft against him and to cause

great mischief through seeking advantage for themselves,

A prince should make use of the diffidence "which consists

in keeping ones Eyes open, ones Mind in suspense, suspect-

ing and providing against every thing.'" He should maintain

an air of openness at the same time that he distrusts. From
his distrust should spring dissimulation, "whose Business it

is to open the Face, but cover the Heart." There is no way
to manage public affairs without dissembling. "Feints and

Pretences are absolutely requisite, not in Military Conduct

only, and time of War . . . but even in Peace and Civil Ad-
ministration towards one's own Subjects," although in the

latter case they should be used more sparingly. In matters

of little consequence a prince may seem opposed to dis-

sembling in order to have a reputation for frankness with
which to shield himself when he dissembles in important
matters.

6

Bacon agrees with Charron in his essay "Of Simulation
and Dissimulation." The weaker sort of politicians are great
dissemblers, Bacon says. If aman has keen penetration of judg-

ment, a habit of dissembling would be a hindrance
;

if he
lacks this penetration, "then it is left to him generally to

be close and a dissembler." 'tlie greatest statesmen have
maintained a reputation for veracity and frankness. They
have known when to use dissimulation and at such times

their reputation for honesty has prevailed. Bacon identifies

three kinds of dissimulation. After discussing the advantages
and disadvantages of the practice, he draws the following
conclusion as to the nature best suited to a prince : "The best

composition and temperature is to have openness in fame
and opinion; secrecy in habit; dissimulation in seasonable

use
;
and a power to feign, if there be no remedy."

The reason for this tendency to link the use of wariness
and dissembling with statecraft lies of course in the fact

that during the Renaissance men were regarded as being
wicked at heart. According to one trend of thought, persist-

ing from early Christian times, government is one of God's
remedies for man's corruption an institution necessary as

a means of direction and coercing man to right living. From
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the time that Adam and Eve fell from grace men have been

deceitful. For proof of the continuing importance of wari-

ness a prince need only reflect upon the condition of the

time:
"To observe, how all Mankind are made up of Falsehood and De-

ceit, of Tricks and Lies, how Unfaithful and Dangerous, how full

of Disguise and Design all Conversation is at present become, but

especially, how much more it abounds near his own Person, and

how manifestly Hypocnsie and Dissimulation are the reigning

Qualities of Prince's Courts, and Great Men's Families, above any

other places whatsoever."6

Because the times are evil and man is bent upon self govern-

ment, then, a prince should trust only a few, and to these

he should not give "all the Rope but constantly keep one

End in his own Hand." Bacon's statement in his essay "Of

Friendship" that one scarcely ever finds a man whose advicg
is not "bowed and crooked" by his own ends is a fair repre-
sentation of what the Renaissance thought of man. It follows

that in order to be successful men must not only distrust

others but must conceal their own aims. This is particularly
true at court, where deceit abounds. "The plain, and free,

and open," Charron says, "such as we commonly say carry
their Heart in their Faces, are by no means cut out for the

Business of Governing; they often ruine and betray both
themselves and their People."

7
In a world where nearly all

men are wicked nobility may be a frailty. It is likely to be
a frailty unless it is linked with a sense of the practical

The notion that one may be undone by goodness underlies
the portrayal of several of Shakspere's characters. Generally
speaking, goodness and trustfulness are said to be char-
acteristics of men who become victims of villainy, and these

qualities give plausibility to the success of the villain's

scheme. "Simple, plain Clarence" believes Richard 111, as

do Hastings, Derby, and Buckingham at the outset "simple
gulls." Only Derby learns to distrust early enough to escape
death. Othello is of a "free and open nature"; Cassio is an
"honest fool"; Desdemona is of "so free, so kind, so apt, so
blessed a disposition, she holds it a vice in her goodness not
to do more than she is requested." lago recognizes and plays
upon the quality of goodness in the characters against whom
he works. In doing so, he speaks the language of the right-
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eous fluently for he is an arch-dissembler. Edmund in King
Lear has a credulous father and a brother

Whose nature is so far from doing harms
That he suspects none. (I, 11, 195-196)

On "foolish honesty" Edmund's practices "ride easy."

Posthumus is "too good to be where ill men are." Because
of his credulity he is tricked by lachimo.

8

The portrayal of these characters reflects the well-known
Platonic notion that the soul perceives beauty and goodness

only in the degree that it is itself good. Noble people see

the good; not being evil, they are trustful. The ugly or

vicious soul actually dislikes the good. Shakspere makes use

of this latter view in accounting for deeds of villainy.
*

Wisdom and goodness to the vile seem vile:

Filths savour but themselves. (IV, ii, 38-39)

says Albany to Goneril in King Lear. Cassio has "a daily

beauty in his life" lago hates him. For similar reason

Oliver is prompted to take action against Orlando in As

You Like It.

Nobility of soul is an element leading to tragedy in the

case of Hamlet. Hamlet is a complex play and one can never
arrive at everything that is meant by it, but it seems certain

that Shakspere regarded Hamlet as one of the noblest

if not the noblest of his heroes. And he meant that nobility
to be a cause of tragedy. When Hamlet learns that Claudius
is a murderer he pulls out his notebook and makes an entry.

That one may smile and smile and be a Villain. (I, v, 108)

The incident reveals a fundamental trait in Hamlet; he is

"free and open" and does not generally suspect others. For
the Elizabethan this trait would be more meaningful than

for us. A prince should know that evil is frequently disguised
as good ;

in fact, he should expect it to be so disguised.

Much has been written about Hamlet's failing to kill the

King at prayer. If the incident is examined in relation to

Shakspere's technique there need be no doubt, I think, but

that Shakspere meant to show that Hamlet has not yet
learned to penetrate appearances. Shakspere seldom mis-
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leads his audience. Through preparation for an incident by

depicting a mood which inclines a character toward future

action, through portraying briefly an important character

about to appear, through use of commentators, such as Eno-

barbus in Antony and Cleopatra, or of soliloquies in which

a character announces intentions and motives, he sets the

audience right; frequently he directs attention to a particu-

lar point to be observed in what follows. Hamlet knows

nothing about insincere prayer (and Desdemona and Othello

know nothing about insincere vows, such as those Iago

makes). Hamlet's entrance on the stage when the king is

attempting to pray is skilfully placed between two speeches
in which, through what the King says (III, iii, 38 ff. and

97-98) ,
the attention of the audience is directed to the hypoc-

risy of the situation. The audience would then certainly
note that Hamlet is deceived by the attitude of prayer and

thus, immediately after the Players' production has con-

vinced him of the King's guilt, misses an opportunity to get
full revenge.

In Act V Hamlet calls Laertes a "very noble youth"
shortly after the audience has heard Laertes say that he will

anoint his sword with poison in preparation for the fencing
match in which he expects to be revenged for the death of

Polonius. The King plots the details of the match against
Hamlet's nobility:

... he being remiss,

Most generous and free from all contriving,
Will not peruse the foils. . . (IV, vd, 135-137)

Hamlet does not peruse the foils. He becomes the victim
of the tendency to take things to be what they seem when
his confidence in Laertes causes him to fall into a trap set

by the King.
9 As soon as he discovers from Laertes that "the

King's to blame" for the fact that he is dying, he retorts the
"artifice" practiced against him back upon the King's
head.

10

In Julius Caesar, Cassius recognizes and makes use of
the quality of impractical goodness in Brutus:

Well, Brutus, thou art noble; yet I see,

Thy honourable metal may be wrought
From that it is disposed. (I, ii, 312-314)
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Men of noble minds, Cassius says, should "keep ever with

their likes" otherwise they are likely to be deceived.

Brutus tells us that there are no tricks in "plain and simple

faith," and ordinarily this is true, but there may come a

time when even the good must dissemble. Strangely enough
Brutus comments upon the very aspect of life which requires
of man practical insight, but he fails to realize that his

associates noble though they are are capable of yielding
to ulterior motives:

When love begins to sicken and decay,
It useth an enforced ceremony.
There are no tricks in plain and simple faith ;

But hollow men, like horses hot at hand,
Make gallant show and promise of their mettle;
But when they should endure the bloody spur

They fall their crests and, like deceitful jades,
Sink in the trial. (IV, i, 20 ff.)

Brutus knows apparently that little men resort to hypocrisy,
but in the great cause of Rome he cannot conceive of false

dealing. He imputes to the other conspirators his own high
motives. Secret Romans who have "spoke the word" will

not "palter." In the plot against Caesar honesty is engaged
to honesty, he thinks; to believe that in so great a cause an

oath is necessary is to "stain the virtue of the enterprise.
11

Brutus is the only conspirator who strikes against Caesar-

ism in the abstract He is a great statesman, and only insuf-

ficient practical wisdom makes him a tragic character. He
proceeds against Caesar in the way in which, according to

Charron, a prince should resort to deeds of cruelty: "There
is not only a Necessity that they should be reserved for the

last Extremities, but that when Princes are perfectly driven

to make use of them, they should go about it with a real

unwillingness and great Regret"
12

If it were possible Brutus
would kill the spirit of Caesar without dismembering the

body. He is not, then, without some knowledge of policy
and of the advantage of cautious procedure. He would have
Caesar killed reluctantly, and he knows that for the com-
mon people this reluctance will give proper color to the

deed:
Let's kill him boldly, but not wrathfully; . . .

And let our hearts, as subtle masters do,
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Stir up their servants to an act of rage

And after seem to chide 'em. This shall make

Our purpose necessary, and not envious;

Which so appearing to the common eyes,

We shall be called purgers, not murderers. (II, i, 172 ff.)

But Brutus fails to realize that even where great principles

are involved men can be motivated by selfishness. He does

not know, for example, as Cassius does, that the use of craft

toward equals in matters of state is consistent with Mark
Antony's character and with Cassius

7

. Brutus becomes the

victims of impractical nobility.

Coriolanus is a noble character whose pride keeps him
from dissembling in a situation which would have con-

tributed to the welfare of Rome had he performed tactfully

the demands laid upon him. The play leaves no question as

to his goodness. He is "too noble for the world," Menenius

says.
He would not flatter Neptune for his trident,

Nor Jove for his power to thunder. (Ill, i, 256-257)

In a passage quoted above Charron states that the ability to

dissemble is "absolutely requisite" in a prince not only in

war but in peace. Unquestionably, opinion current during
the Renaissance agreed that a prince should dissemble for

the good of the state in cases of necessity. It agreed further
that where the general welfare is concerned he may resort to

policy with honor : "For there is a Cunning very consistent

with Virtue and strict Honour. . . .

13
Menenius implies that

for Coriolanus an extremity involving the state is at hand :

Before he should stoop to the herd, but that

The violent fit o' the time craves it as physic
For the whole state, I would put mine armour on,
Which I can scarcely bear. (Ill, ii, 33-36)

But Coriolanus is accustomed to the use of cunning only in

matters of war. He adheres to a sense of honor in the ab-

stract, a sense which is incompatible with the practical con-
duct life requires of men at times. Asked to return to the
tribunes and repent outwardly in words and action for his
earlier behavior, Coriolanus says he could not offer such
pennance to the gods.

Only in cases of extremity does this loyalty to a concept
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of virtue which disregards exigencies of state prove itself

too idealistic. At such times the inability to regard policy
as consistent with honor is likely to prove disastrous to the

individual. Volumnia presents the argument of the play

against this inflexible idealism of Coriolanus :

You are too absolute;

Though therein you can never be too noble

But when extremities speak. . . .

If it be honour in your wars to seem
The same you are not, which, for your best ends,
You adopt your policy, How is it less or worse

That it shall hold companionship in peace
With honour, as in war

, since that to both

It stands in like request? (Ill, iii, 39 ff.)

Volumnia would have her son speak words roted in his

tongue. Since circumstances of state require it, he may do so

with honor. Coriolanus resolves to make an attempt to ap-

pease the citizenry, but when he is branded traitor by the

tribunes he puts aside whatever determination he had to

speak mildly and to pretend. His devotion to honor in the

abstract is so thoroughgoing that were he required to linger
"but with a grain a day" he would not buy mercy of the

people at the "price of one fair word." Banished, Coriolanus

turns from Rome, wrathful at a country in which attacks

can be made against honor. The underlying situation in the

play is thus : A very noble man is to be elevated to the con-

sulship, but the process requires dissembling in the observ-

ance of a custom the man sees no need for. Because of pride

rising from his conception of honor the man is unable to

dissemble, Coriolanus is too noble for the demands the world
makes of him : he suffers for this nobility.

The notion that goodness, when not linked with distrust,

may prove one's undoing is the fundamental theme in Timon
of Athens, Timon is not cast in the mold of ordinary men,
We are born to give benefits, he says. Man does not truly

give when he receives, Timon could deal kingdoms to his

friends and "ne'er be weary," whereas the typical man
seeks self-advancement even at the expense of friendship.
Timon is so "free" himself that he thinks all others so. la
contrast to this nobility and trustfulness the play presents

far-reaching evidence of the general selfishness of human
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nature. Not only do men consume Timon's estate, the Poet

and the Painter follow him to the woods in the hope of

getting gold. They express the typical sentiment of men :

Then do we sin against our own estate,

When we may profit meet, and come too late. (V, 1, 44-45)

The deceit of men is emphasized further in the words of the

churlish Apemantus, who wonders that "men dare trust

themselves with men."

The sorrow Timon endures when he is disillusioned is

comparable to that of King Lear, another character who, ac-

cording to the Fool, should not have been old until he be-

came wise in practical knowledge. King Lear took things
to be what they seem until he was trapped by the feigned
love of Gonenl and Regan. In their grief both Timon and
Lear turn away from society. Both look upon the world as

a place devoid of honesty where chaos supplants order. Both

cry out against the procreative forces of the universe. Both
reflect upon the mere necessities of life. All else seems false

Distracted with grief, they address the elements of the

natural world. They discard their clothes, the trappings of a

vain civilization. Timon becomes a misanthrope. Having
nothing, he says he has all things. Death is the way out, he

says, for anyone who would be rid of affliction. For Timon
"death is gain."

"Wisdom for a man's self," admits Francis Bacon, "is,

in many branches thereof, a depraved thing : it is the wisdom
of rats, that will be sure to leave a house somewhat before
it fall : it is wisdom of the fox, that thrusts out the badger
who digged and made room for him: it is wisdom of

crocodiles, that shed tears when they would devour." 14 Ob-
viously, in the light of such reasoning, "the plain and free

and open" such men as Timon of Athens are likely to

"ruine and betray both themselves and their People," if the

gods "will give us some faults to make us men,"
16

they gave
the Timons too much goodness, and this goodness, expecting
to find its counterpart not in all men surely, but in those
who visited Timon as friends proved his undoing.

In Hamlet, Julius Caesar, and other plays considered

here, the importance of wariness is overshadowed by other
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aspects of the play. Timon of Athens deals primarily with
the danger that lies in excessive goodness; with the need for

practical wisdom which gives man penetrating judgment
against such evils as flattery and permits him to dissemble.

Timon of Athens is "an honest lord brought low by his own
heart." He is "undone by goodness" and the reason why he is

undone is that "doubt and suspect were placed in his heart

"too late." The play is an excellent embodiment of the prac-
tical outlook on life characteristic of the Renaissance.

Central College, Fayette, Missouri.

iRketortca, Ross ed , I, 12, 1372*>.

*The Republic, Jowett, tr., Ill, 408.

^Precept* of Statecraft, Loeb ed , 821, 28.
4Of Wisdom, George Stanhope, tr., 3 bks , London, 1697, Bk, III, p. 352. The

original, De la Sa$esset was printed at Bordeaux in 1601. The translation by Samson
Lennard was contemporary with Shakspere

*0p. ctt , Bk III, pp 334-355.
6
Charron, op. ctt., Bk. Ill, p. ^54

?0p. cit., Bk III, p 355.
8In similar fashion Titus Andronicus becomes for a time the victim of dissimula-

tion and craft After the fray growing out of Lavima's marriage he accepts the

proffered friendship of the Emperor as genuine He is later deceived by Aaron into

cutting off his own hand, but when a messenger comes from the Emperor, with the

hand and heads of his two sons, he becomes aware of his folly, From this point on
Titus plies ciaft with craft. He does the thing recommended by Charron he "retorts

the Artifice" of the villains "back upon their own Heads." He overreaches them "in

their own devices" (V, iii) although in doing so he loses his life.
9Hamlet's use of wariness against Rosenrantz, Guildenstern, and Polonius is only

an apparent contradiction of the above. Hamlet knows that evil exists as a force and
that hypocrisy is practiced by many courtiers seeking favor. Further, the Elizabethan

dramatist does not always match details, he is concerned chiefly with the uppermost
impression embodied in a

play.
". . . the stronger accents seem naturally to catch

our ears, so that our attention is drawn from the reasoning to the enthralling effect

of the imagination. . . ." (Longmus, XV, 11.) See E. E, Stoll, An and Artifice in

$kak*sp9ar*, Cambridge Press, 1933, p. 19.

The fact that Hamlet trusts Laertes at the end, after he has discovered the plot
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern attempts to carry out against him, is no more a flaw in

character portrayal than are the two time schemes m Iweljtk Nigh a flaw in structure.

Elizabethan drama permits variation from the general impression. Moreover, Laertes

is to be regarded as a noble but practical-minded character beguijed by the King into

blaming Hamlet for the death of Polonius Consenting to be ruled, he undertakes an

exploit "ripe" m the King's "device," (See Act IV, sc. vii.) It is thus plausible that

Hamlet ana Laertes should become the instrument of each other's death out exchange
forgiveness in their final moment of life.

10The use of craft is an important element in the structure of {he plot. Through-
out the play the King proceeds by means of craft, first to find out the cause of Hamlet's

"lunacy" and afterwards to dispose of Hamlet in a way that will not arouse suspicion.
Hamlet uses the "mousetrap" play to test the guilt of the King He kills Polonius.

believing that he has caught the King eavesdropping. When he sets out for England
Hamlet resolves to let "the engineer be hoist with his own petar." In Acts IV and V
"two crafts directly meet" (III, iv, 210), for the two principal characters recognise
each other as enemies. Hamlet sends Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to death when
they come

Between the pass and fell incensed points
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Of mighty opposites. (V, n, 60-61).
His own death results from a device arranged by the King. Hamlet might have been
full victor in the play had he foreknown that a man of Laertes* nobility could become
an instrument of the King. Or through craft, like Titus Andromcus, he might have
arranged the events from which the total catastrophe would have sprung.

^C/. Cleremont's reply to Montsurry's request that he accept an oath:
Plain truth no place has

Where oaths are honorouble. (Revenge of Bussy jyAmbois, V, i)

**Op. cit., Bk. Ill, p 361
^Charron, op. ctt , Bk III, p. 352.

"Of Wisdom for a Man's Self."

Cleopatra, V, n, 32.
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efficacy of knowledge has contributed the most hopeful

aspect of its individual and political philosophy. Turn
where you will, to Marlowe, Shakspere, Bacon, Milton, you

get a lift from their artistic development of the idea not to

be paralleled since; yes, not even in Pope's Essay on Man.

"Still", says Marlowe, "climbing after knowledge in-

finite."

"Yet", says Bacon, "the knowledge of truth is the sove-

reign good of human nature. . . . Yet truth, which only doth

judge itself, teacheth that the inquiry of truth, which is the

love-making or wooing of it, the knowledge of truth, which
is the presence of it, and the belief of truth, which is the

enjoying of it, is the sovereign good of human nature. The
first creature of God, in the works of the days, was the light
of the sense; the last was the light of reason." Adds Bacon,
"The desire of knowledge in excess caused man to fall. The
desire of power in excess caused the angels to fall".

In Shakspere, the expressions of this theme are infinite

in number and in excellence. Pericles: "I have ever held

that virtue and cunning [knowledge] are endowments

greater than nobleness and riches. Careless heirs may the

two latter darken and expend but immortality attends the

former, making a man a God 1" Hamlet exclaims as to man :

"In apprehension how like a god" and his "sovereign rea-

son" runs like a thread of fire through the entire texture of

the play where the thinker reaches a climax in his "Thoughts
beyond the reaches of our souls," or in the miraculous con-

structive or disintegrating power of thought in his "There's

nothing either good or bad but thinking makes it so." Mil-

ton, carrying it forward, or rather on, lets his Satan say
what Hamlet said,

"The mind is its own place and in itself

Can make a heaven of Hell, a Hell of Heaven."

On goes the theme, contributing indeed to the farthest
reaches of the Elizabethan expression and art, through the

sonnets, lyrics, epics, prose. Is it possible to revive today an
enthusiasm for knowledge which could result in literary

expressions of a lasting nature such as these?
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The unquenchable thirst for knowledge contributing so

vividly to them to the art form of poetry and prose of the

period, was no more extraordinary than the intense Eliza-

bethan faith in its efficacy so much more intense than that

of our age. As suggested above, in Hamlet's mind it made
a man a god, with the creative power of the gods. Marlowe's

Faustus, though the conception is at times sensationally

cheap, gives his eternal jewel to the common enemy of man
for limitless temporary world-power to be secured through
knowledge. With it, and the power on the part of an indi-

vidual to clothe it in perfect language, one could with ease

"take the giant world by the throat and throw it." Portia's,

words to Nerissa express the tremendous conception with a

simplicity and ease far more effective than do some of the

highly colored rhetorical expressions of the idea: "If to do
were as easy as to know what were good to do, chapels had
been cathedrals and poor men's cottages princes' palaces."
Where among modern leaders of thought is one to catch this

spirit, so contagious then, of faith in the efficacy of knowl-

edge judiciously applied? Bertrand Russell is a case in point
of the reverse. At the very highest point of his exultation

over the thought of the complete freedom of intellect as it

ranges through worlds and worlds, he ends in what? hope-

lessness, despair, and utter loneliness in the midst of a uni-

verse running down or the crash of matter and the ruin oi

worlds.

"Brief and powerless is Man's life; on him and all his race the

slow, sure doom falls pitiless and dark. Blind to gpod and evil, reck-

less of destruction, omnipotent matter rolls on its relentless way,
for Man condemned to-day to lose his dearest, to-morrow himself

to pass through the gate of darkness, it remains only to cherish, ere*

yet the blow falls, the lofty thoughts that ennoble his little day,

disdaining the coward terrors of the slave of Fate, to worship at

the shrine that his own hands have built ,undismayed by the empire
of chance, to preserve a mind free from the wanton tyranny that

rules his outward life; proudly defiant of the irresistible forces that

tolerate, for a moment, his knowledge and his condemnation, to

sustain alone, a weary but unyielding Atlas, the world that his own
ideals have fashioned despite the trampling march of unconscious

power."

It is open to anyone who wishes to believe it, whether this

last attitude, expressed so poignantly by Russll, is more
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potent and restorative to a mental world constituted as ours

is now than the splendid power of the concept of the Eliza-

bethans in the efficacy of knowledge and its contribution to

our happiness rather than our despair.
11

Perhaps the most

puzzling aspect of the Elizabethan concept of knowledge is

that it was so limitless in one sense and yet so limited in com-

mon sense. In sharp contrast to our present day assumption
that it is reasonable to ask the most futile

questions^as
to

why in addition to how the construction of the universe is

as it is, the Elizabethan did set a reasonable limit to the

tendency of the reason to wander to utterly unreasonable

limits. Milton and every great philosophical theologian back

of him, through Philo Judeus through Augustine, saw how

dangerous it was to ask why, how helpful to ask how as to

the nature of the universal frame of things.

"But apt", says Milton, "the mind or fancy is to rovie

Unchecked, and of her roving is no end ;

Till warned, or by experience taught, she learn

That not to know at large of things remote

From use, obscure and subtle, but to know
That which before us lies in daily life,

Is the prime wisdom; what is more, is fume,
Or emptiness, or fond impertinence,
And renders us in things that most concern

Unpractised, unprepared, and still to seek."

And so, step by step he passes in his great epic to his defini-

tion to the sum of wisdom :

"This having learned, thou hast attained the sum
Of wisdom; hope no higher, though all the stars

Thou knew'st by name, and all the ethereal powers,
All secrets of the deep, all Nature's works,
Or works of God in heaven, air, earth, or sea^
And all the riches of this world enjoy* dst,
And all the rule, one empire; only add
Deeds to thy knowledge answerable, add faith,
Add virtue, patience, temperance, add love,

By name to come called charity, the soul

Of all the rest: then wilt thou not be loth

To leave this Paradise, but shalt possess
A Paradise within thee, happier far/'

Meantime Milton reaches a conception of knowledge
being like food, most digestible and indigestible by turns to

different people of different periods of maturity:
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"Of knowledge within bounds, beyond abstain

To ask, nor let thine own inventions hope
Things not revealed, which the invisible King,

Only omniscient, hath suppresed in night,
To none communicable in Earth or Heaven:

Enough is left besides to search and know.
But knowledge is as food, and needs no less

Her temperance over appetite, to know
In measure what the mind may well contain,

Oppresses else with surfeit, and soon turns

Wisdom to folly, as nourishment to wind."

A conception which might go a long way if anything could

towards remedying the monstrous educational excesses of

an undisciplined intellect of our time.

STUDENT AND TEACHER RELATIONSHIP

Nothing in the Elizabethan Age differentiates it from
ours more than the relationship which existed then between
teacher and pupil. Gone today, ground to pieces by the

ponderous machinery of education grinding out its mass,

synthetic products, is that wonderful relation between
student and teacher best illustrated perhaps in the case of

Socrates, "O pupil mine." The words of Friar Lawrence
to Romeo as he saves Romeo from becoming a cowardly
beast, one will seek in vain to find in the vocabulary of any
modern teacher. It was in the air this matter of inexperience

looking to experience for help in the certain faith it would
find help there, if anywhere. Instead has come about in our
whole educational system an ever widening chasm of

formality between student and professor which would seem

amusing, but for its tragic implications. A completely im-

personal attitude on the professor's part, an attempt to

conceal any further enthusiasm for the professor on the part
of the student, is one of the professor-student affectations

which came recently to a head on all sophisticated campuses.
Sometimes the most amusing manifestations of all is ob-

servable in students petted by some female or effeminate

male in the high schools to the point of generating a supe-

riority complex which makes all aware that he has come to

the university not to be taught by but to educate his profes-
sor. He has already acquired all knowledge. He can grow
no more, a static educational anomaly. Occasionally, of
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course, some teacher manages to stimulate their enthusiasm,

especially if the leader manages to acquire the art of gather-

ing disciples. Then the students coalesce in great masses

delighted with the thought of being made disciples. But this

is rare. Making a disciple results again in a student who can

grow no more. It is perhaps asking too much to hope for

a restoration in this highly mechanized educational age, of

that wonderfully enlightening relationship of mutual give
and take, trust and confidence, and general mutual respect

for each other of student and teacher in the Elizabethan age.
But we can at least acknowledge our inferiority in this mat-

ter and try in some measure to remedy it. Adam talking to

Raphael, Romeo to Friar Lawrence, any inexperienced

youth, thirsty for knowledge, conversing with any experi-
enced and cultivated teacher in the Renaissance, will give
us at least something to exhilarate us and something in part
to look forward to achieving in the educational planning of

today. Certainly, it will help us to avoid some of the most
treacherous and despairing pitfalls in the modern educa-

tional jungle. And best of all it may tempt us to be less arro-

gant and superior in our contempt for past civilizations as

compared with what we now tertn civilization.

INTELLECTUAL HAVENS

The Elizabethan leading thinkers in contrast to our own
had one last refuge and haven when all else failed them.
Confronted by the possibility at any time of unendurable
torture of himself or children before his eyes, he chose one
of two alternatives. He could either adopt the comforting
philosophy of death through suicide, or of enduring life

under any circumstances by stoicism or by the belittling or

contempt of life. As to suicide, Montaigne and Shakspere
express the philosophy at it best. Montaigne says we always
have the key to the field, the Elysian fields, in our own hands.

By killing yourself, you unlock the door of this prison of the

present and pass out immediately into the company of the
noble dead, as Shelley longed to do at the very end of

Adonais. Shakspere's Cassius gives this idea even a nobler
slant:

"I know where I will wear this dagger then;
Cassius from bondage will deliver Cassms.
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Therein, ye gods, you make the weak most strong,

Therein, ye gods, you tyrants do defeat.

Nor stony tower, nor walls of beaten brass,

Nor airless dungeon, nor strong links of iron,

Can be retentive to the strength of spirit;

But life, being weary of these worldly bars,

Never lacks power to dismiss itself.

If I know this, know all the world besides,

That part of tyranny that I do bear

I can shake off at pleasure."

If, however, the doctrine of suicide seemed cowardly, as it

did to some, then one could always turn to the philosophy
of consolation through living it out to the end by looking
with contempt upon life as adored by the average conven-

tional unthinking biped by courtesy called man. He could

explore the wonderful books of Boethius and later of

Lipsius, and scores of others, and lift himself up to a point
of saying and thinking, "Stone walls do not a prison make",
or as Hamlet has it, "There's nothing either good or bad
but thinking makes it so." The "Private Life" so frequently
referred to in the literature of the time, a home to which
the thinker in public life who had become a stranger to him-
self could profitably return, is illustrated by Mark Antony's

request to Octavius Caesar after his defeat "to let him
breathe between the heavens and earth a private man in

Athens." And so after living on this principle, one could

arrive finally at the point when he could, like Socrates,
"meet the night of death as calmly as a star meets morning*."

It is easy enough to surmise why the consolation of

philosophy, however, true and serviceable it may be, has

been avoided by all leading thinkers of our time at this

present hour when countless millions are being surrounded

by the same unendurable conditions of life as of old. Should
we have the brains to cultivate a Paradise within us happier
far than the Early Paradise,

'

what would our leaders
1

throughout the world have to organize and play with? One
fine enough to cultivate a philosophy of adjustment is with-

out hate and makes no good rebel. And the easiest of all

principles on which to organize vast masses of men is hate

rather than love. The demand on the part of each of us to

every conceivable material gadget or comfort alone makes
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possible the satisfaction of the lust for power of leadership,
even when such lust is cloaked in the guise of philanthropy.
As long as the individual man is denied today the right to

the development of contentment and the happy mind, and

leadership can thrive only when it whips up to a fine frenzy
the spirit of irritation, discontent, class-hatred, national

hatred, race hatred, all fanned to phobias around us now,
we shall continue to move in our vicious circles and war.

We of today are as dreadfully sure as was the middle ages,
surer than the Renaissance, of our inalienable right to ruth-

lessness to obtain perfectability of collective man at the

expense of the increasing imperfectability of every individ-

ual, of every unit that goes tor the make-up of this perfected

state, contradiction in terms if there ever was one. Ah, but

once having achieved the perfect civil and political state,

we can then get to work on the perfection of the individuals,

Does this make sense? Fortunately the right to extract the

essence of good out of apparent evil is a fundamental right
not to be overturned. It can under no conceivable set of

circumstances be rooted out among thinking individuals.

A return to ,the Renaissance would do much to renew our

faith in this right and in the efficacy of the philosophy of it.

FORMS OF GOVERNMENT

This disregard and suppression by way of silence and
ridicule of entirely legitimate intellectual points of view

necessary to the development of fine individuals is due in

fact, of course, to our blind faith in the efficacy of this or

that form of government Not alone in enemy governments,
but in those we think to save us, there is the naive belief in

a form of government to remedy the constitutional evil of

men. Notice the wild orgy of fanaticisms licking fiercely up
around this or that type of ideology in our own time. We
shall look in vain among great Elizabethan thinkers for any-
one, who as we do, feels that you could build a perfect
structure out of rotten timber and brittle bricks, or sagging
steel. We shall look in vain for anyone even pretending to

think in those days who would arrive at the impotent con-
clusion that a building architecturally perfect would after
its completion somehow bring about a change for the better
in the rottenness of the timber or the brittieness of the brick
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it was built out of. Trinculo in The Tempest puts this in a

nutshell when, thinking that he, Stephano, and Caliban are

three of the five inhabitants of the island hoping to form a

government according to their hearts' desire, he exclaims,
"If the other two be brained like us, the state totters." The
Elizabethans never forgot that the other two are furnished
with just about the same brains as we are by no means

perfect. How many of us today can think so honestly and

clearly? The Elizabethan would have realized, as we do

not, that the Swiss and Swedish governments are as perfect
as they are because great and good masses of individuals

evolved these forms, are ready for them, are capable of

administering them. They would have readily admitted as

we will not, that if certain races and peoples should have

these same forms of government superimposed on them that

they should seek their own levels as to governmental forms
within a decade. But above all they would never have con-

cluded that any form of government could make a people

happy and keep it so
; they would have concluded that such

could come only from the individual as he battles for the

mastery of himself, of his own imperfect being. That any
number of individuals, however large, incapable of self con-

trol as individuals, should evolve a form of government
which could keep such individuals from reverting to beasts

would have seemed to them unthinkable.

Elizabethans were agreed, as we are not, on 'what is civ-

ilization more or less definitely. Any force, educational or

otherwise, which raised a man from beast to a god went to

the making of a civilization. Unless the representative
thinkers of the world can agree on what is meant by civili-

zation, surely we cannot hope to attain it, and no one will

contend that there is any such agreement now or in sight.

We may be agreed as to some matters we consider to be

uncivilized, now that we are forced in self-defense to employ
ourselves the most atrocious methods of the uncivilized. We
can agree on what Hitler, Mussolini, and Empire of the

Rising Sun are doing as uncivilized. But as to having any
clear cut notions of civilization as a positive rather than

negative proposition, as compared with the Elizabethan

thinkers, we haven't it. Surely what little there is of a posi-
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tive conception of civilization implicit in the statements of

our leading thinkers is hardly satisfying and convincing.
What is it? What is this bright and suppositiously new
world so often referred to just now as we get it in our vast

schemes for post war planning? It seems to consist of little

more than a very thoroughly controlled world in which

peace is maintained by means of force, in which can be

developed an infinite and never ending multiplication of

mechanical gadgets for the gratification of the most luxury-

loving of animals, man, to be exactly equally distributed

among all, entirely irrespective of the ability or willingness
of the differing individuals to sweat for them, or to appre-
ciate them when given rather than acquired. The emphasis
on rights to all things with no emphasis on fulfilling of obli-

gations as a prerequisite to rights, it will be observed, has

come to be somehow in vogue in all quarters. A world
crammed to capacity with shinier and faster cars and planes,
itnore delightfully upholstered Pullmans, every home

equipped with radios irrespective of what comes through
them and over them, every house above all painted, every
child well shod despite the joys of bare-foot days. This is

about all there is of definiteness in our conception of civiliza-

tion. Whether the people who are to enjoy all this have any
character, are cheaters in schools and colleges or not, people
of gentleness, kindness, nobility of soul and the other at-

tributes which raise us ever so little above our four-footed

brethren, why all this has not a finger's weight in our scheme
of civilization. What educator or leading thinker has dared
to broach the subject of character being a prerequisite to

rights, as Milton does: "Liberty, for who gets that must
first be wise and good." Now the Elizabethans were just as

childish in their delight in whatever luxuries and comforts

they could lay their hands on then as we are now. But they
didn't stop there. They realized that one may have every-
thing available in that line and still 'be a beast. They knew as

we do not, that men highly appreciative of all the arts and
every beautiful thing with which they surround themselves,
could sink below the level of the beast in ethics, alongside
plain people preserving elements of character in cottages.
There was the tremendous element of the mental wedded
to the ethical in their conception of civilization. You can-
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not find a great thinker of our time who insists upon the

element of mentality or character as a prerequisite to all

these rights <we talk about. There is no program now being
got ready by any leading thinker of the world placing em-

phasis on anything but the four freedoms, and the greatest
of the four as we emphasize it is freedom from want of

material comfort from cradle to the grave, for which we
must give up our only idealistic freedom, the individual

freedom, to think, to argue, and utter freely above all free-

doms.

Knowing human nature on the raw side and on its gentle
side far more realistically than we do, they realized that no
far-flung civilization could possibly come about without an
actual change of heart, kindliness, human sympathy not

simply for our own group or class but for all, gentleness,

tenderness, sympathy and all the other qualities of a really
civilized being (not simply an intellectual being) on the

part of each and every one of us. And they realized as said

before that somehow some individuals had the power within
themselves to be superbly civilized when surrounded by
the most obortive and uncivilized surroundings, that for men
of courage, good taste, fineness, that the bright old world
is always at hand if we have the sense to see it both without
and within ourselves. Surely we of today need to place less

faith in power of forms of government to make us happy,
and to return to a philosophy of making civilized the inner

man of each individual according to vastly differing capa-
bilities of rising frchn our savage selves to the level of

human beings.
These then are a few of Elizabethan points of view to

which we of today concerned primarily with post war plan-

ning might very possibly return with profit to ourselves and

to society at large.

408 E. Rosemary Street

Chapel Hill, North Carolina

10For the development of this idea as a background for this section, see Hardm
Craig, The Enchanted Glass, Chapter VI, pp 139-66.

fl-^-See for the pessimistic emphasis, D. C Allen, "The Degeneration of Man and
Renaissance Pessimism," Studies in Philology, 1938, 202-227.

We regret that m line 1 of Professor Taylor's essay "humantst" was

misprinted "humonsf.



THE FIRST AMERICAN PERFORMANCE OF
RICHARD II

By ARTHUR COLBY SPRAGUE

AT
a recent private sale of books from the library of the

Edwin Forrest Lodge, in New York, I was able to

obtain several valuable promptbooks. The chief prize
was a Richard II. It was readily identifiable for, on the title

page (the edition used was that of Wroughton's adaptation

published in 1815) was written "Warren "[W.B."-deleted]
Wood" and "Marked from Mr. Kean's book," and against
the names of the dramatis personae stood those of a number
of actors, headed by Wallack as Richard.

1

Now Richard II was produced, for the first time in

America, by Warren and Wood at the old Chestnut Street

Theatre, Philadelphia, on January 22, i8i9.
2 The news-

paper Aurora announced the performance as follows :

PHILADELPHIA THEATRE,

MR. WALLACES EIGHTH NIGHT.
FRIDAY EVENING, JANUARY 22, 1819,

will be presented an Historical Play, never performed
in America, called

KING RICHARD THE SECOND.
King Richard tbe Second MR. WALLACK
Duke of York^ MR. HUGHES
John of Gaunt. JMR. WARREN
Bolingbroke. MR. WOOD
The Queen _MRS. DARLEY

The parts are similarly assigned in the promptbook, which
includes also: Wheatley, as Northumberland; Darley, as

Aumerle; T. Jeff [erson], as Harry Percy; Abercrombie, as

Salisbury; Carter, as Ross; Scrivener, as Scroop; Hathwell,
as Exton; Burke, as the First Gardener; Dennis, as the

Groom; and Mrs. Jefferson, as Blanche.
8
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James William Wallack, "The Wallack," as he came
to be called, was at this time a rising actor. Before leaving

England for this, his first American tour, he had appeared
on numerous occasions with Edmund Kean at Drury Lane

;

and when Kean played Richard in Wroughton's version,
March 9, 1815, Wallack played Aumerle. That he should

have brought with him a copy of the promptbook used on

that occasion, is likely enough. Hence the allusion to "Mr.
Kean's Book."4

Wallack's engagement, during which he had already

appeared as Rolla, Hamlet, Macbeth, Coriolanus, Shylock,
and Othello, was most successful. To Durang, years later,

he still seemed "the most perfect general actor in his day."
5

A more discriminating critic, Westland Marston, found

something of theatricality in Wallack's style. He excelled,
Marston writes, in "characters that asked for bearing and
dash ;" and, though "spontaneous pathos" was not one of his

gifts, "he could be very affecting. But one was touched

chiefly by the manliness and fortitude of the actor, which

gave even to a somewhat forced expression of feeling a value

perhaps chiefly due to contrast"
6
It is to be hoped that in

his conception of the present role he was not influenced by
Kean, who had made Richard "a character of passion . . .

whereas it is a character of pathos."''
1

In the other actors I have somewhat greater confidence.

Wood, an accomplished and versatile performer, Wallack's

lago two days before, should have had no great difficulty
with Bolingbroke. Nor could Warren, among whose best

parts in tragedy were Acasto and Sciolto, have been miscast

as old John of Gaunt.8

Hughes (York) and J. Wheatley
(Northumberland), the former from the Boston Theatre,
the latter from the Theatre Royal, Dublin, had joined the

company at the beginning of the season. Hughes is described

by Durang as possessing "a noble figure, being fully six feet

in height, and in just proportions. His features were of the

Roman contour, large and expressive. In armor cap-a-pie
[sic] he was a Mars, 'to threaten and command'

;
in regal

robes a king; in a court suit, the dignified nobleman."*

Wheatley, "a correct and sensible speaker," according to
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Wood, "had in his acting a quaint solemnity of manner,
often approaching to the ludricrous"

10
a fact which did

not escape notice from "the unreflecting wags of the box-

lobbies." He was, even so, "a sensible actor, well-studied in

the parts he professed to play, letter-perfect, and careful in

any character he was called upon to assume."
11 As for the

"Mr. Barrett," who did Norfolk, he was almost certainly

the "Gentleman George" Barrett, famous in later years as

a light comedian. The Darleys finally John Darley, the

Aumerle, and his wife, Richard's Queen were widely
known on the American stage. Dunlap says of the former

that "his fine manly face gave him superiority to most who
represented the second gentleman in drama."12 Mrs. Darley

(Ellen Westray) had made her American debut in I796.
13

Clapp, the historian of the Boston stage, writes of her that

"to personal beauty and grace" she "united a delicacy that

interested, and a naivete that fascinated;"
14 and Durang

assures us that "her tragedy, if not soaring to the highest

flights of genius, was intensely pathetic, chaste, and discreet-

ly personified. . . . She performed her duties with strict and
conscientious attention, and never disappointed an audience

by feigning sickness."
15

Among her other Shaksperian parts
at this time were Portia (January 16) ,

Desdemona (January
20) ,

and Juliet (January 25) .

16

In adapting Richard II Wroughton, himself an actor,

took Colley Gibber's Richard III as his model. In the first

four acts he cut and slashed, indeed, but without destroying
the outline of the original. Moreover, such additions as are
introduced usually at the endings of scenes are made up
of passages from neglected plays of Shakspere's own, The
Second Part of King Henry the Sixth especially, The Third
Partj Titus Andronicusf and Antony and Cleopatra. The
largest gap is in the first act, where the encounter between
Norfolk and Bolingbroke in the lists of Coventry is no
longer even contemplated, Richard promptly banishing
them both, in the opening scene, upon their refusal to be
reconciled.

In Act V the York-Aumerle sub-plot is omitted, and
what is left of V, 2, now precedes the parting of Richard and
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his Queen (V, i) which is padded out with borrowings

from the parting of Suffolk and Margaret in 2 Henry VI.

Scene 3 is wholly recast. The Queen pleads with Bbling-

broke for her husband's life. Bolingbroke repents and actu-

ally determines to give up his crown!

These miseries are more than may be borne

Why, Richard, have I follow'd thee to this?

Sated ambition! Nature's powerful voice

Arrests thy arm, and thou must now submit.

I'll follow to the Tower the wretched queen,
And there with joy, with pleasure, will resign
The rich advantage of my promised glory,
If by the deed I can alleviate

The bleeding sorrows of the royal pair,

And, by restoring them their crown and dignity,
Atone in small degree for all the horrors

Which, O shame! they have endur'd through me.17

Richard, however, is still murdered by Exton, the Queen

arriving just too late to save him. In lines once spoken by
Lear over the body of Cordelia, she laments his death, then

dies herself, and Bolingbroke closes the play :

Through kingdoms by just titles prove our own,
The subjects' hearts do best secure a crown.18

As for the prompt notes, they give a good idea of what

the performance must have been like. Here are the obscure

symbols and mysterious initials dear to collectors of such

books :

" W "
for the prompter's whistle at the endings of

scenes
;
"RING" at the endings of acts

;
"MB" for the music

bell. Warren and Wood had been "happy to be the first to

introduce the use of gas in lighting theatres in America,"
two seasons before;

19
but "1/3 dark" at the beginning of

the Prison Scene is the only reference to lighting. Still

further cuts were made in the text. Thus the Philadelphia

managers seem at first to have thought of keeping III, 3

(Shakspere's III, i), in which Bolingbroke condemns the

King's favorites to death. The rolling of a muffled drum was
to be introduced and officers were to enter with the prisoners
"in Chains." Later, however, other counsels prevailed and
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"Out this Scene" settled the matter. The quiet ending of the

Garden Scene

Poor Queen, so that thy state might 'be no worse,

I would my skill were subject to thy curse!

Here did she fall a tear (etc)

also went by the board and, less regretably, the borrowed

lines from King Lear in the last scene of all.
20 On the other

hand, Richard's moving injunction to the Queen beginning,

In winter's tedious nights sit by the fire

With good old folks,

once marked for oblivion, was restored by the simple act

of writing "in" against the lines. Finally, not only does the

Queen enter "Before Richard dies," but also he exclaims

"Ah. My Love My Love. (Makes a feeble effort to rise

and meet her, but falls and dies) /'

The play was staged simply and without fuss. Richard's

throne was discovered up center, at the beginning, with

"Banners" and "4 Soldiers" on either side, a chair for Gaunt
down stage, right, and another chair for York directly oppo-
site. When, later in the play, Bolingbroke and his followers

entered in arms against the King (II, 3) ,
it was to a "March

in the Orchestra," and "20 Soldiers" had been recruited.

Wroughton, for some reason, had given up having Richard

appear on the walls, in the Flint Castle Scene, nor in his

version had the King descended to the base court. Warren
and Wood, I am glad to say, provided "practicable Walls
& Gates"; and, after Richard has spoken from the walls,
"a long flourish" is called for "as the Gates of the Castle
are opened and Richard's officers, Banners & Soldiers come
out & form down on R. H. oppos. Bols party Richard
follows with Aumerle Salisbufry] Carlisle & Scroop."
Here certainly the American arrangement is closer to Shak-
spere's intention. Later, too, at the beginning of the Garden
Scene, where Wroughton had caused the Queen to be dis-

1 covered reclining "on a Sopha within an Arbour; several
Ladies attending" she now merely walked on with Blanche,
her waiting-woman, and the only property called for is a
"Garden Chair."
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Details of stage business receive little attention. But

Gaunt "assisted by North. & York rises and comes

forwd," for the great "England" speech. Richard, fighting
for his life, snatches a battle axe from one of Exton's men,
rather than a sword.

21 In the Abdication Scene, two officers

bring in the crown on a cushion and kneel with it between

Richard and Henry. A little later, Richard "takes paper
from North. & gazes on it." Seemingly, he then flung it

away, for Northumberland "takes up the paper" (IV, i,

253 ).
22 As for the glass, Wroughton's direction, "Dashing

it to the ground" is retained. (Hazlitt had criticized Kean
for "dashing the glass down with all his might . . . instead

of letting it fall out of his hands, as from an infant's") /* But
another of Wroughton's directions, "Raising him** at III,

3, 194, is scored through. Here Bolingbroke is kneeling be-

fore Richard.
Rich. Up, cousin, up! Your heart is up I know,

Thus high at least, although your knee be low.

"Thus high" will be explained by means of a gesture. But
the promptbook does not tell us whether Wallaces Richard
touched his own head or the crown he was still wearing.

annotations are almost certainly in Wood's hand and his signature is re-

peated on the first page of the text.

SThe play was given for the first time in New York on February 27 (Odell,
Annals of the New York State, 11, 530), and for the first time in Boston on March 17,
when Wallack's Richard was highly praised in The Columbian Centinel.

3A recent farce, Penley's Sleeping Draught, concluded the evening, and curtain

time was "quarter past 6 o'clock" The amount of the day's receipt ('$515 ) was below
the average during Wallack's engagement (cf. Reese, D. James, Old Drury of Philadel-

phia, Philadelphia, 1932, pp 272, 282)
4The final entry in Wood's promptbook is. "2 Hours 45 Minutes at D L "

5
"History of the Philadelphia Stage between the years 1749 and 1855" (collected

articles from the Philadelphia Sunday Dispatch}, series I, chap. Ivin
QOur Recent Actors, 2 vols , Boston, 1888, II, 300, 301.
7
Hazhtt, Criticisms and Dramatic Essays of the English Stage, London, 1854,

p 220
8Cf. W. B. Wood, Personal Recollections of the Stage, Philadelphia, 1855, pp.

327, 328. On January 30th, he played Henry VI to Wallack's Richard III.
9
Durang, Philadelphia Stage, series I, chap Ivn
^Personal Recollections, 226
ia
-Durang, Philadelphia Stage, series I, chap. Ivii (Durang refers to him as "Mr.

J, Wheatley, from the Lyceum and Dublin theatres").

"^History of the American Stage, 2 vols., London, 1833, 11, 211.
13T Allston Brown, History of the American Stage, New York [1870], p. 90.
HA Record of the Boston Stage, Boston and Cambridge, 1853, p. 50.

^Philadelphia Stage, series I, chap. Ivii.

^Aurora. Of the other plays, enough perhaps that the two Jeffersons were
Joseph Jefferson's wife and his eldest son, and that Burke (the Gardener) usually

played comedy.
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17Additional plays from which levies are drawn in these last scenes are Trotlus
and Cressida and Rtcbard 111

18
Wroughton's adaptation is discussed also by Genest, Some Account of the Eng-

lish Stage, vin, 451-455, Odell, Shakespeare from Betterton to Irving, n, 72-75, and

by Harold Quid in J Dover Wilson's edition of Rjchard II.
19
James, Old Drury of Philadelphia, 27

2 Many other speeches wer cut and some minor characters, like Willoughby, were
wholly deprived of their lines,

21
Properties called for at the beginning of this scene are a straw bed, a "plain

table," and a chair. The dish which the Keeper brings Richard has a cover. The
keeper runs out when he is attacked

^"Papers like Lawyer's briefs" are mentioned at the beginning of the prompt-
book.

. cit.t 220.



MR. DOVER WILSON, THE CRITICS AND
FALSTAFF1

By ROBERT W. BABCOCK

MR.
WILSON'S latest book, The Fortunes of Falstaff

(Camb. Univ. Press, 1943; Macmillan, 1944) has had
many favorable reviews and is probably without doubt

ihe author's best book to date. It has many good qualities,
not the least its buoyant enthusiasm, and even its faults, gen-
erally less serious than those in Mr. Wilson's previous
books, arise from a growth in scholarly co-operation that

is extremely impressive. Nevertheless, the problem is to

render Mr. Wilson even better yet to improve him, if

possible, for the benefit of all Shaksperian scholars. And
the present paper will attempt to do just this, in a mild way
and without much resort to formal scholarship. We hope
that, inasmuch as Mr. Wilson has now discovered the Amer-
ican Kittredge whose work had been pointed out to him
in previous reviews he will now continue his discovery of

American scholars and finally evince an even greater spirit
of international co-operation a spirit which he has already

agreeably shown in the present book by his gracious refer-

ences to the Americans, H. D. Gray
2 and H. Hartman/

I shall make no attempt to summarize The Fortunes of
Falstaff in detail. I have done it elsewhere (in the Philo-

logical Quarterly*), and it will be assumed that the reader
of this article knows the contents of the book pretty thor-

oughly. At the moment I happen to have in my possession
both the page proof and the final copy of the book, and a

comparison of these two texts is revelatory in some minor

points. But my chief purpose is merely to discuss various

aspects of the book good and bad, or perhaps I should say
bad and good in order to throw light on Mr. Wilson's

present progress in the field of Shaksperian scholarship,
with reference to both his predecessors and his contempo-
raries. These points will be the following: (i )

Mr. Wilson's
debts to other critics; (2) Mr. Wilson and Samuel Johnson;
(3) Mr. Wilson and A. C. Bradley; (4) Mr. Wilson and
Mr, Stoll; (5) Mr. Wilson's possible inconsistencies and
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errors; (6) the page proof and the final copy; (7) Mr. Wil-

son's redeeming qualities; and (8) the conclusion: some

suggestions for the future. As the book has no index, specific

pages will be given whenever advisable.

I. MR. WILSON AND THE CRITICS.

As an unhappy relic of his previous books and a quality
soon to be eliminated, we hope Mr. Wilson is inclined to

reiterate, often, that he is the only critic who has discovered

something about Shakspere or at least the only one but

one! The number of times this idea appears in The Fortunes

of Falstaff is rather astonishing: I counted personally about

twenty-five such instances,
5

though Mr. Wilson insists that

he is merely offering "a modest contribution to this sym-

posium"
6

(i.e., conferences of modern players and modern

scholars). For example, here are some illustrations of Mr.
'

Wilson's, shall we say, overbalanced personal enthusiasm :

"In the first place, the critics are, as usual, reading the play

backwards";
7

". . . all the critics seem to have missed it";
8

"The critics, blind to all this, have with one exception been

equally blind to what follows";
9
". . . no commentator seems

to have noticed it, except Johnson";
10 "As the editor of

Henry IV in the 'Arden Shakespeare' * . . seems to have been
the first to set the matter in its true light";

11

etc., etc. Of
course Mr. Wilson is hedging pretty carefully with his

verbiage ("seems") ,
but the fact remains that the continuous

repetition of this one-and-only motif shows Mr. Wilson is

fairly well' satisfied with himself or perhaps with one
other critic who happens to be as bright as he. And this

sort of attitude is always extremely dangerous, as we shall

very presently see.

It is true that in this book, more than in any other book
he has written, the Cambridge Editor has tried to be very
scrupulous about giving to previous critics recognition for

any particular idea he may be developing about Falstaff,
Prince Hal, etc. that is, within the limits of his knowledge.
And nobody, I suppose, can be expected to cover the whole
field of Shaksperian scholarship at the present day on any
given subject: those happy days are gone forever. But as an
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American I believe I should simply point out that Mr. Wil-
son has a grave inclination, together with other British

scholars (the worst one perhaps is Montague Summers) to

ignore or, better, to fail to search for American scholarship,
and that is no way for a modern scholar to promote the

Grand Alliance of our two nations at the end of this war!
In his page proof, for instance, Mr. Wilson directly

refers to 43 critics whom he has used in some way or other

24 in the text itself and 19 in the Notes at the back. (As
a matter of fact he uses only few of these very much John-
son, Morgann, Hudson, Bradley, Stoll, Kittredge, B'ailey,

Charlton) . Of these 43 only 5, I think, are Americans : Kitt-

redge, Stoll, Tolman, H. D. Gray and H. Hartman. (To
the latter two Mr. Wilson gives special, individual tribute.)
In the final version of his book Mr. Wilson has added refer-

ences to 3 more new critics, one of whom (W. W. Lawrence)
is an American. Total Americans now: 6 out of 46. This
seems a rather incredible proportion, and as we shall note

below, some excellent American scholarship Mr. Wilson
has completely ignored, or perhaps never heard of. I should

add, too, that as far as Mr. Stoll is concerned, Mr. Wilson

spends most of the space devoted to this American mainly
in sneering at him, though, as I have pointed out in a

previous review,
12

the Cambridge Editor does not hesitate,

apparently, to use some of Mr. StolPs ideas at times, with-

out the slightest recognition. That cuts us down, really, to

5 Americans used instead of 6.

The question that comes up now is
;
whom does Mr. Wil-

son omit, both with reference to ideas which he admits at

least one critic has had and with reference to ideas that he

claims as brand new i.e., his own and no one else's? Here
we can merely make some suggestions indicative sugges-
tions for the full story can never be told by any one his-

torian of ideas on Shakspere: the field of Shaksperian

scholarship is now far too broad for the encompassment of

any one subject by any one man.
Let's take some of Mr. Wilson's basic ideas first. For

instance, his fundamental concept for the whole book is the

medieval background of Shakspere's Henry IV, Parts I

and II, wherein Riot or Vanity or Vice (Falstaff) fights

Virtue or Law (the Chief Justice) for the soul of the Prodi-
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gal (Prince Hal), and loses at the end (of Part II) as he

always did in the Morality Plays.
13 The origin of this idea

Mr. Wilson assigns solely to his ex-partner, the late Sir

Arthur Quiller-Couch, who proposed it, says Mr. Wilson,
in 19 1 8.

14
But, as a matter of fact, the idea was developed

by at least three Americans, too: J. W. Spargo in Washing-
ton Univ. Studiesj in 1922, Prof. R. A. Law in Studies in

Philology in April, 1927, and, in summary, by J. W. Shirley
in the Philological Quarterly in July, 1938. And Mr. Wilson
never mentions any one of them anywhere. Mr. Law almost

anticipates Mr. Wilson word for word : "We have already
alluded to the fact that the struggle that chiefly concerns

us in this story is not between the King, or the Prince, and

any or all of the rebels, as in the First Part. It is between
the Chief Justice and the royal household on one side, and
Sir John Falstaff on the other. And the theme of dispute
is the person of the future King."

15 He even "gives" Mr.
Wilson the title of his book when he writes: "Thus the play
turns chiefly on the fortunes of Falstaff . . . ",

16 and the title

of the Texas Professor's article shows he is doing precisely
what Mr. Wilson is doing in The Fortunes of Falstaff:
"Structural Unity in the Two Parts of H^enry the Fourth".

Incidentally, both Samuel Johnson (whom Mr. Wilson

adores) and Mr. Stoll (whom Mr. Wilson deplores) re-

ferred to this Vice idea in connection with Falstaff. And
this whole medieval-background method which Mr. Wilson
uses was originally developed by the American W. W.
Lawrence in Shakespeare's Problem Comedies, but even
after adding Mr. Lawrence's name in a footnote

17
(not in

the page proof), Mr. Wilson never at all acknowledges that
Mr. Lawrence anticipated the whole method of develop-
ment in The Fortunes of Falstaff.

Other basic ideas of Mr. Wilson could be traced to a

background, often in American scholarship, beyond that
which Mr. Wilson has assigned solely to Bradley, but we
have little space for such detailed diversions. For example,
however, the rapid deterioration of Falstaff in Part II has
been pointed out by many critics: Cowl (1926-7), Stoll

(1927), Murry (1936), Ridley (1938), Charlton 1938),
18

etc. That Falstaff got away from his creator, Shakspere, has
been indicated by Bailey (1916), Alden (1922), Tolman
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(1925), Stoll (1927), Harrison (1927), as well as by Brad-

ley. Mr. Wilson's comic-spirit (a la Meredith) idea ap-

peared in both E. K. Chambers (1925) and Bradley.
19

Similarly Giles (1851) preceded Bradley, and Tolman
(1925) and Cazamian (1934) have followed Bradley in

proposing Falstaff's conscious artistry in his lying after

Gadshill. So much for a few hints as to the general scope of

ideas that Mr. Wilson has assigned almost exclusively to

Bradley.
We come now to the ideas that Mr. Wilson has claimed

as essentially his own but which really do have some back-

ground in previous criticism. He writes, for instance,

"Shakespeare none the less contrives to associate him [Fal-

staff] perpetually with appetizing food by means of the

imagery that plays about his person."
20 One expects Mr. Wil-

son, in the notes at least, to refer this imagery-idea to Miss

Spurgeon, but I do not recall that he ever does. Miss Spur-

geon was certainly ahead of him here, and she even adds :

"... I believe that, in the course of the two plays [Henry IV,
Parts I and II], Shakespeare definitely pictured a certain

deterioration of spirit in the fat knight which is subtly re-

flected in his images.
21 And again, Mr. Wilson very naively

explains to us : "The soliloquy, itself an outworn convention

to us, is in this instance more than usually obsolete, since it

belongs to what may be called the expository type. ... Its

function was to convey information to the audience about

the general drift of the play . . ."
22 Not a word of credit

here, at the end of this little lesson, to either Schiicking or

Stoll, who have both produced specialized studies of the

Elizaebthan soliloquies. Similarly, all of Mr. Wilson's very-

interesting emphasis on actor-business in connection with

the play to be discussed more fully in section 7 below
owes something certainly to the Prefaces of Mr. Granville-

Barker, who is never mentioned in the book. And again,
Mr. Wilson finally falls back on the idea of a dual-FalstafF"

and adds that a good actor can quite successfully portray
both at once.

24
Many other critics have implied or pointed

out a dual-Falstaff (quite irrespective of the third one, prob-

ably, in the Merry Wives of Windsor) : (
i
) followers of

Morgann, such as Bradley (1909), Cazamian (1934),
Charlton (1938) and Kittredge (1940), and (2) the histori-
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cal-sceptics such as Bradby (1929), Draper (1932), Shirley

( 1928) and Stoll (1927, 1940) but I shall point out below
that there is a distinct difference in the points of view of

these two groups. Mr. Stoll will have nothing to do with

Morgann's transcendental discovery of a secret Falstaff be-

neath the visible rogue, and that is precisely where Mr. Stoll

and Mr, Wilson part company, violently.

Similarly, Mr. Wilson is very proud of his idea that Fal-

staff is not so much the comic butt as "the Old Soldier on

the make",
25

though this would seem to be a rather nice

distinction in itself. Well, Mr. M. R. Ridley in 1938 said

that Falstaff was "more obviously the hard-bitten profes-
sional soldier and less the universal humourist"

26
in Part II

of Henry IF. Then, too, the whole build-up to and accept-
ance of the rejection scene, the core of Mr. Wilson's book
with the medieval theme mentioned above as the substantial

texture around this core have been more or less anticipated

by such twentieth century critics as Tolman (1925), Harri-

son (1927), Stoll (1927), Bradby (1929) and Fripp (1930).

Bradby wrote, "It is difficult to believe that Shakespeare
really intended to invest his fat knight with any element
of pathos. The Elizabethans were not sentimental about fat

men, and a tragic Falstaff would have been a violation of

stage tradition."
27 And Mr. Fripp rather anticipates the

whole of Mr. Wilson's argument with his conclusion that

Falstaff "deliberately takes 'the primrose path to the Ever-

lasting Bonfire' and steadily deteriorates . . . until ... we
are relieved rather than pained or surprised by the young
King's decisive rejection of the dissolute old roue."

28 This
was written fourteen years ago and goes even beyond Mr,
Wilson !

Of course the whole "coward" problem is a tremendous

study in itself, perhaps far beyond the scope of Mr. Wilson's
small book. But he does definitely mention it and then skips

completely over it, naming only Morgann, Bradley and

Kittredge in connection with it. He seems convinced, at

first, that the fat Knight is a coward29
(in 1932 he called

Falstaff "a liar, a sot, a coward, and a whoremonger") ;

30

but, a few pages later, as we shall see below, he reverses

t
himself and finds another underlying Falstaff, who is really
not a coward at all.

31
(I shall take up this peculiar duality
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later.) Meanwhile, however, if one could definitely and de-

cisively pronounce Falstaff an out-and-out coward, from
the Gadshill scene of Part I straight through the end of

Part II as Mr. Stoll attempts to do then Mr. Wilson's

plea for our acceptance of the rejection scene would be even

more effective. And so the question is important, as Mr.
Stoll has pointed out to Mr. Priestley.

32 But look what Mr.
Wilson was up against here is just a casual and probably
somewhat inaccurate and inadequate outline

33
of the strug-

gle, with the main "heroes" listed on each side in this modern
"battle of the books":

Pro-Cowardice

Margaret CavencLsh (1664)
Fuller (1662) Spence (1685)
Dryden (1668, 1679)
Oldmixon (1700)
Rowe (1709)
Addison (1711)
Theobald (1750)
Morris (1744)

Upton (1746)

Johnson (1765)
Mrs. Montagu (1769)
Kennck (1773)
Baretti (1777)
Davies (1784)
Cumberland (1786)
Stack (1788)
W. Richardson (1789)

SSElegel, A. W. (1811)
Hazlitt (1817)
Gervinus (1849)
Mezteres (1860)
Mabie (1900)
Rusden (1870, 1903)

Tolstoy (1907)

Courthope (1911)
Stoll (1914, 1927, 1940, 1944)

Krapp (1916)
W. L. George (1918)

N

L. K. Chambers (1925)

Jeans (1927)

Bailey (1929)

Fripp (1930)
Dover Wilson (1932)

Shirley (1938), etc

Anti-Cowardice

Morgann (1777)
Mackenzie (1786)

Coleridge (1808)
McGinn (1838-9)
Ukici (1839 ff.)

Giles (1851)

Jacox (1875)
Dowden (1881)
Hudson (1883)
Swinburne (1895)

Bradley (1909)
Chandler (1911)
S. Brooke (1913)
H. T. Baker (1919)
Knowlton (1926)
Harrison (1927)
Cazamian (1934)
Charlton (1938)

Kittredge (of all people!) (1940)

(1940)
H. Spencer (1940)
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I happen to be, supposedly, a specialist in early Shaksperian

criticism, so that is why this rapidly jotted-down list is top-

heavy probably in the wrong direction but the fact remains

that, in the light of these many names, Mr. Wilson would
have had his hands full had he elected to discuss this two-

century-old problem. He chose to solve it rather abruptly

by his remark: "A good actor ... is perfectly capable to

exhibiting extreme terror and complete self-possession at one

and the same time."
34 And even this ingenious solution had

been practically anticipated by Mr. Duthie's assertion in

1931 : "Dramatically the contradiction does not exist,"
35

And, finally, what is Mr. Wilson going to do about the

whole list of historical critics merely hinted at above? Some
of these men deal with Falstaff generally, some more spe-

cifically; some believe he is a burlesque of an actual individ-

ual; some reject this. Consider them:

On Falstaff and the general historical background:
Cunliffe (1916), Knowlton (1926), Shirley (1938), etc.

Falstaff as possible parody of his times:

Ulria (1846 ff.), Rotscher (1864), Draper (1932).
Falstaff as parody of an individual:

Dawtrey (1927), C Clark (1935), G W Phillips (1937),
Maxwell (1930).

Falstaff as an Elizabethan type.

Monaghan (1921) F. as clown; Stoll (1914, 1927, 1940,

1944) F, as miles glortosus (mainly) ; Vandiver (1935) F.

as parasite.

Of these 13 critics a purely suggestive list Mr. Wilson
mentions only 2 : Stoll, at some length, and Rotscher, in a

footnote added on p. 143 (it was not in the page proof). It

seems as if some of these scholars might have fitted into Mr.
Wilson's scheme somewhere, and many of them, may I sug-

gest again? are Americans.

This first section of mine has already got abnormally
long, but I think it is probably the most important. Mr. Wil-
son must be asked to be even more generous to preceding
scholars especially Americans who have definitely antici-

pated his ideas. He could have easily picked up the critics

I have mentioned above as unknown to him simply by a

glance at the basic Shaksperian bibliographies: Jaggard
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(1911), Ebisch and Schiicking (1931 and 1937), Hardin

Craig's famous SP bibliography (which began in 1917),
and Dr. S. A. Tannenbaum's very valuable annual bibliog-

raphy in each January number of the Shakespeare Assoc.
Bulletin (this bibliography began in 1926). Then the final

proportion might not have been 5 Americans out of 46 ! And
then, too, there would not have been so much emphasis on
the discovery of new ideas or the "unique source" (as Morize
calls it). For one of my recent graduate students, Mr.
Morris Samsky now a warrant officer on New Guinea and
a great pleader for Camels a few years ago wrote for me
an excellent thesis on Falstaff

,
in which he, too, deliberately,

with my permission, evaded the awful cowardice problem.
In the first section of his thesis, a section which was entitled

"Comments on Shakespeare's Artistry in Characterizing

Falstaff", he came up with 79 different critics, from 1646
to 1938, and of these 79 Mr. Wilson mentions only 18, in-

cluding himself (as of 1932). Of course this topic that these

critics were discussing is not precisely the same as the Cam-
bridge Editor's, but somewhere in those other 61 there may
well be other anticipations of the ideas in The Fortunes of

Falstaff. And out of the long lists in the above basic Shak-

sperian bibliographies I have chosen a dozen others whose
titles indicate that they may also have anticipated some of

Mr. Wilson's ideas. Some of them actually did and so did

some of Mr. Samsky's for I've used them above in this

section. To be sure, then, the task of the Shaksperian scholar

today is endless. He faces youth in the form of new theses

being turned out each year especially in America and

age in the form of all the old bibliographies which he must

peruse. Let him therefore hesitate a long time before he

announces anyone of his pet discoveries as quite new/

2. MR. WILSON AND SAMUEL JOHNSON.

In his first chapter, and a few times thereafter,
3* Mr.

Wilson has invoked Samuel Johnson as his great critical

muse. Like most invocations the tribute is idolatrous, and to

a large extent it is, of course, quite deserved. But Mr. Wilson
is not always completely poised in the matter of Johnson's
attitude toward the two Henry IV plays and Falstaff. He
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uses Johnson's ideas where they happen to fit his purpose at

the moment, but he evades some of Johnson's remarks that

would definitely contradict his purpose. So this is not alto-

gether a wholesome picture.

To begin with, he announces in his typically self-satisfied

manner: "So unobtrusive are his [Johnson's] comments that

their general purport has passed practically unnoticed ever

since."
37 This is one of his regular, dangerous, generalizing

cliches, noted above, for actually Sir Walter Raleigh did a

complete book (in 1908) on Johnson's attitude toward Shak-

spere, and the late Karl Young produced a long monograph
in 1923 on Johnson's historical criticism of Shakspere. And
these are only two items that might well be merely the start-

ing point of a long list. The fact remains, too, that some
of Johnson's comments have remained so unobtrusive that

Mr. Wilson apparently never even saw them himself.

Obviously he likes Johnson's matter-of-fact sanity in con-

trast to the romantic Morgann, whose famous piece on Fal-

staff appeared twelve years after Johnson's 1765 edition.

He prints Johnson's summaries of the characters of the

Prince and Falstaff,
38
and he even risks his own goal by add-

ing Johnson's typical moralistic conclusion to his i8th cen-

tury summary of the two characters.
39 So far so good. John-

son was certainly not romantic, and his amusing comment
on Morgann's idea of Falstaff Mr. Wilson should certainly
have reprinted. But the Cambridge Editor isn't satisfied to

drop the matter here. He lapses into the romantic trend of

criticism himself a trend he castigates bluntly in Morgann
and Hazlitt40 by crying out, "To Johnson . . . the character
was far too much like his own! In bulk ... in his love for

the pleasures of the table ... in his intellectual brilliance

... in his talking for victory . . . Johnson bears a remarkable
likeness to Falstaff" I

41 That is, Johnson understands, appre-
ciates and interprets Falstaff so enthusiastically because he
sees himself in Falstaff! This is turning Johnson romantic-

ally inside out, as it were. But, really, Johnson lambasted
Falstaff verbally in another spot which Mr. Wilson actually
reprints faithfully some one hundred pages later.

42 And if

Falstaff is a man "of mean shifts",
43

a "sharper",
43 an "old
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scoundrel",
43 "an aged roue",

44
as Mr. Wilson says he is, or,

as Mr. Wilson remarked earlier, "a liar, a sot, a coward, and
a whoremonger",

45 would Johnson be particularly pleased
at the spectacle of himself in such a mirror,

As for the Prince, Mr. Wilson quotes one of Johnson's
remarks about him46

the least harmful because Mr. Wilson
has set out to give the Prince quite a build-up for the rejec-
tion scene but he omits the other remarks Johnson made
that are of a somewhat different tenor. (Incidentally, John-,
son says not a word of praise for the Prince in the whole of

Henry IV, Part I.) The remark Mr. Wilson quoted came
at the end of Part II, but before that Johnson had written:

"The second [Part] he [Upton] tells us, shews Henry the

fifth in the various lights of a good-natured rake, till, on his

father's death, he assumes a more manly character. This is

true . . ."
47
(My italics.) Where Mr. Wilson goes into some

rhapsodies over Vernon's character of the Prince,
48

John-
son's comment applies to only one line** (on "estridges")
and not to the whole speech, as Mr. Wilson implies by his

footnote; where Mr. Wilson continues his rhapsody,
498-

this

time over Vernon's second speech (about the challenge from
the Prince), Johnson objects to Vernon's lines as impossible
unless "some lines" have been "lost from the prince's

speech" I
49b Where Mr. Wilson goes into more rhapsodies

over the Prince's lines over the dead Hotspur,
50

Johnson's

only comment is, "He rather covers his face with a scarf

to hide the ghastliness of death."
51
And, finally, where Mr.

Wilson goes into his greatest rhapsodies, over the Prince's

reply to his father in the famous reconciliation scene,
52
John-

son calmly remarks : ". . . and the answer which the prince

makes, and which is applauded for wisdom, is not of a

strain much higher than this ejected line"!
53 Even worse that

this, under Henry V, Johnson complains: "I know not why
Shakespeare now gives the King nearly such a character as

he made him formerly ridicule in Percy. This military gross-
ness and unskilfulness in all the softer arts, does not suit very
well with the gaieties of his youth."

54
Johnson has now gone

a step beyond Mr. Wilson: the Henry of Henry V and
Prince Hal of Henry IV} he says are two different men, as

Mr. Kittredge used to drive home so forcibly in class. But,
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to sum up, Johnson's picture of the Prince (and later King)
is not nearly so beautiful as Mr. Wilson would have us

believe, on the strength of a single effective quotation.

Another aspect of Johnson's criticism which Mr. Wilson

completely ignores I shall take up in my conclusion, but

one more rather embarrassing aspect of Johnson still remains

that is, embarrassing for Mr. Wilson, I think. Much as

he berates Mr. Stoll for supposedly considering the Falstaff

of the Merry Wives of Windsor the same man as the Falstaff

of the Henry IV plays, he should note that Johnson himself

shows none of Mr. Wilson's perspicuity: Johnson merely
wants the Merry Wives read between Henry IV and

Henry F55 and writes not a single note on Falstaff in the

whole of the Merry Wives. From his quoting of the Theo-
bald note

56
one might even gather that he believed the two

Falstaffs to be one and the same! I leave Johnson now for

the reader (and Mr. Wilson) to ponder over; but I shall

return to him later, at the end of this paper.

3. MR. WILSON AND A. C. BRADLEY.

To make a transition now to A. C. Bradley, may I quote
two sentences from Chapter I of Mr. Wilson's book? "Yet

Johnson's six sentences tell us more about Shakespeare's
Falstaff . . , than is to be found in Bradley's twenty-seven

eloquent pages. Indeed, the subject that engages Bradley,
you will observe, is not Falstaff at all, but the effect of Fal-

staff upon himself; upon that shy, gentle, refined, subtle,

hypersensitive, entirely moral, almost other-worldly per-

sonality, at once donnish, a little old-maidish, and extra-

ordinarily winning . . . with his frail figure and tender

smile."
57 From these remarks one might conclude that Mr.

Wilson does not wholly approve of Bradley's attitude to-

ward Falstaff. Yet the Preface to The Fortunes of Falstaff
which of course was not at all in the page proof (from

which I originally wrote my review for the PQ remarks :

"But my chief creditor, without a doubt, is Andrew Bradley
... he remains . . . the greatest of modern Shakesperian
critics."

58

By this time the reader may be a bit confused, but
the fact is that the Preface is much nearer the truth than
the peculiar quotation from Chapter I.
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For Bradley actually anticipated most of Mr. Wilson's
ideas. I have already indicated above a few of these. Let's

try a few more here perhaps more basic ones. For instance,
with regard to the final rejection, Bradley says that we are

surprised by Henry's act, but "if we had read his character

truly in the light that Shakespeare gave us, we should have
been prepared for a display both of hardness and of policy
at this point in his career."

59
Exactly what Mr. Wilson at-

tempts to prove.
60

"And", continues Bradley, "hence it fol-

lows that he [Shakspere] must have intended our sympathy
with Falstaff to be so far weakened when the rejection-
scene arrives that his discomfiture should be satisfactory to

us."
61

Precisely what Mr. Wilson tries to prove!
62

Biradley
also anticipates the Cambridge Editor's "comic-hubris" idea

with the word "haughtiness"
63

(applied to Falstaff), and
other anticipations of Mr. Wilson by Bradley I have listed

above. In general, I think it may be said that the core of

Mr. Wilson's argument is all in Bradley, and hence the

tribute to Bradley in the Preface is well deserved.

On the other side, Mr. Wilson reacts against Bradley
as a modern critic generally would. He doesn't like Brad-

ley's failure to follow the "dramatic order", though as a

matter of fact he doesn't always follow it himself.64 He
doesn't approve of Bradley's personal, romantic point of

view, especially in declining to accept Falstaff as a coward,
but he himself falls into the dual-Falstaff complex i.e., he
sees what Mr. Stoll would call an esoteric Falstaff beneath

the exoteric:
65

he talks about the "sub-insinuated
66

impres-
sions" he has of Falstaff and ends with, ". . . he is in no
real sense a coward at all"!

67 This is out-Morganning Mor-
gannl (I shall return to this later.) Mr. Wilson also dis-

approves of Bradley's taking Falstaff out of the text and

treating a living individual, but he does the same thing him-
self.

68 The only place I can see where Mr. Wilson does have

B'radley on the hip is in the matter of greater historical

knowledge with regard to the Fleet,
69 for instance. And,

finally, here are a few ideas of Bradley's that Mr. Wilson

might well have pondered for his own use: (i) Bradley's

illuminating remark on Johnson's criticism,
70

(2) Bradley's
discussion of the different Henry V71

(i.e., different from
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Hal), and finally, (3) an idea for which Mr. Wilson gives
Mr. Stoll no credit either: ". . . in the creation of Falstaff he

[Shakspere] overreached himself."
72

Basically, to repeat,

Mr. Wilson's prefactory tribute to Bradley is far nearer the

right emphasis than his rather condescending comment in

Chapter I, quoted above.

(To be concluded)

iThis is a long article, far longer than I intended it to be But Mr. Wilson's

book was stimulating, in many ways I propose, now, in order to save valuable paper,

to introduce a new idea in footnotes Whenever possible, I shall merely put a date

after a man's name in parentheses m the text to indicate the year of pioduction of his

work concerned with the point in question Then a glance at the basic Shakspenan

bibliographies (Jaggard, Ebisch and Schucking, SP and SAB), under the proper year,

will give the reader the title of the work, if desired. However, the page references

to Mr Wilson's book itself, which has no index, will always be specifically given.
2P. 124.
3
Pp. 66 and 137.

^April, 1944
5
Pp 2, 3, 5, 11-2, 26, 28, 38, 41, 44, 45, 54, 68, 70, 73, 88, 90 (twice), 97, 99,

103, 105, 119, 137, 138, 143.
6P. 98
7P. 45
*P. 88.

9P. 90.

iP. 103
"P. 119.

^Shakespeare Assoc. Bulletin, July, 1936.

l3Chap. II, and pp. 39, 75, 99, 103, 117, 131, 136
i*P. 131.

WaMay I add, for instance, the American Theodore Spencer, Shapespeare and the

Nature of Man (1942), pp 77 and 77n. Mr Spencer refers to both Mr Law and
Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch.

i5tf>, XXIV (April, 1927), 237.
I6l/^,p 232.
17P. 132.
l8See footnote 1 above for method to be used to ascertain titles of works, the dates

of which I have given in parentheses in the text
19To say nothing of H. Spencer (1940), p. 182
2 P. 27.

^Shakespeare's Imagery . . . (Macmillan, 1936), p 379
22P. 41.

23pp. 58, 90
24P.46.
25P. 84.

^Shakespeare's Plays (N. Y., 1938), p. 101.
27
Shakespeare Studies (Macmillan, 1929), p. 67

^Shakespeare Studies (Oxford U, 1930), p. 147,
^P. 45.

Essential Skaespeare (Cambridge, England, 1932), p. 87.

^Shakespeare and Other Masters (Harvard, 1940), pp. 355 n
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38I have been helped here, of course, by Mr. Stoll's lists on pp. 407, 54-5, and
206-15 of his 1927, 1940 and 1944 books, respectively; by J. W. Shirley's article in

the Philological Quarterly, XVII (July, 1938), 271-87, and by my own book, The
Genests of Shakespeare Idolatry (Chapel Hill, 193-1). Mr Stoll would add Malone
to his right-hand column, but I cannot discover where he got this idea, unless from
Malone's persistent quoting of Johnson. (Mr. Stoll gives no references.)

3*P. 46
35"The Incongruous in Falstaff", Queen's Quarterly, XXXVIII (Summer, 1931),

'04.
36
Pp 103 and 122.

37p. 2.

38pp. 8 and 12.

3*P. 14.

*Pp. 6, 111.

*1P 13.

**P. 122.
43P. 98.
4*P. 107.

*&Op. en. (1932),p 87
4eP. 8.

^Edition (1765), IV, 265.
*8P. 65 (top).
490p. cit. (1765), IV, 199.
49*P. 65 (bottom).
sop. 66.

. cit (1765, p 217. See my section 8 below for the full remark
P. 66.

.cit. (1765), IV, 226.
52P. 78.

**Op. at. (1765), IV, 331.

**MJ., IV, 479.

**lbtd., IV, 397
*>*lbtd., IV, 451.
57P. 13.

58P. vn.
^Lectures (1909-), p. 254.
6
>Pp. 69, 80.

61P. 259.

Chap. V.

p. ctt. p 269.

epp. 80-2, 114.

**Op. ctt. (1940), p. 294.
P. 48.

7P. 48.

WPp. 48-9.

Pp. 118-9.

t*Op. cit. (1909), p. 255.

7l/^., p. 257.

nibid., p. 273.

Compare the American O. J. Campbell on Isabella in Shakespeare's Satire (Qxf.

1943), p. 125.



LONGFELLOW, LANIER, BOKER and KING LEAR
BY EDWARD P. VANDIVER, JR.

HREE important American poets of the nineteenth

century have used part of Shakspere's King Lear in

their poetry. Each poet has used the old-father-and-the-

ministering-daughter motif figuratively to make his poem
more impressive.

In Longfellow's first published volume of poetry

(Voices of the Night, 1839) is a poem entitled "Midnight
Mass for the Dying Year." The old dying year is Lear;
the last bright day of the year is Cordelia

;
then comes the

night of death. The Shaksperian imagery and phraseology
may be illustrated by the following lines :

Yes, the Year is growing old,

And his eye is pale and blear'd!

Death, with frosty hand and cold,

Plucks the old man by the beard,

Sorely sorely!

There he stands in the foul weather,
The foolish, fond Old Year,
Crown'd with wild flowers and with heather,

Like weak, despised Lear,

A king a king!

Then cpmes the summer-like day,
Bids the old man rejoice!

His joy! his last! Oh, the old man gray
Loveth that ever-soft voice,

Gentle and low.

To the crimson woods he saith,

To the voice, gentle and low,
Of the soft air, like a daughter's breath,

"Pray do not mock me so!

Do not laugh at me!"

And now the sweet day is dead!

Cold in his arm it lies,

No stain from its breath is spread
Over the glassy skies,

No mist or stain!
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Then, too, the Old Year dieth,

And the forests utter a moan,
Like the voice of one who crieth

In the wildnerness alone,

'"Vex not his ghost!"

In Sidney Lanier's "Corn" (1874) the gaunt old hill is

Lear; Spring is Cordelia:

Yon old deserted Georgian hill

Bares to the sun his piteous aged crest

And seamy breast,

By restless-hearted children left to lie

Untended there beneath the heedless sky. . . .

Old hill! old hill! thou gash'd and hairy Lear

Whom the divine Cordelia of the year,

E'en pitying Spring, will vainly strive to cheer

King, that no subject man nor beast may own,

Discrown'd, undaughter'd and alone

Yet shall the great God turn thy fate,

And bring thee back into thy monarch state

And majesty immaculate.

The most interesting use of the Lear-Cordelia story,

however, appears in two sonnets written by George Henry
Boker. Here England is Lear. America, whom England
has treated cruelly in the past but whose help she now sorely

needs, is Cordelia. The especial significance of the sonnets

now is their utterance of a theme which is peculiarly appro-

priate at the present time. Written by Boker (1823-1890),

poet, dramatist, and minister to Turkey and Russia, they

paint an idealistic picture of what England, aided by Amer-

ica, not only could do for the cause of liberty in the nine-

teenth century but also can do today :

I

Lear and Cordelia! 'twas an ancient tale

Before thy Shakespeare gave it deathless fame;
The times have chang'd, the moral is the same.

So like an outcast, dowerless and pale,

Thy daughter went; and in a foreign gale

Spread her young banner, till its sway became
A wonder to the nations. Days of shame
Are dose upon thee; prophets raise their wail

When the rude Cossack with an outstretch'd hand
Points his long spear across the narrow sea
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"Lot there is England!" 'when thy destiny
Storms on thy straw-crown'd head, thou dost stand
"Weak, helpless, mad, a by-word in the land
God grant thy daughter a Cordelia be!

U
Stand, thou great bulwark ef man's liberty!
Thou rock of shelter, rising from the wave,
Sole refuge to the overwearied brave
Who plann'd, arose, and battled to be free,

Fella undeterr*d, then sadly turn'd to thee
Sav'd the free spirit from their country's grave,
To rise again, and animate the slave,
When God shall ripen all things. Britons, ye
Who guard the sacred outpost, not in vain
Hold your proud peril! Freemen undefiled,

Keep watch and ward! Let battlements be piled
Around your duffs; fleets marshall'd, till the main
Sink under them, and if your courage wanes,
Through force or fraud, look westward to your child!

312 North McDuff Street, Anderson, N. C.



PSYCHOLOGY IN OTHELLO

By BRENTS STIRLING

THE
interpretation of Othello which follows is not neces-

sarily in conflict with other points of view which admit
some kind of psychological basis for the play. If, for

example, such explanations as Bradley's or those based upon
Elizabethan psychology are offered as objections, the answer
must be that they may be used to amplify the present interp-

retation, which is not meant to stand as a complete account

of Othello. It is meant, rather, to deal exclusively with the

psychological foundation of the play, and to modify only
what may be called the anti-psychological aspects of the

position held by Professor Stoll. It is perfectly possible that

he, moreover, will admit the ensuing point of view, since

at no time do I ask that Othello be psychologically explained
as a "real person" might be. I seek, rather, to show an inter-

esting effort on Shakspere's part to establish a psychological

"background" for some of Othello's actions, actions which

yet may be viewed as psychologically improbable. In point-

ing this out I shall also show that much of the psychological
material was suggested by Shakspere's source.

Mr. Stoll's well-known interpretation denies to Othello

a psychological motivation of the central character; it

asserts, rather, that the play contains What could be called

a successful motivation of the audience through stagecraft
and skilled poetry, all to such a degree that the audience

accepts the psychologically incredible. Although the varia-

tions of this argument make simplification objectionable,

it may be said that one principle controls throughout Mr.
StolPs view. That principle is that no psychological theory
can integrate Othello's experience and his naivete, his swift

decision and the crude stimulus for it, his affection for Des-

demona and his failure to question her about the slander.

There may be no sound reason for denying this, but there

is a reservation which may be made : I suggest that if Mr.
Stoll's premises be accepted, the legitimate inference from
them is not his conclusion that psychological interpretation

of Othello be abandoned, but rather that attempts at psy-
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chological integration of the character be abandoned. More
specifically, I suggest that even if it be true that no psycho-

logical theory can make a credible unity of Othello's per-

sonality, his improbable acts and beliefs may yet be seen to

arise from psychological processes which, apart from their

results, are sound and probable. I hope that this will seem
less paradoxical as discussion of the play develops.

Our procedure becomes one of examining Othello with

attention to three well known situations in which the im-

probable happens, but in each of which a sound psychologi-
cal process, logically connected with slander and jealousy,
is successfully dramatized. There is nothing novel about

some of the matters to which attention will be called
;
certain

of them have perhaps become too familiar. There is, how-

ever, the usual necessity of surveying old material in order

to re-evaluate it.

The first of the psychological processes which have been
mentioned as occurring in Othello is based upon the prin-

ciple that effective persuasion of others comes not from
frontal assault but from tactics leading the object of persua-
sion to convince himself of the desired conclusion. It is

perhaps well recognized, that Othello is allowed to institute,

develop, and confirm suspicion on his own responsibility.
I wish to emphasize, however, that I am not calling atten-

tion to lago's often-noted coyness but rather to the phenome-
non of Othello's personal initiative and persistence in reach-

ing the conclusion of Desdemona's guilt In the scene
1
in

which his sinister imagination is set in motion, Iago, calling
attention to Cassio's departure from Desdemona, remarks

cryptically, "Ha! I like not that," and disclaims instantly

any significance for the observation. Othello, his curiosity

prompted, asks, "Was not that Cassio parted from my wife,"
and upon lago's denial discovers for himself, in dialogue
with Desdemona x that it was Cassio who had stolen away
"so guilty like." Desdemona asks her boon, Cassio's rein-

statement, and as Othello's suspicion dies down lago
broaches the subject: "My noble lord Did Michael Cassio,
when you woo'd my lady, know of your love?" lago is tenta-

tive to the point of exasperation ; Othello, for the next hun-
dred lines, places him under a cogent and dramatic cross-
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examination, and it is during the course of this that the

process of Othello's morbid analysis and self-persuasion
starts. Ironically his very disclaimer of jealousy, which caps
the passage mentioned, contains his declaration that "to be
once in doubt is once to be tesolved," and ironically also, his

line beginning with "I'll see before I doubt" ends with"when
I doubt I'll prove." lago then alludes to the "pranks" of

Venetian wives and to Desdemona's deception of her father
;

as he leaves, Othello contemplates his course of action: "If

I do prove her haggard . , . I'll whistle her off and let her
down the wind to prey at fortune." Othello shortly leaves

the stage and upon nis return later is in great agitation. He
tells lago that he has been set upon the rack and swears that

"'tis better to be much abused than but to know't a little."

Then in vituperative speech he exhibits what this "little"

has become with the accretion of his own thought :

What sense had I of her stol'n hours of lust?

1 saw it not, thought it not, it harm'd not me.

I had been happy if the general camp,
Pioneers and all, had tasted her sweet body,
So I had nothing known.

2

Henceforth it is Othello who demands demonstration of

Desdemona's guilt His hysterical requirements of lago echo
with the word "proof" "ocular proof," "probation" that

bears "no hinge or loop." Othello is only nominally search-

ing for evidence; in actuality he is crying for certainty at

any price, and doing so in the office of prosecuting counsel,

with lago in the role of a badgered prurient witness.

It is easy to say, with Mr. Stoll and others, that all this

would be melodrama but for the poetic sureness of line

which, in Shakspere, often sustains extravaganza where rant

or flatulence would destroy it. And it is easy to say that no

scene more effectively shows Sliakspere to be a master of

stagecraft as opposed to consecutive character development
Literally considered, such things arte true; abstract out

the stagecraft and poetry, then question the causal sequence

leading to Othello's paroxysm, and melodrama, perhaps bad

melodrama, would remain.

Mr. Stoll and similar interpreters, however, infer from
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this that the play is devoid of psychological motivation. But
is not the scene we have just reviewed grounded upon an

assumption that Othello's transition from calm to agitated

jealousy is more credible if dramatized as self-developed

doubt, self-propelled persuasion? Has not Shakspere drama-
tized the psychological truism that persuasion and convic-

tion move far more readily by that route? Perhaps these

questions may be answered better if we imagine an alterna-

tive rendition of the scene; suppose Shakspere had cast

Othello in a passive rather than an active role; suppose that

not Othello but lago had forced the issue, that not Othello

but lago had moved step by step to shriller emotion, more

abounding rhetoric. Would not the Moor's ultimate belief

in lago have been far less plausible, even with the skillful

handling of poetry, tensity, and fast movement? And would
not this absence of plausibility have then been attributable

simply to a bad psychological mistake made by Shakspere?
Those who share Mr. Stoll's point of view insist, more-

over, that the scene just described shows perfectly Shak-

spere's customary abandonment of psychological develop-
ment and exploitation of pure situation. Situation it is, but
it is "psychological situation" as well as dramatic situation

;

it is deliberately rooted in simple psychological truth not

literal truth about ordered conduct drawn from life, but a

true process regulating the way reluctant belief is most

effectively swayed. From this process the improbable
(Othello's capitulation) may be said to arise, but the process
itself is psychologically sound, and an absence of it would
come near cancelling all verisimilitude ia the scene.

3

As a controversy like the Othello problem grows old,
distinctions and reconciliations begin to sound over refined.

In an effort to remove the conclusions just reached from
decadent quibbling, I offer an analogy. From dramatic

necessity, Macbeth's quick progress to murder, from the
horrid suggestion which unfixes his hair on through Dun-
can's fatal night all this, according to literal psychological
standards, is preposterous. Some two hundred lines after
the "witches'

"
prophecy Macbeth arrives at Inverness to

find his wife/s homicidal mind practically made up. But
does anyone say that the psychological process Macbeth
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undergoes fascinated by the sinister implications of the

prophecy, steeled from wavering by his wife, and in a dense

trance of remorse after it is over does anyone say that such
a process is psychological nonsense merely because the

murder of Duncan involves a speed of decision and locomo-
tion which defies reality? Does anyone urge that there is no

psychological drama there, that instead the episode succeeds

only because of dramatic sleight of hand and nuances of

mannerism and poetry? The parallel with Othello, I trust,

is obvious.

The same principle of interpretation may serve to explain
a second so-called psychological impossibility in Othello,

specifically the failure of the Moor to confront Desdemona
with interrogation or accusation. This also has come to be

viewed in the light of dramatic convention and Shaksperian
skill in slurring and blurring. Rightly enough, but Shak-

spere in using these techniques is not so careless of psycho-

logical assumptions as are his interpreters. Gradual, com-

plete, or "real" motivation here also may be impossible, but

Shakspere, again in a well-contrived scene, dramatizes a sim-

ple and relevant psychological process. It is the phenomenon
of morbid and malignant secretiveness "I have something

against you, but you shall not have the satisfaction of know-

ing what it is." Thus in Act IV, scene 2, Othello does

confront Desdemona; he confronts her with innuendo: "Let
me see your eyes." He orders Emilia to ply her duties as a

prostitute's attendant: "Some of your function, mistress."

He reduces Desdemona to a pulp of anguished mystification,
and then shouts that she is as false as hell. In reply to her

imploring "To whom, my lord, with whom, how am I

false?" he puts her aside in grief with, "O Desdemona7

away! away! away!"

This scene, like the one first discussed, might never serve

to account, in any "real life" sense, for Othello's failure to

check elementary facts by consultation with Desdemona.
But again, in its forceful dramatization of a psychologically
sound principle, in its exploiting of what may be called

"psychological situation", it achieves the limit of motivation

possible within a factually incredible plot. It shows with
maximum effect that the operation of malignant secretive-
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ness is very often a manifestation of -morbid suspicion, and

it asks us to apply the principle imaginatively to a frame-

work of the non-actual and improbable.
We may consider next the most spectacular of Shak-

spere's methods of providing, in Othello, psychologically
sound processes through which the psychologically unlikely

transpires. This method is one involving expertly dramatized

irrationality in the protagonist.
4 There has been traditionally

a tacit avoidance of this emotional crisis of .Othello, perhaps
because of the feeling that he would lose tragic dignity by
ascription to him of something close to madness. Shakspere,

however, has emphasized it in a well-known scene in which
Othello utterly goes under. After the lie regarding an inti-

mate interview with Cassio and after the setting in motion
of the paraphernalia of entrapment, Iago returns to Othello

with intelligence. By impetuous questioning Othello drags
the news from him: Cassio has blabbed (that is the word)
of his lying with Desdemona. Othello, his mind confused
and overwhelmed, then breaks the blank verse sequence with
his amazing and disjointed outburst:

Handkerchief confession handkerchief!

To confess and be hanged for his labor;
First to be hanged and then to confess.

I tremble at it ... It is

Not words that shake me thus. Pish!

Noses, ears, and lips. Is't possible?
confess handkerchief! O devil!5

And in the folio this is followed by the stage direction,
"Falls into a traunce."

6

Mr. Stoll points out that such verbal anarchy is common
to Elizabethan stage cuckolds, but the convention does not
rob the episode of its quality as a remarkable emotional

collapse. An emotional collapse it is by the standards of any
place or time,

7

and, significantly here, it has been induced
by the process traditionally understood to cause mental and
emotional breakdown : a cumulative anxiety aggravated by
repetitive irritations. It is scarcely more real insanity than

Hamlet's, but it is a profound emotional chaos, and the
dramatization of it is in Othello. Would a "real" character
have undergone such a debacle under the stimulation of

lago? Probably not But as "psychological situation,"
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Othello's emotional collapse and its causes mentioned above,
are in the play with great forthrightness. Such phenomena
add immeasurably to the play's motivation, both dramatic
and psychological.

One of the arresting facts surrounding the psychological
material under examination is the occurrence of a good part
of it in Shakspere's source. Everyone knows the meagerness
of the simple story of Cinthio of which Othello is the out-

growth. Yet, in spite of the shortness of the Italian tale, two
of the central psychological processes we have reviewed
are developed directly from it Othello's morbid but under-
standable secretiveness is described in Cinthio thus :

". . . (Disdemona) said to him again and again, 'What is the mat-

ter? What troubles you? How comes it that you ... are now so

melancholy?'
"The Moor feigned various reasons in reply to his wife's question-

ing, but she was not satisfied."8

Yet another of the psychological processes under con-

sideration, Othello's self-developed belief in Desdemona's

guilt, is likewise in the source. Cinthio's account runs as

follows :

"
'Perchance/ said he (the ensign), the lady Disdemon may have

reason to look kindly on him (the captain) .'

"
'And wherefore?' said the Moor.

"
'Nay, I would not step 'twixt man and wife/ replied the Ensign

'but let your eyes be witness to themselves/

"In vain the Moor went on to question the officer, (but) he would

proceed no further; nevertheless, his words left a sharp stinging
thorn in the Moor's heart, who could think of nothing else, trying
to guess their meaning and lost in melancholy."

9

And in another place in the source the same psycholog-
ical phenomenon is depicted, this time as a frank prescrip-
tion:

Meanwhile the Moor sought in every way to convince himself of

what he fain would have found untrue. . . .
10

We find Shakspere originating only the third of the

psychological episodes, that of mental and emotional col-

lapse from suspicion and uncertainty. Not a hint of that

appears in Cinthio.

In conclusion, and in order to depart from over-simpli-

fication, it may be interesting to observe the relation between
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the present psychological interpretation of Othello and two

important passages from Mr. Stoll. In Othello, an His-
torical and Comparative Study (1915), he remarks upon a

distinction frequently ignored:

"As a whole, in the relation of Othello tempted to Othello un-

tempted, the psychology of the nero is false, or might be said to

be non-existent, just as it is non-existent in the whole convention of

lago's impenetrable hypocrisy and his bamboozling of all the clever-

est people in the play. And yet, if illogical, irresponsible, fitful, but

unflagging sympathy the sympathy of the imagination is the only

test, Othello is as psychological a being as the hand of man has

framed."11

Shakspere's emphasis upon character drawing and neglect
of psychology

12
in Othello Mr. Stoll notes emphatically

again in Shakespeare and Other Masters (1940) :

That high and tragic but improbable situation has in the play been

comprehended and realized in both speech and action. What is

more remarkable, the hero also has been realized as a man. By con-

sonance of traits, not consistency of motives, by poetry not analysis
or inner disclosure, by word and figure, by accent and rhythm, this

great thing has been brought about. The dramatist . . keeps away
from science from psychology (and holds) to his art.13

These two excerpts show an aspect of Stoll's position
often not understood by those who conceive of him mis-

takingly as denying the importance of characterization in

Shakspere. For here, in effect, he has said that the most

extraordinary phenomenon in Othello is the emergence of

its hero as a man, as a character, and this in defiance or

neglect of the type of motivation known as psychological.

In the light of this point of view it may be charged that
an attempt such as the present one to show psychology in

Othello is a waste of time that character drawing is simply
beyond the literal limits of psychology. The answer to this,
however inconclusive, will be brief. Mr, Stoll's assertion

that character depiction is apart from psychology is accept-
able as an abstract principle, but it is true, or at least incom-

pletely true, when applied to a play like Othello in which
there has been a combining of psychology and character

drawing. Such a combination need not necessarily have been
made, but Shakspere seems to have made it, and the sum is

a character based upon Mr. Stoll's prescriptions of manner
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and speech and, just as significantly, upon a level-headed

exploitation of psychological processes, two of which were

suggested by Cinthio. I suggest here the most stringent of

tests : remove from the play die psychological fundamentals
of Othello's self-persuasion and self-delusion, his interesting

malignant secretiveness in dealing with Desdemona, and
his definite psychosis or breakdown from a hysterical desire

to change, at any cost, uncertainty into certainty remove
these elements and the implausibility of the plot, then

screened only by stage convention, and mannerisms of char-

acter and poetry, would be dangerously apparent

To sum up : Mr. S toll's error, it seems to me, lies in the

inference that because Othello's actions are not to be inte-

grated by any given psychological theory, psychological
motivation is absent.

14
1 suggest that what have been called

"psychological processes" are prominent within situations

and that these situations could scarcely succeed without this.

According to Mr. Stall's premises, moreover, such employ-
ment of situation should be considered both customary and
sound as dramatic usage.

University of Washington.

iii.

, iii, 394-402.
3In dramatizing Othello's progress from peace of mind to jealousy, Shakespeare

may have been "intuitive" or analytical in choosing the psychological manner in which
that happens. It is immaterial how "conscious" Shakespeare was of the psychological
basis. The important thing is that it is there; as the test above indicates, its absence

would vitiate the scene.

^Besides the passage quoted below which describes Othello falling into a "traunce",
there is the allusion to his two fits of "epilespy" -(IV, i, 51-2), and lago's observation

that Othello "shall go mad" under the strain (IV, 1, 101-04),
5IV, 1, 36-44
6"He fals down." Q 1. "Falles . . . trance." Q 2, 3, 4.
7The "epilepsy" and madness of Othello have, of course, a somewhat specialized

explanation under the psycho-physiology current in Shakspere's day, but not one
which affects the present interpretation All that is relevant here is that there is a

psychosis or breakdown, and that it is based upon a process of growing uncertainty
and anxiety

8See the Variorum Othello, p. 384. There, one may compare the translation with
the original Italian.

9
$/W., p, 380

Uftfl*., p. 385.

^Othello, em Historical and Comparative Study, p. 69
^"The psychology is the framework, so to speak, the character is the life and

soul. The psychology is the anatomy; and as a great sculptor or painter may . . .

neglect or simplify the latter, so a great dramatist may here or there neglect or

simplify the former" (Art and Artifice in Shakespeare, p. 53.) "Of character be
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[Othello] has no end without much more psychology than there is in a painting of

Titian's or a diamatic melody of Mozart's." (Othello, an Historical and Comparative
Study, p. 59 )

13In the chapter, "Othello the Man," p 211
14
Again, I suggest that it is possible, or even piobable, that Mr Stoll would

admit the distinction I have made between psychological "processes" in a play and

psychological integration of a character, he might reply that, after all, he is interested

only in the impossibility of integrating Othello as a psychological entity In advance
of this objection, however, I believe it should be pointed out that Mr Stoll does not
make the distinction I suggest and that, in support of one more reason why Othello
is a convincing play, it should be made, particularly m view of Mr Stoll' s repeated
denial of "psychology" within the play
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WHO IS E.K.?

By DR. RAYMOND JENKINS

WHO is E.K. of Spenser's Shepheardes Calender? The
identification of the writer of the epistle to Harvey,
the arguments of the eclogues, and the Gloss is still

a crux in literary history.

The commonly accepted assumption is that E.K. was
Edward Kirke. Two reasons have been advanced to support
it. First, a certain Mistress Kerke, who may have been

Spenser's hostess and postmistress in Westminster, is re-

ferred to in the Spenser-Harvey Letters. Secondly, a sizar

at Cambridge, who proceeded M.A. and whom Spenser
may have known, was named Edward Kirke; and E.K. may
stand for his name.

This assumption, to my mind, is groundless. First, for

Mistress Kerke there is no evidence in any document of

Spenser, or Harvey, or anybody else connecting her with
the E.K. of the Calender, or the Edward Kirke of Cam-
bridge and of Risby, Suffolk, where he spent most of his

days. And is not Kirke a name almost as common as Jones
or Spencer? Secondly, there is not a shred of evidence
that Spencer knew Edward Kirke of Cambridge intimately.

True, they were both sizars at Pembroke. But Kirke

changed his residence from Pembroke to Caius, and is it

not therefore likely that most of Kirke's intimate friends

resided in Caius? Not once in all his writings does Spenser
refer to Edward Kirke

;
nor is there any evidence that their

paths ever crossed. Indeed, no data so far ascertained about

Kirke connect him with London or Bromley where he pre-

sumably would have to be if he might be the close collabo-

rator that E.K. unquestionably was.

Many scholars have held that Spenser would never have
had the effrontery to praise himself and that E.K. must
therefore be somebody else. This argument was stressed

many years ago by three critics of Elizabethan literature.
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Sir Sidney Lee avers : "If Spenser were the author of E.K.'s

preface and notes, he would be exposed to a charge of

repulsive immodesty in lavishing praise upon himself
;
but

it is incredible that the poet who disguised himself in his

early works under the pseudonym of 'Immerito' should be

guilty of this offense."
1

John Payne Collier ridicules "the

absurd speculations hazarded by some critics that Spenser
had in fact been his own editor and consequently his own
laudator."

2 The Reverend A. B. Grosart, who took it for

granted in his life of the poet that E.K. was Edward Kirke,
writes that such an identification "commends itself as

against the fantastic and impossible theories whereby
Spenser is made out to have been his own Glosse writer."

8

Accepting E.K. as Kirke, Professor F. J. Child com-
ments : "To say nothing of the meanness of a man's praising
himself under a disguise, we should be sorry to think

Spenser capable of the pedantry and folly which the com-
ments of E.K. display."

4 The American, James J. Higgin-
son, who made a study of the Calender, and the two distin-

guished English editors, C. H. Herford and W, L. Ren-

wick, chime in with their fellow-critics. And Professor

J. C. Smith in the Britannica declares that C. H. Herford
in his edition has disproved "the notion that E.K. is a mask
for Spenser himself." Accepting the assumption that E.K.
is Edward Kirke, De Selincourt says it is "natural," and
Renwick that it is "the common sense solution." Yet of the

theory that E.K. was but another pseudonym for Spenser,
Professor Renwick admits: "Certainly there is little inher-
ent absurdity in the notion : strange things were done with
initials at the period, and Spenser was shy enough to pub-
lish these poems (The Shepheardes Calender} anonym-
ously."

5

In a recent article Agnes D. Kuersteiner effectively
refutes Herford's positions and advances some excellent

arguments to support her contention that E.K. is Spenser.
6

Yet critical opinion at present appears to support the asser-

tion in the Oxford Companion to English Literature:
"Modern critics have, on insufficient grounds, endeavored
to prove that E.K. was Spenser himself." It is my purpose
to amass the arguments, old and new, to prove that Spenser
was E.K.
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Many scholars of the nineteenth century, notably Som-
mer and Uhlemann, insisted that E.K. was but a mask for

Spenser himself. Possibly the most acceptable expression
of this hypothesis was given by G. S. Craik in 184^: "It

does not seem to us impossible or very improbable. . . . No
one would know so well as [the poet] himself in all cases

what to disclose and what to withhold, and he would per-

haps be more likely therefore to perform the office himself
than intrust it to any friend. ... It is strange that even in

writing to Harvey he [the poet] should always so carefully

keep to this imperfect mode of indication
;
he is not in the

habit of naming Sidney or Dyer and his other friends by
their initials; it seems impossible not to infer that there

is some mystery that more is meant than meets the ear."
7

Sidney Lee, Collier, and Grosart thought Spenser too

modest to employ the pseudonym E.K. to praise himself.

But modesty has never been a virtue of authors, especially
of Elizabethans. Like Harvey, Spenser was inordinately
desirous of fame and ready to employ any clever device to

bring himself into the limelight. Though Spenser had sub-

lime confidence in his genius when he composed the

Calender, he was sufficiently realistic to know that he was
to all contemporary readers a nonentity. He realized that

elucidation of the text by a commentator was necessary to

give his pastorals standing among the learned. To employ
all possible devices to enhance the mysteries of the Calender
that he might pique the curiosity of his readers was his

prime concern. Both Spenser and Harvey knew this, and
both pursued all imaginable devices to publicize themselves
and their works. The publication of the Spenser-Harvey
Letters in 1580 was not fortuitous but was designed to

enhance the mystification initiated by the Calender. The
"Welwiller of the two authours" recalls the Benevolo

(Harvey's pseudonym for Spenser) of Harvey's Letter-

book^ in whose name Harvey writes many a self-laudatory

preface to the writings he hoped to publish. The mystery
which surrounds Immerito, E.K., and Rosalind in the

Calender is exactly analogous to the elaborate program of

the mystification which envelops the "wittie, familiar Let-

ters." When the Calender was published all readers appar-
ently took the various veiled allusions and mysteries cum
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grano salts; they knew Immerito was "spoofing" them. And
no one ever inquired, either in Spenser's day or for more
than a hundred and fifty years, who E.K. was. The initials

were too obvious a hoax, merely another palpable disguise
for the pseudo-anonymous poet, Immerito.

Spenser never tired of praising his fellow-poets and
himself. At the outset of his career he fully realized that

he must impress his readers with the importance of the

"new Poete". Indeed, Immerito's praises of himself through
the characters of the Calender are as constant as are his

mock-apologies for his "rude rymes". In June, Hobbinol

says:

Colin, to heare thy rhymes and roundelayes,
I more delight than lark in Sommer days

and Perigot in August declares :

O Colin, Colin, the shepheards ioye,

How I admire ech turning of thy verse'

and in October Cuddie acclaims the power of Colin to write

heroic poetry:

For Colin fittes such famous flight to scanne

He, were he not with loue so ill bedight
Would mount as high, and sing as soote as Swanne

No one takes Colin seriously when he avers

Of Muses Hobbinol, I conne no skill.9

Who takes his apologies for his "rude rymes" as other than
ironical? Colin palpably feigns to be the humble shepherd-
poet. No reader takes at its face-value the mock-apology
so common in the dedications and the poetry of the Eliza-
bethan age. When E.K. avers in the epistle to Harvey,
which is the introduction to the Calender, that Immerito
"nothing so much hateth as to promulgate" the secrets of
his works, we take for granted that he is ironical. But
Spenser, of course, realized the advantages of the pseudo-
nym E.K. in making the Calender a panegyric to* himself
and his art. Without reproach E.K. might venture praise
of the poet even more fervent than that which he lavishes

upon Hobbinol. Indeed, through E.K. Spenser could de-
clare his conviction regarding his own genius in poetry as
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he does in November, when E.K. says with reference to

Marot: "But far passing his [Marot's] reache".
10

E.K.'s abundant praise of Spenser reveals such an inti-

mate knowledge of the poet's works that it is hard to escape
the impression that E.K. is none other than the poet him-

self, despite his insistence that he is merely a close friend.

In the Argument to October E.K. tells us he thinks of pub-
lishing the new pbet's treatise on poetry, The English Poete.
In his introductory letter to Harvey, E.K. mentions some

highly commendable poems of Spenser which "sleepe in

silence, as his Dreames, his Legendes, his Court of Cupide."
In the Gloss to November, E.K. says: "But I have already
discoursed that at large in my Commentarye upon the

dreames of the same Authour." E.K., it seems, has annotated
several unpublished works of Immerito. He is very familiar

with them, and he recollects lines of these lost works. In the

Gloss of June E.K. writes: "thys same Poete in his

Pageaunts sayth

An hundred Graces on her eyeledde satte.

and in the Gloss of October, under As soote as Swanne, E.K.
writes : "As well sayth the Poete elsewhere in one

v

of his

sonetts

The silver swanne doth sing before her dying day
As she that feeles the deepe delight that is in death

In the Gloss of March E.K. says of "Moschus his Idyllion
of wondring loue," "I have scene amongst other of thys
Poets doings, very wel translated also into Englishe
Rymes."

11 These comments of E.K., which show that he
knew far more about the works of the "new Poete" than

anyone else in the world, are in tenor identical with Spen-
ser's remarks about his unpublished poems in the Spenser-
Harvey Letters. Of the Epithalamion Thamesis, for in-

stance, Spenser writes that it is "profitable for the knowl-

edge and rare for the invention and manner of handling."
Of \ht*Stemmata Dudleiana Spenser, seeming to regard
himself as objectively as did E.K., writes that "in his own
fancie he never did better."

E.K.'s praise of Spenser is, indeed, quite unalloyed. In
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the gloss of October only does E.K, comment on the poet's

lapse from decorum, and even in this criticism he praises

Spenser's audacity. Under O if my E.K. writes: "He
seemeth here to be ravished with a Poetical furie. For (if

one rightly mark) the numbers rise so full, and the verse

groweth so big, that it seemeth he hath forgot the mean-
enesse of shepheards state and stile." Although Spenser
uses countless words which are quite out of keeping with

the rustic conventions of the Calender, such as emperished,

embellished, accloiethj enscheason, sovenaunce, and miscre-

aunce, E.K. accepts them uncritically. He does not tax the

"new Poete" with a failure to observe decorum.

But there is one person whom E.K. exalts more than

Spenser. That man is Gabriel Harvey. In the introductory

epistle to Harvey and in the Gloss E.K. fulsomely praises

Harvey. In the gloss of September E.K. advertizes unpub-
lished works of Harvey which only an intimate friend

could have known. Yet there is as little proof that Edward
Kirke knew Harvey as that he knew Edmund Spenser.

Harvey never mentions E.K. or Edward Kirke in either

his published or his unpublished works. E.K. poses, how-

ever, as a close and intimate friend of Harvey. Of the book
on government

12
of Harvey's patron, Sir Thomas Smith of

Audley End, E.K. writes in the January gloss : "I have a

perfect copie in wryting, lent me by his kinseman, and my
very singular good friend, M. Gabriel Harvey: as also of

some other his most grave and excellent wrytings." From
this note are we to conclude that Harvey, who never men-
tions E.K., so highly esteemed him that he entrusted him
with manuscript copies of his kinsman's most valued
works?

This conclusion seems tenable only if we identify E.K.
with Spenser, apparently the only dear friend of Harvey.
If one assumes that E.K. is an anonym of Spenser, this

statement about Smith's works sounds authentic. Of all

the writers of the age, Spenser and the anonymous E.K. are
the only ones who fulsomely praise Harvey. In the Post-

script of the introductory epistle E.K.'s extravagant praise
of Harvey's "gallant English verses" and his "Latin

Poemes, which ... for invention and Elocution are very
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delicate, and superexcellent" smacks of Spenser. Only
Spenser, of all the writers of the age, would even suggest
that Harvey's poetry was "superexcellent". And does not
the Postscript appear to be Spenser's obvious insertion to

please his dearest friend, Gabriel? Though the Spenser-
Harvey Letters are full of friendly banter, Spenser's letters,

in their effusive praises of Harvey are also in a vein similar

to E.K.'s extravagant admiration in the Calender.

Nor should the reader be misled by E.K.'s justification
of his writing of the Gloss : "him selfe [the poet] being for

long time farre estraunged." Though this excuse in the

epistle to Harvey seems a palpable blind, it has misled many
biographers. All biographical and bibliographical evidence
tends to confute E.K.'s assertions. A writer of scathing

satire, Spenser would occasionally have the reader believe

that E.K. was as obtuse and ignorant as "Ignaro" himself
because the poet was not on hand to be consulted. Since
E.K.'s epistle to Harvey is dated April 10, 1579, and since

the Calender was entered in the Stationers' Register on
December 5, 1579, the Gloss was doubtless written during
1579. There is not a shred of biographical evidence to indi-

cate that Spenser was not either at Bromley or in London

throughout the year 1579. In the Spenser-Harvey Letters,

Spenser is ever about to go abroad, but there is no evidence

that he ever went. A letter in Harvey's Letterbook^ indi-

cates that Spenser and Harvey sometime in the spring or

summer of 1579 saw at the Bull Theatre the play The Jew
and Ptolome. If the dates of the Spenser-Harvey Letters

are of any significance, they would indicate that Spenser
was in London on October 5 and 16, 1579. Dr, Mark Eccles

argues convincingly that the poet married Machabyas
Chylde on October 27, I579;

14 and certainly Spenser mar-
ried someone about this time. The Spenser-Harvey Letters,

moreover, convey the impression that Spenser was not mar-
ried suddenly after a long absence, but that the marriage
was the culmination of a considerable courtship.

Besides, if Spenser were in or about London in 1579, he
would surely have been in constant touch with the printer
and would have seen his first pretentious publication

through the press. That he habitually read the proof of all
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his later work is amply attested by Dr. Francis R. John-
son's Critical Bibliography. For its period the Calender is

an ingenious bit of book-making. Its format would indicate

that the poet, in consultation with Hugh Singleton, the

printer, selected appropriate woodcut engravings, devised

the title-page, planned that To His Booke should be printed
on i

v
,
that the letter of E.K. to Harvey should appear on

2
r
-3

v
,
that the General Argument should appear on 4* and

4
V

,
and decided that the poetry itself should be in black

letter, the arguments in italic, and the Gloss in roman type.

That the same person who composed the epilogue composed
and proof-read the Gloss appears evident from the first

four lines of the epilogue:
Loe I have made a Calendar for every yeare,

That steele in strength, and time in durance shall outweare;

And if I marked well the starres revolution,

It shall continewe till the worlds dissolution,

which seem inspired by the inaccurate quotation from Ovid
in E.K.'s Gloss on the missing emblem of December:

Grande opus exegi quod nee louis ida nee ignis,

Nee ferrum poterit nee edax abolere vetustas &c 15

One would naturally assume that the epilogue was written

first and the entire Gloss later; if a friend of the poet wrote
the Gloss, one would assume that the entire Calender, in-

cluding the epilogue, was before him. Yet the quotation
from Ovid in the gloss of December apparently promoted
the first four lines of the epilogue. Does not this anomaly
warrant the suspicion that Spenser himself composed both
Gloss and epilogue?

A close reading of the Calender makes one fact clear :

' it gives the recorded convictions of one man, the poet
Edmund Spenser. But it is also the record of the influence

upon the poet of three men. Of these three Harvey's influ-

ence is paramount In his Handbook to Spenser, Professor

Jones considers Hobbinol the presiding genius of the Cal-
ender. Certainly, in their praise of the tried estate, their

passion for learning, their knowledge of abuses in church
and court, their desire to make the vernacular the vehicle of
heroic poetry, and their yearning for fame, Spenser and
Harvey saw eye to eye. The two other idealized characters
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which emerge from the shadowy allegory of the Calender
are Edmund Grindal, Archbishop of Canterbury, and John
Young, Bishop of Rochester. Except for these three, vir-

tually all the other characters are transparently the posi-
tions and moods of one person only, Edmund Spenser.

16 In

October, for instance, Piers and Cuddie discuss poetry. Are
they not patently the two sides of Spenser: Cuddie, the

negative, rational, and realistic Spenser, the satiric poet of

Colin Clout and Mother Hubberd; Piers, the positive and
idealistic Spenser, the poet of the Fo<wre Hymnes?

17 Neither
is a full-bodied character, but the two together make the

well-balanced genius, Edmund Spenser. In other words, the

sundry characters of the Calender are typical pastoral roles,

the mouthpieces of moods of the poet.

As the Calender is Spenser's confession of faith, the

mouthpiece E.K. frequently sounds Spenser's praises as

well as those of Harvey. In the Spenser-Harvey Letters,

also, Spenser and Harvey extravagantly praise each other.

Yet Spenser in these letters, though he writes as flambouy-
antly about h'is works as does E.K. in the Calenderf nowhere

praises E.K. except for saying regarding the Gloss to his

Dreames: "Therein be some things excellently, and many
things wittily discoursed of E.K."18 After 1580, Spenser
never mentions E.K. If E.K. were a living friend and if

Spenser and E.K. were (like Harvey and Spenser) one soul

in bodies twain, why was Spenser guilty of such gross in-

gratitude? In all his many writings, Harvey never praises
or mentions E.K. In his notes in the volumes in his library,

Harvey often extols the rare spirits of the age and the most
admired of contemporary poets. Harvey invariably includes

Spenser in the lists. But neither Edward Kirke nor anyone
whose initials were E.K. is ever mentioned. Was Harvey,
the "verye singular good friend," also guilty of egregious

ingratitude? The inference one draws from the relative

silence of Spenser and the absolute silence of Harvey re-

garding the mysterious E.K. is that Spenser adopted the

pseudonym that he might openly declare his ardent con-

victions.

Throughout the Calender Spenser pursues a consistent

pseudo-anonymity. The identity of E.K., like that of Rosa-
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Imd, is merely one of the mysteries of the Calender. The
Calender, indeed, for both Spenser and Harvey was, like

the Spenser-Harvey Letters, another clever scheme of

mutual advertisement. To attract attention through their

sundry hoaxes meant recognition, if not fame. In these

Letters Spenser betrays his fondness for speaking of him-
self in the third person as well as for pseudonyms. In the

letter dated October 5, 1579, Spenser begs Harvey "to

thinke vpon poore Immerito as he thinketh vppon you."
"The new Poete" is frequently the means by which E.K.
identifies the author of the Calender. Throughout the

volume Colin, or Colin Clout, is of course the transparent
mask of the poet. B>ut Harvey is also very fond of pseudo-

nyms. In his Letterbook his dear friend is never Spenser
but is ever Immerito or Benevolo. In his Marginalia Axio-

philus is either himself or Spenser, and Chrysotechnus is

also probably Harvey.

Harvey's Letterbook is full of pseudonyms and hoaxes.

These hoaxes though they are often as fantastic as Falstaff's

lies, gross as the father who begot them actually are a

key to the interpretation of the Calender. For Harvey knew
precisely what Spenser was aiming at in the Calender; he
was the only one in whom Spenser would have confided all

his secrets, and, he would have enjoyed the clever "strata-

gem" of having an imaginary friend write the commentary
for the Calender. Harvey was naturally inclined to tricks

and "stratagems." Impudentia was to Harvey the "soverayne
ladye and supreme goddesse of vertues". Harvey's first elab-

orate hoax in his Letterbook is a letter to Spenser protesting
the publication without leave of his first attempts in Eng-
lish verse, his Verlayes, and the sending to him of a copy,
"a pigg of myne own sowe." Of course, it is unlikely that

Spenser ever thought of sponsoring the publication of such
skimble-skamble stuff as were Harvey's Verlayes, though
Harvey may have besought him to do it and doubtless
assured him that he would compose all the dedicatory intro-
ductions. Written in a bantering vein, the letter begins:
"Magnifico Signor Benevolo".19

Harvey then protests that
Benevolo has prejudiced his good name forever in thrusting
him on the stage to play Wilson's or Tarleton's part. He
writes that the only amends Benevolo can make is to send
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"the clippings of your thris honorable mustachyoes and
subboscoes to overshadow and coouer my bishinge. ... I

beseech your Beneuolenza what more notorious and villain-

ous kind of iniurye could have been devised againste me by
the mortallest enemy I haue in this whole world."20

From the Letterbook one infers that Harvey was very-

anxious to burst into print. There are several explanatory
notes and title pages, written of course by Harvey but

fathered upon Spenser. The first note one comes upon reads

thus : "a neue Pamflett conteininge a fewe delicate posticall
devises of Mr. G. H. . . . immediately vppon ye reporte of

ye deathe of M. Georg Gascoigne. . . . Published by a

familiar frende of his, that copyed them oute praesently
after they were first compiled with ye same frends preface
of dutifull commendation."21 Next appears a preface, writ-

ten of course by Harvey but so devised that it appears to be

b!y Spenser, of two letters of Harvey, the first addressed to

Spenser and the second to "an old fantasticall miller."
22

Acting the role of Spenser the editor, Harvey prefaces these

letters as "twoe pleasaunte and merry conceited letters, one
to myself [Spenser] immediately before his Masters Com-
mencement [Harvey's, of course], which two letters I

fownde . . . amongst a number of myne oulde scattered pa-

pers. . . . The letter to my selfe /verbatim as/ it was de-

liuered unto me in an Inne of Courte/ in his own hande."

Now, let us note that this preface is all a fabrication of

Harvey. The letter was not found by Spenser among his

"oulde scattered "papers," nor was it given by Harvey to

Spenser in "an Inne of Courte," for it obviously could never
have left Harvey's private notebook.

Though none of these projected prefaces or schemes got
beyond Harvey's private papers, this kind of hoax, which
he was tempted to employ to make himself known, is com-
mon in the Letterbook. The Lvtterbook, in fact, contains

a series of introductions written by Harvey, but purporting
to be by Spenser, to the prose and poetry which Harvey
would fain see in print. If these works of Harvey had ever

been published, the casual reader might have taken for

granted that the prefaces were written by Spenser, for these
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prefaces contain much adulation of Harvey and affect a

disinclination on Harvey's part to have his works appear in

print. In one Spenser is made to write: "I since obtained

of him [Harvey] with mutch ado . . .
;

23
in another "in

whom nothinge is vulgar but ether in respecte of the man-
*

1 ? ? **4

ner or matter to my seeming very singular. . . .

The most interesting hoax of Harvey in the Letterbook,

especially in its relation to the Calender, is a dedication

which appears as a projected title-page giving two possible

arrangements of five of his works.
25 This dedication reads

thus : "To the right worshipfull gentleman /And famous
courtier /Master Edwarde Diar /In honour of his rare

qualityes /And noble vertues." The name Benevolo appears
under this dedication. To the left of "Benevolo" and in

the margin is written Quod vult Deus. Under Quod vult

Deus appear the initials J.W. The only interpretation one
can give this is that Harvey thought of fathering these dedi-

cations and prefaces upon J.W., if Spenser (Benevolo)
objected to being made to appear to be the writer. Who is

J.W.? like the question Who is E.K.? might have been a

first-class literary puzzle if the works had ever been printed.
In other words, Harvey thought of employing the same
hoax which Spenser appears to have employed in the

Calender.

The "stratagems" which Harvey projected in the Letter-
book were abortive. But the Spenser-Harvey Letters illus-

trate a relatively successful attempt of Harvey to deceive
the public. The letter by a Welwiller of the two authors,
which prefaces the Spenser-Harvey Letters is patently Har-
vey's own composition; Harvey is Spenser's and his own
press agent. In both Strange Newes and Have With You
to Saffron-Walden, Thomas Nashe ridiculed Harvey for

writing The Welwillers Epistle in praise of himself, for
Nashe was not duped by his clumsy artifices. Its apparent
ingenuousness as precisely similar to many of his unpub-
lished prefaces in his Letterbook. Though readers have not
been deceived by the letter of the "Welwiller," virtually all

readers have assumed that the letters of Harvey were writ-
ten at Cambridge and those of Spenser in Westminster, that
these letters were actually sent through the mails, that Mis-
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tress Kerke was an actual postmistress, that the dates are

authentic and not spurious. Yet none of these assumptions
is valid, once one becomes fully aware that these letters

illustrate Harvey's "stratagems," that they are deliberately
written for publication, and that they are designed to adver-

tise the talents of Spenser and Harvey. Once one realizes

that Harvey and Spenser are making game of the reader,
one asks why these letters should not have been concocted

by Harvey and Spenser in a room together, and why
appropriate dates should not have been affixed shortly be-

fore publication.

There are, indeed, sufficient errors in the dating of these

epistles to lead one to conclude that they were largely
written by Spenser and Harvey while they were in West-
minster together arid that they never passed through the

mails.
26 The confusion of dates in the fourth letter of Spen-

ser, supposedly written on the i^th and i6th of October and

yet, according to the dating at the end, sent on October th,

is not easily explained. But one can not explain the gross
error of Spenser in the first letter. This letter refers to an

earthquake which occurred on April 6, 1580. Yet Spenser's
letter is dated Quarto Nonas Aprilis [April 2], Professor

G. C. Moore Smith thinks the Nonas is a slip for Idus?7

Rather, may one not justly assume that Spenser's memory
merely played him false, and that the dates are quite facti-

tious, affixed by the authors shortly before they arranged
for publication?

[To be continued}

3-D N.B Entry under Edward Kirke.

ZPoeticd Works of Spenser, (London, 1862) I xxxii.

^Complete Works, I 118.

^Poetical Works, I xm, n.
4Poetical Works, I 2011, n.

*The Shepherd's Calendar, ed W L Renwick, p. 172. In his Ltterary History of
the English People (2. 464), Jusserand suggests that Ronsard's first book of odes,

1550, with a comment by an unidentified I MJP is a precedent for E.K. Cf. Osgood's
Variorum edition of Spenser's Minor Poems, I. 650.

E.K. is Spenser", PMLA, 50 (1935), 140-155.
7
Spenser and Hts Poetry, I 33-34.

8Ed J L. Scott (Camden Society), London, 1884.

*]une 65-
10.NWember, Argument.nE K has apparently seen Spenser's 'translation of a poem on Love the Runaway.

This theme is amplified in the sprightly story of Venus' search for Cupid in the Paerie

Queene (III. ?i, 11-25).
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i2Smith's treatise de Republtca Anglorum, which E K unquestionably read, was

not published, as Professor Renwick points out (p 181), till 1581, four yeais after

Smith's death and two years after E K 's note was written For further comment on

Harvey, EK, and the Spenser-Harvey letters, see Mrs Agnes Kuerstemer, op at.,

pp 145, 152-155
isp 78.

14TLS 30 (Dec. 31, 1931), 1053
i*Met. 15, 871-2. The quotation should be

Imaque opus exegi, quod nee lovis ira nee ignis

Nee potent ferrum nee edax abolere vetustas
16Even Professor Herford, who taught E K a separate personality, admitted that

the pastoral disguise throughout the Calendar was very thin. Professor Renwick

(p. 241) says, "the personalities are secondary, and attached to real men partially and

vaguely
"

^Cf Herford (pp. 171-2) "Piers . . represents the loftier idealism of Spenser's
nature . . . Cuddie is the Spenser who was subdued by love to silent despair."
Also cf. Db Sehncourt (Oxford ed, pp xvi-vu) "Whether the characters are meant
to portray actual persons has been disputed; but it is clear enough that they prefigure
two conflicting elements in the poet's own nature, the practical-eager for fame, and
inclined to value, poetry at its market price, . . and the ideal

"

^Postscrtpte of the first of the Three proper wittte jamthar Letters

19P. 58
20p. 60.
21P 55.

22R 77.

2P. 73
24P 99
25P 95
26Cf Charles Hughes, "Land Travel", Shakespeare's England I 201 "The

Elizabethan postal system was solely designed for the conveyance of persons in the
Government service and of official correspondence by official messengers No provision
was attempted by the Government for the carriage or delivery of private correspondence,
which was left entirely to unofficial effort

"

^Gabriel Harvey's Margmedta, p 29n



SHAKSPERE'S CLEOPATRA
By LED KlRSCHBAUM

THE purpose of this note is to indicate the essential unity
of Shakspere's Cleopatra. It probably says nothing
which has not in general statements already been sug-

gested by other critics. But it does bring into sharper focus

a salient quality in the queen's character which commenta-
tors have tended to shy from. One either reads the play, or

he does not read the play. The critic, as well as the editor,

cannot, by his very vocation, be a Bowdler. Furthermore,
this note definitely violates one of the standards of the kind
of dramatic criticism in which I believe; it dissociates a

character from the play in which this character is but one

segment of the plot. In art the whole is greater than the

sum of its parts. Cleopatra does not exist in the artifact

apart from Antony, .Iras, and the rest. It is the interaction

of the deeds, speeches, and personalities of all the characters

that makes up a play. The audience sees not a single figure
but an ensemble, hears not a solo but a symphony. I have
tried to show my awareness of this fact in some of my foot-

notes.

Schiicking asserts that Cleopatra is not a unified, co-

herent, consistent character. The woman of the last two

acts, "inwardly and outwardly a queen, has but little in

common with the harlot of the first part."
1 Before Antony's

decline she is a strumpet;
2
in the last events she is "an ideal

figure," comparable to Desdemona and Imogen.
3 Herford

refuses to accept Schucking's analysis :

"We are here concerned only to describe a critical method, not to

discuss its results, but it is obvious to note, first, that the drama
describes precisely a growth of the light liaison between the

triumvir and the queen into a fierce though fitful passion which
!has mofnents of self-forgetting devotion (when no serious sacrifice

is involved) , and second, that even m this second phase the co-

quette, even the hard and brutal woman, flashes out at moments

too; in her consummate dying speech, lover and actress, the jealous
woman and the magnificent queen, the mistress of a Roman, who
wishes to die like him

*

'after the high Roman fashion", and the
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Oriental weakling who experimented first in "easy ways to die"

all are intermingled. The test of Cleopatra's coherence is not that

a rather wooden mind may not discover inconsistency in the play
of her "infinite variety", but that she impresses our imagination,
not in spite of her variety but by and through it, as a personality

superbly real and one."14

Stoll sides with Herford :

"But the essential unifying element in the character is, I think,

overlooked by both critics. It is ... rather m the speech, the identity

of tone, than in the deeper psychological structure or the mental

attitude. It would take many words for me to show this there are

so many facets to her glittering figure if indeed I could show it

at all. There are glimpses of her humour, for instance, not only
in her death scene but at Antony's death And her spontaneous

explosiveness appears when she calls Dolabella a liar and vents

her rage on Seleucus, as when she called Antony one, raved against
the Messenger, and threatened Charmian with bloody teeth She is

not wholly sublime and ideal as Professor Shucking takes her now
to be. She abuses the gods and rails at Fortune when Antony dies,

as she has always done at whatever .thwarted her She remembers
Octavia continually and vindictively, with her modest eyes and her

dulness. But above all she keeps her vivacious manner when excited.

"Note him," she had said in the first Act to Charmian; "Note

him, good Charmian, 'tis the man, but note him
"
Again and again

this dancing repetition recurs, as after Antonys de^th.

What, what! good cheer! Why how now, Charmian,

My noble girls! Ah women, women, look,
Our lamp is spent.
He words me, girls, he words me, that I should not

Be noble to myself.

And how from beginning to end, through all her fits and starts,

she keeps her languorous, voluptuous manner

Give me some music, moody food
Of us that trade in love

I need not undertake to show."5

Certainly, Schucking creates a false dichotomy. The
queen who, in order to get herself back in her lover's esteem,
sends Mardian to the grief-struck Antony to report that
she has killed herself,

"Say, that the last I spoke was "Antony,"
And word it, prithee, piteously. hence, Mardian,
And bring me how he takes my death

"
(IV, xiii, 8-10)

6

is no Desdemona-like figure but one still capable of femi-
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nine wiles. The Cleopatra who in V, li, lies to Caesar about
her treasure and flies at the unfaithful Seleucus like an

angry fishwife reminds us not of Imogen but of the Cleo-

patra who berated and mistreated the messenger in II, v.

How much of the courtesan there is in that last jibe at the

eunuch I

Wert thou a man,
Thou would' st have mercy on me (173-4)

Thus she had brutally taunted Mardian in I, v, 8-18. Nor
is it amiss to point out that her suicide is no purely altruistic

act. Of course, Shakspere has made the death motives of his

dazzling, many-hued queen complex. Of course, her love

for Antony is a great cause. Still, Shakspere does present
as the most prominent of the motives for her last action a

great fear of being an object in Caesar's triumphal march
in Rome and of being an object of Octavia's "demuring."

7

Clearly Cleopatra is not in the last two acts what Schiicking

says she is "all tenderness, all passionate devotion, all gen-

uine, unselfish love."
8

Despite the fault of apocalyptic interpretation which

they share with the rest of G. Wilson Knight's work, cer-

tain pages in The Imperial Theme9 demolish Schucking's

position. Knight's running analysis of Cleopatra as she

appears from beginning to end of the play stresses her essen-

tial unity. His inductive study demonstrates that the "ser-

pent of old Nile" does not cast her original skin. But not

even Knight seems to recognize how basically the harlot

she is. Furthermore, I think it worthwhile to point out that

Shakspere, besides using more obvious means to convey an

impression of her unity, has subtly but effectively em-

ployed a device of speech decorum which does adumbrate
a unified psychology in Cleopatra. It is something more

important than what Stoll calls "identity of tone." It is the

device of iterative imagery.
10

I hope to show that the ob-

vious harlot and the queenly lover both draw their meta-

phors from the same storehouse or bagnio.

But before I come to Cleopatra herself, I would like to

point out shortly how she appears to others. Now, any ex-

cursion into symbolism will set some readers' critical teeth
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on edge. Let us therefore listen to the characters them-

selves.
11

First hear Antony in Rome (III, iv, 22-3) :

"If I lose mine honour,
I lose myself."

In I, iVj 55-71, we hear Caesar:

Antony,
Leave thy lascivious wassails. When thou once

Was beaten from Modena, where thou slew'st

Hirsius and Pansa, consuls, at thy heel

Did famine follow, whom thou fought
7

st against,

Though daintily brought up, with patience more

Than savages could suffer, thou didst drink

The stale of horses, and the gilded puddle
Which beasts would cough at: thy palate then did deign
The roughest berry on the rudest hedge;

Yea, like the stag, when snow the pasture sheets,

The barks of trees thou browsed'st. On the Alps
It is reported thou didst eat strange flesh,

Which some did die to look on. and all this

It wounds thine honour that I speak it now
Was borne so like a soldier that thy cheek

So much as lank'd not.

In the next scene but one, in II, i, 23-7, Pompey, invoking
Cleopatra to hold Antony in Egypt with "witchcraft,"

"beauty," "lust" exclaims :

Tie up the libertine m a field of feasts,

Keep his brain fuming, Epicurean cooks

Sharpen with cloyless sauce his appetite,
That sleep and feeding may prorogue his honour
Even till a Lethe'd dulness!

Honour is equated with Antony's abstinence in food. Dis-
honour is equated with Antony's luxuriousness in food. And
precisely this note of gourmandism is what Shakspere uses

again and again to characterize Cleopatra in the speeches
of others. So, to begin with, she characterizes herself

(I, v, 29-31):
Broad-fronted Caesar,

When thou wast here above the ground, I was
A morsel for a monarch:

So Pompey speaks of her (II, i,
1 1-3) :

Mark Antony
In Egypt sits at dinner, and will make
No wars without doors:
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Thus Enobarbus conceives of her in her first meeting with

Antony (II, ii, 225-6) :

And for his ordinary pays his heart

For what his eyes eat only.

So, too, does Enobarbus again (II, ii, 236-8) :

Other women cloy
The appetites they feed; but she makes hungry
Where most she satisfies

,

Employing the same image, Pompey laughs at Antony (II,

vi, 60-5) :

Pom. We'll feast each other ere we part; and let's

Draw lots who shall begin.
Ant. That will I, Pompey.
Pom. No Antony, take the lot, but, first

Or last, your fine Egyptian cookery
Shall have the fame. I have heard that Julius Caesar

Grew fat with feasting there

And Enobarbus once more (II, vi, 118-22) :

Eno. . Octavia is a holy, cold, and still conversation

Men. Who would not have his wife so?

Eno. Not he that himself is not so
,
which is Mark Antony He

will to his Egyptian dish again.

And Antony in scorn (III, xiii, 116-8) :

I found you as a morsel cold upon
Dead Caesar's trencher; nay, you were a fragment
Of Gneius Pompey's;

But perhaps the most interesting occasion of the image is

the last (V, ii, 270-4). It is as though Shakspere does not

want us to forget that even in her moment of greater regal-

ity, even in her moment of transfiguration, Cleopatra is

still but a species of sensory satisfaction :

Cleo. Will it eat me?
Clown You must not think I am so simple but I know the

divell himself will not eat a woman. I know that a

woman is a dish for the gods, if the divell dress

her not.

Our interest in these pages is on the Cleopatra of the

second half of the play. We need not stress how Shakspere
deliberately creates a bordello atmosphere in the Egyptian
court by means of I, ii. What we want to see is the hetaira
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psychology of the queen. She herself makes no concealment

of her fundamental vocation :

Give me some music; music, moody food

Of us that trade in love. (II, v, 1-2)

Or of her fundamental bias, in her plain words to Mar-
dian :

I take no pleasure
In aught an eunuch has: (I, v, 9-10)

She tends constantly to think and speak in suggestive and
erotic terms. Only Schiicking

12
of all the critics has seen the

O happy horse, to bear the weight of Antony
1

Do bravely, horse! for wot'st thou whom thou movest? (I, v, 21-2)

amazing eroticism of and the even more striking concealed

imagery of her first words to the messenger from Italy :

Ram thou thy fruitful tidings in mine ears,

That long time have been barren (II, v, 23-4)

The clue to her basic make-up is given by Enobarbus (who,
as critics have noted, plays the part of Chorus in the drama)
at the very beginning, in I, ii, 134-41 :

Under a compelling occasion let women die. it were pity to cast

them away for nothing; though, between them and a great cause,

they should be esteemed nothing Cleopatra, catching but the least

noise of this, dies instantly; I have seen her die twenty times upon
far poorer moments: I do think there is mettle in death, which
commits some loving act upon her, she hath such a celerity in

dying.

It does not require ingenuity to see the clustered double
entendres in this passage.

13 What is important for our pres-
ent purpose is put sufficiently by Case: "Enobarbus pictures
death as a vigorous lover to whom Cleopatra yields will-

ingly." According to this direction, then, Cleopatra is erotic
to the quick. And it is no accident on Shakspere's part that
in V, ii, she does meet death exactly as Enobarbus here
describes her meeting death.

14 In her suicide, imagery, state-

ment, attitude show still the same basic psychology. She is

still, however transformed, the same courtesan avid of

love, impatient, jealous of rivals, quick-tempered, voluptu-
ous, feline, thinking in sheerly female terms. Let us look
at this scene.
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Iras returns with the apparel which Cleopatra has just
ordered (V, ii, 226-8) :

Show me, my women, like -a queen: go fetch

My best attires: I am again for Cydnus,
To meet Mark Antony:

She will meet death, then, as a woman preparing for a

prospective lover.
15

And thus her very denial immediately after,
I have nothing

Of woman xn me: (237-8)

reinforces how much the woman she has been, is, and will

be even to the last.

Iras has brought in the robe and crown. Cleopatra asks

for them (279). She has "immortal longings" (279-80).
The word "longings"! She speaks in terms of satisfaction

of desires and wants this satisfaction. No more shall wine
"moist this lip" (281). How conscious she is of the kind of

life she is leaving. We are reminded of Pompey's, "Salt

Cleopatra, soften thy waned lipl" (II, i, 21). She is im-

patient, "Yare, yare, good Iras; quick." (82). Is she im-

patient because she now imagines her lover, Antony, calling
and rousing himself to praise her acts (282-4) ?

16 She hears

Antony mock Caesar (284-6) . A few lines later she, herself,
will take satisfaction in mocking the latter. Then im-

patiently, "Husband, I come:" (286). And immediately
after disclaiming the "elements" of "baser life" (288-9),
she again displays impatience in, "So; have you done?"

(289).

She kisses Iras and Charmian. The line, "Come then,
and take the last warmth of my lips" (290), is typical and
evocative. Iras dies. The latter's death is described (292-5)
in imagery which only one who trades in love would

employ :
<

Have I the aspic in my lips? Dost fall?

If thou and nature can so gently part, j

The stroke of death is as a lover's pinch,
Which hurts, and is desired.17
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Cleopatra images death just as Enobarbus images it for her

in I, ii, 134-41. Then, just as she has been jealous of Fulvia

and Octavia, she displays jealousy of Iras, fearing that Iras

will meet Antony before her (300-2) :

If she first meet the curled Antony,
He'll make demand of her, and spend that kiss

Which is my heaven to have.18

So applying the asp to her breast, she impatiently addresses

it (304-5) :
.

,

poor venemous fool,

Be angry, and dispatch.

Then the scornful tongue (which stung Antony in I, i and I,

iii) speaks of Caesar slightingly as less than a worm, as a

stupid ass (305-7) :

O could'st thou speak,
That I might hear thee call great Caesar ass

Unpolicied!

Only Cleopatra, so inextinguishably a woman, could com-

pare the asp's biting with herself nursing a baby and being
lulled into sleep by the sensation (307-9) :

Peace, peace!
Dost thou not see my baby at my breast,

That sucks the mirse asleep
?19

And dying becomes such a voluptuous experience
20

that she
almost cannot contain herself. The cares of death and of

Antony blend into one (310-1) :

As sweet as balm, as soft as air, as gentle,
O Antony!

Immediately after her death Shakspere sums up in Char-
mian's words the impression he has been endeavouring to

convey to us. In lines 314-5 Charmian seems to conceive of

death as a kind of hetairai-keeper who has just received
a noteworthy addition. The word she uses is not "queen" :

it is "lass":

Now boast thee, death, in thy possession lies

A lass unparallel'd.

To Caesar, too, even in death, she is the courtesan (344-6) :

but she looks like sleep,
As she would catch another Antony
In her strong toil of grace.
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What Schiieking .and Knight do not note enough is that

Shakspere never for a moment ceases to picture Antony and

Cleopatra as voluptuaries. Shakspere illustrates in this play
that flesh can be transmuted just so far :

Maec His [Antony's} taints and honours

Waged equal with him.

Agr. A rarer spirit never

Did steer humanity, but you, gods, will give us

Some faults to make us men. (V, i, 30-3)

We may apply to Cleopatra what she says of another (V,

ii, 235^6) :

What poor an instrument

May do a noble deed!

But she dazzles the eyes. And she almost escapes moral

judgment but not quite. How consistent Shakspere is in

his depiction of her! Thirteen lines before the end of the

play we are informed that she had made endless experi-
ments in "easy ways to die" 1

St. Louis University, St. Louis, Mo.

^-Character Problems in Shakespeare's Plays (New York, 1922), p. 132.

, pp 121-27

pp 128, 138, passtm.

*A Sketch of Recent Shakesperean Investigation, 1893-1923 (London, 192 30,

pp 49-50.

^Shakespeare Studies (New York, 1927), p 144, footnote 40.

6I employ the text and numbering of the Ardep edition, ed. R H. Case, London,

1934, 7th ed

7Because of this double fear, Cleopatra refuses to descend from the monument at

the dying Antony's request but has him drawn up instead (IV, xv, 21-9) . After she

is taken prisoner, she vehemently tells Proculems that "this mortal house I'll ruin'*

before she will be showed to "the shouting varletry of censuring Rome" or chastened

by "the sober eye of dull Octavia" (V, n, 48-62) She asks Dolabella, whether
Caesar intends to lead her in triumph, and he replies in the affirmative ( 1-06-10). He;

tells her 'this again, adds, "Make your best use of ithis," and she thanks him greatly

(197-206). She then in disgust tells Iras what will happen to them in Rome (206-20).
Self-inflicted death is "the way to fool their preparation" (223-5) Even before Cleo-

patra herself reveals this double fear, Antony taunts her with "Caesar's triumph" and
"Patient Octavia" in IV, xii, 32-9. Caesar, too, guesses the power of this fear when
he sends Proculeius to her "Lest, in her greatness, by some mortal stroke she do defeat

us" and rob him of "in Rome . our triumph" (V, i, 64-6) .

^Character Problems, p 129.

^Oxford University Press, 1931, pp. 290-322
10Caroline Spurgeon, "Shakespeare's Imagery and What It Telh Us (New York,

1936), p 377* "Other interesting functions of the images which I may just note
here are ... their aid to -the revelation of the temlperament and character of i&e

person using them. This is most interesting, and might well be developed further."
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1:LTheie is still much to be done on the symbolism in A and C By "much" I do

not mean anything as ample as what Knight does or anything as limited as what

Spurgeon does (tp. at., pp 349-54). She sees one motif; she does not see the

counter-motif, Knight sees almost everything but employs not enough balance and

discrimination. The play is literally drenched in direct and indirect references to

eating and drinking Yet Spurgeon in Chart VI indicates only 12 food images in

A and C 1 In this kind of interpretation, certainly attention to metaphor should not

be divorced from attention to non-metaphor if both apply to the same object or

'activity Knight appears to recognize this In A and C, for example, Cleopatra's being

compared to a feast, Antony's constant references (especially in III, IV) to feasting,

and the feasting scene on Pompey's galley are m all parts of Shakspere's designment

The sword and snake references, in the play aie also important. The best, simplest,

and most modest defence of this particular approach to Shakspere's plays is to be

found in Msgr. F. C Kolbe, Shakespeare?s Way (fLondon, 1930), pp vn-xii, 1-2,

Msgr Kolbe does not confine himself to iterative imagery He is concerned with

"deliberate repetition throughout the play of at least one set of words or ideas in>

harmony with the plot" (p 2).

^Character Problems, p. 122.

18The sexual signification of "die" in the seventeenth century is made quite

clear in Dryden's song in Marriage a la Mode, "Wfailst Akxis lay press'd" The
Poetical Works of John Dryden, Student's Cambridge Edition, ed. G R Noyes (Bos-

ton, 1909), p 68, it is indicated too in Pandarus' song in Trotlus and Cr&sstda, III,

i,,131; see also the last three lines of Isabella's speech in "Tthe Insatiate Countess",

III, 27 in H. Harvey Wood (ed.), The Plays of John Mansion, Edinburgh and Lon-

don, 1939, and the third stanza of Donne's The Canomzatton It is unfoitunate that

this meaning has been excluded from NED The equivocal meaning of "nothing"

may be understood from Hamlet, III, 11, 125-8 For "celerity," cf , "O, let him [Alexas}
marry a woman thafl: cannot go" (I, n, 60-1) Case's note to this last indicates that

commentators have missed the point of Charmian's sentence completely "Go" and
"do" also had equivocal meanings: see Dryden's song and cf. I, v, 22, quoted above
Enobarbus' speech is packed with sexual puns I discover, after writing the above
lines that Allen Tate discusses the double meaning of "die" in Donne's Valediction

forbtddmg mourning on p. 91 of Reason tn Madness (1941)

l*So does Antony, IV, xiv, 99-101:
but I will be

A bridegroom in my death, and run into 't

As to a lover's bed

15This speech inevitably recalls Enobarbus' "The barge she saf m," etc. (II, ii,

191-226).

16This conception of her dead lover's getting up from where he is lying (in the
Elysian fields') and coming to meet her (282-6) recalls Antony's IV, xiv, 50-2

Eros' I come, my queen Eros' Stay for me:
Where souls do couch on flowers, we'll hand in hand,
And with our sprightly port make the ghosts gaze.
Dido and her Aeneas shall want troops^
And all the haunt be ours

Thus the voluptuary, Antony, conceives of death as does his mistress. See footnote 14
In Cleopatra's last words death and her lover seem to equate. Shakspere seems to
make Antony and Cleopatra deliberately echo each other in the kst two acts. There
is great significance in this, but the matter is too large to go into here.

iTRecall I, v, 17-8,

Think of me,
That am with Phoebus' amorous pinches black

The sexuality of lines 294-5 in Cleopatra's address to the dead Iras is obvious, but
that of 292-3 is not. The image is one of two lovers parting after a kiss In 292
death is the male lover; in 293, nature. I feel sure, too, that ie imagery in 292-3 is
that of two lovers parting after the climax of physical love.
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18Note how she conceives of the meeting with Antony after death as a loveis'

assignation Case's note on "curled" is instinctive "Probably she thinks of Antony
as she first saw him, 'barber'd ten times o'er' (II, n, 224 ante), again set off to the

best advantage for this meeting, as she herself will be (lines 226-228 ante) in 'her

best attires,' 'again for Cydhus, To Meet Mfark Antony'
"

19
Shortly before (V, 11, 7-8), Geopatra refers to death as a sleep in. which one

no longer requires the lepulsive wet-nursmg which "the dung" (z.e , the earth's food)
provides for all Hence, putting both passages together, we get Life is disagreeable

wet-nursing, Death is pleasant wet-nursmg Cf Antony's I, i, 35-6 "Our dungy earth

alike Feeds beast as man "

20Recall her I, v, 26-7 "Now I feed myseelf With most delicious poison."



MR. DOVER WILSON, THE CRITICS AND
FALSTAFF

(Conclusion)

By ROBERT W. BABCOCK

4. MR. WILSON AND MR. STOLL

I
HAVE just mentioned Mr. Stoll, so let's go ahead with
him next. The battle between Mr. Wilson and Mr. Stoll

has been going on for some time. In 1933, in Art and

Artifice, Mr. Stoll damned Mr. Wilson quite conclusively,'"
and Mr. Wilson replied with equal asperity in his What
Happens in 'Hamlet'?* in 1935. Now in 1944 Mr. Wilson
remarks : "I have learned something from Stoll, on the nega-
tive side, as a reference to the notes at the end of this volume
will show."75 The funny part is that he has also learned a

good deal from Mr. Stoll on the positive side which he
doesn't want to admit. And Mr. Stoll in 1944 also, in his

latest book, From Shakespeare to Joyce, is still attacking
Mr. Wilson.76

I'm quite frank to concede that Mr. Stoll presents diffi-

culties, for several reasons, and if you open to him at random
in a few pieces over the last 3 years (his first Shaksperian
essay came out in 1906), you will find what look like

apparent contradictions, or what are very blunt statements,
or what may be even sentimental rhapsodies. I myself wrote
an article on Mr. Stoll 17 years ago

77 I'm not very proud
of it now and I've often tried to collect myself to do an-
other one, entitled "The Old Stoll and the New Stoll" (not
meant to be parodoxical). For Mr. Stoll has changed his

point of view gradually over 38 years: he started, I venture
to say, as a sceptico-historical critic, became purely histori-

cal, and has ended up as an historico-aesthetic appreciator.
He will himself resent this summary because he has recently
(in 1940) insisted

78
that his favorite speech-rhythms idea

existed as early as 1915 in his Othello monograph. It may
have existed then, but that 1915 monograph was sceptical-
historical criticism basically. And even in 1937, in his most
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wildly sentimental excursion into romantic aesthetic cri-

ticism (Shakespeare's Young Lovers) he could not eliminate

either his sceptical bent
79

or his love for historical criticism

in the form of comparative study.
80 So you will have to read

Mr. Stoll from beginning to end, 1906-1944 (roughly, say,

8 books and about 60 articles) ,
in order to get a clear picture

of his criticism of Shakspere. And this, obviously, Mr.
Wilson has never done. Furthermore, Mr. Stoll is even

more confusing because his books generally reprint his

articles, but in much enlarged and revised form, and so you
have to read both the article and its revision in the later

book' to get Mr. Stoll's final ideas on the subject. For ex-

ample, he has tackled Falstaff deliberately at least five dif-

ferent times: in 1914, in an essay which reappeared much
enlarged and revised in 1927 (Shakespeare Studies) ; again
in February, 1926, in the Revue Anglo-Americaine}

in an

essay which has been reprinted with further revision and

enlargement in 1940 in Shakespeare and Other Masters;
and again in Chapter XII of his 1944 book.

81 Now I doubt

very much whether Mr. Wilson has taken the trouble to

cover all of these first four studies of Mr. Stoll on Falstaff

alone; he 'never refers to anything but the 1927 book. And
hence he is doing something of an injustice to Mr. Stoll

from the start.

To be more specific, Mr. Wilson's chief cry against Mr.
Stoll in the present book is that he calls Falstaff a miles

gloriosus and nothing more,
82

though the Cambridge Editor

himself admits that Falstaff is both a miles gloriosus
8* aad

a clown..
84 This assertion of Mr. Wilson about Mr. Stoll is

flatly wrong. In 1927 the American critic wrote: "Falstaff

is not ... an ordinary stage coward ;
he is not even a Parolles

or a Bobadil."85 In 1940 he reiterated, Falstaff is "not a

mere rogue";
86 he is "not only a picaresque rogue, but a

clown, a parasite, a satyr, and a miles gloriosus".
87

Falstaff

is therefore merely inconsistent in portrayal "A butt as

well as a wit, he has irreconcilable contradictions in his

make-up".
88 So Mr. Stoll remains the sceptic, and Mr. Wil-

son is not reading the whole story of the Minnesota critic's

comments on Falstaff. For he even refuses to acknowldge
Mr. Stoll's actual praise of Falstaff, which, beginning
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slightly in I9I4,
89 reached rhapsodic proportions in 1927"

(this chapter added the speech-rhythms idea not present in

1914) and in I94O.
91 In fact, this praise grew so idolatrous

that Mr. Logan Pearsall Smith, who has no great love for

Mr. Stoll, was forced to remark: "Even our Professor Stoll

. . . falls a victim himself to the fat villain's voice".
92
Verily

Mr. Wilson is here very unfair to Mr. Stoll.

A minor item that also disturbs Mr. Wilson is his idea

that Mr. Stoll considers the Falstafif of the Merry Wives to

be the same man as the Knight of the Henry plays.
93 This

is a pure guess, or personal inference, based upon one para-

graph of Mr. Stall's 1927 book,
94

reprinted from 1914

plus some personal animosity, I'm afraid. And I venture

to say bluntly, after consulting some students on the subject,

that it is flatly false. Mr. Stoll simply intended no such im-

plication. It might interest Mr. Wilson, too, to recall now
that even Samuel Johnson in 1765 pointed out no specific
difference at all between these Falstaffs.

94a And recently Mr.

Bradby has appealed strongly for the Falstaflf of the Merry
Wives. See also Chandler (1911), W. L. George (1913),
Alden (1922), and Mr. Wilson's favorite, Hudson (1880,

1908, 1924) on this topic. Not, of course, that I support this

point of view. I'm merely, by implication, defending Mr.

Stoll, who never espoused it himself anyway.

Only once does Mr. Wilson directly use Mr. Stoll with

deference,
95

but several times, I venture to say, he has used
the American critic or at least ideas for which he should
have given Mr. Stoll credit whether he got them from the

American or not without recognition at all! The Vice
idea which I mentioned above as the substantial covering
for the core of the book

(i.e., the accounting for the rejection
of Falstafif) ]yir. Stoll refers to twice in his Falstaff essay
in I927.

96 Mr. Wilson's pet "dramatic-order" idea is also

in Stoll,
97 who refers it back to the good old i8th century

critic, Richard Stack. The curious fact is that with regard
to FalstafFs supposed conscious artistry about his lying
after Gadshill, it is Mr. Stoll who actually follows the
dramatic order in rejecting such artistry while Mr. Wilson
bases his point of view on ideas about Falstaflf that could be
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derived only from later scenes in the play. Two other popu-
lar ideas of Mr. Stoll (running through all his work) (i)

you can't take characters out of a play and treat them as

living beings and (2) literature in not life, or life is not art

(an idea which Mr. De Voto has been playing with quite

recently) Mr. Wilson uses several times
98 without any

reference to Mr. Stoll whatsoever. I do not say that he de-

rived these ideas from the American critic, but I insist that

he should have acknowledged them in Mr. Stoll, in addition

to some of the "negative" ideas he deliberately pointed out
To conclude, quite frankly, I do not accept Mr. Wilson's

original remark, quoted above: "I have learned something
from Stoll, on the negative side . . ."" I believe he has

learned a good deal also on the positive side, which he

refuses to acknowledge. And I pointed out this same glaring
debt of Mr. Wilson to Mr. Stoll in my article on What Hap-
pens in 'Hamlet' in the Shakespeare Assoc. Bulletin for July,

1936.

Finally cheer up, we are getting closer to my next sec-

tion, Mr. Wilson's inconsistencies something must be said

about Mr. Wilson's dual interpretation of Falstafif. To begin

with, on p. 45 Mr. Wilson calls Falstaff "an absolute

coward" but three pages later he remarks : . . . "he is in no
real sense a coward at all." Mr. Wilson has picked up some
"sub-insinuated"

100

"impressions"
101

(I'm quoting his precise

words), "a secret understanding",
102

so that now he has

"transcendentally",
103

as Mr. Stoll would say, discovered an

"esoteric"
104

as well as an "exoteric"104
Falstaff, as Mr. Stoll

would also say. And thus, after disclaiming Morgann re-

peatedly in his book,
105 Mr. Wilson has fallen right back

into his lap. In fact, to a page later in the book he appends
the note: "This is one of Maurice Morgann's flashes of

genius."
106 Back in 1933 Mr. Stoll, I think rightly, warned

Mr. Wilson against this transcendtal, double-meaning in-

terpretation of a Shaksperian character
107

in that case Shy-
lock and here Mr. Wilson has done it all over again
with Falstaff. Even Mr. Stall's second warning

108
to M.

Cazamian on the same subject failed to deter the Cam-
bridge Editor.

You will say that Mr. Stoll himself has pointed out two
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incompatible aspects of Falstaff the butts and the wit.
109

True he did it also for Shylock, Polonius, Hamlet and

Othello. But that was the old sceptical Mr. Stoll, decrying

Shakspere's workmanship. Some sceptical critics never pro-
ceed another step beyond their scepticism: i.e. Rumelin,

Pelissier, Shaw. But Mr Stoll always has: either he has

used historical criticism to defend Shakspere against these

apparent inconsistencies in character portrayal (he did so

in all five cases noted above in this paragraph) ,
or he has

suggested by way of explanation, too, that Shakspere, in

the heat of creation, just let these characters get away from
him.110

And, as I pointed out above, Mr. Stoll has recently

moved even further, with his speech-rhythms idea, into an

enthusiastic idolatry of Shakspere's characterization of

Cleopatra, the young lovers, lago, Othello, and Falstaff

himself, for this section on Falstaff's prose was added in

1927; it was not in the original 1914 essay. But Mr. Wilson
never will take the trouble to read all of Mr. Stall's actual

criticism of Shakspere; and even if he did, he might not

give the American credit then for his better ideas.

5. MR. WILSON'S POSSIBLE INCONSISTENCIES AND ERRORS

I have already suggested three glaring inconsistencies of

the Cambridge Editor: his handling of Bradley, Morgann
and Johnson. He shows similar inconsistency toward Charl-
ton.

ni But I should also point out the critic's extreme love

for H. N. Hudson, which appears particularly throughout
his notes at the back.

n2 A typical remark
is,

"Hudson is,
I

think, the only critice in the nineteenth century to do full jus-
tice to the character of Prince Hal".113

Only once, if I recall

rightly, does Mr. Wilson seriously disagree with Hudson :

"Hudson, like the rest, misses the function of the Lord Chief

Justice".
114

Hence, as far as the present book is concerned,
Mr. Wilson is pretty consistent in his attitude toward Hud-
son. But Hudson in other criticism has favored an active,
Elizabethan Hamlet and so makes a strange bedfellow for
the author of What Happens in Hamlet. In short, once

again, as in the case of Mr. Stoll, Johnson, and Bradley,
Mr. Wilson has merely abstracted from Hudson the critical
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ideas he wants to use (or attack) and ignored all the rest

of the critic's remarks about Shakspere. This may be called,

I suppose, consistency in inconsistency.

The Cambridge Editor is a bit inconsistent, also, with

regard to his own methods. He demands a rigid following
of the "dramatic order",

115 but he never does follow it ex-

pressly till his very last chapter. On p. 71 he actually apolo-

gizes for this obvious inconsistency: ". . . if I may for a

moment contravene my own canons and look forward into

the next play . . ." And finally at the beginning of his last

chapter he more or less apologizes again for having taken

so long to get to the direct use of his own "dramatic-order-

of-presentation" method.116

Similarly, he throws out the

Merry Wives of Windsor on p. 4 and yet uses it deliberately
on p. 28. I for one got a bit confused as to who was the

Prodigal Falstaff or the Prince on pp. 35 and 39. But I

think this concludes the most obvious of the possible incon-

sistencies.

At times Mr. Wilson makes rather broad statements that

he fails to support properly.
117 "Yet the paragraph [by Haz-

litt] ... is the origin of all later aesthetic criticism of Prince

Hal."118

"Or, if he [Shakspere] failed, as most modern
critics seem to imagine . . ,"

119 "But most modern critics, as

everyone knows, taking their cue from Maurice Mor-

gann . . ."
12

(But most modern critics do not! see my list

on the cowardice problem above.) "Critics complain that

Hal's character is 'not the offspring of the poet's reflection

and passion'."
121

In the last instance Mr. Wilson cites only
one critic to support his general contention

;
in the preceding

three instances he cited not a single critic. He could learn

a bit here from Mr. Stoll in the matter of citing full evi-

dence for a point from many, established critics.

As to his out-and-out errors and mistakes in the text, they
are not very many, but some may be serious. Reviewers have

already rejected his idea of FalstafFs taking "his turn to

wink at the audience"
122

(in the course of his lies about Gad-

shill) as a bit too wild. In fact, Mr. Wilson's whole de-

tailed description here of Falstaflf's positions and moves on
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the stage is pretty hard to follow.
124

Again, he thinks that

an author always creates in a straight line though certainly

Swift did not in Gulliver's Travels. I wonder, too, whether

Mr. Wilson, in editing the Henry IF plays, will find that

his old, regular theories of revision mil prove that Shak-

spere created both parts of Henry 17 in a straight-line se-

quence. See what has happened to the changing position of

the "To be or not to be" soliloquy in Hamlet!

In the text itself there are a few actual errors, though
nine very serious ones that I counted in the page proof have
been caught in the final version. The proofreader herself

queried the word nineteenth nine lines from the bottom of

p. 8, but I notice it is retained in the later version. I cannot

make any sense out of the bottom two lines on p. 34: the

word 'right troubles me. In Chapter I Wilson consistently
fails to print italics in Johnson's original text.

125

Again, twice

he calls the medieval cycle plays miracle plays.
126 The type-

setter was weak in several spots in the page proof, but they
have been corrected in the book itself. I have not attempted
to check carefully the author's page references, except in

a few instances, which were quite correct.

To conclude the case against Mr. Wilson, may I bring
up a single matter of sportsmanship? Why should Sir Arthur

Quiller-Couch, Mr. Wilson's late partner in the New Cam-
bridge Shakespeare, and the man who, Mr. Wilson acknowl-

edges, gave him the basic idea for his whole book, be
slammed so hard?127

Sir Arthur died on May 12 last, and I

should think Mr. Wilson's conscience would be walking the

moors a bit. And I must add, finally, that I was a little

startled though I have been subjected to American coeds
for many years by Mr. Wilson's amazing remark: "Now,
though decorous is the last word that would occur to any-
one in connection with Shakespeare, this is, I believe, the

only scene in his plays where 'necking', of any degree of

temperature, takes place on the stage.
128

Verily the sedate
and meticulous Editor has suddenly become very, very hu-
man. He should read Chapter IX in Mr. StolFs latest book,
From Shakespeare to Joyce (Doubleday, Doran, 1944).
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6. THE PAGE PROOF AND THE FINAL VERSION

This section may well appear superfluous, for the paging,

except for the note-pages, is essentially the same in both

versions, and there is very little change in verbiage. A word
like presented replaces represented^ and Heard replaces
Taken and, perhaps more important, H. N. Hudson is

called "A lesser critic" finally rather than "Another
critic".

131 On p. 58 three whole lines are moved to the top
of this page from the bottom of p. 57 in the page proof, and
that changes p. 59 a bit too. On p. 101 a whole new sentence

is inserted at the bottom which did not exist at all in the

page proof; this sentence introduces, effectivly, a bit of

financial evidence. But all these minor changes prove noth-

ing much of importance.

The real changes occur in the notes fronoup. 129 to the

end of the book. Here, apparently, Mr. Wilson got a chance
to insert his last-moment "brainstorms". I have noted above

and commented on the three new critics inserted
132 W. W.

Lawrence, Rotscher, and Ralli and some further study
could be made of the reasons for these additions. Generally

they were cited as merely additional evidence for points

given in the text A few footnotes are quite new, No. 23 on

p. 130, No. 60 on p. 133, No. 9 on p. 137, and Nos. 24, 25
and 29 on p. 143. Of these the most interesting is the first

one, for here at last Mr. Wilson admits "a weak spot in

Johnson's criticism of Henry IV"! He has also toned down
a bit his attack on Mr. Stoll in No. 6 (p. 129), corrected

the Raleigh quotation on p. 130, inserted the right date for

Quiller-Couch's Shakespeare's Workshop on p. 131, cor-

rected the title of Kingsford's book on p. 131, and added a

new sentence on Bradley on- p. 143. All of this fussing with
the notes has changed the paging considerably, but, all in

all, there is actually not much difference between the page
proof and the final version of the book.

7. MR. WILSON'S REDEEMING QUALITIES

There is no doubt that there are many interesting fea-

tures of this book that make it an important addition to
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modern Shaksperian scholarship. The enthusiastic treatment

alone is extremely stimulating look at the way it has urged
me on to write all this about it! Also the historical point of

view, maintained basically throughout in the whole medi-

aeval background thesis, to be specific is a decidedly

stabilizing influence. And it appears further than in merely
the basic theme of the book: (i) with regard to language

study (pp. 29-30), (2) basic customs, ideas and concepts of

Shakspere's Elizabethan audience (pp. 40, 106, 112, 115,

etc.) ; (3) literary source material (pp. 65-6, 69, etc.) ;
and

(4) such specific history as the status of the Fleet in Shak-

spere's time (p. 119). The book is clearly organized, for

Mr. Wilson stops often to make perfectly clear just where
he is going (pp. 36, 67, 82, 114), and attention is also paid
tg the actual dramatic structure of the plays (p. 112). His

style is good (see especially p. 1 13), and there is an amusing
insertion of modern analogies from time to time (pp. 40, 60,

69, 82-3, and 123).

As I indicated at the beginning, Mr. Wilson has done
more critical study, I should say, than for any previous

book, but his particular forte in citing evidence comes from
his use of the play's text itself (cf. p. 27) rather than in the

citation of a list of critics to prove his point. Thus the book
becomes more interesting and leaves one with an approved
idea of the plays themselves see, for example, his careful

exposition of the attitude of Hal's two brothers toward him
in Chap. IV. Never have I seen such a clear description of

this situation. In fact, his running commentaries on particu-
lar scenes, together with his vivid descriptions of the char-
acters in those scenes, provide the most stimulating aspect
of the whole book (see pp. 37-8, 50, 63-4, 73-4, 76-7, 90-1,

100, 109, no, 113, 117 you will recall here, I hope, that I

give pages specifically because the book has no index).

As to his possible new contributions to scholarship on

Falstaff, I'll suggest a few, all concerned with the acting
problems. I've mentioned above that I think Mr. Wilson
owes something to Mr. Granville-Barker's Prefaces for his

broad excursion in this book into the field of actor-business
in Shaksperian drama. Time and again

183 he points out how
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modern actors should do a scene in the Shaksperian way
and this, of course, provides a second very stimulating fea-

ture of the book. His most interesting suggestions here are :

(i) his attempt to solve the cowardice problem once for all

by his insistence that only a good actor is needed to get across

FalstafFs "extreme terror and complete self-possession at

one and the same time,"
134

(2) his description of how Prince

Hal should act over the dead body of Percy,
135

(3) his pic-

ture of FalstafFs new habit and its effect in Part II,
136

(4)

his optimistic idea of the inter-cooperation between players
and scholars,

137 and finally, (5) his most startling suggestion
of all, i.e., his accounting for the death of Falstaff at Shak-

spere's hands by the withdrawal of Will Kemp from Shak-

spere's company
138

(this idea he admits he got from an

American scholar, H. D. Gray, who proposed it in 1930) .

13tf

This, of course, is more properly a bit of historical criticism,

but it grows directly out of Mr. Wilson's intense interest in

the acting tradition of the play. To turn to the critics on this,

though, the Cambridge Editor has made no mention at all

of the authoritative book on the subject by an American

specialist, T. W. Baldwin, who, incidentally, in April. 1931,
wrote an article entitled, "Will Kemp not Falstaff"!

146

8. SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR THE FUTURE

Inasmuch as Henry V lies ahead of Mr. Wilson for dra-

matic study, to say nothing of the full editing of both Henry
IV plays and of Henry V itself, a few suggestions for Mr.
Wilson's future are now in order. Let's go back to the Cam-
bridge Editor's friend Johnson again. Johnson is worried
about Upton's textual division of Parts I and II of Henry
IP

r

/
41 he is also upset about the lack of Folio i scene division

in Part II,
142 and finally he cannot figure out, to his own

satisfaction, just where Henry V did, or should, begin, textu-

ally.
143 He also berates Shakspere for losing complete track

of Poins,
144 and all these textual worries are most interesting

for even as Mr. Wilson went back to Johnson for his dra-

matic study of the Henry plays, so may he use Johnson as the

starting point for his discussion of the plays' textual prob-
'

lems. What is he going to do, for instance, with Johnson's
flat questioning of Vernon's second speech, about the
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Prince's praise of Hotspur?
145

lines which, as I indicated

above, Mr. Wilson in the present book has accepted without

question and used as a distinct buildup for Prince Hal.140

All in all, Samuel Johnson could again give Mr. Wilson a

running start in his next Shaksperian task, the editing of the

Henry IV plays and of Henry J7.

147

Johnson also may suggest to Mr. Wilson a problem of

dramatic interpretation that I have never seen satisfactorily

solved. Johnson writes very bluntly about King Henry V
(or Prince Hal grown up) : "The King is in a very bloody

disposition. He has already cut the throat of his prisoners,
and threatens to cut them again.

148 This doesn't sound much
like Prince Hal. And may I requote Johnson's later remark

(I have already used it above with regard to Mr. Wilson
and Johnson) : "I know not why Shakespeare now gives the

King nearly such a character as he made him formerly
ridicule in Percy. This military grossness and unskilfulness

in all the softer arts does not suit very well the gaieties of

his youth."
149 That does it, as my students would put it. King

Henry V as a character is no longer Prince Hal! I'm sur-

prised that Mr. Stoll has never noted any essential differ-

ence, for his teacher, Mr. Kittredge, told him about it many
years ago. My notes (over 25 years old) have these scattered

notations by "Kitty" (I tried hard to follow him precisely
in class) :

"Prince Hal-discursive, brilliant fireworks that hit the mark.

Henry V intellect which proceeds solidly, heavily straight to con-

clusion.

Their minds are different one couldrft develop into the other!

[My exclamation point.]

Critics work to explain change here in character. It's a mental

change. Moral change is nothing.

Compare Oliver in yiyLJ-^-Converted in a moment"

That comment was given to us by "Kitty" in English 2 at

the end of Act I, and so far I have not seen a Ginn Edition
of the Kittredge Henry F to check whether he maintained
the idea to the end of his career. But it's a gem of modern
sceptical criticism of Shakspere, particularly with that
added analogy to AYLI. Mr. Stoll would explain both in-

consistencies (if he is willing to admit them) by historical
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dramatic convention, and Mr. Kittredge's explanation in

class was somewhat similar: "Shakespeare had liberty to

work this way with historical characters," The fact remains,

then, that two of Mr. Wilson's pet critics Johnson and

Kittredge both see a distinctly different man in Henry V
from the boy Prince Hal (so does Bradley, apparently).

151

What is Mr. Wilson going to do with this problem? I give
it to him for his future dramatic study of Henry V.

To conclude, at long last, in this future editing and dra-

matic interpretation I am going to hope that Mr. Wilson
will follow his own thesis stated so aptly on the last page
of his book: "For what Lascelles Abercrombie called our

liberty of interpreting Shakespeare must be constantly
checked and reinspired by the discipline of Shakespearian

scholarship."
152 That has been my chief joy in writing this

paper, and I am sure all Shaksperian scholars British and

American will stand together here forever,

I7OS Hill Street, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Art and Artrfice (Camb. Umv, 1933), pp. 110-11.

^What Happens tn Hamlet (Macmillan, 1935), p 250.

P. 1.

From Shakespeare to Joyce (Doubleday, Doran, 1944), pp. 92, 240, 251, 258,

265 ,
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^Shakespeare's Young Lovers (Oxford Univ, 1937), p 34.

MIM., pp. 11, 16, etc
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, IV, 291.

, IV, 355
* , IV, 353

d,, IV, 217 Johnson's remark is "Prtnce Hemy, m his challenge of Percy,
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some lines lost from the prince's speech?"
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Henry IV plays See, however, A. E. Morgan (1924), Cowl (1927), Greg (1928),
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SPENSER IN LOW COMPANY?
By JOHN L. LIEVSAY

RICHARD
VENNAR1

(or Venner, or Vennard), "of

Lincolnes Inne Gent." author (in a small way), wag
(with a larger scope),

2 and connoisseur of prison-

interiors, well-known to Elizabethans and Jacobeans under
his nickname of "England's Joy,

773

published in 1601 a work
entitled The Right Way to Heaven. This unauthorita-

tive chart was then reprinted in 1602, with additions and
other changes, as The Right way to Heauen, and a good
presedent for Lawyers and all other good Christians. With
an Exhortacion to continue all Subiecjs in their due obedi-

ence: together with the reward of a faithful subiect to his

Prince.

A thin little quarto of pious meditation and exhortation,

garnished with conspicuous patriotism, this 1602 volume is

a mixture of prose and verse of small interest or value except
for some traces of possible Spenserian association. The verso
of the title-page, for instance, is given to a cut set between
the halves of the following legend : "Saint George for Eng-
land, [above] And Christ for our Queene" [below]. Herein
one may see depicted St. George, mounted and be-plumed, a

cross prominently displayed on his breast, in mortal combat
with the dragon. The latter, as befits such rabble, is mainly
omitted from the picture, his head and one claw only ap-
pearing in the lower right-hand corner. He has obviously
already had the worst of the encounter, as one gathers from
the broken-off lance projecting from his gorge and from
the verse on the opposite page wherein the symbolism is

helpfully explained. A little withdrawn to the rear, Una-
like, stand a virgin, in attitude of busy prayer, and a lamb
whose eyes seem fixed upon the gaping monster.

Explanatory verses on the following two pages (sigs.

A.ij.-A.ij.
v
) lay bare a kind of threefold allegory. St. George

slew the dragon; Christ overcame Satan's pride; and
Charles (Blount), Lord Mountjoy, now being dispatched by
her Majesty to Ireland, it is hopefully argued, will

Quell that Hells shape of diuelish proud Terone
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The five six-line stanzas are of rather less than indifferent

poetic merit, as may be gathered from the first of the lot:

A Virgin Pnncesse and a gentle Lambe,
domb'e5 both to death to gorge this Vgly beast.

This valiant victor like a Souldier came,
and of his owne accord, without request:

With neuer daunted spirit the Fiend assaild,

perseru'd the Pnncesse, and the Monster quaild.

Despite the feeble quality of the verse, the whole en-

semble of verse and picture recalls Una, her lamb, and her
Red Cross volunteer champion of The Faerie Queene, Book
One,

Following the two main prose sections, The high way
to Heauen (sigs. B.-E.ij.) and An Exhortacion to continew
all Subiects in their dew obedience (sigs. E.iiij.-G.iij.),
there occur on sigs G.iij.

v
-G.iiij.

v some further verses
6 with

interesting suggestions of Spenser. These bear the caption,
"The Authors true commendation of the vertuous and hon-

orable Ladies
7 Anne Countesse of Warwicke, and Margaret

Countesse of Cumberland, two of the noble affected daugh-
ters, of the late Right Honorable Francis, called the good
Earle of Bedford." The verses consist of a couplet motto

and six stanzas of varying length. Since these are the same

"Right Honorable and Most Vertuous Ladies" to whom
Spenser dedicated his Fowre Hymnes, one almost expects
to find Vennar employing rhyme-royal. Actually, however,
only the third stanza is of this form; and one need but read

it to discover that the beauty of the poetic spirit in Vennar

Dwels in deformed tabernacle drownd,

lost in the unapt substance of a too-too stubborn ground :

Great Ladies Warwicke and Cumberland both,
two sweetest flowres from one firtile ground:

Fayre Honor prosper 'their most blessed growth,
and enuious Caterpillers quite confound.

that would diminish plants so good & sound,
That in despite of malice they may stand,

till time shall pludke them with most holy hand.

(Sig. G.iiij.)

Perhaps the most interesting of all these stanzas is the

last one. Here the nine-line form, in conjunction with the
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rest of these provocative associations, suggests that Vennar

was attempting and very early to use Spenser's own
stanza :

O deere respectme Ladyes Honours pride,

the constant traces of all vertuous waxes:

Angels and Saints your blessed Honors deuide:

for in your deedes liue euerlasting praise.

Three ages lengthened bee your godly daies:

And when .the period comes, Heauen take to rest,

the spotles soules of these most welcome guests.

For what my penne doth fayle, Heauen keepes in store,

Where their good deedes shall triumph euermore.

(Sig. Gmjv)

But alas, attention to the rhyme-scheme, and even the addi-

tion of a full complement of beats to the defective alex-

andrine, would leave us still with a stanza over which

Spenser would have shuddered.

Stanford University.

xCf Dictionary of National Biography, s.v
2One of the "cousenmg prancke[s] of one Ven-ner, of Lmcolns Inne" is amus-

ingly detailed by chatty old John Chamberlain, Letters, ed Sarah Williams (Camden
Soc, 1861), p. 163. Worthy of the mad pranks of George Peele, et al, it seems

actually to have had jest-book precedent; cf Mery Tales, Wittte Questions and Qutcke
Answeres (1567), ed W. C Hazlitt, Shakespeare Jest-Books (London, 1864), I,

145-147.
3Vennar's own defence, with details of his family, education, and travels may

be read in An Apology: Written by Richard Vennar
', of Ltncolnei Inne, abusively

called Englands Joy (1614), ed. J. P Collier, Illustrations of Old English Literature,
III (London, 1866). A broadside entitled The plot of the play, called Englands t'oy.

To be Played at the Swan this 6. of Nouember, 1602. ts printed in E. C Wilson,
England's Eliza (Cambridge, Mass., 1939), pp 54-56.

4These stanzas and the cut of St. George, though not the verses hereafter described,
are carried over (in somewhat different position within the text) from the ed. of

1601; cf. Nichols, Progresses of Queen Elizabeth, III (1805), 439-448.
5Nichols' transcription, op. ctt., p. 446, from the edition of 1601 makes better

sense: Doom&d*
6These verses are replaced by others in the undated (1602 ': STC) reprint of

this second prose piece
7Some clarification of Vennar' s connections with these two members of the great

Russell family may be gleaned from the following paragraph in his Apology:
"First, to begmne at those places which cry for our charity to deafe eares,

I say the miserable captives in the Kings Bench and in the Fleete, having fixed
in my minde the worthily registered motto of Queen Elinor, wife to our Henry
the second, who after long imprisonment, being released by her sonne, Richard
the first, and made Regent of the Land, made a generall infranchisement of all

prisoners, whom murther, or execution for great summes deteyned not, setting
under her escushion this verse, Non ignara mah miseris succerrere disco. So from
mine owne miseries, which is our truest schoole-maister, learning to pitty others,
I was one of those that, with the assistance of the noble Countesses, Margaret
Countesse of Cumberland, and that honourable and vertuous Lady, Anne Countesse
of Warwick, her sister, that furthered the late Queenes most gracious commission
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words from a man whom Eliza herself had jugged 1} for the speedy
enUigement of all unable debtors, assisted therein by these worthy minded
Knights, viz , Sir Stephen Soame, Sir John Wats, Sir Edmund Bowyer, Sir Thomas
Hunt, and Sir Thomas Gardnar, knights, which mercy being stopt by the hand
of a severe Judge, I was not behind hand in recording it to our most compassionate
now king, whose speedy re-grant thereof, I doubt not, im the generall benete
of this land, will shortly shew it selfe. . . .



EDITORIAL NOTES AND COMMENTS

By S. A. T

A GREAT WORK

The J. B. Lippincott Company has

just published one of the most im-

portant and valuable books in the

realm of Shakspenana It is a vario-

rum edition of the Shakspere Sonnets

in two volumes, the first (pp xx +
404) containing the 1609 text of the

Sonnets, the emendations proposed by
editors and commentators since that

date, as well as the interpretations and

misinterpretations of words and

phrases which critics and interpreters,

sane and near-sane, thought required
elucidation The second volume (pp
viii + 532) contains a chronologically

arranged discussion by the editor

Professor Hyder E Rollins of Harvard

University, one of the best qualified
and most scrupulously scientific

scholars in America of almost every-

thing that has been written on the

Shakspere Sonnets by scholars, critics,

faddists, eccentrics, and nit-wits dur-

ing the past 350 years. Dr. Rollins has

arranged these appendixes to the Son-

netsf dealing with the vexatious prob-
lems relating to the text, the identities

of the persons involved in the story
or stories told by these 154 poems,
the date of composition, the vogue of

the Sonnets in various countries, and
so forth, under fourteen headings. A
superb name and subject index, which
enables the student to find easily al-

most anything he may be looking for

in relation to the Sonnets, completes
the second volume. To omit a word of

praise for the format of this book and
for the excellence of the printing and
the proofreading would be to do the

publisher and Dr. Rollins or his proof-
reader a gross injustice. Even after

careful search I have not found a

single typographical error or erroneous

reference.* Dr. Rollins must also be

congratulated on having kept his san-

ity and mental clarity while wading
through all the reams of sterile dis-

cussions of the insoluble problems
associated with the Sonnets by the

legitimate (scientific) inquirers and

the eccentric and prurient meddlers

who have devoted their energies to

these baffling compositions

Dr. Rollins, as might be expected,
has made good use of the late Ray-
mond M. Alden's one of the finest

and ablest American scholars that ever

drew breath and of my bibliogra-

phies of the Sonnets He will not

resent my saying that, notwithstanding
this, his bibliography is not complete
No bibliography of any Shaksperian

topic can ever be complete, for many
reasons which I shall not go into here.

Several hundred of Rollms's and my
previous omissions will be listed in a

forthcoming volume supplementing
imy published Shakspere bibliogra-

phies.

In closing this brief notice of a

work which will rank as an imperish-
able -monument to Shakspere, to the

Sonnets, and to Dr Rollins, I wish to

<say that this book is one of the finest

examples of Shakspere scholarships to

have issued from any university or

commercial press, is beyond cavil the

best book in the Furness Variorum
edition of Shakspere's works, and is

well worth the $17.00 for which it is

sold.

*But we cannot repress our astonishment
at the last sentence ("at many . to

praise ") in the last paragraph on page 399
of volume 2
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Some Members of our Association will undoubtedly be

interested in a recent book by Mr. Alden Brooks, one of

our most active members, which bears the following sug-

gestive tide:

WILL SHAKSPERE AND THE

DYER'S HAND
The book is intended to prove that William Shakespeare's

plays were written by Sir Edward Dyer. It is published

by Charles Scribner's Sons of New York, consists of 724

pages, well printed and bound, at $5 per copy. This is Mr.

Brook's second book on the subject of the authorship of

the Shakespeare canon.














